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1 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONVEYANCE 
2 MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
3 BETWEEN 
4 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
5 ACTING BY AND THROUGH THE NAVY 
6 AND 
7 THE LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY FOR 
8 NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS 
9 

10 This Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "Agreemenf') is entered into this 
11 dOth day of December, 2011 (the "Effective Date"), between the UNITED STATES 
12 OF AMERICA, acting by and through the Department of the Navy (the "Navy"), and the 
13 COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO, acting by and through the Local Redevelopment 
14 Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (the "LRA"), recognized as the local 
15 redevelopment authority by the Office of Economic Adjustment on behalf of the Secretary of 
16 Defense with regard to the disposition and conveyance of portions of the Naval Station 
17 Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico. The Navy and the LRA are each sometimes referred to herein 
18 individually as a "Party" and collectively as the "Parties." 
19 
20 RECITALS 
21 
22 WHEREAS: 
23 
24 1. Pursuant to Section 8132 of the Department of Defense Appropriations Act for Fiscal 
25 Year 2004 (Public Law No. 108-87; the "Appropriations Act"), the Navy was directed to close 
26 Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico ("NSRR") no later than six (6) months after the 
27 enactment of the Appropriations Act, and to do so pursuant to the procedures and authorities 
28 contained in the Defense Base Closure and Realigrunent Act of 1990, as amended (title XXIX of 
29 Public Law No. 101-510, 10 U.S.C. § 2687 note; the "Base Closure Act"). 
30 
31 2. On November 20, 2003, the Puerto Rico Department of Economic Development and 
32 Commerce was recognized by the Office of Economic Adjustment of the Department of Defense 
33 as the "planning" local redevelopment authority for NSRR. 
34 
35 3. The Navy closed NSRR on March 31,2004. 
36 
37 4. On August 30,2006, the Office of Economic Adjustment of the Department of Defense 
38 recognized the LRA, also known as the Portal del Futuro Authority and the Roosevelt Roads 
39 Naval Base Lands and Facilities Redevelopment Authority, as the local redevelopment authority 
40 for purposes of implementing the local redevelopment plan at NSRR. 
41 
42 5. Pursuant to the power and authority provided by Section 2905(b)(4) of the Defense Base 
43 Closure and Realigrunent Act of 1990, 10 U.S.C. § 2687 note, as amended, and the 
44 implementing regulations of the Department of Defense (32 C.F.R. Part 174), the Secretary of 
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1 the Navy is authorized to convey surplus property at a closing installation to a local 
2 redevelopment authority for economic development purposes. 
3 
4 6. By application dated December 17, 2010, the LRA applied for an Economic 
5 Development Conveyance ("EDC") of approximately one thousand three hundred and seventy 
6 (1,370) acres to be used and developed in accordance with the reuse plan submitted in December 
7 2004, as amended on April 30, 2010 by the "Roosevelt Roads Redevelopment Addendum to the 
8 2004 Reuse Plan" ("Reuse Plan"). 
9 

10 7. The Navy approved the LRA's EDC Application on September 16,2011. 
11 
12 8. The consideration for conveyance of the Property, as set forth herein, has been structured 
13 to achieve an amount at least equal to the fair market value of the Property. 
14 
15 9. In accordance with the provisions of the Community Environmental Response 
16 Facilitation Act, the Navy prepared Environmental Baseline Surveys ("EBSs") for the Property, 
17 as defined herein, copies of which have been provided to the LRA. The Navy has prepared 
18 Findings of Suitability to Transfer ("FOSTs") for several parcels located within the boundaries 
19 of the Property (as defined below) as well as Findings of Suitability to Lease ("FOSLs") for 
20 parcels contained within the boundaries of the Property. Additionally, the Navy has prepared a 
21 FOST with a Covenant Deferral Request ("CDR") for a parcel located within the boundaries of 
22 the Property which includes several sites for which the Navy has continuing environmental 
23 remediation responsibilities. The Navy will prepare additional FOSTs for the Property. The 
24 existing FOSTs, FOSLs, and CDR are attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
25 
26 10. For purposes of this Agreement, the Parties shall treat the Property as four (4) separate 
27 parcels (that may be further subdivided into sub-parcels). Said parcels are identified as the 
28 "Clean Parcel," which contains all property for which the Navy has prepared and executed a 
29 FOST and has determined the property to be uncontaminated in accordance with CERCLA § 
30 120(h)(4), as described on Exhibit B-1; the "LUCs Parcel" which contains all property for 
31 which the Navy has prepared and executed a FOST and has determined the property to be 
32 suitable for transfer in accordance with CERCLA § 120(h)(3), as described on Exhibit B-2; the 
33 "CDR Parcel" which contains all property for which the Navy has prepared and executed a 
34 FOST with a Covenant Deferral Request in accordance with CERCLA § 120(h)(3)(C), as 
35 described on Exhibit B-3; and a "Lease Parcel" which contains all property for which the Navy 
36 has not yet completed a FOST, but has determined the property suitable to lease under the terms 
37 and conditions described in the FOSL, as described on Exhibit B-4 (collectively, the "Parcels," 
38 and each a "Parcel"). 
39 
40 11. In accordance with the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") 
41 of 1969, as amended, the Navy executed a Finding of No Significant Impact ("FONSI") for the 
42 disposal of the Property, which is attached hereto as Exhibit D-I and made a part hereof as if set 
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lout at length. Further, the Navy has also completed a Supplemental Environmental Assessment 
2 for the Disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico (formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads) which 
3 resulted in a Supplemental Finding of No Significant Impact ("Supplemental FONSI") which is 
4 attached hereto as Exhibit D-2 and made a part hereof as if set out at length. 
5 
6 12. In accordance with the provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act, the Navy 
7 determined that the disposal of the Property, as hereinafter defined, will have an effect upon 
8 those portions of the Property that are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic 
9 Places. A Memorandum of Agreement between the United States Navy and the Puerto Rico 

10 Historic Preservation Officer concerning the disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico was 
11 executed September 28,2011 ("Historic MOA"), which is attached hereto as Exhibit O. 
12 
13 AGREEMENTS 
14 
15 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and the respective 
16 representations, agreements, covenants and conditions herein contained, and other good and 
17 valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Navy 
18 and the LRA agree as follows: 
19 
20 ARTICLE! 
21 DEFINITIONS 
22 
23 1.1 The definitions are attached hereto as Exhibit A and are hereby incorporated by 
24 reference as if fully set forth herein. 
25 
26 ARTICLE 2 
27 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CONVEYANCE 
28 
29 2.1 Pursuant to § 2905(b)(4) of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 
30 1990 (10 U.S.C. § 2687 note), as amended, and 32 C.F.R. Part 174, the Navy agrees to transfer 
31 and convey all of the Navy's right, title, and interest in the Property to the LRA under a fair 
32 market value economic development conveyance, and the LRA agrees to acquire such Property 
33 in consideration of the covenants, conditions and restrictions contained herein and other good 
34 and valuable consideration, subject to the terms, conditions and general provisions set forth in 
35 this Agreement. 
36 
37 ARTICLE 3 
38 CONVEYANCE SCHEDULE AND TRANSFERS 
39 
40 3.1 Property to be Conveyed. The Navy shall convey to the LRA, and the LRA shall 
41 accept from the Navy, subject to the terms, covenants, and conditions hereinafter set forth, all of 
42 the Navy's right, title, and interest in the following property: 
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3.1.1 The real property consisting of approximately one thousand, three hundred 
and seventy (1,370) acres of land located within the bounds of the former NSRR, as more 
particularly described and delineated on Exhibit B, attached hereto, which shall include, but not 
be limited to, any right, title or interest the Navy may have in the following (collectively referred 
to herein as the "Property"): 

3.1.1.1 All buildings, facilities, roadways, and other infrastructure, 
including the storm drainage systems and the utility system infrastructure, and any other 
improvements thereon (including all replacements and additions thereto between the date of this 
Agreement and the date of conveyance of all the Property to the LRA). 

3.1.1.2 The Easements, licenses, rights of way, or other similar 
instruments as described in Article 5. 

3.1.1.3 The hereditaments and tenements in and/or to the Property and 
reversions, remainders, issues, profits, privileges and other rights belonging or related thereto. 

3.1.1.4 All rights to minerals, gas, oil, water and similar rights. 

3.1.2 The Utility Infrastructure consisting of all utilities and related support 
infrastructure located on and off the Property that serve the Property such as electrical, water, 
sewer, storm drainage and telecommunications lines (including all replacements and additions 
thereto between the date of this Agreement and the date of conveyance of all the Property to the 
LRA), as more particularly described on Exhibit E attached hereto. 

3.1.3 The Navy Personal Property consisting of the Navy's right, title, and 
interest in all personal property located on the Property. 

3.2 Conveyance Process. 

3.2.1 The Initial Closing is expected to take place not later than January 25, 
2012, uuless the Parties mutually agree to extend such date. 

3.2.2 The Lease Parcel, or portions thereof, is expected to be transferred by 
Deed to the LRA in accordance with the Conveyance Schedule attached hereto as Exhibit F. 

3.2.2.1 The Parties agree to meet at such times as requested by a Party, 
but no less than annually, to discuss the status of the Conveyance Schedule. Prior to each such 
meeting, the LRA shall deliver to the Navy a general phasing schedule that describes the 
anticipated schedule of development on the Property for the next twenty-four (24) months. 
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During such meetings, the Parties may mutually agree, in each Party's sole and absolute 
discretion, to amend the Conveyance Schedule. 

3.2.2.2 In the event that the Navy fails to convey a portion ofthe Lease 
Parcel by the projected date set forth in the Conveyance Schedule ("Delayed Parcel"), within 
ten (10) days of a written request from the LRA, the Navy shall deliver to the LRA information 
describing (i) the current status of the remediation of the Delayed Parcel, (ii) the estimated cost 
to complete the remediation of the Delayed Parcel, and (iii) the estimated date when the Delayed 
Parcel can be conveyed to the LRA. If requested by the LRA, the Parties shall meet and explore 
the potential for utilizing an Environmental Services Cooperative Agreement ("ESCA") under 
which the Navy shall have the option, but not the obligation, of allowing the Consideration then 
remaining payable to the Navy in lieu of direct payment of such consideration to the Navy to 
fund the performance of environmental remediation on the Delayed Parcel in accordance with 
the scope and cost agreed to by the Parties in the ESCA. 

3.3 Early Transfer Negotiations. At any time, the Parties may enter into early transfer 
negotiations for the conveyance of any Parcel or agreed upon sub-parcel by means of a covenant 
deferral pursuant to Section 120(h)(3)(C) of CERCLA and the terms of a mutually acceptable 
ESCA that has been approved by the Navy, the LRA, and the Governor of the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico, each in their sole and absolute discretion. 

3.4 FOST Conveyances. 

3.4.1 The Navy shall convey the Property to the LRA by Deed(s) with all 
required CERCLA warranties and covenants after a FOST is executed with respect to the 
applicable portion of the Property. Unless otherwise mutually agreed by the Parties, the Navy 
shall provide to the LRA for review and comment copies of all draft FOSTs and the contents of 
any proposed land use covenants as they become available, provided, however, that the Navy 
shall not execute any final FOST or execute or record any land use covenants related to the 
Property for at least thirty (30) days after the applicable draft FOST or land use covenant is 
provided to the LRA for review. The Navy shall promptly provide updates or revisions of such 
draft FOSTs or land use covenants to the LRA as soon as any updates are available to the Navy. 
Unless otherwise mutually agreed by the Parties, the revised draft final FOST or land use 
covenant, as the case may be, must be provided to the LRA at least fifteen (15) days prior to the 
Navy's execution or recordation of the applicable final FOST or land use covenant Irrespective 
of any comment or objection provided to the Navy by the LRA as a result of the LRA's review 
of any FOST document, nothing contained herein shall limit or restrict the Navy's ability to 
execute any FOST or record any land use covenant for the Property, or any portion thereof. 

3.4.2 The FOST(s) shall summarize how applicable requirements and 
notifications related to hazardous substances, petroleum products and other regulated materials 
have been satisfied. The FOST( s) may prescribe land use restrictions or covenants. 
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3.4.3 While the Navy is obligated to remediate the Property to industrial 
standards, the Navy shall use its best efforts such that no land use covenant prohibits recreational 
use on the Property. 

3.5 Conveyance ofRea1 Property. 

3.5.1 The Navy agrees to convey, and the LRA agrees to accept, in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, that portion of the Property identified as the 
Clean Parcel as described in Exhibit B-1; the LUCs Parcel as described on Exhibit B-2; the CDR 
Parcel as described on Exhibit B-3; together with all of the buildings and improvements and 
personal property located thereon; utilities, utility systems and poles to the extent provided 
herein; and all rights, easements and appurtenants thereunto belonging; all subject to the terms, 
conditions and general provisions set forth in this Agreement. The Parties agree that the Navy 
shall convey the Clean Parcel, the LUCs Parcel, and the CDR Parcel to the LRA by virtue of 
good and sufficient Deeds, in the form shown in Exhibit G-l, Exhibit G-2, and Exhibit G-3, as 
applicable. 

3.5.1.1 The Parties acknowledge that one hundred and thirty-four 
(134) acres ofland and improvements within the Property ("Port Property"), and envisioned to 
be conveyed as part of this Agreement, have been requested by the Governor of Puerto Rico for 
conveyance to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico as a port public benefit conveyance ("PBC"). 
This request has been reviewed and approved by the U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Maritime Administration. The Parties agree that as a pre-requisite to transferring the Port 
Property under this Agreement, the LRA must provide a written request, executed by the 
Governor of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, indicating that (a) the PBC request has been 
withdrawn, and (b) concurring with the conveyance of the Port Property under this Agreement. 
In the event that such a letter is not provided by the Initial Closing, the Navy shall tender a deed 
to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico under the approved PBC. Should the Commonwealth of 
Puerto Rico fail to accept the tendered deed within ninety (90) days, the Parties agree that the 
Navy shall be free to dispose of the Port Property by alternate means. 

3.5.2 The Parties agree to cooperate to execute any additional documentation or 
deeds that may be required in order for the Deeds to be recorded in the land records of the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 

3.6 Lease in Furtherance of Conveyance. At the Initial Closing, the Parties will 
execute and deliver a Lease in Furtherance of Conveyance ("LIFOC"), in the form shown in 
Exhibit J, for the Lease Parcel. 

3.7 Transfer of Personal Property. At the Initial Closing, the Navy shall execute and 
deliver to the LRA a Bill of Sale for personal property, which shall be substantially in the form 
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1 of Exhibit K-1 attached hereto and made a part hereof (the "Bill of Sale"), together with 
2 applicable certificates of title for all vehicles. 
3 
4 3.8 Subsequent Conveyances. Within thirty (30) days of written notice from the 
5 Navy to the LRA of the Navy's issuance ofa FOST for any portion ofthe Lease Parcel, the Navy 
6 will tender to the LRA a draft Deed, substantially in form and substance to that shown in Exhibit 
7 G-1 or Exhibit G-2 hereto, as appropriate, for that portion of the Lease Parcel to be conveyed to 
8 the LRA in connection with an additional Closing. 
9 

10 3.8.1 Each Deed shall convey title to the portion of the Lease Parcel for which 
11 the Navy has issued a FOST and which is to be conveyed to the LRA, together with all of the 
12 buildings and improvements located thereon, and all rights, easements, and appurtenances 
13 thereunto belonging. 
14 
15 3.8.2 The LRA shall provide the Navy with any written comments on the draft 
16 Deed within fifteen (15) days of receipt. The Navy shall consider the LRA's comments in good 
17 faith and produce a revised version of the Deed within ten (10) days of receipt of the LRA's 
18 comments which will include any amendments the Navy deems appropriate. 
19 
20 3.8.3 Except as set forth in Section 3.8.3.1, the LRA hereby agrees that it will 
21 accept the Deed within thirty (30) days of the receipt of the Navy tendered Deed; provided, 
22 however, that the acceptance date may be extended with the mutual agreement of the Parties. 
23 
24 3.8.3.1 The LRA shall not be obligated to accept a Deed or Deeds 
25 conveying SWMU 11 (Building 38) or SWMU 77 (Firing Range), as identified on Exhibit B-4, 
26 if, at the time of tender, the executed FOST and tendered Deed have not been reviewed and 
27 determined to be fully acceptable by Region 2, Environmental Protection Agency. This 
28 condition can be waived by the LRA in its sole discretion. 
29 
30 3.8.4 Upon acceptance of the Deed, (i) the LIFOC for the portion of the Lease 
31 Parcel for which the Navy has conveyed title shall automatically terminate with respect to the 
32 portion of the Lease Parcel to be conveyed to the LRA, (ii) all references to the Lease Parcel 
33 shall be deemed to exclude the land conveyed by the Deed(s) conveying title, and (iii) the 
34 LIFOC shall continue in full force and effect with respect to any remaining portion of the Lease 
35 Parcel. Except as set forth in Section 3.11.2, should the LRA fail to accept a Deed tendered by 
36 the Navy within the above thirty (30) days, (i) the LIFOC shall terminate in its entirety with 
37 respect to the portion of the Lease Parcel to be conveyed to the LRA, (ii) except as set forth in 
38 Section 4.2.5, the LRA shall receive no discount or adjustment from the Consideration payable 
39 to the Navy for the Property it does not accept, (iii) the Navy shall have the right to dispose of 
40 the Lease Parcel not accepted by the LRA by other means, and (iv) the Navy shall have the 
41 exclusive right to any proceeds realized as a result of disposition of the Property not accepted by 
42 theLRA. 
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3.9 Title/Deed. 

3.9.1 The Property shall be conveyed by good and sufficient Deeds in the fonn 
shown in Exhibit G-l, Exhibit G-2, and Exhibit G-3, and title to the Property shall be fee simple. 
The Deed shall contain covenants and warranties required under CERCLA and other applicable 
laws, and shall convey all rights and title held to the Property, free from all parties in possession 
and encumbrances, except for the following: 

3.9.1.1 All necessary and required institutional controls, reservations, 
and restrictions, easements, covenants, conditions and notices in connection with the Navy's 
completion of environmental remediation and conveyance of such portions of the Property to the 
LRA; 

3.9.1.2 Existing easements, reservations and restrictions of record 
insofar as the same are in force and applicable as of the date of such Deed; 

3.9.1.3 Existing building or zoning laws, as applicable; 

3.9.1.4 Applicable notices, conditions, and restrictions of the FONSI 
and Supplemental FONSI, the Historic MOA, and applicable state or federal laws; and 

3.9.1.5 Any such other easements, encumbrances, reservations or 
restrictions as may be mutually agreed upon in writing by the Parties hereto. 

3.9.2 Prior to the Closing, the LRA may, at the LRA's sole option, obtain (i) a 
pre1iminarytitle report of the Property issued by a Title Company (the "Title Reporf'), and (ii) a 
survey of the Property (the "Survey", together with the Title Report and the Survey, collectively 
being referred to as the "Title and Survey Materials"). The Title Report for the Initial Closing 
is attached hereto as Exhibit H. The LRA shall have an opportunity to review the Title and 
Survey Materials to detennine, in its sole discretion, their acceptability, including, without 
limitation, the legal description of the Property based upon the Survey, the quality of title 
(including any proposed restrictions), and all other matters included in the Survey and the Title 
Report. The Navy agrees to execute an appropriate title affidavit agreed to by both Parties, 
substantially similar to Exhibit P. 

3.10 Sub-parcels. Sub-parcelization of any Parcel may be considered and a sub-parcel 
may be conveyed as mutually agreed to by the Parties. 

3.11 SWMU 11 (Building 38) and SWMU 77 (Firing Range). In accordance with 
the LIFOC, the LRA is prohibited from entering SWMU 11 (Building 38) and SWMU 77 (Firing 
Range), as identified on Exhibit B-4. Security, maintenance, repair, upkeep and inspection of the 
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interior, exterior and subsurface of SWMU 11 (Building 38) and SWMU 77 (Firing Range) shall 
be the responsibility of the Navy. The LRA's tenancy with respect to SWMU 11 (Building 38) 
and SWMU 77 (Firing Range) is acknowledged by the Navy to place no obligations upon the 
LRA other than to be excluded from entry into SWMU 11 (Building 38) and SWMU 77 (Firing 
Range). In the event of an emergent circumstance affecting SWMU 11 (Building 38) and 
SWMU 77 (Firing Range), the LRA, its agents, contractors and area first responders shall not 
respond or take any other action related to SWMU 11 (Building 38) and SWMU 77 (Firing 
Range). 

3.12 The LIFOC shall not terminate with respect to SWMU 11 (Building 38) and 
SWMU 77 (Firing Range) pursuant to Section 3.8.4 until such time as the condition set forth in 
Section 3.8.3.1 is satisfied. 

ARTICLE 4 
CONSIDERATION 

4.1 Consideration. In consideration for the conveyance of the Property, the LRA 
shall pay to the Navy Initial Consideration and Additional Consideration, as defined and 
described in this Article 4. 

4.2 Initial Consideration. 

4.2.1 Amount of Initial Consideration. The LRA shall pay the Navy "Initial 
Consideration" in the amount of Eight Million Forty Thousand Dollars ($8,040,000.00), 
payable as follows: 

4.2.1.1 Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000.00) at the Initial 
Closing ("Initial Payment"); and 

4.2.1.2 Seven Million Eight Hundred and Forty Thousand Dollars 
($7,840,000.00) in fifteen annual equal principal installments plus interest (each, an 
"Installment Paymenf'). The first Installment Payment is due the later of (i) September 30, 
2015, or (ii) thirty (30) days following the conveyance of both SWMU 3 and SWMU 70, as 
identified on Exhibit B-4, to the LRA. Each subsequent Installment Payment is due on the one 
(1) year anniversary of the previous Installment Payment. Each Installment Payment shall 
consist of (i) the amount of the Installment Payment then due, plus (ii) the Interest Rate 
multiplied by the amount of Initial Consideration that had not yet been paid as of the beginning 
of the prior year (i.e., the Initial Consideration minus the total of Installment Payments that were 
actually paid through the prior year). Interest shall be calculated at 150 basis points over the 
u.S. Treasury 10 Year Composite Note utilizing the rate established on the first day of the month 
immediately prior to the due date that the first Installment Payment is due ("Interest Rate"). 
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1 4.2.2 Pre-Payment. The Initial Consideration may be pre-paid by the LRA 
2 without penalty at the net present value of the amount then due as calculated at 150 basis points 
3 over the U.S. Treasury 10 Year Composite Note as of the date of the Initial Closing. 
4 
5 4.2.3 Security for Initial Consideration. The LRA shall provide security for the 
6 payment of the Initial Consideration by a document evidencing the full faith and credit of an 
7 agency, department, or instrumentality of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico or such other 
8 security that is acceptable to the Navy (the "Security Interest") in the form set forth in Exhibit 
9 R. 

10 
11 4.2.4 Deferral of Initial Consideration. The expected schedule for conveyance 
12 of the Lease Parcel is attached hereto in the Conveyance Schedule and made a part hereof as 
13 Exhibit F. At the Initial Closing, the Navy will convey title to 1,020.9 of the 1,370.7 acres. 
14 Together SWMU 3 and SWMU 70, as identified on Exhibit B-4, consist of 165.4 acres for a total 
15 conveyed to the LRA of 1,186.3 acres or 86.5 % of the Property. The LRA shall have the right 
16 to withhold from each Installment Payment an amount equal to the proportionate amount of the 
17 Property not yet conveyed to the LRA by Deed as a percentage of the total Property, multiplied 
18 by the amount then due under the Security Interest (hereinafter the "Deferred Amounf'). No 
19 interest will accrue on the Deferred Amount, and the Deferred Amount will be added to the 
20 amount due in the next Installment Payment in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 
21 Security Interest. 
22 
23 4.2.4.1 For clarity purposes only, the following example and 
24 description is provided. The numerator shall be equal to the total number of acres of the 
25 Property conveyed, divided by the denominator which shall be equal to the total acreage of the 
26 Property (1,370.7). Therefore, if the Navy fails to convey Property in accordance with Section 
27 4.2.1.2, the LRA's obligation to pay the first Installment Payment will be limited to the 
28 proportionate amount of Property actually conveyed (1,186.3 acres) divided by 1,370.7 acres, 
29 which equals 86.5% of the real property. Accordingly, the LRA would be obligated to pay Navy 
30 $452,107.00 with $70,560.00 deferred without the accrual of interest, and added to the LRA's 
31 obligation for Year 2 of the Security Interest. This deferment of payment under the Security 
32 Interest shall continue until all of the Property is conveyed to the LRA. 
33 
34 4.2.5 Prohibition on Recreational Use. In the event that a proposed land use 
35 restriction prohibits recreational use on any portion of the Property, then the Parties shall meet 
36 and confer regarding the proposed restriction, the value of such portion of the Property and any 
37 other potential remedies. If after a period of six (6) months, the Parties are unable to reach an 
38 alternate solution, then the LRA shall have sixty (60) days from receipt of a written notice from 
39 the Navy to elect to accept such portion of the Property and proceed with Closing. If after sixty 
40 (60) days the LRA has not chosen to accept such portion of the Property, then this Agreement 
41 shall terminate as to such portion of the Property. If this Agreement terminates as to such 
42 portion of the Property, the Navy shaH have the right to transfer or convey such portion of the 
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Property to others by means of a public sale. Any proceeds received by the Navy from the 
public sale shall be applied as a credit to the amount of Consideration then due and payable by 
the Authority. 

4.3 Additional Consideration. 

4.3.1 Amount of Additional Consideration. The LRA shall pay the Navy 
"Additional Consideration" in the amount of forty percent (40%) of all Real Estate Proceeds 
(as defined herein) in excess of Fifty Six Million, Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($56,800,000.00) received by the LRA through September 30, 2035. When due, such payments 
shall be paid annually on or before September 30 of each year for the time period between June 
30 of the previous year and June 30 of the current year. 

4.3.2 Real Estate Proceeds. The term "Real Estate Proceeds" means monies 
received by the LRA from the lease, sale, assignment, or license of any portion of real property 
in the Property, excluding any monies received by the LRA (i) from a public entity that is 
providing monies to the LRA to reimburse the LRA for costs and operating expenses (i.e. 
utilities, maintenance, etc.), and (ii) in connection with the provision, sale or transfer of Utilities 
or Utility Services, as defined herein. The Real Estate Proceeds shall be det~ined based upon 
the monies due to the LRA under a transfer, sale, assignment, lease, or license of real property in 
the Property as established in the contract for transfer, sale, assignment, lease, or license. The 
LRA shall have the right to determine the price for any such transfer, sale, assignment, lease, or 
license of real property in its sole and absolute discretion. 

4.3.3 Outside Scope Payment. If at any time within the five (5) year period 
beginning on the date of the Initial Closing, the LRA sells, leases, assigns, or licenses any 
portion of the Property for a purpose not reasonably contemplated in the Reuse Plan ("Outside 
Scope Parcel"), the LRA agrees to pay to the Navy seventy-five percent (75%) of the Net 
Proceeds received by the LRA for such Outside Scope Parcel in excess of the amount of the 
Initial Consideration then outstanding ("Outside Scope Payment"). Any Outside Scope 
Payment required to be paid to the Navy under this section shall be in lieu of an Additional 
Consideration payment for such parcel. 

4.3.4 Army Reserve. The Parties recognize that the U.S. Army Reserve 
currently occupies an approximately fifty-four (54) acre site on the Property ("Existing Army 
Site"), and the LRA desires to relocate the U.S. Army Reserve to an approximately eighty (80) 
acre site on the Property ("New Army Site") removed from the Existing Army Site. If the LRA 
and the U.S. Army Reserve agree to relocate the U.S. Army Reserve to the New Army Site, the 
Parties agree that any future disposal of the Existing Army Site by the LRA shall be in 
accordance with this Agreement and result in the LRA paying the appropriate amount of 
Additional Consideration, as described above, for the Existing Army Site, and the LRA shall not 
be subject to the payment of Additional Consideration for the New Army Site. 
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4.3.4.1 This principle shall apply to other similar exchanges of parcels 
of Property. 

4.4 Records. The LRA shall maintain an accounting and reporting system which 
tracks the amount of Real Estate Proceeds received by the LRA for purposes of determining 
Additional Consideration due to the Navy. 

4.5 Economic Development Purposes. Any proceeds from a sale, lease, or equivalent 
use of the Property (i.e., any mechanism that serves to accomplish the same purposes of a sale or 
lease such as licenses, permits, concession agreements, etc.) received by the LRA for the 
Property during the first seven (7) years after the Initial Closing must be used to pay the Navy 
the Initial Consideration and the Additional Consideration as set forth herein, or to support long
term job creation and the economic redevelopment of, or related to, the Property. Tax revenues 
shall not be construed to be proceeds from a sale, lease, or equivalent use of the Property. For 
purposes of the requirement set forth in 32 C.F.R. 174.9( d)(8), the Parties confirm that the 
LlFOC is a transfer for purposes of computing the reinvestment period. 

4.5.1 Examples of Allowable Uses of Proceeds. Allowable uses of proceeds 
pursuant to Section 4.5 include payment for, or offsetting the costs of public investment, for 
the following purposes: 

4.5.1.1 Land acquisition; 

4.5.1.2 Road construction; 

4.5.1.3 Transportation management facilities; 

4.5.1.4 Storm and sanitary sewer construction; 

4.5.1.5 Police and fire protection facilities and other public facilities; 

4.5.1.6 Utility construction; 

4.5.1.7 Building rehabilitation; 

4.5.1.8 Historic property preservation; 

4.5.1.9 Pollution prevention equipment or facilities; 

4.5.1.1 0 Demolition; 
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1 4.5.1.11 Disposal of hazardous materials generated by demolition; 
2 
3 4.5.1.12 Landscaping, grading, and other site or public improvements; 
4 and 
5 
6 4.5.1.13 Planning for or the marketing of the redevelopment and reuse 
7 ofthe Property. 
8 
9 Other activities on the Property that are related to those listed above (including, for 

10 example, new construction related to job creation and economic redevelopment, construction of 
11 affordable housing, environmental remediation of the Property, environmental insurance, any 
12 other capital improvements required to support the economic redevelopment of the Property, 
13 management and leasing of the Property needed to market its redevelopment and reuse and 
14 implementation, oversight and regulation of redevelopment of the Property via any contracts 
15 with public or private entities) would also be considered an appropriate, allowable use of such 
16 proceeds. 
17 
18 4.5.2 Records. Consistent with standard accounting practices for tax purposes, 
19 the LRA shall maintain adequate records and books of account for income and expenses 
20 related to the redevelopment of the Property detailing transactions described in Section 4.5 and 
21 Section 4.5.1. The LRA shall provide the Navy with access to such records and books of 
22 account and proper facilities for inspection thereof at all reasonable times. 
23 
24 4.5.3 Recoupment of Proceeds. The Navy may recoup all proceeds described 
25 in Section 4.5, which have not been reinvested in allowable uses described in Section 4.5 or 
26 Section 4.5.1. If recoupment is desired after review of annual financial statements, the Navy 
27 shall notify the LRA in writing that it intends to recoup proceeds in a specific amount, 
28 describing why it believes that those proceeds have not been reinvested as required by Section 
29 4.5 or Section 4.5.1. Within sixty (60) days of receipt of such notification, the LRA shall 
30 submit its response to the Navy. Within sixty (60) days of receipt of the LRA's response or 
31 within sixty (60) days of the date the LRA's response was due under this Section, the Navy 
32 shall issue its decision on the matter, which shall be final and binding on the LRA, subject to 
33 the dispute resolution procedures contained in Article 27. The LRA shall pay the amount of 
34 recoupment due within sixty (60) days of final resolution of the dispute. 
35 
36 4.5.4 The obligations set forth in this Section 4.5 will survive Closing. 
37 
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ARTICLES 
EASEMENTS AND OTHER SIMILAR INSTRUMENTS 

5.1 Easements or Other Similar Instruments. At each Closing, the Navy shall grant to 
the LRA or reserve to itself the following easements, licenses, rights of way, or other similar 
instruments, as applicable, and at locations mutually and reasonably agreeable to by the Parties 
and adjusted from time to time. 

5.1.1 Access Easements. 

5.1.1.1 The Navy shall, without cost, grant to the LRA non-exclusive 
easements, licenses, rights of way, or other similar instruments for ingress and egress on, over 
and across existing roads on Navy owned Parcels for pedestrian, vehicular and other access (the 
"Road Easements") as required to connect the LRA owned Parcels to each other and to connect 
the LRA owned Parcels to publicly accessible roads adjacent to the Navy owned Parcels (the 
"LRA Access Easements"). At the Initial Closing, the LRA Access Easements related to the 
Property shall be granted for the area described in Exhibit I-I attached hereto, or to the extent 
mutually agreed by the Parties, in the applicable Deeds or as a license, right of way, or other 
similar instrument. The Parties shall identify the need for and negotiate in good faith the 
location of subsequent LRA Access Easements related to other Parcels prior to the subsequent 
Closing of each such Parcel. 

5.1.1.2 The Navy may reserve to itself, its successors and assigns non-
exclusive easements or other similar instruments for ingress and egress on, over and across 
existing roads on Parcels to be conveyed to the LRA for pedestrian, vehicular and other access as 
required to connect the Navy owned Parcels to each other, to connect the Navy owned Parcels to 
publicly accessible roads adjacent to the Parcel to be conveyed to the LRA ("Navy Reserved 
Access Easemenf'). The Navy may reserve non-exclusive easements or other similar 
instruments for access to third parties that own portions of the former NSRR, which were 
previously disposed of and conveyed by the Navy, for ingress and egress on, over and across 
existing roads on Parcels to be conveyed to the LRA for pedestrian, vehicular and other access as 
required to connect third party owned parcels of real property to public roads adjacent to the 
Parcel to be conveyed to the LRA ("Third Party Access Easement"). The Navy Reserved 
Access Easement and Third Party Access Easement are collectively referred to as the "Navy 
Access Easements." Such Navy Access Easements shall be reserved or granted by the Navy 
substantially in confo=ance with the areas shown on Exhibit 1-2. 

5.1.1.3 The LRA Access Easements and Navy Access Easements shall 
include the following: 

5.1.1.3.1 Each Party shall have the right, but not the 
obligation, to access, repair and maintain such roads, at its own expense, and to the extent that 
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1 such access, repair or maintenance does not interfere with the development or the environmental 
2 remediation of any of its own property. 
3 
4 5.1.1.3.2 Use of existing roadways by the Parties to the 
5 LRA Access Easements or Navy Access Easements, or their successors or assigns, shall be at the 
6 sole cost and expense of said Parties, their successors and assigns, without any representation or 
7 warranty on the part of the Parties regarding the condition or state of repair of said roadways or 
8 any obligation to make, or liability for, any alterations, improvements, repairs or additions 
9 thereto. 

10 
11 5.1.1.3.3 The location of the LRA Access Easements and 
12 Navy Access Easements will be adjusted from time to time as necessary to accommodate the 
13 redevelopment activity. The Party on whose property the LRA Access Easements or Navy 
14 Access Easements exists (the "Owner Property") shall not redevelop, close, abandon, 
15 reconfigure or replace existing roadways within such easement in such a manner that would 
16 unreasonably interfere with the ability of the other Party to exercise its access rights to the 
17 easement except where the Party on whose property the LRA Access Easements or Navy Access 
18 Easements exists provides the other Party with suitable comparable alternative access over other 
19 areas of the Property. Where such redevelopment, closure, abandonment, reconfiguration or 
20 replacement is necessary to conduct actions required by the redevelopment that results in such 
21 roadway subject to this easement no longer providing the intended access or otherwise ceasing to 
22 exist, the LRA Access Easement or Navy Access Easements, as applicable, shall be moved from 
23 time to time to include, in the following order of priority either (i) access over other improved 
24 roads that may exist on the Owner Property, (ii) access over other unimproved roads that may 
25 exist on the Owner Property, or (iii) access over other unimproved portions of the Owner 
26 Property. The adjustment of the Access Easements shall be completed by revising the exhibits in 
27 the original Deeds or other applicable instruments with written approval by the Navy or the 
28 LRA. The approval will not be unreasonably withheld. 
29 
30 5.1.1.3.4 The Navy Access Easements shall continue until 
31 such time as final subdivision maps are recorded and attendant street dedications provide public 
32 access. The LRA Access Easements shall continue until such time as either the Parcel is owned 
33 by the LRA or final subdivision maps are recorded and attendant street dedications provide 
34 equivalent access. 
35 
36 5.1.2 Utility Easements. Prior to the Initial Closing and any subsequent 
37 Closing, as appropriate, the Navy shall grant to the LRA on Navy owned Parcels, or reserve to 
38 itself on Parcels being conveyed to the LRA, easements, licenses, rights of way, or other similar 
39 instruments for the operation and maintenance of existing utilities, and installation, operation and 
40 maintenance of all or portions of new utility systems on said Parcels ("Utility Easements"). 
41 Such Utility Easements on Parcels being conveyed to the LRA shall be reserved by the Navy 
42 substantially in conformance with the areas shown on Exhibit 1-3. The location of the Utility 
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Easements will be adjusted from time to time as necessary to accommodate the redevelopment 
activity. The Party on whose property the Utility Easements exist (the "Owner Property") shall 
not redevelop, close, abandon, reconfigure or replace existing utilities within such easement in 
such a manner that would unreasonably interfere with the ability of the other Party to exercise its 
use of the utilities except where the Party on whose property the Utility Easements exists 
provides the other Party with suitable comparable alternative utility service and easements over 
other areas of the Property. Where such redevelopment, closure, abandonment, reconfiguration 
or replacement is necessary to conduct actions required by the redevelopment that results in such 
utility no longer providing the intended service or otherwise ceasing to exist, the Utility 
Easement, as applicable, shall be moved from time to time to include, in the following order of 
priority either (i) utilities in other improved roads that may exist on the Owner Property, (ii) 
utilities in other unimproved roads that may exist on the Owner Property, or (iii) utilities in other 
unimproved portions of the Owner Property. The adjustment of the Utility Easements shall be 
completed by revising the exhibits in the original Deeds or other applicable instruments with 
written approval by the Navy or the LRA. The approval will not be unreasonably withheld. 

5.1.3 Assignable Easements. As part of the Initial Closing, the Navy shall 
assign to the LRA the assignable easements, leases, licenses and encroachment permits held by 
the Navy over, under, or through non-Navy owned property necessary for the operation, 
maintenance, or improvement of the Property, as listed on Exhibit 1-4, attached hereto (the 
"Assignable Easements"). 

5.2 Cost of Work on the Easements. The cost of any work and improvements on the 
easements shall be borne entirely by the Party undertaking such work, except to the extent agreed 
to in writing by the Parties. The cost of the preparation of surveys and legal descriptions of the 
easements shall be borne by the requesting Party, except to the extent agreed to in writing by the 
Parties. 

5.3 Building 31. The Navy desires to use "Building 31" located on the Property 
following the Initial Closing, as described in Exhibit s. At the Initial Closing, the Parties shall 
execute an agreement for Building 31 substantially in the form set forth as Exhibit S ("Building 
31 Agreement"). The Building 31 Agreement sets forth the rights and responsibilities of the 
Parties for the continued use by the Navy of Building 31. 

ARTICLE 6 
CLOSING AND SETTLEMENT 

38 6.1 Navy Deliveries. The Navy shall deliver at the Initial Closing and, to the extent 
39 applicable, any other Closings, the following documents, as applicable ("Navy Closing 
40 Documents"), in a form previously reviewed and approved by the LRA, and duly executed and 
41 "authorized (and acknowledged if necessary for recordation): 
42 
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I 6.1.1 Deed(s) in the fonns set forth in Exhibit G-l, Exhibit G-2, and Exhibit 
2 G-3 attached hereto. 
3 
4 6.1.2 Final FOST(s), as appropriate for such Parcel(s) to be conveyed at such 
5 Closing that meet the conditions of Section 3.4, and copies of all Regulatory Authority 
6 approvals obtained for the applicable Parcel. 
7 
8 6.1.3 Bill of Sale for the Navy Personal Property conveyed to the LRA for 
9 such Parcel(s), in substantially the fonn set forth in Exhibit K-I. 

10 
II 6.1.4 Any Access Easement(s) required by the LRA relating to such Parcel(s), 
12 in accordance with this Agreement, which shall be substantially in the fonn set forth in Exhibit 
13 1-5. 
14 
IS 6.1.5 Any Utility Easement(s) required by the LRA relating to such Parcel(s), 
16 in accordance with this Agreement, which shall be substantially in the fonns set forth in 
17 Exhibit 1-6 and Exhibit 1-7. 
18 
19 6.1.6 Any appropriate instruments assigning the Assignable Easement( s) 
20 required by the LRA in accordance with this Agreement, which shall be substantially in the 
21 fonn set forth in Exhibit 1-8. 
22 
23 6.1.7 A LIFOC in the fonn set forth in Exhibit J. 
24 
25 6.1.8 Utilities Bills of Sale in the fonns set forth as Exhibit K-2, Exhibit K-3, 
26 and Exhibit K-4. 
27 
28 6.1.9 The Building 31 Agreement as set forth in Exhibit S. 
29 
30 6.1.10 Such additional documents as may be required to record the Deeds, 
31 easements, or other documents under this Agreement or by Puerto Rico law. 
32 
33 6.1.11 Representation to the LRA, in substantially the fonn set forth in Exhibit 
34 L-I, stating that as of the date of Closing, the Navy has the full capacity, right, power, and 
35 authority to execute, deliver, and perfonn this Agreement pursuant hereto for the Closing 
36 unless subsequently prohibited by law. 
37 
38 6.2 The LRA Deliveries. The LRA shall deliver to the Initial Closing and, to the 
39 extent applicable, any other Closings, the Initial Payment of the Initial Consideration payable in 
40 accordance with Section 4.2.1.1 and the following documents in a fonn previously reviewed and 
41 approved by the Navy, and duly executed and authorized (and acknowledged if necessary for 
42 recordation) (the "LRA Closing Documents"): 
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2 6.2.1 Acceptance of Deed( s) in the forms set forth in Exhibit G-l, Exhibit G-
3 J, and Exhibit G-3 attached hereto. 
4 
5 6.2.2 A LIFOC in the form set forth in Exhibit J. 
6 
7 6.2.3 Acceptance of the Bill of Sale for the Navy Personal Property conveyed 
8 to the LRA for such Parcel(s), in substantially the form set forth in Exhibit K-1 
9 

10 6.2.4 For the Initial Closing, acceptance of the Utilities Bills of Sale in the 
11 forms set forth as Exhibit K-2, Exhibit K-3, and Exhibit K-4. 
12 
13 6.2.5 Acceptance of any Access Easement(s) required by the LRA relating to 
14 such Parcel(s) in accordance with this Agreement, which shall be substantially in the form set 
15 forth in Exhibit 1-5, attached hereto. 
16 
17 6.2.6 Acceptance of any Utility Easement(s) required by the LRA relating to 
18 such Parcel(s) in accordance with this Agreement, which shall be substantially in the forms set 
19 forth in Exhibit 1-6 and Exhibit 1-7, attached hereto. 
20 
21 6.2.7 Acceptance of any Assignable Easement(s), Non-Assignable Easements 
22 and the Unperfected Easements required by the LRA relating to such Parcel(s), in accordance 
23 with this Agreement, which shall be substantially in the form set forth in Exhibit 1_8, attached 
24 hereto. 
25 
26 6.2.8 The Building 31 Agreement as set forth in Exhibit S. 
27 
28 6.2.9 Such additional documents as may be required to record the Deeds, 
29 easements, or other documents under this Agreement or by Puerto Rico law. 
30 
31 6.2.1 0 Representation to the Navy, in substantially the form set forth in Exhibit 
32 L-2, stating that as of the date of Closing, the LRA has the full capacity, right, power, and 
33 authority to execute, deliver, and perform this Agreement pursuant hereto for the Closing 
34 unless subsequently prohibited by law. 
35 
36 ARTICLE 7 
37 UTILITIES 
38 
39 7.1 Conveyance of Utilities. Conveyance of the Utility Systems will be accomplished 
40 by Utilities Bills of Sale as shown at Exhibit K-2 (Electric System), Exhibit K-3 (Water System), 
41 Exhibit K-4 (Wastewater System) and a Grant of Easement or Right of Way for the Utility 
42 Systems as shown on Exhibit 1-7 for those areas set forth in Exhibit 1-4. 
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7.1.1 The Navy shall convey the Electric System and the Water System to the 
LRA, consistent with the tenus and conditions in this Agreement and the appropriate Utilities 
Bills of Sale, at the Initial Closing. At the Initial Closing, the Navy shall execute and deliver to 
the LRA the Bill of Sale for the Electric System (Exhibit K-2), the Bill of Sale for the Water 
System (Exhibit K-3), and the Grant of Easement or Right of Way for the Utility Systems 
(Exhibit 1-7). At such time as the Parties mutually agree, the Wastewater System shall be 
conveyed to the LRA in a shut-down condition by execution and delivery of the Bill of Sale for 
the Wastewater System (Exhibit K-4). 

7.2 Permit to Draw Water. The Parties understand that the LRA has been granted, or 
will be granted at or prior to the Closing Date, a permit to draw water that will be effective upon 
the conveyance of the Water System to the LRA. Simultaneously with the execution of this 
Agreement, the Navy agrees to execute a Water Permit Abandonment Notice substantially in the 
form attached hereto as Exhibit N that abandons, as of the Initial Closing, the Navy's permit to 
draw water for the Water System dated June 5, 1944. 

7.3 Risk of Loss. As of the date of conveyance of the Utility Systems, the LRA shall 
assume responsibility for care and handling all risks ofloss or damage to the Utility Systems and 
shall have all obligations and liabilities of ownership. 

7.4 Condition of Utili tv System. The Utility Systems are offered "as is" and "where 
is" without representation, warranty, or guarantee as to quality, quantity, character, condition, 
size, or kind, or that the same is in condition or fit to be used for any purpose for which it is 
intended, except as set forth herein, and no claim for any allowance or deduction upon such 
grounds will be considered. 

7.5 Possession. Possession of the Utility Systems will be granted upon conveyance. 

7.6 Title Evidence. Any title evidence, which may be desired by the LRA, will be 
procured at its sole cost and expense. The Navy will, however, cooperate with the purchaser or 
its authorized agent in this connection and will permit examination and inspection of any 
documents relating to the title of the Utility Systems involved as it may have available. It is 
understood that the Navy will not be obligated to pay for any expenses incurred in connection 
with title matters or survey of the Utility Systems. 

7.7 Liability for Taxes. From the date of conveyance of the Utility Systems, the LRA 
shall assume responsibility for any general and/or special real and personal Utility System taxes 
which may be assessed by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico on the Utility Systems. The 
execution of this Agreement by the Navy on behalf of the United States of America cannot be 
construed as a waiver of federal sovereign immunity for any taxation purposes related to the 
transfer of real and personal property under this Agreement. The LRA will not be responsible 
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1 for any taxes assessed, owed, or due prior to the conveyance date. The United States of America 
2 is not liable for reimbursing the LRA for any taxes the LRA pays to the Commonwealth of 
3 Puerto Rico for the transfer of a Utility System or other real or personal property under this 
4 Agreement. The Navy does not know of any past due taxes or past due payments in lieu of taxes 
5 which are owed by the United States of America (Department of the Navy) for a Utility System. 
6 
7 7.8 Taxes and Recording. The LRA shall pay all taxes, if any, imposed on this 
8 transaction and shall obtain at its own expense and affix to all instruments of conveyance and 
9 security documents such revenue and documentary stamps as may be required by Federal and 

10 local law. All instruments of conveyance shall be placed on record in the manner prescribed by 
11 local recording statutes at the LRA's expense. 
12 
13 7.9 Non-Discrimination. The LRA covenants for itself, its successors and assigns in 
14 interest to the Utility Systems hereby conveyed, or any part thereof, that the LRA and such 
15 successors and assigns shall not discriminate upon the basis of race, color, sex, religion, or 
16 national origin in the use, occupancy, sale or lease of the Utility Systems, or in their employment 
17 practices conducted thereon. This covenant shall not apply, however, to the lease or rental of a 
18 room or rooms within a family dwelling unit; nor shall it apply with respect to religion to 
19 premises used primarily for religious purposes. The United States of America shall be deemed a 
20 beneficiary of this covenant without regard to whether it remains the owner of any land or 
21 interest therein in the locality of the Utility Systems hereby conveyed and shall have the sole 
22 right to enforce this covenant in any court of competent jurisdiction. 
23 
24 7.10 Utility Systems to be Sold Subject to Easements. The Utility Systems will be sold 
25 subject to any and all recorded existing reservations, easements, restrictions and rights, for 
26 private and public roads, highways, streets, pipelines, railroads, Utility Systems, waterlines, 
27 sewer mains and lines, drainage, power lines, and other rights-of-way, including but not limited 
28 to the specific easements, restrictions, reservations, rights and covenants described herein. 
29 
30 7.11 Post-Conveyance Obligations. The Parties recognize and agree that nothing in 
31 this Agreement obligates the LRA to provide electric, potable water, and wastewater treatment 
32 services (collectively, "Utility Services") to the Navy or to operate and maintain the Utility 
33 Systems following the conveyance of the Utility Systems to the LRA, unless the LRA executes, 
34 or causes to be executed, separate Utility Services agreements with the Navy. Further, the 
35 Parties recognize and agree that any agreement to provide Utility Services to any entity is outside 
36 the scope of this Agreement and subject to individual Utility Services agreements to be 
37 separately negotiated and executed by the LRA. 
38 
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1 ARTICLES 
2 TIME OF THE ESSENCE 
3 
4 8.1 Time is of the Essence. The Parties agree that a fundamental component of this 
5 Agreement is the timely disposal of the Property by the Navy, which will permit the economic 
6 redevelopment of the Property. Accordingly, the Parties agree that time is of the essence in this 
7 Agreement. 
8 
9 ARTICLE 9 

10 ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS 
11 
12 9.1 From and after the Effective Date, the Navy will make available to the LRA all 
13 known Environmental Reports prepared by or for the Navy with respect to the Property that is 
14 subject to the Closing. The LRA and its agents, its successors, and its transferees, at their own 
15 expense, shall have the right to inspect, review, and copy any or all of the Environmental Reports 
16 within a reasonable timeframe of providing notice to the Navy. 
17 
18 9.2 The CERCLA administrative record component of the Environmental Reports 
19 shall be indexed and an up-to-date copy of the index and the location of the records shall be 
20 available to the LRA for review prior to each Closing. 
21 
22 ARTICLE 10 
23 DELIVERY OF THE PROPERTY DOCUMENTS 
24 
25 10.1 From and after the Effective Date, the Navy agrees to use its best efforts to make 
26 available to the LRA for inspection and copying all documents relating to the physical or 
27 structural composition of the Property ("Property Documents") which are physically located in 
28 Building 1205 at NSRR. The Navy agrees to permit reasonable access to the LRA to the 
29 identified repositories and such other locations that may be subsequently identified for inspection 
30 and copying of any Property Documents available to the Navy that are identified by the LRA 
31 related to the Property. The LRA and its transferees and agents, at their own expense, shall have 
32 the right to inspect, review, and copy any or all of the Property Documents with reasonable prior 
33 notice to the Navy. Nothing herein shall require the Navy to release information, documents, or 
34 databases to the LRA or other parties that would be contrary to the Freedom of Information Act, 
35 that are privileged, or that would be in violation of federal law. 
36 
37 ARTICLE 11 
38 NAVY REPRESENTATIONS 
39 
40 11.1 The Navy hereby represents to the LRA on and as of the Effective Date of this 
41 Agreement and as of each Closing as follows: 
42 
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11.1.1 Execution of Agreement. The Navy has full capacity, right, power and 
authority to execute, deliver and perform this Agreement and all documents to be executed by 
the Navy pursuant hereto, and all required action and approvals therefore have been duly taken 
and obtained for the execution of this Agreement. The Navy further represents to the LRA that 
as of the date of each Closing, the Navy shall have full capacity, right, power and authority to 
execute, deliver, and perform this Agreement and all documents to be executed by the Navy 
pursuant hereto for each Closing unless subsequently prohibited by law. This Agreement and all 
documents to be executed pursuant hereto by the Navy are and shall be binding upon and 
enforceable against the Navy in accordance with their respective terms. 

11.1.2 Complete Information. To the best of the Navy's knowledge, information 
and belief, the information included in this Agreement, and the exhibits hereto and the 
documents to be delivered to the LRA pursuant to this Agreement or previously delivered to the 
LRA are true, correct and complete in all material respects, and the same do not omit any 
material information required to make the submission thereof fair and complete. All known 
relevant Environmental Reports and Property Documents of material significance have been 
made available to the LRA for inspection and copying. 

11.1.3 Possession. To the best of the Navy's knowledge, information and belief, 
the information included in this Agreement, and the exhibits hereto and the documents to be 
delivered to the LRA pursuant to this Agreement or previously delivered to the LRA 
acknowledge any contracts, leases or licenses in existence or persons who have possessory rights 
or any claims in respect to the Property that will survive Closing. 

11.1.4 Claims. To the best of the Navy's knowledge, information and belief, 
there are no claims, causes of action or other litigation or proceedings pending or threatened with 
respect to the ownership or operation of the Property or any part thereof (including disputes with 
mortgagees, governmental authorities, utilities, contractors or adjoining land owners). 

30 11.1.5 Notice. To the best of the Navy's knowledge, information and belief, the 
31 Navy has not received any notice of (and is not otherwise aware of) any violations of any legal 
32 /equirements with respect to the Property that has not been disclosed to the LRA. 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

ARTICLE 12 
LRA REPRESENTATIONS 

12.1 The LRA hereby represents to the Navy on and as of the Effective Date and on 
and as of each Closing, the LRA has full capacity, right, power and authority to execute, deliver 
and perform this Agreement and all documents to be executed by the LRA pursuant hereto, and 
all required action and approvals therefore have been du1y taken and obtained for the execution 
of this Agreement. The LRA further represents to the Navy that as of each Closing, the LRA 
shall have full capacity, right, power, and authority to execute, deliver, and perform this 
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1 Agreement and all documents to be executed by the LRA pursuant hereto, and all required action 
2 and approvals will have been duly taken and obtained for the Closing. The individuals signing 
3 this Agreement and all other documents executed or to be executed pursuant hereto on behalf of 
4 the LRA shall be duly authorized to sign the same on the LRA's behalf and to bind the LRA 
5 thereto. This Agreement and all documents to be executed pursuant hereto by the LRA are and 
6 shall be binding upon and enforceable against the LRA in accordance with their respective terms. 
7 
8 ARTICLE 13 
9 TITLE AND NAVY COVENANTS 

10 
11 13.1 Any title insurance, which may be desired by the LRA will be procured at its sole 
12 cost and expense. The Navy will, however, cooperate with the LRA or its authorized agent, and 
13 will permit examination and inspection of any documents relating to the title of the Property as it 
14 may have available. The LRA may, at its sole cost and expense, on or before each Closing, order 
15 such searches as it deems appropriate confirming the absence of objectionable title exceptions. 
16 In the event the LRA discovers objectionable title exceptions, the Parties shall use their best 
17 effort to resolve the LRA's objections, but such objectionable title exceptions shall not be the 
18 basis for extensions of the Initial Closing or any subsequent Closing. 
19 
20 13.2 From the Effective Date to the final Closing, the Navy shall not do, permit, or 
21 agree to sell, encumber or grant any interest in the Property or any part thereof in any form or 
22 manner whatsoever or otherwise perform or permit any act which will diminish or otherwise 
23 affect the LRA' s interest under this Agreement or in or to the Property or which will prevent the 
24 Navy's full performance of its obligations hereunder, without the prior written consent of the 
25 LRA except enviromnental restrictions or land use covenants consistent with Section 3.4 as may 
26 be designated in the RCRA Statements of Basis, CERCLA Record of Decision, an approved 
27 Corrective Action Plan or the FOST. 
28 
29 13.3 Until Closing, the Navy agrees to operate and maintain the Property in accordance 
30 with Federal Management Regulations (41 CFR Chapter 102-75, Subpart D, Management of 
31 Excess and Surplus Property). 
32 
33 13.4 The Navy shall not remove or alter any Navy Personal Property or Utility 
34 Infrastructure that is intended to be transferred by this Agreement to the LRA, without the prior 
35 written consent of the LRA, except when such removals or alterations are in association with the 
36 Navy's continuing obligations under CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9601, et seq. 
37 
38 13.5 Article 13 shall not apply to any parcel for which the LRA refuses to accept a 
39 Deed tendered by the Navy in accordance with Section 3.8. 
40 
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ARTICLE 14 
OFFICIALS NOT TO BENEFIT 

14.1 No member of or delegate to Congress shall be admitted to any share or part of 
the Agreement or to any benefit to arise therefrom, but this provision shall not be construed to 
extend to this Agreement if made with a corporation for its general benefit. 

ARTICLE 15 
COVENANT AGAINST CONTINGENT FEES 

15.1 The LRA warrants that no person or agency has been employed or retained to 
solicit or secure this Agreement upon an agreement or understanding for a commission, 
percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, excepting bona fide employees or bona fide established 
commercial agencies maintained by the LRA for the purpose of securing the successful purchase 
of the Property by the LRA. "Bona fide established commercial agencies" has been construed to 
include licensed real estate brokers engaged in the business generally. For breach or violation of 
the warranty, the Navy has the right to armul this Agreement without liability or in its discretion 
to require the LRA to pay, in addition to the consideration, the full amount of such commission, 
percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee. 

ARTICLE 16 
NOTICES 

16.1 Any notice, request, demand, instruction or other document to be given or served 
hereunder or under any document or instrument executed pursuant hereto shall be in writing and 
shall be delivered personally (including by messenger) or sent by United States registered or 
certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid or by courier, postage prepaid and 
addressed to the parties at their respective addresses set forth below (or to any new or substitute 
address hereinafter specified, in a writing theretofore delivered in accordance with the notice 
procedure set forth herein by the intended recipient of such notice), and the same shall be 
effective upon receipt if delivered personally or by messenger or fourteen (14) business days 
after deposit in the mails if mailed. 

If to the LRA: 
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Local Redevelopment Authority for the Naval Station 
Roosevelt Roads 

The New San Juan Office Building 
Chardon #159, 2nd Floor 
Rato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918 
Attn: Executive Director 
Phone: 787-294-0101 x5202 
Facsimile: 787-294-0125 
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with a copy to: 

Ifto the Navy: 

with a copy to: 

with a copy to: 

Kutak Rock LLP 
1101 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., 10th Floor 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Attn: George R. Schlossberg, Esq. 
Phone: 202-828-2418 
Facsimile: 202-828-2488 

NA VF AC Base Realignment and Closure Program 
Management Office Southeast 
Department of the Navy 
4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 202 
North Charleston, South Carolina 29405 
Attn: James E. Anderson, Director 
Phone: 843-743-2122 
Facsimile: 843-820-2142 

NA VF AC Base Realignment and Closure Program 
Management Office Northeast 
Department of the Navy 
4911 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, P A 19112 
Attn: Gregory C. Preston 
Phone: 215-897-4910 
Facsimile: 215-897-4902 

NAVFAC Office of Counsel 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
1322 Patterson Ave, SE 
Suite 1000 
Washington Navy Yard 
Washington, DC 20374-5065 
Attn: Ray M. Bourgeois, Esq. 
Phone: 202-685-9117 
Facsimile: 202-685-1483 

ARTICLE 17 
PRIOR LIABILITIES 

17.1 The Navy retains all obligations, including those identified in Article 23.2, with 
respect to claims, judgments, liabilities, demands, suits, litigation, amounts payable (collectively, 
"Pre-Closing Obligations") arising from or related to the Navy's ownership, acts, or omissions, 
including, but not limited to, the Navy's use, alteration, maintenance, construction, installation, 
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1 placement, operation, misuse or abandonment of buildings, facilities, equipment or land at 
2 NSRR for a period prior to the conveyance of the Property to the LRA pursuant to this 
3 Agreement. To the extent that a separate lease, contract, or other agreement between the Navy 
4 and the LRA is executed, except as otherwise provided in the Deeds, the Navy's responsibility 
5 for Pre-Closing Obligations shall be as set forth in such document(s). The LRA shall notifY the 
6 Navy of the existence or occurrence of any such Pre-Closing Obligations of which it has 
7 knowledge sufficiently in advance of the scheduled Closing date to allow disposition thereof, if 
8 necessary, and shall cooperate with the Navy in such disposition. 
9 

10 17.2 Employees 
11 
12 17.2.1 The Navy shall pay and/or shall have its Contractors pay all wages and 
13 accruals of the current work force (hereinafter the "Employees") employed, directly or indirectly 
14 by the Navy or its Contractors, at the Property in accordance with the terms of the Navy's 
15 contracts. No liabilities or claim relating to any of the Employees shall be assumed by the LRA, 
16 unless expressly agreed in writing. The Navy retains liability for all severance payments 
17 required by law, including payments under Puerto Rico Act 80 of May 30, 1976, as amended, 
18 any applicable Collective Bargaining Agreement and any other agreement executed by the Navy 
19 that provides for payments for termination of employment to any Employees. 
20 
21 17.2.2 The Navy agrees to provide promptly to the LRA copies of all (i) 
22 Employee or contractor requests for severance payments, including requests for severance 
23 payments under Puerto Rico Act 80 of May 30, 1976, as amended, any applicable Collective 
24 Bargaining Agreement and any other agreement executed by the Navy that provides for 
25 payments for termination of employment to any Employees, together with the names of such 
26 Employees, their status, seniority dates, and other pertinent information that allows the Navy to 
27 properly validate the request for severance payment, (ii) Navy responses to such requests for 
28 severance payments, and (iii) any releases executed by Employees or contractors in 
29 consideration of such severance payments. 
30 
31 ARTICLE 18 
32 LRA'S AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS 
33 
34 18.1 Except for the LRA's obligation to provide security for the payment of the Initial 
35 Consideration as set forth in Section 4.2.3, there shall be no obligation for the payment or 
36 expenditure of money by the LRA under this Agreement unless there is a valid appropriation 
37 from which the expenditure may be made and that unencumbered funds are available from the 
38 appropriation for the expenditure. 
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2 ARTICLE 19 
3 RISK OF LOSS 
4 
5 19.1 The LRA shall not be responsible for and assumes no liability for any losses and 
6 damages to the Property, or for any damages or injuries to persons or property occurring thereon 
7 or related thereto (except as may be caused by acts of the LRA or its employees, agents, or 
8 contractors), prior to conveyance or lease of the Property to the LRA. 
9 

10 ARTICLE 20 
11 AS IS, WHERE IS 
12 
13 20.1 Except as provided herein, all of the Property conveyed or leased hereunder will 
14 be "as is" and without any representation or warranty whatsoever and without any obligation on 
15 the part of the United States of America except as expressly provided for by law or in this 
16 Agreement. 
17 
18 ARTICLE 21 
19 FINALITY OF CONVEYANCE 
20 
21 21.1 Upon each Closing, the Navy shall immediately deliver to the LRA possession of 
22 the Property conveyed at the Closing. 
23 
24 ARTICLE 22 
25 NO RIGHT OF RESCISSION 
26 
27 22.1 There shall be no right of rescission in the Navy as to the Property, or any portion 
28 thereof, once conveyed to the LRA. The foregoing shall not be interpreted to limit any future 
29 exercise of the power of eminent domain by the Navy. 
30 
31 ARTICLE 23 
32 LIABILITY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION 
33 
34 23.1 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, and except as set forth 
35 specifically in any Deeds, leases, licenses, or other agreements between the LRA and the Navy, 
36 the LRA and its assigns do not hereby assume any liability or responsibility for environmental 
37 impacts and damage caused by the use of Hazardous Substances, pollutants, contaminants and 
38 petroleum products by the United States, its contractors, agents, or assignees, on any Parcel or 
39 adjacent to it prior to the date of conveyance. The LRA and its assigns have no obligation under 
40 this Agreement to undertake the defense of any claim or action, whether in existence now or 
41 brought in the future, or to conduct any cleanup or remediation action solely arising out of the 
42 use or release of any Hazardous Substances, pollutants, contaminants or petroleum products on 
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1 or from any part of the Property due to activity on the Property by the United States; nor does the 
2 LRA hereby waive or release any rights it may have under applicable law against the United 
3 States with respect to such claims, actions, cleanup or remedial action. Nothing in this Section 
4 shall alter the burden of proof of either Party in the event of a claim or litigation. 
5 
6 23.2 RCRA 7003 Administrative Order on Consent. Notwithstanding the clear 
7 language of paragraphs 11 and 36 of that certain RCRA 7003 Administrative Order on Consent 
8 (EPA Docket No. RCRA-02-2007-7301) ("Order"), the Navy retains responsibility for 
9 remediation under the Order. The Navy agrees not to require that the LRA enter into an 

10 administrative order on consent as part of the transfer of title of any portion of the Property, 
11 except in some limited cases where the LRA may seek to undertake substantive corrective action 
12 to remove a land use restriction imposed as a component of the remedy. In such limited cases, a 
13 reevaluation may be required to determine the necessity of the LRA entering into a separate 
14 administrative order on consent. 
15 
16 23.3 Administrative Record. An administrative record will be maintained by the Navy 
17 in accordance with paragraph 57 of the Order. 
18 
19 ARTICLE 24 
20 SHORT FORM NOTICE 
21 
22 24.1 Following execution of this Agreement, at the request of the LRA, the LRA and 
23 the Navy shall execute the Short Form Notice of Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit O. The 
24 Short Form Notice of Agreement shall be recorded in the Official Records of the Commonwealth 
25 of Puerto Rico immediately following the execution of this Short Form Notice of Agreeernnt. 
26 
27 ARTICLE 2S 
28 MODIFICATIONS; WAIVERS 
29 
30 25.1 This Agreement contains the entire agreement and understanding of the Parties in 
31 respect to the purchase and sale of the Property, and may not be amended, modified or 
32 discharged nor may any of its terms be waived except by an instrument in writing signed by the 
33 Parties. A waiver by a Party of a specific provision shall not be deemed a waiver of any 
34 subsequent provision. The Parties hereto shall not be bound by any terms, conditions, 
35 statements, warranties or representations, oral or written, not contained herein. 
36 
37 ARTICLE 26. 
38 FURTHER ASSURANCES 
39 
40 26.1 The Parties acknowledge that it is their mutual intent to effectuate an orderly, 
41 amicable, and expeditious transfer of the Property from the Navy to the LRA and that, toward 
42 that end, (i) any or all ambiguities herein shall, to the extent practicable, be construed in the way 
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1 most liberally conducive to the aforesaid conveyance, (ii) the Parties both agree to take such 
2 additional acts and/or to permit such additional actions (including but not limited to any actions 
3 required in the event it shall become necessary, before or after the conveyances contemplated 
4 herein, to effect a formal subdivision or subdivisions of the Property), and (iii) the Parties agree 
5 to execute, deliver and perform under the terms of such other documents as their respective legal 
6 counsel may deem necessary or appropriate to effect the purposes of this Agreement. 
7 
8 26.2 The Navy agrees to cooperate by executing, assigning, or delivering, as 
9 appropriate, any contracts, permits, or agreements with the Navy that are identified by either of 

10 the Parties after Closing as necessary for the LRA to develop the Property or as necessary for the 
11 LRA to record any documents executed at a Closing. 
12 
13 ARTICLE 27 
14 DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURES 
15 
16 27.1 If a dispute arises under this Agreement, the following procedures shall apply: (1) 
17 Either Party may invoke this dispute resolution procedure, (2) The Parties shall make reasonable 
18 efforts to informally resolve disputes at the lowest level prior to the issuance of a formal written 
19 statement of dispute under the procedures set forth below, and (3) Both Parties shall abide by the 
20 terms and conditions of any final resolution of the dispute. 
21 
22 27.2 Within thirty (30) days after any action which leads to or generates a dispute or 
23 after efforts to informally resolve a dispute have failed, either Party may submit a written 
24 statement of dispute to the other Party setting forth the nature of the dispute, the work affected by 
25 the dispute, the disputing Party's technical and legal position regarding the dispute, and the relief 
26 requested. The BRAC Real Estate Contracting Officer, BRAC Program Management Office, 
27 Northeast, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, and the Executive Director, LRA, shall serve 
28 as Dispute Resolution Managers for their respective Party. The written statement of dispute shall 
29 be mailed by the Dispute Resolution Manager for the disputing Party to the Dispute Resolution 
30 Manager for the other Party. 
31 
32 27.3 The Dispute Resolution Managers shall have twenty-one (21) working days to 
33 resolve the dispute from the date of receipt of the written statement of dispute. The resolution of 
34 the dispute shall be memorialized in writing. 
35 
36 27.4 The Parties shall diligently perform under this Agreement pending the completion 
37 of these dispute resolution procedures. 
38 
39 27.5 If the Dispute Resolution Managers are unable to resolve the dispute within 
40 twenty-one (21) working days of receipt of the written statement of dispute, the Parties may 
41 pursue whatever remedies they may have at law or equity. 
42 
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1 27.6 The timeframes set forth above for reporting and resolution of disputes may be 
2 extended by mutual agreement of the Parties and such agreement shall be memorialized in 
3 writing. 
4 
5 ARTICLE 28 
6 NAVY CONSENTS 
7 
8 28.1 In order to allow the LRA, as the contract purchaser of the Property, to proceed 
9 with the redevelopment of the Property, the Navy, as permitted by Federal statute, shall not 

10 unreasonably delay or withhold its consent, as the owner, to the recording by the LRA of all 
11 documents necessary to subdivide all or portions of the Property, approve assessments, adopt 
12 redevelopment project areas, dedicate public roads, easements, and open spaces, and record 
13 covenants, conditions and restrictions regarding the future development and use of the Property, 
14 or the recording of any subdivision plat, dedication plat, or declaration of covenants, conditions 
15 and restrictions concerning the Property. The Navy agrees that it will not interfere with or 
16 protest or challenge any subdivision petition or application over the Property. Additionally, the 
17 Navy acknowledges the LRA's role in the development of the Property and, as permitted by 
18 Federal statute, authorizes the LRA to vote in any election on the Property or otherwise indicate 
19 its views in such matters as the owner or contract purchaser of the Property, as the LRA deems 
20 appropriate. The Navy reserves its right, as any other party,Jo exercise its rights subsequent to 
21 Closing. 
22 
23 28.2 Notwithstanding anything contained in Section 28.1, the Navy reserves the right 
24 to object to any required notice or request for approval from the LRA should there be any 
25 adverse impact to the Navy's ability to complete its environmental remediation obligations on 
26 the Property. In the event of such objection, the Navy shall provide its reasons for objecting to 
27 the LRA in writing, and the Parties shall use their best efforts to reach a mutually acceptable 
28 solution. 
29 
30 28.3 The Navy agrees that it will not interfere with or protest or challenge any 
31 annexation, zoning petition or application or the imposition of any land-based financing district 
32 over the Property provided that such actions do not adversely impact the Navy's ability to 
33 complete its environmental remediation obligations on the Property. 
34 
35 ARTICLE 29 
36 THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES 
37 
38 29.1 Third Party Beneficiaries. The terms of this Agreement are intended to and shall 
39 be for the benefit of the LRA and the Navy. No other person, agency, or entity shall have any 
40 right or cause of action hereunder, nor is anything in this Agreement intended to relieve, 
41 discharge or affect the obligation or liability of any third parties or entities to any Party to this 
42 Agreement or otherwise nor shall any provision give any third party or entity any right of action, 
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1 subrogation or action over and against any Party to this Agreement. 
2 
3 ARTICLE 30 
4 INTERPRETATION 
5 
6 30.1 The headings and captions herein are inserted for convenient reference only and 
7 the same shall not limit or construe the paragraphs or sections to which they apply or otherwise 
8 affect the interpretation hereof. 
9 

10 30.2 The terms "hereby," "hereof," "hereto," "herein," "hereunder" and any similar 
11 terms shall refer to this Agreement, and the term "hereafter" shall mean after, and the term 
12 "heretofore" shall mean before, the date of this Agreement. 
13 
14 30.3 Words of the masculine, feminine or neuter gender shall mean and include the 
15 correlative words of other genders, and words importing the singular number shall mean and 
16 include the plural number and vice versa. 
17 
18 30.4 Words importing persons shall include firms, associations, partnerships (including 
19 limited partnerships), trusts, corporations and other legal entities, including public bodies, as well 
20 as natural persons. 
21 
22 30.5 The terms "include," "including" and similar terms shall be construed as if 
23 followed by the phrase "without being limited to." 
24 
25 30.6 This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with Federal 
26 law and the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, provided, that in the event of a conflict 
27 between Federal law and the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Federal law shall 
28 govern. 
29 
30 30.7 Whenever under the terms of this Agreement the time for performance of a 
31 covenant or condition falls upon a Saturday, Sunday or holiday observed by the performing 
32 Party, such time for performance shall be extended to the next business day. Otherwise all 
33 references herein to "days" shall mean calendar days. 
34 
35 30.8 If any term or provision of this Agreement or the application thereof to any person 
36 or circumstance shall, to any extent, be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this 
37 Agreement, or the application of such term or provision to persons or circumstances other than 
38 those as to which it is held invalid or unenforceable, shall not be affected thereby, and each such 
39 term and provision of this Agreement shall be valid and be enforced to the fullest extent 
40 permitted by law. 
41 
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1 30.9 The Exhibits attached to this Agreement at the time of execution are substantially 
2 in the fonn needed for the Initial Closing and subsequent Closings. The Parties will cooperate 
3 with each other following execution of this Agreement to modify or amend such exhibits as may 
4 be necessary in advance of each Closing. 
5 
6 ARTICLE 31 
7 NON-DISCRIMINATION 
8 
9 31.1 The LRA covenants for itself, its successors and assigns and every successor in 

10 interest to the Property hereby conveyed, or any part thereof, that the said LRA and such 
11 successors and assigns shall not discriminate upon the basis of race, color, sex, religion, or 
12 national origin in the use, occupancy, sale or lease of the Property, or in their employment 
13 practices conducted thereon. This covenant shall not apply, however, to the lease or rental of a 
14 room or rooms within a family dwelling unit; nor shall it apply with respect to premises used 
15 primarily for religious purposes. The United States of America shall be deemed a beneficiary of 
16 this covenant without regard to whether it remains the owner of any land or interest therein in the 
17 locality of the Property hereby conveyed and shall have the sole right to enforce this covenant in 
18 any court of competent jurisdiction. 
19 
20 ARTICLE 32 
21 COUNTERPARTS 
22 
23 32.1 This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts and/or with the 
24 signatures of the Parties set forth on different signature sheets and all such counterparts, when 
25 taken together, shall be deemed one original. 
26 
27 
28 [Signatures on the Following Page] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties, intending to be legally bound hereby, have caused their 
duly appointed representatives to execute this Agreement as of the Effective Date set forth 
above. 

LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY FOR 
THE NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS 

Date: 

WTINESS: 

By: -ffirolr 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

Date: l:>c<-rnW 21J, -z.0,t . 

WITNESS: 

By: 



1 EXHmITA 
2 
3 DEFINITIONS 
4 
5 "Additional Consideration" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.3.1. 
6 
7 "Agreement" has the meaning set forth in the Preamble. 
8 
9 "Appropriations Act" has the meaning set forth in the first Recital. 

10 
11 "Assignable Easements" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.1.3. 
12 
13 "Base Closure Act" has the meaning set forth in the first Recital. 
14 
15 "Bill of Sale" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.7. 
16 
17 "Building 31" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.3. 
18 
19 "Building 31 Agreement" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.3. 
20 
21 "CERCLA" means the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability 
22 Act, 42 U.S.C. § 9601, et seq. 
23 
24 "CDR" has the meaning set forth in the ninth Recital. 
25 
26 "CDR Parcel" has the meaning set forth in the tenth Recital and is described in Exhibit B-3. 
27 
28 "Clean Parcel" has the meaning set forth in the tenth Recital and is described in Exhibit B-1. 
29 
30 "Closing" means the transactions by which the Property, or a portion thereof, is conveyed by 
31 Deed by the Navy to the LRA. 
32 
33 "Consideration" means, collectively, the Initial Consideration and the Additional 
34 Consideration. 
35 
36 "Conveyance Schedule" means the schedule for conveyance of the Property to the LRA that is 
37 set forth in Exhibit F. 
38 
39 "Deed" means those certain recordable deeds conveying the Navy's right, title, and interest to 
40 the Property to the LRA in the fonns attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit G-l, 
41 Exhibit G-2, and Exhibit G-3. 
42 
43 "Deferred Amount" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.2.4. 
44 
45 "Delayed Parcel" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.2.2.2. 
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I 
2 "Easements" means the interests in real property as set forth in Article 5. 
3 
4 "EBS" has the meaning set forth in the ninth Recital. 
5 
6 "EDC" has the meaning set forth in the sixth Recital. 
7 
8 "Effective Date" has the meaning set forth in the Preamble. 
9 

I 0 "Employees" has the meaning set forth in Section 17.2.1. 
11 
12 "Environmental Reports" means the documents included in the CERCLA administrative 
l3 record for NSRR and EBSs, FOSTs, FOSLs, and any Environmental Services Cooperative 
14 Agreements, which documents include Toxic Substance Control Act IS U.S.C. § 2601 et seq. 
IS documents, radiological materials documents, petroleum corrective action program documents, 
16 any lead-based paint and asbestos surveys relating to the improvements on the Property and any 
17 regulatory order or consent agreement, and any supporting documents specifically referenced 
18 therein. 
19 
20 "ESCA" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.2.2.2. 
21 
22 "Existing Army Site" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.3.4. 
23 
24 "FONSI" has the meaning set forth in the eleventh Recital. The FONSI is set forth in Exhibit 
25 D-l. 
26 
27 "FOSL" means a written determination by the Navy that a Parcel may be leased to the LRA in 
28 full compliance with 42 U.S.C. § 9620(h)(3)(A) and described in the ninth Recital. The FOSL 
29 for the Lease Parcel is set forth in Exhibit C. 
30 
31 "FOST" means a written determination by the Navy that a Parcel may be transferred by a Deed 
32 to the LRA in full compliance with 42 U.S.C. § 9620(h)(3)(A) or § 9620(h)(4) ofCERCLA and 
33 described in the ninth Recital. The FOST for the Clean Parcel is set forth in Exhibit C. 
34 
35 "Hazardous Substance" means (a) any substance designated pursuant to section l321(b)(2)(A) 
36 of title 33; (b) any element, compound, mixture, solution, or substance designated pursuant to 
37 section 9602 of title 42; (c) any hazardous waste having the characteristics identified under or 
38 listed pursuant to section 3001 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act [42 U.S.C. 6921] (but riot 
39 including any waste the regulation of which under the Solid Waste Disposal Act [42 U.S.C. 6901 
40 et seq.] has been suspended by Act of Congress); (d) any toxic pollutant listed under section 
41 1317(a) of title 33; (e) any hazardous air pollutant listed under section 112 of the Clean Air Act 
42 [42 U.S.C. 7412]; and (f) any imminently hazardous chemical substance or mixture with respect 
43 to which the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency has taken action pursuant to 
44 section 2606 of title IS. The term does not include petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction 
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1 thereof which is not otherwise specifically listed or designated as a hazardous substance under 
2 (a) through (f) of this paragraph, and the term does not include natural gas, natural gas liquids, 
3 liquefied natural gas, or synthetic gas usable for fuel (or mixtures of natural gas and such 
4 synthetic gas). 
5 
6 "Historic MOA" has the meaning set forth in the twelfth Recital. 
7 
8 "Initial Closing" means the date on which (i) the Clean Parcel, the LUCs Parcel, and the CDR 
9 Parcel are conveyed by Deed from the Navy to the LRA, (ii) the Lease Parcel is leased to the 

10 LRA via LIFOC, (iii) the Utilities are transferred to the LRA by Bills of Sale, and (iv) applicable 
11 Bills of Sale, easements, and other rights and agreements are executed and transferred by the 
12 Parties, all in accordance with this Agreement. 
13 
14 "Initial Consideration" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.2.1. 
15 
16 "Initial Payment" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.2.1.1. 
17 
18 "Installment Payment" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.2.1.2. 
19 
20 "Interest Rate" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.2.1.2. 
21 
22 "Lease Parcel" has the meaning set forth in the tenth Recital and is described in Exhibit B-4. 
23 
24 "LIFOC" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.6. 
25 
26 "LRA" has the meaning set forth in the Preamble. 
27 
28 "LRA Access Easements" has the meaning set forth in Section 5 .1.1.1. 
29 
30 "LRA Closing Documents" has the meaning set forth in Section 6.2. 
31 
32 "LUCs Parcel" has the meaning set forth in the tenth Recital and is described in Exhibit B-2. 
33 
34 "Navy" has the meaning set forth in the Preamble. 
35 
36 "Navy Access Easements" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.1.1.2. 
37 
38 "Navy Closing Documents" has the meaning set forth in Section 6.1. 
39 
40 "Navy Personal Property" has the meaning set forth in Section 3 .1.3. 
41 
42 "Navy Reserved Access Easement" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.1.1.2. 
43 
44 "NEPA" has the meaning set forth in the eleventh Recital. 
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1 
2 "Net Proceeds" means Real Estate Proceeds less reasonable costs actually incurred and paid (i) 
3 directly related to the development, entitlement, acquisition and implementation of the Reuse 
4 Plan; (ii) in connection with the construction of the improvements; and (iii) attributable to 
5 designing the improvements; marketing, selling and leasing the Property; security and site 
6 maintenance; customary closing costs; development of the Property; financing costs; and other 
7 similar costs and expenses. 
8 
9 "New Army Site" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.3.4. 

10 
11 "NSRR" has the meaning set forth in the first Recital. 
12 
13 "Order" has the meaning set forth in Section 23.2. 
14 
15 "Outside Scope Parcel" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.3.3. 
16 
17 "Outside Scope Payment" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.3.3. 
18 
19 "Owner Property" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.1.1.3.3. 
20 
21 "Parcel" has the meaning set forth in the tenth Recital. 
22 
23 "Party" or "Parties" has the meaning set forth in the Preamble. 
24 
25 "PBC" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.5.1.1. 
26 
27 "Port Property" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.5.1.1. 
28 
29 "Pre-Closing Obligations" has the meaning set forth in Section 17.1. 
30 
31 "Property" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.1.1. 
32 
33 "Property Documents" has the meaning set forth in Section 10.1. 
34 
35 "Real Estate Proceeds" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.3.2. 
36 
37 "Regulatory Authority" means any governmental agency having regulatory jurisdiction over 
38 the Property to issue any required authorization, approval, or permit. 
39 
40 "Reuse Plan" has the meaning set forth in the sixth Recital. 
41 
42 "Road Easements" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.1.1.1. 
43 
44 "Security Interest" has the meaning set forth in Section 4.2.3. 
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1 
2 "Supplemental FONSI" has the meaning set forth in the eleventh Recital. The Supplemental 
3 FONSI is attached as Exhibit D-2. 
4 
5 "Survey" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.9.2. 
6 
7 "Third Party Access Easement" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.1.1.2. 
8 
9 "Title and Survey Materials" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.9.2. 

10 
11 "Title Company" means such title insurance company as the LRA shall from time to time 
12 designate. 
13 
14 "Title Report" has the meaning set forth in Section 3.9.2. 
15 
16 "Utility Easements" has the meaning set forth in Section 5.1.2. 
17 
18 "Utility Infrastructure" means all utilities and related support infrastructure located on and off 
19 the Property that are assignable or transferable by the Navy, such as electrical, water, sewer, and 
20 storm drainage lines, as described in Exhibit E, to be transferred to the LRA under this 
21 Agreement pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in a Bills of Sale in the forms attached 
22 hereto as Exhibit K-2 and Exhibit K-3. 
23 
24 "Utility Services" has the meaning set forth in Section 7.11. 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

This Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) summarizes how the requirements and notifications 

for hazardous substances. petroleum products and other regulated material on the property have 

been satisfied, and documents my determination, as the responsible Department of Defense 

(000) component official, that certain real property and associated improvements known as Sale 

Parcel III - Forrestal (Subject Property) at Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico 

are environmentally suitable for deed transfer. This decision is based primarily on my review of 

information contained in two of the documents listed in Exhibit A (References) - CERFA 

Identification of Uncontaminated Property, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

(the CERFA Report; Navy, 2006b) and Phase 1/11 Environmental Condition of Property Report 

Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba Puerto Rico (the ECP Report; Navy, 2005). 

Factors leading to this decision and other pertinent information related to property transfer 

requ irements are stated below. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

120B15/P 

NAPR was formerly known as Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) until it ceased operation 

as an active Naval Station on March 31, 2004, at which point it was designated Naval Activity 

Puerto Rico. NAPR is located on the east coast of Puerto Rico adjacent to the municipality of 

Ceiba. 

The Subject Property is comprised of approximately 633 acres located primarily along the ridge 

overlooking the northeastern side of Ensenada Honda and on the two peninsulas that form Bahia 

de Puerca. There is also a small parcel of land near the north gate. A large portion of the 

Subject Property is undeveloped. Facilities located on the Subject Property include multiple 

warehouse and storage buildings, maintenance shops, recreational facilities, Bachelor Officer 

Quarters (BOQ) and Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ). 

As shown on the vicinity map in Exhibit B, the Subject Property does not include numerous non

contiguous areas wholly or partially surrounded by Sale Parcel III. These areas total 

approximately 330 acres and are comprised of Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 

(RCRA) Area of Concern (AOC) F (two locations - Buildings 1738 and 1995) and Solid Waste 

Management Units (SWMUs) 3, 9, 11/45. 57, 59, 60, 67, 70, 74, 77 and 78. These areas were 

carved out of Sale Parcel III because they have work remaining to be completed under the U.S. 
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrative Order on Consent (Consent Order) that 

sets out the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA. Furthermore, these SWMUs 

cannot be included in the transfer of Sale Parcel III because all necessary remedial actions have 

not been taken prior to transfer as required by Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) of the Comprehensive 

Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). The Navy and the winning 

bidder in the public auction of Sale Parcel I will execute a lease in furtherance of conveyance for 

the carve-out areas, including SWMU 77 (Small Arms Range) which the Navy originally intended 

to transfer to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for continued use as a small arms 

range. DHS has decided not to accept the range, so it will now become part of Sale Parcel III. 

Under the terms of Section VIII (Work to be Performed), Paragraph 25.1 (Contingent Investigation 

and Corrective Action Requirements for SWMU 77), the Navy must now submit to EPA for review 

and approval a work plan for a Phase I RFI to determine whether releases of hazardous waste or 

solid waste and/or hazardous constituents are present at SWMU 77. Upon successful completion 

of all necessary remedial actions by the Navy, the leased property will be transferred to the new 

owner of Sale Parcel III. 

The Subject Property is comprised of all or parts of Sub-Parcels 30, 31, 37, 40, 41,42, 43, 45, 48, 

53, 54, 56, 59 and 64, as shown on parcel maps (Exhibit C) from the Draft Report, Parcel Map for 

the Disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico (GMI, 2005). The boundaries andlor cleanup status of 

some of the SWM Us and AOCs shown on these maps have changed since the draft parcel map 

report was produced. 

Since the draft parcel map report was published, the boundary of Sub-Parcel 31 has been 

changed to reduce its area considerably, and the boundary of Sub-Parcel 40 has been altered 

slightly at its eastern end and the fire station has been carved out of the parcel to form what is 

now Parcel 34. The boundary and survey maps in Exhibit D provide the final boundaries for the 

Subject Property, including the carve-outs. 

Table 1 (Exhibit E) provides the facility number, former user, name or description, area and year 

of construction of each of the numbered buildings, structures, and facilities on the Subject 

Property. 
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3.0 PAST USE ANP PROPOSEP REUSE 

The Subject Property has been used as a military installation since its acquisition and 

development by the Navy in the 1940s. The ECP Report states that most of the arable land on 

what is now NAPR was previously used for sugar cane cultivation and cattle grazing. No 

significant industrial facil ities or environmental concerns were identified with respect to activities 

conducted on the former NSRR prior to Navy ownership. 

The Navy established NAPR to serve as the caretaker of the real property associated with NSRR 

and to assist in the transfer of the property. Since the establishment of NAPR, all industrial and 

commercial operations on the Subject Property with a significant potential for environmental 

contamination have ceased. 

The Naval Station Roosevelt Roads Reuse Plan (CBRE et ai, 2004) developed by the Puerto 

Rico Department of Economic Development and Commerce (acting as the Local Redevelopment 

Authority [LRA]) anticipates the following types of land uses for the Subject Property: University 

Campus, Industrial, Recreation or Open Space Reserve, Science Park/Conference Center, 

Water-Oriented Commercial, and PassengerlCargo Ferry Terminal and Related Uses. The 

Subject Property will be sold via public auction to the highest qualified bidder. 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS 

120B15/P 

All available information concerning the past storage, release, or disposal of hazardous 

substances and/or petroleum products on NAPR, as collected through record searches, aerial 

photographs, personnel interviews, and on-site visual inspections, is contained in the ECP 

Report. The following summarizes the findings as they relate to the Subject Property and the 

corresponding Condition of Property Classification assigned to the real property to be transferred. 

A. Hazardous Substance Contamination 

There are 13 SWMUs and two AOCs on the Subject Property that require no further action under 

RCRA as they have been designated either Corrective Action Complete Without Controls 

(SWMUs 5, 17, 18, 38, 40, 47, 49, 52 and 58, and AOC D) or Corrective Action Complete With 

Controls (SWMUs 10, 30 and 39) in the Consent Order or subsequent to the signing of the 

Consent Order (AOC A and SWMU 25) based on meeting the requirements of the order. In 

addition, one AOC and three SWMUs were designated for Corrective Measures Implementation 
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in the Consent Order (AOC C and SWMUs 13, 46, and 53). The corrective measures on these 

SWMUs and AOC will be completed prior to transfer of the property. Detailed descriptions of 

these SWMUs and AOCs are provided in the ECP Report, while summary descriptions and their 

current status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit E). 

Under the Consent Order, the No Further Action determination is contingent for SWMU 38 

(Sanitary and Storm Sewer Systems) based upon the Navy fully addressing any releases that 

may have impacted the sanitary and/or storm sewer systems as part of the corrective action(s} for 

releases from SWMUs 4, 12, 13 and 14 and/or any other SWMU at the NAPR facility where 

releases may have impacted the sewer systems. SWMUs 4, 12 and 14 are located wholly 

outside of the Sale Parcel II I property. For SWMU 13, which is within the Sale Parcel III property, 

the Navy has recently completed the corrective measures required under the Consent Order, and 

expects to request a corrective action complete status for that SWMU prior to transfer of the 

Subject Property. EPA has concurred with the determination that the Navy has satisfied all 

requirements of the Consent Order applicable to the portions of SWMU 38 within the Subject 

Property, subject to the Navy's submission of an acceptable final report documenting the 

completion of all required corrective measures at SWMU 13. EPA's concurrence letter is 

attached as Exhibit F. Navy will not convey title to the property until the final report for the 

corrective measures at SWMU 13 is approved by EPA. 

SWMU locations are shown on the maps in Exhibits Band C. The Subject Property does not 

include the areas shown on the parcel maps in Exhibit C for AOC F and SWMUs 3, 9, 11/45, 57 

(ECP 3), 59 (ECP 5), 60 (ECP 6), 67 (ECP 13), 70 (ECP 16) and 74 (ECP 20). SWMUs 77 (ECP 

23) and 78 were also carved out of the Subject Property, but are not shown on the maps in 

Exhibit C because the parcel map for SWMU 77 did not overlap with other SWMUs (and was 

therefore not included), and there is no parcel map for SWMU 78, a transformer storage pad 

discovered subsequent to the ECP Report and the signing of the Consent Order. 

B. Petroleum Contamination 

According to the ECP Report, there were four underground storage tanks (USTs) that stored 

diesel fuel on the Subject Property at the time of the ECP inspection in March 2005. A former 

UST associated with the SWMU 30 incinerator was removed in 1993 along with petroleum

contaminated soil. Table 3 lists the known USTs on the Subject Property along with their 

location, capacity, material stored and the year installed. The ECP Report and field verification 

documented four operational aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) and two oiliwater separators 
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(OWSs) on the Subject Property. These ASTs and OWSs are also listed in Table 3. Other than 

the SWMU 30 UST, the records do not indicate there have been any spills or releases associated 

with the USTs, ASTs and OWSs on the Subject Property. 

On 19 October 1999, approximately 110,000 gallons of JP-5 fuel were released from a day tank 

near Hangar 200 (approximately 1,500 feet northwest of Sub-Parcel 31 of the Subject Property) 

during the transfer of JP-5 fuel from UST 381 to UST 429. The spill was caused by a valve failure 

resulting in the overfilling of the day tank. The JP-5 fuel entered the storm water drainage 

system, including open-air ditches and culverts, and flowed southeast through Sub-Parcel 31 to 

mangrove areas in Sub-Parcel 28 (outside the Subject Property) and finally into Ensenada 

Honda. The oil spill impacted mangrove areas in Sub-Parcel 28 that were later named Sections 

A, Band C. The spill response efforts were mainly focused on diversion of the spilled oil to 

promote flushing, allow drainage from the impacted mangrove Sections A and B into a lower 

collection point, and placement of containment booms at the mouth of the drainage channel in 

Section C. The investigation consisted of an evaluation of the nature and extent of the 

contamination as well as an assessment of the natural resources injuries on the impacted 

Sections A through C. The findings of the investigation were that the impact was limited to areas 

outside of the Subject Property consisting of the mangrove sections mentioned above and sea 

grass beds along the shoreline (1,000 feet) of Ensenada Honda. No major injuries were detected 

for fish, shellfish, benthic communities, birds, or endangered species. (Navy et ai , 2002) 

To comply with Oil Pollution Act (OPA) regUlations, the Trustees - Department of Navy, 

Departmen't of Commerce (through National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), 

Department of Interior (through the Fish and Wildlife Service), and the Puerto Rico Department of 

Natural Resources - determined that a Damage Assessment and Restoration Plan/Environmental 

Assessment (DARP/EA) was required. The DARP/EA (Navy et ai, 2005) was completed in June 

2005. 

Based on the DARP/EA approved by the Trustees, the preferred alternatives for the restoration 

were natural recovery for injured Sections A and B, and selective clearing & planting for injured 

Section C. The compensatory restoration alternative was the restoration and enhancement of 

mangroves within the Los Machos mangrove area. The clearing of debris and planting of sea 

grass has been completed, and the restoration plan for the Los Machos mangrove area was 

completed in September 2007. 
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C. Condition of Property Classification 

The ECP Report divided all property at NAPR into parcels, and classified them into one of the 

three following categories: 

• Category 1 - Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of hazardous 
substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, including no 
migration of these substances from adjacent areas. 

• Category 2 - Areas where the release, disposal, or migration, or some combination 
thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has 
occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or remedial action, or all 
remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been 
taken . 

• Category 3 - Areas where a confirmed or suspected release, disposal, or migration, or 
some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their 
derivatives has occurred, but required investigation andlor response actions have not yet 
been initiated or are ongoing. 

These categories are derived from the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 

and Liability Act (CERCLA), Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act (CERFA) and 

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Conducting 

Environmental Baseline Surveys (ASTM Standard 0 6008-96), which further incorporates ASTM 

o 5746-98 (2002) Standard Classification of Environmental Condition of Property Area Types for 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Facilities. 

CERFA stipulates that the federal government must identify ·uncontaminated property" scheduled 

for transfer, and defines this as " .. . real property on which no hazardous substances and no 

petroleum products or their derivatives were known to have been released, or disposed of' 

[(Section 9620(h)(4)(A)]. In accordance with the property condition classification guidelines 

discussed above, the Navy classified the Subject Property as Category 1 uncontaminated 

property, with the exception of SWMUs 10, 30, 39 and 40 (Category 2), SWMUs 13, 17, 18, 25, 

38, 46 and 53 (Category 3), and AOCs A and C (Category 3) and 0 (Category 2). Following its 

review of the CERFA Report, the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) concurred with 

this classification and provided a concurrence statement (Exhibit G) in the Final CERFA Report 

on 11 August 2006. 
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The Category 1 and 2 areas on the Subject Property are suitable for transfer because they are 

either uncontaminated or all remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the 

environment have been taken. SWMUs 17 (DRMO Non-Flammable Storage) and 18 (DRMO 

Ignitable Hazardous Waste Storage) were designated Category 3 at the time of the CERFA 

Report, but have since been determined to be suitable for transfer because RCRA clean closure 

was certified for these storage facilities. The required corrective measures for AOC A and 

SWMUs 13 and 25 have been completed, and those for AOC C and SWMUs 46 and 53 will be 

completed prior to transfer of the property. The portion of SWMU 38 (Sanitary and Storm Sewer 

System) on the Subject Property is transferable because it was designated Corrective Action 

Complete Without Controls by EPA in the Consent Order signed on 29 January 2007. 

The Corrective Action Complete Without Controls determination for SWMU 38 is contingent upon 

the Navy fully addressing any releases that may have impacted the sanitary and/or storm sewer 

systems as part of the corrective action(s) for releases from SWMUs 4,12,13 and 14 and/or any 

other SWMU at the NAPR facility where releases may have impacted the sewer systems. 

SWMUs 4, 12 and 14 are located wholly outside of the Sale Parcel III property. For SWMU 13, 

which is within the Sale Parcel III property, the Navy expects to request a corrective action 

complete status for that SWMU prior to transfer of the Subject Property. EPA has concurred 

(Exhibit F) with the determination that the Navy has satisfied all requirements of the Consent 

Order applicable to the portions of SWMU 38 within the Subject Property, subject to the Navy's 

submission of an acceptable final report documenting the completion of all required corrective 

measures at SWMU 13. Navy will not convey title to the property until the final report for the 

corrective measures at SWMU 13 is approved by EPA. 

D. Other Environmental Aspects 

1. Munitions and Explosives of Concern 

According to the ECP Report, there are no heavy (crew-served) weapon ranges, 

unexploded ordnance/impact areas, explosive ordnance disposal areas or open 

burning/open detonation activities on the Subject Property. 

2. Asbestos Containing-Materials 

According to the June 2005 Fina/ Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto 

Rico. Ceiba, Puerto Rico (Baker, 2005), asbestos-containing material (ACM) was 

identified in nine (9) of the facilities inspected on the Subject Property, as summarized in 
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Table 3 of Exhibit E. Friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) ACM was not identified in 

any of the facilities. Detailed information about the materials identified and sampled 

during the asbestos inspection, including summary tables, location drawings, 

photographs and laboratory reports, is included in the report. 

The possibility remains for the presence of undiscovered ACM associated with 

underground utilities and miscellaneous building materials at NAPR. While this potential 

ACM does not pose a hazard to site users, future demolition and/or subsurface work 

performed by the transferee could result in FAD ACM hazards. Thus, the transferee 

must comply with all applicable Commonwealth and Federal laws relating to ACM 

management in order to ensure future protection of human health and the environment 

during any future renovation/demolition activities or underground utility work. An ACM 

acknowledgement form (Exhibit H) will be provided to the transferee for execution at the 

time of transfer. 

3. Lead-Based Paint 

A lead-based paint (LBP) survey and risk assessment was completed at NAPR in 2005 

for military family housing only, thus none of the facilities on the Subject Property were 

included in the survey. 

Table 1 (Exhibit E) indicates approximately 52 buildings, structures and facilities on the 

Subject Property were constructed prior to 1978, the year in which LBP was banned for 

consumer use. These facilities and any others built before 1978 are presumed to contain 

LBP. A Lead-Based Paint Hazards Advisory Statement, Exhibit I to this FOST, will be 

provided to the transferee as an attachment to the deed and executed at the time of 

transfer. 

4. Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

All PCB-contaminated transformers and equipment, including any on the Subject 

Property, were removed from the former NSRR prior to 1998. Due to the age of the 

majority of facilities and the size of the station, it is possible that PCB-contaminated 

fluorescent light ballasts and other minor PCB sources may be present on NAPR. There 

are no other records of PCBs having been stored, released or disposed of on the Subject 

Property. 
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5. Radon 

According to the u.s. Geological Survey Open-File Report 93-292-K, Preliminarv 

Geologic Radon Potential Assessment of Puerto Rico (USGS, 1993), the Commonwealth 

of Puerto Rico exhibits generally low indoor radon levels, and a survey of radon 

concentrations of offices, housing units, schools and other buildings was conducted by 

the 000 between 1989 and 1992 on federal military reservations in Puerto Rico, 

including the former NSRR. Indoor radon levels ranged from 0.0 to 1.9 picoCurieslLiter 

(pC ilL), well below the current EPA residential indoor radon screening action level of 4 

pCi/L. The majority of the reservations, including NAPR, are situated on coastal plains, 

therefore, low indoor radon levels would be expected on the Subject Property. 

6. Threatened and Endangered Species 

As shown on the individual sub-parcel maps in Exhibit C, breeding habitat and 

nesting/foraging palms for the endangered yellow-shouldered blackbird and sea turtle 

habitat have been identified on the Subject Property. The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 

has indicated that it intends to zone the property in a manner that will implement the 

planning, development, maintenance, mitigation and use requirements described on the 

parcel maps. 

In accordance with the Endangered Species Act, the Navy developed a Biological 

Assessment (BA) for the former NSRR in 2006 to assess the potential impact on any 

federally protected species from the disposal of NSRR. Given the protection measures 

addressed in detail in the Bi%gical Assessment for the Disposal of Naval Station 

Roosevelt Roads/Naval Activity Puerto Rico Final Report (Navy, 2006a), the Navy has 

determined that the disposal of the former NSRR and transfer of the property to future 

owners is not likely to adversely affect federally-listed species and would not result in 

adverse modification of designated critical habitat within the project area. The U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service concurred with this determination in a leiter dated April 7, 2006. 
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5.0 REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PROPERTY TRANSFER 

120B15fP 

A. NEPA Compliance 

In accordance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements. an Environmental 

Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) have been prepared and executed in 

connection with the planned disposal and reuse of NAPR. The FONSI was signed on April 10. 

2007. 

B. Hazardous Substance Notice 

In accordance with Section 120(h)(3)(A)(i) of CERCLA, all deeds transferring federal property 

must provide notice as to those hazardous substances which it is known, based on a complete 

search of agency files, were stored for 1 year or more, released or disposed on the Subject 

Property in excess of those reportable quantities specified under 40 CFR 373 (Hazardous 

Substances Reporting Requirements for Selling or Transferring Federal Real Property), and all 

response actions taken to date to address any such releases or disposals. Hazardous materials 

use/storage and hazardous waste generation/management at the former NSRR are discussed in 

Section 5.2 of the ECP Report. The hazardous substances notice and response action summary 

for the Subject Property is attached to this FOST as Exhibit J. 

C. CERCLA Covenant 

The deed that conveys the Subject Property will contain the covenants provided for under 

CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) that all necessary remedial actions have been taken prior to 

transfer, and CERCLA Sections 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(II) and 120(h)(4)(D)(i) that any response action or 

corrective action found to be necessary after the date of transfer shall be conducted by the United 

States. 

D. CERCLA Access Clause 

In accordance with CERCLA Sections 120(h)(3)(A)(iii) and 120(h)(4)(D)(ii), the deed transferring 

the Subject Property shall contain a clause granting to the United States, its officers, agents, 

employees, contractors, and subcontractors the right to enter upon the transferred property in any 

case that remedial or corrective action is found to be necessary after the date of transfer. The 

right to enter to be set forth shall include the right to conduct annual physical inspections, tests, 

investigations, long term monitoring, 5-year reviews, and surveys, including, where necessary, 
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drilling, test pitting, boring, and other similar activities. Such right shall also include the right to 

construct, operate, maintain, or undertake any other response or remedial action as required or 

necessary, including, but not limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and treatment facilities. 

The United States retains the authority to enter to conduct investigations on adjacent parcels as 

well as the parcel subject to the transfer. These access rights are in addition to those granted to 

Federal , state, and local authorities under applicable environmental laws and regulations . 

E. Land and Groundwater Restrictions 

The Navy will transfer all of the Subject Property without restrictions, except for a non-residential 

use only restriction at SWMUs 10, 13, 39, 46, 53 and AOC C, a soil disturbance/invasive activity 

restriction at SWMU 25, and a groundwater use restriction at SWMUs 13 and 30. These land 

use controls (LUCs) will be implemented through the Navy-EPA Consent Order and the 

subsequent transfer deed. The Navy transfer deed for the Subject Property will refer to LUC 

requirements contained in the Consent Order which will be attached to the deeds. The Consent 

Order requires the establishment of LUCs with detailed requirements (implementation, 

compliance, monitoring, enforcement, modification/termination, etc.) developed in other 

documents agreed to between the Navy and EPA or the new owner and EPA with concurrence 

by Puerto Rico EQB. 

F. Environmental Compliance Agreements / Permits I Orders 

On January 29, 2007, the Navy and EPA voluntarily entered into a Consent Order. The Consent 

Order set out the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA and replaced the 1994 RCRA 

permit as the document memorializing these obligations concerning NAPR. The 16 SWMUs and 

three AOCs on the Subject Property require no further action under RCRA as they have been 
• 

designated either Corrective Action Complete Without Controls or Corrective Action Complete 

With Controls in the Consent Order or subsequent to the signing of the Consent Order based on 

meeting the requirements of the order. Detailed descriptions of the SWMUs and AOCs on the 

Subject Property are provided in the ECP Report, while summary descriptions and their current 

status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit E). It should be noted that, as discussed in Section 2.0, 

the Subject Property does not include 12 SWMUs, that are either wholly or partially surrounded 

by Sale Parcel III , where corrective action investigation and/or remediation requirements are not 

yet completed . 
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Puerto Rico EQB issued a draft Title V Operating Permit, number TV9711-19-0397-0012 , for air 

emissions at the former NSRR in Spring 2003. This draft permit went into public review on July 8, 

2003, where NSRR presented extensive comments/changes due to the relocation of many tenant 

commands. A final Title V Operating Permit was issued by EQB on September 30, 2006. NSRR 

had a wide variety of small emission sources, which operated intermittently, with no set operation 

schedule. Most volatile organic compound and hazardous air pollutant emissions were generated 

by combustion sources, which are powered by diesel, JP-5, gasoline or propane gas. Significant 

emission units on the Subject Property included a spray paint booth for heavy equipment and 

automobiles at Building 3188 (Alfa Company Maintenance Building). Because of station closure, 

air emission sources associated with the Subject Property have been discontinued. There is no 

documentation of any current, or previous Notices of Violation issued to the former NSRR as a 

result of a deviation from the Title V Permit. 

Six storm water outfalls at NSRR are regulated under EPA's Multi-Sector General Permit 

program. The former NSRR obtained initial permit coverage in 1995, and re-applied for the 

permit in 2000, which became effective upon submittal. The six outfalls are regulated due to the 

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code for the type of industrial activity conducted in the 

area that contributes to the outfall. The one regulated outfall associated with the Subject Property 

is Outfall 002 (SIC Code 5093 - scrap and waste material processing and recycling). It receives 

storm water runoff from the Building 1973 DRMO Complex on the Subject Property, and also 

storm water from other areas, and discharges to Ensenada Honda. 

Historically, storm water discharges from industrial areas were not regulated or controlled . RCRA 

investigations conducted at NSRR, specifically at SWMU 38 and AOC D on the Subject Property, 

evaluated whether suspected historical release of hazardous substances to storm water ditches, 
• outfalls on the Subject Property, and associated sediments may have resulted in potentially 

significant impacts to human health and/or the environment . No significant releases of hazardous 

substances or subsequent human health risks were identified, and no further investigation was 

required for these SWMUs. 

G. Notification to Regulatory Agencies / Public 

In accordance with DoD guidance, EPA Region 2 and the Puerto Rico EQB have been advised of 

the proposed transfer of the Subject Property, and copies of the ECP Report, CERFA Report, and 

Draft FOST were provided to those agencies for review and comment. Navy responses to EPA 
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and EQB comments are included as Exhibit K. The ECP Report was made available for public 

review upon finalization. Copies of all transfer documenlatlon will be made available to EPA and 

EQB representatives upon request after execulion of the same. 

6.0 SUITABILITY DETERMINATION 

NOW THEREFORE, based on my review of the Information contained in this FOST, the notices 

discussed herein, and Ihe restrictions and covenants that will be contained in the deed, the 

Subject Property is suitable for transfer. 

Date J~~DE~SO~ 
Director 
BRAG Program Management Office Southeast 
North Charleston, South Carolina 

120815iP 13 January 2009 
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Exhibit C 

Sub·Parcel Maps 

NOTE: The sub-parcel maps in this exhibit are from the Draft Repolt. Parcel Map for the 

Disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico (GMI . 2005). The boundaries of Sub-Parcels 31 

and 40 have changed since these maps were published (the final boundaries are shown 

in Exhibit D). 

The boundaries andlor cleanup status of some of the Solid Waste Management Units 

(SWMUs) and Areas of Concern (AOCs) shown on these maps have changed since the 

draft parcel map report was produced. 

The ECP sites shown on these maps correlate to the following SWMUs: 

• ECP 3 - SWMU 57 

• ECP 5 - SWMU 59 

• ECP 6 - SWMU 60 

• ECP 13 - SWMU 67 

• ECP 16 - SWMU 70 

• ECP 20 - SWMU 74 

The following should be noted about the AOCs and SWMUs shown on the sub-parcel 

maps: 

• Sub-Parcel 43 - SWMU 59 is incorrectly shown as SWMU 5. 

• Sub-Parcel 48 - ECP 20 (SWMU 74) is incorrectly shown as SWMU 20 and 

should be shown as falling within Parcel 49. 

• Sub-Parcel 59 - SWMU 45 is shown incorrectly as SWMU 48. 

• SWMU 38 (Sanitary and Storm Water Sewer Systems) is not shown on these 

maps. A separate utility map is provided in Exhibit B. 



Parcel Map for lIre Di.'posal 
of Naval Aclil'ity Plterto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 30 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-28, 29, 31 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning 

Grounds Maintenance 

Property Sale/Lease 

NOTICE: 

Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Notify buyernessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modifY the Identlfled critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identlfled conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parce/Index 30-1 



Parcel Map for Ihe Disposal 
of Naval Aclivity Pllerlo Rico 

Parcel Index 30 
Common Name: S81e 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Parcel!s): 28, 29, 31 

Parcel Index 30-2 
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Parcel Index 30 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Parcel!s): 28, 29, 31 

Installalion Restoration 
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Parcel Map for tire Disposal 
of Naval Activity Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 53 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-49, 51, 52, 54, 59 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No Requiremenls 

Activity Conservation Measures 

NA NA 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorfzatlon to modify the Identilled critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identilled conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered SpeCies Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authorfty to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Map for tile Disposal 
of Naval ActiviZ PI/erto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 31 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-27-29, 33, 40 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New ConstructionlClearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found . 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e ., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Building Maintenance Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Lease Notify buyernessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 andlor Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 31 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: S81e 
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Parcel Map for the Di'posal 
of Naval Activity Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 37 

Common Name-Los Machos 2 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-35, 36 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No Requirements 

Activity Conservation Measures 

NA NA 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Servlce has the authorfty to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 37 
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Parcel Map for Ille Disposal 
of Naval Aclivity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 40 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-28, 31, 33, 39, 41,43, 44, 48, 50, 52, 55 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 and 39 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28, 29) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Building Maintenance Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Lease Not~y buyernessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 40 
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Parcel Map for tlte Dispo.,al 
of Naval Activig Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 41 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-40, 44 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No Requirements 

Activity Conservation Measures 

NA NA 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 41 
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Parcel Index 41 
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Parcel Map for lire Disposal 
of Na.'a/ ACliviT Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 42 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance- Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-2B, 44, 45, 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the conservation parcel boundary from 
March 15-August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shou ldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning 

Demolition/Remodeling 

Grounds Maintenance 

Building Maintenance 

General Operations 

Property Sale/Lease 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and August 30. 
Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

Before moving outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for yellow
shouldered blackbird nests from March 15-August 30. Notify USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Sea Turtle 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured ordead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 
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Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Naval Activity Pllerto Rico 

Activity 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Conservation Measures 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rice DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Servlce to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 42 
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Purcel Map for tlte Disposal 
a/Naval Activi? PuerlO Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 43 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s~O, 44 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found . 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le., downed trees and palms from stonms). 

Building Maintenance Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Detenmine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Lease Notify buyernessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identlfled critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 43 
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Parcel Map for Ih. Disposal 
of Naval ACliviZ PlterlO Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 45 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-42, 44, 46 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel l and 5 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction , ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (1 , 5) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le. , downed trees and palms from storms). 

Property SalelLease Notify buyerllessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Sea Turtle 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851 -7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Beach Development/Use Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWSI Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 
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Parcel Index 45 
Common Name; Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
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Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Naval Activi?, Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 48 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-40, 44, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto RIco regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e., downed trees and palms from storms). 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Lease Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authorlty to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 48 
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Parcel Index 53 
Common Name: Sale 
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Parcel Map for tire Disposal 
of Nal'al Activity Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 54 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)--49, 51 , 53, 56, 59 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No Requirements 

Activity Conservation Measures 

NA NA 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 andlor Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Servtce has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 54 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Parce/(s): 49, 51, 53 

56, 59 
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Parcel Index 54 
Common Name: S81e 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Parcells): 49, 51, 53 

56, 59 

Installation Restoration 

Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

August 11, 2005 
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Parcel Map for lite Disposal 
of Naval AClivig Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 56 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-49, 54, 59 

Sea Turtle 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.s. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identtned critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parcel Index 56-/ 
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Parcel Index 56 
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Parcel Index 56 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
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Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Naval ActiviT Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 59 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-52-54, 56-58, 60-62 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 58 (Conservation) 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (58) between September 1 and March 15 (non-breeding season) 
or be restricted to an area 50 m from the conservation parcel boundary from March 15-August 30 
(breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with the USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and August 30. 
Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except In an emergency (i.e., downed trees and palms from storms). 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located . 

Property Sale/Lease Notify buyerllessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Sea Turtl, 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Parcel Index 59-J 



Parcel Map for tfte Disposal 
of Naval Activity PlIerto Rico 

Activity 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Conservation Measures 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 59 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Parcel!s): 52-54, 
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Parcel Map for tlte Disposal 
of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 64 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-39, 65, 66 

Sea Turtle 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851-7297). 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parce.ls bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site (parcel 59) and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 64 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s): 39, 65, 66 
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Tables 



FacIlity • Former User 

27 "IIPPI Y 

39 PWD 

=i PWD 
PWD 

SUPPLY 
PWD 
PWD 
MWR 

=j AFWTF 
AFWTF 

PWD 

44 MWR 
MWR_ 

467 MWR 

480. SUPPLY 

483 PWD 

464 MWR 
496 PWD 

774 NSWg 

775 PWD 

767 ~~ 792 

832 AFWT 
8, AFW1 
1664 MWR 

1~~5 C~ 1890 

1713 MWR 

1714 MWR 

1715 MWR 
1725 I"/YQ 
1730. AFWTF 

1742 'WD 
1768 AI FV' TF 

1787 He ;P 

1788 P'.I 0 
100J M~R 
1812 PW[ 
1915 -
1973 DRMO 
1989 -
1997 PWD 

2007 AFWTF 

2009 DRMO 

20.10. DRMO 

20.15 AFWTF 

MWR 

20.34 PWD 

2042 ACSS 
214C -
220.5 MWR 
2231 -
2265 CL 

2267 MWR 

2279 AFWTF 

Table 1 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III FOST 
Facilities List 
Page 1 012 

Name 
"I JPPI I." "". 

, Pl iN 

~~K 
DOPE-T OUSE 
TE~NE CABLE HU1 

ITI ,CABLE HUT 
OILET BY BEACH 

iGL 
: Sl TANK-P PUERCA) DEP 

IBEACH PAVIIII"lN 
IBEACH 

IFL 
IBUS SHL TR EAST ON 

: COURT 
IBLJ~ ~HLI K TAL 

<l,ENR ATT~L 'TNK 
I: TANK AT TEL 

MISC 
~~~iHOP MAINT 

; F, CIL 
SEA , C.UB 

~NK 
. FIELD 

LL COURT BY 
LEET REC PARK 

BUS S- OP SHEL TER BY 

MK-48 ,SHOP 

=11 ~BY~ 
TENNA POL SL TOIN C LI 

I ; ( 

PW ,A BEES 
,BO . RAMP 

~LlF' [A-
'_AID rwRPl. P~A 

=ENWHSE 
, IOUA I HUU~t: 

110.0. GPM DUPLEX PUMP LIFT STA 

lASS}, MAINT §HOP 

IDRMO FL I •. 

IDRMO' ,II". 
) PAINT SHOP 

IBEACH PAVILIONS 

IPEST RIIII nlNr.: 

~~:iABY~ 
IBAND STAND BLD~ 
IGENR 81 .lf1 STA 
IFINr.:.~ PIER BTW PIER 1&2 

I ,PIERS 

IMOE BLDG 

Area Unit Yr Built 
32256 SF 1957 
10.54, SF 1944 
1364 1943 

1.8MM -
455 S 1954 
35 S -
35 ~ 1948 

1785 S -
16160. SF i= 36 SF 
319 -
2718 SF 1938 

- - -
3321 JlE. 11160 
90.0. SF 
140. SF 1859 

- - ~ 190 ~~ 

575 SF 1966 
36 -- 1966 

40.00 SF 

t 40.00 SF 
750. SF 
2499 SF 
1"40 SF 

9094 SF 1969 
132 - 1969 

2417 - 1972 
1044 - 1872 
1280. SF 1972 
140 ~~ 1912 

4000. SF 1969 
5000. _SF 1970. 

- - 1969 
1302 SF 1974 
4800 SF 

- -

~ 
§F 
-

1250.0. SF 1976 
- - -

100 SF 11179 

1000 SF 981 11 

400 SF 981 11 
40.00 SF 1981 
100 SF 1871 
100 SF 1972 

2501 SF 1983 
-50.0.0. SF 

- - 1974 
2418 SF 1985 

- - 1944 

- - 1987 

- - 1975 
4000 SF 1988 



Table 1 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parc.11II FOST 
Facilities List 
Page 20f 2 

List based on 2003 NAPR ba • • map (Ba .. map - PREnew 11-2003.pdf), July 2001 Building UtillzaUon LIlt, lilt of Building. To Be 
Inspected For Albeato. from June 2005 Asbestos Inspection Report, and field verfleatlon by NAPR personnel. 

AFWTF 
ASROC 
BEa 
BOa 
CB 
CBLANT 
CPO 
DRMO 
EM 
HOSP 
MOE 
MWR 
NSWC 
NSWU-4 
PWD 

Information not available Of unknown 

Atlantic Fleel Weapons Training Facility 
Air Surface Range Operallng Cenler 
Bachelor Enlisted auarter. 
Bachelor Officer auarter. 
Construction Battalion 
Construction Battalion Atlantic 
Chief Pelly Officers 
Defense Reutllization Mark~tlng Office 
Enlisted Men's 
Hospital 
Marine Ocean Engineering 
Morale, Welfare and Recreation 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
Naval Special Warfare Unit-4 
Public Works Department 



Parcel SWIIU Descrtptlon CERFA 
No. 

Oumpsliafs SWMU 5 is a "catch-d' for 11. rnetat ,. 
......... , dfSl'lpslefs scattered througt'Icxa the st.tion. 8 y pradice. 

these dumpsters were 10 recetve only non-hazardcus 
walles. 

Transfonner ~II Area Substmon 2 (BkIg..1II) 2 
Electrical transformers _ re repailId In the past and 

3 10 pclydliorioated biphenyl (pc8)-<:cntaioing transbmerob 
were poured on the ground. 

Otd Pest Conb'oI Shop (Badg. 251) The Pest CortroI Shop 3 
operated • E1uiking 258 (now demoished) rrom lhe '* 
1950s through 1983. Past pradi::es and known apiIs 
Indicate !he release of pesticides. into Ihe soil and the 
~t drainage ditch, wtich disc:hafges nto the nearby 
bay (Ensenada Honda). In 1976. a 55-ga1on drum of 

3 13 INIIIathlon, stored outside the ~. rupha'ed, The spiled 
~ts eventualy washed into the dr.W\age did'llocated 
near the building, TWs cItdI also regu&Irty received rinse 
w-... from the de_ring of peslic:ide ~ equipment 
over a stOfTn dnin that discharged 10 the ditd\, Reportedty, 
excess pesticiOes alto ware poured into this dik:h , 

DRMO Non-FIammable Storage (Bldg.. 1173) ~ 3 
enclosed. concrete and steel buiding that served as the 
main non-ftammable hazardous WilSie COf"IQiner staage 

3 17 facily for the station. Good release CCII"Ib"ok were In place, 
and there was no evidence 01 releasas of hazardDus 

'"""""" ... 
DAIIO Ignbble Haardous W.te Storage (Bldg.. 2009) 3 
Fuly enclosed malal buldiog that served as the CIDO~ 

3 18 storage building fer ignitable hazardous wastes.. There was 
no evidence of relea ses of hazardous consttuents.. 

DRIIO smrag. Vard Open area wthin 1M: slor8ge yard 3 
used to s"- igni1able hazardous wastu. Ourir'G .. 1988 

3 " 
VSI, 011 stainir'G was obsetvecI: during the 1993 rolow-up 
Inspection no staining WIIS seen. 

Former Incinerator Ar.a (ne .. SWIIU 31 lnadive 2 
Incinerator, formerty used 10 bom cantamlnated fuels, waste 
oils, and sludges. An Incinerator on this site was rllPOfBly 
dismantied and removed in 1983, and the presentinc::r.er..1a 

3 30 w_ butt at thai the. The 1993 foIow-up inspediln fOI.I'Id 
that a 5()O.gallon UST aasociamd wit! Itis unit was being 
removed. The Navy collected subsurface SOIl s;wnp&es which 
indicated the presence of tolal recoverab le pelroleum 
hydrocarbon. 

ExtIIbiIE l abia 2 Sale P.-atI III FOST SWMU. sod AOCs 121al8 

Table 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel l . FOST 
Solid Wasta Manag."..,t Units .nd Anlas of Concern Summary and Status 

PIIgll 1 of. 
RCRA Inve~tion and Rem~1 Action Summery and Status ... ... 

CAC wfoul No Further Action delermioa600 from 1994 Part B Permit No knoWIecIge or evidence 
eon .... of s~ and rouOle releases of I\aza"dous wastes Of coostitueots from these 

urD; RFI was not reqt.ired. 

CAe w A removal ac:tion was coodocted to exeavall! and cisp:lse d PC8-contaminated soil 
Co"_ Samp6es from te~ry monilomg web indcated PCBs were not present In 

groundw.ter. The Consent om. designated ttis SWMU Corrective Action 
Co"""'~ Conrols. LIIIOd Use Contml plan subnWned to EPA. A restridion to 
prohibit residential use wit be Induded In transfer deed. 

CMI The RA eonducled !he sill! had been impacted by PIIst pesticide management, and 
that u~ enWcnmeruland human health risks exist due to levels of 
~ within the drainage ditches.. A CMS _ s developed and c:ornple1ed 
with the primary goai to identify the appropriate technical approach needed to 
addn!lss releases kI the drai~ dildles at this sie. A Corrective MeaslXes 
I~""n (CMI) Wor1c Asn Design Pad;age WIIS devetoped which proposed 
the eJavation db oonlarrinated dnIinagII dilch from 1M sile. The eMl ls 
undelway, Remediation Initiated Spmg 2006. 

CACwlout No RFI was required because RCRA dean cbsure was certlied. 
eon .... 

CACw/out No RFI was required because RCRA clean closure was certlied. 
Controls 

CAC with RFI sam~ Indicaled several CXJOStiuent5 exceeded Ihefr residemaI RBCs in soil, 
eon"", but not theW Industrial RBC$. A Land Use Como! pIanA::Ie«! restrictions are needed 

10 maintain h integrity ol lhe elditng COfI(:J8le In the W C area to prevent exposure 
to underlyW!g .oils. 

CAe_ RFI s;rnpIir1g Indicaled soil poses no s9'Ilicant ooman health risks. Subsurface 
Controls 50is wall AtfTlO\fed to the Puerto Rk:o ~ Quality Board dean "" leVel 01 

100 ppm during UST I1tInO\'al. ResaJaI. low IeYeI g~l .. cont.nina6on is 
present. The Consent Orclef' designated 1M: sile as COff8Cive Action Con'1lIete Qh 
Ccnmts. A Land Use Contrd pIMIIdeed restrictiorIs are needed 10 specify a 
prottition on use of groundwater for potable wa'" supply. 

Media Affected I Key Site Specific Current RCRA Ramalning Work 
ContamiMnts Land U .. Ph.a RMjuired 

Controls 

NA None NA None 

Soil - PCBs < 1 NA Mainlaln land use 
Industrial standard controls (LUCs) 

5011- Pesticides 1.' Completion of CMI Maintain LUCs 

NA (see SWMU 25) No", NA N"", 

NA (see SWMU 25) No"" NA No~ 

5011- TPH 2 NA LUC Plan 

GW - lestridlon based • N' LUC Plan 
on antil'l'lOOY and zinc 

-



Pareel SWJIU O .. criptlon eERfA 
No. 

Sanitary and storm W*' Sewer Systems Below ground 3 
sanitary and storm sewer systems. 

Basewide '" 

FormerBaa.ry Drain Area (Bldg. 31511 Sma. buidng 2 
wit! an aIIached, open-sided, roofed pad wheR!l. a~ 
to lne 1988 VSI, discarded batteries were opened and thK 
fluids drained into a tank. The tank had ~ CI.I'bed. concrete 
pad under it. which was cracked Md st.ahed. The 1993 
folow l4llnspection found that th is buikirG was no longer 

3 3. used for draining and storing discarded baharies, blA now 
contained assorted sm,,1 cans of miscelaneous hydraulic 
llulds. In acIcIiicr'I. the roofed pad was gone. No evidence of 
releases was obseJVed dum; the 1993 blow up Inspection. 
However, the open"", battery drain tank's an, was CI1ICked 
and stained. 

Seabee Alpha Company MobIle 01 Tank A mob. JOO. 2 
gallon tank in the Alpha Company Maintenance YMl which 
was used as a te~ coIe<:tion and storage point for 

3 •• waste oils. LUnar staining of !he WOUnd was obseNed 
dlrilg the 1988 V$!. The unit was no longer present and no 
IO~ staining was present in 1992-

Pole Storage nrd Cov.red PIId Large. roofed, open- 3 
slded. Ul'ICI.M"bed, con~te pad used by the Public Wortcs 
Department as a ~ anta for tralSfonners, 
miscellaneous electrical equipment. and drums of f>C8.. 
contamill8led material. Reportedy, smia'- materials may 
have been sbred directly on the ground in ~ areas. 
Evidence of past spills has been reported. The l.I"IiI: served 
a, the main storage area for haZMioos wastes generated by 

3 .. the Base Operating Support contractor dumg normal 
maintenance and stored for less than 90 days. Two mitar 
pads used 'Of the same purpose are located at the &le. On 
the southern portion 01 the sile is an area which _s labeied 
00 lOme old dr.wAngs as ·contaminated sci pile," No OCher 
infolmation was availlble. There is no evicIence of a soi pie 
at the sile noN. 

Local Satellte DIsposal ArMs UndeMecl "satefb 1 
d5poulareas". Based on a March 1992 meeting between 

Basewide <7 EPA and Navy representatiws. these undelned uteHe 
dispoul &reas are noN classlied 85 an Area of Concern 
(AOC). 

- --- ----- ----

Emlblt e Tabltt2 Sale P.-eeIIli FOSTSWMUI....:I AOCs 121808 

Tab" 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale P.-ceIII FOST 
SaiKi Wute ManagerTMtnt Units and ArMs of Concern Summary and Status 

Page2of4 
RCRA Inv~tion ~nd Remecbl Action Summary and Status 

Sta"" 

CACwlout No Further Action determination from 1994 Part B Permit carried over to Consent 

eon"", Order. No knowledge or evidence d sysiem8tic and rouine releases of ~ous 
wastes. M RFI was not I8qIked. The "CAe -..tout Controtl'" shown for SWMU 38 Is 
CXlfltingIft, urder the 2007 RCRA Consent Order between the Navy and EPA. on 1he 
Navy Mtt ~ .,y reINses 1haI ~ have ilJ1)K:ted the sanbty and/or atOOT' 
sewer water sewer systems (I.e., SWMU 38) as a release(s) from ei1her SWMUS 4, 
12, 13 and 14. andfo(from any olher SWMU al the NAPR fecny, where releases 
have impacted the sanitary anclIOf storm water sewer systems. 

CAe_ Rfl umpIing did not ncicale any signikatC rete_as; however, atWnic in soil 
eon"", exceed!d rMidentIat duoop standafd. The Consent oroer designated this atte 

Corrective Action Complele with Control,. A land Use Control plan hilS been 
subrRtted to EPA 10 prohibit reaiOen6alla-ld use. 

CAC wlout No Furth« Action determination from 1994 Part B Permit. No knowledge Of 

Controls evidence of systematic and rcuti'Ie ",leases 01 hazardous wastes or constituents 
from this unll RF1 was not reqlired. Visual re-lnspection of lWIiI: was conducted 
dlri\g ECP field wcrIt; no visual evidence cI release was obseNed. 

CACwilh The RA Identifiad PC8 contamination In the sols. The CMS recommended the 
Controls pemrmance of e CM! to remove contaminated soils from the alte. Remediation was 

initillBd Spmg 2006 and soil remOlf" cornpIeMd. Site restoration to be completed 
Januery 2009. 

CACwlout No Further Action detemlinatlon from 1994 Part B Permit No knowledge cI routine 
Controls or syslematic retuses d hazardous wastes Of constituents from Ihese units. RFI 

was not required. 

- --

Media AfflICted I Key Site Specific Current RCRA Ramalnlng Wortl 
Contaminants Land U .. P .... Required 

Controls 

NA None NA ..... 

5011 - arsenic 1 NA Noro 

NA NoM NA No ... 

Soli-PCBs , eM' CAC with controls 

NA No". NA No ... 

2 



Parcel SW1IU DncrtptJon eERF. 
N~ 

500 Gallon Wa.te Oil Tank (Bldg. 3111) Identified dlAing , 
Ihe 1993 folow-up Inspection, this tank was located wesl of 

3 " 
Building 3188 and sumxmed by a concrete diIoe. No visual 
evkIence of releases was observed. The ... is no longer 
present however, the conaele bermed pad Is sail presert. 

Storege PMt (near Bldg. 31Y) Open air, uncurbed, , 
conaeM storage: pltd first iden~ dtxing the 1993 foll~~ 
Inspection. n. atonge pad conlM"led approldmalely 120 5i 

3 52 
gallon drums of various 01 produ::ts and oCher mMeflais. 
The materials sklntd _ re product. and there was no 
indication of systematic: and rolAine spib ot hazaldoos 
consttuents. 

Malaria Control Building (Bldg. loCI BuiI., 19-42. it was 3 
used 10 srote pesticides such as ma.IaINon, aldrin. and 
dichlorodiphenylrichloroetne (DOT). Il ls not know how 

3 " long pesticides were stored ., !he building. II is assumed 
that pesticides were also mixed in the bulding and pr8pai1!d 
for applications. 

Rifte Ranste at Punta Pue,ca Historic rec:on:Is revil:ws and , 
Interviews oonfirmad use of the area n a rifta range In the 
1940'$. Ex-a usage datu and treqoency of use are 

3 58 unknown. The s111!1 includes a conawte bermed strucbJre with 
galvanized piping protruding from lhe lop of the concrete. 
berm. There appe.-ed 10 be no Ifgns of srra.,. or su.sed 

-"'" TOfpedo Shop lnspeded dll"ing the 1993 V$!. Based 3 
upon statements and historic reports. this SWUU managed 
Otto Fuel used In taIVet drones. There is no M a ticn that 

3 AOCA this site systema&ally or roltinet,t released hazartlous wasb 
Of constituents. 

Transformar SIon.ge Pads (Bldg. 2042) Located near 3 
Building 2042, il consists of Itqll uncovered, canaem pads 
used prmarily for outdoor storage of discarded transformers.. 
Other discardad IlIedricaI matwials.. incbfing ~ were 
obutved. Dumg the 1993 fnspection, thr. transformers 

3 AOCe were observed __ outside of !he concrete pads and siting 

directly on '*- soil ~ the 1988 VSI and the 1993 
follow-up inspections. oil stainiru Inside the conaete pads 
and evidence of releases to soU were observed. 

EJd11bi1 E Table 2 Sale Pateel iit FOST SWMUs and AOCs 121808 

Tab" 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III FOST 

Solid Waste Management Units and Areas of Concern Summary and Statua 
PIIge 3 of. 

RCRA Investigation and Rem~1 Action Sumnwry and Statu. ....... 
CACw.lout No Further Action determination from 1994 Part B Permit. No krIcM<1edge or evidence 

Controls of routine or systematic releases of hazardous wasle or coosiluenls from this unit. 
RFI was not req.sQd. Visual re-irspedion of the de during ECP field wort showed 
tara has been removed, aIhough SUrnxlnang concrete cike remains; no evidence of 
release was observed. 

CACw.loul No Further Action determination from 1994 Part B Permit. RFI was nOl; required. 
Controls V.ual re-inspeclion of site was conducted dll"ing ECP field work: no evidence of 

nHa&se was observed. 

CAe ... RFl sanplng iden4ifted 8 release ot pesliddes 10 the sob . The CMS ~mended 
Controls demoMion ot Bolding IW and Almoval of contaminated sol. Remechation was 

iritiMad Spmg 2006 and soil removal completed. Now 8W8ting site reltOfation. 

CAe w.lout ECP Phase 1111 did not find any indication of a release. No oonlaminants of po_ntia] 
Con .... c:onc:em were identi6ttd n the ECP Ph .. e II sampling program. Lead was detected 

in sulface soil sampte. but all sampln had lead conc;enl .... ions leu Ih ... base 
bac:kQround and soil . creening criteria. 

CAe,"", Prevbusly iderfled as No FlI"ther Action in 1994 Pennil The Consent oroer 
Con .... raq linld a Phase t RFt. Concrete and wipe samples detected contamination in 
(Interior) epoxy-coated. concrete floor sa~es. Releases 10 the envirormant outside the 

CAC w.loul bulldk"lg are nol suspected. The Ph ... t RFI Report has been approved by the EPA. 

""''''''' (exterior) 

eMl Investigated as part of the SWMU 48 RFI which Identified PCB contamnation ., the 
soils. The CMS recommended the perbrmance of a CMI to remoW! contaminated 
sofls from lhe site. Remediation was Initiated Spring 2006 and soU removal 
completed. Site rMtcntion to be compleled January 2009. 

Med~ Affected I Key Site Spec.tnc Current RCRA Remaining Wort 
Contaminants lond U .. Ph.e Required 

Controls 

NA No ... NA No"" 

NA None NA No ... 

SoH · pesliQdes , eMI CAC with Controls 

NA None NA ...... 

No reteases 10 the NA Thofqh cleaning of Ih4I 
envronment have Building in_riot prior to 
been klentlied. re-use. 

son · PCBs , eMI CAC with Coritols 

3 



No. 

oiIspib, the possiblE 

AOC 0 groundwaterfl'om lhe Tow WWI Fuel Farm area, and past 
waste disposal practices, which included routine disposal of 
hazardous wastes andlor constilIem inID m.m WIIter 
dranr.. Three NPOES-pen1'liled wastawateroutfals. and an 

undetermined numbef of stann vt*r outIiI85 .'" p.esenI at 

·CERFA categories: 

T.b .. 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sate P_ctl lII FOST 
Solid Wate Mlnagement Unlts .nd Areas of Concern Summary and Stltus 

.of. 

"'Ius 

Order designaed this AOC COmICtiYe Action Complete without Controls. 

1 - CERFA Clean - _as \/the", no ",lease or disposal of hazardous SlIbsI.nces or petroleum p~ or !he .. derivatives has occurred, 

2 - All Actions Compete- areas where !he ~ ddpoul. or~, or some combination !hereof, of hazardous SUbstancel, or 
3 - Additional Action R..qulred - Are .. where a confirmed or IUSPected release. tispouI, m~ration, or some combination ther&d, of 

Land Use Controls 

1 - Non-Residential Use Only 
2 • 80M andfor Sedimer'K: Access and/or ImesNe Activity Reslric:licn 
3 - SUrface Water: Access ancIIor Use Resbiction 
... Groundwater: Use and Wet Instalation Restriction 

Acronyms and Abb ...... I.tlon. 

ADC 
AST 
SERA 

CAC 
CERFA 

eMl 
eMS 
CDC 
CC!'C 

Area of Concern 
Aboveground Storage Tank 

BaseNne Ecological Risk AssesllTl8nt 
Corrective ActIon Complete determination 
Community Environmental Response Fadllation Act 
Correclive Measures Implementation 

Corrective MellSWlls Study 
Chemical of Concern 

Chemical o f Potential Concern 

DRMO Defense Reutlization Marketing Office 

ECP Envirorvnental Condition of Property 

EPA Envirorvnental Protedion Agency 
ERA Ecological Risk Assessment 

Emlbit E Tible 2 Sale PwcellII FOST SWMUa n AOCI 121808 

ICM Inlarim Corrective Measure 
1M In~m MeaSU"B 

JP"" Jet Propulsion Fuel 

GW G .......... M 

LUC land Usa Control 

NCC Maxim.lm ConQlrinant Level 
N .. Mon)ored Natural Attenuation 

NA Not ,Awlcable 
PAH Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarboo 

PCB Poiyctllolinated Biphenyl 
POL PetroIalM1, Oils and l l.tlricMts 
PWO PIbIic Works Oepanment 
RBC Risk-8ased Con::enlration 

RCRA 

RFI 
SoB 

SVOC 
SWNU 
TPH 
UST 
VDC 
V5I 

Phas. 

ReSOlJ'ce Conservation and Rec:cYefy Ad 

RCRA Fac~ty Il'IYBstigalion 

Statement of Basis 

Semi-Volatile Organic Compound 
Solid Waste ~l1OIgement Unit 
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 

UndergtoU\d SIonIIge Tank 

Voialile Organic COfT'4XlU'1d 

Visual Site Inspection 

• 



Table 3 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III FOST 
OWS, AST, and UST List 

Type II or User 
OWS Boat , Shop 

17 C S , Camp - Alpha ( 
1 A Fuels i near marina 
1 B MWR, near marina 

20: 
2304 
3176 
3178 
3179 

AFWTF 
AST 
BEQ 
CPO 
NA 
OWS 
PWD 
SWMU 
UST 

IPWD 
UST ,metrv Site, Punta Puerca 
UST IB (CPO) 
UST IA 
UST 

Fonmer . 
UST Fonmer Incinerator (SWMU 30) 

Information not available or unknown 

Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility 
Aboveground Storage Tank 
Bachelor Enlisted Quarters 
Chief Petty Officer 
Not Applicable 
Oil-Water Separator 
Public Works Department 
Solid Waste Management Unit 
Underground Storage Tank 

-
-

3,000 
2 ,000 
2000 

wo 

500 

-
-

Diesel 
Mogas 
[ esel 

ese 
ese 

Diese 
Diese 
Diese 

- -
2001 -
2001 -
1997 -

-
~IA 

~IA 

~IA 

NA 

1993 



Facli1tV# 

27 

394 
396 

"?' 

!4 
496 

774 

775 
787 

T92 
832 

730 
1742 

""""1768 
""""i787 
""""17RR 
1Ri 

2015 

Table 4 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III FOST 
Asbestos-Containing Material Inspection Results 

Page 1 of 2 

Name ACM 
IGSK WAREHOUSE Unknown 

, PUMPING 

_So 
; 90 

PCIT. GE "ANK 
D(IP H DUSI 

HUT 
IT HUT 
ITOIL ,T B' lEACH 

""'SHOI ~ 
GDARD N 

FiR:Pf NI 

II NI 
S 

~JI USS~ ,y 
TENNIS COURT 

BDSSJ=i[fR >lAL(l>i ~S) N 

AT TELEMETRY W/DF TNK Y 

!SEPTIC TANK AT T TRY NI 
;:,V IT4 MAANTSHOP N 

NSWU-4 ~ N 
~ rrru>4: N 

: FACIL TV Y 
[SEA oZE LUB 

~ LD 
IBAS "COURT BY 
IFLEET REC PARK 
~ 
~K-48 I 5P N 
DRsTA ~ NI 
,NTENN, >0 '1 JIUlNDEU NI 

Y ~'S. N 
:-sc "RAMP ~I 

~L "ATI( 
NGT ~R PI. PU~A 

IGI 
[MARINA 
1100 GPM P~LlFT STA 
ASSP I IAI IT WTFl 

, ST 
3E IERAL 

I PAINT SHOP 

not in ;e~~~ata 

No access to west 
half of bldg where 

previous report 
ind icated ACM 



Table 4 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III FOST 
Asbestos-Containing Material Inspection Results 

Page 2 of 2 

I'oIa",e 
.PA lNS 

rvAF 

r-~~~~I~Tr~~~FC~~~ STABY~53 
IBA~ ITP ~D D~.M. 

3Y 1FT fA B39 

2267 
2279 
2: 

: PIER BTW PIER 1&2 
. PIERS 

MOE BLDG 

•
~~·I 3E AT UDT 

~=-=-~~~:-_-_-_tP.::TI ~Y ILDG 
rER B' 

2329 

HAZ .STGE BY 
ACSS HA,: FLAM~ STGE BY 

A(: POLE BY B#1685 

PRINTING PLANT 

r-~~~-+'H~A ~MM rGE 

r-~~;-~""M~C:::;:;)PN'L fGE BY 1-394 
ST' ~DG ' B#161 

2332 

r-~~~~~M~C~FLAMMSTGEBL)GB#2015 
134 

3090 

30!17 
3098 
311 9 
31 

Notes: 

EM CLUB 
OF I IVIN 3 ~OOM 

,NTRAL !':IIPPI_Y ROOM 
ILt::N I HAL TOOL ROOM 
,C,t::N IRAL TOOL ROON 

USE 
. SER'I" 

E WASH ::;~ 

3 HUT 
::;Al. t-II Nt::~S CENTER 

IE( 3B (CPO) 
IBEC 3A 
IBEC 2 
IALFA CO MAIN ' BLDG 

Y =Yes 
N = No 
NI = Not Inspected 

ACM 

NI 
NI 
Y 

NI 

Unknown 

N 

N 
N 

N 
N 
Y 

( 

~~" but data 
not in report 

Hazard = friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) asbestos-containing material (ACM) 

Source: Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico 



Exhibit F 

SWMU 38 Concurrence Letter 



CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. David Criswell 
US Navy 
BRAC PMO SE 
4130 Faber Place Drive 
Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 2940S 

Re: Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), formerly Naval Station 
Roosevelt Roads, 
EPA I.D. Number PRD2170027203, 

Dear Mr. Criswell: 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2 
has received your letter of January 21, 2009 requesting EPA's 
concurrence that the Navy has satisfied all requirements in 
Section V, Paragraph 7 .C.S of the 2007 RCRA Consent Order 
applicable to the portions of SWMU 38 (sanitary and storm water 
sewer system) within Sale Parcel III property. 

As you are aware, pursuant to Section V, Paragraph 7.C.S of the 
2007 RCRA Consent Order, a corrective action complete 
determination, without controls , was made for SWMU 38 , contingent 
on the Navy fully addressing any releases from SWMUs 4, 12, 13 
and 14 that have impacted the sanitary and storm water sewer 
systems. Your letter of January 21, 2009 states that SWMUs 4, 12 
and 14 are located wholly outside of the Sale Parcel III 
property, and that at SWMU 13, which is within the Sale Parcel 
III property, the Navy has recently completed the corrective 
measures required under the 2007 RCRA Consent Order, and expects 
to request a corrective action complete status for that SWMU. 

Therefore, EPA will concur with the determination that the Navy 
has satisfied all requirements in Section V, Paragraph 7.C.S of 
the 2007 RCRA Consent Order applicable to the portions of SWMU 38 
(sanitary and storm water sewer system) within Sale Parcel III 



property, subject to the Navy 's submission of an acceptable final 
report documenting the completion of all required corrective 
measures at SWMU 13. 

In addition, that determination is subject to the conditions of 
Section XXI (Reservation of Rights) of the 2007 RCRA Consent 
Order between EPA and the Navy. 

If you have any questions on this, please telephone Mr. Tim 
Gordon of my staff at (212) 637-4167 . 

Sincerely yours, 

Dale Carpenter, Chief 
Resource Conservation and Special Projects Section 
RCRA Programs Branch 

cc: Ms. Wilmarie Rivera, P.R. Environmental Quality Board 
Mr. Julio I. Rodriguez Colon, P.R. Environmental Quality 
Board 
Mr. Mark Kimes, Baker Environmental 
Mr. Felix Rodriguez, US Fish & Wildlife Service 

bcc: Carl Soderberg, EPA-Caribbean Environmental Protection 
Division 
Dale Carpenter, 2DEPP-RPB 
Timothy Gordon, 2DEPP-RPB 
RCRA File Room, 2DEPP-RPB 

2 



Exhibit G 

CERFA Concurrence 



CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

Accordingly, this CERF A Uncontaminated Property Report reflects final site 
categorizations that may differ from those presented in the Final ECP report. 

In summary, all NAPR property not otherwise identified as sites belonging to Categories 2 
or 3 are classified as "CERFA Clean" (i.e. uncontaminated) as defined in CERFA [§9620 
(h)(4)(A)]. The bulk ofthe NAPR acreage is classified as such. Of the approximately 
8,400 acres ofNSRR property, about 7,000 acres have been identified as "CERFA Clean" 
(i.e., Category I). Figure I depicts the results of this classification. 

Included in the CERFA Clean classification are a total of 14 SWMUs. Ten of these 
SWMUs were identified by EPA in the 1994 RCRA Part B permit, and an additional four 
sites were identified by the ECP. All 14 of these sites were originally identified based on 
a suspected release or disposal activity, but subsequent investigations determined that no 
release or disposal activity occurred. EPA has indicated their concurrence with this 
determination in the draft § 7003 Order on Consent by designating each of these sites as 
having achieved "corrective action complete without controls" designation. The SWMUs 
and ECP sites designated as CERFA Clean are SWMUs 5,15,20,21 , 22, 47,48, 49,50, 
52, 63 (ECP 9), 64 (ECP 10), 65 (ECP II), and 66 (ECP 12). These sites are presented in 
Table I. 

The remaining property has been classified as Category 2 or 3 and as such is not qualified 
for designation as CERF A Clean. 

Submitted 

~<L 
Date 

Concurrence 

Concurrence with CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property is indicated by 
signature below. This concurrence applies only to the identification of "CERF A Clean" 
(i.e. uncontaminated) property, identified in this document as ECP Category I . 

Carlos Lopez Freyt ,President 
Environmental Qua ity Board 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 

Date 

7 



Exhibit H 

Asbestos-Containing Materials Acknowledgement Form 



ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS 
HAZARD DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

ASBESTOS WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT CERTAIN BUILDINGS WITHIN THE SALE 
PARCEL III (FORRESTAL) TRANSFER AT THE FORMER NAVAL STATION 
ROOSEVELT ROADS HAVE ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS. 
INDIVIDUALS (WORKERS) MAY SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS AS A 
RESULT OF INHALATION EXPOSURE TO ASBESTOS. THESE ADVERSE 
HEALTH EFFECTS INCLUDE ASBESTOSIS (PULMONARY FIBROSIS) AND 
MESOTHELIOMAS (BENIGN OR MALIGNANT TUMORS). 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(I) I have read and understand the above-stated Asbestos Warning Statement. 

(2) I have received from the Government the following document(s): Phase IIII 
Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, the.Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, and the Finding of Suitability 10 Transfer, Sale Parcel III - Forreslal, 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico representing the best 
information available to the Government as to the presence of and condition of asbestos
containing-materials hazards in the building covered by this transfer (deed). 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect or to become fully informed of the condition of all 
or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender. 

(4) I understand that, upon execution of this transfer (deed), I shall assume full responsibility 
for preventing future asbestos exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as 
required by applicable federal, State, or local laws or regulations, for abating any asbestos 
hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit I 

Lead-Based Paint Hazard Advisory 



LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARD 
DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM 

LEAD WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT STRUCTURES CONSTRUCTED 
PRIOR TO 1978 MAY PRESENT EXPOSURE TO LEAD FROM 
LEAD-BASED PAINT THAT MAY PLACE YOUNG CHILDREN 
AT RISK OF DEVELOPING LEAD POISONING. LEAD 
POISONING IN YOUNG CHILDREN MAY PRODUCE 
PERMANENT NEUROLOGICAL DAMAGE. YOU ARE 
FURTHER ADVISED THAT LEAD POISONING ALSO POSES A 
PARTICULAR RISK TO PREGNANT WOMEN . WORKERS 
MAY ALSO SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS FROM 
LEAD DUST AND FUME EXPOSURE 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I acknowledge lhat: 

1. I have read and understand the above stated Lead Warning Statement; 

2. I have received from the Federal Government the following document(s): Phase 1/1/ 
Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico and Finding of Suitability to Transfer - Sale Parcell/I - Forrestal, 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico representing the best information available 
to the Government as to the presence of Lead-Based Paint and Lead-Based Paint 
hazards for the buildings covered by this Transfer; 

3. I understand that my failure to inspect, or to become fully informed as to the condition of 
all or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender; 
and 

4. I understand that upon execution of this Transfer, I shall assume full responsibility for 
preventing future lead exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as required by 
applicable Federal, state, or local laws or regulations , for abating any lead-based paint 
hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit J 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance Notice and Response Action Summary 



Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Sale Parcel III FOST 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NoticeJResponse Action Summary 
Page1of4 

The !able below identifies those hazardous substances that it is known, based u!Xln a COrJ1)1ete search of agency file&, were stored for one year Of more in quantities greater than or equal 10 1 ,000 kg (or greater than or aqua/IO 1 
kg If designated an aculely hazardous waste under 40 CFR Part 261.30) and/or were released or disposed of on the property 10 be transferred in quantities greater than or equal to their respective reportable quantities under 40 
CFR 302.4. The infonMtion in this notice is Rquind under the MIthority of requilltions promulgated ooder S4tction 12O(h) of the Comprehensive Envlronmentaj Response, Compenution and liability Act 
(" CERCU" or "Superfuncr), .. 2 U.S.C. Section 9620(h). 

_., CAS 
40 CFR JCll.4 Regu_tory RCRAHW Quantity 0. .... Qulntity o..crlpllon 

So __ Roo...,. o.te of R.Ie ... R"ponse Action. Tl k.n Facllty to " __ 
Synonyms No. .. "'''' Stor.g. R~.lSed 

90 SOOstation 2 SeaSWMU 10 
832 Ta<pedo Shop SeaAOCA 

tfWAA • see SVt'MUS 17 & 18 
1973 DRMO Non·Flammabte HW Seeswuu 17 --

S ...... 
2009 ORMQ. HW e SeeSWMU 18 

200QA·O DRMO Portable HW Storage See SWMUs 17 & 18 
Build .... 

2279 Maline Ocean HWAA· see SWMUs 17 & 18 
2335 ICHRIMP HWAA· see SWMUs 17 & 18 

AOCA Ta<pedo Shop AceIme 67641 2- none FOO3. UD02 U'knOwn 1966-2004 UnKnown Unknown 
Denatured EIh - 64175 0001 U,knOwn 1966-2004 U........, Unknown 
Sodiwn Sulfide. 1313844 0002 U,knOwn 1966-2004 U........, U,knOwn 

-~ 0001 Uokoown 1966-2004 Unknown U,knOwn 

""-'1 
AOCB Former Public Wonts Misc. HazartIous Materials and Unknown 1940s-1990s Unknown UnknOwn 

Department Storage Area Hazardous Wastes (see SWMUs 
17 & 18) 

AOCC T ransfonner 5mrage Area Iorinat... - 133636:1 ArocIoB; PCBs Unknown 7·1990s Unknown U,knOwn 
Lead 7439921 0008 U""""'"" 1·19905 U........, U,knOwn 
s..<ruricNid 7664939 0002 

U """""" 
1·1990s U........, U,koown 

SWMU 10 Transformer Maintenance --- 133636:1 ~PC8s U,knOwn 1964--Presenl < 3,000 1964·1979 Intelim Measure · excavated 235 CY 01 
Anoa 

,_. 
soil in 1995. 

SWMU 13 Old Pest Control Shop Pesticides ""koown 195Qs.1963 Unknown 19505·1983 

DDT 50293 e.1IlIIM. 1.1'-(2.2,2· U061 ""koown U,,",own Unknown U,knOwn - . _....., 
DOD 72548 8Mane. I.r-a.2· ""knOwn U",",own U""","" Unknown 

~.QOO 
DOE 7255. ..... -DOE ""knOwn U",,,,own Unknown UnknOwn 
OietIm 60571 see .. 0 CFR 302.4 Unknown U ... oown Unknown Unknown --
Cu . Acetoarsenile 12002038 Unknown U"'oown Unknown Unknown --
para-<licHarobenzene 10S467 Benzene, 1,4-dichloro U072 ""koown U........, Unknown Unknown 

1,4-Oict*:wtIbenz 

ChlOrdane Sm9 ~~,ganma U036 Unknown U""","" U""","" Unknown =."._N_ .... - , 
.7~no-l~. 

i~~5~~:'~1oto-



..... , 
DHcription 

Fecllty 10 

SWMU 17 DRMO HW Storage F~ 
(nort-nammable wastes) - not 
on Subject Property. but 
received wastes from various 
port and/or fuel farm 
operations. 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Sak! Parcel III FOST 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NoticeJResponse Action Summary 

.-.-- -. ~ 

CAS 40 CFR 301.4 Regu_tory RCRA HW QUllntity Dote of Sut.tanc:e tUm. ....... 
N~"" 

Synonym. No, ....... Siorage 

Malathion 121755 Unknown U,"""own 
Various non-ftanwnabIe Copadty- '900-2004 
""","",",wasIes 17.400 oals 
l_ 7439921 0008 U,knOwn '900-2004 .- 1310583 0002 U,known '981>-2004 
Sod ..... e 1310732 0002 U,known '900-2004 

m """ 7440417 PO' 5 ""known '98(}.2OO4 
LithiJmISu ..... Dioxide Baa:eries 0003 Unknown ,98(}.2OO4 
~trium Batteries 0003, 0000 U,knOwn 1980-2004 ....... 0009 ""known '98(}.2OO4 
Mercury BatIeries in Acetic Add 0002, 0009 Unknown '900-2004 
.... to _tion (AIoH)""""" 0002 ""known '900-2004 

A .... Batleries 0002 ""known '98(}.2004 
leadIAcid Batteries 0002, 0008 ""known '98(}.2004 
LeadlAcid Batteries (Dr.Iined) 0002 U,known ,98(}.2OO4 
......, Electrolyte 0002, 0008 ""known '98(}.2004 

""" 64197 0002 ""known '98(}.2004 
ChmmicAcid ... 7738945 0002, 0007 U,known '900-2004 
H rochIoric Add 7647010 en Ct'*:lride 0002 U,known '900-2004 
SlMuric Acid 7 .... 39 0002 U,known '900-2004 
Anvnonium HydfOlOda 1336216 0002 U,known '900-2004 
CIe.,ing Compomd (TURCO) 0002 U,knOwn '900-2004 

I""""" 7439916 U151. D009 Unknown ' 900-2004 

Boolh """ 0007. 0008 ""known '900-2004 
Dec:ontamnamg Agert. STB 
S""", T""",,,, '8Iead>' 

0003 ""known '900-2004 

CNonIane 577<. ~-........ U036 ""k"""" '980-2004 

CHotda/Ie rrectlflic:lol Mild ... 

f-o-' 
,7~,*"1 H-in<lene, 

1.2.4 ,5,8.1.a,8«:QdIJoro. 
P.3.3e,4,7,7'ohexa/wS'oo 

lI~~ 
0002. D011 Unknown ,98(}.2004 

, F"", 0002. D011 ""known '98(}.2004 
' Ha_ 0011 Uoknown '900-2004 

Photogr.Iptic Stabilizer -- 0011 U,knOwn '900-2004 
Photographk: Star1er 0011 ""known 1980-2004 
Photogr.Iptic..........,. 0002. D011 U,knOwn '900-2004 
PhXJ Auto Reversal ChefT*:aI 0011 Uoknown '900-2004 

--~ 7783'88 0011 tk>"""'" '98(}.2OO4 
Thiasulfa 
H~Sociu'n 1"7"7'BII1 0011 U,knOwn '900-2004 ",.,..,-
Melhylera Chkri:le 75092 DIohlornme"","" FOOl , FOO2. tk>k""",, 1980-2004 

U080 

Qu.- Daw of R ...... Rn pons. Actions T, k. n 
Rel .. sed 

55 allons 1976 
Unknown U,knOwn 

U_ U,known 
U_ U,known 
U_ U,known 
U'*"- Unknown --
U"",own Unknown 
U'*"- U,known 

U'*"- Unknown 
U"""",, U,knOwn 

U'*"- U,knOwn 

U'*"- U,known 
UM"""" U,known 
UM"""" Unknown 
U'*"- U,knOwn 

U'*"- U,known 
U'"""_ U,known 
U'*"- U,known 
U"'"_ U,known 
U_ Unknown 
U"""",,, U,knOwn 
U","""" Unknown 
U'"""_ Unknown --
U_ U,knOwn 

Unknown U,knOwn 

U'*"- U,knOwn 

U'*"- U,knOwn 
U'*"- U,known 
Uril:nown Unknown 

U'*"- UnknOWn 
U"""",, Unknown 

U'*"- U,knOwn 
Unknown U,knOwn 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 



..... .. 
Description Sut.tance fUm . 

flcllty 10 

PerchlOroedtylene 

1 ,1 ,1-TrIchIoroeIhane 

TricNo_ 

Tlichloroftuoromethane 

Tric:NoroIritIuo 
Chlorinated Auoooc:a1Xli iS 
1,12-Trict*:Jroed\ane 
Paint Removers ea __ 

Mi9ceIaneaus Waste Acids 
Miscelaneaus Wasta caustics 
Miscalaneaus WasIe ReadNes 
Mise. HidogenaIed SoMtnts 
(m~ waste wi :> 10% before 
use' 
Mise. Halogenated Sohtents 
(mixed waste wl < 10% before 
use) ......... 
Freor"K::orcamnated Hyd'auIic 
F1u~ 

SWMU 18 ORMO Ignitable S torage Various 91itabIe hazardous 
FaciIiy - not on Subjed: W3SIes 
Property, but received --from various port or fuel {ann Peltoleum Fueis (leaded 
operations. Jet Fuel (JP-4 or JP-5) 

Kerosene (c:onIaninated) --catlM"ation F1ui:t 
Cleaning """--"" _ _,. 
~AIcohol 

~..: 1 - _ 
Dena ..... """""" 
OU -asia Paints 
Painting Wastes 

.. _ ...... :... _ 1 •• .:00.. - - ,, - --, 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Saie Parcel III FOST 

CERCLA HazMdous Substance Notice/Response Action Summary 

. --- - _ .. 
CAS 

40 CFR 302..4 Reguilltory RCRA_ Quantlty ", .. of ... -N~'" Synonyms No SlMod Storage 

127l8( Ethane, leltachbro FOOl , FOO2, Unknown 1980-2004 
TecracNoroethene U210 
T 

71556 Ethane, 1,1,' -trichion) F001, FOO2, Unknown 1980-2004 
Methyl CtDobm V22ti 

7001. Trichioroethene FOOl , FOO2, Unknown 1980-2004 
Bhene. Iric:hIoro VZ28 

75694 Trichlotornonftuoro- FOO2, U121 Un>no..., 1980-2004 ........,. 
76131 F002 V,known 1980-2004 

FOOl V,_ 1980-2004 
1900S Ethane, l,1,2-ri:h1oro FOO2. 11227 V,_ 1980-2004 

0002, FOO2 Unknown 1980-2004 
F002 Un_ 1980-2004 
0002 V,known 1980-2004 
0002 V,_ 1980-2004 
0003 V,known 1980-2004 

FOOl , FOO2 UnknOw' 1980-2004 

FOOl , FOO2 V,known 1980-2004 

-- DOO3 Unknown 1980-2004 
F002 Unknown 1980-2004 

Capacil:y· 1980-2004 
2.6000'" 

800661' 0001 V,_ 1980-2004 
800661. 0001 , [)()OO V,known 1980-2004 
8008206 0001 Unknown 1980-2004 

8008206 0001 V,known 1980-2004 
0001 Unknown 1980-2004 
0001 Vnknown 1980-2004 
0001 Unknown 1980-2004 

67630 0001 Vnknown 1980-2004 
0001 . FOO3 Vnknown 1980-2004 

0001 Unknown 1980-2004 
0001 , FOO3 Unknown 1980-2004 

0001 Vnknown 1980-2004 
0001 Vnknown 1980-2004 
0001 Unknown 1980-2004 

0001, 0002. Unknown 1980-2004 
0007, 0008. 
F002. FOOO, 

FOOS 
4 .. .... .<:r ~. " -,, .- 4 ........ ">IV\ A 

QUlntlty 
Dlteo' R. I . . .. Rn pon.. Actions Tl k. n 

RI I.ased 

UnknONn Unknown 

V,*"""" Unknown 

V'*"own V,known 

V"""owo Unknown 

Voknown V,known 
Voknown V,_ 
Voknown V,_ 
Voknown Unknown 
Voknown V,known 
Unknown Unknown 
V"'"'""" Unknown 
UnknONn Unknown 
V,,"owo Unknown 

Unknown V,known 

Voknown Unknown --
Voknown Unknown 

V"""""" V,known 

Voknown Unknown 
V_ Unknown 
V",",owo V,known 

Voknown V, known 
Voknown V,known 
Voknown Unknown 
Voknown Vnknown 

Voknown Vnknown 
Voknown Vnknown 
V"""owo Unknown - Unknown 
Voknown Vnknown 
Vnknown Unknown 
Voknown Vnknown 
V","owo Unknown 

" .... __ .- "_" .. -



Bldg., 
Facility ID 

Doscripti .. Substance "-me 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Sale Parcel III FOST 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NoticelResponse Action Summary 

"" .. HW 
No. 

FOOl, FOO3, 
FOO5 

Quantily .. .... o.t. of Quentlty 
Released 

RHpon .. ",cHon. Taken 



Exhibit K 

Response to Comments 



., 

COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO 
Office of the Governor 

Environmental Quality Board 

JanUlllY 8, 2009 

M.t David Cc!t'Well 
US lavy 
BRAe I'MO SE 
US Envilomncnw Protection Agency 
41 30 h tbCI Place D river, Sui te 202 
Notlh ChlUleston, SC 29405 

Environmental Emergencies R •• ponse Ares 

Re: Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Sale Parcel III - Forceslal, 
Naval Activity Pue[to rueo, Cciba, l)uerto Rico 

DC!tu r..·u C uswcU: 

"Inc Puetlo Rico Envito nmenl'lll Q uality Board (PRI:.QB) has complefed Its re"iew of tllc Dl llft 
l tinding o f Suilubili ty to Tmnsfer (1'0S1) S:llc P Ared HI - l'ol1cstal, Navul Activi[), Puen o 
Rico, dntcd Deccmb~ 2008 PREQU has the f()ilowing comment on the Dian l~OST: 

• Plcose include PREQB in the last sentence of Seerion 5.0·E: L.'lnd nnd 
Gl'Oundwarcr Restriction (page 10) 

If you have !loy questions or commen ts about out' 1C\;ew. please contact me III (781) 767.8 18 1, 
extension 6141 

Cotdinlly, 

1/,i...~ 11-.:-
Wiltn:ttie Riven OtCt O 
fl'cdcNl II 'ncllitics Coordinl'l. tot 

c:c: '(Imothy Gordon, UM 

Cruz A Matos Enwonment., Ageneles Bktg • San Jos6 Industrial Part Urtantutlofl 
1375 PonGe de Lt6n Ave , San Juan. PR 0092&-21'lO4 

• 

Navy Response: 
of the sentence. 

PO Box 11-488, SanJuan. PR 00010 
r ei. 787·767-6181' Fax 787·7tJ8..0150 

" ... with concurrence by Puerto Rico EQ8" has been added to the end 



CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REOUESTED 

Mr. David Criswell, 
BRAC Program Management Office 
US Navy 
BRAC PMO SE 
4130 Faber Place Drive 
Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

Re: Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
EPA I.D. Number PRD2170027203, 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Sale Parcel III - Forrestal 

Dear Mr. Criswell: 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has completed its review of the 
December 2008 Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Sale Parcel III - Forrestal, 
transmitted by Mr. Rob Simcik's (of your contractor TetraTech) letter of December 22, 2008. 
EPA has the following comments on the Draft FOST: 

I . The vicinity map in Exhibit B of the Draft FOST shows SWMU 77, the Small Arms 
Range, as part of Sale Parcel III Lease Areas. That is not consistent with EPA' s 
understanding of the expected future usage of the SWMU 77 site. Under the January 2007 
RCRA Consent Order, as described in Section VIII (Work to be Performed) Paragraph 25.1) 
of that Order, it was envisioned that the area comprising SWMU 77 was to be transferred to 
the Federal Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for continued usage as a small arms 
training range. Based on DHS' continued usage of the SWMU 77 area as a small arms 
training range, the Consent Order delayed submission of an RFI work plan until 90 days 
following DHS' cessation of usage of the area of SWMU 77 as a small arms training range. 
If it is now anticipated that DHS will not acquire the SWMU 77 site, the FOST must clearly 
state that. In addition, the provisions of the Consent Order allowing delayed submission of 
the RFI work plan until 90 days following DHS' cessation of usage of the area as a small 
arms training range should no longer be applicable, and the draft Phase I RFI work plan 
should be submitted within 90 calendar days of your receipt of this letter. 

Navv Response: DHS has decided not to accept the Small Arms Range. The 
FOST has been edited to clearly state this as described in the response to Comment 
2 below. The Navy acknowledges its obligation to submit a work plan for a Phase I 
RFI within 90 days of the receipt of the comments letter. 



2. The last two sentences of paragraph 3 of Section 2.0 of the Draft FOST (on page 2 of the 
FOST) must be modified to either be consistent with Section VIII (Work to be 
Performed) Paragraph 25 .1) of the 2007 Consent Order, orbe modified to clearly reflect 
the change in planned usage of the SWMU 77 site, as discussed in comment I above. 

Naw Response: The end of Paragraph 3 has been changed to read as follows -

The Navy and the winning bidder in the public auction of Sale Parcel I will 
execute a lease in furtherance of conveyance for the carve-out areas, 
including SWMU 77 (Small Arms Range) which the Navy originally intended 
to transfer to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for continued use 
as a small arms range. DHS has decided not to accept the range, so it will 
now become part of Sale Parcel III. Under the terms of Section VIII (Work 
to be Performed), Paragraph 25.1 (Contingent Investigation and Corrective 
Action Requirements for SWMU 77), the Navy must now submit to EPA for 
review and approval a work plan for a Phase I RFI to determine whether 
releases of hazardous waste or solid waste and lor hazardous constituents 
are present at SWMU 77. Upon successful completion of all necessary 
remedial actions by the Navy, the leased property will be transferred to the 
new owner of Sale Parcel III. 

3. To be consistent with Section 2.0 Description of Property (on page I of the Draft FOST), 
please modify the second sentence of the last paragraph of Section 4.0 A Hazardous 
Substance Contamination (on page 4 of the draft FOST) to also list SWMUs 77 and 78, 
or otherwise modify these two Sections to be consistent with one another. 

Naw Response: The intent of this paragraph was to note which SWMUs shown on the 
Exhibit C sub-parcel maps were carved out of the Subject Property. The text regarding 
SWMUs 77 and 78 (which are not on the maps) has been clarified as follows. 

SWMU locations are shown on the maps in Exhibits Band C. The Subject 
Property does not include the areas shown on the percel maps in Exhibit C 
for AOC F and SWMUs 3, 9, 11/45, 57 (ECP 3), 59 (ECP 5), 60 (ECP 6), 67 
(ECP 13), 70 (ECP 16) and 74 (ECP 20) . SWMUs 77 (ECP 23) and 78 were 
also carved out of the Subject Property, but are not shown on the maps in 
Exhibit C because the parcel map for SWMU 77 did not overlap with other 
SWMUs (and was therefore not included), end there is no parcel map for 
SWMU 78, a trensformer storage pad discovered subsequent to the ECP 
Report and the signing of the Consent Order. 

4. Please add a statement to the first paragraph of Section F, Environmental Compliance 
Agreements/Permits/Orders (on page II of the Draft FOST) indicating that "It should be 
noted that, as discussed in Section 2.0, the Subject Property does not include 12 SWMUs, 
that are either wholly or partially surrounded by Sale Parcel III, where corrective action 
investigation andlor remediation requirements are not yet completed." 

2 



Navy Response: The requested statement has been added to the end of the 
paragraph. 

5. Please modify the next to the last sentence of the last paragraph of Section F, 
Environmental Compliance Agreements/Permits/Orders (on page 12 of the Draft FOST) 
to read "RCRA investigations conducted at NSRR, specifically at SWMU 38.and AOC 
D, evaluated whether suspected historical releases of hazardous substances to storm 
water ditches, outfalls on the SUbject Property, and associated sediments may have 
resulted in potentially significant impacts to human health and/or the environment." 
(note - changes shown in bold) 

Navy Response: The requested edits have been made to the sentence. 

Please modify the Draft FOST for Sale Parcel III to address the above comments. If you have 
any questions, please telephone me at (212) 637- 4167. 

Sincerely yours, 

Timothy R. Gordon 
Remedial Project Manager, 
Resource Conservation and Special Projects Section 
RCRA Programs Branch 

cc: MS.Wilmarie Rivera, P.R. Environmental Quality Board. 
Mr. Mark Kimes, Baker Environmental 
Mr. Felix Lopez, USF&WS 

bec: Carl Soderberg, Caribbean Environmental Protection Division 
Carl Howard, 20RC 
Dale Carpenter, 2DEPP-RPB 
Timothy Gordon, 2DEPP-RPB 
RCRA File Room, 2DEPP-RPB 
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1.0 REVISIONS 

FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER (Addendum) 
SALE PARCEL III - FORRESTAL 
NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

This document serves as an addendum to the Finding of Suitability to Transfer, Sale Parcel III -

Forresta/, Naval Activity Puerto Rico dated 02 February 2009. This document is being revised 

based on the recent completion and review of environmental restoration documentation for solid 

waste management units (SWMU) and areas of concem (AOC) located on the subject property. 

The affected SWMUs and AOCs include SWMU 13, the Old Pest Control Shop (Bldg. 258); 

SWMU 17, the DRMO Non-Flammable Storage (Bldg. 1973); SWMU 18, the DRMO Ignitable 

Hazardous Waste Storage (Bldg. 2009); SWMU 25, DRMO Storage Yard; SWMU 30, Former 

Incinerator Area (near SWMU 3); SWMU 53, Malaria Control Building (Bldg. 64); and AOC A, the 

Torpedo Shop. 

The following revisions should be made to the FOST in Section S.O(E) Land and Groundwater 
Restrictions of this document: 

• SWMU 13: Based on completion of Corrective Measure Implementation and Approval of 
the Statement of Basis, remove the Groundwater Use and Well Installation Restriction . 

• SWMUs 17, 18 and 25: Based on a review of the Closure Certification Report Building 
1973 (2005) and the Site-Specific Human Health Risk Assessment, Buildings 2009, 
2009A, 2009B, 2009C, and 20090 Area (2007) add a Non·Residential Use Only 
restriction for all three SWMUs. 

• SWMU 30: Add a Non·Residential Use Only restriction (Groundwater Use and Well 
Installation Restriction is already in place) . 

• SWMU 53: Based on completion of Corrective Measure Implementation and Approval of 
the Statement of Basis, remove the Non·Resldentlal Use Only restriction. 

• AOC A: Based on a review of the Final Phase I RCRA Facility Investigation Report AOe 
A (2007) add a Non·Residentlal Use Only restriction for the Interior of the Torpedo Shop 
Building. This restriction shall remain in place until the interior of the Torpedo Shop is 
further remediated or the structure is demolished and disposed of properly. 

2.0 SUITABILITY DETERMINATION 

NOW THEREFORE, based on my review of the information contained in this FOST, the notices 

discussed herein, and the restrictions and covenants that will be contained in the deed, the 

Subject Property is suitable for transfer. 

_Lt2.Cf".~ .. _ .. ~.9.iL .... ___ ... 
Date ~N£RS~'~ ~~~~:~~'A 

BRAC Program Management Office Southeast 
North Charleston, South Carolina 

DECEMBER 2011 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 
PORT PARCEL 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

This Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) summarizes how the requirements and notifications 

for hazardous substances. petroleum products and other regulated material on the property have 

been satisfied, and documents my determination, as the responsible Department of Defense 

(000) component official, that certain real property and associated improvements known as the 

Port and Fuel Farm Parcels (Subject Property) at Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), Ceiba, 

Puerto Rico are environmentally suitable for deed transfer. This decision is based primarily on 

my review of information contained in three of the documents listed in Exhibit A (References) -

the CERFA Identification of Uncontaminated Property, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 

Puerto Rico (the CERFA Report; Navy, 2006b), Phase III/ Environmental Condition of Property 

Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico (the ECP Report; Navy, 

2005) and the Covenant Deferral Request Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads Ceiba Puerto 

Rico (the CDR; Navy, 2007). Factors leading to this decision and other pertinent information 

related to property transfer requirements are stated below. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

NAPR was formerly known as Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) until it ceased operation 

as an active Naval Station on March 31 , 2004, at which point it was designated Naval Activity 

Puerto Rico. NAPR is located on the east coast of Puerto Rico adjacent to the municipality of 

Ceiba. As shown on the Vicinity Map in Exhibit B, the Subject Property is comprised of 

approximately 131 acres located in the developed waterfront area along the eastern shoreline of 

Ensenada Honda. It includes a fueling pier, cargo pier and berthing pier, port operations 

buildings, various hauling and storage facilities, extensive bulkheading, and an associated fuel 

tank farm located north and northwest of the port facilities. The Port Parcel is comprised of Sub

Parcels 44 (Fuel Farm) and 49 (Port), as shown on the maps (Exhibit C) from the Draft Report 

Parcel Map for the Disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico (GMI, 2005), and the boundary survey 

maps included as Exhibit D. 

Table 1 (Exhibit E) provides the facility number, former user, name or description, area and year 

of construction of each of the numbered buildings, structures and facilities on the Subject 

Property. 
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FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 
PORT PARCEL 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

3.0 PAST USE AND PROPOSED REUSE 

The Subject Property has been used for port and fuel farm activities since its acquisition and 

development by the Navy in the 1940s. The ECP Report states that most of the arable land on 

what is now NAPR was previously used for sugar cane cultivation and cattle grazing. No 

significant industrial facilities or environmental concems were identified with respect to activities 

conducted on the former NSRR prior to Navy ownership. 

The Navy established NAPR to serve as the caretaker of the real property associated with NSRR 

and to assist in the transfer of the property. Since the establishment of NAPR. all industrial and 

commercial operations on the Subject Property with a significant potential for environmental 

contamination have ceased. 

The proposed reuse is waterfront commercial , ferry and light cargo terminal, and continued 

operation of the fuel tank farm. The Subject Property is expected to be transferred via a Public 

Benefit Conveyance to the Ports Authority of Puerto Rico (CBRE et ai, 2004). 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS 

All available information concerning the past storage. release. or disposal of hazardous 

substances and/or petroleum products on NAPR, as collected through record searches, aerial 

photographs, personnel interviews, and on-site visual inspections, is contained in the ECP 

Report. The following summarizes the findings as they relate to the Subject Property and the 

corresponding Condition of Property Classification assigned to the real property to be transferred. 

A. Hazardous Substance Contamination 

There are 11 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Solid Waste Management Units 

(SWMUs) on the Subject Property. Five of these SWMUs have been designated Corrective 

Action Complete without Controls and require no further action, one is designated Corrective 

Action Complete w~h Controls, and five have work remaining to be completed under the 

Administrative Order on Consent (Consent Order; EPA, January 2007) that sets out the Navy's 

corrective action obligations under RCRA. Following transfer of the two parcels comprising the 

Subject Property to the Ports Authority, the Navy will continue to implement any remaining 
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FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 
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NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

corrective and/or remedial action required for SWMUs located within the parcels, pursuant to the 

Consent Order. 

A RCRA Facility Investigation (RFI) was not required at three of the 11 (SWMUs 21, 22, and 36) 

that received No Further Action (NFA) determinations under the 1994 RCRA Part B permit, and 

the RFI for SWMU 24 found no evidence of a release. Under the Consent Order, the NFA 

determination is contingent for SWMU 38 (Sanitary and Storm Sewer Systems) based upon the 

Navy fully addressing any releases that may have impacted the sanitary andlor storm sewer 

systems as part of the corrective action(s) for releases from SWMUs 4, 12,13 and 14 andlor any 

other SWMU at the NAPR facility where releases may have impacted the sewer systems. A map 

showing the location of the existing sewer system at NAPR is provided in Exhibit C. A land use 

control plan for SWMU 23 was submitted to EPA in January 2008 changing its status to 

Corrective Action Complete with Controls. The five SWMUs with work remaining to be completed 

are SWMUs 7/8,55,74 (aka ECP 20) and 75 (aka ECP 21). 

Detailed descriptions of all 11 SWMUs are provided in the ECP Report, while summary 

descriptions and their current status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit E) . The approximate 

locations of the 11 SWMUs are shown on the maps in Exhibits Band C. In Exhibit C, SWMU 74 

(aka ECP 20) is mislabeled as SWMU 20 on Parcel Map 44, SWMU 75 (aka ECP 21) is 

mislabeled as SWMU 21 on the eastern end of the Parcel 49 map, and SWMUs 38 and 74 are 

shown on separate maps. 

B. Petroleum Contamination 

According to the ECP Report, there were 11 operational underground storage tanks (USTs) on 

the Subject Property at the time of the ECP inspection in March 2005, including seven that are 

part of SWMUs 7/8 (Tow Way Fuel Farm). All 11 USTs were empty at the time of the ECP 

inspection. The ECP Report also listed seven known former UST systems on the Subject 

Property that were removed between 1993 and 2003, including two that are also part of SWMUs 

7/8. Table 3 in Exhibit E lists the known past and present USTs on the Subject Property along 

with their location, capacity, material stored and the year removed (or year installed if still 

present). The ECP Report also documented 17 operational aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) 

and 10 oillwater separators (OWSs) on the Subject Property. These ASTs and OWSs are also 

listed in Table 3. 
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The Navy is conducting a monitored natural attenuation (MNA) study of eight petroleum sites (7 

USTs and one AST) that comprise Area of Concern (AOC) F. AST 1995, a 4,200,000-galion 

diesel fuel marine tank located in Parcel 44, is the one MNA site at NAPR that is part of the 

Subject Property. When NSRR was an active installation, the study was conducted in 

accordance with monitoring protocols developed by the Underground Storage Tank Management 

Division of the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB). In accordance with requirements 

of the Consent Order, a Draft Final MNA Work Plan was submitted to EPA in October 2008 to 

address Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons contamination in groundwater associated with AST 1995. 

As approved by EPA, Navy is collecting additional field data to finalize the work plan. 

According to the ECP Report, any contaminated soils identified during past replacement of tanks 

were excavated and disposed of off NSRR property, and the replaced tanks were closed in 

accordance with 40 CFR 280. There are no other known spills or releases associated with 

USTs, ASTs and OWSs on the Subject Property, other than those designated as SWMUs or 

AOCs. 

In October 2006, an oil sheen was noticed near Pier #3. The sheen area was about 15 feet by 50 

feet. The source of the leak was found to be a fuel pump-out line under the pier that had not 

been used for several years . The point of the leak (drip) was coming from an area covered with 

rust. A sausage boom was placed around the leak area and the pipe was wrapped with oil 

absorbent blankets. All fuel tanks and lines at NAPR had been emptied and filled with nitrogen 

as part of the caretaker process to have the facilities ready for reuse after property transfer. This 

particular line had three valves and apparently at least one was closed preventing the remaining 

fuel from being removed and nitrogen from filling the line. The line was found to be completely 

full. About 660 gallons were pumped out and the line was then permanently capped. 

C. Condition of Property Classification 

The ECP Report divided all property at NAPR into parcels, and classified them into one of the 

three following categories: 

1208091P 

• Category 1 - Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of hazardous 
substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, including no 
migration of these substances from adjacent areas. 
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• Category 2 - Areas where the release, disposal, or migration, or some combination 
thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has 
occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or remedial action, or all 
remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been 
taken. 

• Category 3 - Areas where a confirmed or suspected release, disposal, or migration, or 
some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their 
derivatives has occurred, but required investigation and/or response actions have not yet 
been initiated or are ongoing. 

These categories are derived from the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 

and Liability Act (CERCLA), Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act (CERFA) and 

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Conducting 

Environmental Baseline Surveys (ASTM Standard D 6008-96), which further incorporates ASTM 

D 5746-98 (2002) Standard Classification of Environmental Condition of Property Area Types for 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Facilities. 

CERFA stipulates that the federal government must identify "uncontaminated property" scheduled 

for transfer, and defines this as " ... real property on which no hazardous substances and no 

petroleum products or their derivatives were known to have been released, or disposed of' 

[(Section 9620(h)(4)(A)]. In accordance with the property condition classification guidelines 

discussed above, the Subject Property, with the exception of SWMUs 23 and 24 (Category 2) and 

SWMUs 7/8, 38, 55, 74 and 75 (Category 3), was classified as Category 1 uncontaminated 

property (including SWMUs 21, 22, and 36) in the CERFA Report. Following its review, the 

Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) provided a concurrence statement in the Final 

CERFA Report on 11 August 2006 (Exhibit F). 

The Category 1 and 2 areas on the Subject Property are suitable for transfer because they are 

either uncontaminated or all remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the 
\ 

environment have been taken. The Category 3 areas may also be transferred even though all 

required remedial actions have not yet been taken to address residual contamination because on 

July 30, 2008, Governor Acevedo Vila approved the Navy's request, as contained in the 

aforementioned CDR, for the "early" transfer of these sites in accordance with the requirements 

of Section 120(h)(3)(C) of CERCLA. 
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D. Other Environmental Aspects 

120809/P 

1. Munitions and Explosives of Concern 

According to the ECP Report, there are no heavy (crew-served) weapon ranges, 

unexploded ordnance/impact areas, explosive ordnance disposal areas or open 

burning/open detonalion activities on the Subject Property. 

2. Asbestos-Containing Malerials 

According to the June 2005 Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Nava/ Activity Puerto 

Rico Ceiba Puerto Rico (Baker, 2005), asbestos-containing material (ACM) was 

identified in 5 of the 22 facilities inspected on the Subject Property, as summarized in 

Table 4 of Exhibit E. No friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) ACM was identified on 

the Subject Property . Detailed information about the materials identified and sampled 

during the asbestos inspection, including summary tables, location drawings, 

photographs and laboratory reports, is included in the report. 

It is likely that undiscovered ACM associated with underground utilities and 

miscellaneous building materials exists at NAPR. While this potential ACM does not 

currently pose a hazard to site users, future demolition and/or subsurface work performed 

by the transferee could result in FAD ACM hazards. Thus, the transferee will be required 

to use best management practices during any future renovation/demolition activities or 

underground utility work, and to comply with all applicable laws relating to ACM 

management in order to ensure future protection of human health and the environment. 

3. Lead-Based Paint 

The NAPR facilities list (Exhibit E, Table 1) indicates 22 of the buildings, structures and 

faci lities on the Subject Property were constructed prior to 1978, the year in which lead

based paint (LBP) was banned for consumer use. These facilities and any others buill 

before 1978 are presumed to contain LBP. A LBP survey and risk assessment was 

completed at NAPR in 2005 for military family housing only, thus none of the facilities on 

Ihe Subject Property were included in the survey. A Lead-Based Paint Hazards Advisory 

Statement (Exhibit G) will be provided to the transferee for execution at the time of 

transfer. 
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4. Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

Only one polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) containing transformer remains at NAPR. The 

transformer, located in Building 386, is not on the Subject Property. All other PCB

contaminated transformers and equipment were removed from the former NSRR prior to 

1998. Due to the age of the majority of facilities and the size of the station, it is possible 

that PCB-contaminated fluorescent light ballasts and other minor PCB sources may be 

present on NAPR. There are no other records of PCBs having been stored, released or 

disposed of on the Subject Property. 

5. Radon 

According to the U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 93-292-K, Preliminary 

Geologic Radon Potential Assessment of Puerto Rico (USGS, 1993), the Commonwealth 

of Puerto Rico exhibits generally low indoor radon levels, and a survey of radon 

concentrations of offices, housing units, schools and other buildings was conducted by 

the DoD between 1989 and 1992 on federal military reservations in Puerto Rico, 

including the former NSRR. Indoor radon levels ranged from 0.0 to 1.9 picoCuries/Liter 

(pCi/L), well below the current U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) residential 

indoor radon screening action level of 4 piC/L. The majority of the reservations, including 

NAPR, are situated on coastal plains, so the low indoor radon levels were not 

unexpected. 

6. Threatened and Endangered Species 

As shown on the individual sub-parcel maps in Exhibit C, breeding habitat for the 

endangered yellow-shouldered blackbird has been identified on the Subject Property. 

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has committed to zoning the property in a manner 

that will implement the planning, development, maintenance, mitigation and use 

requirements described on the parcel maps. 

In accordance with the Endangered Species Act, the Navy developed a Biological 

Assessment for the former NSRR in 2006 to assess the potential impact on any federally 

protected species from the disposal of NSRR. Given the protection measures addressed 

in detail in the Biological Assessment for the Disposal of Naval Station Roosevelt 
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Roads/Naval Activity Puerto Rico Final Report (Navy, 2006a), the Navy has determined 

that the disposal of the former NSRR and transfer of the property to future owners is not 

likely to adversely affect federally-listed species and would not result in adverse 

modification of designated critical habitat within the project area. The U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service concurred with this determination in a letter dated April 7, 2006. 

5.0 REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PROPERTY TRANSFER 

A. NEPA Compliance 

In accordance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements, an Environmental 

Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) have been prepared and executed in 

connection with the planned disposal and reuse of NAPR. The FONSI was signed on April 10, 

2007. 

B. Hazardous Substance Notice 

In accordance with Section 120(h)(3)(A)(i) of CERCLA, all deeds transferring federal property 

must provide notice as to those hazardous substances which it is known, based on a complete 

search of agency files, were stored for 1 year or more, released or disposed on the Subject 

Property in excess of those reportable quantities specified under 40 CFR 373 (Hazardous 

Substances Reporting Requirements for Selling or Transferring Federal Real Property), and all 

response actions taken to date to address any such releases or disposals. Hazardous materials 

use/storage and hazardous waste generation/management at the former NSRR are discussed in 

Section 5.2 of the ECP Report. The hazardous substances notice and response action summary 

for the Subject Property is attached to this FOST as Exhibit H. 

C. CERCLA Covenants 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(4)(D)(i), the deed transferring the Subject Property 

shall contain a covenant warranting that any response action or corrective action found to be 

necessary after the date of transfer shall be conducted by the United States. This covenant will 

not apply to any remedial action required on the property to the extent that an act or omission of 

the transferee results in a new release of hazardous substances or where the transferee has 

assumed responsibility for the remedial action pursuant to a written agreement with the Navy. 
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The deed that conveys the Subject Property will not contain the covenant provided for under 

CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(l) (that all necessary remedial actions have been taken prior to 

transfer) because that particular covenant was deferred by way of Governor Vila's approval of the 

covenant deferral request for the early transfer of this site on July 30, 2008. In accordance with 

CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C)(iii) , after the Navy completes all necessary remedial activities on 

the subject property, a separate warranty will be provided in recordable form to the LRA (or its 

successor(s) in interest) that all response actions necessary to protect human health and the 

environment have been taken on the Subject Property with respect to those hazardous 

substances which remained on the Subject Property at the date of early transfer. Alternatively, in 

accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(8), the Navy may provide this warranty upon a 

determination by USEPA that the remedial actions at the Subject Property are "operating properly 

and successfully." 

O. CERCLA Access Clause 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(4)(O)(ii), the deed transferring the Subject Property 

shall contain a clause granting to the United States, its officers, agents, employees, contractors , 

and subcontractors the right to enter upon the transferred property in any case that remedial or 

corrective action is found to be necessary after the date of transfer. The right to enter to be set 

forth shall include the right to conduct annual physical inspections, tests, investigations, long term 

monitoring, 5-year reviews, and surveys, including, where necessary, drilling, test pitting, boring, 

and other similar activities. Such right shall also include the right to construct, operate, maintain, 

or undertake any other response or remedial action as required or necessary, including, but not 

limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and treatment facilities. The United States retains the 

authority to enter to conduct investigations on adjacent parcels as well as the parcel subject to 

the transfer. These access rights are in addition to those granted to Federal, state, and local 

authorities under applicable environmental laws and regulations. 

E. Land and Groundwater Restrictions 

With the exception of AOC F and SWMUs 7/8, 23. 55, 74 and 75, the Navy will transfer the 

Subject Property without restrictions. To prevent unacceptable risks to human health and the 

environment, the Navy will ensure the following land use controls (LUCs) are developed on the 

aforementioned SWMUs: 
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• A restriction on land use to non-residential uses only. (SWMUs 7/8,23,55, and 74,75) 

• A restriction on access andlor certain invasive activities in areas where surface soil, 
subsurface soil and or sediments are contaminated. (SWMUs 7/8, 74, 75) 

• A restriction on use of groundwater and installation of new wells in or near areas of known 
groundwater contamination. (AOC F and SWMUs 7/8 and 55, 74, 75 ) 

• A restriction on access to the interior of Building 803. (SWMU 75; the duration of this LUC 
will depend on the outcome of the RFIICMS) 

These LUCs will be implemented through the Navy-EPA Consent Order and the subsequent 

transfer deed. The Navy transfer deed for the Subject Property will refer to LUC requirements 

contained in the Consent Order which will be attached to the deeds. The Consent Order requires 

the establishment of LUCs with detailed requirements (implementation, compliance, monitoring, 

enforcement, modificationltermination, etc.) developed in other documents agreed to between the 

Navy and EPA or the new owner and EPA. 

F. Environmental Compliance Agreements I Permits I Orders 

On January 29, 2007, the U.S. Department of the Navy and EPA voluntarily entered into a 

Consent Order that set out the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA and replaced the 

1994 RCRA pemnit as the document memorializing these obligations conceming NAPR. Of the 

11 RCRA SWMUs on the Subject Property, five (SWMUs 7/8, 55, 74 and 75) have investigation 

andlor cleanup work remaining to be completed under the terms of the Consent Order, as does 

AOC F. Detailed descriptions of all 11 SWMUs and AOC F are provided in the ECP Report, while 

summary descriptions and their current status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit E). 

The Puerto Rico EQB issued a draft Title V Operating Permit, number TV9711-19-0397-0012, for 

air emissions at the former NSRR in Spring 2003. This draft pemnit went into public review on 

July 8, 2003, where NSRR presented extensive commentslchanges due to the relocation of many 

tenant commands. A final Title V Operating Permit was issued by EQB on September 30, 2006. 

NSRR had a wide variety of small emission sources, which operate intermittently, with no set 

operation schedule. Most emissions were generated by combustion sources, which are powered 

by diesel, JP-5, gasoline or propane gas. VOCs and hazardous air pollutants were also 

120B09/P 10 December2008 
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generated in painting activities, cleaning operations associated with aircraft and Ship maintenance 

and repair and other day-to-day activities. Significant emission units on the Subject Property 

included fuel truck loading/unloading and a UST at Building 192A, and touch-up painting 

(shlpslboats) at Building 2351 . Because of station closure, air emission sources associated with 

the Subject Property have been discontinued with the exception of the operation of emergency 

generators. There is no documentation of any current, or previous Notices of Violation issued to 

the former NSRR as a result of a deviation from the Title V Permit. 

G. Notification to Regutatory Agenctes / Public 

In accordance with DoD guidance, EPA Region 2 and Puerto Rico EaB have been advised of the 

proposed transfer of the Subject Property, and copies of the ECP Report, CERFA Report, CDR 

and Draft FOST were provided to those agencies for review and comment. Navy responses to 

EPA review comments on the draft version of this FOST are provided In Exhibit I. Puerto Rico 

EaB did not have Comments following their review of the FOST. The ECP Report was made 

available for public review upon finalization, and the CDR was made available for public review 

and comment prior to finalization . Copies of all transfer documentation will be made available to 

EPA and EOB representatives upon request after execution of the same. 

6.0 SUITABILITY DETERMINATION 

NOW THEREFORE, based on my review of the information contained In this FOST, the notices 

discussed herein, and the restrictions and covenants that will be contained in the deed, the 

Subject Property is suitable for transfer. 

\ 1o," /0' 
Date r I 

120B09/P 11 December2008 
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Exhibit B 

Vicinity Map 

SWMUs 38 and 74 (aka ECP 20) are not shown on the vicinity map. Separate util ity 

(SWMU 38) and fuel line (SWMU 74) maps are included in Exhibit C. 





Exhibit C 

Parcel, Utility, and Fuel Line Maps 

NOTE: The parcel maps in this exhibit are from the Draft Report. Parcel Map for the 

Disposal of Naval Activitv Puerto Rico (GMI , 2005). 

The areas shown on these maps as having "Cleanup Remaining" correlate to Area of 

Concern (AOC) F and Solid Waste Management Unrts (SWMUs) 7/8, 21 , 22, 23, 24, 36, 

55, and 75 (shown as ECP 21). SWMUs 38 and 74 (aka ECP 20) are not shown on the 

parcel maps. Separate utility (SWMU 38) and fuel line (SWMU 74) maps have been 

included. 



Parcel Map for tire Di.'posal 
of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 44 

Common Name-Port 
Conveyance-PBC 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-28, 40-43, 45, 46, 48 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e ., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Property Sale/lease Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Sea Turtle 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (ONER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico ONER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico ONER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parcel Index 44- I 
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of Naval Activity Puerlo Rico 

Parcel Index 44 
Common Name: Port 
Conveyence: PBC 
Neighboring Paree/(s): 28, 40-43, 

45, 46, 48 

Parcel Index 44-2 
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Common Name: Port 
Conveyanca: PBC 
Neighboring Parcells): 28, 40-43, 
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of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 49 

Common Name-Port 
Conveyance-PBC 
Neighboring Parcel(s~7, 48, 51, 53, 54, 56 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning 

Demolition/Remodeling 

Grounds Maintenance 

Building Maintenance 

General Operations 

Property Sale/Lease 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and August 30. 
Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g. , carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Notify buyerllessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Sea Turtle 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Parcel Index 49·} 
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Activity 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Conservation Measures 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the identified conservation measures violate. Section 9.0 andlor Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parcel Index 49-2 
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Table 1 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Port Parcel FOST 

Facilities List 

Page 1 of 2 

Facility # Former User Name Area Unit Yr Built 

VP27 Valve Pit 0 
192 FUELS Petroleum Test Fuel Lab 4923 SF 1956 
193 MWR Toilet (Pier 1 Area) 139 SF 1955 
266 SURFOPS Fuel Pier 1 1322 SY 1943 
267 SURFOPS Pier 2 (Cargo) 1680 SY 1954 
280 SURFOPS Small Craft Berthing 1944 
371 SURFOPS Operational Storage 4000 SF 1958 
799 SURFOPS Berthing Pier #3 16040 SY 1966 
843 SURFOPS LST Ramp Bulkhead C 1963 
890 Bulkheads A, B, C, D 2400 1965 
896 SURFOPS Valve Pit Pier #3 512 1966 
976 SURFOPS Hose Rack Shed 400 SF 1966 
978 PWD Shore POW Submarines Pier #3 650 1966 
1706 BOYSCOUTS Boy Seouls Charter 960 SF 1969 
1739 NRL Naval Research Lab 4,479 SF 1969 
1756 HSG Housing StoragelWarehouse 8000 SF 1974 
1759 POST OFF Fleet Post Office Pier Area 7505 SF 1973 
1795 MULTI U.S. Customs Office/NEX Laundry 5800 SF 1974 
1796 NEX Navy Exchange Complex 82606 SF 1973 
1816 PWD Hose House 2250 SF 1977 
1940 POL (9) Pump Hse 5494 SF 
1985 Vehicle Wash Rack Waterfront 156 SF 1978 
1993 Sewage Pump Station Post Office 1978 
2024 MWR Pier #4I1TT Travel 4000 SF 1972 
2036 PWD Shore Support Building 2606 SF 1983 
2040 FUELS Hose Rack Fuel Division 1200 SF 1983 
2086 SURFOPS Flam Liqd Stge Bldg by SUROP 550 SF 1985 
2127 Trans Sta by Sub-Sta #1742 1986 
2160 Transformer by USO B 1795 1978 
2191 SURFOPS Metal Shed (Bulkhead A) Pier 1 144 SF 1983 
2197 Substa Pad Pier 2 Shore Power 330 1967 
2238 UHF Antenna Harbor Comm WASP 1985 
2242 MWR Game RoomlT elephone Center by usa 1600 SF 1987 
2252 SURFOPS Waterfront Operations Building 15356 SF 1987 
2264 SURFOPS Finger Pier BTW Pier 2 & 3 1987 
2310 MWR Shelter by Pier 3 Building 799 190 SF 1990 
2314 SECURITY MWR Stage (Old 846) 3600 SF 1991 
2328 AFWTF Storage BuildinglWaterfront by B2036 2500 SF 1991 
2330 SURFOPS Oil Spill Storage by 82552 2500 SF 1989 
2346 SURFOPS Fuel Mooring Facility 1993 
2350 AFWTF Supply Storage 8uilding 4000 SF 7348 
2351 SECURITY Security Boathouseby by 82252 5200 SF 1995 
2384 PWD New Generator Building by 81971 143 SF 1994 

List based on 2003 NAPR base map (Base map - PREnew 11-2003.pdf), July 2001 Building Utilization List, List of 
Buildings To Be Inspected For Asbestos from June 2005 Asbestos Inspection Report, and field verfieation by NAPR 
personnel. 
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Table 1 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Port Parcel FOST 
Facilities List 

Page 2 of 2 

Information not available or unknown 

Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility 
Housing 

Post Office 
Public Works Department 

Multiple Users 
Morale, Welfare and Recreation 

Naval Research Laboratory 

Surface Operations 



Parcel SW,," Description CERFA 
No. 

Tow Way Fuel Farm (Jnel frM product plumes and 3 
sludge disposal pits) SWMU 7 is an Inti Ilfected by 
ntleases fi"om numerous '-ge, pa1ially in-g-ound, concrete 
fuel slontge tanks datil"Q rrom the 19-40s. Construct.:! Plior 
to 1957. the fuel rarm origInaly oons.isted of nine 
undervround stol1ilge tanks (USTs) containil"Q dinel fuel 
marine (OFM). Bunkef Cruel, and jet fuel (J~). Thai 
nl.nlber has since been reduced Ita seven by the removal of 

P,," '/8 two tanks.. Over the yean, spills have occurred and tanks, 
have leaked. SWMU 81s ccmPlised of unlined e.-1hen po 
adjacent t> the TVY'FF fuellanks.. Sludges from the tanks 
were bLried and ocwered with sol when the iuellanks were 
pefioOcally cleaned. SWMU 8 has been ccmblned wkh 
SWMU 7 because the SWMUs are next 10 each other and 
the contamiNinla .. the same and comi'1iJled. 

Mobil. Roating Tanks Four mobile, floating tris , 
rdoootsl u1Red in tha dean-~ of marine oillfuel spits. 

P,," 21 The splied oiIfueI was galhered by sldmmers and then 
pl.nlped inb the "(tomu", which transport the: coIecad 
oillfuelJwaler mixture to a dock or other transfer point. 

Mobil. BargeslSWOBs Ship waste oflload barves , 
(SWOOS) used to coiled IItId transport bige WId ballast 
water fn:m ships. and oiIfuel from mame spls. These 

P,," 22 b_ges _e transport vehicles, not U"lits in which hazardous 
W8SES alll stofed. Ttlefefor .. 1hey are not SWMUs. and a 
RFI was not required. 

Oil SpUl Separator Tanks Three rectangur8l". steel oiVwate 2 
separator lanks 1XId8l1aln by a curbed. concrele pad. 
l ocated approximately 100 feet inland from the Fuel Pier, 
and partially sulTOl.nded by asphalt pavement. These tanks 
acted as first stage gn,vltational oiVwalarseparators for bilge 

P,," 23 and balast _ter.nd oWfueIh¥atel"" mixtures from spills 
transferred from SWOBa and "donuts" (SVYMLIa '21 and 
22). O\rilg both the 1988 VSt and !he 1993 foBaw-up 
inspection, the concrete pad and adjacenlareas of asphalt 
pavement and soil were heavily 51ained. 

Oil Spilt OillWater S~rator and Adjoining Pad (VC-8 2 
8$dg 162:5) tn-ground, concrete, oiIwater H98l'i1k1rthat 
served as the second abtge sepanllor at bilge and bales! 
water and mame oiI/fi.JeI spills. TtU SWMU is SUITOUnded 

P,," 2' 
by asphalt. paving on Ihree sides, and bare ground on one 
side. Staining of the asphalt was observed during the 1993 
follow-up Inspection. Also, during the 1993 fonow-up 
inspection, a bermed pad, wkh heavy o~ staining. was 
identified as part of this SWMU. 

Table 2 
Naval Actfvlty Puerto Rico 

Port Parcel FOST 
Solid Waste Management Units Summary and Status 

r .. V"" .... oJ 

RCRA Inv.stig~tion and Remedial Action Summery end Status 
S ...... 

JCMlCMI IRP Round 1 (1986) grounctwalef' monkomg folXld benzene above the Maximum 
Contaminant Level (Mel) for drinking WIEr and a free produdlayer oodervrouncl. A 
lui RFt of soil and g~~ter was required by the permit. A t611 product reeov'8lY 
system is opel1ltflg at the site as an Interim Cotrecttve Meaaure (leM) to stop the 
free product from spreading. CMS ApprCMtd 2106: StaEmenl of Basis (SoB) 
approvecl 1107. Continue the leM consisting of monthly gaugil"Q, free proch.tct 
removal. and development of Quarterly Progress Reports. The Consent Order 
reql.ires Implementation of !he Revised FNI CMS Work Plan. 

CAC wJOIJ. These donula were basically transport velides. not U"lita in wt-kh hazaldous wastes 
Controls were stored. ll'Ierefore. these tanka are not SWMUs, and an RFI was not required. 

No Further Action determination !rom 1994 Part B Pefmit. 

CAC wlout These barges were transport vehicles. nol units in which hazardous wastes were 
Controls stored. ll'Ielllfore. !hey are not SWMUa, and an RFI was nol required. No Further 

Action determination !rom 1994 Part B Permit. 

CAe_ Benzo(aJpyrene In one sca sample exceeded lis residential Risk-Based 
Controls Concentration (RBC); however. the concentration did not tJigger an unacceptable 

human nulh risk. Because of the location of this SWMU wtilln an industrial zone. 
the RFt stated this liE wiI never be IAiIzed fer residential developme~ There weill 
no releases of hazardous waste or hazardous constiluenls evident at this sile. The 
RA did not recommend any further charaderizalion eIJorts or correctivfI measures at 
this site. The Consent Order designated !he SWMU Corrective Action Complete with 
Controls (I.e.. a land use restriction 10 prohibit residential land use). A Land Use 
Control Plan was submitted to EPA In January 2008. 

CACwlo~ RFI did not fnd any evidence of a release. The Consent Otder designated this site 
C"",_ CorrectIve Adion Complete wiIIloul Controls. 

Media Affected I Key Site Specific Current RCM Remaining Work 

Contaminants Land Use P ..... Required 
Controls 

GW, Subsurface and 1,2,4 Continue op8l11tion CMI WOfk Plan and 
Surface Soli, of ICM until inplemonlion of eM! in 
Sediment - metals, i~lemanlation of acccrdence with the 

SVOCs, VOCs CMI In acco!thace eMS. 
wilh the CMS. 

NA NA None 

"A "A None 

Soll - benzo(a)pyrene , "A No" 
< industrial, TPH 

NA "A No"" 



Parcel SWMU Oescription CERFA 
No. 

Vehicle Wash Rack OIUWatl'r Sep8r.lltOr (BerthIng Pier) , 
Inground. cortCI'ete ollwatllf separatOf located near the 
Berthing Pier within the Ensenada Honda. This S8p8IBb" 

Port 36 was used to coiled: and separate oil and washwaters 
generated dlKing vehicle wa$hdown. No evidence of 
releases _s reported during the 1988 VSt . or 1993 foIlow-
up inspection. 

Sanitary and Storm War Sewer Systems Below ground 3 
sanita-y and sllom"l sewer s.ys.Iems. 

Basewide 36 

TCE Plume near Tow Wry Fuel Fann (formerty part of 3 
SWMU 7) Groul"ldllllaler Investigations at the Tow Way Fuel 
Fann (SWMU 7) detected the presence 01 TCE and 
associated cornpoundt; . These constituents were not 
historically detected In groundwater al SWMU 7 and were 

Port 55 not related 10 historic activities al SWMU 7. For Ihese 
reasons. the TCE plume was considered e sap .... sooo:e 
of conlwnlnation from $WMU 7 and thus identified as 
SWMU55. 

Fuel Pipelin .. end Hydrent Pits On the Subject Property. 3 
th is site consists of specific portIons of the JP.s fuel pipeline, 
and the aircraft hydrwnt rel'ueRI'lI pits. In 1995. an 
evaluatlon of the Wltegrity 01 specific portions of the base 

Aiffleld. 74 
POL system identified a leak et a JP.s fuel h valve pit 

Ports. 3 between Hang.r 200 end the main runway. Interviews 
indicated that I"IUlTIefOUS smel spils and leakll 01 jel fuel 
h .... e oocurred et the aireraft hydrant refuel ing pits since they 
went Into Op6lBtion In the sarty 19605. 

BulkJlng 803 Pump house for the lonner emergency h 3 
deluge ayslem Iocatvd In the Watetfn:ln t area next Ie Pier 3. 
The f\ooc" of the buiding is constructed wiIh an access 
area/manway that leads directly inlo Enaenada Honda. 
CUing Inspections, releases of suspected waste oi and 

Port 15 diesel fuellhmughout the f\ooc" cl the building W8f8 noted. 
Additionally. nt.merous discarded oil filters and three 
batteries were identified during the site inspection. 

Table 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Port Parcel FOST 
Solid Waste Management Units Summary and Status 

, .......... ,.., 
RCRA Investigation and Remedial Action Summary and Status 
Status 

C.o""" No Further Action determination hom t994 Pwt 8 Permit. No knowledge Of evidence Coo,"" of systematic and routine releases of hazlrdous wastes Of ~tilUllnts (rem this unl. 
No evidence of release was reported dLWing the 1988 VSI Of the 1993 folow-up 
inspection. RFI was not required. VI$U81 re-inspection of unit was conducted during 
the ECP field work; no visual evidence of release was obselVed. 

CACwloo No Further Action deletminallon from 1994 Part B Pennit carried ewer 10 COrI5ent 

Con""" Order. No knowledge Of evidence of systematic and roulne releases of hazardous 
wastes. All AFi was not required. The "CAe wfout Controls- shown for SWMU ~8~ 
contingent, under the 2007 RCRA Consent Onief between the Navy and EPA. on 
Navy fully addressing any releases thai may have impacted the sanitary and/or storm 
sewerwatef sewtIf systems (i .e .• SWMU 38) as a release(s) from eilher SWMUs 4, 
12. 13 and 14. andfor from any olher SWMU at Ihe NAPR facil~, where releases 
have impacted Ihe sanitary andlor storm water sewer systems. 

Media Affected I Key 
Contaminants 

NA 

NA 

CMS Final TCE Ptlrl'le Delineation and Source investigation Report recommended a CMS GW - TCE 
fOf SWMU 55 In August 2004. CMS Final Report was developed and recommended 
the performance of a pilot test l!lactin; aocIllII'I pennlN"lQ8nate to evaluate the 
oxidation tedYlology at SWMU 55. The eMS need. to be initillled at SWMU 55. 

CMS ECP Phase 1111 Ample IocaUons indlcellng contaminant release. associated with tht. 5011, GW· fuel related 
SWMU on the Subject Property were Valve Pit 8 end USTa 381, 1084 and 1086. compounds 
The Navy submitted a eMS Work Ptan to complete site chareeter1zatroo and the 
eMS. The worII: plan includes additional cnarac:terizatioo elong the oodergfOlKld fuel 
lines in the Subjed Property. Phase I of the CMS Inves~tlon was conduded In 
May 2008. Report on the findings of Ph.se I oflhe CMS investigation is underway. 
and will identify areas needing further study. 

RFI PCBs were the primary COI"IOe(n allhl5 site and were nol detected; however wipe interior surfaces · 
samples coOected to characlerize the ir"Urior of the building Indicate potential bis(2· 
cont.nination resulting from past actNities. Therefore. Ihe Consent Order required ethylhexyl)phthalale, d ' 
an RFI for this ait • . The FII"IaI RFI 'MXtc plan was submitted to EPA December 20. n .. tntytphlahalate. 
2007. metals 

Site Speclnc CurrentRCRA Remaining Work 
LandU .. Phase Required 
Controls 

None NA None 

None NA None 

'.' Implementation of CMt Work Plan and 
the CMlln impIemention of CM1 in 
acooroance with the 8CCOfclanee with lhe 
CMS. eMS. 

, CMS lnvestigalloo CMSISoBICMI 

Access 10 building Rfl implement RFI end 
Interior restricted. foIklW on work 



Pareel I SWMU 
No. 

AOC F 
Port (MNA 

1995) 

l~teO!1 ' 

I·CERFA categories: 

d empty; Bldg 1995) 
------.,,~-'"'-. 

_____ at HAPR (!he othersix In 
I. Al\ertne removal of the USTs and the 

_m 
action by MNA wilh separate 

lite.lneludirg soa samplfng and/or 
sampMng on a quarterly or amual basis 

upon !he site. 

""', 13 . AddItional Action Required - Area 

land U .. Controls 
1 - Non-Reslclential Us 
2 - Sol and/or Sedimel .. ' 

~ 

ICAe 

,,-

ECP Enviror 
EPA Enviror 
ICM Inltarim 
IRP In.lalia 
JP-5 Jet Pro 

Illnsta~alion I 

leER", ReRA 
s ... ~ 

3 I MNA 

I~EX 
108100 

Table 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Port Parcel FOST 
Solid Waste Management Units Summary and Status 

Page 3 of 3 
In and Remedial Action d Status I Media Affected I Key I Site Specific 

Contaminants Land U .. 
Control. 

A Wort Plan 10 EPA October 9, 2007. EPA contingently approved Ina IGW - TPH 
iI: Plan Aplill0, 2008. The first round of sampMng \SIder the new wor1I; plan 

• 

1

_ --~ ~~ --~uctad n Mrr 2006. The report is presenlly under development and will be 
submitted In August 2008. 

INavl~1 

siateme-nt Or Basi. -
T richloroethene 

TWFF Tow 

¥ ••• _ ••••• g Work 
P ..... Required 

IMNA monilcring 

IW~~kPl8n 
MNA 



Table 3 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Port Parcel FOST 

OWS, AST, UST List 

Page 1 of 2 

Number Type Location or User Capacity Material Stored 
Year Year 

Installed Removed 

193 OWS Aircraft Fuel Truck Area - Hose Stg NA NA 
266 OWS Pier 1 NA NA 
382 OWS Aircraft Fuel Truck Area NA NA 
443 OWS Aircraft Fuel Truck Area - Parking NA NA 

799 OWS Oil Pollution Control System - Pier 3 NA NA 

1982 OWS Fuel Pump House Facility NA NA 
1985 OWS Vehicle Wash Rack - Surface Ops NA NA 

2036 OWS 
Shore Support Bldg (fiberglass repair 

NA NA shop) 
2311 OWS Temporary Wash Rack NA NA 
2364 OWS Heavy Equipment Wash Area NA NA 

BOWTS 1 AST PWD 50,000 Oily Wastewater NA 
BOWTS2 AST PWD 50,000 Oily Wastewater NA 
BOWTS3 AST PWD 1,000 Used Oil NA 
BOWTS4 AST PWD 1,000 Used Oil NA 
BOWTS5 AST PWD 1,000 Used Oil NA 

56C AST PWD 5,000 Used Oil NA 
803 AST PWD 275 Used Oil NA 
1995 AST Fuels Division (MNA Site) 4,200,000 DFM NA 
1996 AST Fuels Division 4,200,000 DFM NA 
2036 AST FRT 2,000 Used Oil NA 
2250 AST FRT 12,000 Used Oil NA 
2270 AST Fuels Division 4,200,000 jp-5 NA 
2271 AST Fuels Division 4,200,000 jp-5 NA 
2272 AST Fuels Division 4,200,000 jp-5 NA 
2273 AST Fuels Division 4,267,000 jp-5 NA 
2274 AST Fuels Division 4,200,000 jp-5 NA 
2437 AST Fuels Division 4,200,000 DFM NA 

82 UST 
DFM Hill, Tow Way Fuel Farm 

2,115,000 DFM/Empty 1940 NA (SWMU 7/8) 

83 UST 
DFM Hill, Tow Way Fuel Farm 

1,157,000 DFM/Empty 1940 NA (SWMU 7/8) 

84 UST 
DFM Hill , Tow Way Fuel Farm 

585,000 None/Empty 1944 NA (SWMU 7/8) 

85 UST 
DFM Hill, Tow Way Fuel Farm 

1,152,000 None/Empty 1944 NA (SWMU 7/8) 

381 UST 
West of bulk fuel ASTs 2270-2274 

1,180,000 jP-5/Empty 1955 NA (SWMU 74) 

1080 UST Tow Way Fuel Farm (SWMU 7/8) 1,165,000 DFM/Empty 1968 NA 
1082 UST Tow Way Fuel Farm (SWMU 7/8) 1,1 65,000 DFM/Empty 1968 NA 
1084 UST By ASTs 2270-2274 (SWMU 74) 1,181 ,000 jP-5/Empty 1968 NA 
1086 UST By ASTs 2270-2274 (SWMU 74) 1,181,000 jP-5/Empty 1968 NA 
1088 UST Tow Way Fuel Farm (SWMU 7/8) 425,000 jP-5/Empty 1968 NA 
1982 UST Fuels Pump Station 550 Waste Oil/Empty 1996 NA 



Number 

55 

56A 

56A 

56B 

56B 

99 

382 

AST 
BOWTS 

DFM 

FRT 

JP 

MNA 
NA 

OWS 
PWD 

SWMU 
UST 

Table 3 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Port Parcel FOST 
OWS, AST, UST List 

Page 2 of 2 

Type Location or User Capacity 

Former 
DFM Hill (SWMUI7I8) 

UST 
5,000 

Former 
Bldg 564 

UST 
15,000 

Former 
Bldg 56 

UST 
10,500 

Former 
Bldg 56 

UST 
15,000 

Former 
Bldg 56 

UST 
10,500 

Former 
DFM Hill (SWMU/7/8) 

UST 
10,000 

Former 
North of bulk fuel AST 2272 

UST 
550 

Aboveground Storage Tank 
Bilge and Oily Wastewater Treatment System 

Diesel Fuel Marine 

Facility Response Team 

Jet Propulsion (Fuel) 

Monitored Natural Attenuation 

Not Applicable 
Oil Water Separator 
Public Works Division 
Solid Waste Management Unit 
Underground Storage Tank 
Information not available or unknown 

Year Year 
Material Stored 

Installed Removed 

Unknown 1997 

DFM 1996 2003 

DFM 1996 

DFM 1996 2003 

DFM 1996 

Unknown 1993 

Waste JP-5 1996 



Facility # 
VP27 
192 
193 
266 
267 
260 
371 
799 
643 
690 
696 
976 
976 
1706 
1739 
1756 
1759 
1795 
1796 
1616 
1940 
1965 
1993 
2024 
2036 
2040 
2066 
2127 
2160 
2191 
2197 
2236 
2242 
2252 
2264 
2310 
2314 
2326 
2330 
2346 
2350 
2351 
2364 

Notes: 

Source: 

Table 4 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Port Parcel FOST 
Asbestos.Containing Material Inspection Results 

Name 
Valve Pit 
Petroleum Test Fuel Lab 
Toilet (Pier 1 Area) 
Fuel Pier 1 
Pier 2 (Cargo) 
Small Craft Berthing 
Operational Storage 
Berthing Pier #3 
LST Ramp Bulkhead C 
Bulkheads A, B, C, D 
Valve Pit Pier #3 
Hose Rack Shed 
Shore POW Submarines Pier #3 
Boy Scouts Charter 
Naval Research Lab 
Housing StoragelWarehouse 
Fleet Post Office Pier Area 
U.S. Customs Office/NEX Laundry 
Navy Exchange Complex 
Hose House 
POL (9) Pump Hse 
Vehicle Wash Rack Waterfront 
Sewage Pump Station Post Office 
Pier #4I1TT Travel 
Shore Support Building 
Hose Rack Fuel Division 
Flam Liqd Stge Bldg by SUROP 
Trans Sta by Sub-Sta #1742 
Transformer by USO B1795 
Metal Shed (Bulkhead A) Pier 1 
Substa Pad Pier 2 Shore Power 
UHF Antenna Harbor Comm WASP 
Game RoomlTelephone Center by USO 
Waterfront Operations Building 
Finger Pier BTW Pier 2 & 3 
Shelter by Pier 3 Building 799 
MWR Stage (Old B46) 
Storage BuildinglWaterfront by B2036 
Oil Spill Storage by B2552 
Fuel Mooring Facility 
Supply Storage Building 
Security Boathouseby by B2252 
New Generator Building by B1971 

Y=Yes 
N= No 
NI = Not Inspected 

ACM Identified 
NI 
Y 
N 
NI 
NI 
NI 
N 
NI 
NI 
NI 
NI 
N 
NI 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
NI 
NI 
NI 
NI 
N 
N 
N 
N 
NI 
NI 
NI 
NI 
NI 
Y 
N 
NI 
N 
NI 
N 
N 
NI 
N 
N 
N 

Hazard = friable, accessible and damaged asbestos (none identified) 

Comments 

Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
(Baker, June 2005) 



Exhibit F 

CERFA Concurrence 



CERFA Identification of Uncontaminated Property 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

Accordingly, this CERF A Uncontaminated Property Report reflects final site 
categorizations that may differ from those presented in the Final ECP report. 

In summary, all NAPR property not otherwise identified as sites belonging to Categories 2 
or 3 are classified as "CERF A Clean" (Le. uncontaminated) as defined in CERF A [§9620 
(h)(4)(A)]. The bulk of the NAPR acreage is classified as such. Of the approximately 
8,400 acres ofNSRR property, about 7,000 acres have been identified as "CERF A Clean" 
(i.e., Category 1). Figure 1 depicts the results of this classification. 

Included in the CERFA Clean classification are a total of 14 SWMUs. Ten of these 
SWMUs were identified by EPA in the 1994 RCRA Part B permit, and an additional four 
sites were identified by the ECP. All 14 of these sites were originally identified based on 
a suspected release or disposal activity, but subsequent investigations determined that no 
release or disposal activity occurred. EPA has indicated their concurrence with this 
determination in the draft § 7003 Order on Consent by designating each of these sites as 
having achieved "corrective action complete without controls" designation. The SWMUs 
and ECP sites designated as CERFA Clean are SWMUs 5,15,20,21,22,47,48,49,50, 
52, 63 (ECP 9), 64 (ECP 10), 65 (ECP II), and 66 (ECP 12). These sites are presented in 
Table I. 

The remaining property has been classified as Category 2 or 3 and as such is not qualified 
for designation as CERF A Clean. 

Submitted 

~tS: 
Date 

Concurrence 

Concurrence with CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property is indicated by 
signature below. This concurrence applies only to the identification of "CERFA Clean" 
(i.e. uncontaminated) property, identified in this document as ECP Category I . 

Carlos Lopez Freyt ,President 
Environmental Qua ity Board 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 

Date 

7 



Exhibit G 

Lead-Based Paint Hazard Advisory 



LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARD 
DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM 

LEAD WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT STRUCTURES CONSTRUCTED 
PRIOR TO 1978 MAY PRESENT EXPOSURE TO LEAD FROM 
LEAD-BASED PAINT THAT MAY PLACE YOUNG CHILDREN 
AT RISK OF DEVELOPING LEAD POISONING. LEAD 
POISONING IN YOUNG CHILDREN MAY PRODUCE 
PERMANENT NEUROLOGICAL DAMAGE. YOU ARE 
FURTHER ADVISED THAT LEAD POISONING ALSO POSES A 
PARTICULAR RISK TO PREGNANT WOMEN. WORKERS 
MAY ALSO SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS FROM 
LEAD DUST AND FUME EXPOSURE 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

I. I have read and understand the above stated Lead Warning Statement; 

2. I have received from the Federal Government the following document(s): Phase 
f lII Environmental Condition of Property Report. Former Naval Station Roosevelt 
Roads. Ceiba. Puerto Rico and Finding of Suitability to Transfer - Port Parcel. 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico. Ceiba. Puerto Rico representing the best information 
available to the Government as to the presence of Lead-Based Paint and Lead
Based Paint hazards for the buildings covered by this Transfer; 

3. I understand that my failure to inspect, or to become fully informed as to the 
condition of all or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds 
for any claim or demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made 
after its opening or tender; and 

4. I understand that upon execution of this Transfer. I shall assume full 
responsibility for preventing future lead exposure by properly managing and 
maintaining or. as required by applicable Federal, state. or local laws or 
regulations. for abating any lead-based paint hazard that may pose a risk to human 
health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit H 

CERCLA Haza.rdous Substance Notice and Response Action Summary 



Naval Adiv;ty Puerto Rico 
Port and Fuel Fann Parcels 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NoticelResponse Action Summary 
Page 1 of 3 

The table below identities those hazardous substances that it is known, based upon a complete search of agency flies , were stored for one year or more In quantities greater than or equal to 1,000 kg (or greater than or equal to 1 kg 
if designated an acutely hazardous waste under 40 cm Part 261 .30) and/or went released or disposed of on the property to be transferred Wi quantities greater than or aquatto their respective reportable quantities under 40 CFR 
302.4. The lnfonnation In this notice ts required under the authority of requlations promutgatad under Section 12O(h) of the Comprehenllve Environmental Response, Compensation and liability Act ,"CERCLA" or 
" Superfund"'}, 42 U.S.C. Section 9620(h). 

.... w CAS 
40 CFR 302.4 Regulatory Quantity Dat. of Quantity DKcriptJon Substance Name Rtlgistry RCRA HWHo a 'leot R.I ... Rn ponlle Actions Taksn 

Fl cility 10 
N~'" 

Synonyms S"'" Stonge Relelled 

2086 Surface Operations HWAA - see SWMUs 17 & 18 -- -- --
SWMU8 Tow Way Road Sludge Burial l ead 7439921 ()(){)8 Unknown 19n or 1973 Unknown 1972 or 1973 10 

Pits to Presenl ...... nl 
Bunker C Fuel Sludge 3,900-7,500 1972 or 1973 3,900-7,500 1972 or 1973 to 

cubic yards 10 Present cubic yards Present 

SWMU 17 DRMa HW Storage Fdty Vanous non-ftammable Capacity = 19~2004 Unknown Unknown 
(non-flammable wastes) - not hazardous wastes 17 400 qals 
on Subject Property, but lead 7<39921 0008 UnknOwn 19ac>-2004 Unknown Unknown 
received wasles from various - "'- 1310583 0002 UnknOwn 196().2004 Unknown Unknown 
port and/or fuel farm So<ium """'" 1310732 0002 UnknOwn 196().2004 Unknown Unknown 
operations. Dusl 7440417 POt 5 UnknOwn 

,_ 
Unknown Unkl'K1Nn 

l ithiumiSlAlr Dioxide Batlaries 0003 Unknown 19ac>-2004 Unknown Unknown 

NJckeUCaQ'nium Batleries 0003, 0006 U_~ 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown .. - 0009 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
Mercury Baaeries in Acetic Acid 0002, 0009 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 

Aid to Navigation (AloN) 8aUeries 0002 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown U""nown 

Akaine Batteries DOO2 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown --
Lead/Acid Bal!ieries 0002, 0008 UnknOwn 1 9~2004 Unknown Unknown 
Lead/Acid Bataeries (Drained) -- 0002 UnknOwn 1981>-2004 Unknown UnknOWn --,.. 0002, 0008 UnknOwn 1981>-2004 Unknown UnknOW" 
Acetic Acid 64197 0002 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
Chromic Acit AJodine n38945 0002, 0007 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown --
H ochIoric Add 764701 0 Chloride 0002 Unkroo~ 1980-2004 Unknown Unkoown 
SLifuric Add 7 .... 939 0002 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
Arnrnorjum Hydroxide 1336216 0002 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unkoown 

CleMng Compound (TIJ>CO) DOO2 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
Me",,,'1 7439976 U1 51, OOO9 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 

BIasti1 Booth DuSl D007, OO08 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
Decontaminating Agent, STB 0003 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
Super Tropical Bleach) 

Chlordane 5774. ~. "'&prvnII U036 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown UnkrlCM'n 
~ 

~~ (T-=hrkello4i:du" • 
.-.dlolet.lbol~) 

4.7 .. MeI'IWIO· l H~nd«w . 

1.2.4.U .7,1I.8«o11CNcwo· 
2.1,3&.4.7.7 ... nncto-

Photographic Developer 0002,0011 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
p c FIXI!I" D0 11 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
p ic Hardener D0 11 UnknOwn 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
Photographk:: Slabilizer -- D011 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 



.... M 
Description Substance Name 

Facility 10 

P~StIr1er 

PhoklgiatAlic Reptanisher 

Phom Auto ReIIersaI Chemical 
Hypo-5olJlion: AlTInonkn 
Thmufale 
Hypo-Sotltion: Sodium 
Thiosufale 
Metflytene Chloride 

Pen::hloroelhylene 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

Trichlomethytene 

TrichJoroftuoromeChane 

Trichlorotriftuoroethane 
Chlorinated A uorocartJons 
1,1,2-Trfchloroelhane 
P aintRemcM!(S 

CamooR"""""" 
MtsceIaneous Waste Acids 
MiScelaneous Waste caustics 
Mboelaneous Waste Reactives 
Mise. Hak)genated. Solvents 
{mixed waslew/;> 10% before 

"'"'I 
Mise. Habgenated Solvents 
(mixed waste wI < 10% before 

"'"'I 
nesUn Baaeries 

Freon-Conaninaled HydralAic .,.,., 
SWMU 18 ORMO Ignitable Storage Varous Ignitable hazardous 

Faclity • not on Subject ....... 
Property. but received waSies 

_ ........ 
from various port or fuel farm PetrdIun Fuels (leaded 
operations. Jet Fuel (JP .... or Jl-S) 

Kerosene (contaminated) 

Ad ......... 
Calibration Auid 
CIean~ ComlXlUnd (Mineral 
S ..... 
I -'" S 
lcin Inhibitor 

Naval ActMty Puerto ftico 
Port and Fuel Fann Parcels 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NotlcelResponse Action Summary 
Pa~ 20f3 

CAS 
40 CFR 302.. .. Rl1Iulatory Quantity Dlta of Registry RCRAHWNo 

"-"" 
Syoonyms 'Io"" Storage 

0011 Unknown '_2004 
0002,0011 U"knOwn '980-2004 

0011 Unknown '_2004 
7783188 0011 U"""",," '_2004 
777291J7 0011 U""""", '_2004 

75092 Dichtoromelhane F001 , FOO2, Unknown 1980-2004 
U080 

127 184 Etheoe, teCr8Chloro FOOl , FOO2 , Unknown ,_2004 
Tetrachloroethane U2'0 
T_"'yIeoe 

71556 Ethane, 1,1,Hrlchloto FOOl , FOO2, Unknown 1980-2004 
Methyl Chloroform U226 ""',. T_ FOOl , FOO2, U"knOwn 1980-2004 
Elhene lrichbro U228 

75694 Tric:t*ltomonftuoro· FOO2, U121 Unknown '_2004 
melha"" 

76131 F002 U"knOwn 198()"'2004 

FOO' Unknown 19~2004 

71lOO5 Bhaoe, 1,1,2·1rich1oro FOO2. U227 U""""", '980-2004 
0002. FOO2 U""""", 1980-2004 

F002 U""""", 1981).201)4 
0002 Unknown 1980-2(1)4 
0002 U"knOwn 198()..2004 
0003 U"mown 1980-2004 

Foo1 , FOO2 Unknown '_2004 

F001 , F002 Unknown '_2004 

.- 0003 U""""", ,_2004 
F002 U""......., '_2004 

capacity '" 
2 .... -';'" 

'_ 2004 ..... ,. 000' U""""", 198()"'2004 ..... ,. 0001,0006 U"""","" 198()"'2004 

8OO82OIi 000' U_ , .... ""'" 
8008206 000' U"""","" 198()"'2004 

000' U"""","" '_2004 
000' U""""", 1980-2004 

000' U ....... .,. ,_2004 
67630 000' U"""","" '980-2004 

0001 , FOO3 U""""", 1980-2004 
000' U_ 1980-2004 

Quantity 
Oat. of Ret .. se Rasponse Actions Taken 

Released 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Uo''''''''' Unknown 

Uok"""" Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Uomown Unknown 
Uomown Untl:nown 

""mown Unknown 

""mown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Uok"""" Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 

""know" Unknown 

""""own U"""""" 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 



Bldg or 
Description 

ISWMU 551TCE Plume near Tow Way 
Fuel Farm 

Substane. Nam. 

...-.on , 
p 

Corrosion In 
N"""",. 
Aoetone 
Eth .... ,-....,., ......... 
Me<h E. 
Toluene 
Xylene 

iMEKand Pamt 

Sloddan:l5 

!:'TI''''' 

IMise. Petroleum; C5f1i& 
• utvif".smls (POLs) polenlially 

1 with ignitable 
F .... """""15 

Grease contamklaled with Oils 

Tetrachloroethytene 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Port and Fuel Fann Parcels 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NoticelResponse Action Summary 
Page 3 of 3 

1 
--CAS - 140 CFR 302." Regulatory IRCRA HW No 
Registry S)'IM)fI)'m. 
N ...... 

Quantity 
S ...... 

Dat.of .. ..... Quanlity I oal. of R.I .... 
R ..... ed 

IxYtene, OsomElfS and 
mixture) 

1001. Foo3 
0001 Unknown 1980-2004 Unk,,-ti.Nn Unknown 
0001 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
0001 Unknown 1~2004 Unknown Unknown 

r
OOO1 . OOO2, Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
0007, 0008. 
Foo2, FOO3. 

F005 
0001 I Unknown 198(). 
0001 Unknown 1980-~ 

I F005, 0007, I Unkrown I 19110-2004 I Unk.-n I Unknown 
0008 

- - DOOl , Foo1. Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
F002 

1742887 0001 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown UnknoWn 
052413 0001 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 

0001 . FOO2 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
0001 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 

000< I:"nn< ,,_0. __ .. _ 4<""'" .,nnA 11_" .. _ •• _,, __ ,._ '0001 , FOOt , I Unknown I 1960-~Yv~ I ..... no ....... , I 
I Foo2, F003, 

"":005 
1OO1 Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
3, FOO5 Unknown 19f1O.2Q04 Unknown Unknown 

- - 0001 , FOOl , Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown I Unknown 
F002, Foo3, 

F005 

0001 , 0007, Unknown 1980-2004 Unknown Unknown 
0008 

127184 Ethane, lelrachlOro FOOl , FOOl, Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 
Perchloroethylene U210 

79016 T_ FOOt , FOO2, Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown 
EIhene, trichloro U228 

Rnpons. Actions Tak.n 

-

-
-

-

-



Exhibit I 

Response to EPA Comments 



CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REOUESTED 

Mr. David Criswell 
US Navy 
BRACPMOSE 
4130 Faber Place Drive 
Suite 202 
Nortb Charleston, SC 29405 

Re: Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), fonnerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
EPA I.D. Number PRD2170027203, 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Port Parcels 

Dear Mr. Criswell: 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2 has received the Draft 
Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Port Parcels, transmitted to Mr. Timothy Gordon of 
EPA and to Ms. Wilmarie Rivera of the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (PREQB), 
with your letter of August 6, 2008. 

The FOST covers approximately 131 acres in two parcels (Parcel 44 and 49), located in the 
developed waterfront area along the eastern shoreline of Ensenada Honda. These two parcels 
Contain 11 solid waste management units (SWMUs) and portions of one Areas of Concern 
(AOC). Five of the SWMUs and the portion of AOC F located in the subject parcels have 
corrective action work remaining to be completed under the January 2007 RCRA Administrative 
Order on Consent (the Order). According to the FOSL, on July 30, 2008, the Governor of Puerto 
Rico approved a Covenant Deferral Request (CDR) allowing the early transfer of the SWMUs 
and AOCs located in parcels 44 and 49, prior to completing the necessary remedial actions. The 
Navy plans to transfer these two parcels to the Ports Authority of Puerto Rico via a Public 
Benefit Conveyance, but will retain responsibility for completing all required corrective and 
remedial actions, under the Order. 

EPA Region 2 has the following comments on that Draft FOST: 

I) A statement should be added to Section 3.0 (Past Use and Proposed Reuse) indicating 
that, following transfer of the two parcels to the Ports Authority of Puerto Rico, the Navy 
will continue to implement any remaining corrective and/or remedial action required for 
SWMUs and AOCs located within the parcels, pursuant to the 2007 RCRA Order. 

Response: The requested statement has been added to the end of the first paragraph in 



Section 4.A . (Hazardous Substances Contamination) following the first 
discussion of the 2007 RCRA Consent Order. 

2) The last paragraph of Section 4.0.A (Hazardous Substance Contamination) should be 
revised to indicate that SWMU 20 is incorrectly shown on parcel index figure 44-3, in 
Exhibit C, and that what is labeled as SWMU 20 on parcel index 44-3 instead 
corresponds to SWMU 74 (fuel pipelines and hydrant pits), which is also known as 
(alk/a) ECpl site 20. 

Response: The last sentence of Section 4.0.A has been revised to read as follows - "In 
Exhibit C, SWMU 74 (aka ECP 20) is mislabeled as SWMU 20 on Parcel Map 
44, SWMU 75 (aka ECP 21) is mislabeled as SWMU 21 on the eastern end of the 
Parcel 49 map, and SWMUs 38 and 74 are shown on separate maps." 

3) The second sentence of the first paragraph of Section 5.0.F (Environmental Compliance 
Agreements/Permits/Orders) needs to be revised to read " ... five (SWMUs 7/8, 55, 74 and 
75) have investigations and/or cleanup work remaining to be completed . ... ", as SWMU 
23 does not have remaining work to be completed. 

Response: The requested correction has been made. 

4) The statement on the title page of Exhibit C (Parcel, Utility, and Fuel Line Maps), 
indicating that "SWMUs 38 and 74 (aka SWMU 20) are not shown .. .. " needs to be 
corrected, to read " ... SWMU 74 (a/k/a as ECP site 20) .... " 

Response: The requested correction has been made. 

5) Exhibit B, should be revised to either also identify SWMUs 38 and 74 on the Vicinity 
Map (labeled "Port Parcel"), or include a note regarding those SWMUs on the Vicinity 
map. 

Response: The following note has been added to the title page of Exhibit B - "SWMUs 

38 and 74 (aka ECP 20) are not shown on the viCinity map. Separate utility (SWMU 38) 

andfoelline (SWMU 74) maps are included in Exhibit c." Also, the following note has 

been added to the Vicinity Map - "SWMU 38 (Sanitary and Storm Water Sewer Systems) 

and SWMU 74 (Fuel Pipeline and Hydrant Pits) not shown due to map scale. " 

Once the FOST has been revised and finalized, please submit two copies to my office. If you 
have any questions, please telephone Mr. Tim Gordon of my staff at (212) 637- 4167. 

I ECP = Environmental Conditions of Property, i.e., based on the the July 15,2005 Final Phase VII Environmental 
Conditions of Property Report. 
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Sincerely yours, 

Dale Carpenter, Cillef 
Resource Conservation and Special Projects Section 
RCRA Programs Branch 

cc: Mr. Antonio J. Colorado, Puerto Rico Land Reuse Authority 
Ms. Wilmarie Rivera, P.R. Environmental Quality Board. 
Mr. Mark Kimes, Baker Environmental 

bce: Carl Soderberg, Caribbean Environmental Protection Division 
Carl Howard, 20RC 
Timothy Gordon, 2DEPP-RPB 
RCRA File Room, 2DEPP-RPB 
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Suite 202 
North Charleston, Soulh Carolina 29405 

Reference: CLEAN Contract No. N62467-04-D-0055 
Contract task Order No. 0043 

Subject: - Final Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST), Parcel 52 (Science Park) 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR) 

bear Mr. Davidson: 

Please find enclosed two copies of the signed Final FOST for Parcel 52 (Science Park) at NAPR. As 
requested, 10 additional copies of the FOST have been distributed as shown on the attached Distribution 
List. 

If you have any questions, please contact Lawson Anderson at (501) 319-7594. 

S!ncere:y, 

0~ 
Robert F. Simcik, P.E. 
Task Order Manager 

LMA:lma 

Enclosures (2) 

c. D. Carpenter, USEPA RegiOn 2 (1) 
T. Gordon, USEPA Region 2 (1) 
C. Soderberg, USEPA Caribbean EPD (1) 
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W. Rivera, PREQB (1) 
E. Kiess , LRA (1) 
P. Ruiz, NAPR (3) 
S. Martin, NAVFAC LANT (1 electronic copy) 
M /(imes, Baker (1) 
D. Humbert, TtNUS (w/o enclosure) 
L. Anderson, TlNUS (w/o enclosure) 
C. Pike, TlNUS I File G00503 (w/o enclosure) 
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661 Ander~n Drive. PittWu~&h. PA 15110-27"'5 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

This Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) summarizes how the requirements and notifications 

for hazardous substances, petroleum products and other regulated material on the property have 

been satisfied, and documents my determination, as the responsible Department of Defense 

(000) component official, that certain real property and associated improvements known as the 

Science Park Parcel or Parcel 52 at Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico, are 

environmentally suitable for deed transfer. This decision is based primarily on my review of 

information contained in two of the documents listed in Exhibit A (References) - the CERFA 

Identification of Uncontaminated Property. FOrmer Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

(the CERFA Report; Navy, 2006a) and the Phase 1111 Environmental Condition of Property Report, 

Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. Ceiba. Puerto Rico (the ECP Report; Navy, 2005). 

Factors leading to this decision and other pertinent information related to property transfer 

requirements are stated below. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

061003/P 

NAPR was formerly known as Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) until it ceased operation 

as an active Naval Station on March 31 , 2004, at which point it was designated Naval Activity 

Puerto Rico. NAPR is located on the east coast of Puerto Rico adjacent to the municipality of 

Ceiba. As shown on the Vicinity Map in Exhibit B, the Science Park Parcel is comprised of 

77.344 acres located in the developed waterfront area north of the Ensenada Honda shoreline 

and west of the Bahia de Puerca shoreline. There are three environmental sites within the 

footprint of the parcel that have been "carved out" of the Science Park conveyance due to 

ongoing Navy cleanup actions. The "carve-outs· will be added to the Sale Parcel III lease area, 

as documented in the revised Finding of Suitability to Lease. Carve-Outs Within Sale Parcel "I -
Forrestal (Navy, 2010). The carve-outs occupy approximately 1.758 acres, thus reducing the 

total acreage covered by this FOST to approximately 75.586 acres (Subject Property). The 

carve-outs are Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Solid Waste Management 

Units (SWMUs) 31 (Waste Oil Collection Area - Buildings 31 and 2022) and 32 (Public Works 

Department Storage Yard/Battery Collection Area), and petroleum site MNA 124, one of eight 

petroleum sites across NAPR that comprise Area of Concern (AOC) F. The carve-outs are 

further described in Sections 4.0.A. (Hazardous Substance Contamination) and 4.0.B. (Petroleum 

Contamination) of this FOST. 
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The Subject Property includes two Bachelor Enlisted Quarters buildings, a dry dock, and over 25 

buildings and facilities associated with the Public Works Department (PWD), Sea Bees, and 

Underwater Demolition Team. An aerial photograph of Parcel 52 is provided in Exhibit C, and 

survey maps of the entire Science Park Parcel and of the environmental sites carved out of the 

transfer are included in Exhibit D. Table 1 in Exhibit E of this FOST provides the facility number, 

former user, name or description, area and year of construction of each of the numbered 

buildings, structures and facilities on the Subject Property. 

3.0 PAST USE AND PROPOSED REUSE 

The Subject Property has been used as a military installation since its acquisition and 

development by the Navy in the 1940s. The ECP Report states that most of the arable land on 

the installation was previously used for sugar cane cultivation and cattle grazing. No significant 

industrial facilities or environmental concerns were identified with respect to activities conducted 

on the former NSRR prior to Navy ownership. 

The Navy established NAPR to serve as the caretaker of the real property associated with NSRR 

and to assist in the transfer of the property. Since the establishment of NAPR, all industrial and 

commercial operations on the Subject Property with a significant potential for environmental 

contamination have ceased. 

The Subject Property is expected to be transferred via an Economic Development Conveyance to 

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The Naval Station Roosevelt Roads Reuse Plan (CBRE et ai, 

2004) developed by the Puerto Rico Department of Economic Development and Commerce 

(acting as the Local Redevelopment Authority) anticipated future use of the Subject Property as a 

science park. An April 2010 addendum to the Reuse Plan (CCS, 2010) indicates the Subject 

Property will be in portions of areas with the following types of uses - mixed use (retail and upper 

floor residential), hotel and lodging, golf course, and retaiVrestauranUentertainment district. 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS 

061003/P 

All available information concerning the past storage, release , or disposal of hazardous 

substances and/or petroleum products on NAPR, as collected through record searches, aerial 

photographs, personnel interviews, and on-site visual inspections, is contained in the ECP Report 

prepared by Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Atlantic. The following 
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summarizes the findings as they relate to the Subject Property and the corresponding Condition 

of Property Classification assigned to the real property to be transferred. 

A. Hazardous Substance Contamination 

There are five RCRA SWMUs on the Subject Property - SWMUs 19 (Pesticide Waste Storage

Building 121), 38 (Sanitary and Storm Water Sewer Systems), 41 (Pesticide Storage Area Wash 

Pad - Building 3152), 50 (Drum Storage Area) and 72 (Public Works Department - Building 31). 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrative Order on Consent (Consent 

Order; EPA, 2007) that sets out the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA designated 

these five SWMUs (19, 38, 41, 50 and 72) as Corrective Action Complete without Controls and 

required no further action. 

SWMU 19 was clean closed pursuant to the requirements of the 1994 RCRA Permit for NSRR, 

thus no RCRA Facility Investigation (RFI) was required. The RCRA Permit also included No 

Further Action (NFA) determinations for SWMUs 38, 41 and 50, and did not require RFls at these 

SWMUs. Under the Consent Order, the NFA determination for SWMU 38 is contingent upon the 

Navy fully addressing any releases that may have impacted the sanitary andlor storm sewer 

systems as part of the corrective action(s) for releases from SWMUs 4, 12, 13 and 14 andlor any 

other SWMU at the NAPR facility where releases may have impacted the sewer systems. 

SWMUs 4, 12, 13 and 14 are located well outside of the Subject Property. The ECP Phase 1/11 

investigation of SWMU 72 did include sampling, but there was no indication of a release. 

SWMUs 31 and 32 are inside the boundary of the Science Park Parcel, but will not be conveyed 

with the Subject Property. Instead, they will be included in the Sale Parcel III lease area, as 

documented in the revised Finding of Suitability to Lease. Carve-Outs Within Sale Parcel III -

Forrestal (Navy, 2010). SWMUs 31 and 32 will be leased in furtherance of conveyance to the 

future property owner of the Subject Property. The Lessee will be allowed use of the property 

subject to land use controls (non-residential use only and restricted access to soil under the 

parking lots), as shown on the figure (Baker, 2010) in Exhibit D. 

Detailed descriptions of all NAPR SWMUs are provided in the ECP Report, while summary 

descriptions and the current status of the five SWMUs on the Subject Property are provided in 

Table 2 (Exhibit E). The aerial photograph and wastewater collection system map in Exhibit C 

show the approximate locations of the Subject Property SWMUs, as well as SWMUs 31 and 32. 
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B. Petroleum Contamination 

There were two operational underground storage tanks (USTs) containing diesel fuel associated 

with BEQs 1A and 1 B on the Subject Property at the time of the ECP inspection in March 2005. 

Both of these USTs were installed in 1996, and have been emptied, temporarily closed, and left in 

place for use by the new owner. If!when the USTs must be closed, closure in accordance with 

PREQB regulations will be the responsibility of the new owner. The ECP Report listed three 

known former UST systems on the Subject Property that were removed in 2002. Table 3 in 

Exhibit E lists the known past and present USTs on the Subject Property along with their location, 

capacity, material stored, and the year removed (or year installed if still present). The ECP 

Report documented six operational aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) and two oiVwater 

separators (OWSs) on the Subject Property. These ASTs and OWSs are also listed in Table 3. 

According to the ECP Report, any contaminated soils identified during past replacement of tanks 

were excavated and disposed of off NSRR property, and the replaced tanks were closed in 

accordance with 40 CFR 280 and PREQB UST regulations. There are no other known spills or 

releases associated with petroleum usage on the Subject Property. 

The Navy is conducting a monitored natural attenuation (MNA) study of eight petroleum sites 

(seven UST sites and one AST site) across NAPR that comprise AOC F. One of these AOC F 

sites, MNA 124, was carved out of the Science Park Parcel conveyance due to ongoing 

environmental actions and is now immediately adjacent to the Subject Property as shown on the 

aerial photograph in Exhibit C. It occupies approximately 1.195 acres which includes a buffer 

zone around the MNA 124 petroleum-contaminated groundwater plume. This carve-out has been 

added to the Sale Parcel III lease area, as documented in the revised Finding of Suitabilitv to 

Lease. Carve-Outs Within Sale Parcel III - Forrestal (Navy, 2010). The MNA 124 property will be 

leased in furtherance of conveyance to the future owner of the Subject Property. Long-term 

monitoring data indicate the MNA 124 plume is not expanding and is not expected to migrate onto 

the Subject Property. The Lessee will be allowed use of the MNA 124 property subject to land 

use controls (non-residential use only, no groundwater use, and no disturbance of subsurface 

soil), as shown on the figure (Baker, 2010) in Exhibit D. Another AOC F site, MNA 2842, is 

immediately adjacent to the Subject Property and the south side of MNA 124, as shown in 

Exhibits C and D. It is also part of the Sale Parcel III lease area, includes a buffer zone, and is 

not expected to impact the Subject Property based on long-term groundwater monitoring data. 

Following execution of the Sale Parcel III lease, the Navy will continue to implement any 
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remaining corrective andlor remedial action required for MNA 124 and MNA 2842, pursuant to the 

Consent Order. 

C. Condition of Property Classification 

The ECP Report divided all property at NAPR into parcels, and classified them into one of the 

three following categories: 

• Category 1 - Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of hazardous 
substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, including no 
migration of these substances from adjacent areas. 

• Category 2 - Areas where the release, disposal , or migration, or some combination 
thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has 
occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or remedial action, or all 
remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been 
taken. 

• Category 3 - Areas where a confirmed or suspected release, disposal , or migration, or 
some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their 
derivatives has occurred, but required investigation andlor response actions have not yet 
been initiated or are ongoing. 

These categories are derived from the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 

and Liability Act (CERCLA), Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act (CERFA) and 

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Conducting 

Environmental Baseline Surveys (ASTM Standard D 6008-96) , which further incorporates ASTM 

D 5746-98 (2002) Standard Classification of Environmental Condition of Property Area Types for 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Facilities. 

CERFA stipulates that the federal government must identify "uncontaminated property' scheduled 

for transfer, and defines this as " ... real property on which no hazardous substances and no 

petroleum products or their derivatives were known to have been released , or disposed of' 

[(Section 9620(h)(4)(A)] . In accordance with the property condition classification guidelines 

discussed above, the Subject Property, with the exception of SWMUs 19 and 41 (Category 2) and 

SWMU 38 (Category 3), was classified as Category 1 uncontaminated property in the CERFA 

Report. Following its review, the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) provided a 

concurrence statement in the Final CERFA Report on 11 August 2006 (Exhibit F). 
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The Category 1 and 2 areas on the Subject Property are suitable for transfer because they are 

either uncontaminated or all remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the 

environment have been taken. SWMU 38 is suitable for transfer because it was designated 

Corrective Action Completed without Controls in the Consent Order and now meets the definition 

of Category 2 because the SWMUs with releases that impacted the sanitary and storm sewer 

systems are not on or associated with the Subject Property. 

D. Other Environmental Aspects 

1. Munitions and Explosives of Concern 

According to the ECP Report, there are no small arms ranges, heavy (crew-served) 

weapon ranges, unexploded ordnance/impact areas, explosive ordnance disposal areas 

or open burning/open detonation activities on the Subject Property. 

2. Asbestos-Containing Materials 

According to the Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activitv Puerto Rico. Ceiba. 

Puerto Rico (Baker, 2005), asbestos-containing material (ACM) was identified in 9 of the 

28 facilities inspected on the Subject Property, as summarized in Table 4 of Exhibit E. 

Two feet of friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) ACM was identified in thermal pipe 

insulation in Building 31 . This FAD ACM was removed in July 2009. Detailed information 

about the materials identified and sampled during the asbestos inspection , including 

summary tables, location drawings, photographs and laboratory reports , is included in the 

report. 

It is likely that undiscovered ACM associated with underground utilities and 

miscellaneous building materials exists at NAPR. While this potential ACM does not 

currently pose a hazard to site users, future demolition and/or subsurface work performed 

by the transferee could result in FAD ACM hazards. Thus, the transferee will be required 

to use best management practices during any future renovation/demolition activities or 

underground utility work, and to comply with all applicable laws relating to ACM 

management in order to ensure future protection of human health and the environment. 

An ACM hazard disclosure and acknowledgement form (Exhibit G) will be provided to the 

transferee for execution at the time of transfer. 
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3. Lead-Based Paint 

The NAPR facilities list (Exhibit E, Table 1) indicates many of the buildings, structures 

and facilities on the Subject Property were constructed prior to 1978, the year in which 

lead-based paint (LBP) was banned for consumer use. These facilities and any others 

built before 1978 are presumed to contain LBP. A LBP survey and risk assessment was 

completed at NAPR in 2005 for military family housing only, thus none of the facilities on 

the Subject Property were included in the survey. A LBP hazard disclosure and 

acknowledgment form (Exhibit H) will be provided to the transferee for execution at the 

time of transfer. 

4. Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) 

All PCB-containing equipment and PCB-contaminated transformers on the Subject 

Property were removed prior to 1998. Due to the age of the majority of facilities and the 

size of the station, it is possible that PCB-contaminated fluorescent light ballasts and 

other minor PCB sources may be present on NAPR. 

5. Radon 

According to the U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 93-292-K, Preliminary 

Geologic Radon Potential Assessment of Puerto Rico (USGS, 1993), the Commonwealth 

of Puerto Rico exhibits generally low indoor radon levels, and a survey of radon 

concentrations of offices, housing units, schools and other buildings was conducted by 

the DoD between 1989 and 1992 on federal military reservations in Puerto Rico, 

including the former NSRR. Indoor radon levels ranged from 0.0 to 1.9 picoCuries/Liter 

(pCi/L), well below the current EPA residential indoor radon screening action level of 4 

piC/L. The majority of the reservations, including NAPR, are situated on coastal plains, 

so the low indoor radon levels were not unexpected. 
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6. Threatened and Endangered Species 

As shown on the aerial photograph in Exhibit I, breeding habitat for the endangered 

yellow-shouldered blackbird has been identified on the Subject Property. The 

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has committed to zoning the property in a manner that will 

implement the planning, development, maintenance, mitigation and use requirements 

described on the parcel maps. 

In accordance with the Endangered Species Act, the Navy developed a Biological 

Assessment for the former NSRR in 2006 to assess the potential impact on any federally 

protected species from the disposal of NSRR. Given the protection measures addressed 

in detail in the Biological Assessment for the Disposal of Naval Station Roosevelt 

Roads/Naval Activity Puerto Rico Final Report (Navy, 2006b), the Navy has determined 

that the disposal of the former NSRR and transfer of the property to future owners is not 

likely to adversely affect federally-listed speeies and would not result in adverse 

modification of designated critical habitat within the project area. The U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service concurred with this determination in a letter dated April 7, 2006. 

5.0 REqUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PROPERTY TRANSFER 

061003/P 

A. NEPA Compliance 

In accordance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements, an Environmental 

Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) have been prepared and executed in 

connection with the planned disposal and reuse of NAPR. The FONSI was signed on April 10, 

2007. 

B. Hazardous Substance Notice 

In accordance with Section 120(h)(3)(A)(i) of CERCLA, all deeds transferring federal property 

must provide notice as to those hazardous substances which it is known, based on a complete 

search of agency files, were stored for one year or more, released or disposed on the Subject 

Property in excess of those reportable quantities specified under 40 CFR 373 (Hazardous 

Substances Reporting Requirements for Selling or Transferring Federal Real Property), and all 

response actions taken to date to address any such releases or disposals. Hazardous materials 

use/storage and hazardous waste generationlmanagement at the former NSRR are discussed in 
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Section 5.2 of the ECP Report. The hazardous substances notice and response action summary 

for the Subject Property is attached to this FOST as Exhibit J. 

C. CERCLA Covenants 

The deed that conveys the Subject Property will contain the covenants provided for under 

CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) that all necessary remedial actions have been taken prior to 

transfer. and. where required, by CERCLA Sections 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(II) and 120(h)(4)(D)(i) that 

any response action or corrective action found to be necessary after the date of transfer shall be 

conducted by the United States. These covenants will not apply to any remedial action(s) 

required on the property to the extent that an act or omission of the transferee results in a new 

release of hazardous substances. 

D. CERCLA Access Clause 

In accordance with CERCLA Sections 120(h)(3)(A)(iii) and 120(h)(4)(D)(ii), as required, the deed 

transferring the Subject Property shall contain a clause granting to the United States, its officers, 

agents, employees, contractors, and subcontractors the right to enter upon the transferred 

property in any case that remedial or corrective action is found to be necessary after the date of 

transfer. The right to enter to be set forth shall include the right to conduct annual physical 

inspections, tests, investigations, long term monitoring, 5-year reviews, and surveys, including, 

where necessary, drilling, test pitting, boring, and other similar activities. Such right shall also 

include the right to construct, operate, maintain, or undertake any other response or remedial 

action as required or necessary, including, but not limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and 

treatment facilities. The United States retains the authority to enter to conduct investigations on 

adjacent parcels as well as the parcel subject to the transfer. These access rights are in addition 

to those granted to Federal, state, and local authorities under applicable environmental laws and 

regulations. 

E. Land and Groundwater Restrictions 

The Navy will transfer all of the Subject Property without restrictions. 
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F. Environmental Compliance Agreementa I Pannlta I Orders 

On January 29, 2007, the Navy and EPA voluntarily entered into a Consent Order that set out the 

Navy's corrective actlon obligations under RCRA and replaced the 1994 RCRA perm~ as the 

document memorializing these obligaUons concemlng NAPR, None of the five RCRA SWMUs on 

the Subject Property have cleanup work remaining to be compieted under the terms of the 

Consent Ordar. Detailed descriptions of ell five SWMUs are provfded in the ECP Report, while 

summary descriplfons end their current status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit El. 

G. Notification to Regulatory Agencies I Public 

In accordance with DoD guidance, EPA Region 2 and Puerto Rico eoe have been advised of the 

proposed transfer of the Subject Property, and copies of the ecp Report, ceRFA Report, and 

Draft FOST were provided to those egencies for review end comment. Navy responses to EPA 

and eoe review comments on the draft version of this FOST are provided in Exhibit K. The ECP 

Report was made available for public review upon finalization. Copies of all transfer 

documentation will be made available to ePA and eoe representatives upon request after 

execution of the same. 

6.0 SUITAelury DETERMINATION 

061003iP 

NOW THEREFORe, based on my review of the information contained In .thls FOST, the notices 

discussed herein. and the covenants that will be contained In the deed, tha Subject Property Is 

suitable for transfer. 

I D/?.~ / ').0(0 
Date' I 
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Vicinity Map 
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Exhibit C 

Aerial Photograph and Wastewater Collection System Map 
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Exhibit D 

Survey Maps 
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Facility # Former User 
29 NSWU-4 
30 EOD 
31 PWD 
111 SUPPLY 
281 NSWU-4 
367 PWD 
844 NSWU-4 
1026 PWD 
1205 MULTI 
1207 SUPPLY 
1683 PWD 
1784 PWD 
1963 PWD 
1977 PWD 
2022 PWD 
2169 PWD 
2234 DIVERS 
2275 NSWU-4 
2276 NSWU-4 
2277 NSWU-4 
2281 NSWU-4 
2282 NSWU-4 
2308 PWD 
3006 CB 
3014 CB 
3015 CB 
3016 CB 
3017 CB 
3018 CB 
3019 CB 
3020 CB 

3021 CB 
3022 CB 
3023 CB 
3046 CB 
3047 CB 
3070 CB 
3071 CB 
3079 CB 
3080 CB 
3081 CB 
3082 CB 
3083 CB 
3084 CB 
3119 CB 

Table 1 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel 52 (Science Park) FOST 
Facilities List 

Name 
SEAL TEAM BUILDING 
EOD OPNS BLDG 
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
DOPE-THINNER WAREHOUSE 
NSWU-4 PIERIHELO PAD 
LAWNMOWER HEAVY EQUIP SHOP 
BOLLES WETSLIP/SM CRFT BERTH 
AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE SHOP 
NAVSTARR QTRDECKISUPP/ADP 
SUPPLY DEPT WHRSE & ADDITION 
PW MAINT STORAGE 
LAWN MOWER SHOP BY 8#31 
PW VEH WASH RACK 
POTABLE WATER PUMP HOUSE 
VEHICLE PAINT BOOTH 
PAINT STORAGE ADJ: B#1683 
HYPERBARICIWTRFRNT SVCE BLDG 
UDT BOATSHOP 
UDT ADMIN/ARMORY BLDG 
WEIGHT ROOM/LOUNGE UDT 
UDT ISOLATION/MEDICAL BLDG 
CLASSRM/SUPP/OPRTN'L 
BUS SHELTER BY B#1205 
POLICE STATION 
ARMORY PAVILION 
DISPENSARY/DENTAL 
OPERATIONS/ENGINEERING OFFICE 
CONF ROOM/MAS CHIEF/QC & P&E 
ADMIN OFFICE 
ADMIN/PHOTO OFFICE 
POST OFFICE/BARBER SHOP 
COMM STNELEC MAINT 
CHARLIE COMPANY OFFICE 
CHAPEL 
E.M. DINING FACILITY 
LAUNDRY/BOILER ROOM 
1ST CLASS LOUNGE 
NEXSTORE 
CLASSROOM 
RECREATION CENTER 
E.M. BERTHING 
E.M. BERTHING 
CPO GALLEY 
CPO LOUNGE 
WEATHER SHELTER 

Area Unit Yr Built 
3116 SF 1943 
13086 SF 1943 
120640 SF 1943 

455 SF 1954 
- - 1943 

648 SF 1956 
12366 - 1943 

158 SF 1960 
24864 SF 1968 
80170 SF 1968 
4000 SF 1970 
960 SF 1971 
1104 SF 1970 
208 SF 1978 
1380 SF 1958 
240 SF 1981 
3358 SF 1986 
4000 SF 1988 
4960 SF 1988 
3000 SF 1988 
4000 SF 1988 
3000 SF 1988 
190 SF 1990 

1248 SF 1969 
900 SF -

2400 SF 1969 
1920 SF 1969 
1920 SF 1969 
1920 SF 1969 
1920 SF 1969 
920 SF 1969 
920 SF 1969 
920 SF 1969 
920 SF 1969 
9600 SF 1969 
2768 SF 1969 
960 SF 1969 
2220 SF 1969 
960 SF 1969 
960 SF 1969 
960 SF 1969 
960 SF 1969 
960 SF 1969 
960 SF 1969 
112 SF 1982 



Table 1 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel 52 (Science Park) FOST 
Facilities List 

List based on 2003 NAPR base map (Base map · PREnew 11·2003.pdf), July 2001 Bui lding Utilization List, List 

BEQ 
CB 
EOD 
MLO 
MULTI 
NSWU 
PWD 
SUPPLY 
UDT 

Infonnation not available or unknown 

Bachelor Enlisted Quarters 
Construction Battalion 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal 
CB Storage Warehouse 
Multiple Users 
Naval Special Warfare Unit 
Public Works Department 
Supply Department 
Underwater Demolition Team 



Parcel 

Solecce 
P,,", 

Basewide 

Science 
P"", 

ScIo~ 
P"", 

Science 

P"'" 

sww DHcription 
No. 

""tlelde Wall' Stof'egIJ (BkIg .121 ) A concrete. bunker· 
like building used to hokt surplus and discarded pesticides 

" for indeMite, long-term storage. The building was 
demolished in 1998. 

Sanitary and Storm Water Sewer Sysmns BeloW ground 
unitary .-ld slDrm sewer systems. 

,. 

PestickM! Storage ArH Wash Pad (Bldg. 3152) Former 
open-air. CISbed conaete pad used as wash pad to rinse off 
peslic:kle controi equment. Discharge point for Ihe wash 

41 watenJ was not determined in ReRA F~ AssessmenL 
Discharge was later demonstrated ID pan Ihrough a 
permitted outtal. 

Drum Slo~ge A,.a (Bldg. 3166) Open alt, fenced area al 
the southwest corner 0' Building 3166, where sever.IS5-
gallon drums and other assorted materials _re s~ 
either directly on the ground, or on pallets. This unl_s firs 

50 
Identified duing the 1993 foIlow'-up inspection. Maeerials 
stored here went product, and there is no Indication of 
systematic and routine spils of hazardous constituents. 
Currently. the feooed area Is no longer presenl 

Public Works o.partment (Bktg. 31) SWMU n 
immedialltly SlSKlUnds Building 31, the Public Works 
Department The majcriy of the area is covered by 
ptrY1tl'l'lflnt Mel the outer ruches covered by graveVdirt. The 

72 
area aurroooding the blilding Is besl described as a level 
parking/storage lot. Reccwos review identified historic smail 
spills. stains. 8I1d stressed vegetation associated with 
activities including faciity, vehicle, and equipment 
mainlenance and refueling. 

·CERFA categories: 

C,,",A 

2 

3 

2 

t 

t 

Table 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel 52 (Science Pant) FOST 
Solid Waste Management Units Summary and Status 

Page 1 012 
.eRA Invntigation lind Remed'-l Action Summary and Status 
s_. 

CACwfout Clean doaed pursuant to requirements of 1994 RCRA Permil QoSlJ'"e report w.-

Controls· subrrilled In 1994 and approved by EPA. 

CACw/out No Further Action determination from 1994 Part B Penni! carried over to Con&ent 

Controls' Order. No knowledge or evidence of system8lic and routine releases 01 hazardous 
walles.. All RFt was not required. The "CAC wlout Controls- shcMm for SWMU 38 is 
c:on~nt. under the 2007 RCRA Consent Order between Ihe Navy and EPA, on the 
Navy fully addressing any releases Ihat may have irnpac1ed the sanitary and/or storm 
walefsewer systems (i.e. , SWMU 38) _ a release(s) from either SWMUs -4,12,13 
and 1-4, andlor from any other SWMU al the NAPR facility, where releases have 
Impacted the sanitary anellor storm waler sewer systems. 

CACwfoul No Further Action detennination from 1994 Part B Permit. No RFI was reqlired. 

Controls· Visual site re-inspection of uri! was conducted dumg ECP field ~ no INidenoe 0 
release was observed. 

CACw/out No Further Aetion determination from 1 ~ Part B Permit. No knowledge Of evidence 

Control~ of routine or systematic releases of hazardous wastes or consiluents from this unit. 
RFI _s not required. VISual re-inspectioo of Ii .. was conducted d~ng ECP field 
WCH'II: no llYidence of release was obseNed. 

CACw/out The ECP Phase 1111 did not find any indication of. release. Note that SWMU 31132 

Controls· i:s co-bca;ted with this .ea. Mel a CMt Is planned fl)(SWMU 31132. The Consam 
Order designated this SWMU as Corrective Action Complele vtittIoU Controls. 

1 - CERFA Clean - areas where no release or d sal of hazardous substances I)( etroleum roducts or lher- derivatives has occurred, 
2 - All Actions Corn lete - areas where the release, d sal, or mi ration, or some combination thereof, of hazardous substances. or 
3 - AdditioNiI Action ulred - Areas where a confirmed or s ected release, di osal, m· ration. or some combination thereof, of 

· Correclive Action Complete (CAe} w/wt Controls Indicales no land use controis a,. requin!d and II"lrestric:ted use is a~owed. , 

Medii! Affected f Key Site Specific Current RCM Remaining Work 
Cont.niNints Land U .. Ph_ R.quh .. d 

Controls 

NA N~ NA Nono 

NA N""" NA No", 

NA N .... NA No", 

"A Non. NA Nono 

NA N .... NA Nono 



Parcel SWIIU Description CERFA ReRA 
No. Statu. 

AcI'Ofl ms and Abbnrvlatlons 

AST Abo ound Storage Ta"* lue 
CAe Corrective Action Complete determination NA 

CERFA Communi Envk"onmenlal Response FaQigtion Act NAPR 

CMI COfTeCtive Measures I lementation RCRA 

ECP Envirormental Condition 01 Pr RFA 

EPA Envirormental Proection RFI 

GW Groundwater SWMU 
lAS Initial Assessment Study 

Table 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel 52 (Science Park) FOST 
Solid Waste Management Units Summary and Status 

• -::0- - _.-

Investig.ltlon and Ramedl" Action Summary and Status 

Land Use Control 
Net Appkable 
Naval.A.ctiv" Puel10 Rico 
Resoun:::e Conservallon anet Recove Act 
ReRA. F Assessment 
ReRA. Fa '" Solid Waste Ma nlUnit 

Media Affected I Key Site SpKific Current RCM Ramalnlng Work 
Contaminants Land Use Ph ... Required 

Controls 



Table 3 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel 52 (Science Park) FOST 
OWS, AST, and UST List 

Number Tvoe Location or User Caoacitv 
31 OWS Public Works Department Transcortation -

3152 OWS Sea Bees Camp - Bravo Company -
31-1 AST Public Works Department 2,000 
31-2 AST Public Works Department 2,000 

1205 
AST 

Public Works Department 1,000 
(Vaulted) 

1207 
AST 

Public Works Department 1,000 
(Dike) 

3047 
AST 

Camp Moscrip 1,000 
(Vaulted) 

3138 
AST 

Camp Moscrip 1,000 
(Vaulted) 

31A Fonmer 
Bldg 31 8,000 

(Esso) UST 
31B Fonmer 

Bldg 31 10,000 
(Esso) UST 

31C Fonner 
Bldg 31 6,000 

(Esso) UST 
3180 UST BEQ 1B 1,000 
3181 UST BEQ 1A 1000 

Information not available or unknown 

AST Aboveground Storage Tank 
BEQ Bachelor Enlisted Quarters 
NA Not Applicable 
OWS Oil-Water Separator 
UST Underground Storage Tank 

Material Year Year 
Stored Installed Removed 

- - -
- - -

Used Oil - -
Used Oil - -

Diesel - -

Diesel - -

Diesel - -

Diesel - -

Mogas - 2002 

Mogas - 2002 

Diesel - 2002 

Diesel 1996 NA 
Diesel 1996 NA 



Notes: Y = Yes 
N - No 

Table 4 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel 52 (Science Park) FOST 
Asbestos.containing Material Inspection Results 

Y - Hazard 

Nt • Not Inspected 
Hazard = friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) asbestos-containing material (ACM) 

Final Asbestos Inspection Report f04" Naval Activity Puerto Rico. Calba, Puerto Rioo (Baker. June 2005) 



Exhibit F 

CERFA Concurrence 



CERFA Identification of Uncontaminated Property 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

Accordingly, this CERFA Uncontaminated Property Report reflects final site 
categorizations that may differ from those presented in the Final ECP report. 

In summary, aJl NAPR property not otherwise identified as sites belonging to Categories 2 
or 3 are classified as "CERF A Clean" (i.e. uncontaminated) as defined in CERF A [§9620 
(h)(4)(A)J. The bulk of the NAPR acreage is classified as such. Ofthe approximately 
8,400 acres of NSRR property, about 7,000 acres have been identified as "CERFA Clean" 
(i.e., Category 1). Figure 1 depicts the results of this classification. 

Included in the CERFA Clean classification are a total of 14 SWMUs. Ten of these 
SWMUs were identified by EPA in the 1994 RCRA Part B permit, and an additional four 
sites were identified by the ECP. AJl14 of these sites were originaJly identified based on 
a suspected release or disposal activity, but subsequent investigations determined that no 
release or disposal activity occurred. EPA has indicated their concurrence with this 
determination in the draft § 7003 Order on Consent by designating each of these sites as 
having achieved "corrective action complete without controls" designation. The SWMUs 
and ECP sites designated as CERFA Clean are SWMUs 5, 15,20, 21,22,47,48, 49,50, 
52, 63 (ECP 9), 64 (ECP 10),65 (ECP II), and 66 (ECP 12). These sites are presented in 
Table 1. 

The remaining property has been classified as Category 2 or 3 and as such is not qualified 
for designation as CERF A Clean. 

Submitted 

~'&<L 
Date 

Concurrence 

Concurrence with CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property is indicated by 
signature below. This concurrence applies only to the identification of "CERFA Clean" 
(i.e. uncontaminated) property, identified in this document as ECP Category I. 

Carlos Lopez Freyt ,President 
Environmental Qua ity Board 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 

Date 

7 



Exhibit G 

Asbestos-Containing Materials Hazard Disclosure 
and Acknowledgment Form 



ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS 
HAZARD DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

ASBESTOS WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT CERTAIN BUILDINGS WITHIN THE SCIENCE 
PARK PARCEL TRANSFER AT THE FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT 
ROADS HAVE ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS. INDIVIDUALS 
(WORKERS) MAY SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS AS A RESULT OF 
INHALATION EXPOSURE TO ASBESTOS. THESE ADVERSE HEALTH 
EFFECTS INCLUDE ASBESTOSIS (PULMONARY FIBROSIS) AND 
MESOTHELIOMAS (BENIGN OR MALIGNANT TUMORS). 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(1) I have read and understand the above-stated Asbestos Warning Statement. 

(2) I have received from the Government the following document(s): Phase IIII 
Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, the Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, and the Finding of Suitability to Transfer Parcel 52 (Science Park), 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico representing the best 
information available to the Government as to the presence of and condition of asbestos
containing-materials hazards in the building covered by this transfer (deed). 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect or to become fully informed ofthe condition of all 
or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender. 

(4) I understand that, upon execution of this transfer (deed), I shall assume full responsibility 
for preventing future asbestos exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as 
required by applicable federal, State, or local laws or regulations, for abating any asbestos 
hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit H 

Lead-Based Paint Hazard Disclosure 
and Acknowledgment Form 



LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARD 
DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

LEAD WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT STRUCTURES CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO 
1978 MAY PRESENT EXPOSURE TO LEAD FROM LEAD-BASED 
PAINT THAT MAY PLACE YOUNG CHILDREN AT RISK OF 
DEVELOPING LEAD POISONING. LEAD POISONING IN YOUNG 
CHILDREN MAY PRODUCE PERMANENT NEUROLOGICAL 
DAMAGE. YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED THAT LEAD POISONING 
ALSO POSES A PARTICULAR RISK TO PREGNANT WOMEN. 
WORKERS MAY ALSO SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS FROM 
LEAD DUST AND FUME EXPOSURE 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(1) I have read and understand the above stated Lead Warning Statement; 

(2) I have received from the Federal Government the following document(s): Phase 1/11 Environmental 
Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico and the Finding 
of Suitability to Transfer, Parcel 52 (Science Park), Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
representing the best information available to the Government as to the presence of Lead-Based Paint 
and Lead-Based Paint hazards for the buildings covered by this Transfer; 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect, or to become fully informed as to the condition of all or any 
portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or demand for adjustment or 
withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender; and 

(4) I understand that upon execution of this Transfer, I shall assume full responsibility for preventing 
future lead exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as required by applicable Federal, state, 
or local laws or regulations, for abating any lead-based paint hazard that may pose a risk to human 
health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit I 

Threatened and Endangered Species Conservation Measures 



Parcel Map for tlte Disposal 
of Naval Activig Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 52 

Common Name-Science Park 
Conveyance-EPC 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-40, 48, 50, 51, 53, 55, 59, 63 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning 

Demolition/Remodeli ng 

Grounds Maintenance 

Building Maintenance 

General Operations 

Property Sale/Lease 

NOTICE: 

Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found . 

No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found . 

Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e .g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identlned critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identlned conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

ParcelIl1dex 52-1 



Parcel Map for tl,e Disposal 
of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel Index 52 
Common Name; Science Park 
Conveyance: EDC 
Neighboring Parcel!s): 40, 48, 50 

51, 53, 55, 59, 63 

Parcel Index 52-2 
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Parcel Index 52 
Common Name: Science Park 
Conveyance: EDC 
Neighboring Parcel(s): 40, 48, 50 

51, 53, 55, 59, 63 
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ExhlbltJ 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance Notice and Response Action Summary 



Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Science Park Parcel FOST 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance Notice/Response Action Summary 
Page 1 of 4 

The table below identifies those hazardous substances thai it is known, based upon 8 complete search of agency files. were stored for ooe year or more In quantities greater than or equal to 1,000 kg (or greater than or equal to 1 
kg if designated an aC\ltely hazardous waste under 40 CFR Part 261 .30) and/or were released or disposed of on the property 10 be transferred in quantities greater than or equal to their respective reportable quantities under 40 
CFR 302.4. The Information In this notice is required under the authority of requations promulgated under Section 120(h) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response. Compensation and Liability Act 
("CERCLA" or " Superfund") • .u U.S.C. Section HZO(hl. 

Bldg or 
Facility 10 

OHcriplion Subatanel tblml 

• see SWMUs 17 

40 CFR 301.4 Regulatory 
Synonyma 

Quantity ...... Dale of 
Storage 

Quanti ty 
Released 

RHpon •• Action. rakln 



Bldg or 
DescrlptJOI'I Substloce Name 

Fl clllty lD 

Photographic Developer 

Photographic Fixer 

Ph .. ,,-,,-
PhotographicSlartar 

Photogracnc Replenisher 
Photo Auto Reversal Chemical 

Hypo-SOOlion: Ammonium 

Hypo-SoklliOn: Sodn.m 
Thlosuhle 
Methytarte ChlorDa 

Perchloroethylene 

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 

Trichloroethylene 

T richloronuoromethMe 

Trichlorotrifluometha'le 
ClVorinaled Auoroc::atbons 
1 1.2-TrictD"oeIhane 
Paint Removers ea.t>on_ 
Misoe8aneous wasse Acids 
MisoeIanecus Waste caustics 
Misc:eIaneaus Wasie Reactives 
Mise. Ha So"" ... 
Misc. Halogenated Solvents 
(miKed waste wI < 10% before 
use) 

nesium BaUeries 
Fraon-Contamnated Hydraulic 
Fluid 
Various igritable hazardous 
waslos -- -_. -

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Science Park Parcel FOST 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NoticelRespons8 Action Summary 
Page 2 of 4 

CAS 
40 CFR 302 .• Regulatory 

ReRA 
Queotlly Oete of 

Registry Hazardous 
N~_ 

Synonym. 
WmeNo. 

.. ..... Stonllgl 

0002, 0011 Unknown 1980-2004 

0002,0011 Unknown 1980-2004 

0011 UnknawTI 1980-2004 
0011 U,known 1980-2004 
0011 U,known 1980-2004 

0002, 0011 Unknown 1980-2004 

0011 Unknown 1980-2004 

7783188 0011 Unknown 1980-2004 
7n2987 0011 Unknown 198().2004 

75092 Oichloromethane Foo1, FOO2, Unknown 1980-2004 
U080 

127184 Ethene, tetrachloro FOOl , FOOl, Unknown 1980-2004 
Tetrachloroethane 
Tetrachloroeth ';;";'o 

U210 

71556 Ethane, 1,1,1-trichloro FOOl , FOO2, Unknown 198().2004 
MethYl o,lorofonn U"6 

70016 Trfchloroelhene FOOl , FOOl, Unknown 1980-2004 
Ethene. trichloro U"8 

75694 T richIoromonnuorrr F002, U1 21 Unknown 1980-2004 m.....,. 
76 131 FOO2 Unknown 1980-2004 

FOOl Unknown 1980-2004 
7llOO. Ethane 1.1 2-trichIoro FOO2. U227 Unknown 1980-2004 

0002, FOO2 Unknown 1980-2004 
FOO2 Unknown 1980-2004 
0002 Unknown 1980-2004 
0002 Unknown 1980-2004 
0003 Unknown 1980-2004 

FOO1, Foo2 Unknown 1980-2004 
FOOl , Foo2 Unknown 1980-2004 

0003 Unknown 1980-2004 
FOO2 Unknown 1980-2004 

Various Capacity = 1980-2004 

. - 2,609_g~1,- -----

Queotity 
Olte of Relul l Rn poo .. Actions Tl ken 

R.I .... d 

Unk"""" U,known 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

Unk"""" Unknown 

Uok"""" U,_ 

U"""""" Unknown 

Uok..,..., Unknown --
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 

Uok..,..., Unknown 

Unk"""" U,_ 

Unknown Unknown --
U"""""" U,known 

U"""""" Unknown --
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 

U"""""" Unknown 
Unknown U,_ 

Unk"""" Unknown 

Unk"""" Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 

Unknown U,known 
Unk""",, Unknown 
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Navy Responses to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Review Comments on the 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer 
Parcel 52 (Science Park) 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

EPA has completed its review of the Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Parcel 52 
(Science Park), transmitted to EPA and the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) on 
behalf of the Navy, by Robert F. Simcik's (of Tetra Tech NUS Inc.) letter of August 30, 2010. 

EPA has the following comments on the Draft FOST: 

I) Section 4.0 A (Hazardous Substance Contamination) beginning on page 5 states that the 
2007 Consent Order designated all five SWMUs (19, 38, 41 , 50, and 72) on the Subject 
Property as Corrective Action Complete without Controls and required no further action. 
It is EPA's understanding that these Corrective Action Complete without Controls 
determinations were based on an industrial usage scenario. Since it is indicated in 
Section 3.0 (past Use and Proposed Reuse) that " An April 2010 addendum to the Reuse 
Plan indicates the Subject Property will be in portions of areas with the following types of 
uses - mixed use (retail and upper floor residential), hotel, and lodging, golf course, and 
retail/restaurant/entertainment district", the Corrective Action Complete without Controls 
determinations made for the above five SWMUs must now be reevaluated based on the 
April 2010 proposed future usage scenarios. Therefore, please revise Section 4.0 A to 
clearly indicate whether the cited Corrective Action Complete without Controls 
determinations .are based on industrial or unrestricted site usages. 

Also, within 35 days of your receipt of this letter, please submit either documentation that 
those determinations are based on unrestricted site usage, or a schedule for completing 
revised risk assessment evaluations to determine if Corrective Action Complete without 
Controls determinations are appropriate for the above five SWMUs based on the April 
20 I 0 proposed future usage scenarios. Please note that under current EPA policy human 
health risk evaluations must include an evaluation of the potential risk posed by the vapor 
intrusion pathway. 

Navy Response: 

As discussed during the September 16, 2010 conference call between personnel from the 
Navy BRAC Program Management Office (PMO) Southeast, USEPA Region 2, and Michael 
Baker, Jr. Inc., and as documented in a letter dated September 21, 2010 from BRAC PMO 
Southeast to USEPA Region 2, the Navy believes these SWMUs are suitable for 
unrestricted use because they are designated as Corrective Action Complete "without 
Controls" in the Consent Order. Thus, no changes to the FOST related to this comment will 
be necessary. 

2) Section 4.0 B (Petroleum Contamination) must be revised to clearly indicate that those 
portions of AOC F that are located on the Subject Property are subject to clean-up 
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Navy Responses to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Review Comments on the 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer 
Parcel 52 (Science Park) 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

requirements under the 2007 Consent Order. 

Navy Response: 

The FOST text has been clarified to make it clearer that the AOC F site (MNA 124) formerly 
in the Science Park parcel has been carved out of and is no longer part of the Subject 
Property, that this carve-out will become part of the Sale Parcel III lease area, that the AOC 
F carve-out remains subject to cleanup requirements under the Consent Order, and that 
long-term monitoring data indicate that groundwater contamination associated with both the 
AOC F carve-out and the other AOC F site (MNA 2842) that adjoins the Subject Property is 
not expected to migrate onto the Subject Property. 

3) Section 5.0 F (Environmental Compliance AgreementslPermitsiOrders) must be revised 
to clearly indicate that AOC F sites on the Subject Property are subject to clean-up 
requirements under the 2007 Consent Order, and also indicate that revised risk 
assessment evaluations will need to be implemented for the five SWMUs on the Subject 
Property based on the April 2010 proposed future usage scenarios. 

Navy Response: 

See Navy responses to Comments 1 and 2. 

4) Table 2 (Solid Waste Management Units and Areas ofConcem Summary and Status) 
must be revised as follows: 

a) to list those portions of AOC F (MNA Sites) located on the Subject Property; and 

Navy Response: 

See Navy response to Comment 2. 

b) to include a footnote or annotation define the term CAC wlout controls. 
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Navy Responses to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Review Comments on the 

Navy Response: 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer 
Parcel 52 (Science Park) 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

A footnote has been added to Table 2 stating "Corrective Action Complete (CAC) w/out 
Controls indicates no land use controls are required and unrestricted use is allowed." 

5) Exhibit J (CERCLA Hazardous Substance Notice .... ) needs to be revised as follows: 

a) the term AOC B (under Substance Name) needs to be defined, and Exhibit J must 
contain a note or annotation indicating where AOC B is described/discussed. 

Navy Response: 

AOC B is not located within the Subject Property and has been removed from the 
CERCLA Hazardous Substance Notice (Exhibit J) for the Subject Property. 

b) The term RCRA HW No. needs to be defined, and the information given under 
the column "RCRA HW No." must be revised to state either "Unknown" or "not 
fully known", where currently only a dashed line is shown. 

Navy Response: 

The requested edits have been made and the table has been revised to include SWMUs 17 
(DRMO HW Storage Facility - non-flammable wastes) and 18 (DRMO Ignitable Storage 
Facility). as they are referenced in the Building 31 (Public Works Department) listing. The 
table notes that these SWMUs are not on the Subject Property but received wastes from the 
Public Works Department. 

3 



Navy Responses to Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
Review Comments on the 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer 
Parcel 52 (Science Park) 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

The Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (PREQB) has completed its review of the Draft 
Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Parcel 52 (Science Park), Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
dated August 2010. PREQB has the following comments on the Draft FOST: 

• Section 2.0, Description of Property, Page I, First Paragraph: The text should be 
amended to clearly identify and describe the three environmental sites that will be 
"carved out" of the FOST and added to the Sale Parcel III lease area. 

Navy Response: 

The Section 2.0 text has been revised to identify the three carve-out sites as SWMU 31, 
SWMU 32 and AOe F (MNA 124). 

• Section 4.0, Environmental Findings, Page 2: Please clarify the purpose of including 
detailed information on sites excluded from this FOST (i.e., SWMUs 31 and 32 and 
MNA 124) in this document. Please clarify if it is the intent to use this FOST as the 
method for documenting the path forward for these sites. If not, then please identify the 
document that will be prepared to memorialize the decisions being made about these on
going environmental sites and consider removing the detailed information concerning 
sites not included in the FOST from this document to make this FOST more clear. 

Navy Response: 

It is not the intent of this FOST to document the path forward for the carve-out sites. 
This will be done in a revision to the Finding of Suitability to Lease, Carve-Outs Within 
Sale Parcel III - Forrestal. The FOST text has been revised to make this clear and some 
of the detailed information about the Science Park parcel carve-out sites has been 
removed from the FOST as suggested. 

• Section 4.0, Environmental Findings, Part B, Petroleum Contamination, Page 4, First 
Paragraph: The underground storage tanks need to be closed in accordance with 
PREQB's Underground Storage Tank Regulations. Therefore, please clarify who will be 
responsible for closing the USTs identified as BEQs I A and lB. In addition, please 
clarify ifUST removals complied with PREQB's UST regulations. 

Navy Response: 

The text has been revised to state the USTs for SEQs 1A and 1 S have been emptied, 
temporarily closed, and left in place for use by the new owner, and if/when the USTs 
must be closed, closure in accordance with PREQS regulations will be the responsibility 
of the new owner. 
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Navy Responses to Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
Review Comments on the 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer 
Parcel 52 (Science Park) 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

• Section 4.0, Environmental Findings, Part B, Petroleum Contamination, Page 4, Second 
Paragraph: Please clarify in the text whether the MNA 124 groundwater plume is 
expanding, shrinking or steady-state. If the plume is not stable, please clarify in the text 
that the FOST does not apply to groundwater impacted by the MNA 124 plume, and 
clarify what LUCs will be employed should contaminated grolmdwater migrate to 
adjacent parcels included in this FOST. 

Navy Response: 

The text has been revised to state the AOC F carve-out includes a buffer zone and long
term monitoring data indicate the plume is not expanding and is not expected to migrate 
onto the Subject Property. 

• Section 4.0, Environmental Findings, Part B, Petroleum Contamination, Page 5: Please 
clarify if the USTs were closed in accordance with PREQB UST Regulations. 

Navy Response: 

The text has been revised to state the USTs were closed in accordance with 40 CFR 
280 and PREQB UST regulations. 

• The column, "Investigation and Remedial Action Summary and Status" in Table 2 for 
SWMU 38 should be revised to eliminate the extra "sewer after water system" in the 
sixth line. 

Navy Response: 

The requested edit has been made. 

• Please provide PREQB with copies of all executed transfer documents. 

Navy Response: 

Copies of all executed transfer documents will be provided to PREQB. 

2 
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FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 
PARCEL 34 (FIRE STATION) 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

1.0 PURPOSE 

This Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) documents my determination, as the responsible 

Department of Defense (DoD) component official. that certain real property and associated 

improvements known as the Fire Station Parcel or Parcel 34 (hereafter Subject Property) located 

at Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico, are environmentally suitable for deed 

transfer. This decision is based primarily on my review of information contained in two of the 

documents listed in Exhibit A (References) - the CERFA Identification of Uncontaminated 

Property Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico (the CERFA Report; Navy, 2006b), 

and the Phase 1/11 Environmental Condffion of Properly Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt 

Roads, Ceiba. Puerto Rico (the ECP Report; Navy. 2005). Factors leading to th is decision and 

other pertinent information related to property transfer requirements are stated below. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

NAPR was formerly known as Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) until it ceased operation 

as an active Naval Station on March 31, 2004, at which point it was designated Naval Activity 

Puerto Rico. NAPR is located on the east coast of Puerto Rico adjacent to the municipality of 

Ceiba. The Subject Property is a 1.98-acre parcel of land located in an undeveloped area at the 

northwest end of the ridgeline above the Waterfront area of the installation. It includes two 

buildings - the Structural Fire Station (Building 798; 1-story; 4,348 square feet; constructed in 

1966) and the Storage and Maintenance FacilitylFire (Building 2008; 1-story; 2,294 square feet; 

constructed in 1981). Exhibit B is a vicinity map showing the location of the Subject Property on 

the former naval station, and Exhibit C is parcel maps from the Draft Report, Parcel Map for the 

Djsoosal of Naval Activ;tv Puerto Rico (GMI, 2005). Parcel 34 is not delineated on the Exhibit C 

maps because it had not been carved out of Parcel 40 at the time the map was prepared. The 

fire station buildings are due north of the Parcel 40 label on the first of the two maps. A survey 

map of Parcel 34 is provided as Exhibit D. 

3.0 PAST USE AND PROPOSED REUSE 

100802lP 

The Subject Property has been used as a fire station since it was built in 1966, and is in an area 

proposed for a Research and Development Science Park in the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 

Reuse Plan (CBRE et ai, 2004) developed by the Puerto Rico Department of Economic 

Development and Commerce (acting as the Local Redevelopment Authority [LRA)). It is 

anticipated that reuse will be continued use as a fire station. 

1 October 2008 



FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 
PARCEL 34 (FIRE STATION) 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS 

100B02lP 

All available information concerning the past storage, release, or disposal of hazardous 

substances and/or petroleum products on the former NSRR, as collected through record 

searches, aerial photographs, personnel interviews, and on-site visual inspections, is contained in 

the ECP Report. The following summarizes the findings as they relate to the Subject Property 

and the corresponding Condition of Property Classification assigned to the real property to be 

transferred. 

A. Hazardous Substance Contamination 

There is nothing in the records that indicates any hazardous substance has been released or 

disposed of on the Subject Property. The ECP Report lists a former satellite accumulation area 

for hazardous and non-regulated wastes associated with Buildings 827 (Aircraft Fire Rescue 

Station; not on the Subject Property), and 2008 (Storage and Maintenance Facility/Fire; on the 

Subject Property). The accumulation area was no longer in use at the time of the ECP 

inspection . 

B. Petroleum Contamination 

According to the ECP Report, there is a 500-gallon aboveground storage tank for diesel fuel 

storage at Building 798. There is nothing in the records to indicate there have been releases or 

instances of disposal of petroleum products or their derivatives on the Subject Property. 

C. Condition of Property Classification 

The ECP Report divided all property at NAPR into parcels, and classified them into one of the 

three following categories: 

• Category 1 - Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of hazardous 
substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, including no 
migration of these substances from adjacent areas. 

• Category 2 - Areas where the release, disposal , or migration, or some combination 
thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has 
occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or remedial action, or all 
remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been 
taken. 

• Category 3 - Areas where a confirmed or suspected release, disposal , or migration , or 
some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their 

2 October 2008 
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FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER 
PARCEL 34 (FIRE STATION) 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

derivatives has occurred, but required investigation and/or response actions have not yet 
been initiated or are ongoing. 

These categories are derived from CERCLA, CERFA and the American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Conducting Environmental Baseline Surveys (ASTM 

Standard D 6008-96), which further inccrporates ASTM D 5746-98 (2002) Standard 

Classification of Environmental Condition of Property Area Types for Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Facilities. 

CERFA stipulates that the federal government must identify "unccntaminated property" scheduled 

for transfer, and defines this as " ... real property on which no hazardous substances and no 

petroleum products or their derivatives were known to have been released, or disposed of' 

[(Section 9620(h)(4)(A») . In acccrdance with the property ccndition classification guidelines 

discussed above, the Subject Property is suitable for deed transfer and is classified as Category 

1 (unccntaminated). The Final CERFA Report was submitted to the Puerto Rico Environmental 

Quality Board (EQB) for concurrence. On 11 August 2006, EQB provided the concurrence 

statement included as Exhibit E to this FOST. 

D. Other Environmental Aspects 

1. Ordnance 

There is nothing in the reccrds to indicate ordnance handling, storage, or disposal 

activities have ever been ccnducted on the Subject Property. 

2. Asbestos-Containing Materials 

According to the Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activitv Puerto Rico, Ceiba. 

Puerto Rico (Baker, 2005), 12 suspect homogeneous materials were identified and 

sampled in Building 798. Four materials were found to be asbestos-ccntaining materials 

(ACM), but none were identified as friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) ACM. Nine 

suspect homogenous materials were identified and sampled at Building 2008. None of 

the materials were found to be ACM. Detailed information about the materials identified 

and sampled during the asbestos inspection, including summary tables, location 

drawings, photographs and laboratory reports, is included in the report. 
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It is likely that undiscovered ACM associated with underground utilities and 

miscellaneous building materials exists at NAPR. While this potential ACM does not 

currently pose a hazard to site users, future demolition and/or subsurface work performed 

by the transferee could result in friable, accessible and damaged ACM hazards. Thus, 

the transferee will be required to use best management practices during any future 

renovation/demolition activities or underground utility work, and to comply with all 

applicable laws relating to ACM management in order to ensure future protection of 

human health and the environment. An ACM acknowledgement form (Exhibit F) will be 

provided to the transferee for execution at the time of transfer. 

3. Lead-Based Paint 

Building 798 was constructed prior to 1978, the year in which lead-based paint (LBP) was 

banned for consumer use. This facility and any others built before 1978 are presumed to 

contain LBP. A LBP survey and risk assessment was completed at NAPR in 2005 for 

military family housing only, thus neither of the facilities on the Subject Property were 

included in the survey. A Lead-Based Paint Hazards Advisory Statement (Exhibit G) will 

be provided to the transferee for execution at the time of transfer. 

4. Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

Only one polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) containing-transformer remains at NAPR. The 

transformer, located in Building 386, is not on the Subject Property. All other PCB

contaminated transformers and equipment were removed from the former NSRR prior to 

1998. Due to the age of the majority of facilities and the size of the station, it is possible 

that PCB-contaminated fluorescent light ballasts and other minor PCB sources may be 

present on NAPR. There is nothing in the records to indicate PCBs were ever stored or 

disposed of on the Subject Property. 

5. Radon 

According to the Preliminary Geologic Radon Potential Assessment of Puerto Rico 

(USGS, 1993), the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico exhibits generally low indoor radon 

levels, and a survey of radon concentrations of offices, housing units, schools and other 

buildings was conducted by the DoD between 1989 and 1992 on federal military 

reservations in Puerto Rico, including the former NSRR. Indoor radon levels ranged from 
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0.0 to 1.9 picoCuries/Liter (pCi/L), well below the current EPA residential indoor radon 

screening action level of 4 piC/L. The majority of the reservations, including NAPR, are 

situated on coastal plains, so the low indoor radon levels were not unexpected. 

6. Threatened and Endangered Species 

As shown on the parcel map in Exhibit C, breeding habitat for the endangered yellow

shouldered blackbird has been identified throughout the Subject Property. The 

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has indicated that it intends to zone the property in a 

manner that will implement the planning, development, maintenance, mitigation and use 

requirements described on the parcel map. 

In accordance with the Endangered Species Act, the Navy developed a Biological 

Assessment (BA) for the former NSRR in 2006 to assess the potential impact on any 

federally protected species from the disposal of NSRR. Given the protection measures 

addressed in detail in the Biological Assessment for the Disposal of Naval Station 

Roosevelt Roads/Naval Activitv Puerto Rico Final Report (Navy, 2006a), the Navy has 

determined that the disposal of the former NSRR and transfer of the property to future 

owners is not likely to adversely affect federally-listed species and would not result in 

adverse modification of designated critical habitat within the project area. The U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service concurred with this determination in a leiter dated April 7, 2006. 

500 REqUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PROPERTY TRANSFER 

100802lP 

Ao NEPA Compliance 

In accordance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requ irements, an Environmental 

Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) have been prepared and executed in 

connection with the planned disposal and reuse of NAPR. The FONSI was signed on April 10, 

2007. 

Bo Hazardous Substance Notice 

In accordance with Section 120(h)(3)(A)(i) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation , and Liabil ity Act (CERCLA), all deeds transferring federal property must provide 

notice as to those hazardous substances which it is known, based on a complete search of 

agency files, were stored for 1 year or more, released or disposed on the Subject Property in 
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excess of those reportable quantities specified under 40 CFR 373, and all response actions taken 

to date to address any such releases or disposals. No hazardous substances are known to have 

been stored or released on the Subject Property in excess of their respective reportable 

quantities, thus, no deed notice is required in this instance. 

C. CERCLA Covenant 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(4)(D)(i), the deed transferring the Subject Property 

shall contain a covenant warranting that any response action or corrective action found to be 

necessary after the date of transfer shall be conducted by the United States. 

D. CERCLA Access Clause 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(4)(D)(ii), the deed transferring the Subject Property 

shall contain a clause granting to the United States, its officers, agents, employees, contractors , 

and subcontractors the right to enter upon the transferred property in any case that remedial or 

corrective action is found to be necessary after the date of transfer. The right to enter to be set 

forth shall incfude the right to conduct annual physical inspections, tests, investigations, long term 

monitoring, 5-year reviews, and surveys, including, where necessary, drilling, test pitting, boring, 

and other simifar activities. Such right shall also include the right to construct, operate, maintain, 

or undertake any other response or remedial action as required or necessary, incfuding, but not 

limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and treatment facifities. The United States retains the 

authority to enter to conduct investigations on adjacent parcels as well as the parcel subject to 

the transfer. These access rights are in addition to those granted to Federal , state, and local 

authorities under applicable environmental laws and regulations . 

E. Land and Groundwater Restrictions 

The Navy will transfer all of the Subject Property without restrictions. 

F. Environmental Compliance Agreements I Permits I Orders 

On January 29, 2007, the U.S. Department of the Navy and EPA voluntarily entered into a 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Section 7003 Administrative Order on 

Consent (Consent Order; EPA, 2007). The Consent Order set out the Navy's RCRA corrective 

action obligations and replaced the 1994 RCRA permit as the document memorializing these 

obligations concerning NAPR. Although there are no RCRA solid waste management units or 
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areas of concern on the Subject Property, certain RCRA obligations defined in the Consent Order 

apply to the Subject Property including notification and additional work requirements for newly 

discovered releases, other notification requirements, and record retention requirements. 

Puerto Rico EQB issued a draft Title V Operating Permit, number TV9711-19-0397-0012, for air 

emissions at the fonmer NSRR in Spring 2003. This draft permit went into public review on July 8, 

2003, where NSRR presented extensive comments/changes due to the relocation of many tenant 

commands. A final Title V Operating Permit was issued by EQ8 on September 30, 2006. NSRR 

had a wide variety of small emission sources, which operated intenmittently, with no set operation 

schedule. Most volatile organic compound and hazardous air pollutant emissions were generated 

by combustion sources, which are powered by diesel , JP-5, gasoline or propane gas. There are 

no significant emission units on the Subject Property; however, the emergency generator 

described below is associated with the permit. There is no documentation of any current, or 

previous Notices of Violation issued to the former NSRR as a result of a deviation from the Title V 

Penmit. 

Oescrl tIon 

GENERATOR 

There are no other environmental compliance agreements, permits, or orders associated with the 

Subject Property. 

G. Notification to Regulatory Agencies / Public 

In accordance with 000 guidance, EPA Region 2 and Puerto Rico EQB have been advised of the 

proposed transfer of the Subject Property, and copies of the ECP Report, CERFA Report, and 

Draft FOST were provided to those agencies for review and comment. No review comments on 

this FOST were received from either agency. The ECP Report was made available for public 

review upon finalization. Copies of all transfer documentation will be made available to EPA and 

EQ8 representatives upon request after execution of the same. 

7 October 2008 
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6.0 SUITABILITY DETERMINATION 

100802lP 

NOW THEREFORE, based on my review of the information contained in this FOST and in the 

ECP and CERFA Reports, I have determined that the Subject Property is presently suitable for 

deed transfer for unrestricted reuse. 

<:> \ Oc!c.~l\€A ;l.ooll 
Date 

8 

S E. ANDERSON 
Dire or 
BRAC Progra!11 Management Office Southeast 
North Charleston, South Carolina 

October 2008 
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Exhibit C 

Parcel Map 

NOTE: The parcel map in this exhibit is from the Draft Report. Parcel Map for the 

Disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico (GMI, 2005). Parcel 34 is not delineated on the 

map because it had not been carved out of Parcel 40 at the time the map was prepared. 

Buildings 798 and 2008, which comprise Parcel 34, are the buildings due north of the 

Parcel 40 label on the first of the two maps. 



Parcel Map lor the Disposal 
olNavol Acth'ity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 40 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-28, 31, 33, 39, 41, 43, 44, 48, SO, 52, 55 

Yellow-shoyldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 and 39 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demo{itionlremodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28, 29) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbi rd hab~at is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activ~y from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date ~ 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS ~ a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Building Maintenance Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
ident~ of any bird nest found. Not~ and consult w~h USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird n •• t. (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Lea.e Nomy buyer/le.see of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Consult with the U.S, Fish and Wildlife Service if you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parcel Index 40- / 
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Exhibit E 

CERFA Concurrence 



CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

Accordingly, this CERF A Uncontaminated Property Report reflects final site 
categorizations that may differ from those presented in the Final ECP report. 

In summary, all NAPR property not otherwise identified as sites belonging to Categories 2 
or 3 are classified as "CERF A Clean" (i.e. uncontaminated) as defined in CERF A [§9620 
(h)(4)(A)]. The bulk of the NAPR acreage is classified as such. Of the approximately 
8,400 acres ofNSRR property, about 7,000 acres have been identified as "CERFA Clean" 
(i.e., Category 1). Figure 1 depicts the results of this classification. 

Included in the CERFA Clean classification are a total of 14 SWMUs. Ten of these 
SWMUs were identified by EPA in the 1994 RCRA Part B permit, and an additional four 
sites were identified by the ECP. All 14 of these sites were originally identified based on 
a suspected release or disposal activity, but subsequent investigations determined that no 
release or disposal activity occurred. EPA has indicated their concurrence with this 
determination in the draft §7003 Order on Consent by designating each of these sites as 
having achieved "corrective action complete without controls" designation. The SWMUs 
and ECP sites designated as CERFA Clean are SWMUs 5,15,20,21,22,47,48,49,50, 
52,63 (ECP 9), 64 (ECP 10),65 (ECP II), and 66 (ECP 12). These sites are presented in 
Table 1. 

The remaining property has been classified as Category 2 or 3 and as such is not qualified 
for designation as CERF A Clean. 

Submitted 

~,< ~L6(f" 
I ; 

Date 

Concurrence 

Concurrence with CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property is indicated by 
signature below. This concurrence applies only to the identification of "CERFA Clean" 
(i.e. uncontaminated) property, identified in this document as ECP Category I . 

Carlos Lopez Frey! , President 
Environmental Qua ity Board 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 

Date 

7 
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Asbestos-Containing Materials Acknowledgement Form 



ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS 
HAZARD DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

ASBESTOS WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) 
ARE PRESENT WITHIN THE FIRE STATION PARCEL AT THE FORMER 
NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS. INDIVIDUALS (WORKERS) MAY 
SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS AS A RESULT OF INHALATION 
EXPOSURE TO ASBESTOS. THESE ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS INCLUDE 
ASBESTOSIS (PULMONARY FIBROSIS) AND MESOTHELIOMAS (BENIGN OR 
MALIGNANT TUMORS). 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(1) I have read and understand the above-stated Asbestos Warning Statement. 

(2) I have received from the Government the following document(s): Phase 1111 
Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, the Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico and the Finding of Suitability to Transfer, Parcel 34 (Fire Station), 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico representing the best 
information available to the Government as to the presence of and condition of asbestos
containing-materials hazards in the building covered by this transfer (deed). 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect or to become fully informed of the condition of all 
or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender. 

(4) I understand that, upon execution of this transfer (deed), I shall assume full responsibility 
for preventing future asbestos exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as 
required by applicable federal, State, or local laws or regulations, for abating any asbestos 
hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 
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LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARD 
DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

LEAD WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT STRUCTURES CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO 
1978 MAY PRESENT EXPOSURE TO LEAD FROM LEAD-BASED 
PAINT THAT MAY PLACE YOUNG CHILDREN AT RISK OF 
DEVELOPING LEAD POISONING. LEAD POISONING IN YOUNG 
CHILDREN MAY PRODUCE PERMANENT NEUROLOGICAL 
DAMAGE. YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED THAT LEAD POISONING 
ALSO POSES A PARTICULAR RISK TO PREGNANT WOMEN . 
WORKERS MAY ALSO SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS FROM 
LEAD DUST AND FUME EXPOSURE 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(1) I have read and understand the above stated Lead Warning Statement; 

(2) I have received from the Federal Government the following document(s): Phase 1/11 Environmental 
Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico and the Finding 
of Suitability to Transfer, Parcel 34 (Fire Station), Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
representing the best information available to the Government as to the presence of Lead-Based Paint 
and Lead-Based Paint hazards for the buildings covered by this Transfer; 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect, or to become fully informed as to the condition of all or any 
portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or demand for adjustment or 
withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender; and 

(4) I understand that upon execution of this Transfer, I shall assume fu ll responsibility for preventing 
future lead exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as required by applicable Federal, state, 
or local laws or regulations, for abating any lead-based paint hazard that may pose a risk to human 
health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

This Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) documents my determination, as the responsible 

Department of Defense (DoD) component official, that certain real property and associated 

improvements known as the Bowling Alley Parcel or Parcel 51 (hereafter Subject Property) 

located at Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico, are environmentally suitable 

for deed transfer. This decision is based primarily on my review of information contained in two of 

the documents listed in Exhibit A (References) - the CERFA Identification of Uncontaminated 

Property, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico (the CERFA Report; Navy, 2006b), 

and the Phase 1/11 Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt 

Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico (the ECP Report; Navy, 2005). Factors leading to this decision and 

other pertinent information related to property transfer requirements are stated below. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

NAPR was formerly known as Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) until it ceased operation 

as an active Naval Station on March 31 , 2004, at which point it was designated Naval Activity 

Puerto Rico. NAPR is located on the east coast of Puerto Rico adjacent to the municipality of 

Ceiba. The Subject Property is a 2.183-acre parcel of land located in the Downtown area of 

NAPR, that is comprised of Building 2035 (Caribbean Lanes; 1-story; 23,690 square feet) and an 

asphalt parking lot. Exhibit B is a vicinity map showing the location of the Subject Property on the 

former naval station, and Exhibit C is a parcel map from the Draft Report, Parcel Map for the 

Disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico (GMI, 2005). Parcel 51 is not delineated on the Exhibit C 

map because it had not been carved out of Parcel 25 at the time the map was prepared. Parcel 

51 is the large building and parking lot immediately north of Parcel 24 on the map. A survey map 

of Parcel 51 is provided as Exhibit D. 

3.0 PAST USE AND PROPOSED REUSE 

100801 /P 

The Subject Property has been used as a bowling alley since it was built in 1984. The Naval 

Station Roosevelt Roads Reuse Plan (CBRE et ai , 2004) developed by the Puerto Rico 

Department of Economic Development and Commerce (acting as the Local Redevelopment 

Authority [LRAJ) anticipates future mixed commercial use of the area where the Subject Property 

is located. It is anticipated that reuse will be for continued use as a bowling alley. 

1 October 2008 
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FIN pINGS 

100B01fP 

All available information concerning the past storage, release, or disposal of hazardous 

substances andlor petroleum products on the former NSRR, as collected through record 

searches, aerial photographs, personnel interviews, and on-site visual inspections, is contained in 

the ECP Report. The following summarizes the findings as they relate to the Subject Property 

and the corresponding Condition of Property Classification assigned to the real property to be 

transferred. 

A. Hazardous Substance Contamination 

There is nothing in the records that indicates any hazardous substance has been released or 

disposed of on the Subject Property. 

B. Petroleum Contamination 

There is nothing in the records to indicate there have been releases or instances of disposal of 

petroleum products or their derivatives on the Subject Property. 

C. Condition of Property Classification 

The ECP Report divided all property at NAPR into parcels, and classified them into one of the 

three following categories: 

• Category 1 - Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of hazardous 
substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has. occurred, including no 
migration of these substances from adjacent areas. 

• Category 2 - Areas where the release, disposal, or migration, or some combination 
thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has 
occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or remedial action, or all 
remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been 
taken. 

• Category 3 - Areas where a confirmed or suspected release, disposal, or migration, or 
some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their 
derivatives has occurred, but required investigation andlor response actions have not yet 
been initiated or are ongoing. 

2 October 2008 
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These categories are derived from CERCLA, CERFA and the American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Conducting Environmental Baseline Surveys (ASTM 

Standard D 6008-96), which further incorporates ASTM D 5746-98 (2002) Standard Classification 

of Environmental Condition of Property Area Types for Defense Base Closure and Realignment 

Facilities. 

CERFA stipulates that the federal government must identify "uncontaminated property" scheduled 

for transfer, and defines this as " ... real property on which no hazardous substances and no 

petroleum products or their derivatives were known to have been released , or disposed of' 

[(Section 9620(h)(4)(A)J. In accordance with the property condition classification guidelines 

discussed above, the Subject Property is suitable for deed transfer and is classified as Category 

1 (uncontaminated). The Final CERFA Report was submitted to the Puerto Rico Environmental 

Quality Board (EQB) for concurrence. On 11 August 2006, EQB provided the concurrence 

statement included as Exhibit E to this FOST. 

D. Other Environmental Aspects 

1. Ordnance 

There is nothing in the records to indicate ordnance handling, storage, or disposal 

activities have ever been conducted on the Subject Property. 

2. Asbestos-Containing Materials 

According to the Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, 

Puerto Rico (Baker, 2005), 15 suspect homogeneous materials were identified and 

sampled in Building 2035. None of the materials were found to be asbestos-containing 

material (ACM). Detailed information about the materials identified and sampled during 

the asbestos inspection, including summary tables, location drawings, photographs and 

laboratory reports, is included in the report. 

II is likely that undiscovered ACM associated with underground utilities and 

miscellaneous building materials exists at NAPR. While this potential ACM does not 

currently pose a hazard to site users, future demolition and/or subsurface work performed 

by the transferee could resull in friable, accessible and damaged ACM hazards. Thus, 

the transferee will be required to use best management practices during any future 
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renovation/demolition activities or underground utility work, and to comply with all 

applicable laws relating to ACM management in order to ensure future protection of 

human health and the environment. An ACM acknowledgement form (Exhibit F) will be 

provided to the transferee for execution at the time of transfer. 

3. Lead-Based Paint 

Lead-based paint (LBP) was banned for consumer use in 1978. Building 2035 was 

constructed in 1984. While LBP is not expected to be present, the transferee will be 

required to use best management practices during any future renovation/demolition 

activities to prevent potential future lead exposure by properly managing and maintaining 

or, as required by applicable Federal, state, or local laws or regulations, abating any lead

based paint hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

4. Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

Only one polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) containing-transformer remains at NAPR. The 

transformer, located in Building 386, is not on the Subject Property. All other PCB

contaminated transformers and equipment were removed from the fomner NSRR prior to 

1998. Due to the age of the majority of facilities and the size of the station, it is possible 

that PCB-contaminated fluorescent light ballasts and other minor PCB sources may be 

present on NAPR. There is nothing in the records to indicate PCBs were ever stored or 

disposed of on the Subject Property. 

5. Radon 

According to the Preliminary Geologic Radon Potential Assessment of Puerto Rico 

(USGS, 1993), the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico exhibits generally low indoor radon 

levels, and a survey of radon concentrations of offices, housing units, schools and other 

buildings was conducted by the 000 between 1989 and 1992 on federal military 

reservations in Puerto Rico, including the former NSRR. Indoor radon levels ranged from 

0.0 to 1.9 picoCuries/Liter (pCi/L), well below the current EPA residential indoor radon 

screening action level of 4 piC/L. The majority of the reservations, including NAPR, are 

situated on coastal plains, so the low indoor radon levels were not unexpected. 
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6. Threatened and Endangered Species 

As shown on the parcel map in Exhibit C, breeding habitat for the endangered yellow

shouldered blackbird has been identified throughout the Subject Property. The 

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has indicated that it intends to zone the property in a 

manner that will implement the planning, development, maintenance, mitigation and use 

requirements described on the parcel map. 

In accordance with the Endangered Species Act, the Navy developed a Biological 

Assessment (BA) for the former NSRR in 2006 to assess the potential impact on any 

federally protected species from the disposal of NSRR. Given the protection measures 

addressed in detail in the Biological Assessment for the Disposal of Naval Station 

Roosevelt Roads/Naval Activitv Puerto Rico Final Report (Navy, 2006a), the Navy has 

determined that the disposal of the former NSRR and transfer of the property to future 

owners is not likely to adversely affect federally-listed species and would not result in 

adverse modification of designated critical habitat within the project area. The U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service concurred with this determination in a letter dated April 7, 2006. 

5.0 REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PROPERTY TRANSFER 

1 OOB01 IP 

A. NEPA Compliance 

In accordance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements, an Environmental 

Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) have been prepared and executed in 

connection with the planned disposal and reuse of NAPR. The FONSI was signed on April 10, 

2007. 

B. Hazardous Substance Notice 

In accordance with Section 120(h)(3)(A)(i) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), all deeds transferring federal property must provide 

notice as to those hazardous sUbstances which it is known, based on a complete search of 

agency files, were stored for 1 year or more, released or disposed on the Subject Property in 

excess of those reportable quantities specified under 40 CFR 373, and all response actions taken 

to date to address any such releases or disposals. No hazardous substances are known to have 
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been stored or released on the Subject Property in excess of their respective reportable 

quantities, thus, no deed notice is required in this instance. 

C. CERCLA Covenant 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(4)(D)(i), the deed transferring the Subject Property 

shall contain a covenant warranting that any response action or corrective action found to be 

necessary after the date of transfer shall be conducted by the United States. 

O. CERCLA Access Clause 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(4)(O)(ii), the deed transferring the Subject Property 

shall contain a clause granting to the United States, its officers, agents, employees, contractors, 

and subcontractors the right to enter upon the transferred property in any case that remedial or 

corrective action is found to be necessary after the date of transfer. The right to enter to be set 

forth shall include the right to conduct annual physical inspections, tests, investigations, long term 

monitoring, 5-year reviews, and surveys, including, where necessary, drilling, test pitting, boring, 

and other similar activities. Such right shall also include the right to construct, operate, maintain, 

or undertake any other response or remedial action as required or necessary, including, but not 

limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and treatment facilities. The United States retains the 

authority to enter to conduct investigations on adjacent parcels as well as the parcel subject to 

the transfer. These access rights are in addition to those granted to Federal, state, and local 

authorities under applicable environmental laws and regulations. 

E. Land and Groundwater Restrictions 

The Navy will transfer all of the Subject Property without restrictions. 

F. Environmental Compliance Agreements I Permits I Orders 

On January 29, 2007, the U.S. Department of the Navy and EPA voluntarily entered into a 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Section 7003 Administrative Order on 

Consent (Consent Order; EPA, 2007). The Consent Order set out the Navy's RCRA corrective 

action obligations and replaced the 1994 RCRA permit as the document memorializing these 

obligations concerning NAPR. Although there are no RCRA solid waste management units or 

areas of concem on the Subject Property, certain RCRA obligations defined in the Consent Order 
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apply to the Subject Property including notification and additional work requirements for newly 

discovered releases, other notification requirements, and record retention requirements. 

Puerto Rico EOB issued a draft Title V Operating Permit, number TV9711-19-0397-0012, for air 

emissions at the former NSRR in Spring 2003. This draft permit went into public review on July 8, 

2003, where NSRR presented extensive comments/changes due to the relocation of many tenant 

commands. A final Title V Operating Permit was issued by EOB on September 30, 2006. NSRR 

had a wide variety of small emission sources, which operated intermittently, with no set operation 

schedule. Most volatile organic compound and hazardous air pollutant emissions were generated 

by combustion sources, which are powered by diesel, JP-5, gasoline or propane gas. There are 

no significant emission units on the Subject Property; however, the emergency generator 

described below is associated with the permit. There is no documentation of any current, or 

previous Notices of Violation issued to the former NSRR as a result of a deviation from the Title V 

Permit. 

Oeser1 tlon 

GENERATOR 

There are no other environmental compliance agreements, permits, or orders associated with the 

Subject Property. 

G. Notification to Regulatory Agencies / Public 

In accordance with DoD guidance, EPA Region 2 and Puerto Rico EOB have been advised of the 

proposed transfer of the Subject Property, and copies of the ECP Report, CERFA Report, and 

Draft FOST were provided to those agencies for review and comment. No review comments on 

this FOST were received from either agency. The ECP Report was made available for public 

review upon finalization. Copies of all transfer documentation will be made available to EPA and 

EOB representatives upon request after execution of the same. 
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6.0 SUITABILITY DETERMINATION 

l0080lIP 

NOW THEREFORE, based on my review of the information contained in this FOST and in the 

ECP and CERFA Reports, I have determined that the Subject Property Is presently suitable for 

deed transfer for unrestricted reuse. 

"'~:""at.:...~_'O=-e:::. • ..;;~,--..:.:2.;:..O_O_g__ ~~D~RS~ 
Director 
BRAC Program Management Office Southeast 
North Charteston, South Carolina 

8 October 2008 
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Exhibit C 

Parcel Map 

NOTE: The parcel map in this exhibit is from the Draft Report. Parcel Map for the 

Disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico (GMI, 2005). Parcel 51 is not delineated on the 

map because it had not been carved out of Parcel 25 at the time the map was prepared. 

Parcel 51 is the large building and par1<.ing lot immediately north of Parcel 24 on the map. 



Parcel Map for ,lte Dispo.fal 
of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 25 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-5, 13, 6-18, 20, 26-29 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel S, 13, 16, and 28 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (5, 13, 16, 28) should occur between September 1 and March 
15 (non-breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 
15-August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning 

Demolition/Remodeling 

Grounds Maintenance 

Building Maintenance 

General Operations 

Property Sale/Lease 

NOTICE: 

Save as many exisling on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found . 

No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le. , downed trees and palms from storms). 

Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found . 

Before moving parked outdoor eqUipment (e .g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service if you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parcel Index 25-/ 
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of Nal'af Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel Index 25 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Parcel!s): 5, 13, 16-18, 

20, 26-29 

Parcel Index 25-2 
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Parcel Index 25 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
NeIghboring Parcel!s): 5, 13, 16-18, 

20, 26-29 
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CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property 
Fonner Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

Accordingly, this CERF A Uncontaminated Property Report reflects final site 
categorizations that may differ from those presented in the Final ECP report. 

In summary, all NAPR property not otherwise identified as sites belonging to Categories 2 
or 3 are classified as "CERF A Clean" (i.e. uncontaminated) as defined in CERF A [§9620 
(h)(4)(A)]. The bulk of the NAPR acreage is classified as such. Of the approximately 
8,400 acres ofNSRR property, about 7,000 acres have been identified as "CERFA Clean" 
(i.e., Category I). Figure 1 depicts the results of this classification. 

Included in the CERFA Clean classification are a total of 14 SWMUs. Ten of these 
SWMUs were identified by EPA in the 1994 RCRA Part B permit, and an additional four 
sites were identified by the ECP. All 14 of these sites were originally identified based on 
a suspected release or disposal activity, but subsequent investigations determined that no 
release or disposal activity occurred. EPA has indicated their concurrence with this 
determination in the draft §7003 Order on Consent by designating each of these sites as 
having achieved "corrective action complete without controls" designation. The SWMUs 
and ECP sites designated as CERFA Clean are SWMUs 5, 15,20, 21,22,47,48,49,50, 
52, 63 (ECP 9), 64 (ECP 10),65 (ECP II), and 66 (ECP 12). These sites are presented in 
Table I. 

The remaining property has been classified as Category 2 or 3 and as such is not qualified 
for designation as CERF A Clean. 

Submitted 

~A<L 
Date 

Concurrence 

Concurrence with CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property is indicated by 
signature below. This concurrence applies only to the identification of "CERFA Clean" 
(i.e. uncontaminated) property, identified in this document as ECP Category I. 

Carlos Lopez Freyt , President 
Environmental Qua ity Board 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 

Date 
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ASBESTOS-CONT AINING MATERIALS 
HAZARD DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

ASBESTOS WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM) 
COULD BE PRESENT WITHIN THE BOWLING ALLEY PARCEL AT THE 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS. INDIVIDUALS (WORKERS) 
MAY SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS AS A RESULT OF INHALATION 
EXPOSURE TO ASBESTOS. THESE ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS INCLUDE 
ASBESTOSIS (PULMONARY FIDROSIS) AND MESOTHELIOMAS (BENIGN OR 
MALIGNANT TUMORS). 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(1) I have read and understand the above-stated Asbestos Warning Statement. 

(2) I have received from the Government the following document(s): Phase IIII 
Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, the Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico and the Finding of Suitability to Transfer, Parcel 51 (Bowling Alley), 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico representing the best 
information available to the Government as to the presence of and condition of asbestos
containing-materials hazards in the building covered by this transfer (deed). 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect or to become fully informed of the condition of all 
or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender. 

(4) I understand that, upon execution of this transfer (deed), I shall assume full responsibility 
for preventing future asbestos exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as 
required by applicable federal, State, or local laws or regulations, for abating any asbestos 
hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

This Finding of Suijability to Transfer (FOST) summarizes how the requirements and notifications 

for hazardous substances, petroleum products and other regulated material on the property have 

been satisfied, and documents my determination, as the responsible Department of Defense 

(000) component official, that portions of certain real property and associated improvements 

known as the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels at Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

(NAPR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico are environmentally suitable for deed transfer. This decision is 

based primarily on my review of information contained in two of the documents listed in Exhibij A 

(References) - the CERFA Identification of Uncontaminated Property Former Naval Station 

Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico (the CERFA Report; Navy, 2006b) and the Phase 1/11 

Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, 

Puerto Rico (the ECP Report; Navy, 2005). Factors leading to this decision and other pertinent 

information related to property transfer requirements are stated below. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

1210121P 

NAPR was formerly known as Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) until it ceased operation 

as an active Naval Station on March 31 , 2004, at which point it was designated Naval Activity 

Puerto Rico. NAPR is located on the east coast of Puerto Rico adjacent to the municipality of 

Ceiba. As shown on the Vicinity Map (Exhibit B, Figure 1), the Water and Wastewater Treatment 

Plant Parcels conveyance is comprised of four non-contiguous areas on the installation upon 

which one water treatment plant (WTP) and three wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) are 

located. Parcels 4 (Bundy WWTP), 6 (Capehart WWTP), 20 (WTP), and 57 (Forrestal WWTP) 

are shown on the aerial photographs in Exhibit C and on the survey maps included as Exhibit o. 
The combined acreage 'of the four parcels is 23.655 acres. The areas impacted by the sludge 

drying beds at each of the WWTPs will be "carved ouf' from the Water and Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Parcels conveyance due to ongoing Navy cleanup actions. These ' carve-outs" 

occupy approximately 4.25 acres, thus reducing the total acreage covered by this FOST to 

approximately 19.4 acres (Subject Property). 

The WTP (12.897 acres) is a surtace water filtration plant with a treatment capacity of 4 million 

gallons per day (mgd). 

April 2011 
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The Bundy WWTP (approximately 2.48 acres without drying beds) has a treatment capac~y of 

0.655 mgd. It receives sewage primarily from the Bundy housing area, officer quarters, enlisted 

personnel barracks, and military messes. 

The Capehart WWTP (approximately 1.09 acres without drying beds) has a treatment capacity of 

1.13 mgd. It receives sewage from the Capehart housing area and several other facilities 

including an elementary school, a high school, a television studio, and the Station Communication 

Center. 

The Forrestal WWTP (approximately 2.94 acres without drying beds) has a treatment capacity of 

1.01 mgd. It received the majority of the industrial wastewater generated at NSRR as well as 

domestic wastewater from enlisted personnel barracks and officer quarters. Only minimal 

discharges of industrial wastewater were received at the NSRR WWTPs. The industrial 

wastewater generated at NSRR was a combination of effluent from facilities such as the airfield 

and its support facilities, a 600-bed hospital, a veterinary clinic, vehicle maintenance garages, 

auto hobby shops, the Public Works Department, numerous storage facilities, three ship piers, 

weapons facilities, two pesticide control facilities, two schools and a marina. 

As shown on the aerial photographs in Exhibit C, the Subject Property does not include the areas 

impacted by the WWTP sludge drying beds that have been designated Resource Conservation 

and Recovery Act (RCRA) Solid Waste Management Un~s (SWMUs) 27, 28, and 29 at the 

Capehart, Bundy and Forrestal WWTPs, respectively. These SWMUs were carved out of the 

conveyance because they have work remaining to be completed under the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (USEPA) Administrative Order on Consent (Consent Order; EPA, 2007) that 

sets out the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA. These SWMUs cannot be 

included In the transfer of the Subject Property at this time because all necessary remedial 

actions have not been taken prior to transfer as required by Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) of the 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). The Navy 

will prepare a separate Finding of Suitability to Lease for these SWMUs and execute a lease in 

furtherance of conveyance with the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico for the carve-out areas. 

Upon successful completion of all necessary remedial actions by the Navy, the leased property 

will be transferred to the Commonwealth. 

Detailed descriptions of the treatment equipment and processes utilized at each treatment plant 

are provided in the ECP Report. Table 1 in Exhibit E of this FOST provides the facility number, 

2 April 2011 
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former user, name or description, area and year of construction of each of the numbered 

buildings, structures and faciltties on the Subject Property. 

3.0 PAST USE AND PROPOSED REUSE 

The WTP was constructed in the early 1940s, the Forrestal WWTP in 1963, the Bundy WWTP in 

1969, and the Capehart WWTP in 1970. These parcels were undeveloped prior to construction 

of the treatment plants . The ECP Report states that most of the arable land on what is now 

NAPR was previously used for sugar cane cultivation and cattle grazing prior to acquisition by the 

Navy in the 1940s. No significant industrial facilities or environmental concerns were identified 

with respect to ac~vities conducted on the former NSRR prior to Navy ownership. 

The Navy established NAPR to serve as the caretaker of the real property associated with NSRR 

and to assist in the transfer of the property. Since the establishment of NAPR, all industrial and 

commercial operations on the Subject Property have ceased other than operation and 

maintenance of the utility systems, which have little potential for environmental contamination. 

The proposed reuse is continued use as water and wastewater treatment plants. The Subject 

Property is expected to be transferred via negotiated sale to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 

(CBRE et ai, 2004). 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS 

1210121P 

All available information concerning the past storage, release, or disposal of hazardous 

substances and/or petroleum products on NAPR, as collected through record searches, aerial 

photographs, personnel interviews, and on-site visual inspections, is contained in the ECP Report 

prepared by NAVFAC Atlantic. The following summarizes the findings as they relate to the 

Subject Property and the corresponding Condition of Property ClaSSification assigned to the real 

property to be transferred. 

A. Hazardous Substance Contamination 

There are two RCRA SWMUs on the Subject Property - SWMUs 38 (Sanitary and Storm Sewer 

Systems) and 42 (WTP Filter Backwash Lagoons). SWMU 38 has been designated Corrective 

Action Complete without Controls and requires no further action. A RCRA Facility Investigation 

(RFI) was not required at SWMU 38 based on research, interviews and visual inspections. Under 

the Consent Order, this determination is contingent based upon the Navy fully addressing any 
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releases that may have impacted the sanitary and/or storm sewer systems as part of the 

corrective action(s) for releases from SWMUs 4, 12, 13 and 14 and/or any other SWMU at the 

NAPR facility where releases may have impacted the sewer systems. SWMUs 4, 12, 13 and 14 

are located wholly outside of the Subject Property. SWMU 42 has been designated Corrective 

Action Complete with Controls until the sediment in the lagoons is removed and disposed of 

properly when the plant ceases operation. While the WTP and lagoons are operational , either the 

Navy (pre-transfer) or the new property owner (post transfer) will perform annual inspections to 

ensure non-residential land use is maintained and lagoon sediments are not disturbed (Baker, 

2008a). 

Detailed descriptions of SWMUs 38 and 42 are provided in the ECP Report and SWMU 42 RFI 

report, while summary descriptions and their current status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit E). 

The approximate locations of the SWMUs are shown on Figure 2 in Exhibit B. 

The ECP Report documented seven operational aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) on the 

Subject Property. Three of these are 8,OOO-galion methanol ASTs - one at each WWTP for 

enhancing the denitrification process. These ASTs are listed in Table 3 (Exhibit E) along with 

four diesel fuel ASTs that are discussed in Section 4.B. below. There are no known spills or 

releases associated with the ASTs or process chemical usage on the Subject Property. 

B. Petroleum Contamination 

The ECP Report · did not identify any current or former underground storage tanks or oil/water 

separators associated with the Subject Property at the time of the ECP inspection in March 2005. 

The ECP Report documented four operational diesel fuel ASTs on the Subject Property - one at 

each treatment plant for emergency generator fuel supply. As shown in Table 3 (Exhibit E), the 

storage capacity of these ASTa ranges from 400 gallons to 1,000 gallons. 

There are no known spills or releases associated with the ASTs or petroleum usage on the 

Subject Property. 
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C. Condition of Property Classification 

The ECP Report divided all property at NAPR into parcels, and classified them into one of the 

three following categories: 

• Category 1 - Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of hazardous 
substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, including no 
migration of these substances from adjacent areas. 

• Category 2 - Areas where the release , disposal, or migration, or some combination 
thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has 
occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or remedial action, or all 
remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been 
taken. 

• Category 3 - Areas where a confirmed or suspected release, disposal, or migration, or 
some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their 
derivatives has occurred, but required investigation and/or response actions have not yet 
been initiated or are ongoing. 

These categories are derived from the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation , 

and Liability Act (CERCLA), Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act (CERFA) and 

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Conducting 

Environmental Baseline Surveys (ASTM Standard D 6008-96), which further incorporates ASTM 

D 5746-98 (2002) Standard Classification of Environmental Condition of Property Area Types for 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Facilities. 

In accordance with the property condition classification guidelines discussed above, the Subject 

Property is suitable for transfer because SWMUs 38 and 42 meet the definition of Category 2 -

SWMU 38 because the SWMUs with releases that impacted the sanitary and storm sewer 

systems are not on or associated with the Subject Property, and SWMU 42 because it has been 

designated Corrective Action Complete with Controls . 
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D. Other Environmental Aspects 

1. Munitions and Explosives of Concem 

According to the ECP Report, there are no small arms ranges, heavy (crew-served) 

weapon ranges, unexploded ordnancelimpact areas, explosive ordnance disposal areas 

or open burning/open detonation activities on the Subject Property. 

2. Asbestos-Containing Materials 

According to the June 2005 Final Asbestos /nsoection Report for Naval Activity Puerto 

Rico Ceiba. Puerto Rico (Baker, 2005), asbestos-containing material (ACM) was 

identified in one of the 11 facilities inspected on the Subject Property, as summarized in 

Table 4 of Exhibit E. Friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) ACM was not identified on 

the Subject Property. Detailed information about the materials identified and sampled 

during the asbestos inspection, including summary tables, location drawings, 

photographs and laboratory reports, is included in the report. 

It is likely that undiscovered ACM associated with underground utilities and 

miscellaneous building materials exists at NAPR. While this potential ACM does not 

currently pose a hazard to site users, future demolition and/or subsurface work performed 

by the transferee could result in FAD ACM hazards. Thus, the transferee will be required 

to use best management practices during any future renovation/demolition activities or 

underground utility work, and to comply with all applicable laws relating to ACM 

management in order to ensure future protection of human heanh and the environment. 

An ACM Hazard Disclosure and Acknowledgment Form (Exhibit F) will be provided to the 

transferee for execution at the time of transfer. 

3. Lead-Based Paint 

The NAPR facilities list (Exhibit E, Table 1) indicates many of the buildings, structures 

and facilities on the Subject Property were constructed prior to 1978, the year in which 

lead-based paint (LBP) was banned for consumer use. These facilities and any others 

built before 1978 are presumed to contain LBP. A LBP survey and risk assessment was 

completed at NAPR in 2005 for military family housing only, thus none of the facilities on 

the Subject Property were included in the survey. A Lead-Based Paint Hazard 
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Disclosure and Acknowledgment Form (Exhibit G) will be provided to the transferee for 

execution at the time of transfer. 

4. Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

There are no records of PCBs having been stored, released or disposed of on the 

Subject Property. Only one polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) containing transformer 

remains at NAPR. The transformer, located in Building 386, is not on the Subject 

Property. All other PCB-contaminated transformers and equipment were removed from 

the former NSRR prior to 1998. Due to the age of the majority of facilities and the size of 

the station , it is possible that PCB-contaminated fluorescent light ballasts and other minor 

PCB sources may be present on NAPR. 

5. Radon 

According to the U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 93-292-K, Preliminary 

Geologic Radon Potential Assessment of Puerto Rico (USGS, 1993), the Commonwealth 

of Puerto Rico exhibits generally low indoor radon levels, and a survey of radon 

concentrations of offices, housing units, schools and other buildings was conducted by 

the DoD between 1989 and 1992 on federal military reservations in Puerto Rico, 

including the fanner NSRR. Indoor radon levels ranged from 0.0 to 1.9 picoCuries/Liter 

(pCilL), well below the current USEPA residential indoor radon screening action level of 4 

piC/L. The majority of the reservations, including NAPR, are situated on coastal plains, 

60 the low indoor radon levels were not unexpected. 

6. Threatened and Endangered Specjes 

As shown on the individual' sub-parcel maps in Exhibit H, breeding habitat and 

nesting/foraging palms for the endangered yellow-shouldered blackbird have been 

identified on Parcels 6 and 20 of the Subject Property. The Commonwealth of Puerto 

Rico has committed to zoning the property in a manner that will implement the planning, 

development, maintenance, mitigation and use requirements described on the parcel 

maps. 

In accordance with the Endangered Species Act, the Navy developed a Biological 

Assessment for the former NSRR in 2006 to assess the potential impact on any federally 
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protected species from the disposal of NSRR. Given the protection measures addressed 

in detail in the Biological Assessment for the Disposal of Naval Station Roosevelt 

Roads/Naval Activity Puerto Rico Final Report (Navy, 2006a), the Navy has determined 

that the disposal of the former NSRR and transfer of the property to future owners is not 

likely to adversely affect federally-listed species and would not result in adverse 

modification of designated critical habitat within the project area. The U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service concurred with this determination in a leiter dated April 7, 2006. 

5.0 REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PROPERTY TRANSFER 

1210121P 

A. NEPA Compliance 

In accordance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements, an Environmental 

Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) have been prepared and executed in 

connection with the planned· disposal and reuse of NAPR. The FONSI was signed on April 10, 

2007. 

B. Hazardous Substance Notice 

In accordance with Section 120(h)(3)(A)(i) of CERCLA, all deeds transferring federal property 

must provide notice as to those hazardous substances which it is known, based on a complete 

search of agency files, were stored for one year or more, released or disposed on the Subject 

Property in excess of those reportable quantities specified under 40 CFR 373 (Hazardous 

Substances Reporting Requirements for Selling or Transferring Federal Real Property), and all 

response actions taken to date to address any such releases or disposals. Hazardous materials 

uselstorage and hazardous waste generationlmanagement at the former NSRR are discussed in 

Section 5.2 of the ECP Report. The hazardous substances notice and response action summary 

for the Subject Property is attached to this FOST as Exhibit I. 

C. CERCLA Covenants 

The deed that conveys the Subject Property will contain the covenants provided for under 

CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) that all necessary remedial actions have been taken prior to 

transfer, and CERCLA Sections 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(II) and 120(h)(4)(O)(i) that any response action or 

corrective action found to be necessary after the date of transfer shall be conducted by the United 
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States. These covenants will not apply to any remedial action(s) required on the property to the 

extent that an act or omission of the transferee results in a new release of hazardous SUbstances. 

D. CERCLA Access Clause 

In accordance with CERCLA Sections 120(h)(3)(A)(iii) and 120(h)(4)(O)(ii), the deed transferring 

the Subject Property shall contain a clause granting to the United States, its officers, agents, 

employees, contractors, and subcontractors the right to enter upon the transferred property in any 

case that remedial or corrective action is found to be necessary after the date of transfer. The 

right to enter to be set forth shall include the right to conduct annual physical inspections, tests, 

investigations, long term monitoring, 5-year reviews, and surveys, including, where necessary, 

drilling, test pitting, boring, and other similar activities. Such right shall also include the right to 

construct, operate, maintain, or undertake any other response or remedial action as required or 

necessary, including, but not limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and treatment facilities. 

The United States retains the authority to enter to conduct investigations on adjacent parcels as 

well as the parcel subject to the transfer. These access rights are in addition to those granted to 

Federal , state, and local authorities under applicable environmental laws and regulations. 

E. Land and Groundwater Restrictions 

To prevent unacceptable risks to human health and the environment, the Navy will ensure the 

following land use control (LUC) is developed at SWMU 42 on the Subject Property: 

• A restriction on disturbance of sediments within the filter backwash lagoons until the 
sediments within the lagoons are removed and disposed of properly when the plant 
ceases operation. (SWMU 42) 

This LUC will be implemented through the Navy-USEPA Consent Order and the subsequent 

transfer deed. The transfer deed will either contain detailed LUC requirements (implementation, 

compliance, monitoring, enforcement, modification/termination, etc.) or reference other 

documents agreed to between the Navy and USEPA. 

F. Environmental Compliance Agreements / Permits / Orders 

On January 29, 2007, the Navy and USEPA voluntarily entered into a Consent Order that set out 

the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA and replaced the 1994 RCRA permit as the 

document memorializing these obligations concerning NAPR. Neither of the two RCRA SWMUs 
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on the Subject Property have cleanup work remaining to be completed under the terms of the 

Consent Order. Detailed descriptions of both of these SWMUs are provided in the ECP Report, 

while summary descriptions and their current status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit E). 

The three WWTPs on the Subject Property have a minimal amount of flow moving through them 

since the operational closure of NSRR on March 31, 2004 and the transition of the facility into 

caretaker status. The wastewater plants operate under NPDES permit #PR0020010, however 

this permit expired on January 31, 2003. The permit is under Administrative Continuance. 

G. Notification to Regulatory Agencies I Public 

In acyorqance with 000 guidance, USEPA Region 2 and Puerto Rico EOB have been advised of 

the propcsed transfer of the Subject Property, and copies of the ECP Report, CERFA Report, and 

Draft FOST were provided to those agencies for review and comment. Navy responses to 

USEPA and EOB review comments on the draft version of this FOST are provided in Exhibit J 

(WILL BE INSERTED UPON REVIEW). The ECP Report was made available for public review 

upon finalization. Caples of all transfer documentation will be made available to USEPA and 

EOB representatives upcn request after execution of the same. 

6.0 SUITABILITY DETERMINATION 

121012/P 

NOW THEREFORE. based on my review of the information contained in this FOST, the notices 

discussed herein, and the restrfctlons and covenants that will be contained in the deed, the 

SUbject Property is suitable for transfer. 

Date r I 

10 

D rector 
BRAC Program Management OffIce Southeast 
North Charleston, South Carolina 

April 2011 
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PARCEL 4 

BUNDY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

CEIBA, PUERTO RICO 
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FIGURE NO. 
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I 

DATE 

DATE 



SCALE 
AS NOTED 

PARCEL 6 

CAPEHART WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

CEIBA. PUERTO RICO 

CT00043 

APPROVED BY DATE 

APPROVED BY DATE 

FIGURE NO. 
FIGURE C-3 



SCALE 
AS NOTED 

PARCEL 57 

FORRESTAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

CEIBA, PUERTO RICO 

CT00043 

APPROVED BY DATE 

APPROVED BY DATE 

FIQURENO. 
FIGUREC-4 



CHECKED BY DATE 
C. KELLY 9/2/10 

COST/SC HEDULE AREA 

PARCEL 20 

WATER TREATMENT PLANT 

NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

CEIBA, PUERTO RICO 

N 

1 

APPROVED BY DATE 
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Facility # Former User 

1691 PWD 

2039 PWD 

2230 PWD 

2399 PWD 

1757 PWD 

1757A PWD 
2021 PWD 
2673 PWD 
2674 PWD 
2675 PWD 

2676 PWD 

1758 PWD 
2019 PWD 
2075 PWD 

87 PWD 
88 PWD 

88A PWD 

158 PWD 

2287 PWD 

2481 PWD 

Table 1 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

WTP and WWTP Parcels FOST 
Facilities List 

Name 

CAPEHART WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 
SEWAGE TRTMT PLANT CAPEHART 

CHEMICAL FEED BUILDING 

OFFICE 

MANATEE OBSV TWRIWALK 

BUNDY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 

SEWAGE TRTMT PLANT BUNDY 

BUNDY STP CHLORINATION ROOM 
GNR HSE BY BUNDY LS #24NDY 
PUMPING STATION 
LATRINE FACILITY 
FACILITY OFFICE 
COMPRESSOR SHELTER 

FORRESTAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 

CHLORINATION ROOM FORRESTAL 
GENERATOR HOUSE BY LS 1758 
LAGOON 

WATER TREATMENT PLANT 
RAW WATER RESERVOIR 
FILTRATION PLANT 
BACKFLUSH TNK WTR FL TRS 

DISCH PIT-FILTRATION PLANT (BLDG 88) 

GENERATOR BLDG B#88 
GENERATOR SHELTER@B88 

Area Unit Yr Built 

- - 1970 

- - 1970 

- - 1970 

- - 1996 

- - 1969 
120 SF 1969 
320 SF 1982 
108 SF -
49 SF -

483 SF -
210 SF -

120 SF 1970 
320 SF 1982 

1 MG 1983 

46.1 MG 1943 
6261 SF 1944 
378 SF -
280 - 1943 
170 SF 1988 
72 SF -

List based on 2003 NAPR base map (Base map - PREnew 11-2003.pdf), July 2001 Building Utilization List, List of Buildings 
To Be Inspected For Asbestos from June 2005 Asbestos Inspection Report, and field verfication by NAPR personnel. 

FOST 
MG 
PWD 
WTP 
WWTP 

Information not available or unknown 

Finding of Suitability to Transfer 
Million Galion 
Public Works Department 
Water Treatment Plant 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 



Parcel 

Basewide 

EDC 

SWMU Description CERFA 
No. 

Sanitary and Storm Water Se-wer Systems. Below ground 3 
sanitary and storm sewer systems. 

38 

WaterTraatment Pl.lnt Rt ter Backwash Lagoons Two 3 
clay-tined tagoons used for disposal of sludge lTom the water 
purification plant The sludge, consisti~ 01 rNermud, 
aluminum sulfate, and Hme, is periodiceJty (~rwcimltely 
el/ery 7 years) removed and disposed 01 at th& base Ia ndr~J. 
The water from the lagoons was originally discharged into 

42 the nearby creek, rerouted back to the reser.toir 10 Iha late 
19705, thefl routed to the Bundy wastewater treatment plant 
between 1995 and 1996, due to the. Inability to maellhe new 
trihalomethane rule. There Is no 1rw:Iicatloo of hazardous 
wastes being managed and no visual evidence of releases 0 
hazardous wasb!ls or constituents. at this SWMU . 

• CERFA catlKlorles: 

RCRA ....... 
CACWI'out 

""""", 

CAe_ 
ConlIols-

Table 2 
Naval Actfvity Puerto Rico 

WTP and WWTP Parcels FOST 
Solid waste Man&gecMI\t Unrts SumnHIry and Status 

Investigation and Remedill l Action Summary and ShiNS 

No FurtheI'- AdIon determination from 1994 Part B Pennit carried over 10 Consent 
Order. No knowledge Of emence of systemalic and routine releases of hazardous 
wastes. AIl RFI was not requi"ed. The -CAC w/oul Controls" a/'Iown for SWMU 38 it 
contingent. underthe 2007 ReM Consent Order between the Navy and EPA, on the 
Navy ~ address8'lg any releases that may I\ave impacted the sanitary and/or storm 
sewerwalersewer syslems (I.e., SWMU 38) IS a release{s) 1T0m either SWMUs 4, 
12, 13 and 14, andlor ITom any other SWMU at the NAPR faciity, where ret eases 
have Impacted the sanIWy and/or storm water sewer systems. 

Prelliously iclentifted as No Further Action 10 1994 Permit Consent Order required a 
RFt. Phase I RFI perfonned and Revised Rnal Phne I RFI Report approved by 
EPA. 

1 • CERFA Clean· areas where no release Of osaI of hazardous substances. 01: ""'."" ud:s or U\elrdertvatives has occurred, 
2· All Actlofl5 Co late· areas where the reJease, dI.s . o<m lion, or some combination thereof. d: hazardous a.ubstances. or 
3· AdditlClfllll Action Re uired - Areas where a con&med 01: suspected release. .... , 01: some combination thereof, 01 

Land Use Controls 
1 - Noll-Residentlal Use Only 
2· Soil and/or Sediment: Access and/or Invasive ActiVIt Restriclia.n 
3· Surface Water: Access andlor Use Restriction 
4· Groundwater: Use and WeR Installation Restriction 

Aeron IllS and Abbreviations 

CAC Corrective Action Complete de\etmination RCRA Resou'ce ConservaOOo and Recovmy Act 
CERFA Commun Envtrorunental R8SjXJfIU FaciltaUon Act OFt RCRAF t lion 
EDC Eoonomic Development Conv ~ SWMU SolId Waste Man ement Unit 
EPA Environmental Protection Agency WTP W""' TllMllment Plant 
NA WWTP W~T~ernP~m 

K Documents 

Media Affected I Key 
Contaminants 

NA 

Lined Lagoon 
Sediments· Copper, 
Acrolein; 5011 . arsenic 
and vanadium 

BaIler,2OO&. (hlidl .. 1 Bu. Jr., Inc:.) RII'YiMd Anal Phue t ReM FKiIty InYMIlgetiorl Ro.port fatSVINU.2, N.'I1IIAclNity Puerto Rico. c.m., Pu.m Rico.. Moon Town"'". P.....,.ytwnia. J..,uary. 

Site Speeine Current RCRA Remlllning Work 
Land Use Phase Required 
Controls 

N""" NA N""" 

2 (Sedlmenl in NA CAC wi Controls unlit the log-, sedimel'll within thelagoooa 
is removed and disposed 01 
property wheo the plant 
ceases operation 

EPA, 2007. (U.S. Envlronmetltal Prollclion Ager\q') RCRA 51'OOJ Admi1lstrati\18 Orderan COnaen~ In \he MaUltl of Uniled Slat., The Department of \he Navy, Na .... 1 AclMIy Puerto Rico, formerly Nav.1 SboIiOO'1 ROOMVeiI Road .. Puerto Rico. EPA Oockal No. RCRA-02--2007·1301 . JaI\L 

Navy, 2005. (Naval FaciIie& Englneel1ng Convnand.AllantIc) Ph_1II1 EnviroornentalCon<Iition otPl'oparty Report, FormerU.S. NaVal Slatloo Rooseveft Roads, CeIba, Puerto Rico. NOI101k. ~, Juty. 



Number 
88 

1691 
1691-M 

1758 
1758-M 

2021 
2021 -M 

AST 
FOST 
PWD 
WTP 
WWTP 

Type 
AST 
AST 
AST 
AST 
AST 
AST 
AST 

Table 3 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

WTP and WWTP Parcels FOST 
Aboveground Storage Tank List 

Location (User) 
WATER TREATMENT PLANT (PWD) 
CAPEHART WWTP (PWD) 
CAPEHART WWTP (PWD) 
FORRESTAL WWTP (PWD) 
FORRESTAL WWTP PWD) 
BUNDY WWTP (PWD 
BUNDY WWTP(PWD 

Aboveground Storage Tank 
Finding of Suitability To Transfer 
Public Works Department 
Water Treatment Plant 
Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Material 
Capacity Stored 

500 Diesel 
1,000 Diesel 
8,000 Methanol 
550 Diesel 

8,000 Methanol 
400 Diesel 

8,000 Methanol 



FaclllIY # 

1691 
2039 
2230 
2399 

1757 
1757A 
2021 
2673 
2674 
2675 
2676 

1758 
2019 
2075 

B7 
8B 

B8A 
15B 

2287 
2481 

Table 4 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

WTP and WWTP Parcels FOST 
Asbestos-Containing Material Inspection Results 

Name ACM Identified 
CAPEHART WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLAN1 

SEWAGE TRTMT PLANT CAPEHART NI 
CHEMICAL FEED BUILDING NI 
OFFICE NI 
MANATEE OBSVTWRIWALK NI 

BUNDY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 
TREATMENT PLANT N 
BUNDY STP CHLORINATION ROOM N 
GNR HSE BY BUNDY LS #24NDY N 
PUMPING STATION N 
LATRINE FACILITY N 
TREATMENT FACILITY OFFICE N 
COMPRESSOR SHELTER N 

FORRESTAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLAN1 
CHLORINATION ROOM FORRESTAL NI 
GENERATOR HOUSE BY LS 1758 N 
1 MGLAGOON NI 

WATER TREATMENT PLANT 
RAW WATER RESERVOIR NI 
FILTRATION PLANT Y 
BACKFLUSH TNK WTR FL TRS NI 
DISCH PIT-FILTRATION PLANT BLDG 881 NI 
GENERATOR BLDG B#BB N 
GENERATOR SHELTER @ BB8 N 

Notes: Y; Yes 
N; No 
NI ; Not Inspected 
Hazard; friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) asbestos-containing material (ACM) 
WTP ; Water Treatment Plant 
WWTP - Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Comments 

Source: Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico (Baker, June 2005) 



Exhibit F 

Asbestos-Containing Materials Hazard Disclosure 
and Acknowledgment Form 



ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS 
HAZARD DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

ASBESTOS WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT CERTAIN BUILDINGS WITHIN THE WATER 
AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT PARCELS AT NAVAL ACTIVITY 
PUERTO RICO (NAPR) HAVE ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS. 
INDIVIDUALS (WORKERS) MAY SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS AS A 
RESULT OF INHALATION EXPOSURE TO ASBESTOS. THESE ADVERSE 
HEALTH EFFECTS INCLUDE ASBESTOSIS (PULMONARY FIBROSIS) AND 
MESOTHELIOMAS (BENIGN OR MALIGNANT TUMORS). YOU ARE 
FURTHER ADVISED IT IS LIKELY THAT UNDISCOVERED ACM 
ASSOCIATED WITH UNDERGROUND UTILITIES AND MISCELLANEOUS 
BUILDING MATERIALS EXISTS AT NAPR. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(I) I have read and understand the above-stated Asbestos Warning Statement. 

(2) I have received from the Government the following document(s): Phase UII 
Environmental Condition of Property Report. Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. 
Ceiba. Puerto Rico. the Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico. 
Ceiba. Puerto Rico, and the Finding of Suitability to Transfer, Water and Wastewater 
Treatment Plant Parcels, Naval Activity Puerto Rico. Ceiba, Puerto Rico representing the 
best information available to the Government as to the presence of and condition of 
asbestos-containing-materials hazards in the buildings and underground utilities covered 
by this Transfer. 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect or to become fully informed ofthe condition of all 
or any portion of the property offered will not constitute growlds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender. 

(4) I understand that, upon execution of this Transfer, I shall assume full respousibility for 
preventing future asbestos exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as 
required by applicable federal, State, or local laws or regulations, for abating any asbestos 
hazard that may pose a risk to humau health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit G 

Lead-Based Paint Hazard Disclosure 
and Acknowledgment Form 



LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARD 
DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

LEAD WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT STRUCTURES CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO 
1978 MAY PRESENT EXPOSURE TO LEAD FROM LEAD-BASED 
PAINT THAT MAY PLACE YOUNG CHILDREN AT RISK OF 
DEVELOPING LEAD POISONING. LEAD POISONING IN YOUNG 
CHILDREN MAY PRODUCE PERMANENT NEUROLOGICAL 
DAMAGE. YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED THAT LEAD POISONING 
ALSO POSES A PARTICULAR RISK TO PREGNANT WOMEN. 
WORKERS MAY ALSO SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS FROM 
LEAD DUST AND FUME EXPOSURE 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(1) I have read and understand the above stated Lead Warning Statement; 

(2) I have received from the Federal Government the following document(s): Phase //11 Environmental 
Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico and the Finding 
of Suitability to Transfer, Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels, Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico representing the best information available to the Government as to the presence of 
Lead-Based Paint and Lead-Based Paint hazards for the buildings covered by this Transfer; 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect, or to become fully informed as to the condition of all or any 
portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or demand for adjustment or 
withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender; and 

(4) I understand that upon execution of this Transfer, I shall assume full responsibility for preventing 
future lead exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as required by applicable Federal, state, 
or local laws or regUlations, for abating any lead-based paint hazard that may pose a risk to human 
health. 

Transferee (or duly authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit H 

Threatened and Endangered Species Conservation Measures 



Parcel Map for tile Disposal 
of Naval Activig Puerlo Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 4 

Common Name-Water Treatment 
Conveyance-EDC 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-2, 5 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 5 and 7 (Conservation). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 andlor Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parcel Index 4-1 



Parcel Map for Ille Disposal 
of Naval Aclivl7 Puerto Rico 

Parcel Index 4 
Common Nam e: Water Treatment 
Conveyance: fDC 
Neighboring Parcel(s): 2, 5 

Parcel Index 4-2 

Legend 
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Parcel Index 4 
Common Nsme: Waler Treelment 
Conveyance: EDC 
Neighboring Parcells): 2, 5 

Installation Restoration 
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of Naval ACliv/r Puerto Rico 
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Parce/Index 4-3 



Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Naval ActiviT Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 6 

Common Name-Water Treatment 
Conveyance-EDC 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-5, 7, 8 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

• No development is allowed in ParcelS and 7 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction , ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (1, S) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found 
anywhere on the property (787-851-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 .and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Building Maintenance Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor eqUipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sa le/Lease Notify buyerllessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parcel Index 6-1 



Parcel Map for lite Disposal 
Rico 

Parcel Index 6 
Common Name: Water Treatment 
Conveyance: EDC 
Neighboring Percel(s): 5, 7, 8 

Parcel Index 6-2 
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Parcel Index 6 
Common Name: WeIer Treatment 
Conveyance: EDC 
Neighboring Parce/ls): 5, 7, 8 

Instal/ation Restoration 
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Parcel Map lor the Disposal 
olNaval Activity Puerlo Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 20 

Common Name-Water Treatment 
Conveyance-EDC 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-5, 19, 25 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 1 and 5 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (5) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found . 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e ., downed trees and palms from storms). 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
If a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Lease Notify buyerAessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
Include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parcel Index 20-1 



Parcel Map for t"e Disposal 
of Naval Activity Pllerto Rico 

Pareellndex 20 
Common Name: Water Treatment 
Conveyance: EDC 
Nelgllboring Percel!s): 5, 19, 25 

Parcel Index 20-2 
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Parcel Index 20 
Common Name: Water Trea/ment 
Conveyance: EDC 
Neighboring Parcells): 5, 19, 25 

Installation Restoration 

Legend 
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Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Naval Activ;?, Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 57 

Common Name-Water Treatment 
Conveyance-EPC 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-59 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No Requirements 

Activity Conservation Measures 

NA NA 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 andlor Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 

Parce/lndex 57-1 



Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel Index 57 
Common Name: Water Treetment 
Conveyance: EDC 
Neighboring Parcel!s): 59 

Parcel Index 57-2 
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Parcel Index 57 
Common Name: Water Treatment 
Conveyance: EDC 
Neighboring Parcel!s): 59 
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Exhibit I 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance Notice and Response Action Summary 



Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
WTP and WWTP Parcels FOST 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance Notice/Response Action Summary 
Page 1 of 1 

The table below ideotifllls those hazardous substances that it is known, based upon a complete search of agency files, were stored for one year or more i'I quantities greater than or equal 10 1,000 kg (or grealer than or equal to 1 
kg if designated an acutely hazardous waste under <40 CFR Part 261 .30) andlo..-WGfe released or disposed of on \he property to be transferred In quanOOes greater than or equal to their respective reportabW3 quantities under 40 
CFR 302.4. The Information in this notice Is requlrlKl undartha authority of requlations promulgated under Section 12O(h) oftha Comprehensive Environmental RHponsa, Compensation and Uabmty Act 
rCERCLA" or "Superfund"), 42 U.S.c. SacHon 912O(hJ. 

Bldg or CAS 
40 CFR 302." Regulatory 

RCRA 
O..,.nUty O.te of OUlnUty 

Description Substance Name . .....,. Hazardous Oal. or R.I .... Response Actions l.kln 
Facility 10 

Nwnbe, Synonyms 
Wast. No. 

Stored Storage Releas.d 

1691 Capehart Area WWTP Methanol 67561 Methyl Alcohol FOO3, U154 . ,000 19709 to 2010 ---. None Kn<J.Im '" be 

gallons baRe •• " .. -
Sodium H~ro:dde 1310732 Not Unknown 1970s to 2010 .... --. NonI~lI)be -... ~""" .. - --

1757 BundyAree WWTP Me<ha0Qj 67561 Nethyt Alcohol F003, U1S4 8,000 1970& to 2010 ..... --. ~K/IoWnIODe: -, be Rell.ed ....... 
Sodium H}Idroldde 1310732 Not Unknown 19709 to 2010 ..... """". N<>t-. \(toOIIIIl '" be _oed .. - .-

1758 F0fT'9Stat Area WWTP """anol 67561 Methyl AlcohOl FOO3, U1 5<4 . ,000 19708 to 2010 .... --. ~ IO'IoWn 10 be -, ......... . -
Sodium Hydroxkle 1310132 Not Unknown 19703 to 2010 -...,.,. JobII~lOba 

~""" 
t.R." .... .. -

sa Water Treatment Plant CNom. n82505 Not ',000 19<405 to 2010 
_-.-.. 

HonI~"'be 

-""" PO""'" be Rell..:l .. -
Sodium Hydroxide 1310732. Not . ,000 19<403 10 2010 -"""". Nor-. Known II) be _oed 

gallons ......... --



Exhibit J 

Responses to Comments 



JAN 13 2011 

CERTIFIED MAfL 

UNITEO STAT!!S I!NVIRONMeNTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 2 

290 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK, NY 10007-1866 

RETURJ"l RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Mr. Mark B. Davidson 
US Navy 
BRAC PMO SE 
4 130 Faber Place Dlive 
Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

Rc: Naval Act ivity PucI10 Rico (NAPR), formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. 
EPA l.D. Number PRD21 70027203 , Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FaST) 
Water and Wastewater Treatment Plam Parcels and the Dral! Finding or Suitabi lity 10 

. LeQ~e (FQSL) Carve-Outs Within the Wuter and Wastcwlltcr '1 rcatmcnt I'lunt Parcels 

Dear Mr. Davidson: 

This lertcr is addressed to you as the Navy's designa ted project coordinator pursuant to the 
Jfll1 l1ruy 29, 2007 RCRA Adm inistrative Order on COllsent ("the Consent Order;') bctWCCll Ihe 
United States EnvirolUl1entai Protection Agellcy (EPA) und the U.S. Navy (the Navy). 

EPA has completed its review oftne Drall Finding of Suitability to rransfer (FOS 1) Water and 
Waslewoter Treatment Pianl I'urcds and the Draft Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) Carvc
Outs Within the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels, both of which were transmitted 
to the Puerto Rico Envi ronmental Quality Board (EQB) llnd EPA on bchalfofthe Nav)'. by 
Lawson Anderson's (of Tetfa Tech NUS fnc.) letter of December 17.20 I O. 

EPA has no comments Oil the Dl'lIfi FOSI. , li nd (I nc coml11ent on the Draft [-,OS'i' Sections 4.0 J\ 

and B of the Draft FaST should be revised to clarify that there arc a tota l ofsncl1 a bov~grollnd 
storage tanks (ASTs) on the ubjccl property: three ot' which arC discussed in Sc 'Iil)n 4.0 A 
Il la7.ardolis Substance Contamination) and four ol'which arc discussed in Sectilln <lOR 
i Petroleum ContwllJl1aIion ). 

'nlelT'bl AdlJ'ress (I)PL) . 1:ltp./lwww.8pa .gov 

~oo;) c l '!dlR.eyel"b' • • Prfnfod ,lth VlSgotoble 011 a..1'~ !nlc.J nn R.cycl.cf '.p.ot (M inImum 60% PD" lcon, um.t C:Gnt. !ltl 



2 

Please revisl: tilt! Draft FOST lU ucc~ptably auuro!ss the abO\'e comments. When completed. 
please submit twO copies oflhe I1nal FO T "lid POSL III EPA's RCR..!I" Programs Branch in N~w 
York, and one copy to Mr. Carl Soderherg of l:.PA 's Canbbean I: nvlronmcnl nl I'mteehon 
Division in Sim Juan, Pit If you have any questions, please telephone me at (2 12) 637- -l167 . 

Sincerely yours, 

/;:4;r~vth 
Timothy R. Gordon 
Project Coordinator 
Resource Conservation and Special Projects Section 
RCRA Programs Branch 

cc; Ms. WiImarie Ri vera, P.R. Environmental Quality Board 
Mr. David Criswe ll , U.S. Navy, BRAe 
Mr. l.awson Anderson, Tetra Tech NUS Inc. 



Navy Responses to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 2 Review Comments 

D.-aft Finding of Snitability to Transfer (FOST), Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Parcels and Draft Finding of Snitability to Lease (FOSL), Carve-Outs Within the Water 

and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels, Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

EPA has no comments on the Draft FOSL, and one comment on the Draft FOST. Sections 4.0 A 
and B of the Draft FOST should be revised to clarify that there are a total of seven aboveground 
storage tanks CASTs) on the subject propeJty: three of which are discussed in Section 4.0 A 
(Hazardous Substance Contamination) and four of which are discussed in Section 4.0 B 
(Petroleum Contamination). 

Navy Response: 

The last paragraph in Section 4.0A has been revised to read as follows: 

"The ECP Report documented seven operational aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) on the 
Subject Property. Three of these are a ,OOO-galion methanol ASTs - one at each WWTP for 
enhancing the denitrification process. These ASTs are listed in Table 3 (Exhibit E) along with 
four diesel fuel ASTs that are discussed in Section 4.B. below. There are no known spills or 
releases associated with the ASTs or process chemical usage on the Subject Property." 



January 28, 201 I 

Mr. Mark E. Davidson 
U.S. Navy 
BRACPMOSE 

COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO 

Office of the Governor 
Environmental Qualitv Board 

4 J30Faber Place Driver, Suite 202 
NOith Charleston, SC 29405 

PUERTO RICO 
VERDE 

RE: Technical Review of the Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfel' (FOST), Water and 
Wastewatel' Tl'eatment Plant Pal'cels Conveyance (paI'cels 4, 6, 20 and 57), Naval 
Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR) 

Dear Mr. Davison: 

The Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (PREQB) has completed its review of the Draft 
Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOSn, Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels 
Conveyance (parcels 4, 6, 20 and 57), Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puelto Rico, dated 
December 2010. Our comments are provided in the attachment. 

If you have any additional questions or comments, please contact me at (787) 767-8181 , 
extension 6129. 

Cordially, 

ViL~lZ~ 
Wilmarie Rivera 
Fedeml Facilities Coordinator 
Environmental Emergencies Response Area 

cc: Gloria M. Toro Agrait, EQB Hazardous Waste Permits Division 

Cruz A. Matos Environmental Agencies Building 
Ponce de LeOn Avenue 1375, San Juan, PR 00926-2604 

PO BOX 11488, Santurce, PR 0091 0 
Tet. 787-767-8181' Fax 787-7767-8118 



Teclmical Review of Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer, Water and 
Wastewater Treabnent Plant Parcels Conveyance, (Parcels 4, 6, 20 and 57), 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico, dated December 10, 2010 

I. PAGE-SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

I. Page 3. Section 3.0. paragraph 2: This paragraph states " . .. Since the 
establishment of NAPR, all industrial and commercial operations on the 
Subject Property with a significant potential for envirollmental contamination 
have ceased ... " Please clarify what is meant by "significant potential," as it 
seems that there are operations that have the potential for environmental 
contamination although at levels that are not significant. Additional 
clarification is requested to define what is considered a significant potential 
for environmental contamination. 



Navy Responses to Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Control Board Review Comments 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer 
Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels Conveyance, (parcels 4, 6, 20 and 57) 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
dated December 10, 2010 

I. PAGE-SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

1. Page 3, Section 3.0, paragraph 2: This paragraph states" ... Since the establishment ofNAPR, all 
industrial and commercial operations on the Subj ect Property with a significant potential for 
environmental contamination have ceased ... " Please clarify what is meant by "significant 
potential," as it seems that there are operations that have the potential for environmental 
contamination although at levels that are not significant. Additional clarification is requested to 
define what is considered a significant potential for environmental contamination. 

Navy Response: 

The paragraph has been reworded to state the following: 

"The Navy established NAPR to serve as the caretaker of the real property associated 
with NSRR and to assist in the transfer of the property. Since the establishment of 
NAPR. all industrial and commercial operations on the Subject Property have ceased 
other than operation and maintenance of the utility systems, which have little potential 
for environmental contamination." 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

0209051P 

This Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) summarizes how the requirements and notifications 

for hazardous substances, petroleum products and other regulated material on the subject 

property have been satisfied, and documents my determination, as the responsible Department of 

Defense (000) component official, that certain real property and associated improvements known 

as Carve-outs Within Sale Parcel III and Science Park (collectively, Subject Property) at Naval 

Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico are environmentally suitable for lease subject to 

the conditions, notifications and restrictions set forth in this document. This decision is based 

primarily on my review of information contained in two of the documents listed in Exhibit A 

(References) - CERFA Identification of Uncontaminated Property, Former Naval Station 

Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico (the CERFA Report; Navy, 2006b) and Phase 1111 Environmental 

Condition of Propertv Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico (the 

ECP Report; Navy, 2005). Factors leading to this decision and other pertinent information related 

to property lease requirements are stated below. 

The Subject Property is comprised of approximately 345 acres in numerous non-contiguous 

areas carved out of the Sale III and Science Park parcels located primarily along the ridge 

overlooking the northeastern side of Ensenada Honda and also on the southern peninsula of 

Bahia de Puerca . Facilities located on the Subject Property include a marina, a gasoline filling 

station, hazardous waste and materials storage facilities , maintenance shops, storage buildings, 

and recreational facilities . The carve-out areas were removed from Sale Parcel III and Science 

Park because they are Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Solid Waste 

Management Units (SWMUs) and Areas of Concern (AOCs) with work remaining to be completed 

under the Administrative Order on Consent (Consent Order; EPA Docket No. RCRA-02-2007-

7301; EPA, 2007) that sets out the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA. Until a 

Corrective Action Complete determination has been approved by EPA for the SWMUs and AOCs 

located within the carve-out areas, the Navy will continue to be responsible for completion of any 

remaining corrective andlor remedial actions required for those SWMUs and AOCs, pursuant to 

the Consent Order. Furthermore, the SWMUs cannot be included In the transfer of Sale Parcel 

III and the Science Park because all necessary remedial actions have not been taken prior to 

transfer as required by Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA). 

1 September 2011 
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The Navy and the new owner of Sale Parcel II I and the Science Park will execute a lease in 

furtherance of conveyance for the carve-out areas. Upon successful completion of all necessary 

remedial actions by the Navy, the leased property will be transferred to the new owner. At the 

time of the transfer of each carve-out, the Navy will issue a Finding of Suitability to Transfer for 

the parcel(s) to be conveyed. Any land use controls required after the completion of all 

necessary remedial actions will be outlined in the FOST for that parcel(s) and included in the 

transfer deed. Vicinity maps showing Sale Parcel III , the Science Park parcel, and the carve-out 

(lease) areas within each are included in Exhibit B. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

020905lP 

NAPR was formerly known as Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) until it ceased operation 

as an active Naval Station on March 31, 2004, at which point it was designated Naval Activity 

Puerto Rico. NAPR is located on the east coast of Puerto Rico adjacent to the municipality of 

Ceiba. 

The carve-outs that comprise the Subject Property are as follows: 

• SWMU 3, Base Landfill - Approximately 110 acres in Sub-parcels 56. 59 and 60. The 
unlined landfill was used since the early 1960s. The active portion (a lined 35-acre cell 
within the limits of the old 85-acre landfill) was closed and capped in 2007. 

• SWMU 9, Tank 212-217 Sludge Burial Pits - Approximately 42 acres in two non
contiguous areas of Sub-parcel 40. Unlined, earthen pits in which petroleum sludges 
were buried after tank cleanings between 1940 and 1978. 

• SWMUs 11/45, Old Power Plant (Building 38 Interior/Exterior) - Approximately 
15 acres in Sub-parcel 59. SWMU 11 is the interior of Building 38, including a former 
concrete pad where transformers and transformer fluids containing PCBs were stored. 
SWMU 45 is the exterior of Building 38 where transformer oils containing PCBs were 
routinely discarded directly onto the ground, and includes the path of the cooling water 
intake tunnel from Puerca Bay. There are two closed in place 50 ,ODD-gallon underground 
storage tanks (USTs) associated with SWMUs 11/45. 

• SWMU 31, Waste Oil Collection Area - Buildings 31 and 2022 - Approximately 0.6 
combined acres with SWMU 32 in Sub-parcel 52. Located in the Public Works 
Department storage yard near the Transportation Shop, it consists of a curbed, concrete 
pad used for temporary outdoor storage of waste oil containers . During a 1993 
inspection, oil staining surrounded the storage pad. 

• SWMU 32 - Public Works Department Storage Yard/Battery Collection Area -
Approximately 0.6 combined acres with SWMU 31 in Sub-parcel 52. In 1988, IT was an 
outdoor area where discarded batteries were stored. Approximately 100 55-gallon drums 
of contaminated jet fuel and soil were observed stored on wooden pallets resting on bare 
ground during the 1993 follow-up investigation. Along with these drums, an area of 
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stained soil was visible, discarded batteries were noted, and a small, partially open, 
uncurbed storage building ("paint locker") contained cans. 

• SWMU 57 (ECP 3), POL Drum Storage Area (Facility 278) - Approximately 2 acres in 
Sub-parcel 40. Rectangular concrete pad approximately 100 feet by 160 feet in size. 
Used as Petroleum, Oils and Lubricants (POL) drum storage facility from the 1950s to the 
1990s. 

• SWMU 59 (ECP 5), Former Vehicle Maintenance and Refueling Area - Approximately 
10 acres in Sub-parcel 43. Includes Buildings 377, 2344, and 2345. Used from the 
1940s to the 1980s, and contained drums, vehicle racks, USTs (unknown quantity and 
disposition), and fuel islands. The majority of the site is presently covered by paving. 

• SWMU 60 (ECP 6), Former Landfill at the Marina - Approximately 12 acres in Sub
parcels 42 and 45. Used as a landfill from the 1940s to the 1960s, with piles of solid 
waste and scrap metal. The marina now covers most of the site, except for a level area 
described as estuarine intertidal scrub-shrub broad-leafed evergreen. 

• SWMU 67 (ECP 13), Former Gas Station - Approximately 4.5 acres in Sub-parcels 30 
and 31 . Located on east side of Langley Drive north of the tennis courts in a level area 
covered with secondary growth vegetation. A concrete pad and building foundation are 
present north of the tennis courts in the woods. No UST has been identified. An 
additional 1.05 acres of SWMU 67 is located on Sub-parcel 29 (University Parcel) which 
is not within Sale Parcel III or the Science Park. 

• SWMU 70 (ECP 16), Disposal Area Northwest of Landfill - Approximately 55 acres in 
Sub-parcels 54, 56, and 59. Located northwest of the current base landfill, it is a 
construction debris and/or solid waste disposal site with potential disposal of POLs and/or 
hazardous materials containers. 

• SWMU 74 (ECP 20), Fuel Pipelines and Hydrant Pits - On the Subject Property, this 
site consists of four non-contiguous portions of the JP-5 fuel pipeline totaling 
approximately 13.5 acres. 

• SWMU 77, Active Small Arms Range - Approximately 69 acres that comprise Sub
parcel 38. A closed small arms range and former open burning/open detonation (OB/OD) 
area located on the peninsula at Punta Media Mundo. Originally, it was an active range 
slated for transfer to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for continued use as a 
range . DHS has decided not to take it. In accordance with Consent Order requirements 
an RFI is being performed for the three potential OB/OD sites, and the small arms range. 

• SWMU 78, Transformer Storage Pad - Approximately 3 acres in Sub-parcel 48. 
Located off of Hollandla Street, near the Intersection of Forrestal Drive and Valley Forge 
Road. The suspected release Is associated with a raised concrete-curbed pad that 
formerly stored approximately 25 (non-PCB) transformers. The concrete pad was not 
present In aerial photographs of NAPR as late as 1995. The pad has a concrete berm 
surrounding the perimeter that acts as secondary containment. A valve is installed In the 
berm to allow the drainage of accumulated rainwater. A small area (approximately 10 feet 
by 3 feet) of stained soil and stressed vegetation was observed at the discharge of the 
drainage valve. 

• AOC F, Site of Four Former USTs (USTs 124A-D; Building 124) - Approximately 
1.2 acres in Sub-parcel 52. One of seven former UST sites and one aboveground 
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storage tank (AST) site that comprise the AOC F Monitored Natural Attenuation (MNA) 
sites at various locations on NAPR. MNA 124 was the location of former USTs 124A 
(2,OOO-galion motor gasoline tank), 124B and 124C (5,OOO-galion motor gasoline tanks), 
and 1240 (550-gallon waste oil tank) which were removed in 1996 and replaced by two 
motor gasoline USTs and one diesel UST. After the tank removals and subsequent 
investigation, the site was recommended for remedial action by monitored natural 
attenuation. 

• AOe F, Site of Four Former USTs (USTs 1738A-D; Building 1738) - Approximately 
2 acres in Sub-parcel 40. One of seven former UST sites and one AST site that 
comprise the AOC F MNA sites at various locations on NAPR. After the removal of three 
1 O,OOO-galion motor gasoline USTs and one 550-gallon waste oil UST at this site in 1995, 
and the subsequent investigation, the site was recommended for remedial action by 
monitored natural attenuation, and a Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether (MTBE) groundwater 
remediation pilot study is in the planning stages. 

• Aoe F, Site of 1 former UST (UST 2842B; Building 3188) - Approximately 5.3 acres in 
Sub-parcel 52. One of seven former UST sites and one current AST site that comprise 
the AOC F MNA sites at NAPR. After the removal of this 5,OOO-galion diesel UST in 
1997, and the subsequent investigation, the site was recommended for remedial action 
by monitored natural attenuation. 

The carve-out SWMUs and AOCs are shown on the aerial photographs in Exhibit C. The survey 

maps in Exhibit 0 provide the final boundaries for Sale Parcel III , the Science Park parcel, and 

the carve-outs in Sale Parcel II I. The boundaries of the Science Park carve-outs (SWMUs 31/32 

and AOC F USTs 124A-C) are shown on the maps in Exhibit C). Table 1 (Exhibit E) provides the 

facility number, former user, name or description, area and year of construction of each of the 

numbered buildings, structures, and facilities on the Subject Property. 

3.0 PAST USE ANP PROPOSep REUSE 

020905lP 

The former NSRR, including the Subject Property, has been used as a military installation since 

its acquisition and development by the Navy in the 1940s. The ECP Report states that most of 

the arable land on what is now NAPR was previously used for sugar cane cultivation and cattle 

grazing. No significant industrial facilities or environmental concerns were iden@ed with respect 

to activities conducted on the former NSRR prior to Navy ownership. The Navy established 

NAPR to serve as the caretaker of the real property associated with NSRR and to assist in the 

transfer of the property. Since the establishment of NAPR, all industrial and commercial 

operations on the former NSRR with a significant potential for environmental contamination have 

ceased. 
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The carve-out areas were undeveloped prior to the uses described in Section 2 that resulted in 

their being designated RCRA SWMUs and AOCs. The former vehicle maintenance area that is 

SWMU 59 became the location of a ground electronics maintenance shop and storage facilities; a 

marina now covers most of the area that is SWMU 60; tennis courts were constructed at the 

SWMU 67 former gas station location; and, a solid waste recycling facility was constructed on the 

eastem side of SWMU 70. 

The Naval Station Roosevelt Roads Reuse Plan (CBRE et ai , 2004) developed by the Puerto 

Rico Department of Economic Development and Commerce (acting as the Local Redevelopment 

Authority anticipated the following types of land uses for Sale Parcel III and the Science Park 

parcel : University Campus, Industrial, Recreation or Open Space Reserve, Science 

Park/Conference Center, Water-Oriented Commercial, and Passenger/Cargo Ferry Terminal and 

Related Uses. An April 2010 addendum (CSS, 2010) to the Reuse Plan indicates the Subject 

Property will be in portions of areas with the following types of uses - mixed use (retail and upper 

floor residential), hotel , and lodging, golf course, and retailirestauranVentertainment district. 

The Subject Property will be leased in furtherance of conveyance to the new owner. The Lessee 

will be allowed use of the property subject to the land and groundwater use restrictions described 

in Section S.D. of this FOSL. The lease will contain these land use controls as well as 

requirements for Navy approval of any alterations to the property or uses of the property that 

result in a change in land use. 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS 

020905lP 

All available information concerning the past storage, release, or disposal of hazardous 

substances and/or petroleum products on NAPR, as collected through record searches, aerial 

photographs, personnel interviews, and on-site visual inspections, is contained in the ECP 

Report. The following summarizes the findings as they relate to the Subject Property and the 

corresponding Condition of Property Classification assigned to the real property to be leased and 

eventually transferred. 

A. Hazardous Substance Contamination 

The Subject Property includes 14 RCRA SWMUs with work remaining to be completed to 

address hazardous substance contamination (SWMUs 3, 9, 11,31,32, 45,57,59,60, 67, 70, 74, 
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77 and 78). Detailed descriptions of these SWMUs are provided in the ECP Report, except for 

SWMU 78 (Transformer Storage Pad) which was identified in August 2007. Detailed information 

for SWMU 78 will be provided in the RFI Report which is currently being prepared. Summary 

descriptions and their current status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit E). 

B. Petroleum Contamination 

According to the ECP Report, there were 12 USTs and three aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) 

that once stored diesel fuel, motor gasoline and waste oil on the Subject Property at the time of 

the ECP inspection in March 2005. Table 3 lists the known USTs and ASTs on the Subject 

Property along with their location, capacity, material stored and the year installed. The ECP 

Report and field verification also documented two oillwater separators (OWSs) on the Subject 

Property. The OWSs are listed in Table 3. The records do not indicate there have been any 

spills or releases associated with the USTs, ASTs and OWSs currenijy known to be present on 

the Subject Property. 

The ECP Report indicated there were nine former USTs associated with AOC F that were 

removed in 1995, 1996, and 1997 - USTs 1738 A through 0, USTs 124 A through 0, and UST 

2842B, two USTs closed in place at Building 38 (SWMUs 11/45), and possible former USTs of 

unknown number and disposition at Buildings 377, 2344 and 2345 (SWMU 59). Table 3 lists the 

known former USTs on the Subject Property along with their location, capacity, material stored 

and year removed. 

The Navy is conducting a monitored natural attenuation (MNA) study of the groundwater 

contamination associated with the seven UST sites and one AST site that comprise AOC F. 

These MNA sites include former USTs 124A through 1240, 1738A through 17380, and 28428 on 

the Subject Property. During the time NSRR was an active installation, the study was conducted 

in accordance with monitoring protocols developed by the Underground Storage Tank 

Management Division of the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB). Given the closure 

and pending transfer of the former NSRR, the Navy was required to prepare a work plan in 

accordance with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) MNA standards. The Navy 

submitted the MNA Work Plan to EPA in October 2007, and EPA approved it in April 2008. A 

revision to the work plan was completed following the first round of sampling and submitted to the 

EPA in August 2008. Long-term quarterly groundwater monitoring is ongoing, and the Year 9, 

Second Quarter sampling event was completed in August 2011. Because MTBE has been found 
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in the groundwater at AOC F - Site 1738, a separate remediation plan for the MTBE 

contamination is currently under development. 

C. Condition of Property Classification 

The ECP Report divided all property at NAPR into parcels, and classified them into one of the 

three following categories: 

• Category 1 - Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of hazardous 
substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, including no 
migration of these substances from adjacent areas. 

• Category 2 - Areas where the release, disposal, or migration, or some combination 
thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has 
occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or remedial action, or all 
remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been 
taken. 

• Category 3 - Areas where a confirmed or suspected release. disposal, or migration, or 
some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their 
derivatives has occurred, but required investigation andlor response actions have not yet 
been initiated or are ongoing. 

These categories are derived from the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 

and Liability Act (CERCLA), Community Environmental Response Facilitation Act (CERFA) and 

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Conducting 

Environmental Baseline Surveys (ASTM Standard D 6008-96), which further incorporates ASTM 

D 5746-98 (2002) Standard Classification of Environmental Condition of Propertv Area Types for 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Facilities . 

CERFA stipulates that the federal government must identify "uncontaminated property" scheduled 

for transfer, and defines this as " ... real property on which no hazardous substances and no 

petroleum products or their derivatives were known to have been released, or disposed of' 

[(Section 9620(h)(4)(A)] . In accordance with the property condition classification guidelines 

discussed above, the Navy classified the Subject Property as Category 3 (except for SWMU 78 

which had not been identified at that time). Following its review of the CERFA Report, the Puerto 

Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) concurred with this classification and provided a 

concurrence statement (Exhibit F) in the Final CERFA Report on 11 August 2006. The 

14 SWMUs on the Subject Property may not be transferred until all required remedial actions 

have been taken to address residual contamination in accordance with the requirements of 
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CERCLA Section 120(h)(3}{A)(ii}{I), and the three Category 3 petroleum sites (AOC F) may not 

be transferred until the work remaining to be completed under the Consent Order is completed. 

D. Other Environmental Aspects 

1 . Munitions and Explosives of Concern 

SWMU 77 is a closed small arms range and former open burning/open detonation 

(OB/OD) area located on the pen insula at Punta Medio Mundo. Range locations have 

periodically moved throughout the peninsula since its first use. Review of historic records 

and interviews indicate that the SWMU was used for munitions disposal or detonation 

and as a small arms range. The Navy had planned to transfer this range to DHS for 

continued operation as a range without shutting it down. No further action was required 

under the Consent Order as long as the range stayed operational. DHS recently 

decided it would not take possession of the range, therefore it is no longer considered 

active and under the terms of the Consent Order, an RFI is currently being performed for 

three potential OB/OD sites, several potential munitions burial trenches, and the small 

arms and rifle ranges. 

According to the ECP Report, there are no other heavy (crew-served) weapon ranges, 

unexploded ordnance/impact areas, explosive ordnance disposal areas or open 

burning/open detonation activities on the Subject Property. 

2. Asbestos-Containing Materials 

According to the June 2005 Fina/ Asbestos Insoection Report for Naval Actjvjty Puerto 

Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico (Baker, 2005), asbestos-containing material (ACM) was 

identified in two (2) of the facilities inspected on the Subject Property, as summarized in 

Table 4 of Exhibit E. Friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) ACM was not identified in 

any of the facilities. Detailed information about the materials identified and sampled 

during the asbestos inspection, including summary tables, location drawings, 

photographs and laboratory reports, is included in the report. 

The possibility remains for the presence of undiscovered ACM associated with 

underground utilities and miscellaneous building materials at NAPR. While this potential 

ACM does not pose a hazard to site users, future demolition and/or subsurface work 

performed by the lessee could result in FAD ACM hazards. Thus. the lessee must 
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comply with all applicable Commonwealth and Federal laws relating to ACM 

management in order to ensure future protection of human health and the environment 

during any future renovation/demolition activities or underground utility work. An ACM 

acknowledgement form (Exhibit G) will be provided to the lessee for execution at the time 

of lease. 

3. Lead-Based Paint 

A lead-based paint (LBP) survey and risk assessment was completed at NAPR in Spring 

2006 for military family housing on ly, thus none of the facilities on the Subject Property 

were included in the survey. 

Table 1 (Exhibit E) indicates approximately 12 buildings, structures and faci lities on the 

Subject Property were constructed prior to 1976, the year in which LBP was banned for 

consumer use. These facilities and any others built before 1976 are presumed to contain 

LBP. A Lead-Based Paint Hazards Advisory Statement, Exhibit H to this FOSL, will be 

provided to the lessee and executed at the time of lease. 

4. Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are the key contaminant at SWMUs 11 , 45, and 76, as 

described in Exhibit E, Table 2 and the ECP Report. Remediation of PCB-contamination 

at SWMUs 45 and 76 is ongoing under the RCRA corrective action program. 

Although the final disposition of the PCB contamination at SWMU 11 has not yet 

been determined, interim measures requiring site access restiction are being 

implemented under the RCRA Consent Order. 

All PCB-contaminated transformers and equipment, including any on the Subject 

Property, were removed from the former NSRR prior to 1996. Due to the age of the 

majority of facilities and the size of the station, it is possible that PCB-contaminated 

fluorescent light ballasts and other minor PCB sources may be present on NAPR. There 

are no other records of PCBs having been stored, released or disposed of on the Subject 

Property. 
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5. Radon 

• 
According to the U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 93-292-K, Preliminary 

Geologic Radon Potential Assessment of Puerto Rico (USGS, 1993), the Commonwealth 

of Puerto Rico exhibits generally low indoor radon levels, and a survey of radon 

concentrations of offices, housing units, schools and other buildings was conducted by 

the 000 between 1989 and 1992 on federal military reservations in Puerto Rico, 

including the former NSRR. Indoor radon levels ranged from 0.0 to 1.9 picoCuries/Liter 

(pCi/L), well below the current EPA residential indoor radon screening action level of 

4 pCi/L. The majority of the reservations, including NAPR, are situated on coastal plains, 

so the low indoor radon levels were not unexpected on the Subject Property. 

6. Threatened and Endangered Species 

As shown on the aerial photographs in Exhibit I, breeding habitat and nestinglforaging 

palms for the endangered yellow-shouldered blackbird and sea turtle habitat have been 

identified on the Subject Property. The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has indicated that 

it intends to zone the property in a manner that will implement the planning, development, 

maintenance, mitigation and use requirements described in Exhibit I. 

In accordance with the Endangered Species Act, the Navy developed a Biological 

Assessment (BA) for the former NSRR in 2006 to assess the potential impact on any 

federally protected species from the disposal of NSRR. Given the protection measures 

addressed in detail in the Biological Assessment for the Disposal of Naval Station 

Roosevelt Roads/Naval Activity Puerto Rico Final Report (Navy, 2006a), the Navy has 

determined that the disposal of the former NSRR and transfer of the property to future 

owners is not likely to adversely affect federally-listed species and would not result in 

adverse modification of designated critical habitat within the project area. The U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service concurred with this determination in a letter dated April 7, 2006. 

5.0 REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PROPERTY LEASE 

020905lP 

A. National Environmental Policy Act Compliance 

In accordance with National Environmental Policy Act requirements, an Environmental 

Assessment (EA) and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) have been prepared and 

executed in connection with the planned disposal and reuse of NAPR. The FONSI was signed on 
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April 10, 2007. A Supplemental EA (SEA) was prepared to address changes in proposed reuse 

in the 2010 Reuse Plan Addendum. The FONSI for the SEA was signed September 26, 2011. 

B. Hazardous Substance Notice 

Past activities within the Subject Property included the use and storage of hazardous substances 

and petroleum products. The ECP Report provides details on hazardous materials use/storage, 

hazardous waste generation/management, and the nature and extent of hazardous substance 

and petroleum product releases to the environment. In accordance with Section 120(h)(1) of 

CERCLA, the lease shall provide notice as to those hazardous substances which it is known, 

based on a complete search of agency files, were stored for 1 year or more, released or disposed 

on the Subject Property in excess of those reportable quantities specified under Title 40 of the 

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 373 (Hazardous Substances Reporting Requirements 

for Selling or Transferring Federa l Real Property), and all response actions taken to date to 

address any such releases or disposals. The hazardous substances notice and response action 

summary for the Subject Property is attached to this FOSL as Exhibit J . 

C. Access Clause 

The lease for the Subject Property shall contain a clause reserving to the United States, its 

officers, agents, employees, contractors, and subcontractors the right to enter upon the leased 

property to complete its RCRA corrective action obligations, including any remedial or corrective 

action found to be necessary after the date of lease. The right to enter to be set forth shall 

include the right to conduct annual physical inspections, tests, investigations, long term 

monitoring, 5-year reviews, and surveys, including, where necessary, drilling, test pitting, boring, 

and other similar activities. Such right shall also include the right to construct, operate, maintain, 

or undertake any other response or remedial action as required or necessary, including, but not 

limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and treatment facilities. The United States retains the 

authority to enter to conduct investigations on adjacent parcels as well as the parcel subject to 

the lease. These access rights are in addition to those granted to Federal, state, and local 

authorities under applicable environmental laws and regulations. 

D. Land and Groundwater Restrictions 

To prevent unacceptable risks to human health and the environment during the lease period, the 

Navy will ensure the lease includes the following land use controls on the Subject Property: 
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• A restriction on land use to non-residential uses only. (AOC F [124, 1738, and 2842BJ 
and SWMUs 3, 9, 11,31 , 32,45, 57, 59, 60, 67, 70, 74, 77 and 78). 

• A restriction on certain invasive activities in areas where surface soil, subsurface soil and 
or sediments are contaminated. (AOC F [124, 1738, and 2842BJ and SWMUs 3, 9, 31, 
32,45,57,59,60, 67, 70, 74, 77 and 78). 

• A restriction on use of groundwater and installation of new wells in or near areas of 
known groundwater contamination. (AOC F [124, 1738, and 2842BJ and SWMUs 3, 9, 
45, 57, 59,60,67, 70,74, 77 and 78). 

• A restriction on disturbance of the SWMU 3 landfill cover. 

• A restriction on disturbance of adjacent wetlands (SWMUs 9, 60, and 70). 

• A restriction on access to the interior of Building 38 (SWMU 11). 

• A requirement to protect the integrity of any existing and all future groundwater 
monitoring or extraction wells, remedial action equipment and associated utilities. 

• A requirement that all ongoing and future environmental investigations and remedial 
activities at or adjacent to the Subject Property not be disrupted. 

The Navy will remain in the area for several years completing environmental cleanup work, and 

will work with future property owners to provide levels of protection against land use control 

violations including inspections, education , and coordination with property owners and regulators. 

Furthermore, the Navy will review each individual site to determine what protections (e.g., fences 

and signage) are necessary for implementation of land use controls based on contaminant 

concentrations and proximity to receptors . 

Upon completion of required corrective andlor remedial actions for any of the SWMUs and AOCs 

located within the carve-out areas, if a Corrective Action Complete With Controls determination is 

proposed by the Navy and approved by EPA, the Navy andlor the acquiring party of the Subject 

Property where the SWMUs andlor AOCs are located will be responsible for maintaining all land 

use controls andlor other controls upon which that Corrective Action Complete With Controls 

determination was based. Any land use controls required after the completion of all necessary 

remedial actions will be outlined in the FOSTs and transfer deeds for the carve-out areas. EPA 

and EaB will be afforded the opportunity to review these documents prior to execution . 

E, Environmental Compliance Agreements I Permits I Orders 

On January 29, 2007, the Navy and EPA voluntarily entered into a Consent Order that sets out 

the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA and replaces the 1994 RCRA permit as the 

document memorializing these obligations concerning NAPR. The SWMUs and AOCs that 
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comprise the Subject Property have investigation andlor cleanup work remaining to be completed 

under the terms of the Consent Order. Detailed descriptions of the AOCs and SWMUs that 

comprise the Subject Property are provided in the ECP Report, while summary descriptions and 

their current status are provided in Table 2 (Exhibit E). 

F. Notification to Regulatory Agencies 

In accordance with 000 guidance, the U.S. EPA Region 2 and the Puerto Rico EOB have been 

advised of the proposed lease of the Subject Property, and copies of the ECP Report, CERFA 

Report, and Draft FOSL were provided to those agencies for review and comment. NallY 

responses to regulatory agency review comments on the draft version of this FOSL are provided 

in Exhibit K. In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(B), NallY consulted with EPA Region 

2 on the FOSL and EPA provided its concurrence leiter on 05 March 2009 (Exhibit K). This 

Revision 1 to the FOSL has been prepared to add three carve-outs from the Science Park and 

was provided to EPA and eOB for review. The ECP Report was made available for public review 

upon finalization. Copies of all lease documentation will be made available to EPA and EOB 

representatives upon request after execution of the same. 

6.0 SUITABILITY DETERMINATION 

020905JP 

NOW THEREFORE, based on my review of the Information contained In this FOSL and the 

notices and restrlctions discussed herein that will be contained in the lease, the Subject Property 

Is suitable for lease. 

Date r , 

13 

Detar 
BRAC Program Management Office Southeast 
North Charleston, South Carolina 

September 2011 
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Exhibit E 

Tables 



Facilitv # Former User 
38 PWD EED 
124 PWD 
278 SURFOPS 

377 AIROPS (GED) 

394 AFWTF 
396 AFWTF 

832 AFWTF 
1720 MWR 

1724 MWR 

1726 MWR 

1730 AFWTF 

2015 AFWTF 

2288 AFWTF 

2312 PWD 
2334 MWR 

2344 MWR 

2345 MWR 

2377 MWR 

Table 1 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III and Science Park FOSL 
Facilities List 

Name 
OLD POWER PLANT 
GAS FILLING STATION 
OIL DRUM STORAGE 

GRND ELECTRONICS MAINT SHOP 

TORPEDO SHOP/UNDERGROUND DEP 
GUARD SHELTER 

MISC STORAGE 
PICNIC PAVILLION 
YACHT CLUB 

TENNIS COURTS (LIGHTED) 

MK-48 TORPEDO SHOP 

TORPEDO PAINT SHOP 

OPER HAZIFLAMMABLE STORAGE 

HAZ WASTE STORAGE BY 8#2042 
BOATHOUSE/MARINA 

MWR CLUB STGE 
MWR STORAGE BLDG BY 377 

MARINA 

Area Unit Yr Built 
24500 SF 1944 

294 SF 1955 
17000 - 1949 
10000 SF 1958 
16160 SF 1958 

36 SF 1958 
750 SF 1962 
64 SF 1972 

1590 SF 1972 
3200 SF 1972 
4000 SF 1969 

100 SF 1971 

222 SF 1989 
100 SY 1989 

8450 SF 1993 

9700 SF 1993 
9600 SF 1993 

- - -

List based on 2003 NAPR base map (Base map - PREnew 11-2003.pdf), July 2001 Building Utilization List, 
List of Buildings To Be Inspected For Asbestos from June 2005 Asbestos Inspection Report, and field 
vertication by NAPR personnel. 

Information not available or unknown 

AFWTF Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility 
AIROPS Air Operations 
EED Environmental Engineering Division 
GED Ground Electronics Division 
HOSP Hospital 
MWR Morale, Welfare and Recreation 
PWD Public Works Department 
SURFOPS Surface Operations 



.. ~~ SWIIU Description 
No. 

Basllenclfll This CUmtnll'{ active 1IInd1111a uniwd, and 
has been used .lnee the larty 1960t as a di:lpoul sll for 
IOIid wastes. To dilpo6e orwastn, a trenctlis dug 10 the 
_ tlf table. ,nd then lied wiIh _SIeI. When the trench Is 
fIJI, lis awered 'MIh soil 

3 3 

Tank 212·217 &ldge Butllli P its SWM.) 9 consists 01 
unlined urtnen pltlin which petroleum sludges _ bUried 
Ifter tank dalnings. These burial ph IAI neat fuel tanks 
212 through 217, lDeated.1ong Fonestal Ortte. The tanks 

3 • 'IrIfIt(lIinstallclln 1940, and ¥Mte dNned al)p«lxinllely 
every flYe yea,., unIil1978. 

Old Power PAnt ('86dg. 311 SWM.) 1 1 is tl'lllnleriOr of 
Building 38, 1M "066 Poww ""-n," and Indudn • former 
concnM pad ~ IrIInlfotmets and Innlfonnet~ 
eonlhlJng PCBs were stored. The en .. buIdIng • 
consln.lQed of oonctete apprOlCirnate+J I'M) '" three feet 

3 It 
thick. 80th thll998 VSt and !he 1993 ~inapection 
reported extensive staining. Thefe _ also indicalions or 
transfom\ef lluid. being diIarded by pouring into 
aubstrlaot c:ooIng .... lUnneis Issociated .... the F'ovw8I' 
Plant,1IIfi1ch thin empty Into P uen:a Bay. The IXWfior of 
Building 38 is clasalied a. SWMU 45. 

waste 01 ColiKtlon Area (BIdp. 31 aNI an) Located 
In the Public WOi1<I o.partment lIInge)'ltd"",the 
TrantpOrtation Shop, It conllists of. c:urtled, conctete pad 
used rot tlmporary outdoor storage of __ 01 cootainer1 
There is also a 500-gabl tank for __ oil c:oIadiCJn. 
During I t i93inapec:tion, oiI_i1ing I Urrounded tha 
storege pad. This SWMU Is assodlled wit! aJiIdi'i,g 31 , 

""""'" 3t 'IrIflerethl Navy'al~ lAS AIpOr1ed thatc:ontaftnol 
P ... unIdentIied _1tiIa had been sIored ~ the 1M.titg. 

Solvent odors WItfI repoftIId In the 1984 lAS neport The 
entre area surrounding this SWMU is now paved ..... 
asphalt. Sioce the 1W3 Inspection the area hu bMn 
reconfigured and new factities !lave been construcal. The 
former area not used .. the ~ con1llruction _s paved. 

Pwo StorI!ge VlrdIBatIary CoUaction ....... DesaIJed In 
the 1988 RFA IS In ouldoor atea lllhere diIcarded b.aeriIts 
___ slofed. HowIYet, approri'nately 100 to 110 55-pIon 
drums of contamlnaled ,lltt fueI .. nd soil were. ot.atved 
during the 1993 roIoW-u9lnvestigalion. They_1loted on 
wooden pellets resb'Ig on blire ground. Along'" these 

Scloo~ 
32 

drums . n area of lI,ned soil was vid>IIt, discarded .... batteries were noted, and a smaI. partialy open, uncurbed 
s\orage building ("paint loc:IIef"l c:ontaMd Clns. The IAla 
has now been deaned up and Is used for 1M stor.gIt. of 
spare parts and br equipment partmg. 

Tabla 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcallil and Science Park FOSL 
Solid Waste Management Units and Areas of Concern Summary and Status 

Page 1 0'4 

c ..... ReM ttvestiption ,nd Remedill Actlon Summlry Ind SUM Medii Affec:1ed I KItJ ...... Coruminants 

3 -~ RP Round 1 (1986) ,nd 2 (1987) u~ oIlhe ground\llalef found metals GW, Sedlment-
(arsenic. chromium, ~ad, and selenium) lbove clelnup standards. An RFl of aoil. metals. SVOCI, VOCI 
surfaee __ and aedi'nent5, ,nd grwnctwaler _I required by !he pamil The 
Content Order fequns a Semt.Annuai Groundwatet Monioring P rogtlIm as an 
IntlfWn Messure (WI, and ~ of the CIo&unI Plans ror !he S&aOOn 
LaocfiI. ~ cbed and i,,*,,eltidioi. ofCbsore Plan underway. Laoo. Gil 
IItJnIloring WOft\: P\an ~tion underway. Sobmil.-mJ-wlnual rptS IM\n 80-
days of receiving v.1idaIIad lab data unti cIoatn ~ notiication apptOved. 
Old Landfll poftions need to be dol«! by ~~, 

3 eMS IRP Round 1 (1986) groundWU!f sa~ Indi::al!<I the presence 01 benzene.nd GW, S ubsurface I nd 
IolHinI II IeveIa above rellvanl action 1eveIa. Sediment satnPes coIected In Ihe Suthice SolI, 
mlngfOYl ~ below 1M tlnks detedad 0Jganie consUuentl and Iud below Sediment - metab., 
ltievant Idion levels. The RFI of 5011 and groundwatIf 11IQUi'ed In the permit SVOCs, \IOCs ,tiCOi, .... ided additiCInaI invesligaIion ror aurfM2 ___ and 1IdI'nents. SubmiGad 

FinaIPh .. I I RAWPbrAtH BTanlt 214 No 1117107. C~ Phase l RFI 
I\eId Investigslion for Area B Tlnk 214 No. Drall Phase t RFl Report approved by 
EPA. Ful RA Wor1c Plao Oll)p«lved and fieIcIlnvestigation ~led. Dr¥t·F"nal 
Full RFI Rlport submiQed 6116111 . mplMnent ERA for thistle through Steps 7 and 
8. 

3 1M In 8CC:O!danc:e willi niQuhrnIfltl of the Consent oroer, an 1M hal blten rnpiemItnted Building "'terkH" 
In the rom. of InginMring controls to rutrid aCC1lSl to the Inllrior of the bulking. A PCBs,ndACM 
land U .. Control (LUC) p&an hal been .ubrnittiItd to EPA. Controls must prohibit 
building acc:ell and' ~ fuNrIt use oIlh1 sle unlil.co.ptabllt clean-up is 
hlplamented. 

3 eM! The CNS .1OOi, .... ided no further adion based on the filet tI'IIt a ma,ority 01 the SoH - dlOD\ fura!'ll 
atel II CUll'encty covered wth a5phel, whlcti m ... the 1IxpoMJrc!i ~ fOf 
d.-mlll con..a wiIh IUtfac:e IO~, Ind allo reoomrnend.:l the remaining 5mOlIl 
unpaved aIM.,1n SWMUs 31132 be cov.tItd"'" uphal '" mitigate I potential 
e:opoauAl pathway. The existing and i'MlW pavement VIOUIcI be mantanecllo prolect 
ttll JWagrity of the cap. Land u .. corwuII ~ recommended '" pnrvent the Ullt 01 
thlsSWMU brntsidential hovu,g. ~ CMS and CY Design PKttIgIt. CM! 
req_inatalation anet malnlenll'Q of asphaI: pa~ 101:. Navy is curreoUy 
~ ..... contrador ror lnatalaUon of i'MlW cap. 

3 C .. The CUS recOJM'IItnded no further action based on the r.ct !hat I mapiry of the SOU· dioxin. furans 
.teI II COO1if1IIy covered Mti aap,al , whicti mtigall!llhe expoaure pathoofty for 
dermal c:onIId wit! surface 101. and Mo recamrr.nded 1M rwnaIning sma. 
UI1llY'ld aIN ... SWMUI 31132 be coveted wiIh asphal to miligate a ~I/.al 
eJq)OlUAI pathway. The existing anet new pavementVlOUId be malntai'led 10 proted. 
ChIt integrity of 1M cap. L,nd u. controa: were reccrnmended to prevent the Ullt of 
this SWW for re*IentiaI housng. Approved CMS and CM! Design Package. CM! 
requires Instalation .nd mlinlilnance or asphalt parking lot. Navy" currently 
negotiIIing wit! contr.clor ror Instalilllion of new cap. 

SUe Specific Cul'l1tntACRA RemIIlnlng Won 
LAndU .. . .... Required 
C~ .... 

1,2, 4and No Seml-Annual GW CIoN remaining 
Dillulbance of ,nd LandM Gas portlonl or landtil. 
Landfl Cover Moniloring unlit continue aemlo-annua l .... GW monioring, 

conlinue 1Indti1 gas 
monitoring, 

1, 2. 4endNo Ful RFI, BERA CMSlSoBICMI 
Disturbanc:e of _7m 

Ad;o<ool 
Wetlands 

1 and No Accea NA Maintain LUCs 
10 Buidrog InWOOr 

1, 2 NA In'ipIMMnt CMI and 
mllrain LUCI for non-
residential lind use I nd 
mllnlAiln IntegritY of 
asphal. 

1.2 NA ~I CMland 
maintlln LUCs lot oon-
residential wnd use and 
mllntaln Integrity of 
IIPhI •. 



Pan::el SWMU DQcrtptlon 
No. 

PCB SpII AtMIOCd Poww f»tenI Aru CIlJbIcja 01 a.Idi'Ig 
38. the Old ~ PQnI (SWMU 11). ""*'- IrIInsbmw ok 
contming PCBs __ routinIIfy diIcarded dftdIy onb the 

ground during IrIInsbmer mMI~ This .... Dl:end$ 
from 1M property around Building 38 and ndudM the path , .. of the cooling __ intake tunnel from the ernbeynw\I 01 
PueIeI Bay. There ... also I"0I«l abandoned 5O.000galon 
UST, ,uoc:iIted'Nth SNMU 45ISWMU 11 . 

POI.. Drum !Sittnge A .... (F~ No.. 271) R"'*'9Jlar 
coocrMI pad IPP"Ixm.tIIIy 100' II 16O'in 5ia. Habic 
rec:oms reviews indicmt dNm IIDnge Ind IiIMII'Ig on , 

" conaw pad and surroundiIg d, and the racily was used 
as the Petroleum. 011 and L.ubri:lnlS (POL) drum sIof1Ige 
faclily rtom!he 1950s to Ihe 1990s.. 

FonMrVeflictt ~and ~ AAta The 
site, MIlch inckIdes BuikIngs In. 234ot , and 23-45, wal 
used II I vehicla mIIin.,.nca and I8fua(ng InMI from the 
19-40s to !he 191Os, and contIIIn«l drums, voehicIa rac:ks, 
ItaWlI, Ind 1iJeI1sIand:s. Thefi"lll~ 01 .. 

3 " s uspec:tltd USTI is unknoWn. ~ conI"irtned ItIaI 
numeIWI spb and IMQ 01 POL and hIUn:IouI mat.-iaIs 
~ ~the USIige periocI. Presenttt. 1he SiIe is 
I IIMII_ .. ~mg cowmg the ma;ny oil. 

Former undlltl at 1he 1Ia,.,. Located In the i"nmedia1B 
area of the base IMf1NI. It.as used as a lana from 
approxinately the 19otOt to the 19605.. -.iI'l plea 01 sold 
walle and acgp INIIII.. The mama now ~most oft. , 00 area, elllCapt for the portiln 01 ... lie W1id'1 consists of I 
leveIaru deIaiIecIlS utuam. intI!Irtida.IlCf\Ib4hrub 
bro&d-lNved evergreen. 

Fonner Ga, Station LOCIted on !he eat ticM of L.-vey 
Drive north of".ws aMts h I level.,.. ~ .... 
secondary growth vegelIIion. Record$ ~ iOenIiIed a atU. bulding on the .. as , gIIsstation. 0I.Itw,g • 
inspections, I concrete pad Ind bu~ foundllion _re , 67 obIer\I«l north of lhe tennis CDJrts wiIhiI the woods. This 
building foundation contained an .,.. '<IIheno Ivspediad 
prevIoul vehicte ".inIItnance 'as perfonned. No usr_ 
identMd. nw. __ no svna of stressed ~ 

obserVed during hI~. 

Tabte 2 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III and Science Park FOSl 
Solid Waste Management Units and Areas of Concern Summary and Status 
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C£RFA RCRA Inv~ Ind tt.mecI&.1 AcUon SUrnlNlty Ind statui ~ AI'fedMi I Key ....... Cont.amin.llnts 

, CNS PCB c:ontarrindDn __ tound r. toll ~tJUbirje 01 ~ 38. An ICM.,. GW, s.ctIments. 
rwnoYIIl _1 peI'bmecI il1994. RA ~ iI 1998 hdieeted the USTs ~ S ubwIfKe Soil· 
cooing __ tunnel ~ I posstiIt...-ce of ~,..... AnoItIef metals. PCBs, SVOCI 
ICM'AS perfonned to clean and IOandon iI pgc.1hrt USTI and tunnel InSow cI 
IIfOUndIrraIiIr to the tun"" -ua-.:l I ... design d\ange which p!OvkSed !Of the 
~ 01 .. usr, Ind ~ the UWIeI .... Iow-dendyCOl"lCtHi. ~ approIIdI 
.tombed and ~ inmot:ICed any rniduaI c:ontamination. Qraft. CMS F .... I 
RIport 0.. .. eo ~ of aI VIOB. unct.r.,. CMS WOftt Plan. Fila! __ 3bI4 
BERA appnMtd MI6. ~ a..-. 8tA. iIIIcIlnveltigation. Saleh; ERA 
rwiewed by 1M EPA. Final Seps 611 01 Bueine ERA approved by EPA on 
1I15()g. Draft.flnaJ eMS Report IUbmII:«l and EPA comments receNecI 7/13/11 . 

, RR PCBI, atsenic. and vIMdium MAl cMtennOed 10 be Chemicals of Polen'" Soil· Imnic > 
Concern (COPes). 1hiI .. based on their.~ oIreKIentIaI RBCs. indusnlRBC 
~, noM of the COPes exc.ded indusIrial RBCs (Iw Ibly,..,. tcW\Irio) 
in the sol exoeptl,.,uc. Phue 1 RF1 w:wk pan apptO¥eCI by EPA. and 
~~ EPAcorrmenlionPhase t RFIReporton3l17/11. 0111" 
FuI RA WOftt Plan Is currently being~. 

, CMS ECP F'ta.1 ~ Idnified.--Me, dwmiJm, and Iud iii COPes WI N1ace SoI·lrseni!:. 
....... d*dIId ~ in excess at.,. ruidIInti;II RBCs and~ .. ctw"onam. and iliad; 
bIctQIound c:mr.. No COPCI __ icterdified in ~ 1Oi. In gmundirtal«, GW • hlpWchIor 
MptacNor epoxjde, ~ and VI!\IdUn __ idenlil'\ed IS Copes because !hey epollide, barium, and 
elltleeOed ~ ~ WllII=f RBCa. In ao::ordaoce Vlith!he Cons.ll Order, the vanadium 
Navy ~ a CMS Wm: Ptan 'IIIhich was ~ by EPA. n,. CMS 
r.ve.tigalion _I ....... i .. led and the Or.ft CMS ~ Report submitted to 
EPAon 7/1411 I . 

, RR The pAnery c:ontaminants deIedad In Mdinenllurlace aoiIlncI subsurtace soil SolI· metals: 
SII"IlIIeI ate oonsisIent .... IiJeI and pesIicicie c:onLamonaT:iDn. GroundWinar don SedlrMnts • metals" 
IU appear~ by previouss.te ~ Phase 1 RFI wont pian I8JqUnId. ~,andPAHI 

Phase I RA wont plan ~ by" EPA. PNse I RA ~ ..... been 
~ and ... Final Phase I RF1 ReportsubmiQed 10 EPA on 7122111 . 

, RR SubMniIoe sol and gn;JlIl'Idwaler .. .,..... were c:oIaded and anafyzed 10 GW. vanadium Ind 
d'IIrIderize ...... The orvMic ~ dMIcIId _ typical oIlhoM "*'"'Y 
~ ..... fiAI and ICWwII \1M, The Consanl 0I'der r.qUred submittal oil 
Pbase 1 RA wont plan whidI_ ~ appowd by EPA. Phase t RA 
hvesbgDon hIS been ~ and the Final Pha,, 1 RA Report submitted 10 
EPA on 61211 1. 

SI.Spklftc: CUrNnIRCRA R.".inlng Work 
undUM P"". Required 
Conltots 

1, 2, <4 CMS CAe wtout controlt 

1, 2," RFl lnvesligation I~nt RFt Ind -..,-
1, 2, " CMS InVMligation CMSISoB.CMt 

1. 2,,,.nd No RFI Inveltigation IlIlllement RA and 
Dilturnal'lCe of roIIow on 'NOrII 

Ad}ac:enl 
Wetlands 

1, 2, " RFllnveltigation l~t RFt and -..,-



P.rcel SWMU Oesc~ 

No. 

Dispoul AI"H Northwut of u ndftl Loc.ItId ~ of 
the current ba.e landfil. It covers a large. ... of blland 
consisting of open alUl and are.s covwad by sec:ondaly 
growth veo«.tion. The central.nd southem pottionl of the 
.. . re claAfitd .s wetlands... AariIII phoIDgraphy Idantifi.d 
a di&posal a1M with dislurbed grtMJnd. debris. • ctaa..d or 
g~ .rea. and ~ vegetation wilt! containers 

3 10 diaca-Oed In. ~ area north. Oumg the .. 
Inspectbn .nd Inveslligalion. numerou. pies of c:onIlJuction 
debris were obseMKI but dnms or eVIdence 01 atai1s Of 

stressed ... egetation ..,. not noted. In~ mnmned 
the area . s • CX)flstr\Jdbn . nd.Iar IOIid we-. diIpoul u e. 
Indud~ potenlial dilp:lut 01 POL. or ha.1:Wdou. ~Is 

""' ........ 
F ..... ~ and Hydrant Pits On ..... Sub;act PnJp.ty, 
this lie con'" 01 apKiIc portionI of ..... JP-5 ut~, 
• nd the a irtnl hydrant I"1IftJMIg pits. In 1995. an 
..... luation of the InIegrity of $paciIc portion. of the baae ....... POl syallllm ic*1CiIitd • leak . t a JP-5 fUellina v""'e pit 

P_3 " be~Hangar 200andlhem""I\I~. ~ 

lndic:llted that ~.maI *'* and .... 01 ill !\lei 
hllve occurred .t !he H"cnol hylbnt ~ ph '*'<:e Ihey 
-.nt into operation In !he arty 1960s. 

ActIve 8m" Arms Range AdHe and historic sm .. . rms 
range end former open bomi9aPen deIon.ation (CIBo()O) 
area located on the penlntull 81 Punta MIdio~. 
Range locations have periodicaIy moved IhroughoUt the 
peninsUa since its b uae. Review of hisD1c IaCOtds and 

F ...... 77 inleMews incic;;da f\at the sww was used b muntiDns 
disposal or detonation and as a smali anns range. 

Transtorn-. stot.ge Pad I..ocatad oft" of HoIandia St. near 
the ~ 01 FORMUI Or and Valay F~ Ad. The 
l uspec:IId r.-.. • auodllBt '<IIifI a .-.ad CCI"!CfW 
CUlbed pad that is curnM"ItIy stomg ~ 25 (non-
PCB) transbmetl.. The c:onc::rwea pad _ not ~ In 
aerial~. of NAPR IS lite II 1995.. n.. pad has. 

3 78 
~ befTTl llnOUndng the petIn"IMIr Ihat .as as 
secondary conIahnent. A va""" is 1n5talecl h lie berm to 
allow the drainage or accumutaad ra ____ . ~ 
water. wih. sight oily aMen. _obaeNed In !he bem1Itd 
.m and on the c:onaeIe F*I. A small .rea (approUnalety 
10 reat by 3 feet) of s lalned d.M IhIssed ~ 
was observed .t the cisc:harve of the dninage valve. 

5 .. of. fonMf" USTa (Bldg 12.) One of MYWI bmer 
UST.as.nd one current AST " that ~ the AOC 
F ~ " . lural dlrluation (W'IA) .... at NAPR. After 

"""",,, AOC F the removAl of the UST ..... d the .sut.quenl i'lvestigation$ 

P ... (MNA and reports, the ... weAI recomITi& idoodbremedW 
12.) action by ~ VIttI ...,.. proIJ:Ic:ots beach'" 

including IOit aamping . ndIor grounctwallll'" .. ~ on • 
quarler1y Of .nrKJll basis depending upon the • . 
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CERFA RCAA Im~tion .nd RemedY! Action SumlNlry.nd Sbtus IlIedI:l AffectIId I Key ...... Contamlunls 

3 RF! Surface soil, groul'ldllratef, . Uff.oe _Iei' and c:cHocaled ~t Nlmples _r. 5011 - .rsenic, 
IXIIeded to chaIacIeria lhe de, An»,1es deteaed . nt CX)flsiMenl lllrith its use a. a ehromlom, zinc: GIN -
fotmer dispos.aIaflla. The ConMflt Older nlquQd . 1..IbrTIIb1 oIa Phasa 1 RFI 'Io'Ofk Indano( l ,2.3-
ptIIn.. EPA awOYed the \I0IOII( plan. Ph ... I RFlln'lHligation compIaIed In 2OIXI. cd)pynlna, vanadkm: 
Ful RA Work Plan preparwd .nd IWd WOfk IMIaaad on 511 811 1. Sedlma nts -liMIr, 

copper, lin 

3 CMS ECP Phue 1II ...... 1ocation. 1ndicIU'Ig CClOtanWIant l"IIIhMI aaocl:lted \IIIIIh \till Sol, GW. fuel related 
SWNU on tMo &Ibjed: Property-. V ..... Pit 8 and LIST. 381 . 1084.nd 1086 . ....... "' . 
The Navy s ubmiDed . eMS Work F'tan m compIiete 1M c:hatKiItrization and the 
CMS. The 'lll'Ork plan indJdes adctIioMl charadltrizalion along the underground fuel 
Ina. In Ihe Sullied Propetty. Pha .. I of lhe CMS InvHligatDn was conducted tI 
Apfti, ...." and June 2OOIS. Report on lhe findings of FlNsa l of ltMl CMS 
InvesliGalion ~ In 20 to IdenIiIad _ needir)g Mt.r study In Ph . .. 11 of 
!he CMS investigation. The Phue IllnvesbgaDon Work Plan _ sapptOWld 312411" 
and ~ \I0IOII( InitiaIIId 41111111 .t F~ Piatt, 41215122 at J P-S HMlFU Nu. 
Sll M I a t AHeld...,... and 715111 at SWMU 9 NB ...,... SWMlJ 9 C Area remsln. 
IDbe~. 

3 ..... , This ... is IIiII an adWfI sma. al1Tll range Ind orignal reu .. eallcl lor tranlfer 10 SoII - Metals, nitro-
RFl for the ~t dHomeland Securty (OHS) b' contbJecl operati:ln as 8 ra~. glycerine: subiurlaoa 
~ ... ~ DHS his dedhad future ~ and the range wi be dosed bV!he anomalies: additional - Navy. EPA has.-.quAd in .. ConsentOrder tNt foIcrMng cbsure 01 the smaI COPe. to be 

06<l0 arms range. a Phase 1 RA wi be pMarmed lor .,.. ttw. pot.mial 0800 sI ...... OMennirIed during Ful .... .... .. as cbsure 01 the smaI arms rangL AwN I RA fiatd WOI1t was ~ In RFI. .... - May 2010, and .. Phase t RA Report wu ~ by EPA on 0112811 1. The Ful ..... RfI Work Plan is CUT8tIIy being drIVetoped . 

","~ 

NA RF. Soil ~ to be !he media prirnariy ir9Ided by tn. r.lNse, based on ~ SoiI- PAH • . TPH-
information. Conitiluenb u.xiaIed ., trandormef" dieIedric f\uicI (reponed to be ORO. Mellie 
Iftn!nI 01). tncUdIng tmI ~ petroleum hydrocatbonI and PCBs. are • ..,. 
.. paIanIiaI dIemic:aIs of conc:em. n ahouId be noRd that .. PC~1IId 
~ and equipnwlt-. 1WIIfIOYed rrom NSRR pnotm 1M eXCll!!Pt for one 
I8rt\M1Iing PCB Itilii M'Ii Iransfomw trx.ted in BuIciing 385 ('MIk:tI 1s not on !he 
Sbbjad Pn:ipeIty). The FINN I RR hal been compilled. I Ful RFl WOf1( Plan 
iIPPfOved, . nd &lid WOI"k for the Ful RFI iniiated -4126111 . 

3 ..... ~~Wor1t P*l mEPA 0ct0ber 9, 2001. EPA~approved lhl GW . WH. VOCI 
W4A. Wcri: Ptln April 10. 2008. The Jnt rouodof~ undetthe ~woric. plan 
wuconduaad in Mly2OOB. The final report_....ontiad to .... EPA November 
21 , 2008. A rlYision 10 the wortc: pian WII ~ ~ the tnt round of 
~ and IIJbrnibed m I1e EPA In August 2008.. The R8'tIisMl Fnal il MNA Work 
AM _1 1lJbrnibd 10 EPA on 5116111 . The Ye.r9. Second au.rter~ ......,t 

_I ~ In August 20 11 . Long-term quar'ef1y groundWl'-r monbi1g is -. 

SI .. Specific CUJ'I"InlRCRA Remaining Wort 
undU • • Phil •• Requl.-.cl 
Controls 

1, 2, •• nd No RFlln ..... tigation Implement RFland 
Disturbance 01 folloW on worll 

Adjacent 
Watlands 

I 

1, 2 , . CMS In .... ttigation CMSISoM:", 

1. 2, • RFllnvutigation ~menl RFI.nd 
follow on woric 

1, 2, • RFllnve,1igation l~ntRFI.tMI 
JoIIow~_ 

1. 2. 4 wv. monitoring Conlinualion of MNA 
monitoring program In 
accordance v.ith MNA 
Worlt Plan 



Parctll 

, 

, 

SWMU 0..""""" Noo 

Sh of Four Former USTa (Bldg 1731) One of ~ 
former UST siles Ind one culTlllnt aboveground stI:ngI. wnk 
(AST) site thlt comprile the AOC F UNA"" It NAPR 

ADeF Alter the removal of the USTs and the ~UCHlt 

(MNA investigations and reports. the slea were rerommanded for 
1138) remedial action by ,....... ..., ~ prolocoIs for each 

lite, hcIudi1g dumping andlorgroundwar umpIi1g on 
a quart~ 0( annual bub depending upon the sie. 

Sh of 1 former UST (adg 2842) One of _Yen fonner 
UST sites I nd one current AST sle that comprise the AOC 
F ~ sI4s It NAPR. AI'Ief the removal of !he USTs and 

AOCF the Slbsequent nvoestigllions and r.porta, the slea -.re 
(lANA recommended for remedial action by ......... saparate 

28428) protocols for uch •• ineIudng 101 saJ11ll'!g andIor 
grountMilter ~ on a quarterly 0( annual basis 
depend~ upon the sle. 

"CERFAea~s_: 
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e ... A RCRA In'tHtilPtion ilnd RemMlaI ActIon SumrNIry and StJitus Media Affeeted I Key ...... Contaminants 

, MNA Subn'il*:! ..u.. Work PIIIn 10 EPA October g. 2007. EPA contingently ilpproved 1M GW-WH,VOCa 
MNA. Wort!: Plan ApOllO. 20015. n,. IQt round of samP"ng under the newWO!1l. plan 
_s conduded .., May 2008. The rn.1 ~rtWilS submltlld 10 the EPA November 
21, 2008. A IlIviPm to the work plan WilS completed foboiing the fnl round of 
U""*,,, Ind subn6d 10 !he EPA In Augusl 2008. The Reviled Fiul II MNA 
WOItI:PIIn __ ~ 10 EPA on 5116111 . The Yearg, Second CkJaa1efsa~ 
eYIIfll ... a:IITlpINd in August 20 I 1. ~enn quar1li1y gtOIJI'IChralef lTQlitoring 
is ongoing. The NJvy rec:eNed EPAcorrments on the DIaftMTBE TrutabiaySt~ 
Work Plan on 611(1111. , ..... SutmItiId MNA Wortc PIIIn 11:1 EPA October 9. 2007. EPACOfltingenllyappmvecllha GW- W H.VOCs 
M'lA WOI1l Pt.n Apri 10. 2008. The IQt round of samping undM the newWO!1l. plan 
....u conduded fl Uiy 2008. The linal lllport was submlted to the EPA November 
2 1. 2008. A IlIVISOn to the WOfIc plan WilS completed folowlng the ht round of 
~ and submiDed II) the EPA In AI9IM 2008. The Revised F'1I'IiI1 11 MNA WQ!tI: 
ptan was IUbn'iIled 10 EPA on 5116111. The Yur 9, Second Quarter samplng 
event WIIS ~ in August 2011 . long-tenn qualtelty gmundwiltar monitomg 
is~. 

1 - CERFA Clean - arus >Mlerll no IlIINse 0( of hiI.Drdaus ...m&ances 0( 0( Ihair deriviltHes has ocaJrred, 
2 - All Actions Com - areas where \tIe!Weue, • ", 0 otSOlT'e~ 1hlnof oIl'1;au.ldou5sub1t1llOH. 0( 

3-~Action • Antas whefs, a conlirrned 0( - O(.am. ccntination tt..oI. of 

Land Use Controls 
1 _ Non-ReslcIential U .. On 
2 - Sol andlof Sediment: AooIa. andlof InvasM Adit Ratridion 
3 - Surflloe Water: Aeeeas IndiO( Use ResIridion 
4 - GroundWater:: Use anet W .. lnstillation Restridion 

Acron ma and Abbrrrlationa 

AOC .,..dConaom LUe Ln U .. ConIroI 
AST Abo '" Tank IICL MaJCirrun ContImnant l evel 
SERA Basetine E Risk Assessment - Mr:Jniknd Natural AhenIation 
CAe Corredive ACIitvI C -- ..",. , """ CERFA 

e_ 0 "''''''''ii Fadbtion AcI NA ... 
CMI Corrective .... _ 1 - 08100 ~ ~~~ eMS -- PAt< - .-COC Ct\emical of Conc.:n PC8 
eOO'C Chcttr*:aI of ~1iaI Concem POl 011 Ind lubricantI 
oHS I of Home&Ind Secu PWD 

""*w _ _ . 
oRMO Derense Reutilzaijon ""'" ROC RiIk.aa-l eonc::.mtion 
ORO 0 ...... loa ReO. ~ eon-vatbn and Rec:ovtl Ad 
Eep EnvilonmerUl CondIbn of P RF. RCRAF " EPA Environmenlil( Pmt.dion SoB ~oIBui1 

ERA E -- SVOC ....... v_~'" K:M Interim COfnICIfvtI MeuI.n SWI&I Said W.... Unit 
.M Interim MeaMn lPH Total P.croIIIum 
Jp., Jot . FuoI usr T .... 

~"Speclflc Cu,.,.ntRCRA RerNIlnlng Won: 
Land Us. P .... Required 
eon .... 

1, 2, 4 """A monitoring Continuillon of MNA 
monitoring program in 
accordilnce IMth MNA 
Work Plan; ~I 
MTBE IIlI.u.bity 1Iudy. 

1, 2, 4 MNA monltoMg Conlinuillon of MNA 
moniIomg progr;Jm in 
accordance \!lith MNA 
Work Plan 



~.r T ,e Location or User 

Table 3 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III and Science Park FOSL 
OWS, AST and UST LIst 

I_Stored 
Tanks (within SWMU 9) ~13 C IBulk Fuel (OFM) --

234~ Truck -
1090 A IFuels i: near marina 5iiO Diesel 
~ B Al)T ~WR, near marina 1 5iiOi<-f--'M"'=oga:e.--s -+----''---+--=---1 

I C A ~W.R' I OC ~ogas 
124A ,as i i ::;;.: . .::',= eas:":"= o=lg:---o.. ;--------+---,i7n:n--+-"'iD~ies:::ellf----1r-=:;;-+-~~--i 
124B U ,as i i""-" S~tati·::::::-on' e"""as"', 0~"'la"'-".7------+-~6 *'~t-----;:7~o~aas:----l--:~;-t--7.':?---1 
124C s i i!.!>9'-'1 S~tati'~on' e='asl~ 0~~-------l---;6"'i,0~0+-....,I17"'oga~s-t----;-
21: hind re Station, Bldg. :within SW )0 I 
21, hind re station~ .w,thin SW 
21' lind re station~ 'wrthin SW I 
2' lind re Station, Bldg. :witihin SW I 
2' lind T I ' Cable Hut, lldg . 233 (wi hin SWMU 9 I 
2' hind I Cable Hut, ~ 233 (within SWMU 9 247,000 Waste 

38A UST Building 36, Old Power Plant (SWMUs 11145) 50,000 Bunker C 

38B 

124A 

124B 

124C 

1240 

1738 A 

1738 B 

1738 C 

' ~~:;' Building 38, Old Power Plant (SWMUs 11145) 

ForrneriFormer Vehicle Maintenance and Refueling Area -
'~~:;' Buildings 377, 2344, and 2345 (SWMU 59) - unknown 

"mh., and disposition 

~'~:;' I Bldg 124 (AOC F) 

U!iT I Bldg 124 (AOC F) 

UST IBldg 124 (AOC F) 

-~~:;' IBldg 124 (AOC F) 

UST IBldg. 1738 (AOC F) 

UST IBldg. 1738 (AOC F) 

UST !Bldg. 1738 (AOC F) 

50,000 

2,000 

5,000 

5,000 

550 

10,000 

550 

10,000 

1738 0 ~'~:;' !Bldg. 1738 (AOC F) 10,000 

2842B -~~;' ,Bldg. 3188, Alfa Company Maintenance Building (AOC F 5,000 

AOC Area of Concern 
AST Aboveground Storage Tank 
OFM Diesel Fuel Marine 
NA Not Applicable 

MWR Morale. Welfare and Recreation 
OWS Oil-Water Separator 

SWMU Solid Waste Management Unit 
UST Underground Storage Tank 

Information not available or unknown 

Bunker C 

Mogas 

Mogas 

Mogas 

Waste Oil 

Mogas 

Waste Oil 

Mogas 

Mcgas 

Diesel 

NA 
1941 NA 

- CI~;:c~ln 

- CI~~:c~ln 

- -

- 1996 

- 1996 

- 1996 

- 1996 

- 1995 

- 1995 

- 1995 

- 1995 

- 1997 



Table 4 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Sale Parcel III and Science Park FOSL 
Asbestos-Containing Material Inspection Results 

OLD ,",vvv." PLANT (!'lWMII 11) 
124 GAS FILLING STATION 
278 JIL DRUM STORAGE 
377 ELEL. t<ul~ICS MAINT SHOP 
394 r0",",~uO INn DEP 
396 .TER 

NI 
NI 
Y 
N 
N 

832 
1720 

MISC SI N 
PICNIC )N N 

1 CLUB 

i i 

1 
1 
2015 

~~ :,COUR~~H~IIC~ID~) ________ ~ ___ ~~II~ __ -+ __________ -4 

2288 
2312 
2334 
~344 

~345 

~377 

Notes: 

Source: 

)0 PAINT SHOP N 
PI 
P,; 
~ N 
:S~~~ ____ -4 ____ ~NI ____ ~ ________ ~ 

"JA- u 

MWR CLUB STGE 
MWR STGE BUILDING BY 377 
MARIi'JA 

Y=Yes 
N = No 
NI = Not Inspected 

N 
N 
N 
NI 

Hazard = friable, accessible and damaged (FAD) asbestos-containing material (ACM) 

Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico 



Exhibit F 

CERFA Concurrence 



CERFA Identification of Uncontaminated Property 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

Accordingly, this CERF A Uncontaminated Property Report reflects final site 
categorizations that may differ from those presented in the Final ECP report. 

In summary, all NAPR property not otherwise identified as sites belonging to Categories 2 
or 3 are classified as "CERFA Clean" (i.e. uncontaminated) as defined in CERFA [§9620 
(h)(4)(A)]. The bulk of the NAPR acreage is classified as such. Of the approximately 
8,400 acres ofNSRR property, about 7,000 acres have been identified as "CERF A Clean" 
(i.c., Category I) . Figure I depicts the results of this classification. 

Included in the CERFA Clean classification are a total of 14 SWMUs. Ten of these 
SWMUs were identified by EPA in the 1994 RCRA Part B permit, and an additional four 
sites were identified by the ECP. All 14 of these sites were originally identified based on 
a suspected release or disposal activity, but subsequent investigations determined that no 
release or disposal activity occurred. EPA has indicated their concurrence with this 
detennination in the draft § 7003 Order on Consent by designating each of these sites as 
having achieved "corrective action complete without controls" designation. The SWMUs 
and ECP sites designated as CERFA Clean are SWMUs 5,15,20,21,22,47,48,49,50, 
52, 63 (ECP 9), 64 (ECP 10), 65 (ECP 11), and 66 (ECP 12). These sites are presented in 
Table 1. 

The remaining property has been classified as Category 2 or 3 and as such is not qualified 
for designation as CERF A Clean. 

Submitted 

~~ 
Date 

Concurrence 

Concurrence with CERF A Identification of Uncontaminated Property is indicated by 
signature below. This concurrence applies only to the identification of "CERF A Clean" 
(i.e. uncontaminated) property, identified in this document as ECP Category 1. 

Carlos Lopez Freyt , President 
Environmental Qua ity Board 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 

Date 

7 



Exhibit G 

Asbestos-Contalnlng Materials Acknowledgement Form 



ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS 
HAZARD DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

ASBESTOS WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT CERTAIN BUILDINGS WITHIN THE SALE 
PARCEL III AND SCIENCE PARK CARVE-OUT LEASE AREAS AT THE 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS HAVE ASBESTOS
CONTAINING MATERIALS. INDIVIDUALS (WORKERS) MAY SUFFER 
ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS AS A RESULT OF INHALATION EXPOSURE TO 
ASBESTOS. THESE ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS INCLUDE ASBESTOSIS 
(PULMONARY FmROSIS) AND MESOTHELIOMAS (BENIGN OR MALIGNANT 
TUMORS). 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(I) I have read and understand the above-stated Asbestos Warning Statement. 

(2) I have received from the Government the following document(s): Phase 1111 
Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, the_Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, and the Finding of Suitability to Lease, Revision 1, Carve-Outs 
Within Sale Parcel III and Science Park, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, 
Puerto Rico representing the best information available to the Government as to the 
presence of and condition of asbestos-containing-materials hazards in the building 
covered by this Lease. 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect or to become fully informed of the condition of all 
or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender. 

(4) I understand that, upon execution of this Lease, I shall assume full responsibility for 
preventing future asbestos exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as 
required by applicable federal, State, or local laws or regulations, for abating any asbestos 
hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

Lessee (or du1y authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit H 

Lead-Based Paint Hazard Advisory 



LEAD-BASED PAINT HAZARD 
DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM 

LEAD WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT STRUCTURES CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO 
1978 MAY PRESENT EXPOSURE TO LEAD FROM LEAD-BASED 
PAINT THAT MAY PLACE YOUNG CHILDREN AT RISK OF 
DEVELOPING LEAD POISONING. LEAD POISONING IN YOUNG 
CHILDREN MAY PRODUCE PERMANENT NEUROLOGICAL 
DAMAGE. YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED THAT LEAD POISONING 
ALSO POSES A PARTICULAR RISK TO PREGNANT WOMEN. 
WORKERS MAY ALSO SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS FROM 
LEAD DUST AND FUME EXPOSURE 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

1. I have read and understand the above stated Lead Warning Statement; 

2. I have received from the Federal Government the following document(s) : Phase 1111 
Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico and Finding of Suitability to Lease, Revision 1, Carve-Outs Within 
Sale Parcel III and Science Park, Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
representing the best information available to the Government as to the presence of Lead
Based Paint and Lead-Based Paint hazards for the buildings covered by this Lease; 

3. I understand that my failure to inspect, or to become fully informed as to the condition of 
all or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender; 
and 

4. I understand that upon execution of this Lease, I shall assume full responsibility for 
preventing future lead exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as required by 
applicable Federal , state, or local laws or regulations, for abating any lead-based paint 
hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

Lessee (or duly authorized agent) Date 



Exhibit I 

Threatened and Endangered Species Conservation Measures 



Parcel Map lor ,IIe Disposal 
olNaval Activity Pllerlo Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 30 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-28, 29, 31 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning 

Grounds Maintenance 

Property salefLease 

NOTICE: 

Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e .• downed trees and palms from storms). 

Notify buyerllessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act 

Parcel Index 30-J 



Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Nov 01 ActiviT Pllerlo Rico 

Parcel Index 30 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Perce/Is): 28, 29, 31 

Parcel Index 30-2 

Leg end 

,"'" 
CJ NtigtlboMO PtrQII kll'IdMn 

Ytilow-thovld.rltd 8laekblrd 
• ~cnglllIII~m 

~ Bretclng Habillli 

Augus1 18, 2005 

1 Inch equal& 223 Fetl 

O;. ...... '~=======;~ _ fOOl 

Threatened alld Endangered 



Parcel Map for I"e Disposal 
of Naval Aclivity PuerlO Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 31 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-27-29, 33, 40 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e ., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Building Maintenance Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found . Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest Is found. 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g ., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Leasa Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents . 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identlned critical habitat Failure 
to comply with the Identlned conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Map for th. Disposal 
of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 38 

Common Name-Federal 
Conveyance-Fed 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-39 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Sea Turtle 

• All applicable federal laws (e.g., Endangered Species Act, National Environmental Policy Act, 
Clean Water Act) remain in effect. 

• Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding any development plans. 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after USFWS has approved development 
activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Map for the Disposal 
of Naval Activi? Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 40 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-28, 31, 33, 39,41,43,44,48, 50,52,55 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 and 39 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction , ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28, 29) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851 -
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New ConstructionlClearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation 

DemolitionlRemodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS If a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest Is 
found. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e ., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Building Maintenance Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found . 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered biackbird nest is located. 

Property SalelLease Notify buyerllessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authortty to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Map for Ille Disposal 
of Naval Aclivity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 42 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-28, 44, 45, 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 28 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (28) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the conservation parcel boundary from 
March 15-August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning 

Demolition/Remodeling 

Grounds Maintenance 

Building Maintenance 

General Operations 

Property Sale/Lease 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and August 30. 
Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found . 

No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found . 

Before moving outdoor equipment (e .g., carts, vehicles) check for yellow
shouldered blackbird nests from March 15-August 30. Notify USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located . 

Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
. include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Sea Turtle 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851 -7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 
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Activity 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Conservation Measures 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act 
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Parcel Map Jor Ilr. Disposal 
oJNal'Q1 Aclivity Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 43 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-40, 44 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
cleaMn'g consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of bullding(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest Is 
found . 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e ., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Building Maintenance Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Leasa Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
Include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Map for the Disposal 
ol Nal'al Activity Puerlo Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 45 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-42, 44, 46 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 1 and 5 (Conservation). 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (1 , 5) should occur between September 1 and March 15 (non
breeding season) or be restricted to an area 50 m from the parcel boundary from March 15-
August 30 (breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (767-651-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat Is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project Initiation. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e., downed trees and palms from storms). 

Property SalelLease Notify buyerllessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Sea Tyrtle 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (ONER) on all beach use plans and permit reqUirements. 

• Notify USFWS If you observe an Injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-651-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Beach Development/Use Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standardslrequirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 
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NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Map for tlte Disposal 
of Naval Activi? Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 48 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-40, 44, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming Dr cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le., downed trees and palms from storms). 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g ., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Lease Notify buyernessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Map for Il,e Disposal 
of Naval Aclivity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 52 

Common Name-Science Park 
Conveyance-EPC 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-40, 48, 50, 51, 53, 55, 59, 63 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning 

Demolition/Remodeling 

Grounds Maintenance 

Building Maintenance 

General Operations 

Property Sale/Lease 

NOTICE: 

Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the development activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and 
August 30. Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is 
found . 

No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (Le. , downed trees and palms from storms). 

Check for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to any outdoor building 
maintenance activities between March 15 and August 30. Determine 
identity of any bird nest found. Notify and consult with USFWS if a 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nest Is found. 

Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e .g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March is-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Notify buyerllessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include millgatlon with all legal documents. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 54 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-49, 51, 53, 56, 59 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No Requirements 

Activity Conservation Measures 

NA NA 

NOTICE: 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to mOdifY the Identified critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 56 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-49, 54, 59 

Sea Turtle 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (767-651-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Beach DevelopmenUUse 

NOTICE: 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before. during. and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identlfled critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identlfled conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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of Naval Activity Pllerto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 59 

Common Name-Sale 
Conveyance-Sale 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-52-54, 56-58, 60-62 

Yellow-shouldered Blackbird 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• No development is allowed in Parcel 58 (Conservation) 

• All development related activities (new construction, ground clearing, demolition/remodeling) 
adjacent to conservation parcels (58) between September 1 and March 15 (non-breeding season) 
or be restricted to an area 50 m from the conservation parcel boundary from March 15-August 30 
(breeding season). 

• Notify USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found anywhere on the property (787-851-
7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Development Planning Save as many existing on site palms and trees as possible in new 
development plans. 

New Construction/Clearing If undeveloped yellow-shouldered blackbird habitat is proposed for 
clearing consult with the USFWS a minimum of one year prior to planned 
project initiation. 

Demolition/Remodeling Schedule activity from September 1 through March 14 or conduct 
outdoor survey of building(s) (ledges, etc.) and nearby trees (within 50 m 
of the building) for yellow-shouldered blackbird nests prior to start date if 
the activity is scheduled to occur between March 15 and August 30. 
Consult with USFWS if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is found. 

Grounds Maintenance No trimming or cutting of palms and trees between March 15 and August 
30 except in an emergency (i.e ., downed trees and palms from storms). 

General Operations Before moving parked outdoor equipment (e.g., carts, vehicles) check for 
yellow-shouldered blackbird nests (March 15-August 30). Notify USFWS 
if a yellow-shouldered blackbird nest is located. 

Property Sale/Lease Notify buyer/lessee of all mitigation requirements (see above) and 
include mitigation with all legal documents. 

Sea Turtle 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (787-851-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Parcel Index 59-1 



Parcel Map for tire Disposal 
of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Activity 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Conservation Measures 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service If you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modify the Identlned critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identified conservation measures violates Section 9.0 andior Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Map for tlte Disposal 
ofNal'al Activity Puerto Rico 

Parcel Index 59 
Common Name: Sale 
Conveyance: Sale 
Neighboring Parcel!s): 52-54, 

56-58, 60-62 

Parcel Index 59-4 
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Parcel Map for t/,e Disposal 
of Naval Activity P"erto Rico 

THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES CONSERVATION MEASURES-PARCEL 60 

Common Name-Conservation 
Conveyance-PBC 
Neighboring Parcel(s)-59 

Sea Turtle 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• Consult with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and Puerto Rico Department of 
Environmental Resources (DNER) on all beach use plans and permit requirements. 

• Notify USFWS if you observe an injured or dead turtle anywhere on the property (767-651-7297). 

• Pesticide and herbicide applications must follow Commonwealth of Puerto Rico regulations. 

Activity Conservation Measures 

Beach Development/Use 

NOTICE: 

Implement all USFWS and Puerto Rico DNER lighting 
standards/requirements (includes parcels bordering the nesting area). 

Implement USFWS/ Puerto Rico DNER precautionary measures for sea 
turtles before, during, and after development activities. 

Establish a 50 m buffer zone between any developed or undeveloped 
site (parcel 59) and the land edge of the sea turtle nesting beach. 

Consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service" you have any questions on the conservation measures. 
Property owners that cannot adhere to the conservation measures must consult with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service to seek a Section 10.0 permit for authorization to modifY the Identlned critical habitat. Failure 
to comply with the Identlned conservation measures violates Section 9.0 and/or Section 10.0 of the 
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has the authority to prosecute violations under 
the Endangered Species Act. 
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Parcel Index 60 
Common Nsme: Conservatioin 
Conveyance: PSC 
Neighboring Parcells): 59 

Parcel Index 60-2 
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CERCLA Hazardous Substance Notice and Response Action Summary 



Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Sale Parcel III and Science Park FOSL 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NoticeiResponse Action Summary 

The table below iderdes those hazardous substances lhat it is known, based upon a compete search of agency ties, were stored for one year or more in quantities greater than Of equal to 1,000 kg (or greater than or equal to 1 
kg if designated an arutety hazardous WilSIe under" 40 CFR Part 261.30) and/or 'Nefe released or disposed of on !he property to be transferred in quantiies greater than or equal to their respective reportable quantities uncler 40 
CFR 302.4. The Information In INs noex:. Is requirad undtr the authority of requlations promulgated under Section 12O{h) of the Comprehtnslve Environmental Response, Compen .. 1ion and U8bility Act 
("CERCLA" or "Supetfund1. 42 U.S.C. Section 9620(h). 

Bklg or 
Fac:lity I) 

Description 

Torpedo Shop 

Station Land" 

Substance Name 

Ovom~ 

i~m 
~ 
~ 

ilasle solvents. deanng 
otutions, POLs 

~ 

1 

RCRA Qusntity CAS 140 CFR 302... Regul~ory Haurclous Stored 
Ft.gistry Synonyms Waste No. 1-

OMeof 
Storage 

Quantity 
Released 

74403i: 
744041; 
74i04F. 
743992-mm: 
7439971 

7664~ 

~~!~ 

0007 
0008 
D010 

I. ~ 

0002 
0002 

Not .-
000210008 

Unknown 
Unknown 

,960-
,960-
"i9iiO: 
;;;:;;; 

known 11~ 
known 1960-Pre 

78 Unkl"lO'M'l 19i 
78 Unkl"lO'M'l 1960-Present 
78 Unknown 1 
78 Unknown 1 
72 Unknown 1 
78 Unknown 196().. 

7a Unknown 1960-
Unknown ._--

2,500 1960-1973 
-.---~-

2,500 
lalons/year l 196O-Present 
thru Ht/;j 

2,300 1960-1973 2,300 
batteries batteries 
Unknown 1960-1978 Unknown 
Unknown 1960-1978 Unknown 

196Q-Present 

1960· 
1960·, 

'tlOlogl~wa:s and a~ Unknown Pr&-1978 ll",ltnown 196O-Present 

I SWMU 91Tank 212-217 Sludge Burial Lead 7439921 0008 Unknown 1940-1978 Unknown 194O-Present 
Pits Zilc 7440666 Not • ned Unknown 1940-1978 UnknolMl 1940-Present 

Tauene 10B883 Benzene meth FOOS U220 Unknown 1940-1978 Unknown 1940-Present 

Sem-volatilltOrganicCCJI"IlIOUncls _ _ Varous UnkOOlNn 1Q40-1978 Unknown 194O-Present 

Leaded Fuel Skldge _ _ UnknOwn 34·53,000 1940-1978 34-53,000 1940-Present 
gallons g.,~..!. 

- - I I I I < '600 I - I < ' ,600 ISWMU 111pcB St0taQ8ComPOUnd IPotychIorinaled 84lhenyis 1336363 ArocIor.I:PCBs Notassigned galions 1956-1964 galons 1956·1964 

SWMU 31 Waste Oi CoIedion Area· WaslB oil, SOlvents, degre3Se:ffi V - U , U , U , I auidinos 31 and 2022 - - anoos n nown n nown n nown Unknown 

SWMU 32 Battery Collection Area Lead 7439921 DOO8 Unknown Unknown Unknown U,known 
(?WD Storage Yard) Sulfuric Acid 7664939 0002 Unknown Unknown Unknown 

SWMU 45 PCB SpiI Area PotychIoMaIed ~yts 1 600 
' '>D'" A_....t-_ . n .... "'_ "_," __ . - 1956-1964 ' 

. galans 133636 ... Aroc:kl4"s: PCBs Unknown I .""'D • .....,~ 1956·1964 

SWMU 57 Facility No. 278 POL Drum POls and I 
51 A<ea 

ISmaeBis - - Not I aPOlcabAe Unknown Unknown I Unknown 

Response Actions Tsken 

-

I
interrn Measure .SOi"excavation in 1994 
and backfiing of cooling waler . . . 
concrete In 1996. 

SWMU 59 Former Vehide Mainltenance POls and I 
and Refl' - ' 

'~r ~ ... 18r land. altha Mama IPossiJIe I swas ... 

a Not Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

'94"· / ,':. U,',""" '940, .'960' / 
1960s Unknown 19405 · 19605 
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fQval Activity Puerto Rico 
Sale Parcef HI and Science Park FOSL 

CERCLA Hazardous Substance NoticelResponse Action Summary 

CAS RCRA 
Quantity DIIt. of Quantity .... 0' 40 CFR 302.4 Regulatory _DU' Date ofR. I .... R •• ponse Action. T.ken Description - ....... ........ S,..,..,.... ..... S"",,", ReI .... d Feelity D - .... No. 

SWMU67 Fonner Gas Station POls and hazardous maleria5 Not Unkno.vn 195Os· ? Unknown Unknown 

SWMU70 Disposal Area Northwest of PossbIe hazardous wastes - - Unknown Unknown 1976-1983 Unknown 1976-1983 "'''''Ill _L.-___ _ --- -- --- ------- -- --

Page 2 
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Responses to Regulatory Agency Comments 



Fax: SoP 21 2011 09:51.. P002 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECnON AGENCY 
ReGION 2 

SEP 21 2011 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

2110 BROAOWAY 
NEW YORK; NY 10007,'800 

RETURN RECEleT REQUESTED 

Mr. Mark E. Davidson 
US Navy 
BRACPMQSE 
4130 Faber Place Drive 
Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

Re: Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), fonnerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
EPA J.D. Number PRD2170027203 

Draft FiDding Qf Suitability to Lease (FOSL), Carve-outs Within Sale earcellIl and 
Science Park, Revision 1, da1ed September 2011 

Dear Mr. Davidson: 

This letter is addressed to you as the Navy's designated project coordinator pursuant to the 
January 29, 2007 ReM Administrative Order on Consent ("the Consent Order") between the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and' the U.S. Navy (the Navy). 

EPA Region 2 has completed its review of the above listed document, which revises the April 
2009 Final Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL), Sale ParccllII-Forrestal, EPA by letter dated 
March 5, 2009 had commented on the 2009 FQSL. The revised Draft FOSL was submitted to 
EPA and the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (PREQB) on behalf of the Navy by Mr. 
Lawson Anderson's CofTetta Tech NUS Inc.) letter of Sept em bet 15,2011. 

EPA has the following comments on the revised Draft FOSL: 

1) In Section 2.0 (DeSCription of Property), for AOC F, Site of Four Former USTs (USTs 124 
A-Di Building 124); please confinn that the approximatel)' 1.2 acre area indicated for this site 
includes the full extent of the subsurface contaminant plumes as well u the well locations being 
monitored under the approved MNA Work Plan. Also. please. confirm the same regarding the 
"Land Use Control Area" shown for this site on Figure 41 of Exhibit C (SWMU and AOC Carve 
Qut Maps). 

2) In Section 4.0 (Environmen\a1 findings), Subsection B (Petroleum contamination): after the 
last paragraph, EPA requests that the Nav)' add a statement noting that because MTBE has been 
found in the groundwater at Site 1738, in addition to the approved MNA plan, as requested by 

Inlemol Addr_ (URL). ht1p~fwo,ow.op •• QOV 
Re<yelMflooyol_ .Pltnrod willi Vf9O!lIIIt o. a __ C>I\ ROOjdocl P_ (.........." 30% Po.con",.,.~ 



Fax: SeP 21 2011 09:51.. P003 

EPA, the Navy is currently developing a separate remediation plan for the MTBE contamination 
present at site 1738. (Note· Even though Subsection B is in regards to Petroleum contamination, 
tbe constituent MTBE is typically an additive to petroleum fuels, and thus the MTBE 
contamination at site 1738 is most likely related to releases of petroleum fuels). 

3) In Section 4.0 (Environmental findings), Subsection D (Other Environmental Aspects), in the 
last sentence of the first paragraph of Subsection I (Munitions and Explosives ofConcem), 
please modify the last sentence to read· .... .. an RFI is currently being perfonned for three 
potential OBIOD sites, severa.' potentia' munitions burial trenches, and the small arms aDd 
riDe ranges." (Note. the text shown in bold is the recommended new text to be added to the 
sentence.) 

4) Exhibit B (Vicinity Maps), the figure labeled Sale Parcel III, does not include the "Land Use 
Control Area" for SWMU 45 in the green areilli indicated to be Sale Pll(Cellll Lease Areas . 

.•. ' .•.. - ... Please correct this figure:' .•.. . . ... 

5) Exhibit C (SWMO and AOC Carve Out Maps): Pleillie clarify whether on Figure 9 (SWMU 
11 Controlled Land Use), the "Land Use Control Mea" shown includes the entire area/foot.print 
ofBuilding·38 (the fonner Power Plant). IllI there appears to be some discrepancy in Figure 9 
between the "Land Use Control Area" and the foot-print on the buildins's northeaat side. 

Please revise the Draft FOSL to addresses the above comments, and submit two hard copies and 
two CDs of the Final FOS!. to EPA NY and one hard copy and 1 CD to Mr .. Carl A. Soderberg 
of EPA's Puerto Rico office. If you have any questions, please telephone me at (212) 637· 4167. 

Sincerely yours, 

f4(,~ 
Timothy R. Gordon 
Project Coordinator 
Corrective Action and Special Projects Section 
RCR,A Programs Branch 

cc: Ms. Wilmarie Rivera. P.R. Environmental Quality Board 
Mr. Lawson Anderson, Tetra Tech.NUS Inc. 
Mr. David Criswell, U.S. Navy, BRAe PMO 
Mr. Felix l.opez, USF&WS 



September 20, 2011 

Mr. Mark E. Dayidson 
U.S. Navy 
BRACPMOSE 

COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO 

Office of the Governor 
Environmental Qualitv Board 

eNVIRONMENrAL eMERGENCIES RESPONSE AReA 

4130Faber Place Driver, Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

PUER ro Rrco 
VERDE 

RE: Tcchnical Review of the Drnft Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL), Curve-Outs 
within the Sale l>l\I'ccl HI nnd Scicnce Pal'le, Rcvision 1, Naval Activity I'IICrto Rico, 
Cciba, Pucrto Rico (NAPR) 

Dear Mr. Davison: 

The Puerto Rico Environmental Quality BOllrd (PREQB) has completed its review of the Draft 
Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL), Carve-Outs within Sale Parcel JII and Science Park, 
Revision I, Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico, dated September 2011. Our 
comments are provided in the attachment. 

If you have any addi tional questions or comments, please contaot me at (787) 767-8181 , 
extension 6129 

Cordially, 

~~i~'I~ J1---:-, 
Federal Facilities Coordinator 
Environmental Emergencies Response Area 

cc: Gloria M. '1'01'0 Agrait, EQB Hazardous Waste Pcrmits Division 

Cruz A. Matos Environmental Agencies Bullding 
Ponce de Le6n Avenue 1375. San Juan. PR 00926·2604 

PO BOX 11488. Sanlurce. PR 00910 
Tel. 787-767-8181· Fax 787-7767-8118 



Review Dl'aft Finding of Suitability to Tl'lInsfct', Revision 1 
Cat'yc-Outs within Sale Pal'cellII and Scicnce Pm'l< 

Naval Activity ]'uco·to Rico, Cciba 
EPA lD NO.l')U170027203 

Gcncl'al Comlllcnts; 

I. The document should made clear distinction between land use control (LUC) to be 
placed as part of the lease deed. Jt is EQB understnnding that there are LUCs that 
should be placed during the corrective action process to avoid disturbances to the J 4 
carve-out sites. The previously mentioned LUCs are different from the ones that are 
placed when a Corrective Action with Controls is achieved at some sites. The last 
one is the one accepted when the maximum achievable clcan-up is reach. 

SJ)ecific Commcnts; 

J. Page J. Section J.D. Second Paragraph. Third Sentence: PI case include the Oreler on 
Consent reference I1lUnbcl·. 

2. Page 6. Section 4.DA: There are 13 SWMUs listed inside ]lRrenthesis and the 
paragraph stated that the subject property includes 14 RCRA SWMUs. It should bc 
revised since there are 13 SWMUs and 1 AOe (grouping several sites). Or include 
AOC F at this section. 

3. Page 7. Section 4.DB. Third Paragraph: Please include the MtBE Investigation being 
carried lit AOC F Site 1738. 

4. Page 9. Section 4.0D.4. Last Parngraph: The document state that due to the age of 
the majority of facilities and size of the former Naval Station, it is possible thnt rCB
Contaminated fluorescent lights ballast and othel' minor PCBs sources lllll)' be 
prescnt ... ". As presentcd for the ACM and .the Lcad-Based Paint, what would be the 
step forward regarding PCBs once the Subject Property be leased. 

5. Page II, Section 5.0B, Lllst Sentence: Please revise thc reference to Exhibit I to 
Exhibit J. 



Navy Responses to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2 
and Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) Comments 

EPA Comments 

EPA has the following co=ents on the revised Draft FOSL: 

I) in Section 2.0 (Description of Property), for AOC F, Site of Four FOffiler USTs 
(USTs 124 A-D; Building 124); please confirm that the approximately 1.2 acre 
area indicated fo r this site includes the fuji extent of the subsurface contaminant 
plumes as well as the well locations being monitored under the approved MNA 
Work Plan. Also, please confirm the same regarding the "Land Use Control 
Area" shown for this site on Figure 41 of Exhibit C (SWMU and AOC Carve Out 
Maps) . 

Response: The 1.2-acre area of the site includes the full extent of the contaminant 
plumes as well as the monitoring well locations, as does Figure 41 in Exhibit C. 

2) in Section 4.0 (Environmental findings), Subsection B (Petroleum contamination): 
after the last paragraph, EPA requests that the Navy add a statement noting that 
because MTBE has been found in the groundwater at Site 1738, in addition to the 
approved MNA plan, as requested by EPA, the Navy is currently developing a 
separate remediation plan for the MTBE contamination present at site 1738. 
(Note - Even though Subsection B is in regards to Petroleum contamination, the 
constituent MTBE is typically an additive to petroleum fuels , and thus the MTBE 
contamination at site 1738 is most likely related to releases of petroleum fuels) . 

Response: The suggested edit has been made. The end of the last paragraph of 
Section 4.0, Subsection B now reads, "Long-term quarterly groundwater monitoring 
is ongoing, and the Year 9, Second Quarter sampling event was completed in August 
2011. Because MTBE has been fOlmd in the groundwater at AOC F - Site 1738, a 
separate remediation plan for the MTBE contamination is currently under 
development. " 

3) In Section 4.0 (Environmental findings) , Subsection 0 (Other Environmental 
Aspects), in the last sentence of the first paragraph of Subsection I (Munitions 
and Explosives of Concern), please modify the last sentence to read " . ... an RFI is 
currently being performed for three potential OB/OD sites, several potential 
munitions burial trenches, and the small arms and rifle ranges." (Note - the 
text shown in bold is the reco=ended new text to be added to the sentence.) 

Response: The text has been modified as requested. 

4) Exhibit B (Vicinity Maps), the figure labeled Sale Parcel III, does not include the 
"Land Use Control Area" for SWMU 45 in the green areas indicated to be Sale 
Parcel III Lease Areas. Please correct this figure. 

Response: The figure has been corrected as requested. 

1 



Navy Responses to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2 
and Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) Comments 

5) Exhibit C (SWMU and AOC Carve Out Maps): Please clarify whether on Figure 
9 (SWMU II Controlled Land Use), the "Land Use Control Area" shown 
includes the entire area/foot-print of Building 38 (the former Power Plant), as 
there appears to be some discrepancy in Figure 9 between the "Land Use Control 
Area" and the foot-print on the building'S northeast side. 

Response: Figure 9 in Exhibit C has been revised so that the "Land Use Control 
Area" now includes the entire area/foot-print of Building 38. 

EOB Comments 

General Comments: 

J. The document should made clear distinction between land use control (LUC) to 
be placed as part of the lease deed. It is EQB understanding that there are LUCs 
that should he placed during the corrective action process to avoid disturbances to 
the 14 carve-out sites . The previously mentioned LUCs are different from the 
ones that are placed when a Corrective Action with Controls is achieved at some 
sites. The last one is the one accepted when the maximum achievable clean-up is 
reach. 

Response: The first sentence of Section 5.0, Subsection D (Land and Groundwater 
Restrictions) has been modified to state, "To prevent unacceptable risks to human 
health and the environment during the lease period, .. :", and the following sentence 
has been added to the end of the last paragraph of this subsection, "Any land use 
controls required after the completion of all necessary remedial actions will be 
outlined in the FOSTs and transfer deeds for the carve-out areas. EPA and EQB will 
be afforded the oppommity to review these documents prior to execution." 

Specific Comments: 

J. Page I, Section 1.0, Second Paragraph, Third Sentence: Please include the Order 
on Consent reference number. 

Response: EPA Docket No. RCRA-02-2007-7301 has been added as requested. 

2. Page 6, Section 4.0A: There are 13 SWMUs listed inside parenthesis and the 
paragraph stated that the subject property includes 14 RCRA SWMUs. It should 
be revised since there are 13 SWMUs and J AOC (grouping several sites). Or 
include AOC F at this section. 

Response: SWMUs I J/45 have been separated in the list in parentheses so the total 
number of separate SWMUs equals 14 (SWMUs 3, 9, 11 , 31 , 32,45,57,59, 60, 67, 
70, 74, 77 and 78). 

2 



Navy Responses to u.s. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2 
and Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) Comments 

3. Page 7, Section 4.0B. Third Paragraph: Please include the MtBE Investigation 
being carried at AOC F Site 1738. 

Response: The suggested edit has been made. The end of the last paragraph of 
Section 4.0B now reads, "Long-term quarterly groundwater monitoring is ongoing, 
and the Year 9, Second Quarter sampling event was completed in August 2011. 
Because MTBE has been found in the groundwater at AOC F - Site 1738, a separate 
remediation plan for the MTBE contamination is currently under development." 

4. Page 9, Section 4.0D.4, Last Paragraph: The document state that due to the age of 
the majority offacili ties and size of the former Naval Station, it is possible that 
PCB Contaminated fluorescent lights ball ast and other minor PCBs sources may 
be present...". As presented for the ACM and the Lead-Based Paint, what would 
be the step forward regarding PCBs once the Subject Property be leased. 

Response: The following notification will be included in the lease, 

Presence of PCBs: The LESSEE acknowledges that fluorescent light fixture 
ballasts on the lease parcel may contain PCBs. Prior to beginning any 
maintenance, alterations, demolition, restoration, or construction work affecting 
fluorescent light fixtures, the LESSEE must determine if PCB ballasts are present. 
If present, PCB ballasts andlor fixtures must be disposed of properly at the 
LESSEE's expense, in accordance with all applicable Federal, State, and local 
laws and regulations . 

5. Page 11 , Section 5.0B, Last Sentence: Please revise the reference to Exhibit I to 
Exhibit 1. 

Response: The reference has been corrected as requested. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 2 

290 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK. NY 10007-1866 

MAR 0 5 1009 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REOUESTED 

Mr. David Criswell 
US Navy 
BRAC PMO SE 
4130 Faber Place Drive 
Suite 202 
North Charleston. SC 29405 

Re: Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
EPA I.D. Number PRD2170027203 , 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) Carve-Outs within Sale Parcel III 

Dear Mr. Criswell: 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2 has received the Draft 
Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) Carve-Outs within Sale Parcel III, transmitted to Mr. 
Timothy Gordon of EPA and to Ms. Wilmarie Rivera of the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality 
Board (PREQB), with your letter of f'ebruary 25, 2009. 

The FOSL covers approximately 382 acres in numerous non-contiguous areas carved out of the 
963 acre Sale Parcel III, located in the developed waterfront area along the northeastern side of 
Ensenada Honda and on a peninsula on the southern side of Bahia de Puerca. The carve-out 
areas contain 12 Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs) and portions of one Areas of 
Concern (AOC) which have corrective action work. remaining to be completed under the January 
2007 RCRA Administrative Order on Consent (the Consent Order). 

EPA Region 2 has two comments on the Draft FOSL: 

I) A statement should be added to Section 1.0 (Purpose) indicating that unti l a corrective 
action complete detennination has been approved by EPA tor the SWMUs and AOCs 
located within the carved-out areas, the Navy will continue to be responsible for 
completion of any remaining corrective and/or remedial actions required for those 
SWMUs and AOCs, pursuant to the 2007 RCRA Consent Order. 

Internet Address (URL). hltp:/lwww.epa.gov 
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2) A statement should be added to Section S.O.D (Land and Groundwater Restrictions) 
indicating that upon completion of required corrective and/or remedial actions for any of 

the SWMUs and AOCs located within the carved-out areas, if a corrective action 
complete with controls detennination is proposed by the Navy and approved by EPA . the 
Navy and/or the acquiring party of the Subject Property where the SWMUs and/or AOC 
are located will be responsible for maintaining all land use controls and/or other controls 
upon which that corre~tivt: a~tion complete with controls detemlination was based. 

In addition, as discussed previously in EPA's letter of January 6, 2009, if the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) is not going to acquire the SWMU 77 site, the provisions ofthe 
Consent Order allowing delayed submission of the RFI work plan until 90 days following DHS' 
cessation of usage of the area as a small arms training range, would no longt:r be applicable. 
Therefort:, as previously indicated in EPA's January 6, 2009 letter, the Navy should submit a 
draft Phasc I RFI work plan for SWMU 77 within 90 calendar days of its receipt of the January 
2009 letter. 

Once the FOSL has been revised and finalized, please submit two copies to my office. If you 
have any question~~ase telephone Mr. Tim Gordon, of my statl~ at (212) 637- 4167. 

"" Sincerel y yours, ''iJ..-.. 

) !Je 0 (4M-{A 
Dale eaGter, chierlj 
Resour~~nscrvation and Special Projects Section 
RCRA Programs Branch 

cc: Mr. Jaime Gonzalez, Puerto Rico Land Reuse Authority 
Ms. Wilmarie Rivera, P.R. Environmt:ntal Quality Board. 
Mr. Mark Kimes, Baker Environmental 



COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO 

Office of the Governor 
Environmental Quality Board 

March 25, 2009 

Mr. David Criswell 
U.S. Navy 
BRACPMOSE 
U.s. Envirorunental Protection Agency 
4130 Faber Place Drivel', Suite 202 
NOith Charleston, SC 29405 

Environmental Emergencies Response Area 

Re: Draft Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) Carve-Outs withiu Sale Parcel III 
Forrestal, Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
PR2170027203 

Dear Mr. Criswell: 

The Puerto Rico Envirorunental Quality Board (PREQB) has completed its review of the 
Draft Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) Carve-Outs within Sale Parcel III - Forrestal, 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico, dated February 2009. PREQB has the following comments on 
the Draft FOSL: 

• Page 9, fourth point documented that polychlOlinated biphenyls (PCB) are key 
contaminants at SWMU 11, 45, and 78. The statement is inconclusive regarding 
the steps to remove or control PCBs contamination. 

• Section 5.0 D Land and Groundwater Restrictions should include Institutional 
Controls to avoid access to the site, in addition to the land use control clauses. It 
is a recommended practice to install fences and visible signs to dissuade 
trespassers. 

• A groundwater well survey of Parcel III (including all groundwater restrictions) 
should be submitted to the Department of Envirorunental and Natural Resources 
(DENR). DENR is the leading Agency regarding groundwater wells and water 
franchises and they should be aware of any groundwater restrictions during the 
corrective action activities and after considering the carved-out sites as corrective 

Cruz A Matos Environmental Agencies Bldg, San Jose Industrial Park Urbaniza~on 
1375 Ponce de Le6n Ave., San Juan, PR 00926·2604 

PO Box 11488, San Juan, PR 00910 
Tel. 787-767-8181· Fax 787-766-0150 



Mr. David Criswell 
March 25, 2009 
Page 2 

action completed with or without controls The information should be updated 
periodically, since the groundwater conditions on the SWMUs could impact 
future uses, specially considering the up-coming development of the property. 

The contact person at DENR is Mr. Nelson Velazquez, Director of the Water 
Franchises, P.O. Box 9066600, San Juan, PR 00906-6600 A copy of this survey 
should be submitted to EPA and EQR 

If you have any questions or comments about our review, please contact me at (787) 767-
8181, extension 6141 

Cordially, 

~~- j)~~ 
Wilmarie Rivera Otero 
Federal Facilities Coordinator 

ee: Timothy Gordon, EPA 
Gloria T oro, EQB 
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Navy Responses to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2 
and Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) Comments 

EPA Comment 1 of 2 

A statement should be added to Section 1.0 (Purpose) indicating that until a corrective 
action complete determination has been approved by EPA for the SWMUs and AOCs 
located within the carved-out areas, the Navy will continue to be responsible for 
completion of any remaining corrective action and/or remedial actions required for those 
SWMUs and AOCs, pursuant to the 2007 RCRA Consent Order. 

Navv Response 

The following text has been added to the second paragraph of Section 1.0: 

Until a Corrective Action Complete determination has been approved by EPA for 
the SWMUs and AOCs located within the carve-out areas, the Navy will continue 
to be responsible for completion of any remaining corrective and/or remedial 
actions required for those SWMUs and AOCs, pursuant to the Consent Order. 

EPA Comment 2 of 2 

A statement should be added to Section 5.0.0 (Land and Groundwater Restrictions) 
indicating that upon completion of required corrective andlor remedial actions for any of 
the SWMUs and AOCs located within the carved-out areas, if a corrective action 
complete with controls determination is proposed by the Navy and approved by EPA, the 
Navy and/or the acquiring party of the Subject Property where the SWMUs and/or AOCs 
are located will be responsible for maintaining all land use controls and/or other controls 
upon which that corrective action complete with controls determination was based. 

Navv Response 

The following text has been added to the end of Section 5.0.0: 

Upon completion of required corrective and/or remedial actions for any of the 
SWMUs and AOCs located within the carve-out areas, if a Corrective Action 
Complete With Controls determination is proposed by the Navy and approved by 
EPA, the Navy and/or the acquiring party of the Subject Property where the 
SWMUs and/or AOCs are located will be responsible for maintaining all land use 
controls and/or other controls upon which that Corrective Action Complete With 
Controls determination was based. 

EQB Comment 1 of 3 

Page 9, fourth point documented that polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) are key 
contaminants at SWMU 11 , 45, and 78. The statement is inconclusive regarding the 
steps to remove or control PCBs contamination. 



Naw Response 

The following text has been added to the PCB discussion: 

Remediation of PCB-contamination at SWMUs 45 and 78 is ongoing under 
the RCRA corrective action program. Although the final disposition of the PCB 
contamination at SWMU 11 has not yet been determined, interim measures 
requiring site access restiction are being implemented under the RCRA Consent 
Order. 

EgB Comment 2 of 3 

Section 5.0 D Land and Groundwater Restrictions should include Institutional Controls to 
avoid access to the site, in addition to the land use control clauses. It is recommended 
practice to install fences and visible signs to dissuade trespassers. 

Naw Response 

The Navy will remain in the area for several years completing environmental 
cleanup work, and will work with future property owners to provide levels of 
protection against land use control violations including inspections, education, 
and coordination with property owners and regulators. Furthermore, the Navy 
will review each individual site to determine what protections (e.g., fences and 
signage) are necessary for implementation of land use controls based on 
contaminant concentrations and proximity to receptors. 

EgB Comment 3 of 3 

A groundwater well survey of Parcel III (including all groundwater restrictions) should be 
submitted to the Department of Environmental and Natural Resources (DENR). DENR 
is the leading Agency regarding groundwater wells and water franchises and they should 
be aware of any groundwater restrictions during the corrective action activities and after 
considering the carved-out sites as corrective action complete with or without controls. 
The infomnation should be updated periodically, since the groundwater conditions on the 
SWMUs could impact future uses, especially considering the up-coming development of 
the property. 

The contact person at DENR is Mr. Nelson Velazquez, Director of the Water Franchises, 
P.O. Box 9066600, San Juan, PR 00906-6600. A copy of this survey should be 
submitted to EPA and EQB. 

Naw Response 

The Navy will coordinate with EQB and DENR to determine the eppropriate 
contents of a groundwater well survey. Also, the Navy will send a final copy of 
the report "Annual Land Use Control (LUC) Status Report - January 2009" to 
DENR and will provide copies of annual reports to DENR in the future. 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

This Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) summarizes how the requirements and notifications 

for hazardous substances. petroleum products and other regulated material on the property have 

been satisfied, and documents my determination, as the responsible Department of Defense 

(000) component official , that certain real property and associated improvements known as the 

Carve-outs Within Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels at Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

(NAPR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico are environmentally suitable for lease. This decision is based 

primarily on my review of information contained in the documents listed in Exhibit A (References). 

Factors leading to this decision and other pertinent information related to property lease 

requirements are stated below. 

2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

101006/P 

NAPR was formerly known as Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) until it ceased operation 

as an active Naval Station on March 31, 2004, at which point it was designated Naval Activity 

Puerto Rico. NAPR is located on the east coast of Puerto Rico adjacent to the municipality of 

Ceiba. As shown on the Vicinity Map (Exhibit B), the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Parcels conveyance is comprised of four non-contiguous areas on the installation upon which one 

water treatment plant (WTP) and three wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) are located. The 

"carve-outs" within these parcels are the sludge drying beds at each of the three WWTPs. There 

are no carve-outs within the WTP parcel. 

The carve-out areas were removed from the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels 

conveyance because they are Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Solid Waste 

Management Units (SWMUs) with work remaining to be completed under the Administrative 

Order on Consent (Consent Order; EPA, 2007) that sets out the Navy's corrective action 

obligations under RCRA. Until a Corrective Action Complete determination has been approved 

for these SWMUs by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Region 2, the Navy will 

continue to be responsible for completion of any remaining corrective andlor remedial actions 

required for the SWMUs, pursuant to the Consent Order. Furthermore, the SWMUs cannot be 

included in the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels conveyance because all 

necessary remedial actions have not been taken prior to transfer as required by Section 

120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability 

Act (CERCLA). The Navy will execute a lease in furtherance of conveyance with the 

April 2011 
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Commonwealth of Puerto Rico for these carve-out areas. Upon successful completion of all 

necessary remedial actions by the Navy, the leased property will be transferred to the 

Commonwealth. At the time of the transfer of each carve-out, the Navy will issue a Finding of 

Suitability to Transfer (FOST) for the carve-out(s) to be conveyed. Any land use controls required 

after the completion of all necessary remedial actions will be outlined in the FOST for that carve

out(s) and included in the transfer deed. 

Parcels 4 (Bundy WWTP), 6 (Capehart WWTP), and 57 (Forrestal WWTP) and the areas 

impacted by the sludge drying beds within those parcels (SWMUs 28, 27 and 29, respectively) 

are shown on the aerial photographs in Exhibit C. The combined acreage of the three carved-out 

drying beds (Subject Property) is approximately 4.25 acres. 

The Bundy WWTP has a treatment capacity of 0.655 mgd. It receives sewage primarily from the 

Bundy housing area, officer quarters, enlisted personnel barracks, and military messes. The 

area impacted by the Bundy WWTP sludge drying beds has an area of approximately 1.17 acres. 

The Capehart WWTP has a treatment capacity of 1.13 mgd. It receives sewage from the 

Capehart housing area and several other facilities including an elementary school, a high school , 

a television studio, and the Station Communication Center. The area impacted by the Capehart 

WWTP sludge drying beds has an area of approximately 0.38 acres. 

The Forrestal WWTP has a treatment capacity of 1.01 mgd. It received the majority of the 

industrial wastewater generated at NSRR as well as domestic wastewater from enlisted 

personnel barracks and officer quarters. Only minimal discharges of industrial wastewater were 

received at the NSRR WWTPs. The industrial wastewater generated at NSRR was a 

combination of effluent from facilities such as the airfield and its support facilities, a 600-bed 

hospital, a veterinary clinic, vehicle maintenance garages, auto hobby shops, the Public Works 

Department, numerous storage facilities, three ship piers, weapons facilities, two pesticide control 

facilities, two schools and a marina. The area impacted by the Forrestal WWTP sludge drying 

beds has an area of approximately 2.7 acres. 

Sludge from the WWTP digesters is sent to the drying beds then to the base landfill after it is 

dried. However, the last time sludge was sent to the landfill was 2003-2004 due to low influent 

volume and loading at all three WWTPs since base closure. Detailed descriptions of the 

treatment equipment and processes utilized at each treatment plant are provided in the Phase //11 

2 April 2011 
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Environmental Condition of Property Report. Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. Ceiba. 

Puerto Rico (the ECP Report; Navy, 2005). There are no other facilities, structures or 

improvements on the Subject Property other than the sludge drying beds. 

3.0 PAST USE AND PROPOSED REUSE 

The Forrestal WWTP was constructed in 1963, the Bundy WWTP in 1969, and the Capehart 

WWTP in 1970. These parcels were undeveloped prior to construction of the treatment plants. 

The ECP Report states that most of the arable land on what is now NAPR was previously used 

for sugar cane cultivation and cattle grazing prior to acquisition by the Navy in the 1940s. No 

significant industrial facilities or environmental concems were identified with respect to activities 

conducted on the former NSRR prior to Navy ownership. 

The Navy established NAPR to serve as the caretaker of the real property associated with NSRR 

and to assist in the transfer of the property. Since the establishment of NAPR, all industrial and 

commercial operations on the Subject Property have ceased other than operation and 

maintenance of the utility systems, which have little potential for environmental contamination. 

The proposed reuse is continued use as sludge drying beds for the WWTPs. The Subject 

Property will be leased in furtherance of conveyance to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (CBRE 

et ai, 2004). The Lessee will be allowed use of the property subject to the land and groundwater 

use restrictions described in Section 5.C. of this FOSL. The lease will contain these land use 

controls as well as reqUirements for Navy approval of any alterations to the property or uses of 

the property that result in a change in land use. 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS 

101006lP 

All available information concerning the past storage, release, or disposal of hazardous 

substances andlor petroleum products on NAPR, as collected through record searches, aerial 

photographs, personnel interviews, and on-site visual inspections, is contained in the ECP Report 

prepared by NAVFAC Atlantic. The following summarizes the findings as they relate to the 

Subject Property. 

A. Hazardous Substance Contamination 

There are three SWMUs on the Subject Property that have work remaining to be completed 

under the Consent Order that sets out the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA -
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SWMUs 27, 28, and 29 (sludge drying beds for the Capehart, Bundy and Forrestal WWTPs, 

respectively). The full RFI reports for these three SWMUs have been approved by USEPA. 

Additional investigation will be performed during the Corrective Measures Study for each SWMU 

to further delineate contamination and evaluate risk to ecological receptors at SWMU 27 from 

zinc, mercury and chromium in soil, to human and ecological receptors at SWMU 28 from PCBs 

and metals in soil, and to ecological receptors at SWMU 29 from barium, copper, zinc and 

mercury in soil (Baker, 2008a through 2008c). 

Detailed descriptions of the Subject Property SWMUs are provided in the ECP and RFI reports, 

while summary descriptions and their current status are provided in Table 1 (Exhibit D) . 

B. Petroleum Contamination 

The ECP Reportdid not identify any current or former aboveground or underground storage tanks 

or oil/water separators associated with the Subject Property at the time of the ECP inspection in 

March 2005. 

There are no known petroleum spills or releases associated with the Subject Property. 

C. Other Environmental Aspects 

1. Munitions and Explosives of Concern 

According to the ECP Report, there are no small arms ranges, heavy (crew-served) 

weapon ranges, unexploded ordnance/impact areas, explosive ordnance disposal areas 

or open buming/open detonation activities on the Subject Property. 

2. Asbestos-Containing Materials 

None of the WWTP sludge drying beds were included in past asbestos inspections at 

NAPR as there are no buildings associated with them (Baker, 2005). 

It is likely that undiscovered ACM associated with underground utilities and 

miscellaneous building materials exists at NAPR. While this potential ACM does not 

currently pose a hazard to site users, future demolition and/or subsurface work performed 

by the lessee could result in friable, accessible and damaged ACM hazards. Thus, the 

lessee will be required to use best management practices during any future 
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renovation/demolition activities or underground utility work, and to comply with all 

applicable laws relating to ACM management in order to ensure future protection of 

human health and the environment. An ACM Hazard Disclosure and Acknowledgment 

Form (Exhibit E) will be provided to the Lessee for execution at the time of lease. 

3. Lead-Based Paint 

The WWTP sludge drying beds do not include painted surfaces and do not have 

buildings associated with them. Therefore, they are not expected to contain lead-based 

paint. 

4. Polychlorinated Biphenyls 

With the exception of SWMU 28 (Bundy WWTP Sludge Drying Beds), there are no 

records of PCBs having been stored, released or disposed of on the Subject Property. 

Aroclor 1260, a PCB, was detected in four of nine surface soil samples collected at 

SWMU 28. One of the four detections (510 ug/kg) exceeded the USEPA Region 9 

Residential Soil Preliminary Remediation Goal (PRG) of 220 ug/kg, but not the Industrial 

Soil PRG of 740 ug/kg. The PCB detections are being further investigated as part of the 

ongoing SWMU 28 Corrective Measures Study. 

5. Radon 

According to the U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 93-292-K, Preliminary 

Geologic Radon Potential Assessment of Puerto Rico (USGS, 1993), the Commonwealth 

of Puerto Rico exhibits generally low indoor radon levels, and a survey of radon 

concentrations of offices, housing units, schools and other buildings was conducted by 

the 000 between 1989 and 1992 on federal military reservations in Puerto Rico, 

including the former NSRR. Indoor radon levels ranged from 0.0 to 1.9 picoCurieslLiter 

(pCi/L), well below the current USEPA residential indoor radon screening action level of 4 

piC/L. The majority of the reservations, including NAPR, are s~uated on coastal plains, 

so the low indoor radon levels were not unexpected. 

There are no buildings or enclosed structures on the Subject Property. Therefore, radon 

is not a concern so long as site conditions and land use remain unchanged. 
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6. Threatened and Endangered Species 

Breeding habitat and nesting/foraging palms for the endangered yellow-shouldered 

blackbird have not been identified on the Subject Property (GMI, 2005). 

5.0 REqUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PROPERTY LEASE 

101006lP 

A. Hazardous Substance Notice 

Based on a review of records as cited in Exhibit A, CERCLA hazardous substances are not 

known to have been used, stored or released on the Subject Property in quantities exceeding the 

notification thresholds established in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 373.2. 

B. CERCLA Access Clause 

The lease for the Subject Property will contain a clause reserving to the United States, its officers, 

agents, employees, contractors, and subcontractors the right to enter upon the leased property to 

complete its RCRA corrective action obligations, including any remedial or corrective action found 

to be necessary after the date of lease. The right to enter to be set forth shall include the right to 

conduct annual physical inspections, tests, investigations, and surveys, including, where 

necessary, drilling, test pitting, boring, and other similar activities. Such right shall also include 

the right to constnuct, operate, maintain, or undertake any other response or remedial action as 

required or necessary, including, but not limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and 

treatment facilities . The Un~ed States retains the authority to enter to conduct investigations on 

adjacent parcels as well as the parcel subject to the lease. These access rights are in addition to 

those granted to Federal, state, and local authorities under applicable environmental laws and 

regulations. 

C. Land and Groundwater Restrictions 

To prevent unacceptable risks to human health and the environment, the Navy will ensure the 

lease includes the following land use controls on the Subject Property: 

• A restriction on land use to its current use as sludge drying beds only. 

• A restriction on access and/or certain invasive activities in areas where surface soil 
and/or subsurface soil are contaminated. 

• A restriction on use of groundwater and installation of new wells in or near areas of 
known groundwater contamination . 
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• A requirement to protect the integrity of any existing and all future groundwater 
monitoring or extraction wells, remedial action equipment, and associated utilities. 

• A requirement that all ongoing and future environmental investigations and remedial 
activities at or adjacent to the Subject Property not be disrupted. 

Upon cempletion of required cerrective and/or remedial actions for any of the SWMUs located 

within the carve-out areas, if a Corrective Action Complete With Controls determination is 

proposed by the Navy and approved by USEPA, the Navy and/or the acquiring party of the 

Subject Property where the SWMUs are located will be responsible for maintaining all land use 

controls and/or other centrols upon which that Corrective Action Complete With Controls 

determination was based. 

D. Environmental Compliance Agreements / Permits / Orders 

On January 29, 2007, the Navy and USEPA Region 2 voluntarily entered into a Consent Order 

that set out the Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA and replaced the 1994 RCRA 

permit as the document memorializing these obligations concerning NAPR. The three SWMUs 

that cemprise the Subject Property have investigation and/or cleanup work remaining to be 

completed under the terms of the Consent Order. Detailed descriptions of the Subject Property 

SWMUs are provided in the ECP Report, while summary descriptions and their current status are 

provided in Table 1 (ExhibH D). 

The three WWTPs associated with the Subject Property have a minimal amount of flow moving 

through them since the operational closure of NSRR on March 31, 2004 and the transition of the 

facility into caretaker status. The wastewater plants operate under NPDES permit #PR0020010, 

however this permit expired on January 31, 2003. The permit is under Administrative 

Continuance. 

E. Notification to Regulatory Agencies I Public 

In accordance with 000 guidance, USEPA Region 2 and Puerto Rico EQB have been advised of 

the proposed lease of the Subject Property, and copies of the ECP Report and Draft FOSL were 

provided to those agencies for review and comment. Navy responses to USEPA and EQB review 

comments on the draft version of this FOSL are provided in Exhibit F (WILL BE INSERTED 

UPON REVIEW). In accerdance with CERCLA Sections 120(h)(3)(B) and 120(h)(S), 

respectively, Navy has consulted with USEPA Region 2 on the FOSL (Exhibit G).and will notify 
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PREOB prior to execution of the lease, as required by law. The ECP Report was made available 

for public review upon finalization. Copies of all lease documentation will be made available to 

USEPA and EOB representatives upon request after execution of the same. 

6.0 SUITABILITY DETERMINATION 

101006/P 

NOW THEREFORE, based on my review of the information contained in this FOSL, the notices 

discussed herein, and the restrictions and covenants that will be contained in the lease, the 

Subject Property is suitable for lease. 

Date 
~ ) 

8 April 201 1 
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along Ihe southeastern side ol the sewage treatment plant 
I8I'Ving the capehart hoOling ama. Areal to the northwest 

27 and soulhwest aides of the df)'ing beds are concrete. while 
Ihe areas to !he southeast and northeast ere graas and 
secondary growth Yeglltation. This unit does not manage or 
generate RCRA hazardous wastes Of c:onatluentL 

Domestic Sewage Trutment PlMt (Bundy A .... ) stl.dge 
Drying 8edI SeYen concrete sludge dI'yqJ beds oentr.1Iy 
Ioc8I19d In Ihe sewage treatmenl plant saMng !he Bunctt 

28 
training area. A co!'ICRM.e area sep8nMe5 thrw beds to u. 
wesl and four beds to the east; grass areas border the beds 
and a sleep grade I4Jhlllls present to the west. This unit 
does not manage Of gen8f1lle RCRA haardous wastes 01 

constituents. 

Waste wa.r Trutmant Ptant (ndustrial Area) Sludge 
Drying Beds F~ sludge drying beds MIl located In the 
aoutl'lem portion of lhe wastewater trNtment plant for the 
"Indusllial AnN" of Ihe bale. The 8ru to the west Is 
OOI"ICteIe and gm., the aru to the north is grus. and Ihe 

29 at6llS 10 the south and east are graas and open water. The 
sludges generated by this unit have been tasted since 1988 
for "Characteristics of Hnamous Waste" pursuant to 40 
Code of Federal Regulations (C.F .R.) Patt 261. and found 
not to be hazardous by characteristic. 

·CERFA CIIt~ries: 

CERFA RCRA 
Status 

3 CMS 

3 eMS 

3 eMS 

Table 1 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico 

Carve.()uts WIthin wrP and WWTP Parcels FOSl 
Solid Waste Management Units Summary and Status 

... -..... -
Investigation and Remedial Action Summary and Status 

Previously IOenlHled as No Ful1tl« Action in 1994 Pemil New determ.,ed Ie 
wamlnt additional investigation In fotm ole Phase 1 RFIIe determine if releases 
from tIM sludge drying beds have impacted the SUmlUrU1g envirormenl Phase I 
RF1 Report approved by EPA. Ful RFt Report approved by !he EPA. CMS 
invesligation required to funher' delineate contamination and evatuate riP; to 
KOioglcat receptors. 

Previol4ly IOenlHied as No Ful1tl« Action in t994 Pemit. Now determined to 
w.r.nt additional iwestigation In form of a Phase 1 RFI to detltrm .... if releases 
from the sludge drying beds have impacted tIM SlnOUnding envi'oMl&nt. Phase t 
RFt Report approved by EPA. FuM RFt Report appro .... d by !he EPA. CMS 
in .... sliQation required to further delineate contarrination and evaluate risk to human 
and ecological rec&ptors. 

Previol4ly Identified as No Ful1tler Action in 1994 Pennit. Now delermined 10 
WarTllnt 1IddKiol'llllinvestigalion in fonn of 8 Phase 1 Rft to determine if reteases 
from !he sludge drying beds neve mPKted tIM sooouncling environment. Phase I 
RFt Report approved by EPA. Fuft Rft Report appro ..... d by the EPA. CMS 
Invesllgallon required to further dellneata cootarniMllon and evaluate risk 10 
ecological receptors. 

1 • CERFA Clean· area. where no release Of I of haaroous subslancn Of rol~ or their derivatives hal occurred. 
2 • Alt ActiolW • ateas where the release. «spout. Of • 0I1OrTle combi~ thereof. of hazarOous slbitances, or 
3· Additional Action R ulred · Areas. where. conlirmed or -' .... . r.tIon, or some combination ttw.of. of 

Und Use Controls 
1 • Non-Residential Use On! 
2- Soiland/Of Sediment Acceu andfor invasive Activity Restriction 
3 ' SUfface Waler: Access and/Of Use Restriction 
4 - Groi.l'ldwaler: Use and WeR Instalation Restriction 

'"on and Abbrw'-tions 

CAe Corrective Action Co e determination NA Not 
CERFA Commoo Envi~ Response FacilbOOn Ad. PCB P 
CMI Corrective Measures 1m " RCRA Resource ConIl8~ end R Ad 
eMS Con'ec:tive Measurel Stud RFI RCRAFacI tnvest ation 
EPA Environmental Protection "'Y SoB Statement of Basil; 

GN Gro"",,,_ SWMU Sold Wnte Me emenlUrWt 
LUC land Use Control WWTP Wa.-w.ter Trutment Plant 

Media Affectld I Key Site Specific Current RCRA R.maining Wortl 
Contaminants Land U.e Ph .. e Required 

Contr'tll. 

GW, Soil· metals 1. 2. 4 Comple(lon d Ful CMSISoBICMI 
RFI 

GW, Soli · PCB •. 1,2, 4 Completion of FIJI CMSJSoBICMI 
metals RFI 

Son· metals 1, 2. 4 Completion of F~ CMSISoBfCMI 
RFI 



Percel SWMU Description CERFA RCRA 
No. Status 

Table 1 
Naval ActiVity Puerto Rico 

-

Carve-Outs WIthin WTP and WWTP Parcels FOSL 
Solid Waste Management Units Summary and Status 

Page 2 of2 . 
Inv .. ~Hon end Remedial Action Summary and Status Media Affecllld I Key Site SpecJic Current RCRA R~lnlng Work 

Conumlnllnts Land U •• Ph ... Requtrwd 
Contr. 

K Documents 

BIlker. 200ae. (MIcN .. a..,Jr~ Inc.) FlrWlt F~RCRA F8dIily I~ RfIpOIt. SWMU 27-Clipetllll1WNTP Sludge DryIng BldlJorNrt8lAdMly PueI10 Rico, Cella, Puerto RIco. Moon Township, PWlnty!YenIe. Augull. 

Baker,2OO8b. (MIeN" a_er Jr., Inc.) FNiI Fill ReM Faclity I~ Report. SWMU 28- Buncty WHIT> SIudoe Dfying Beds lor Naval ActMly Puerto Rico. Caibl!, Pu«to RIco. Moon Townll1lp. P.nnlylvanitl. August 

a.ker, 2008e. (N1eh8eI Baker Jr .• Inc.) F1r* Fill RCRA FxMy InvndsPtlon ~ SWMU 251- F_1aI WWTP Sludge Drying Beds for NaIl .. AdMIy P\.m Rico, Cea, Puerto RIco. Moon Townahip, PennsyIv ..... "ugl»l. 

EPA, 2007. (U.S. Env\ronn'WIt8I ProIIIdiIori RCRA 1003 M mifllsnliw Ofdw on cons.d, In !he ~ of UI"IIIIId StMH. The Oepanment of .. N ...... Puet10 RIco, 10nM ~ SWIIon ROONYeIt Rtw:IIJ, PI*1D Rico. EPA ~ No. RCAA.(l2-2007-7J01 . ..... 

Navy. 2005. (N ...... F..::IIin E~ CoI'VMllCl AIIantic) PhUe 1/11 ~ COndiIIOn of Propecty RIIpOI'l. FOfTMI' U.S. Naval StatiOn ROOMYeI ROIds, ceIbII, Puerto Rico. Norfolk. VIfginIe. July. 

Nrtt.2OO6aI. (Depart"..,,1 of the Nr/Y. Base Rleignn-.nt ~ CIoIur. Program Manltglt!'l'*lt otIIee SoutI'oeNtj CERFA l~ 01 Unconlllmn.1ed PropIrty, Former ,....Istlitlon R~ RoMl., Puerto Rico. North OIarie1lOll, South C~, A 
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ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS 
HAZARD DISCLOSURE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM 

(NON-RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

ASBESTOS WARNING STATEMENT 

YOU ARE ADVISED THAT CERTAIN BUILDINGS WITHIN THE WATER 
AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT PARCELS AT NAVAL ACTIVITY 
PUERTO RICO (NAPR) HAVE ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS. 
INDIVIDUALS (WORKERS) MAY SUFFER ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS AS A 
RESULT OF INHALATION EXPOSURE TO ASBESTOS. THESE ADVERSE 
HEALTH EFFECTS INCLUDE ASBESTOSIS (PULMONARY FmROSIS) AND 
MESOTHELIOMAS (BENIGN OR MALIGNANT TUMORS). YOU ARE 
FURTHER ADVISED IT IS LIKELY THAT UNDISCOVERED ACM 
ASSOCIATED WITH UNDERGROUND UTILITIES AND MISCELLANEOUS 
BUILDING MATERIALS EXISTS AT NAPR. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

I acknowledge that: 

(l) I have read and understand the above-stated Asbestos Warning Statement. 

(2) I have received from the Government the following document(s): Phase 1/11 
Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, the Final Asbestos Inspection Report for Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, and the Finding of Suitability to Lease, Carve-outs Within the Water 
and Wastewater Treatment Plan! Parcels, Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
representing the best information available to the Government as to the presence of and 
condition of asbestos-containing-materials hazards in the buildings and underground 
utilities covered by this lease. 

(3) I understand that my failure to inspect or to become fully informed of the condition of all 
or any portion of the property offered will not constitute grounds for any claim or 
demand for adjustment or withdrawal of any bid or offer made after its opening or tender. 

(4) I understand that, upon execution of this lease, I shall assume full responsibility for 
preventing future asbestos exposure by properly managing and maintaining or, as 
required by applicable federal , State, or local laws or regulations, for abating any asbestos 
hazard that may pose a risk to human health. 

Lessee (or duly authorized agent) Date 
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January 21, 2011 

Mr. Mark E. Davidson 
U.S. Navy 
BRACPMOSE 

COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO 

Office of the Governor 
Environmental Qualitv Board 

4130Faber Place Driver, Suite 202 
NOlth Charleston, SC 29405 

PUERTO RICO 
VERDE 

RE: Technical Review of the Draft Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL), Carve-Outs 
within the Wate!' and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels Conveyance, Naval 
Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puel·to Rico 

Dear Mr. Davison: , 
The Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (PREQB) has completed its review of the Draft 
Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL), Carve-Outs within the Water and Wastewater Treatment 
Plant Parcels Conveyance, Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Ceiba, Puerto Rico, dated December 
2010. Our comments are provided in the attachment. 

If you have any additional questions or comments, please contact me at (787) 767-8181, 
extension 6129 

Cordially, 

~L~~ 
Wilmarie Rivera 
Federal Facilities Coordinator 
Environmental Emergencies Response Area 

cc: Gloria M. Toro Agrait, EQB Hazardous Waste Permits Division 

Cruz A. Matos Environmental Agencies BuUding 
Ponce de LeOn Avenue 1375. San Juan. PR 00926·2604 

PO BOX 11488. Santurce. PR 00910 
reI. 787-767·8181 • Fax 787·7767·8118 



Dl'ftft Finding of Suitability to Lease Carve· Outs within the Water and 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels Conveyance, Naval Activity Puerto 

Rico, dated December 2010 

I. PAGE·SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

1. Page 6, Section 5.0CC): 
a. The lease agreement needs to acknowledge that if the sludge drying 

pits stop being used as such, the Navy will close the sludge drying pits, 
remove any remaining sludge and investigate whether residual impacts 
remain that pose an unacceptable risk to human health or the 
environment within and beneath the pits. 

b. As the investigations to date have focused on evaluating releases from 
the sludge drying pits to the surrounding environment and an 
investigation of whether the sludge or soils beneath the sludge have 
been contaminated has not been done because they are still being used, 
a land use restriction to ensure that the sludge pits are not used for any 
other purpose needs to be included in the lease agreement. 

2 . • Exhibit D, Table 1, Naval Activity Puerto Rico. Carve-Outs Within WTP and 
WWTP Parcels FOSL, Solid Waste Management Units Summaty and Status: 
The text in the "Investigation and Remedial Action Summary and Status" 
column states that "Now determined to WIIIl'ant additional investigation in 
form of a Phase I RFI for the sludge drying beds." However, the sludge 
drying beds are not the focus of the current investigations, rather, the 
surrounding environment is being investigated to determine if releases from 
the shtdge drying beds have occurred. Please clarify the text to reflect the 
purpose and scope of the investigations at SWMUs 27, 28 and 29. 

3. Please provide PREQB with copies of all executed transfer documents. 



Navy Responses to Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board Review Comments 

Draft Finding of Suitability to Lease 
Carve-Outs within the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels Conveyance 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
dated December 2010 

I. PAGE-SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

1. Page 6, Section 5.0(C): 

a. The lease agreement needs to acknowledge that if the sludge drying pits stop being 
used as such, the Navy will close the sludge drying pits, remove any remaining sludge 
and investigate whether residual impacts remain that pose an unacceptable risk to 
human health or the environment within and beneath the pits. 

Navy Response: 

The lease agreement will acknowledge the Navy retains responsibility for environmental 
investigation and cleanup of RCRA solid waste management units during the lease 
period . The Navy will transfer the sludge drying beds with a land use control that 
requires the drying bed slabs to remain in place as an engineering control. Should the 
slabs be removed after transfer, it will be the responsibility of the new owner to address 
any contamination present under the slabs. Furthermore, should the drying beds and/or 
the treatment plant cease operation, the responsibility to close the plant and perform 
process closure procedures (including removing any remaining sludge) will be the 
responsibility of the lessee (the future owner). 

b. As the investigations to date have focused on evaluating releases from the sludge 
drying pits to the surrounding environment and an investigation of whether the sludge 
or soils beneath the sludge have been contaminated has not been done because they 
are still being used, a land use restriction to ensure that the sludge pits are not used for 
any other purpose needs to be included in the lease agreement. 

Navy Response: 

The lease agreement will limit future use of the drying beds to their current use. The first 
bullet in Section 5.D.C. has been revised to state "A restriction on land use to its current 
use as sludge drying beds only". 

2. Exhibit D, Table I, Naval Activity Puerto Rico, Carve-Outs Within WTP and WWTP 
Parcels FOSL, Solid Waste Management Units Summary and Status: The text in the 
"Investigation and Remedial Action Summary and Status" column states that "Now 
determined to warrant additional investigation in form of a Phase I RFI for the sludge 
drying beds." However, the sludge drying beds are not the focus of the current 
investigations, rather, the surrounding environment is being investigated to determine if 

1 



releases from the sludge drying beds have occurred. Please clarify the text to reflect the 
purpose and scope of the investigations at SWMUs 27, 28 and 29. 

Navy Response: 

The text in the table has been edited to state "Now determined to warrant additional 
investigation in form of a Phase 1 RFI to determine if releases from the sludge drying 
beds have impacted the surrounding environment." 

3. Please provide PREQB with copies of all executed transfer documents. 

Navy Response: 

The Navy will provide copies of all lease documentation to EQ8 and USEPA after 
execution of the same. 

2 
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JAN 13 2011 

CERTIFIED MAIL 

UNITED STATI!S I!NVIRONMI:NTAL PROTI:CTlON AGENCY 
REGION 2 

290 BROADWAY 
NEW YORK, NY 10007-1866 

RETURN RECEiPT REOUESTED 

Mr. Mark E. Davidson 
US Navy 
BRAe PMO S8 
4130 Faber Place Drive 
Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

Rc: Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR), formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
BPA 1.0. Number PRD2 I 70027203, Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOSn 
Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels and the Draft Finding oCSuitability to 
Lease (FOSL) Carve-Outs Within the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels 

Dear Mr. Davidson: 

This lel1er is addressed to you as the Navy's designated project coordinator pursuant to the 
January 29,2007 RCRA Administrative Order on Consent ("the Consent Order") between the 
United States Environmental l'rotection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Navy (the Navy). 

EPA has completed its review orthe Draft Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) Water and 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels aod the Draft 'Finding of Suitability to Lease (FOSL) Carve
Outs Within the Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Parcels, both oCwhich were transmitted 
to the Puerto Rico EnYlronmenfa l QualitY Board (BQB) and EPA 011 behalf of thll Navy, by 
Lawson Anderson 's (of'rctra Tech NUS Inc.) Ictier of December 17, 20 I O. 

EPA has no comments on the Drafl FOS!., !lnd one comment on the Draft FOST. Sections 4.0 A 
and B of the Draft rOS1' should be revised to clarify that there are a tolal ofscvcn aboveground 
storage tanks (A Ts) on the subject property· three or which are discussed in .'ection 4.0 A 
(ilazardous Substance Contamination) and four of which arc discussed in cClicm 4.0 A 
(Petroleum Contamination). 

Jnlernlll AddreSi (URL) . hlrpJIwww.8pB.goV 
'totyGltdJAecycliJbl • • Prln(td ~th Vlootoble 011 & ad Inks on RtCycled PaP4'r (MinImum 60% Po.tcon.um., cont-IttJ 



:2 

Please revi se tbe Dral'l FOST to acceptably address the above commelllS. When completed. 
plea e submit two wpies of the linal FOST and FOSL tu EPA's RCRA Programs Branch in New 
York, and one copy to Mr. Carl Soderberg of EPA s aribbean knvlronmcnlnl Protechon 
Division in San .Juan, PRo If you have any questions, please telephone me at (212) 637- 4167. 

Sincerely yours, 

1;/$;t)jy~ 
Timothy R. Gordon 
Project Coordinator 
Resource Conservation and Special Projects Section 
ReRA Programs Branch 

cc: Ms. Wilmarie Rivera, P.R . Environmental Quality Board 
Mr. David Cris\\,elL U.S. Navy, BRAe 
Mr. Lawson Anderson, Tetra Tech NUS Inc. 



COVENANT DEFERRAL REQUEST 

FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS 
CEIBA, PUERTO RICO 

Prepared by: 

Department of the Navy 
BRAC Program Management Office Southeast 

4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 202 
North Charleston, S.C. 29405 

July 2007 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE COVENANT DEFERRAL REQUEST 

Covenant Deferral Request 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

The United States Department of the Navy (Navy) proposes to transfer title to portions of the real property 

comprising the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR), Puerto Rico by deed before all necessary 

remedial actions have been completed pursuantto Section 120(h)(3)(C) of the Comprehensive 

Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) and Department of Defense 

(000) early transfer guidance. 

When any federal agency transfers to any non-federal entity real property upon which hazardous 

substances have been stored for one year or more, or were known to have been released or disposed of, 

the transfer deed must covenant that: 

• All remedial action(s) necessary to protect human health and the environment with 
respect to any such substance remaining on the property have been taken before the 
date of transfer (CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I)), and 

• Any additional remedial action(s) found to be necessary after the date of the transfer shall 
be conducted by the United States (CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(II)). 

The Govemor of the State in which federal property is located may defer the first of these two covenants, 

thereby authorizing the transfer of the property prior to its final cleanup if the federal facility of which it is 

part is not listed on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Priorities List (NPL). After 

any such transfer, the federal agency transfenring the property is still responsible for ensuring that all 

remaining cleanup is completed and for providing that same covenant via an amendment to the transfer 

deed at that time. 

In order for the Govemor to defer this requirement, CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C)(i) requires that the 

Govemor determine the property is suitable for transfer based upon a finding that: 

I. The property is suitable for transfer for the use intended by the transferee, and the 
intended use is consistent with protection of human health and the environment; 

II. The deed or other agreement proposed to govern the transfer between the United States 
and the transferee of the property contains the Response Action Assurances set forth in 
CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C)(ii), including: 

• Any necessary restrictions on the use of the property to ensure protection of human 
health and the environment; 

• Restrictions on the use necessary to ensure that required remedial investigations, 
response action, and oversight activities will not be disrupted; 

030703IP July 2007 



Covenant Deferral Request 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

• An assurance that all necessary response action(s) will be taken and that a schedule 
for investigation and completion of all necessary response action(s) as approved by 
the appropriate regulatory agency will be identified; and, 

• An assurance that the Federal agency responsible for the property subject to transfer 
will submit a budget request to the Director of the Office of Management and Budget 
that adequately addresses schedules for investigation and completion of all 
necessary response action, subject to congressional authorizations and 
appropriations; 

III. The Federal agency requesting deferral has provided notice, by publication in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the vicinity of the property, of the proposed transfer 
and of the opportunity for the public to submit, within a period of not less than 30 days 
after the date of the notice, written comments on the suitability of the property for transfer; 
and 

IV. The deferral and the transfer of the property will not substantially delay any necessary 
response action at the property. 

These findings are intended to assure that there is a sound basis for the proposed "early" transfer in that 

the expected reuse of the property will not pose an unacceptable risk to human health or the environment 

during the "covenant deferral period" that begins on the date of the property transfer and ends on the date 

the federal agency gives the last warranty required by CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C)(iii). The warranty 

covenants that all response action necessary to protect human health and the environment with respect 

to hazardous substances remaining on the property as of the date of transfer has been accomplished. As 

stated in CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C)(iv), all statutory rights and obligations of the transferring federal 

agency remain the same, regardless of whether the property is transferred subject to such a covenant 

deferral. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Section 8132 of Public Law 108-87, the Department of Defense Appropriations Act, 2004 (signed 30 

September 2003), directed that NSRR be closed "no later than six months after enactment of this Act," 

and that the real estate disposal/transfer be carried out in accordance with procedures contained in the 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990. Accordingly, on March 31, 2004, NSRR ceased 

operations as an active naval station, and was designated Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR) to protect 

and sustain the remaining Navy assets and property value during the disposal process. 

The Navy prepared the Phase 1/11 Environmental Condition of Property Report, Former U. S. Naval Station 

Roosevelt Roads. Ceiba. Puerto Rico (ECP Report) dated July 15, 2005 to document the current 

environmental condition of NAPR and support the identification of "uncontaminated property" as defined 

in and required by CERCLA Section 120(h)(4). The ECP Report discloses available, factual, 

environmentally relevant information regarding the condition of NAPR, and is based on the results of 

previous investigations, interviews with persons familiar with the former NSRR, review of available 
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Covenant Deferral Request 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

information and data on former NSRR operations related to storage, release, treatment or disposal of 

hazardous substances or petroleum products on the property, and certain media sampling efforts. 

Although environmental investigation and cleanup activities at NSRR have been ongoing under the Navy 

Installation Restoration Program (IRP) since the early 1980s, certain response activities to address past 

hazardous substances releases remain to be completed. NSRR is not on the NPL; therefore, these 

response activities and releases are currently being addressed pursuant to the requirements of the 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permit previously issued to NSRR by EPA on 

November 28, 1994. The IRP team assembled to address environmental issues at NSRR consists of 

representatives from the Navy and its contractors, the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB) 

and EPA Region 2. Through the RCRA permitting process and the management of the corrective action 

program by the IRP team, a total of 55 SWMUs and four AOCs have been identified . Since base closure, 

the Navy and EPA have negotiated the terms of a RCRA Section 7003 Administrative Order on Consent 

(Consent Order) to set out the Navy's remaining corrective action obligations. Accordingly, NSRR's 1994 

RCRA permit has been terminated. 

The findings of the ECP Report were used by EPA to assist in determining the corrective action 

obligations to be included in the Consent Order. ECP Sites 1 through 23 were identified during the ECP 

process and added to the order as SWMUs 56 through 77 and AOCs E and F. According to Section VIII 

of the draft Consent Order, there are currently 38 of 77 Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs) and 

four of six Areas of Concern (AOCs) with investigation, remediation and/or closure requirements still to be 

completed. The Conclusions section of the ECP Report, which includes a table and map identifying 

areas impacted by hazardous substances is attached to this CDR as Exhibit A. The RCRA Section 7003 

Administrative Order on Consent is attached as Exhibit B. 

1,3 PROPOSED EARLY TRANSFER 

Because the sites identified in Section VIII of the Consent Order (Exhibit B) require further investigation 

and/or remedial action that may require completion after the property is transferred, the Navy is 

requesting the Governor of the Commonwea~h defer the requirement for the CERCLA Section 

120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) covenant that all necessary remedial action has been taken prior to transfer. 

The Early Transfer (ET) does not include SWMUs or AOCs lying within property that is being transferred 

from the Navy to other federal agencies. Also, the ET does not include sites with petroleum 

contamination on ly (e.g., AOC F - Monitored Natural Attenuation Sites) because deferrals in accordance 

with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3) apply to sites affected by hazardous substances, but not petroleum. The 

proposed ET Property is presented on the map in Exhibit C. 
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Covenant Deferral Request 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

Several types of transfer mechanisms are available to transfer the former NSSR property, including: 

• Public benefit conveyances (PBCs) 

• Economic development conveyances (EDCs) 

• Environmental remediation sales 

• Public sales 

The Navy will either retain the responsibility to conduct all necessary response actions on the PBC and 

EDC parcels consistent with CERCLA and the Navy-EPA Consent Order, or fund the privatization of all or 

part of their required cleanup through the use of environmental services cooperative agreements 

(ESCAs) between the Navy and the transferee(s). Such agreements are authorized under the provisions 

of 10 U.S.C. 2701 (the Defense Environmental Restoration Program). Any drafts of such agreements 

would be shared with EPA, and any transfer of the Navy's remaining corrective action obligations to 

another party would be contingent upon that party entering into a similar fully enforceable consent order 

with EPA 

The environmental remediation sale(s) will be conducted in accordance with Section 2905(e) of the 

Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (BRAC law), as amended by Section 2908 of the 

National Defense Au1horization Act for Fiscal Year 1994. Section 2905(e) states that subject to Section 

120(h) of CERCLA, the Secretary of Defense "may enter into an agreement to transfer by deed real 

property or facilities .... with any person who agrees to perform all environmental restoration, waste 

management, and environmental compliance activities that are required for the property or facilities under 

Federal and State laws, administrative decisions, agreements (including schedules and milestones), and 

concurrences" and that if the costs of all environmental restoration, waste management, and 

environmental compliance activities are lower than the fair market value of the property or facilities, the 

recipient of the property or facilities must agree to pay the difference between the fair market value and 

such costs. The Navy would provide environmental "due diligence" and "all appropriate inquiry" 

information in invitations for bid for the Sale Property parcel(s). Bidders would propose a purchase price 

based on the fair market value of the property less the environmental liability costs, with the purchaser 

agreeing to take over the Navy's cleanup obligations via an enforceable third party consent order with 

EPA. 

As described in Section 1.1, CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C) sets forth those specific conditions upon 

which a Governor may grant approval of early transfers of federal facilities. This CDR is intended to 

provide the information necessary for approval of the early transfer of certain NAPR property by the 

Governor of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and is consistent with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C) and 

000 Guidance on the Environmental Review Process Required to Obtain the Finding of Suitabi/itv for 
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Use of Early Transfer Authority for Property Not on the National Priorities List as Provided by CERCLA 

Section 1201h!131C1 (April 24, 1998). DoD guidance allows the transferee to conduct response actions 

on the property, so long as certain conditions are met including providing assurance that the transferee 

has the technical and financial capacity to pertorm the cleanup. Under the proposed Consent Order with 

EPA, the Navy will remain legally obligated to perform all remaining response actions if the transferee(s) 

fails to perform such actions in a timely and competent fashion. 

To comply with CERCLA's early transfer authority, the Govemor's concurrence must determine that the 

property is suitable for transfer by making the findings set out in the statute at 42 U.S.C. Section 9620 

(h)(3)(C)(i). To make these findings, the Governor must know how the transferees intend to use the 

property during the covenant deferral period. Because the identities of the transferees are not known at 

this time, Navy transfer documents will ensure post-conveyance uses of contaminated property will be 

restricted to uses that are the same or similar to uses in place at the time when NSRR was operational 

and will be consistent with protection of human health and the environment. 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY TO BE TRANSFERRED 

The property to be transferred at the former NSRR is located near Ceiba, Puerto Rico on approximately 

8,459 acres of land on the eastern coast of Puerto Rico. NSRR operated as a naval facility from 1943 

until its closure on March 31, 2004. According to the ECP Report, there are over 1,300 buildings at the 

former NSRR, as well as an 11,OOO-foot nunway and almost 5,000 feet of waterfront piers and bulkheads. 

The ET Property, as shown on the map in Exhibit C (ET Property Map) comprises approximately 4,244 

acres. Survey maps and legal descriptions for the ET Property parcels will be attached to the transfer 

deeds. 

The ET Property includes: 

• All Sale/Public Auction parcels, except those in the Capehart Housing Area 
• Capehart Housing Area Wastewater Treatment Plant 
• EDC parcels that include IR sites requiring additional investigation or remediation 
• pse parcels that include IR sites requiring additional investigation or remediation 

The ET Property does not include: 

• Parcels comprising the Capehart Housing Area 
• Conservation parcels including Pineros and Cabeza de Perro Islands 
• EDC parcels that do not require investigation or remediation 
• PSC parcels that do not require investigation or remediation 
• Parcels being transferred to other Federal agencies 
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3.0 NATURE AND EXTENT OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE CONTAMINATION 

As stated in the ECP Report and described in Section 1.2 of this CDR, a mature and comprehensive 

environmental program, focused on areas of historic environmental concem, has been in existence at 

NSRR since the 1980s. Considering the active, comprehensive and ongoing IRP and the recently 

completely ECP investigation, it may reasonably be concluded that all areas of significant environmental 

concern at NSRR have been identified and either have been or will be investigated. Detailed summaries 

of the findings to date for all SWMUs and AOCs are provided in the ECP Report. The table in Exhibit D of 

this CDR summarizes the environmental investigation and remed ial action status of each ET Property site 

with work remaining to be performed under the Navy-EPA Consent Order. The table provides the 

Consent Order status, media affected, key site contaminants and proposed land use controls. Exhibit D 

also includes a map illustrating the location of IRP sites with work remaining to be performed. 

Site-specific documents that provide more detailed information have been placed for public review at: 
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Ceiba Public Library 
Ave. Lauro Pinero, Plaza Recreo 
(allado Casa Alcaldia) Ceiba, PR 00735 

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Caribbean Environmental Protection Division 
Centro Europa Building, Suite 417 
1492 Ponce de Leon Ave 
Santurce, PR 00907-4127 
Attn: Mr. Luis Negron, phone (787) 977-5855 

Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
Oficina del Presidente - Piso 5 
Ave. Ponce de Leon #1308 
Carr Estatal 8838 
Sector EI Cinco 
Rio Piedras, PR 00926 
Attn : Ms. Yarissa Martinez, phone (787) 767-8181 (ext 6137) 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 2 
RCRA File Room 
290 Broadway, 15th floor 
New York, NY 1007-1866 
Attn : Mr. David Abrines, phone (212) 637-3043 

or 

Online at: http://nsrr-ir.org! 
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4.0 ANALYSIS OF INTENDED FUTURE LAND USE 

The Puerto Rico Department of Economic Development and Commerce (DEDC), recognized as the Local 

Redevelopment Authority (LRA) for NAPR, developed the December 2004 Naval Station Roosevelt 

Roads Reuse Plan (the Reuse Plan), for implementation by the transferees. The Reuse Plan anUcipates 

phased development of the following nine land use zones depicted on the map in Exhibit E: 

Zone Description 

1 Airport - Airport, Industrial/Manufacturing/Distribution 

2 Bundy - Moderate Lodging, Residential. Leaming and Training Center 

3 Golf Course - Public Golf Course, with an expansion to 18 holes 

4 Downtown - Mixed Use, University Campus, Public School 

5 Residential - Residential , Private School, Recreation Areas 

6 Port - Marina. Ferry Terminal . Hospital, Waterfront Commercial 

7 Science Park - Research and Development, Industrial/Manufacturing, Conference 

Center, Lodging Facilities, University 

8 North Gate - Open Space, Beach and Recreation 

9 Conservation - ConservaUon Areas 

IRP sites are located within the footprint of areas scheduled for redevelopment. Analytical data collected 

during the investigations of these sites were used to perform human health and ecological risk 

assessments which indicated the potential for unacceptable human exposure to the residual 

contaminants detected in groundwater, surface water. surface and subsurface soil, and sediment. Thus, 

land use controls (LUCs) will be required on the ET Property to prevent unacceptable risks to human 

health and the environment during the deferral period. In addition, the final remedies for some sites may 

include long-term LUCs to prevent certain uses or acUvities that could result in unacceptable exposure. 

To prevent unacceptable risks to human health and the environment, the Navy will ensure the following 

LUCs, as appropriate for each parcel or IRP site, are developed on the ET Property: 

030703/P 

• A restriction on land use such that post-conveyance uses must be the same or similar to 
uses when the former NSRR was operational and be consistent with protection of human 
health and the environment 

• A restriction on access andlor certain invasive activities in areas where surface soil, 
subsurface soil and or sediments are contaminated 

• A restriction on access to or use of surface water in or near areas of known surface water 
contamination 
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• A restriction on use of groundwater and installation of new wells in or near areas of 
known groundwater contamination 

Proposed site-specific LUGs to be imposed upon the ET Property are listed in the Exhibit D site summary 

table. These LUGs, or negotiated variations thereof, will be implemented through a variety of 

mechanisms including: 

• Navy-LRA ESGA and EPA-LRA Gonsent Order for ESGA parcels 

• EPA-Transferee Gonsent Orders for sale parcels 

• LUG Remedial Designs for parcels with Navy-retained cleanup 

The Navy transfer deeds for ET Property parcels will refer to LUG requirements contained in the 

applicable Gonsent Order (Navy-EPA or EPA-Third Party) which will be attached to the deeds. These 

Gonsent Orders will either contain detailed LUG requirements (implementation, compliance, monitoring, 

enforcement, modification/termination, etc.) or reference other documents agreed to between the Navy 

and EPA or the transferee and EPA. 

A zoning plan implementing the Reuse Plan is also envisioned for NAPR that will be coupled with a 

comprehensive enforcement scheme for the zoning provisions. Zoning authority for the NAPR property 

lies exclusively with the Puerto Rico Planning Board. Given the nature of this project, the Planning Board 

envisions the adoption of a Special Regulation consistent with the LRA-approved Reuse Plan. Some 

areas within the ET Property may be encumbered by LUGs that impose use restrictions beyond those in 

the designated zoning district. In such cases, property use within the zoning district must be consistent 

with the LUGs. Once the Special Regulation is in place and the NAPR lands have been zoned, any 

construction or development therein must be consistent with the Special Regulation in order to be able to 

obtain a building permit from the Regulations and Permits Administration (ARPE, from its initials in 

Spanish), which is the entity that issues building permits in Puerto Rico. Any variances from the Special 

Regulation must be approved by the Planning Board, otherwise ARPE will not be able to grant a building 

permit. ARPE would also be able to enforce any violations of LUGs. Just as any potentially affected 

party may seek to enjoin a particular activity in violation of the underlying zoning by filing a complaint 

before ARPE, it could be provided that a similar complaint could also be filed with ARPE for alleged 

violations of the LUGs. If the complaint is filed with the LRA, the LRA would refer it to ARPE. Also, the 

LRA itself could file a complaint before ARPE to enjoin any future transferee's activities in violation of the 

LUGs. 
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The Navy may consider lifting the use restrictions imposed by deed upon a request to do so by the 

transferee that has been endorsed by EPA, if/when EPA is satisfied that modifying/terminating the use 

restriction will not compromise protection of human health and the environment. 

Based upon the findings of the former NSRR site investigations, there are no unacceptable risks to 

human health or the environment that would preclude transfer and reuse of the ET Property assuming 

LUGs are implemented and maintained as described above. 
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5.0 RESPONSE/CORRECTIVE ACTION AND O&M REQUIREMENTS 

Requirements for the investigation, remediation, and closure of the SWMUs and AOCs at NSRR derive 

from the 1994 RCRA pemnit for NSRR (EPA 1.0. #PR2170027203). The Navy and EPA have agreed to 

voluntarily enter into a RCRA § 7003 Administrative Order on Consent (Exhibit B) that will set out the 

Navy's corrective action obligations under RCRA and replace the 1994 RCRA pemnit. 

The Navy's obligations for addressing each of the 38 SWMUs and four AOCs with remaining 

investigation, remediation andlor closure requirements are defined in the Consent Order, and may consist 

of one or more of the following: 

• Implementation of a RCRA Facility Investigation (RFI) 

• Implementation of an Interim Measure 

• Completion of a Corrective Measures Study (CMS) 

• Submission of a work plan to complete a CMS to determine the final remedy 

• Submission of a Corrective Measures Implementation (CMI) Plan for the selected final remedy 

• Completion of public notice and comment on RFI , CMS or CMI Plans 

• Implementation of CMI Plans as modified based on public comments 

• Submission of a Closure Plan for SWMU 3 in lieu of a CMS andlor CMI Plan 

• Providing documentation that acceptable institutional controls are in effect to prevent future 

inappropriate usage of portions of NAPR andlor groundwater in certain portions of NAPR 

• Addressing newly discovered releases attributable to past DoD operations 

• Undertaking all actions in accordance with all applicable local , commonwealth and federal laws, 

regulations, ordinances and Executive Orders. 

The Consent Order allows for the transfer of Navy work responsibilities to third parties, specifically stating 

that " ... the Navy and EPA expect that the Navy will sell andlor otherwise convey various parcels or 

segments of the Facility to various third parties at which time EPA expects to issue a separate order to 

such third parties requiring the performance of any remaining corrective action tasks related to the 

transferred parcel and to suspend the tasks to be perfomned under this Consent Order to reflect such 

changes." 

Section VIII of the Consent Order identifies the work to be performed by the Navy and the schedules for 

completing the work. Requirements and schedules for work to be performed by transferees will be 

defined in the individual third party consent orders negotiated between EPA and the transferees. The 

Navy anticipates continuing investigation and cleanup activities until the transferees initiate the response 

actions agreed to in their transfer documents with the Navy and third party consent orders negotiated with 
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EPA. Furthermore, the Navy will remain legally obligated to perform the necessary response actions if 

such actions are not completed in a timely and competent fashion by the transferees as necessary to 

ensure protection of human health and the environment. Thus, the Navy-EPA and EPA-Transferee 

Consent Orders will ensure the deferral and transfer of the ET Property will not substantially delay any 

necessary response actions. 
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6.0 CONTENTS OF TRANSFER DEEDS 

The notice, covenants and assurances required by CERCLA Sections 120(h)(3)(A) and 120(h)(3)(C) to 

be included in the transfer deeds that will convey title of the ET Property to the transferees are 

summarized below. Prior to conveyance of the ET Property, EPA and EQB representatives will be given 

reasonable opportunity to review the deed language related to environmental conditions and response 

action assurances. as discussed below. 

a. Notice 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(i), the transfer deeds shall provide notice, to 

the extent such information is available based upon a complete search of agency files, as to: (i) 

the type and quantity of those hazardous substances that were stored for one year or more. or 

were known to have been released or disposed of on the applicable portion of the ET Property; 

(ii) the time at which such storage. release or disposal took place, and (iii) a description of all 

remedial actions taken to address such releases or disposals. This information that will be 

appended to the deeds is set forth in CDR Exhibit F. 

b. Covenant 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(II), the transfer deeds shall contain a 

covenant warranting that any additional remedial action found to be necessary after the date of 

such transfer shall be conducted by the United States. Although some or all remaining remedial 

actions may be performed by one or more transferees per this covenant and the terms of the 

contemplated Consent Order, the Navy will remain legally obligated to perform those actions if 

they are not completed in a timely and competent fashion by the transferee as needed ensure 

protection of human health and the environment. 

c. Access 

030703iP 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(A)(iii), the transfer deeds shall contain a clause 

granting the United States access to the property in any case in which a remedial action or 

corrective action is found to be necessary after the date of transfer. Appropriate rights of access 

shall also be provided to EQB so that it may confirm the long-term effectiveness of all 

implemented LUCs. 
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d. Response Action Assurances 

In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C)(ii)(l) through (ii)(IV), the transfer deeds shall 

contain the following specific assurances: 

I. Necessary restrictions on the use of the ET Property to ensure the protection of human 

health and the environment. 

II. Necessary restrictions to ensure that required remedial investigations, response actions, 

and oversight activities will not be disrupted, including by any new owner or user of the 

ET Property. 

III. An assurance that all necessary response action will be taken and a schedule identified 

for the investigation and completion of all such actions as approved by the appropriate 

regulatory agency. 

IV. An assurance that the Navy will submit appropriate annual budget requests to the 

Director of the Office of Management and Budget that adequately address schedules for 

investigation and completion of all necessary response actions. 

e. Warranty 
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In accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C)(iii), the transfer deeds for the ET Property shall 

contain assurances that when all response actions necessary to protect human health and the 

environment with respect to any hazardous substance remaining on the property on the date of 

transfer have been taken, the Navy shall execute and deliver to the transferee an appropriate 

document in recordable form containing a warranty that all such response actions have been 

taken, and the making of the warranty shall be considered to satisfy the requirements of CERCLA 

Section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I). The Navy shall provide this warranty when all required response 

actions have been completed, or in accordance with CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(8), the Navy 

may provide this warranty upon a determination by EPA that the remedial actions at the sites are 

"operating properly and successfully." 
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As refiected in Exhibit G, public comment was solicited on a draft of this CDR via newspaper publication 

of document availability notices. All comments received were considered in the preparation of this 

suitability finding, and all written comments are included as Exhibit H. The Navy's responses to any 

unresolved written comments are included as Exhibit I. 
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As the cognizant 000 official authorized to make such determinations, I, the undersigned, have 

determined that with the proposed use restrictions to be implemented, the above-described property 

would be suitable for the intended reuses and that to allow such uses would be consistent with protection 

of human health and the environment. 

IJ :r lAo \1 ';J. OC7 

Date 

030703/P 16 

~!.~ 
Di etor 
BRAC Program Management Office Southeast 
North Charleston, South Carolina 
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EXHIBIT A 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION OF PROPERTY REPORT CONCLUSIONS 
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7.0 

7.1 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ECP investigation confirmed that a mature and comprehensive environmental 
program, focused on areas of historic environmental concern, has been in 
existence at NSRR for decades. 

• NSRR investigative activities under the Navy's Installation Restoration 
Program (IRP) have been ongoing since the early 1980s. 

• The entire station is currently encompassed under a U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) Corrective Action component of the station's 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permit. 

• Under the IRP, and currently pursuant to the EPA RCRA Corrective Action 
permit, 59 historic sites at NSRR [Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs) 
and Areas of Concern (AOCs)] have been investigated (for some, if only to 
conclude that no further investigation was warranted), are currently under 
investigation, or are pending further corrective action measures. 

• Under the UST program, seven former UST sites and one current AST site are 
under a Monitored Natural Attenuation (MNA) study in accordance with the 
monitoring protocols developed by the Underground Storage Tank 
Management Division (USTMD) of the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality 
Board (EQB). 

• The Phase IIll ECP investigation identified another 23 sites, 17 of which will 
be further investigated and/or evaluated. 

Considering the active, comprehensive, and ongoing IRP and MNA sites, in 
conjunction with the newly identified ECP sites, it may reasonably be concluded 
that all areas of significant environmental concern on NSRR have been identified; 
and all have been, are undergoing, or will be evaluated/investigated. 

INSTALLATION RESTORATION PROGRAM 

Until 1993, all environmental investigation and remediation activities, with the 
exception ofUSTs, were conducted under the Navy's IRP, which generally 
followed CERCLA guidelines. In total, 55 SWMUs and 4 AOCs were identified. 
In 1993, NSRR submitted a RCRA Part B Permit application for the storage of 
hazardous waste on the Station. On October 20,1994, the EPA Region IT issued 
a Final RCRA Part B permit. The corrective action provisions of the permit 
(addressing sites of known/suspected releases of hazardous waste) currently 
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7.2 

7.3 

contain specific requirements for investigation, and potentially, RCRA RFI 
activities and remediation at 28 SWMUs and 3 AOCs. The remainder of the 
SWMUs/ AOCs identified were determined to require no further investigation, due 
to the fact that no release or disposal of hazardous waste or materials was 
identified. 

Section 5.3 describes the current regulatory status and current physical and 
environmental condition of the SWMUsiAOCs in the IRP at NSRR. Table 5-4 
provides a brief summary of each SWMU and AOC, including IRP designation 
(IR Site No.), type ofRFI required in the RCRA Part B Permit, operable unit 
number, current work status, as well as comments on the current status of each 
unit. The locations of the IRP sites are presented in Figure 5-4. 

MNASITES 

A MNA study of seven former UST sites and one current AST site at NSRR is 
being performed by the Navy. The Year 4 summary report, dated December 
2004, presents the fmdings of the study along with recommendations based on 
those findings. These are discussed in Section 5.5.1.1. 

ECPSITES 

ECP Sites are areas of potential environmental concern that were identified as a 
result of the records review, aerial photography analysis, physical site inspections, 
and interviews conducted as part of the ECP investigation. The ECP Sites had not 
been previously identified or investigated under existing environmental programs 
(e.g., IRP, USTs, etc.) at NSRR, although there are a few ECP Sites that border 
and/or encompass existing IRP sites. The Phase I portion of the ECP 
investigation identified 23 ECP Sites that required further evaluation. ECP Sites 
are addressed in Section 5.4. Table 5-5 presents a list of the ECP Sites, and 
Figure 5-54 presents the overall location of each of the ECP Sites. 

The newly identified ECP Sites were then evaluated under the Phase II portion of 
the ECP investigation (see Appendix F). The Phase II investigation was 
conducted to determine if a release/disposal actually occurred at newly identified 
ECP sites and, if so, if any potential risk to human health is present at the sites. 
The Phase II investigation consisted of field observations, environmental media 
(e.g. , soil, groundwater) sample collection, laboratory analysis, review of 
analytical data, and a qualitative risk assessment for each site (see Section 4.6). 
Based on the results of the ECP Phase II Investigation, it was determined that six 
sites have not been environmentally impacted by past and present operations at 
NSRR and therefore, require no further investigation: 
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• ECP Site 4 

• ECP Site 9 

• ECP Site 10 

• ECP Site 11 

• ECP Site 12 

• ECP Site 18 

The Phase II ECP investigation also determined that 14 of the ECP Sites have 
been impacted by past and recent operations at NSRR and therefore, are being 
incorporated into the NSRR RCRA Corrective Action Program: 

• ECP Site 2 

• ECP Site 3 

• ECP Site 5 

• ECP Site 6 

• ECP Site 7 

• ECP Site 8 

• ECP Site 13 

• ECP Site 14 

• ECP Site 15 

• ECP Site 16 

• ECP Site 17 

• ECP Site 19 

• ECP Site 20 

• ECP Site 21 

No further ECP investigations will be performed at ECP Sites 1 and 22 because 
they are being transferred to other federal agencies. ECP Site 23 is being 
addressed separately under the Navy's Munitions Response Program (MRP). 

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE 

The ECP investigation identified few areas of concern regarding current 
environmental compliance. These are discussed in Section 5.1. None is currently 
significant. 

Asbestos Containing Material (ACM). The last large-scale survey to identify 
FAD ACM on NSRR was performed approximately 20 years ago but no follow
up documentation was located. Since then, specific areas have been surveyed but 
no station-wide conclusions may be drawn other than the assumption that, given 
the age of construction of most buildings on NSRR, the presence of some form of 
ACM should be presumed. 
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A comprehensive station-wide ACM survey is underway and targeted for 
completion in late Summer 2005. When published, this report can be consulted 
for the most up-to-date ACM information. 

Lead-Based Paint (LBP). Eight hundred and seventy-nine buildings at NSRR 
were constructed prior to 1978, the year in which LBP was banned for consumer 
use. These buildings, and any other structures built before 1978, therefore, are 
presumed to contain LBP. LBP surveys have been conducted in specific areas at 
NSRR but no station-wide survey has been conducted at NSRR. 

A LBP inspection and risk assessment of family housing is underway and targeted 
for completion in late Summer 2005. When published, this report can be 
consulted for the most up-to-date LBP information. 

PROPERTY CATEGORIZATION 

In accordance with CERF A procedures, this ECP Report divides all property at 
NSRR into "parcels", and classifies them into one of the three following 
categories (see Section l.l for a description and explanation as to the derivation 
of these categories): 

• Category 1 - Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of 
hazardous substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, 
including no migration of these substances from adjacent areas. 

• Category 2 - Areas where the release, disposal, or migration, or some 
combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their 
derivatives has occurred, but at concentrations that do not require a removal or 
remedial action, or all remedial actions necessary to protect human health and 
the environment have been taken. 

• Category 3 - Areas where a confirmed or suspected release, disposal, or 
migration, or some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or 
petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, but required 
investigation and/or response actions have not yet been initiated or are 
ongomg. 

Table 7-1 presents a listing of all Category 2 and 3 sites identified during the 
Phase IIII ECP investigation at NSRR, as well as a list of alllRP, MNA, and ECP 
sites investigated and determined to be Category I sites. Figure 7-1 is a map of 
the station with all station property divided into parcels and categorized into one 
of the above-referenced categories. 
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[Note: In addition to the designated IRP, MNA, and ECP sites, the end of Table 7-
I and Figure 7-1 depict four areas of known contamination that are not easily 
categorized into one of the existing environmental programs at NSRR. All four of 
these areas are considered Category 2 (see definition above). With the exception 
of the JP-4 fuel spill area, historical operations in these areas were industrial in 
nature, and included routine minor maintenance and storage activities that 
resulted in small (i.e., at concentrations that do not require a removal or remedial 
action) releases of POL and/or hazardous substances. Furthennore, specific areas 
of significant environmental contamination have been identified within these 
three areas through the IRP, MNA, and ECP investigations, and are being 
addressed under these programs. The JP-4 fuel spill area has been remediated and 
evaluated under the Natural Resources Damage Assement (NRDA) program (see 
Section 5.2.4).] 

[Note: Figure 7-1 should be viewed as a general categorization ofNSRR 
property. Given the available data, it is not possible to spatially identify the 
precise boundaries of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA sites, and ECP sites. 

Figure 7-1 must be interpreted in conjunction with this ECP Report, as well as all 
relevant IRP documents and other documents that provide currently available 
data on all sites of environmental concern. The imprecision with regard to parcel 
boundaries is attributable to the fact that: 

• ECP sites require forther investigation under the IRP/RCRA Corrective 
Action program to determine their foil extent of contamination. 

• MNA sites are undergOing continUing characterization. 

• For some historic spills, the available iriformation provides only an estimation 
as to the extent of impact. 

• Some areas are not amenable to spatial depiction (for example SWMU 38: 
"below ground sanitary/storm sewers "). 

• Some areas are defined not only by hard data, but also by a common 
knowledge of historic operations. The best example would be hangar aprons 
at the airfield. Specific apron areas have been previously identified for 
investigation but common knowledge suggests the entire apron was most 
likely a source of minor spillslreleases/unconfined maintenance in the 1940s-
50s.} 

All Category 3 sites will continue to be evaluated, investigated and, if warranted, 
remediated under the IRPIRCRA Corrective Action program or the MNA 
program. 
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, and ECP Sites at NSRR, PR 

Site Site Name Status l Status CommentsIDetails Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Category' 

Corrective Measures Study (eMS) initiated. An 

Former Army Cremator Disposal 
Ecological Risk Assessment (ERA) through To be determined 

SWMUI 5,6,7 Step 3a was completed and indicates that there Continue with ERA (Step 3b). following completion of 3 Site 
will be a need to proceed to Step 3b - Baseline CMS report. 
ERA. 

eMS initiated. An ERA through Step 3a was To be determined 
SWMU2 Langley Drive Disposal Area 5, 6, 7 completed and indicates that there will be a need Continue with ERA (Step 3b). following completion of 3 

to proceed to Step 3b - Baseline ERA. CMS report . 

Remedial Feasibility Investigation (RFI) Proposed Landfill Cap 
completed. Semi-annual groundwater Installation by future owner 

SWMU3 Station Landfill 3 
monitoring in accordance with Puerto Rico Prepare a Landfill Closure Plan wI Deed Restrictions 

3 
Environmental Quality Board (EQB) Solid for inactive 50 acres. (Residential or Industrial 
Waste Management Regulations Park IV-D is development: Soi l and 
required. Groundwater usage) 

No knowledge or evidence of systematic and 
SWMU4 Drone Fuel OiVWater Separator I routine releases of hazardous wastes or None NA I 

constituents from these units; RFI not required. 

No knowledge or evidence of systematic and 
SWMU5 Dumpsters (basewide) I routine releases of hazardous wastes or None NA I 

constituents from these units; RFI not required. 

eMS Final Report submitted recommending no NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit 
Proposed for NF A wI No 

SWMU6 Building 145 4, 9 further action (NF A). NF A proposed in RCRA renewal ! modification from EPA 
Restrictions 

2 
Part B pennit renewal. for final detennination. 

Free product removal perfonned on monthly 
basis as an Interim Corrective Measure. CMS 

Prepare a Corrective Measures To be detennined 
SWMU7 Tow Way Fuel Farm 8,12 

Final Report will detennine proposed remedial 
Implementation (CMI) Design following completion of 3 

action. Part B Pennit modification by EPA will 
be required before the implementation of the 

Package. CMS report. 

proposed remedy. 

SWMU8 
Tow Way Road Fuel Fann Sludge 

8, 12 Combined with SWMU 7 into one unit. Site is part ofSWMU 7 NA 3 
Disposal Pits 

Potential non-carcinogenic human health risk 
exists at Areas A and C and a potential 

To be detennined 
SWMU9 Tanks 212-217 Sludge Burial Pits 6, 7 

ecological risk exists at Areas A&B for lead. 
Continue with ERA (Step 3b) following completion of 3 

Additional Data Collection Investigation Report 
reconunended Step 3b of ERA. Awaiting EPA 

CMS report. 

review. 
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, and ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (con!.) 

Site Site Name Status' Status CommentsfDetails Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Categoryl 

eMS initiated and completed. NF A 
Proposed NF A wi Deed 

SWMU 
recommended in ReRA Part B pennit renewal, NFA· Awaiting Part B Permit 

Restrictions (Residential 
10 

Substation 2IBuilding 90 4,9, 12 however contamination level is greater than renewal I modification for final 
Developments: Soil-

2 
residential risk based concentration (RBC) value determination. 

PCBs) 
requiring a deed restriction. 

Building 38 interior was recharacterized and 
Prepare a streamlined eMS for a 

SWMU 
because engineering controls have been placed 

Land Use Control to maintain 
Proposed NF A wI Deed 

II 
Old Power PlantIBuilding 38 3 on the building, there is no risk to human health 

existing engineering and 
Restrictions (Interior of 3 

or environment. NF A recommended; awaiting 
institutional controls 

Building: PCBs) 
EPA review. 

SWMU Fire Training Pit DillWater No contaminants of concern (CDCs) identified NFA - Awaiting Part B Permit 
Proposed NF A wI No 

12 Separator 
4 during the RFI. NFA proposed in RCRA Part B renewal I modification for final 

Restrictions 
I 

pennit renewal. determination. 

SWMU Old Pest Control ShoplBuilding 
CMI Work Plan Design Package submitted and Continue Corrective Measures 

Proposed Corrective 
13 258 

9,10 EPA approved. EPA is to modify permit with Implementation - Awaiting Part 
Action wI No Restrictions 

3 
the proposed CM!. B Pennit renewaVmodification 

SWMU 
Fire Training Pit Area 13 Further action is deferred until site is closed. Perform RFI (FY05). To Be Detennined 3 

14 

No knowledge or evidence of systematic and 

SWMU 
routine releases of hazardous wastes or 

Station Hospital Incinerator I constituents from this unit; RFI not required. None NA I 
15 

Incinerator removed from this site in the fall of 
1999. 

No evidence of releases from this building was 

SWMU Waste Explosives Storage 
observed, and no knowledge or evidence of 

I systematic and routine releases of hazardous None NA I 
16 Building 1666 

wastes or constituents from this unit; RFI not 
required. 

Fonner main non-flammable hazardous waste 

SWMU Building 1973 - Non-Flammable 
container storage facility for the base. No 

I knowledge or evidence of systematic and None NA I 
17 Hazardous Waste Storage 

routine releases of hazardous waste or 
constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

Fonner container storage building for ignitable 

SWMU Building 2009 - Ignitable 
hazardous wastes. No knowledge or evidence 

I of systematic and routine releases of hazardous None NA I 
18 Hazardous Waste Storage 

waste or constituents from this unit; RFI not 
required. 
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, alld ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (conL) 

Site Site Name Status t Status CommentslDetaiis Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Categoryl 

SWMU 
Building 121 - Pesticide Storage I , IIC 

ReRA closure submitted in June 1994 and 
None NF A wI No Restrictions 2 

19 approved by USEPA. 

Formerly used to temporarily store waste oil, 

SWMU Tank Truck/Concrete Storage Pad 
fuels , and solvents generated at the drone 

20 near Building 860 
I refurbishing area. No visual evidence of None NA I 

releases was observed during inspections; RFI 
not required. 

SWMU 
Mobile Floating Tanks I 

Not a unit in which hazardous waste is stored, 
None NA I 

21 therefore, not considered a SWMU. 

SWMU 
Mobile BargeS/SWOBS I 

Not a unit in which hazardous waste is stored, 
None NA I 

22 therefore, not considered a SWMU. 

NFA proposed in the RCRA Part B pennit NFA - Awaiting Part B Permit 
Proposed NF A wi Deed 

SWMU Oil Spill OiVWater Separator 
4 renewal. Contamination to be addressed renewal ! modification for final 

Restrictions (Residential 
2 

23 Tanks 
through deed restrictions. detennination. 

Development: Soil -
benzo(a) pyrene, TPH) 

SWMU Oil Spill OiVWater Separator and NF A proposed in the RCRA Part B pennit 
NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit 

Proposed for NF A wi No 
4 renewal ! modification for final 2 

24 Adjoining Pad (VC-8 Bldg. 1625) renewal. 
determination. 

Restrictions 

SWMU 
DRMO Storage Yard 13 

Further investigations being completed under Closure in accordance with Proposed for NF A w! No 
3 

25 the RCRA operating pennit closure. RCRA TSD pennit. Restrictions 

SWMU NF A proposed in the RCRA Part B pennit 
NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit 

Proposed for NF A w! No 
Building 544 Area 4 renewal ! modification for final 2 

26 renewal. 
detennination. 

Restrictions 

Unit does not manage or generate RCRA 

SWMU Domestic Sewage Treatment Plant 
hazardous wastes or constituents. No 

I knowledge or evidence of systematic and None NA I 
27 (Capehart Area) 

routine releases of hazardous wastes or 
constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

Unit does not manage or generate RCRA 

SWMU Domestic Sewage Treatment Plant 
hazardous wastes or constituents. No 

I knowledge or evidence of systematic and None NA I 
28 (Bundy Area) 

routine releases of hazardous wastes or 
constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, and ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (cont.) 

Site Site Name Status l Status CommentslDetaiis Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Categoryl 

Unit does not manage or generate ReRA 

SWMU Wastewater Treatment Plant 
hazardous wastes or constituents. No 

29 (Industrial Area) 
I knowledge or evidence of systematic and None NA I 

routine releases of hazardous wastes or 
constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

SWMU Fonner Incinerator Area (near 
NF A proposed in the ReRA Part B permit NF A ~ Awaiting Part B Permit Proposed NF A wI Deed 

4 renewal. A deed restriction is necessary to renewa l ! modification for fina l Restrictions (Groundwater 2 30 SWMU3) 
prevent groundwater usage. determination. usage: antimony and zinc) 

Proposed Corrective 

SWMU Waste Oil Collection 
Final CMI Work Plan Design Package 

Continue eMI - Awaiting Part B 
Action wI Deed 

9,10 submitted, EPA approved and awaiting public Restrictions (Residential 3 
31 AreaiBuilding 31 and 2022 

comment. A deed restriction is anticipated. 
Permit renewaUmodification 

development: Soil - dioxin 
and furans) 

Proposed Corrective 

SWMU PWD Storage YardIBattery 
Final eMI Work Plan Design Package 

Continue CMI - Awaiting Part B 
Action wI Deed 

9,10 submitted, EPA approved and awaiting public Restrictions (Residential 3 
32 Collection Area 

comment. A deed restriction is anticipated. 
Permit renewaUmodification 

development Soil- dioxin 
and furans) 

Used for temporary storage of various wastes 
generated during aircraft maintenance. A new 

SWMU Storage Pad AreaIBuilding 379 I 
storage area was constructed to take place of the 

None NA 2 
33 old area (SWMU 33). The new area has been 

designated SWMU 51. A RFI was not required 
at this SWMU. 

Used for temporary storage of waste fue ls and 
SWMU Temporary Storage Area Fleet 

I 
paints. No knowledge or evidence of systematic 

None NA I 
34 Squadron Eight Airfield and routine releases of hazardous wastes or 

constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

Unit does not manage or generate ReRA 

SWMU 
hazardous wastes or constituents. No 

OiVWater Separator Building 396 I knowledge or evidence of systematic and None NA I 
35 

routine releases of hazardous wastes or 
constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

Unit does not manage or generate ReRA 

SWMU 
hazardous wastes or constituents. No 

OiVWater Separator Berthing Pier I knowledge or evidence of systematic and None NA I 
36 

routine releases of hazardous wastes or 

--- ~ 

_~~nstit~ents from this unit; RFI not required. 
-------
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, and ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (cont.) 

Site Site Name Status' Status CommenWDetaiis Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Categoryl 

Replaced by another similar facility. NFA 
NFA· Awaiting Part B Permit 

Proposed NF A wi Deed 
SWMU Waste Oil Storage Area/Hangar 

4 
proposed in the RCRA Part B permit renewal. 

renewal I modification for final 
Restrictions (Residential 

2 37 200 A deed restriction is required due to 
determination. 

Development: Soil -
contamination SVOCs and PCBs) 

Below ground sanitary and stonn sewer 

SWMU Below Ground Sanitary/Stonn systems. No knowledge or evidence of 

38 Sewers 
I systematic and routine releases of hazardous None NA I 

wastes or constituents from this unit; RFI not 
required. 

NFA proposed in the RCRA Part B pennit NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit 
Proposed NF A wi Deed 

SWMU Building 3158IFonner Battery Restrictions (Residential 
39 Drain Area 

4 renewal. A deed restriction is required to renewal I modification for final 
Development: Soil -

2 
prevent unrestricted site usage. detennination. 

arsenic (3.5mglkg» 

Mobile 300-gallon tank that was used as a 

SWMU Alpha Company Maintenance 
temporary collection and storage point for waste 

40 Yard Mobile Oil Tank 
I oils. No knowledge or evidence of systematic None NA I 

and routine releases of hazardous wastes or 
constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

Fonner open air, curbed, concrete pad used as a 

SWMU 
wash-pad to rinse off pesticide control 

41 
Building 3152 Wash Pad I equipment. The discharge point for the wash None NA 2 

waters collected in the sump passes through a 
permitted outfall. 

Used for disposal of sludges from the water 

SWMU 
purifications plant. No knowledge or evidence 

42 
Water Purification Plant Lagoons I of systematic and routine releases of hazardous None NA I 

wastes or constituents from this unit; RFI not 
required. 

Fonner location of discarded fuel and oil from 
SWMU Target Drone Drainage 

I 
recovered target drones. Sampling did not 

None NA 2 
43 DitchlBuilding 860 identify hazardous constituents above action 

levels. An RFI was not required. 

Drainage ditch down-gradient from SWMU 43. 
SWMU Aerial Target Systems Yard 

I 
As discussed in SWMU 43, the EPA is satisfied 

None NA 2 
44 Drainage Ditch that this unit has been adequately investigated, 

and a RFI was not required. 
.. ---
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, and ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (cont.) 

Site Site Name Status1 Status CommentslDetails Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Category' 

SWMU 5, 6, 7, eMS initiated. An ERA through Step 3a was 
Continue with Baseline ERA 

To be determined 

45 
PCB Spill Area/Old Power Plant 

12C 
completed and indicates a need for Step 3b-

(Step 3b). 
fo llowing completion of 3 

Baseline ERA. CMS report. 

SWMU eMI Work Plan Design Package submitted and 
Continue eMI - Awaiting Part B Proposed Corrective 

46 
Pole Storage Yard Covered Pad 9, 10 EPA approved. EPA is to modify permit with 

Permit renewaVmodification Action wI No Restrictions 
3 

the proposed CMI. 

Former Satellite Accumulation Points 

SWMU throughout the base. No knowledge or evidence 

47 
Satellite Disposal Areas I of systematic and routine releases of hazardous None NA I 

wastes or constituents from this unit; RFI not 
required. 

Formerly utilized as a temporary (less than 90 
days) storage facility for waste oils and oil 

SWMU Mobile Container Storage 
I 

contaminated soils. No knowledge or evidence 
None NA I 

48 RackIBuilding 3102 of systematic and routine releases of hazardous 
wastes or constituents from this unit; RFI not 
required. 

SWMU 500 Gallon Waste Oi l 
No knowledge or evidence of systematic and 

49 TanklBuilding 3188 
I routine releases of hazardous wastes or None NA I 

constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

SWMU 
No knowledge or evidence of systematic and 

50 
Drum Storage Area/Building 3166 I routine releases of hazardous wastes or None NA I 

constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

Former hazardous substance storage pad. NFA 
NFA - Awaiting Part B Permit 

Proposed NF A w! Deed 
SWMU New AIMD Storage PadIBui lding 

4 
proposed in the ReRA Part B permit renewal. A 

renewal ! modification for final 
Restrictions (Residential 2 

51 379 deed restriction is required to prevent 
determination. 

Development: Soi l -
unrestricted site usage. SVOCs) 

SWMU 
No knowledge or evidence of systematic and 

52 
Storage Pad near Building 3158 I routine releases of hazardous wastes or None NA I 

constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

SWMU Building 64 - Malaria Control 
eMS Final Report submitted and approved by 

Continue eMI - Awaiting Part B Proposed Corrective 
53 Building 

9 the EPA. CMI is currently being developed to 
Pennit renewal/modification Action w! No Restrictions 

3 
demolish the building and remove the soils. 

SWMU Building 1914 - Fonner NEX RFI Report submitted and EPA approved. CMS 
To be determined 

7 Prepare CMS report. fo llowing completion of 3 
54 RepairlMaintenance Shop is pending to address TeE in groundwater. 

CMS report . 
. 
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, and ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (conL) 

Site Site Name Status I Status Comments/Details Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Categoryl 

SWMU 
Potential Source Area and New SWMU added from SWMU 7 and 8. CMS To be determined 

55 
Associated TCE Plume at Tow 7 needs to be performed to address TCE in Prepare eMS report. following completion of 3 
Way Fuel Farm groundwater. CMS report. 

No knowledge or evidence of systematic and 
AOCA Torpedo Shop I routine releases of hazardous wastes or None NA I 

constituents from this unit; RFI not required. 

eMS Final Report submitted which 
NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit 

Proposed forNFA wI No 
AOCB Fonner Building 25 Area 4, 9 recommended NFA. Awaiting EPA review. renewal / modification for final 

Restrictions 
2 

determination. 

Transformer Storage Pads near 
eMI Work Plan Design Package submitted and 

Continue CMI - Awaiting Part B Proposed Corrective 
AOCC 

Building 2042 
9,10 EPA approved. Awaiting EPA to submit Part B 

Pennit renewaVrnodification Action wI No Restrictions 3 
Pennit renewaVmodification. 

NF A proposed in RCRA Part B pennit renewal. NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit Proposed for NFA wI No 
AOCD Sediments 4 Sediment investigation conducted with renewal I modification for final Restrictions 

2 
associated SWMUs. detennination. 

Soil contamination at MNA 124 has decreased 
to undetectable limits and one more annual soil 
monitoring event is scheduled to be conducted; 

Continue groundwater Proposed for NF A wI No 
MNA 124 Four USTs at Bldg. 124 14 also, due to persisting groundwater monitoring. Restrictions 

3 
contamination, groundwater monitoring will 
continue to be conducted at monitoring wells 
MW2andMW5. 

Due to persistent groundwater contamination, Continue groundwater 
Proposed NF A wI Deed 

MNA520 Four USTs at Bldg. 520 14 the original MNA 520 groundwater monitoring monitoring. 
Restrictions (Groundwater 3 

protocol is continuing. usage) 

Due to persistent TPH soil contamination, the Proposed NF A wI Deed 
MNA 731 

UST at Bachelor's Enlisted 
14 

original MNA 731 soil and groundwater Continue groundwater Restrictions (Groundwater 3 
Quarters (BEQ) Bldg. 731 monitoring protocols are continuing for TPH monitoring. usage) 

only. 

Due to persistent groundwater contamination, Continue groundwater 
Proposed NF A wi Deed 

MNA 734 UST at BEQ Bldg. 734 14 the original MNA 1738 groundwater monitoring monitoring. 
Restrictions (Groundwater 3 

protocol is continuing. usage) 

Due to persistent TPH groundwater Proposed NF A wI Deed 
MNA 735 UST at BEQ Bldg. 735 14 

contamination, the original MNA 735 annual Continue groundwater Restrictions (Groundwater 3 
groundwater monitoring protocols are monitoring. usage) 
continuing for TPH only. 

--- ------_. 
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, and ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (conL) 

Site Site Name Status' Status CommentslDetaiis Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Categoryl 

Due to persistent groundwater contamination, 
Continue groundwater 

Proposed NF A w/ Deed 
MNA 1995 AST West of Tow Way Fuel Fann 14 the original MNA 1995 groundwater monitoring Restrictions (Groundwater 3 

protocol is continuing. 
monitoring. 

usage) 

Due to persistent groundwater contamination, 
Continue groundwater 

Proposed NF A w/ Deed 
MNA 1738 Three USTs at Bldg. 1738 14 the original MNA 1738 groundwater monitoring Restrictions (Groundwater 3 

protocol is continuing. 
monitoring. 

usage) 

Due to the existence of free product 
Proposed NF A wi Deed MNA 

UST at Bldg. 2842 14 contaminating the groundwater at the site, Continue groundwater 
Restrictions (Groundwater 3 2842B monitoring is continuing at MWl and MW5 on monitoring. 

a quarterly basis. usage) 

ECP I Active Small Arms Range 13 Further action is deferred until site is closed. None 
Proposed transfer to 

3 
Federal agency 

ECP Phase I &2 indicates that this site may pose Continue with streamlined CMS 
ECP2 Hangar 200 Apron 7,12A a potential health risk for lead contamination in (soil removal) or Interim To be determined 3 

drainage ditch sediments. Corrective Measure 

ECP3 
Facility No. 278 POL Drum 

5 
ECP Phase 1&2 indicates that site soilslGW Complete RCRA Facility 

To be determined 3 
Storage Area may pose a potential risk. Investigation 

ECP Phase 1&2 did not find any indication ofa 
NF A - Awaiting Part B Permit 

Proposed for NF A wI No ECP4 Rifle Range at Punta Puerca I 
release at this site. 

renewal ! modification for final 
Restrictions 

I 
determination. 

Former Vehicle Maintenance and 
ECP Phase 1&2 indicates that this site may pose Continue with streamlined CMS 

ECP 5 
Refueling Area 

7, 12A a potential health risk for lead contamination in (soil removal) or Interim To be determined 3 
site soils Corrective Measure 

ECP6 Former Landfill at the Marina 5 
ECP Phase 1&2 indicates that site Complete RCRA Facility To be determined 3 
soilslgroundwater may pose a potential risk. Investigation 

Former Bundy Area Maintenance ECP Phase I &2 indicates that site soils may 
Continue with streaml ined eMS 

ECP7 7, 12A (soil removal) or Interim To be determined 3 
Facility pose a potential risk. 

Corrective Measure 

ECP8 Fonner Bundy Disposal Area 5 
ECP Phase I &2 indicates that site soils may Complete RCRA Facility To be determined 3 
pose a potential risk. Investigation 

ECP Phase 1 &2 did not find any indication of a 
NFA - Awaiting Part B Permit 

Proposed for NFA wI No 
ECP9 Former Pistol Range at BEQ I 

release at this site. 
renewal ! modification for final 

Restrictions 
I 

determination. 

Former Skeet Range at Ofstie ECP Phase I &2 did not find any indication of a 
NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit Proposed for NF A wI No 

ECP 10 I renewal ! modification for final I 
Airfield release at this site. 

determination. 
Restrictions 
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, alld ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (conL) 

Site Site Name Status1 Status Comments/Details Recommended Action 
Potential Site Transfer ECP 

Condition Catcgoryl 

Eep Phase 1 &2 did not find any indication of a NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit 
Proposed for NFA wI No 

ECP II Former UST No. 208 I renewal ! modification for fina l I 
release at this site. 

determination. Restrictions 

Eep Phase I &2 did not find any indication of a 
NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit 

Proposed for NF A wI No ECPI2 Former UST No. 289 I renewal I modification for fina l I 
release at this site. 

determination. 
Restrictions 

ECPI3 Former Gas Station 5 
ECP Phase 1 &2 indicates that site Complete RCRA Facility 

To be determined 3 
soils/groundwater may pose a potential risk. Investigation 

ECPI4 
Former Southern Fire Training 

5 
Eep Phase 1&2 indicates that site soils may Complete RCRA Facility 

To be detennined 3 Area pose a potential risk . Investigation 

ECP Phase 1&2 indicates that site soi ls may Continue with streamlined CMS 
ECPI5 Aircraft Parking Area 7, 12A pose a potential health risk for lead (soil removal) or Interim To be detennined 3 

contamination. Corrective Measure 

ECPI6 
Disposal Area Northwest of 

5 
ECP Phase 1 &2 indicates that site Complete RCRA Facility 

To be detennined 3 
Landfill soils/groundwater may pose a potential risk. Investigation 

ECPI7 Quany Disposal Site 5 
ECP Phase 1&2 indicates that site Complete RCRA Facility 

To be detennined 3 
soils/groundwater may pose a potential risk. Investigation 

NFA - Awaiting Part B Pennit 
Proposed NF A wI Deed 

ECPI8 
Building 3 1 • Public Works 

I 
ECP Phase 1&2 did not find any indication ofa 

renewal I modification for final 
Restrictions (Groundwater 

I 
Department release at this site. 

detennination. 
usage: barium and 
vanadium) 

DRMO Scrap Metal Recycling ECP Phase 1 &2 indicates that this site 
Continue with streamlined CMS 

ECPI 9 7, 12A (soil removal) or Interim To be detennined 3 
Yard soils/groundwater may pose a potential risk. 

Corrective Measure 

ECP20 Fuel Pipelines and Hydrant Pits 5 
ECP Phase 1 &2 indicates that site Complete RCRA Facil ity 

To be detennined 3 
soils/groundwater may pose a potential risk. Investigation 

ECP21 Building 803 5 
ECP Phase 1 &2 indicates that this site may pose Complete RCRA Facility 

To be detennined 3 
a potential risk. Investigation 

Navy indicates that this site wi ll continue to be 
Complete RCRA Facility 

ECP22 Building 2300 5 utilized for its current function through a Fed-to- To be detennined 3 
Fed transfer to the Dept. of Anny. 

Investigation 

Pineros and Cabeza de Perro Potential for MEC due to historic training 
Proposed NF A wi Deed 

ECP23 2 None Restrictions (wi ldli fe 3 
Islands activities . 

refuge; no human usage) 
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Table 7-1. Description and Status of all SWMUs, AOCs, MNA Sites, and ECP Sites at NSRR, PR (cont.) 

Site Site Name 

Apron 
Ofstie Airfield Airplane Aprons 

Parcel 

Waterfront Waterfront Area south of Forrestal 
Parcel Dr. between Pier 1 and Breton S1. 

Moscrip 
Camp Moscrip Area Parcel 

Spill Parcel 1999 JP-5 Fuel Spill Impact Area 

ISt • tus Codes 
1 No work required 
2 Investigations pending 
3 Under Investigation 
4 Removal from Pennit pending 
5 Additional Investigations required 
6 Ecological Risk Assessment 
7 Corrective Measures Study pending 
8 Corrective Measures Study underway 
9 Corrective Measures Study completed 

lECP Category Codes 

Status! Status CommentslDetaiis 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Miscellaneous historic minor releases of 
hazardous substances and petroleum products. 

Miscellaneous historic minor releases of 
hazardous substances and petroleum products. 

Miscellaneous historic minor releases of 
hazardous substances and petroleum products. 

Natural Resources Damage Assessment 
conducted; no long-tenn impacts anticipated. 

10 Remedial Design 
I I Corrective Measure Implementation 
12 Interim Corrective Measure 

A - Planned 
B - Underway 
C - Completed 

13 Further action deferred 

Recommended Action 

None 

None 

None 

NFA 

14 Under Long-tenn Monitoring; No Further Action anticipated 

Potential Site Transfer 
Condition 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

ECP 
Categoryl 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1. Areas where no known or documented releases, or disposal of hazardous substances or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, induding no migration of these substances from 
adjacent areas. 

2. Areas where the release, disposal, or migration, or some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, but at concentrations that do 
not require a removal or remedial action, or all remedial actions necessary to protect human health and the environment have been taken. 

3. Areas where a confinned or suspected release, disposal, or migration, or some combination thereof, of hazardous substances, or petroleum products or their derivatives has occurred, but 
required investigation and/or response actions have not yet been initiated or are ongoing. 
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030703/P 

Covenant Deferral Request 
Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

EXHIBITB 

RCRA 7003 ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER ON CONSENT 

July 2007 



UNITED STATES 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

IN THE MA TIER OF: 

United States 
The Department of the Navy, 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
Puerto Rico, 

RESPONDENT, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Proceeding under Section 7003 of ) 
the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended ) 
42 U.S.c. Section 6973. ) 

) 

EPA DOCKET NO. 
RCRA-02-2007-730l 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I. This Administrative Order on Consent (Consent Order) is entered into voluntarily by the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Respondent, The United States 
Department of the Navy. The Order is intended to set out the Navy's corrective action obligations 
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA") and replaces the 1994 RCRA 
permit as the document memorializing these obligations concerning the Naval Activity Puerto 
Rico (formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads) base. 

2. This Consent Order provides for the performance by Respondent of the following: 
implementation of RCRA Facility Investigations (RFIs) at certain units, implementation of 
Interim Measures at certain units, completion of Corrective Measures Studies (CMSs) at certain 
units, submission of work plans to complete CMSs to determine the final remedy for certain units, 
submission of Corrective Measures Implementation (CM!) plans to implement the selected final 
remedy(ies), completion of public notice and comment on any CM! plans (and RFI and CMS as 
appropriate), implementation of those CMI Plans as modified based on public comments, 
submission to EPA of acceptable Closure Plans for SWMU #3 in lieu of CMS and/or CM! plans 
for that unit, and documentation that acceptable institutional controls are in effect to prevent 
future inappropriate usage of portions of the Facility and/or the groundwater in certain portions of 
the Facility. The Respondent had previously been implementing this work at certain of the units 
under its RCRA permit issued in 1994. This Consent Order also requires Respondent to perform 
any Additional Work that may be required by Section VIII Paragraph 22 of this Consent Order 
(Notification and Additional Work Requirements for Newly-discovered Releases) and/or Section 
IX (EPA Approvals and Additional Work). The Navy's obligations are, however, subject to the 
provisions of Section X which allow for the transfer of work responsibility to third parties. 

3. In entering into this Consent Order, the mutual objectives of EPA and Respondent are to 
identify, investigate, remedy, and/or prevent the potential endangerment to human health and/or 
the environment from activities involving "solid waste" and "hazardous waste" and to ensure that 
the Work ordered by EPA be designed and implemented to protect human health and the 
environment. These activities are outlined below in Section vm (Work To Be Performed). 
Respondent shall fund and perform the Work in accordance with plans, standards, specifications 
and schedules set forth in this Consent Order or developed by Respondent and approved by EPA 
pursuant to this Consent Order. 

4. EPA has previously notified the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico of this action pursuant to 
Section 7003(a) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6973(a). 

ll. JURISDICTION 

5. This Consent Order is issued under the authority vested in the Administrator of EPA by 
Section 7003 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"), 42 U.S.C. § 6973, as 
further defined below, which authority has been delegated to the Regional Administrator of EPA 
Region 2. 
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6. Respondent agrees to undertake and complete all actions required by the terms and 
conditions of this Consent Order. In any action by EPA to enforce the terms of this Consent 
Order, Respondent consents to and agrees not to contest the authority or jurisdiction of the EPA to 
issue or enforce this Consent Order, and agrees not to contest the validity of this Consent Order or 
its terms or conditions. 

III. PARTIES BOUND 

7. This Consent Order, and the responsibilities and obligations it imposes, shall apply to and 
bind Respondent and, in their official capacity, Respondent's employees, agents, successors and 
assigns. 

8. Regardless of Respondent's employ ot; or contractual agreement with, any entity, 
Respondent remains ultimately liable for failure to carry out, or comply with, any term or 
condition imposed by this Consent Order. It shall not be a defense to any violation of this 
Consent Order that the supervisory personnel, contractor, laboratory or consultant committing the 
violation was not informed of the requirements of this Consent Order 

9. All contractual agreements entered into by Respondent aimed at satisfying its 
responsibilities or obligations under this Consent Order shall strictly comply with the terms and 
conditions of this Consent Order. In addition, Respondent shall, within one week of the effective 
date of this Consent Order and immediately, upon hiring, provide a copy of this Consent Order, 
and any relevant attachments, to all Respondent proj ect management personnel and prime 
contractors, retained to conduct, monitor or perform any work pursuant to this Consent Order. All 
Respondent personnel and prime contractors shall perform such work in accordance with the 
requirements of this Consent Order. 

10. Respondent shall give notice, and a copy, of this Consent Order to any successor in 
interest prior to any transfer of ownership or operation of the Facility (as defmed in Section IV 
below) and shall notify EPA's designated contact ninety (90) days prior to any such transfer. 
Nothing in this Consent Order shall be read to waive any requirements of the Community 
Environmental Response Facilitation Act, Public Law 102-426. 

11. No change in the Navy's organizational form or in the ownership of the "Facility" (as 
defined in Section IV below) shall in any way alter or alleviate Navy's responsibility and 
obligation to carry out all the terms and conditions of this Consent Order. However, the Navy and 
EPA expect that the Navy will sell and/or otherwise convey various parcels or segments of the 
Facility to various third parties at which time EPA expects to issue a separate order to such third 
parties requiring the performance of any remaining corrective action tasks related to the 
transferred parcel and to suspend the tasks to be performed under this Consent Order to reflect 
such changes. This process is further detailed in Section X, below. 

IV. DEFINITIONS 
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12. Unless otherwise expressly provided herein, terms used in this Consent Order that are 
defined in the RCRA statute shall have the meaning assigned to them in that statute. Whenever 
the terms listed below are used in this Consent Order the following definitions apply: 

"AOC" shall mean Area of Concern, i.e., an area being addressed pursuant 
to Section 3005 © of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. 6925© (Section 212 ofHSWA), 
and its corresponding regulations published in 40 C.F.R. § 270.32 (b )(2), 
the "Omnibus Provisions." 

"CERCLA" shaH mean the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 , 
et seq. 

"Day" shaH mean a calendar day unless expressly stated otherwise. 

"Effective Date" shaH be the date on which EPA signs this Consent Order 
foHowing the public comment period which is held pursuant to Section 
XXVIII (Public Comment on this Consent Order). 

"EQB" shall mean the Environmental Quality Board of the Commonwealth 
of Puerto Rico. 

"Facility," unless otherwise indicated, shaH mean the entire Naval Activity 
Puerto Rico (formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads) base which has 
been operated by the United States Department of the Navy and which is 
approximately 8,600 acres on the east Coast of Puerto Rico in the 
municipality of Ceiba, and two adjacent, offshore islands (Pineros and 
Cabeza de Perro). A fuHer description of the Facility appears in Section 
V.6, below. 

''Navy'' shaH mean the United States Department of the Navy. 

"RCRA" shaH mean the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by various 
statutes including the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 6901 , et seq. 

"Respondent" shall mean the United States Department of the Navy 
(''Navy''). 

"Third Parly" shall mean one or more parties, and their successors and 
assigns, that are not parties to this Order, and may include prospective 
purchasers of one or more parcels of the Facility and/or other parties that 
may otherwise acquire one or more parcels of the Facility. 
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"SOW" shall mean Scope of Work that is attached to this Consent Order. 

"SWMU" shall mean solid waste management unit as that term is applied 
in 40 CFR § 264.101. 

"Work" shall mean all the activities and requirements specified in Section 
VITI (Work To Be Performed) of this Consent Order but does not include 
other obligations imposed by other paragraphs of this Consent Order. 

V. FINDINGS OF FACT 

13. I. Navy is an Operator ofa Hazardous Waste Storage or Disposal Facilitv: 

Navy has been a "generator" of "hazardous waste" and the "operator" of a hazardous waste 
"storage" "facility," which constituted an "existing Hazardous Waste Management facility" 
(HWMF), as those terms are defined at 40 C.F.R. § 260.10. The Navy facility that is the subject 
of this Consent Order is located mostly on the east end of the island of Puerto Rico near the town 
ofCeiba, but also includes two adjacent, offshore islands (pineros and Cabeza de Perro) (together, 
hereinafter referred to as "Naval Activity Puerto Rico" , "the Facility," or "Navy's Facility"). 

2. Navv is a "Person": 

Navy is a "person" as defined by Section 1004(15) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 6903(15). 
Pursuant to Section 6001 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 6961 , Navy is subject to all federal, state, 
interstate, and local requirements, both substantive and procedural, to the same extent as any 
"person," as that term is defined in Section 1004(15) of RCRA, 42 U.S .C. § 6903(15), is subject 
to such requirements . 

3. Notification and Interim Status: 

Pursuant to Section 3010 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 6930, in 1980, Navy notified EPA of its 
hazardous waste activity, as that term is defined by Section 1004(5) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 
6903(5) and requested the issuance of an EPA Hazardous Waste Identification number. In this 
notification, Navy identified itself as a generator of hazardous waste and an owner and operator of 
a hazardous waste treatment, storage, and disposal facility; and Navy established itself as the 
owner of the Facility as the term "owner" is used under RCRA. 

The Navy filed its original Part A of the Hazardous Waste Permit Application on 
November 7, 1980, and pursuant to 40 CFR § 270.1O(e) constituted an "existing Hazardous Waste 
Management facility" (HWMF). Pursuant to 40 CFR § 270.70 the Navy was subject to the 
requirement to have a RCRA permit, and pursuant to 40 CFR § 270.70 through 40 CFR § 270.73 
has operated since November 7, 1980 as an HWMF. 
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4. Hazardous Waste Permit Application: 

The Navy revised its Part As on April 26, 1988, January 31, 1992, June 10, 1999, June 1, 
2001, July 24,2001, October 3, 2003, and March 30, 2004. The July 24, 2001 Part A, which is a 
recent Part A that has information on the full range of wastes formerly managed at the Facility, 
identifies the hazardous waste activity by process code SOl , storage, and indicates the presence of 
6 such units, with a process design capacity to store 18,645 gallons of hazardous waste. The July 
24,2001 Part A indicates that the following hazardous wastes (pursuant to 40 CFR §§ 261 .23 
and/or 261.24 for "D" wastes and 261.31 for "F' wastes), among others, were authorized to be 
stored at the Facility: 

DOOI -a solid waste exhibiting the characteristic ofignitability. 
D002 -a solid waste exhibiting the characteristic of corrosivity. 
D006 -a solid waste exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for cadmium. 
D007 -a solid waste exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for chromium. 
D008 -a solid waste exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for lead. 
D009 -a solid waste exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for mercury. 
DO 11 -a solid waste exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for silver. 
DO 18 -a solid waste exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for benzene. 
D027 -a solid waste exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for 1, 4-
dichlorobenzene. 
D035 -a solid waste exhibiting the toxicity characteristic for methyl ethyl 
ketone. 
FOOl- spent halogenated solvents used in degreasing. 
F002- spent halogenated solvents and still bottoms from the recovery of 
such spent solvents. 
F003- spent non-halogenated solvents and still bottoms from the recovery 
of such spent solvents. 
F005- spent non-halogenated solvents and still bottoms from the recovery 
of such spent solvents. 

5. Hazardous Waste Permit 

The Navy submitted the Part B of the Hazardous Waste Permit Application on April 26, 
1988. The Part B was modified by subsequent amendments dated December 1, 1988; June 15, 
1990; October 29, 1991 and January 1, 1992 (hereafter referred to as the Application). Based on 
the Application, a RCRA permit was issued by EPA and became effective on November 28, 1994. 
The RCRA Permit authorized continued storage of hazardous waste in containers at designated 
hazardous waste storage units, all located inside the Defense Reutilization and Marketing 
Organization (DRMO) compound at the Facility. The RCRA Permit also imposed corrective 
action investigation and other requirements at solid waste management units (SWMUs) and areas 
of concern (AOCs) throughout the Facility, where releases of solid and/or hazardous waste and 
hazardous constituents were considered to have possibly occurred. On June 10, 1999 the Navy 
submitted a Part B application to renew its RCRA Permit. The renewal application was amended 
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on May 8, 2000, June I, 2001, July 3 and July 24,2001, November 8, 2001, March 27, 2002, May 
22, 2003, October 6,2003, March 30, 2004 and Sept. 20, 2004. Pursuant to 40 CFR § 270.51, 
the Navy's RCRA permit was administratively extended based on the submission of its Part B 
renewal application. 

On February 3, 2004, the Navy submitted a letter to EPA indicating that it planned to 
cease using its six permitted hazardous waste container storage units (HWCSUs), and to close 
them pursuant to the requirements of the RCRA permit. The letter indicated that future hazardous 
waste generated at the Facility will be stored in an alternative "less than 90 day" storage unit, 
which would not require a RCRA permit. The Navy subsequently has indicated that the six 
HWCSUs have all been emptied of hazardous waste, and are being closed pursuant to the 
requirements of the closure plan in the 1994 RCRA permit. 

6. Facilitv Description: 

The Facility, formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, is located on the east coast of 
Puerto Rico in the municipality of Ceiba, approximately 33 miles southeast of San Juan. The 
nearest major town is Fajardo, which is 10 miles north of the station. The Facility occupies 
approximately 8,600 acres and, except for two adjacent, unpopulated offshore islands (Pineros 
and Cabeza de Perro) off the northeast coast of the Facility, is bordered on all sides but the west 
by the marine waters of the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, Vieques Passage. According to 
information supplied by the Navy, approximately 2,900 acres of the Facility are designated 
wetlands. The Facility was used as a military base from 1940 until March 31 , 2004. The Facility 
includes a port facility and a major airfield complex. According to information available to EPA, 
the Facility contains small arms ranges, but no bombing ranges, and no known waste munition 
open burning/open detonation areas (DB/DO), except for three possible abandoned areas at the 
peninsula on Punta Medio Mundo where the currently active small arms range is located. 
Groundwater has not been used as a drinking water or potable water source at the Facility. For 
over 30 years, the Facility has obtained drinking and potable water from a water treatment plant 
that receives raw water from the Rio Blanco. 

The Facility ceased operation as an active Naval Station on March 31 , 2004, at which 
point it was designated Naval Activity Puerto Rico. The Navy currently retains jurisdiction, 
custody and control of the Facility and maintains the Facility in preparation for sale and/or transfer 
of the property, which is currently targeted to begin in 2006. 

7. Solid Waste Management Units and Areas of Concern at the Facility 

A. Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs): Pursuant to Section 3004(u) of 
RCRA, 42 U.S.C.§ 6924(u) (Section 206 ofHSWA), and its corresponding 
regulations published in 40 C.F.R.§ 264.101 , the following SWMUs have 
been identified at the Facility. 

1) A total of fifty two (52) SWMUs were identified in the 1994 RCRA 
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permit issued to the Navy, based on the RCRA Facility Assessment (RF A), 
dated November 1988, supplemented by a June 1993 follow-up visual site 
inspection (VSI) discussed below. The RF A for Naval Station Roosevelt 
Roads included a Preliminary Assessment (PA) (i.e., a review of available 
information available to EPA in its own files and those made available by 
the Navy), and a VSI. The VSI was conducted in August, 1988. The 
follow-up VSI inspection was conducted in June, 1993 to update the data 
gathered during the 1988 VSI. Based on the P A, VSI, and follow-up VSI, 
SWMUs were characterized as to their release potential and evaluated as to 
which media could be affected. 

2) A total of twenty five (25) additional SWMUs have been identified 
subsequent to issuance of the 1994 RCRA permit. Two of the new 
SWMUs (#53 and #54) were first identified in the May 31, 2000 "RCRA 
Quarterly Progress Report" submitted to EPA by the Navy. A third new 
SWMU (#55) was previously being addressed in conjunction with the 
releases from SWMUs #7 & #8 (Tow Way Fuel Farm); however, it was 
identified as a separate SWMU in EPA's letter of February 24, 2004. In 
addition, 22 SWMUs have been identified based on the "July 2005 ECP 
Report Environmental Condition of Property Report" (the July 2005 ECP 
Report), which was developed by the Navy. 

3). Thus, a total of seventy seven (77) SWMUs have been identified at the 
Facility. They are listed below, and are described more fully in the RF A 
and July 2005 ECP Report, discussed above. The defmed SWMUs at the 
Facility are: 

SWMU I - former Army Cremator disposal site 

SWMU 2 - former Langley Drive disposal site 

SWMU 3 - the Facility' s non-hazardous landfill 

SWMU 4 - oil/water separator at Building 860 

SWMU 5 - miscellaneous metal dumpsters 

SWMU 6 - Building 145 - uncontrolled waste paint storage area 

SWMUs 7/8 - Tow Way Fuel Farm free product plumes and sludge 
disposal pits 

SWMU 9 - Tanks 212 through tank 217 sludge disposal pits 
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SWMU 10 - Transformer Substation 2 

SWMU II - interior areas of Building 38 (Old Power Plant) 

SWMU 12 - oil/water separator at Fire Training Area 

SWMU 13 - Building 258 - former Pest Control Area 

SWMU 14 - Fire Training Pit at Crash Crew Area 

SWMU 15 - former hospital incinerator 

SWMU 16 - Building 1666 - waste explosive storage building 

SWMU 17 - Building 1973 - hazardous waste container storage area 

SWMU 18 - Building 2009 - hazardous waste container storage area 

SWMU 19 - Building 121 - closed pesticide storage area 

SWMU 20 - Building 860 waste oil storage area 

SWMU 21 - floating oil spill clean-up "donuts" 

SWMU 22 - Ship Waste Offload Barges 

SWMU 23 - "first stage" oil/water separators at Fuel Pier 

SWMU 24 - "second stage" oil/water separators at Fuel Pier 

SWMU 25 - Defense Reuse and Marketing Organization (DRMO) storage 
yard 

SWMU 26 - uncontrolled storage area at Building 544 

SWMU 27 - Capehart Sewage Treatment Plant 

SWMU 28 - Bundy Sewage Treatment Plant 

SWMU 29 - Industrial Area wastewater treatment plant 

SWMU 30 - former waste oil incinerator 

SWMU 31 - uncontrolled storage are near Building 31 and 2022 
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SWMU 32 - discarded battery storage area at Building 31 

SWMU 33 - waste storage area at Building 379 

SWMU 34 - waste oil and fuels storage area at Airfield 

SWMU 35 - oil/water separator at Building 396 

SWMU 36 - oil/water separator at Berthing Pier 

SWMU 37 - waste oil and fuels storage area at hanger 200 at airfield 

SWMU 38 - sanitary and storm water sewer systems 

SWMU 39 - Building 3158 battery fluid drainage area 

SWMU 40 - waste oil accumulation tank at Alpba Company Maintenance 
Yard 

SWMU 41 - Building 3152 pesticide storage area 

SWMU 42 - water purification plant lagoons 

SWMU 43 - Building 860 concrete storm water drain 

SWMU 44 - Aerial Target Yard storm water drainage ditch 

SWMU 45 - exterior areas of Old Power Plant(Building 38) 

SWMU 46 - transformer storage pad at Public Works Department 

SWMU 47 - miscellaneous "satellite" disposal areas 

SWMU 48 - waste oil storage rack near building 3102 

SWMU 49 - waste oil accumulation tank near building 3188 

SWMU 50 - uncontrolled storage area near building 3166 

SWMU 51 - waste storage pad at Building 379 

SWMU 52 - waste storage pad at Building 3158 

SWMU 53 - Building 64 - former malaria control shop 
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SWMU 54 - Building 1914 - former automobile repair shop 

SWMU 55 - Trichloroethene (TCE) Groundwater Plume at Tow Way Fuel 
Farm. 

SWMU 56 (a!k/a ECP 2)- Hanger 200 Apron 

SWMU 57 (a!k/a ECP 3) - Facility No. 278 POL Drum Storage Area 

SWMU 58 (a!k/a ECP 4) - Rifle Range at Punta Puerca 

SWMU 59 (a!k/a ECP 5) - Former Vehicle Maintenance and Refueling 
Area 

SWMU 60 (a!k/a ECP 6) - Former Landfill at the Marina 

SWMU 61 (a!k/a ECP 7) -Former Bundy Area Maintenance Facilities 

SWMU 62 (a!k/a ECP 8) - Former Bundy Disposal Area 

SWMU 63 (a!k/a ECP 9) - Former Pistol Range at BEQ 

SWMU 64 (a!k/a ECP 10) - Former Skeet Range at Ofstie Field 

SWMU 65 (a!k/a ECP 11) - Former UST No. 208 

SWMU 66 (a!k/a ECP 12) - Former UST No. 289 

SWMU 67(a!k/a ECP 13) - Former Gas Station 

SWMU 68 (a!k/a ECP 14) - Former Southern Fire Training Area 

SWMU 69 (a!k/a ECP 15) - Aircraft Parking Area 

SWMU 70 (a!k/a ECP 16) - Disposal Area Northwest of Landfill 

SWMU 71 (a!k/a ECP 17) - Quarry Disposal Site 

SWMU 72 (a!k/a ECP 18) - Building 31 -Public Works Dept. 

SWMU 73 (a!k/a ECP 19) - DRMO Scrap Metal Recycling Yard 

SWMU 74 (a!k/a ECP 20) - Fuel Pipelines and Hydrant Pits 
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B. 

C. 

SWMU 75 (alk/a ECP 21) - Building 803 

SWMU 76 (alk/a ECP 22) - Building 2300 

SWMU 77 (alk/a ECP I) - small arms range and possible former open 
burning/open detonation (OB/OD) areas located on peninsula on Punta 
Medio Mundo 

Areas of Concern (AOC): Pursuant to Section 3005 © ofRCRA, 42 U.S.C. 
6925© (Section 212 ofHSWA), and its corresponding regulations 
published in 40 C.F.R. § 270.32 (b)(2), the Director of the Division of 
Environmental Planning and Protection ("the Director") may impose other 
terms and conditions in a RCRA permit as the Director determines 
necessary to protect human health and the environment. Under that 
authority, AOCs requiring corrective action work may be identified. The 
AOCs that have been identified at the Facility are listed below and 
described more fully in the RF A and July 2005 ECP Report discussed 
above. 

AOC A - Torpedo Shop 
AOC B - uncontrolled waste storage area at former Building 25 
AOC C - transformer storage pads near building 2042 
AOC D - Ensenada Honda sediments 
AOC E (alk/a ECP 23) - offshore islands Pineros and Cabeza de Perro 
AOC F - Monitored Natural Attenuation Sites 124,731 , 734, 2842B, 1738, 
and 520 I, and 735 and 1995'. 

Determination Of Corrective Action Complete 

1) Corrective Action Complete determinations are made pursuant to the 
February 13, 2003 EPA guidance document "Guidance on 
Completion of Corrective Action Activities at RCRA Facilities ", 
notice of which was published in the Federal Register Volume 68, 
No 37, February 25,2003. Two types of Completion Determinations 
are recognized: 

1 As described in the December 2003 "Year 3 Summary Report for Monitored Natural 
Attenuation Sites 124,731,734, 2842B, 1738, and 520" prepared for the Navy by CH2MHILL. 

, As indicated in the April 2004 "Year 2003 Summary Report and Groundwater Test 
Results for UST Sites 735 and 1995" prepared for Naval Activity Puerto Rico by BoksoMoni 
Environmental, under contract with Cape Environmental. 
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a) Corrective Action Complete without Controls, and 
b) Corrective Action Complete with Controls. 

2) A determination of Corrective Action Complete with Controls does 
not preclude the Director from requiring the Respondent to perform 
continued or periodic monitoring of air, soil, groundwater, surface 
water or subsurface gas, if necessary to protect human health and the 
environment, when site-specific circumstances indicate that 
release(s) of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents are likely to 
occur from a SWMU or AOC at the Facility. 

3) A determination of Corrective Action Complete without Controls, or 
with Controls, does not preclude the Director from requiring the 
Respondent to perform further investigations, studies, or corrective 
measures at a later date after a unit or units constituting all or part of 
a SWMU or AOC is taken out of service and/or if new information 
or subsequent analysis indicates a release or likelihood of a release 
from a SWMU or AOC at the Facility that is likely to pose a threat to 
human health or the environment. 

4) Subject to completion of public notice and possible changes in 
response to public comment, Corrective Action Complete without 
Controls determinations are approved for the following 5 SWMUs 
and 2 AOCs: 

SWMUs #6,# 12, #24, #25, #26, and AOC B and AOC D. The 
Corrective Action Complete without Controls determination for 
SWMU # 25 (DRMO Storage Yard) is contingent on the Respondent 
completing acceptable closure of all hazardous waste container 
storage units located inside the DRMO compound, as specified in the 
Navy's 1994 RCRA permit, 40 CFR § 264.178. 

5) An additional twenty one' (21) SWMUs had no further actions 
required under the November 1994 RCRA permit. The 21 SWMUs 
which had no further action determinations in the 1994 RCRA permit 
include the following SWMUs: 4, 5,15,17, 20,21,22,33, 34,35, 
36, 38, 40, 41,43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50, and 52. These are also now 

3 Several SWMU s which had no further actions required under the November 1994 
RCRA permit have been determined to now warrant Phase I RFls, as the Respondent is closing 
the NAPR facility and plans to sell or transfer all lands to other, mostly non-federal entities. This 
includes: SWMU 16 (Building 1666 - waste explosive storage building), SWMU 42 (water 
purification plant lagoons), and AOC A (Torpedo Shop). 
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considered to have Corrective Action Completed without Controls 
determinations. However, this determination is subject to Paragraph 
C.3., above. In addition, this determination for SWMU 38 (sanitary 
and storm water sewer systems) is contingent on Respondent fully 
addressing any releases from SWMUs 4, 12, 13, and 14 that have 
impacted the sanitary and/or storm water sewer systems at the 
facility, and/or releases from any other SWMU at the facility that has 
impacted the sanitary and/or storm water sewer systems at the 
facility. 

6) SWMU 19 (pesticide storage area at Building 121) has been clean 
closed pursuant to 40 CFR Part 265 Subpart G and requirements of 
the 1994 RCRA Permit. Therefore, SWMU 19 is considered to have 
achieved the equivalent of a Corrective Action Completed without 
Controls determination. 

7) Subject to completion of public notice and possible changes in 
response to public comment, Corrective Action Complete with 
Controls determinations are approved for the following 6 SWMUs: 
#10, #23, #30, #37, #39, and #51. 

a) The Corrective Action Complete with Controls determination for 
the above SWMUs would be contingent on a demonstration to EPA's 
satisfaction that acceptable deed restrictions or other institutional 
and/or engineering controls have been implemented to preclude 
unacceptable future usages of the lands and/or groundwater impacted 
by releases from these SWMUs. This demonstration would have to 
include such detailed information on the restrictions and controls as 
may be required by EPA to allow EPA to evaluate the adequacy of 
these restrictions and controls. 

8) Based on the July 15, 2005 ECP Report determination that six (6) 
ECP sites have not been impacted by past and present operations at 
the Facility (i.e., the Navy has found no evidence of a release relating 
to these SWMUs), EPA is proposing Corrective Action Complete 
without Controls determinations for the following SWMUslECP 
sites: 

SWMU 58 (a/k/a ECP 4) - Rifle Range at Punta Puerca 

SWMU 63 (a/k/a ECP 9) - Former Pistol Range at BEQ 

SWMU 64 (a/k/a ECP 10) - Former Skeet Range at Ofstie Field 
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SWMU 65 (aJk/a ECP 11) - Former UST No. 208 

SWMU 66 (aJk/a ECP 12) - Former UST No. 289 

SWMU 72 (aJk/a ECP 18) - Building 31 -Public Works Dept. 

9) Public notice and comment on these proposed Corrective Action 
Complete determinations is being implemented as part of the public 
notice and comment on this Consent Order. 

8. Documentation of Release: 

A. Extensive environmental sampling has occurred at the Facility, and numerous releases 
of hazardous waste and/or hazardous constituents to the environment have been 
documented. Details of the past waste management activities and the evidence for releases 
at those SWMUs and AOCs where releases have been documented are described in 
Attachment I to this Consent Order. 

B. Based on the July 15, 2005 Phase l ill Environmental Conditions of Property Report the 
following 18 ECP sites, which are now identified as SWMUs or AOCs, have documented 
releases of solid and/or hazardous waste and hazardous constituents: 

SWMU 56 (aJk/a ECP 2)- Hanger 200 Apron 

SWMU 57 (aJk/a ECP 3) - Facility No. 278 POL Drum Storage Area 

SWMU 59 (aJk/a ECP 5) - Former Vehicle Maintenance and Refueling 
Area 

SWMU 60 (aJk/a ECP 6) - Former Landfill at the Marina 

SWMU 61 (aJk/a ECP 7) - Former Bundy Area Maintenance Facilities 

SWMU 62 (aJk/a ECP 8) - Former Bundy Disposal Area 

SWMU 67(aJk/a ECP 13) - Former Gas Station 

SWMU 68 (aJk/a ECP 14) - Former Southern Fire Training Area 

SWMU 69 (aJk/a ECP 15) - Aircraft Parking Area 

SWMU 70 (aJk/a ECP 16) - Disposal Area Northwest of Landfill 
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SWMU 71 (alk/a ECP 17) - Quarry Disposal Site 

SWMU 73 (alk/a ECP 19) - DRMO Scrap Metal Recycling Yard 

SWMU 74 (alk/a ECP 20) - Fuel Pipelines and Hydrant Pits 

SWMU 75 (alk/a ECP 21) - Building 803 

SWMU 76 (alk/a ECP 22) - Building 2300 

SWMU 77 (alk/a ECP I) - Small Arms Range (and former open 
burning/open detonation (OB/OD) areas located on peninsula on 
Punta Medio Mundo) 

AOC E (alk/a ECP 23) - offshore islands Pineros and Cabeza de Perro 

AOC F - Monitored Natural Attenuation Sites 

C. As further detailed in Attachment 1, there have been numerous releases of hazardous 
wastes at the Facility which pose an exposure risk to onsite workers/employees and 
visitors to the Facility and which pose a risk to environmental receptors as well including 
both resident and local endangered birds as well as other fauna and flora. 

9. Exposure Pathways and Possible Adverse Human Health or Environmental Impacts: 

Potentially complete exposure pathways are present at the Facility that could result in both 
unacceptable adverse human health and environmental impacts (e.g., exposure pathways are 
present creating a potential hazard of imminent and substantial endangerment). The potentially 
complete exposure pathways at the Facility that could result in unacceptable adverse human health 
impacts are discussed in Attachment II of this Consent Order. The complete exposure pathways 
described in Attachment II are based on expected future land usage being similar to the land usage 
patterns currently in place. However, changes in future land usage from the present pattern of 
development/land usage at the Facility could result in additional receptors (such as on-site 
residents, if new housing areas are established; or on-site child-care or school populations, if new 
child-care or school facilities are established on-site) being impacted via complete exposure 
pathways that currently are not considered complete (e.g., such receptors are either not present or 
exposure pathways have been interrupted either by man-made conditions or by temporary natural 
conditions). Potentially complete exposure pathways are present at the Facility that could also 
result in unacceptable adverse environmental impacts to biota at the Facility which have been 
listed by either the federal or Commonwealth governments as threatened, endangered, or 
vulnerable (Commonwealth only), and/or to critical habitat. According to the July 2005 ECP 
Report, the Facility supports a variety of biota that have been listed by either the federal or 
Commonwealth governments as threatened, endangered, or vulnerable (Commonwealth only), 
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including 5 sea turtle species (Green, Loggerhead, Hawksbill, Leatherback, and Olive Ridley), 1 
snake (Puerto Rican Boa), 12 birds (including the yellow-shouldered blackbird), 1 mammal (the 
West Indian Manatee), and 1 plant (Cobana negra). The species observed at the Facility that are 
classified as endangered under Federal law include: Hawksbill and Leatherback sea turtles, the 
Puerto Rican Boa, the yellow-shouldered blackbird, the Brown pelican, and the West Indian 
Manatee. Table 2-2 of the July 2005 ECP Report lists the threatened, endangered, or vulnerable 
species at the Facility. According to the July 2005 ECP Report, the only designated critical 
habitat at the Facility is for the yellow-shouldered blackbird. That habitat is the subject of a 1980 
agreement between the Navy and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). A 1996 
study performed for the Navy by GMI determined that the mangrove habitats constitute the most 
important habitats for the yellow-shouldered blackbird at the Facility. Three species of mangroves 
occur at the Facility: the red, black, and white mangrove. Approximately 2,900 acres of the 
Facility are designated wetlands. Of the designated wetland areas, approximately 60% are 
mangrove habitats. The mangroves themselves are not considered endangered, though the black 
mangrove is classified as threatened, under Federal law. Since the mangrove areas are considered 
wetland areas, those areas are protected under Federal law . All the wetland areas at the Facility, 
including the mangrove areas, are depicted in Figure 2-8 of the July 2005 ECP Report. The waters 
surrounding the offshore islands Pineros and Cabeza de Perro contain habitat for sea turtles (five 
species at the Facility are endangered or threatened) and manatees (an endangered species) . The 
beaches on Pineros and Cabeza de Perro provide potential habitat for nesting sea turtles. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND DETERMINATIONS 

14. This Section is based on the Findings of Fact set forth above, and the administrative record 
supporting this Consent Order: 

a. The Navy is a Department of the Executive Branch of the Federal government and is 
subject to the requirements of Section 6001 ofRCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6961. 

b Respondent is a "person" as defined in Section 1004(15) ofRCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 
6903(15). 

c. The "D" and "F" wastes listed in the above Findings section are each a "solid waste" as 
deflDed in Section 1004(27) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6903(27). Each such solid waste is 
also a "hazardous waste" as defined in Section 1004(5) ofRCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6903(5). 

d. The past storage and other handling of the above-listed hazardous wastes may present 
an imminent and substantial endangerment to human health and/or the environment within 
the meaning of Section 7003 (a) ofRCRA, 42 U.S.c. § 6973(a) . 

e. Respondent's storage and/or disposal and other handling of the above-listed hazardous 
wastes have contributed to the potential endangerment of human health and the 
environment via the releases detailed in Attachments I and II to this Consent Order. 
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f. The actions required by this Consent Order are necessary to protect human health 
and/or the environment. 

VII. ORDER ON CONSENT 

15. Based upon the administrative record for the Facility and the Findings of Fact (Section V) 
and Conclusions of Law and Determinations (Section VI) set forth above, the following is hereby 
agreed to by the parties and ordered by EPA. Respondent shall comply with all provisions of this 
Consent Order, including, but not limited to, all Attachments to this Consent Order and all 
documents incorporated by reference into this Consent Order. (If there is any conflict between the 
language in the main text of this Order and the language in the text of the Attachments, the text of 
the Order shall be followed, unless otherwise agreed by the parties.) 

16. Respondent shall fund and perform the Work in accordance with this Consent Order 
(subject to the limitations specified in Section XXVI, Funding, below), plans, standards, 
specifications and schedules set forth in this Consent Order or developed by Respondent 
and approved by EPA pursuant to this Consent Order. 

VIII. WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

17. Respondent shall undertake and complete all of the Work to the satisfaction of EPA, 
pursuant to RCRA § 7003,42 U.S.C. § 6973 . 

18. Respondent's obligation to perform the Work will begin on the Effective Date of this 
Consent Order. 

19. The Work undertaken pursuant to this Consent Order shall be conducted in compliance 
with all applicable EPA guidances, policies and procedures, and with this Consent Order, and is 
subject to EPA approval. 

20. Any Work Plan shall include a schedule of the Work to be performed. The Work Plan 
shall be submitted to EPA for approval. Following EPA's approval or modification of the Work 
Plan pursuant to Section IX of this Order, Respondent shall implement the Work Plan in 
accordance with the schedule and provisions approved by EPA. 

21. RCRA FACll-ITY INVESTIGATIONS C"RFls"): 

A) For all SWMUs and/or AOCs required to have either a Phase One or Full RF A under 
the 1994 RCRA Permit, acceptable RCRA Facility Investigations have been completed, 
except for SWMU #14 (Fire Training Pit area adjacent to the Crash Crew training 
adjoining the base's airfield). The Respondent has submitted a draft work plan to complete 
the RFIfor SWMU 14. 
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a) Within sixty (60) days of the Respondent's receipt of EPA's written 
approval of that work plan, Respondent shall commence its 
implementation, unless an alternative date is approved in writing by EPA. 

b) If based on the results of the RFI investigations, a Corrective Measures 
Study (CMS) is determined to be required for SWMU #14, Respondent 
shall submit a work plan for a CMS for that SWMU that meets the 
requirements of the Scope of Work for a Corrective Measures Study set 
forth in Attachment IV of this Order. This submittal shall be made within 
ninety (90) days of the Respondent's receipt of EPA's written notification 
that a CMS is required, unless an alternative date is approved in writing by 
EPA. 

B) Under the November 1994 RCRA permit, SWMU 16 (Building 1666 - waste 
explosive storage building), and AOC A (Torpedo Shop) had no further actions required as 
both sites were restricted access sites at an active military Facility. The Facility is now 
closed. And, based on the nature of the past operations conducted at SWMU 16 and AOC 
A, there was a clear potential for releases of hazardous waste or constituents to have 
occurred at those two sites. Therefore, within forty five (45) days of the effective date of 
this Consent Order, the Respondent shall submit to EPA for approval an acceptable work 
plan to implement Phase I RFI investigations at SWMU 16 and AOC A, to determine 
whether or not releases of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents are present at those 
two sites. 

a) If based on the results of those Phase I RFI investigations, a Full RFI is 
determined to be required for either SWMU 16 or AOC A, Respondent 
shall submit a work plan for a Full RFI for that SWMU or AOC that meets 
the requirements of the Scope of Work for a Full RCRA Facilitv 
Investigation set forth in Attachment III of this Order. This submittal shall 
be made within sixty (60) days of the Respondent's receipt of EPA's 
written notification that a Full RFI is required, unless an alternative date is 
approved in writing by EPA. 

b) If based on the results of the Full RFI investigations, a Corrective 
Measures Study (CMS) is determined to be required for either SWMU 16 
or AOC A, Respondent shall submit a work plan for a CMS for that 
SWMU or AOC that meets the requirements of the Scope of Work for a 
Corrective Measures Study set forth in Attachment IV of this Order. This 
submittal shall be made within ninety (90) days of the Respondent's receipt 
of EPA's written notification that a CMS is required, unless an alternative 
date is approved in writing by EPA. 

C) In addition, within forty five (45) days of the effective date of this Consent Order, the 
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Respondent shall submit to EPA for approval an acceptable work plan, to implement a 
Phase I RFI at SWMU 42 (water purification plant lagoons), to determine whether 
releases of hazardous waste or constituents have occurred at this unit. 

a) Ifbased on the results of that Phase I RFI investigation, a Full RFI is 
determined to be required for SWMU 42, Respondent shall submit a work 
plan for a Full RFI for SWMU 42 that meets the requirements of the Scope 
of Work for a Full RCRA Facilitv Investigation set forth in Attachment ill 
of this Order. This submittal shall be made within sixty (60) days of the 
Respondent's receipt of EPA's written notification that a Full RFI is 
required, unless an alternative date is approved in writing by EPA. 

b) Ifbased on the results of the Full RFI investigations, a Corrective 
Measures Study (CMS) is determined to be required for SWMU 42, 
Respondent shall submit a work plan for a CMS for that SWMU that meets 
the requirements of the Scope of Work for a Corrective Measures Study set 
forth in Attachment IV of this Order. This submittal shall be made within 
ninety (90) days of the Respondent's receipt of EPA's written notification 
that a CMS is required, unless an alternative date is approved in writing by 
EPA. 

D) Based on the July 2005 ECP Report, 10 ECP sites which are identified as SWMUs 
and/or AOCs under this Consent Order require additional investigation. Therefore, within 
forty five (45) days of the effective date of this Consent Order, the Respondent shall 
submit to EPA for approval an acceptable work plan to complete the equivalent of Phase I 
RFI investigations at the following SWMUs and/or AOCs: 

SWMU 57 (a!k/a ECP 3) - Facility No. 278 POL Drum Storage Area 

SWMU 60 (a!k/a ECP 6) - Former Landfill at the Marina 

SWMU 62 (a!k/a ECP 8) - Former Bundy Disposal Area 

SWMU 67(a!k/a ECP 13) - Former Gas Station 

SWMU 68 (a!k/a ECP 14) - Former Southern Fire Training Area 

SWMU 70 (a!k/a ECP 16) - Disposal Area Northwest of Landfill 

SWMU 71 (a!k/a ECP 17) - Quarry Disposal Site 

SWMU 75 (a!k/a ECP 21) - Building 803 
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SWMU 76 (a!k/a ECP 22) - Building 2300 

AOC E (a!k/a ECP 23) - offshore islands Pineros and Cabeza de Perro 

a) If based on the results of those Phase I RFI investigations, a Full RFI is 
determined to be required for any of those SWMUs or AOC, Respondent 
shall submit a work plan for a Full RFI for those SWMUs or AOC that 
meets the requirements of the Scope of Work for a Full RCRA Facility 
Investigation set forth in Attachment III of this Order. This submittal shall 
be made within sixty (60) days of the Respondent' s receipt of EPA' s 
written notification that a Full RFI is required, unless an alternative date is 
approved in writing by EPA. 

b) Ifbased on the results of the Full RFI investigations, a Corrective 
Measures Study (CMS) is determined to be required for one or more of 
those SWMUs or AOC, Respondent shall submit a work plan for a CMS 
for that SWMU or SWMUs or AOC that meets the requirements of the 
Scope of Work for a Corrective Measures Study set forth in Attachment IV 
of this Order. This submittal shall be made within ninety (90) days of the 
Respondent's receipt of EPA's written notification that a CMS is required, 
unless an alternative date is approved in writing by EPA. 

E) Within sixty (60) days of the effective date of this Consent Order, the Respondent shall 
submit to EPA for approval a work plan to address the contamination at all sites 
constituting AOC F. This work plan shall conform with EPA's April 21 ,1999 Directive 
on "Use of Monitored Natural Attenuation at Superfund, RCRA Corrective Action, and 
Underground Storage Tank Sites" (OSWER Directive Number 0200.4-17P); or other 
applicable guidance. The work plan shall include proposals to complete additional site 
characterization at sites 520, 1738, and 2842, as required. In addition, the work plan shall 
include: clearlydefmed clean-up levels/objectives, estimates of the time required to 
achieve such clean-up levels at each of the sites constituting AOC F, the monitoring points 
and analytical parameters, and implementation and reporting schedules. 

22. INTERIM MEASURES 

A) For SWMU #3 (Facility's Non-hazardous Landfill): Respondent shall 
implement a semi-annual groundwater monitoring and analysis program at 
SWMU #3, pursuant to the "Groundwater Sampling and Analysis Plan, 
Solid Waste Landfill Facility, U.S. Naval Station Roosevelt Roads", 
prepared for the Navy by Bums & McDonnell Waste Consultants Inc., 
dated April 1999, until such time as the Respondent submits written 
notification to EPA that SWMU #3 has been closed in a manner that is 
substantively equivalent to requirements set forth at 40 CFR § 264.310, and 
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23. 

EPA concurs in writing with such a determination. 

(a) Following each semi-annual groundwater sampling event, within 
60 days of the Respondent's receipt of the validated analytical results 
from that event, Respondent shall submit to all EPA offices indicated 
in Paragraph 23, below, a complete report of the results of that 
groundwater sampling event, including validated analytical results. 

(b) If based on the results of the semi-annual groundwater sampling 
event a release of hazardous waste and/or hazardous constituents 
from SWMU #3 is indicated, the Respondent shall: 

I) notifY EPA, in writing, within seven days of such determination, 
and 

ii) within thirty (30) days of that notification, submit a proposal for 
any further actions that are needed to address that release, as 
warranted. 

B) For SWMU II (interior areas of Building 38 (Old Power Plant)), 

a) Respondent shall submit, within sixty (60) calender days of the 
effective date of this Consent Order, acoeptable documentation that 
access controls to SWMU #11 are in place and maintained and that 
an acceptable institutional control has been developed and become 
effective so as to preclude future usage of the site unless acceptable 
clean-up is implemented. 

b) Thereafter, on an annual basis, Respondent shall submit, or cause 
to be submitted, acceptable certification that acceptable deed 
restrictions or other institutional and/or engineering controls have 
been implemented and are being maintained to preclude access to the 
interior areas of Building 38 (Old Power Plant) and any usage of 
Building 38 and the lands and/or groundwater potentially impacted 
by releases from Building 38. 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES STUDY ("CMS") 

A) For the following SWMUs a CMS has previously been determined to be 
required, and a CMS work plan has been approved by EPA; however, 
implementation has not been fully completed: SWMU I; SWMU 2; 
SWMUs 7/8 (Tow Way Fuel Farm); SWMU 9, SWMU 45, SWMU 54 and 
SWMU 55. Therefore, the Respondent shall complete implementation of 
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the CMSs for those 8 SWMUs, and within sixty days of completion of all 
activities required under the CMS Work Plan for that SWMU, shall submit 
a draft CMS Final Report meeting the requirements of Paragraph (H) 
below. Any unacceptable impacts to AOC D (Ensenada Honda sediments) 
which have been caused by releases from SWMUs shall be evaluated as 
part of the respective CMSs for SWMUs #1 and #2 (the two former Iitoral 
landfills) and have previously been evaluated for at SWMUs #7 and #8 
(Tow Way Fuel Farm). 

B) In lieu of a CMS plan to determine the final remedy for SWMU #3, as 
well as a CM! plan to implement any selected remedy for that SWMU, 
Respondent has submitted draft Closure Plans to close SWMU #3. Pursuant 
to the requirements of this Consent Order, Respondent shall close SWMU 
#3 in a manner that is substantively equivalent to requirements set forth at 
40 CFR § 264.310. Upon written notification by EPA that the draft closure 
plan(s) for SWMU #3 is (are) acceptable, Respondent shall arrange for 
public review of that draft closure plan(s) in a manner that is substantively 
equivalent to requirements set forth at Section XXVIII of this Consent 
Order. If based on that public review, substantive revisions of the closure 
plan(s) for SWMU #3 appear warranted, Respondent shall revise the draft 
closure plan(s) to address relevant comments received. Respondent shall 
submit the draft Closure Plan(s) and any revised closure plan(s) for SWMU 
#3 to EPA for its approval pursuant to Section IX of this Consent Order, 
prior to its implementation. 

C) Based on the July 15, 2005 Phase fill Environmental Conditions of 
Property Report, 6 ECP sites require remediation. Therefore, within forty 
five (45) days of the effective date of this Consent Order, Respondent shall 
submit to EPA an acceptable work plan to complete site characterization 
for each of the below SWMUs and a CMS to determine the final remedy 
for the following SWMUslECP sites: 

SWMU 56 (alk/a ECP 2)- Hanger 200 Apron 

SWMU 59 (alk/a ECP 5) - Former Vehicle Maintenance and Refueling 
Area 

SWMU 61 (alk/a ECP 7) - Former Bundy Area Maintenance Facilities 

SWMU 69 (alk/a ECP 15) - Aircraft Parking Area 

SWMU 73 (alk/a ECP 19) - DRMO Scrap Metal Recycling Yard 
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SWMU 74 (alk/a ECP 20) - Fuel Pipelines and Hydrant Pits 

Once a work plan is approved by EPA, Respondent shall complete a CMS 
for these SWMUs. 

D) Should EPA determine that a CMS is required for any other of the 
SWMUs or AOCs, EPA shall notify Respondent in writing. This notice 
shall identify the hazardous constituent(s) which have exceeded action 
levels as well as those which have been determined to pose a potential 
threat to human health and the environment given site specific exposure 
conditions, due to additive exposure risk, or for other reasons. 

E) EPA may require a CMS under the following conditions: 

(a) If the concentrations of hazardous constituents in groundwater, 
surface water/sediment, soil, or air exceed their corresponding 
individual action levels or generic risk-based concentration (RBC) 
levels for human health and/or ecological screening values; 

(b) If the concentrations of hazardous constituents in groundwater, 
surface water/sediment, soil, or air do not exceed their corresponding 
individual action levels or generic risk-based concentration (RBC) 
levels for human health and/or ecological screening values, but 
additive exposure risk due to the presence of multiple constituents 
makes the individual action levels or RBC levels insufficiently 
protective of human health or the environment, given site-specific 
exposure conditions; or 

( c ) If the concentrations of hazardous constituents in groundwater, 
surface water/sediment, soil, or air do not exceed individual action 
levels or generic risk-based concentration (RBC) levels for human 
health and/or ecological screening values, but still pose a potential 
threat to human health or the environment, given site-specific 
exposure conditions. 

F) The Respondent shall submit a CMS Work Plan to EPA within sixty 
(60) calendar days after receiving written notification from EPA that 
a CMS is required. 

(a) The CMS Work Plan shall provide: 

(I) A description of the general approach to investigating and 
evaluating potential corrective measures; 
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(ii) A defmition ofthe overall objectives of the study; 

(iii) The specific plans for evaluating corrective measures to ensure 
compliance with corrective measure standards; 

(iv) The schedule for conducting the study; and 

(v) The proposed format for the presentation of information. 

(b) The CMS Work Plan must address, at a minimum, all necessary 
activities to complete Tasks II and III of the Statement of Work for a 
Corrective Measures Study set forth in Attachment IV, or alternatively a 
"Streamlined CMS" may be developed if usage of a "Streamlined CMS" is 
considered appropriate by EPA. "Streamlined CMS" are discussed in the 
Proposed Corrective Action Rule set forth in the May 1, 1996 Federal 
Register, vol. 61 No. 85. 

G) No later than thirty (30) calendar days after the Respondent has received 
written approval from EPA for the CMS Work Plan, the Respondent shall 
begin to implement the CMS according to the schedules specified in the 
CMS Work Plan. 

H) Within sixty (60) calendar days after the completion of the CMS, the 
Respondent shall submit a CMS Final Report. The CMS Final Report 
shall: 

(a) Summarize the results of the investigations and, if applicable, of 
any bench-scale or pilot tests conducted; 

(b) Provide a detailed description of the corrective measures 
evaluated and include an evaluation of how each corrective measure 
alternative meet the standards set forth in paragraph 24(A) of this 
Order; 

( c ) Present all information gathered under the approved CMS Plan; 
and, 

(d) Contain any additional information to support EPA in the 
corrective measure selection decision-making process, described in 
paragraph 24(B) of this Order. 

I) Based on a review of the CMS Final Report, EPA, by written notification 
to the Respondent, may require the Respondent to evaluate additional 
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24. 

corrective measures or to evaluate further particular elements of one or 
more proposed corrective measures, prior to approval of the CMS Final 
Report or to modify the CMS Final Report 

J) EP A shall either approve or disapprove the CMS Final Report in writing. 
If the CMS Final Report is not approved, EPA shall provide written 
comments giving the basis for such disapproval. 

CRITERIA FOR CORRECTNE MEASURES SELECTION: 

A. For any SWMUS and/or AOCs where the fmal corrective measures have not yet been 
selected, and which are determined to require corrective measures, the Director shall select, based 
on the results of the RFI, the CMS, and any further evaluations, the corrective measure(s) that 
will: 

(a) Be protective of human health and the environment; 

(b) Control the source(s) ofrelease(s) so as to reduce or eliminate, to the 
maximum extent practicable, further releases of hazardous waste, including hazardous 
constituents, that might pose a threat to human health and the environment; and 

( c) Meet all applicable waste management requirements. 

B. In selecting the corrective measure(s), the Director spall consider the following 
evaluation factors, as appropriate: 

(a) Long-term reliability and effectiveness. Any potential corrective measure(s) 
may be assessed for the long-term reliability and effectiveness it affords, along with the degree of 
certainty that the corrective measure(s) will prove successful. Factors that shall be considered in 
this evaluation include: 

(I) Magnitude of residual risks in terms of amounts and concentrations of 
hazardous waste, including hazardous constituents, remaining following implementation of the 
corrective measure(s), considering the persistence, toxicity, mobility and potential to 
bioaccumulate of such hazardous wastes, including hazardous constituents; 

(ii) The type and degree of long-term management required, including 
monitoring, operation and maintenance; 

(iii) Potential for exposure of humans and environmental receptors to 
remaining hazardous wastes, including hazardous constituents, considering the potential threat to 
human health and the environment associated with excavation, transportation, redisposal or 
containment; 
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(iv) Long-term reliability of the engineering and institutional controls, 
including uncertainties associated with land disposal of untreated hazardous wastes, including 
hazardous constituents, and residuals; and 

(v) Potential need for replacement of the corrective measure(s). 

(b) Reduction of toxicity, mobility and volume. A potential remedy(ies) may be 
assessed as to the degree to which it employs treatment that reduces toxicity, mobility or volume 
of hazardous wastes and/or hazardous constituents. Factors that shall be considered in such 
assessments include: 

(I) The treatment processes that the corrective measure(s) employs and 
materials it would treat; 

(ii) The amount of hazardous wastes, including hazardous constituents, 
that would be destroyed or treated; 

(iii) The degree to which the treatment is irreversible; 

(iv) The residuals that will remain following treatment, considering the 
persistence, toxicity, mobility and propensity to bioaccumulate of such hazardous wastes, 
including hazardous constituents; and 

(v) All concentration levels of hazardous wastes, including hazardous 
constituents in each medium that corrective measure(s) must achieve to be protective of human 
health and the environment. 

( c ) The short-term effectiveness of a potential corrective measure(s). This may be 
assessed by considering the following: 

(I) Magnitude of reduction of existing risks ; 

(ii) Short-term risks that might be posed to the community, workers, or the 
environment during implementation of such a corrective measure(s), including potential threats to 
human health and the environment associated with excavation, transportation, and redisposal or 
containment; and 

(iii) Time until full protection is achieved. 

(d) 1mplementability. The ease or difficulty of implementing a potential corrective 
measure(s) maybe assessed by considering the following types of factors : 
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(I) Degree of difficulty associated with constructing the technology; 

(ii) Expected operational reliability of the technologies; 

(iii) Need to coordinate with and obtain necessary approvals and permits 
from other agencies; 

(iv) Availability of necessary equipment and specialists; 

(v) Available capacity and location of needed treatment, storage, disposal 
services; and 

(vi) Requirements for removal, decontamination, closure, or post-closure 
of units, equipment, devices or structures that will be used to implement the corrective 
measure(s). 

(e) Cost. The types of costs that may be assessed include the following: 

(I) Capital costs; 

(ii) Operational and maintenance costs; 

(iii) Net present value of capital, and operation and maintenance costs; and 

(iv) Potential future corrective action costs. 

(f) Clean-up Preferences. The degree to which the remedy satisfies the public 's and 
Commonwealth clean-up preferences. 

25. CORRECTIVE MEASURE IMPLEMENTATION (CMD, INSTITUTIONAL 
CONTROLS, CLOSURE OF BUILDINGS 2009 AND 2009 A-D, AND CONTINGENT 
CORRECTIVE ACTION REOUIREMENTS 

A) CMI Plans have been previously developed for five SWMUs and one AOC, but 
these have not yet undergone public review, been fully approved by EPA, or been 
implemented: 

SWMU #13 "Final CMI Work Plan Design Package" dated January 25, 2001 ; 

SWMU #31 "Final CMI Work Plan Design Package" dated January 25, 2001 ; 

SWMU #32 "Final CMI Work Plan Design Package" dated January 25, 2001 ; 
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SWMU #46 "Final CM! Work Plan Design Package" dated January 25, 2001; 

SWMU #53 "Final CM! Design Package for Soil Remediation" dated September 
20,2004. 

AOC C "Final CM! Work Plan Design Package" dated January 25,2001; 

Public notice and comment on those proposed CM! plans shall be implemented as 
part of the public notice and comment on this Consent Order, pursuant to Section 
xxvm of this Consent Order. 

B) Upon completion of public notice and comment on the above CMI plans for 
SWMUs #13, SWMU #31, SWMU #32, SWMU #46, SWMU #53, and AOC C, 
pursuant to Section xxvm of tills Consent Order, the Respondent shall implement 
those CM! Plans, as modified based on public comments if required by EPA 
pursuant to Section xxvm of this Consent Order, according to the schedules set 
forth in those respective CM! plans. 

C) Corrective Measures involving institutional controls (such as Land Use or other 
controls) have been conditionally selected as the remedies for SWMU #30 and 
SWMU #37, and as part of the remedies for SWMUs #31 and #32. However, 
acceptable documentation that institutional controls are established for SWMUs 
#30, #31, #32 and SWMU #37 has not yet been provided. Therefore, within 60 
days of completion of public notice and comment on this Consent Order, 
Respondent shall: 

(a) submit to EPA documentation that acceptable institutional controls are 
in effect which prevent future usage of the sites of the former SWMUs 
#31, #32, and #37 for residential purposes or other non-industrial usages 
such as for a school or a clllid care facility. 

(b) submit to EPA documentation that acceptable institutional controls are 
in effect wlllch will prevent future usage of any groundwater impacted by 
releases from SWMU #30 for potable water supply. 

D) Should EPA determine that a CM! is required for any other of the SWMUs or 
AOCs, EPA will notify Respondent in writing. 

E) No later than ninety (90) calendar days after the Respondent has received 
written notification from EPA that a CM! is required for any other of the SWMUs 
or AOCs, the Navy shall submit to EPA for its review and approval, a Work Plan 
for implementing the CM!. Once the work plan has been approved by EPA 
Respondent shall implement the approved work plan. 
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F) Land Use, Institutional, and Engineering Controls. For all SWMUs and/or 
AOCs where either a Corrective Action Complete Determination or a clean-up 
action has been based on a site usage scenario other than an unrestricted 
(residential) usage scenario, the Respondent shall ensure that acceptable Land Use 
Controls or other institutional and/or engineering controls are established and 
maintained so as to preclude future site usage that is incompatible with the site 
usage and exposure scenarios upon which the Corrective Action Complete 
Determination for that SWMU or AOC was made, and, for all SWMUs and/or 
AOCs where no Corrective Action Complete Determination has been made, 
Respondent shall ensure that acceptable Land Use Controls are established and 
maintained until either a Corrective Action Complete Without Controls 
Determination has been approved or a clean-up action based on unrestricted site 
usage has been completed and approved by EPA. Respondent shall also submit the 
required reports as provided in Paragraph 27 (Reporting), below. 

G) Completion of Closure of Buildings 2009 and 2009 A-D. 

a) If, at the time of issuance of this Order, Respondent has not completed closure 
of the permitted hazardous waste container storage units, Respondent shall 
complete closure of the fonner permitted hazardous waste container storage units 
located at Buildings 2009, 2009-A, 2009-B, 2009-C, and 2009 D. Unless 
otherwise agreed, closure shall comply with requirements set forth at 40 CFR § 
264.178, the Closure Plan included as Attachment E of the Facility'sl994 RCRA 
Permit, the December 2004 "Final Site-Specific Sampling and Analysis Plans for 
Buildings 2009, 2009 A, and 2009 B-D", and the October 27, 2005 and November 
17,2005 letters from Lieutenant Commander A. Ferguson to Mr. Timothy Gordon 
of EPA, and any other conditions imposed by EPA for such Closure. 

H) Contingent Investigation and Corrective Action Requirements for SWMUs 
27.28, and 29. 

a) Respondent shall submit to EPA for review and approval a work plan for a 
Phase I RFI for all sludge drying beds at each of the following units. The wOlk plan 
for each unit will be submitted within ninety (90) days of the date when usage of 
that unit ceases. 

SWMU 27 - Capehart Sewage Treatment Unit 

SWMU 28 - Bundy Sewage Treatment Plant 

SWMU 29 - Industrial Area wastewater treatment plant 

b) Ifbased on the results of those Phase I RFI investigations, a Full RFI is 
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determined to be required for any of those SWMUs, Respondent shall submit a 
work plan for a Full RFI for that SWMU or SWMUs that meets the requirements 
of the Scope of Work for a Full RCRA Facility Investigation set forth in 
Attachment ill of this Order. This submittal shall be made within sixty (60) days of 
the Respondent's receipt of EPA's written notification that a Full RFI is required, 
unless an alternative date is approved in writing by EPA. 

c) If based on the results of the Full RFI investigations, a Corrective Measures 
Study (CMS) is determined to be required for any of those SWMUs, Respondent 
shall submit a work plan for a CMS for that SWMU or SWMUs that meets the 
requirements of the Scope of Work for a Corrective Measures Study set forth in 
Attachment IV of this Order. This submittal shall be made within ninety (90) days 
of the Respondent's receipt of EPA's written notification that a CMS is required, 
unless an alternative date is approved in writing by EPA. 

I) Contingent Investigation and Corrective Action Requirements for SWMU 77. 

a) The Navy has informed EPA that it will likely convey the area comprising 
SWMU 77 to the Federal Department of Romeland Security (DRS) for continued 
usage as a small arms training range. 

b) Within 90 days of DRS , cessation of usage of the area ofSWMU 77 as a small 
arms training range, the Respondent shall cause DRS to submit to EPA for review 
and approval a work plan for a Phase I RFI work plan to determine whether 
releases of hazardous waste or solid waste and/or hazardous constituents are 
present at SWMU 77. 

c) Ifbased on the results of the Phase I RFI investigations, a Full RFI is determined 
to be required for some or all of the area comprising SWMU 77, Respondent shall 
submit a work plan for a Full RFI for that SWMU that meets the requirements of 
the Scope of Work for a Full RCRA Facility Investigation set forth in Attachment 
ill of this Order. This submittal shall be made within sixty (60) days of the 
Respondent's receipt of EPA's written notification that a Full RFI is required, 
unless an alternative date is approved in writing by EPA. 

d) If based on the results of the Full RFI investigations, a Corrective Measures 
Study (CMS) is determined to be required for some or all of the area comprising 
SWMU 77, Respondent shall submit a work plan for a CMS that meets the 
requirements of the Scope of Work for a Corrective Measures Study set forth in 
Attachment IV of this Order. This submittal shall be made within ninety (90) days 
of the Respondent's receipt of EPA's written notification that a CMS is required, 
unless an alternative date is approved in writing by EPA. 
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26. NOTIFICATION and ADDmONAL WORK REOUIREMENTS FOR NEWL Y
DISCOVERED RELEASES 

(A) No later than fifteen (15) 9ays after discovery, The Respondent shaH notify 
EPA, in writing, of any release(s) of hazardous waste and/or solid waste, and/or 
hazardous constituents discovered after the effective date of this Consent Order. 
The notification shaH, at the minimum, identify the location of the release, the 
basis for determining that a release has occurred, the media impacted by the 
release, and the specific hazardous and/or solid wastes and/or hazardous 
constituents indicated or suspected to have been released. 

(B) If such a release is indicated to have originated from a unit or area not 
identified as a SWMU and/or AOC under this Consent Order, the Respondent's 
notification shaH advise whether the unit or area indicated to be the source of the 
release constitutes a newly identified SWMU and/or AOC, and if not, the 
Respondent's notification shaH advise as to the basis for such a determination. The 
Respondent's determination of whether the unit or area indicated to be the source 
of the release constitutes a newly identified SWMU and/or AOC shall be subject to 
review and final determination by EPA. If EPA determines that the unit or area 
constitutes a newly identified SWMU and/or AOC, EPA shall notify the 
Respondent in writing, and the newly identified SWMU and/or AOC shaH be 
subject to the terms and conditions of this Consent Order. 

( C) Based on the information provided in the notification, EPA shall determine 
the need for further investigation of the release(s) and/or other actions, including 
remedial measures, for such release(s). If EPA determines that such investigations 
and/or other actions, including remedial measures are needed, EPA shall notify the 
Respondent to prepare a Sampling and Analysis Work Plan and/or a work plan for 
any other necessary actions, including remedial measures. The Respondent shaH 
submit to EPA a Sampling and Analysis Work Plan and/or a work plan for any 
other necessary actions, including remedial measures for such releases within 
ninety (90) days of written notification by EPA. 

27. REPORTING. 

(A) Respondent shall submit copies of all correspondence, including but not 
limited to, work plans, and reports, generated pursuant to the provisions of 
this Consent Order to the following: 

(a) Chief, Caribbean Section, RCRA Programs Branch (1 paper copy and I 
Compact Disc in .pdfformat) 
EPA Region 2 
290 Broadway, 22"d Floor 
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New York, NY 10007-1866 

(b) Project Coordinator (Mr. Timothy Gordon) 
(1 paper copy and 1 Compact Disc in .pdfformat) 

RCRA Programs Branch 
EPA Region 2 
290 Broadway, 22" Floor. 
New York, NY 10007-1866 

( c ) Director (Mr. Carl Soderberg) 
(1 paper copy and 1 Compact Disc in . pdf format) 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Caribbean Environmental Protection Division 
Centro Europa Building, Suite 417 
1492 Ponce de Leon Ave 
Santurce, PR 00907-4127 

(d) Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
Director, Land Pollution Regulation Program 
(1 paper copy and 1 Compact Disc in .pdfformat) 
National Plaza Building 
431 Ponce de Leon Ave 
Hato Rey, PR 00917 

(B) Unless an alternative date is specified in an existing work plan approved in 
writing by EPA prior to the effective date of this Consent Order, within 60 days of 
completion of all tasks in an EPA approved RFI, Interim Measures, Closure Plan, 
CMS, or CM! work plan, the Respondent shall submit a draft Final Report on that 
RFI, Interim Measures, Closure Plan, CMS, or CM! to the above parties, in the 
quantities specified above. 

( c) Respondent shall also submit to the parties noted immediately above, the 
above-specified number of copies of signed quarterly progress reports of all 
activities (i.e., SWMU Assessment, Interim Measures, Closure Plan, RCRA 
Facility Investigation, Corrective Measures Study) conducted pursuant to the 
provisions of this Consent Order, beginning no later than ninety (90) calendar days 
after its effective date. These reports shall, unless otherwise agreed in writing, 
contain: 

(a) A description of the work completed; 

(b) Summaries of all findings made during the reporting period, 
including summaries of laboratory data; 
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( c ) Summaries of all changes made during the reporting period; 

(d) Summaries of all contacts made with representatives of the local 
community and public interest groups during the reporting period; 

(e) Summaries of problems or potential problems encountered during 
the reporting period and actions taken to rectify problems; 

(f) Changes in personnel conducting or managing the corrective action 
activities during the reporting period; 

(g) Projected work for the next reporting period; and 

(h) Copies of daily reports, inspection reports, validated 
laboratory/monitoring data, etc. generated during the reporting 
period 

(D) Upon request, Respondent shall submit copies of other reports (e.g., 
inspection reports, drilling logs and laboratory data) as requested by EPA. 

(E) EPA may require the Respondent to conduct new or more extensive 
assessments, investigations, or studies, based upon information provided in 
the progress reports referred to above, or upon other supporting 
information. 

(F) All plans and schedules required by the conditions of this Consent Order 
are, upon approval of EPA, incorporated into this Consent Order by 
reference and become an enforceable part of this Consent Order. Any 
noncompliance with such approved plans and schedules shall be termed 
noncompliance with this Consent Order. Extensions of the due dates for 
submittals may be granted by EPA in writing. 

G) Annual Reports. (a) For all SWMUs and/or AOCs where either a 
Corrective Action Complete Determination or a clean-up action has been 
based on a site usage scenario other than an unrestricted (residential) usage 
scenario, commencing sixty (60) days following the effective date of this 
Order, Respondent shall submit, or cause to be submitted, on an annual 
basis, acceptable certification that acceptable Land Use Controls or other 
institutional and/or engineering controls have been implemented and are 
being maintained to preclude unacceptable future usages of the lands and/or 
groundwater potentially impacted by releases from these SWMUs and 
AOCs; and (b) Annual Status Report on Transferred Parcels. Each year on 
the anniversary of the execution of this Order, Respondent shall submit, or 
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cause to be submitted, to EPA a Report addressing the status of each parcel 
that is subject to a third party order and that has been previously transferred 
to an owner or operator other than Respondent, noting the following: the 
name and address of the new owner and operator; the address of the parcel 
and information describing the parcel and its boundaries including, if 
available, a map and, ifknown, Global Position System locational data; a 
statement whether or not all corrective action at the parcel is complete or 
on-going, and whether any institutional controls are in place or are pending; 
and the name and phone number of the contact person(s) for the parcel. 
This report will be updated each year to incorporate the then current 
information. 

H) Imminent and Substantial Endangerment due to Solid Waste or Hazardous 
Waste. Upon receipt of information that there is newly identified solid 
waste or hazardous waste at the Facility which may present an imminent 
and substantial endangerment to human health or the environment, 
Respondent shall immediately provide notice to EPA and EQB. 
Respondent shall also comply with statutory requirements for the posting of 
a notice ofthe endangerment at the Facility. 

28. Project Coordinator. On or before the Effective Date of this Consent Order, Respondent 
shall designate its Project Coordinator. Respondent shall notify EPA in writing within five (5) 
days of the Effective Date of this Consent Order of the name, address, phone number, electronic 
mail address and qualifications of its Project Coordinator. The EPA Project Coordinator will be 
Timothy Gordon, 212-637-4167, 290 Broadway, New York, NY 10007-1866. EPA may also 
designate an Alternate Project Coordinator. Each Project Coordinator shall be responsible for 
overseeing the implementation of this Consent Order. EPA and Respondent have the right to 
cbange their respective Project Coordinators. The other party must be notified in writing at least 
10 days prior to the change. 

29. The EPA Project Coordinator shall be EPA's designated representative for the Facility. 
Unless otherwise provided in this Consent Order, all reports, correspondence, notices, or other 
submittals relating to or required under this Consent Order shall be in writing and shall be sent to 
the EPA Project Coordinator at the address specified in Paragraph 23A, above, unless notice is 
given in writing to Respondent of a change in address. Reports, correspondence, notices or other 
submittals shall be delivered by U.S. Postal Service, private courier service or electronic mail. All 
correspondence shall include a reference to the case caption EPA Docket No. RCRA- 02-2007-
7301 , and the Facility's EPA Identification Number. 

30. Within 25 days of the Effective Date of this Consent Order, Respondent shall notify EPA 
in writing of the names, titles and qualifications of the personnel, including agents, contractors, 
subcontractors, consultants and laboratories, to be used in carrying out the work. EPA's Project 
Coordinator will provide Respondent with the necessary qualification standards and Respondent's 
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Project Coordinator shall ensure that Respondent's contractors, subcontractors, consultants and 
laboratories meet such requirements . All persons under the direction and supervision of 
Respondent's Project Coordinator must possess all necessary professional licenses required by 
federal and Commonwealth law. In addition, all agents, contractors, subcontractors, consultants, 
and laboratories must implement any work done under this Order pursuant to an EPA approved 
Quality Management Plan (QMP), developed in accordance with "EPA Requirements for Quality 
Management Plans (QAIR-2)" (EPAl241IB-OlI002, March 2001), or equivalent documentation as 
determined by EPA. EPA's approval of the QMP(s) shall be pursuant to procedures set forth in 
Section IX of this Order. 

31. Health and Safety Plan. Respondent shall develop a Health and Safety Plan and it shall be 
implemented during the Work performed under this Consent Order. The Health and Safety plan 
shall comply with applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
regulations. 

IX. EPA APPROVALS AND ADDITIONAL WORK 

32. Unless otheIWise specified, EPA will review any plan, report, specification, program, 
documentation, notification, proposal or schedule submitted pursuant to, or required by this 
Consent Order, and agrees to endeavor to provide within 90 calendar days of receipt of that 
document by EPA, EPA's written request for modification, approval, or disapproval, with 
comments and/or modifications ("EPA's response"), to Respondent. Respondent may request, in 
the cover letters to its submittals, that EPA provide Respondent with EPA's response, with 
comments and/or modifications, within an alternative specified period of time. Unless EPA either: 
(I) provides Respondent with EPA's acceptance of the alternative specified time period for 
completing its response; or (2) notifies Respondent in writing of a revised alternative time when 
EPA expects to provide its response, the normal time period for EPA to provide its response will 
be within 90 calendar days of receipt of that document by EPA. EPA will notify Respondent 
whenever additional time is needed to provide its response to any submittals required pursuant to 
this Consent Order. The Parties agree that if during EPA's review of any submittals by Navy 
required by this Consent Order, Navy's funding expires for work related to that submittal, then 
such expiration may constitute a delay as provided in Section XXVI of this Consent Order until 
such time as funding is secured, provided that Navy pursues all necessary funding at all times 
with due diligence. 

33. Within fifteen (15) days of Navy's receipt of EPA's response, Respondent may request a 
meeting with EPA to discuss EPA's response. Within thirty (30) days of such meeting, or ifno 
meeting is requested, within forty-five (45) days of receipt of EPA's response, Respondent shall 
either: (I) notify EPA of its intention to amend or modify the submission to incorporate all of 
EPA's co=ents and proposed modifications and to submit the amended submittal to EPA within 
thirty (30) days thereafter or according to a mutually agreed schedule; or (2) provide EPA with a 
written notice of dispute, setting forth Respondent's position, any actions which Respondent 
considers necessary to resolve the dispute, and the basis for Respondent's position. Any such 
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written notice of dispute shall be subject to the dispute resolution procedures as set forth in 
Section xvm of this Consent Order. 

34. As part of the review of any plan, report, specification, program, documentation, 
notification, proposal or schedule submitted pursuant to, or required by this Consent Order, EPA 
or Navy may determine that certain tasks and deliverables required pursuant to Section VITI 
(Work to be Performed) of this Consent Order may require additional work. 

(A) If EPA determines that such additional work is necessary, EPA shall identify, in 
writing, the additional work required and shall specify the reasons for that determination, 
and the time period during which the additional work shall be performed. 

(B) Within thirty (30) calendar days after the receipt of such request, Navy shall have the 
opportunity to meet or confer with EPA to discuss the additional work required, and if it 
deems it necessary it shall within thirty (30) calendar days invoke the Dispute Resolution 
provisions of this Consent Order. 

( C ) If the Navy does not invoke Dispute Resolution, such additional work shall be 
performed in accordance with the terms of this Consent Order. 

(D) Any additional work performed by Navy, whether at the request of EPA under (A) 
above, or at the initiative of the Navy, shall be subject to review and approval by EPA 
under the terms of this Consent Order. 

35. Any noncompliance with an EPA approved document or an EPA determination under the 
Dispute Resolution provision of this Consent Order constitutes noncompliance with this Consent 
Order. 

x. SUSPENSION AND RESUMPTION OF WORK BY THE NAVY 

36. A. The Navy has informed EPA that it intends to sell or otherwise transfer parcel(s) 
and/or parts of the Facility to one or more Third Party(s) who will assume responsibility 
for corrective action on the real property it acquires. The Navy has informed EPA that 
before such transfer the Navy will screen prospective purchasers for their financial and 
technical capability to perform any required corrective action and once the Navy has 
approved a potential bidder the Navy will require the potential bidder to enter into an 
administrative order on consent with EPA and comply with its terms. 

B. Except as provided herein below, once an order on consent has been executed between 
EPA and the Third Party for work on a specified part of the Facility, the work 
requirements of this Consent Order with the Navy which are being assumed by the Third 
Party for that specified part of the Facility are suspended. Any suspension in the Navy's 
responsibility for work related to the transferred parcel will be conditioned on the 
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satisfactory and timely performance by the Third Party, and will take effect following the 
effective date of the order to the Third Party. The Navy shall continue to abide by the 
provisions of this Order which are not suspended. EPA will suspend all of the Navy's 
obligations under this Order with respect to any given parcel, with the following 
exceptions: 
- Section VIII (Work To Be Performed), unless otherwise agreed in writing by the parties 
to this Order, the Navy shall complete any Work for which EPA has approved a work plan 
(or similar documents such as groundwater monitoring plan or monitored natural 
attenuation plan) and all Work which Navy has initiated; 
-Section VIII (Work To Be Performed), the Navy shall retain responsibility for the 
maintenance of institutional (excluding zoning) and engineering controls unless otherwise 
agreed in writing by the Navy and the Third Party and approved by EPA, and shall provide 
EPA with an annual certification of the Land Use Controls or other institutional and 
engineering controls, and an annual report on the transferred parcels, as required in 
paragraph 27(G). 
- Section X (Suspension and Resumption of Work by the Navy); 
- Paragraphs 48, 51-54 in Section XN (Sampling, Access and Data Availability); 
- Section XVI (Record Retention); 
- Section XXVI (Funding); and, 
- Paragraph 122 in Section XXVIII (Public Comment on this Consent Order and 
Decisions Made Pursuant to this Consent Order). 

C. a. Should EPA later determine that the Third Party has failed to satisfy its corrective 
action responsibility and is not likely to be able to satisfy its responsibility to perform the 
work in a timely and satisfactory manner, then EPA may fmd the Third Party to be in 
"Default." Before making any Default fmding, EPA will undertake the following actions 
outlined in sub-paragraphs D through and including M, below. 

b. EPA expects to use its available enforcement authorities in the event of third 
party noncompliance with a consent order. However, EPA's decision on whether and 
when to initiate any enforcement action against a Third Party for noncompliance with such 
an order shall be within EPA's, and/or the United States Department of Justice's, sole 
enforcement discretion, and shall not be subject to dispute resolution under this Order. 

D. Initial Notice of Noncompliance and Stop Work. Following EPA's preliminary finding 
that a Third Party has failed to comply with a requirement of another order issued to that 
party for work at some or all of the Facility, EPA may give that Third Party written 
notification of the same, and describe the noncompliance ("Initial Notice of 
Noncompliance"). EPA may also give the Third Party written notification that it should 
stop work on all or any portion of its corrective action activities at the Facility until EPA 
determines that the Third Party has remedied such noncompliance ("Notice to Stop 
Work") or until receipt of written notification from EPA that the Third Party may proceed 
with such activities as specified in the notification. If requested by the Third Party within 
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ten calendar days of its receipt of the Initial Notice of Noncompliance, EPA and the Third 
Party will meet within 30 days of that request, or an alternative time period approved by 
EPA, to discuss the situation. 

E. Second Notice of Noncompliance. If EPA later determines that the Third Party has not 
adequately addressed the issues identified in EPA's Initial Notice of Noncompliance, EPA 
may then issue a written Second Notice of Noncompliance and will copy the Navy on such 
Second Notice. EPA's detennination may be based on its finding that the Third Party is 
not performing the work, not performing the work adequately despite EPA's guidance, not 
performing the work in a timely manner, or for any other reason which causes EPA to 
conclude that the Third Party is not willing or able to satisfy its obligations under the 
applicable order. If requested by the Third Party within ten calendar days of its receipt of 
the Second Notice, EPA and the Third Party will meet to discuss the finding by EPA 
within 30 business days after receiving from EPA the Second Notice, or an alternative 
time period approved by EPA. EPA may in its discretion invite the Navy to the meeting. 

F. Following the conclusion of the meeting referenced immediately above, if EPA still 
believes the noncompliance has not been remedied and believes the noncompliance 
jeopardizes the successful completion of work required under the Order issued to the Third 
Party, EPA will promptly notify the Navy and allow the Navy a short period to investigate 
and to attempt to resolve the issues outlined by EPA. 

G. Initial Finding of Default and Dispute Resolution. Assuming the situation is not 
promptly resolved to EPA's satisfaction during the above-noted time period, the matter 
will be elevated to the EPA Region 2, RCRA Programs Branch Chief and the NAPR Base 
Closure Manager. If the matter is not resolved to the EPA Branch Chief s and the NAPR 
Base Closure Manager's mutual satisfaction within thirty (30) days or such other time as 
mutually agreed, EPA may issue its Initial Finding of Default. 

H. Dispute Resolution. Within ten (10) business days of the Navy's and the Third Party's 
respective receipt of EPA's issuance of its Initial Finding of Default, both the Navy and 
the Third Party may trigger the Dispute Resolution procedures provided in their respective 
consent orders. (With regard to the Third Party, the Dispute Resolution procedures of the 
Order issued to that party shall apply.) With regard to the Navy, it shall elevate the matter 
to the EPA Regional Administrator and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Environment) by serving upon EPA a written Statement of Dispute setting forth the basis 
for the Navy's position and the information upon which it is relying to support its position. 
EPA may provide the Regional Administrator with a written Response to the Statement of 
Dispute. If EPA deems it efficient, EPA may take such steps as it deems appropriate to 
integrate any dispute process invoked by the Navy with any invoked by any Third Party. 

1. After review of the Statement of Dispute and the Response to the Statement of Dispute, 
if any, the EPA Regional Administrator, or his or her designated representative, shall 
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confer with the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Environment), or his or her 
designated representative, and shall provide the Navy with a written Final Decision 
setting forth resolution of this matter. 

J. Resolution of a dispute in accordance with these provisions constitutes a fmal 
resolution of that dispute. The Final Decision of the Regional Administrator will be based 
on hislher sole and unreviewable discretion, and the Parties shall seek no further review of 
that resolution. The Navy and EPA shall abide by all terms and conditions of any final 
resolution of dispute obtained in accordance with these provisions and the Navy shall have 
no further opportunity to invoke dispute resolution on the issues addressed in the dispute 
pursuant to this Paragraph after EPA issues the Third Party a Final Finding of Default 

K. Final Finding of Default. In the event of an EPA determination (following any dispute 
resolution process, if invoked) that a Default has occurred, EPA will issue the Third Party 
a written Final Finding of Default, with a copy to the Navy. The Final Finding of Default 
will provide the basis for EPA's determination and will specify whether the Third Party 
may continue to perform the Work, or any portion of the Work, while the Navy prepares to 
resume the required corrective action activities under this Order. 

L. Resumption of Corrective Action Work by the Navy. Subject to Section XXVI 
(Funding) and Section XX (Force Majeure), within thirty (30) days of receipt of the Final 
Finding of Default, or such other time period as is agreed to by EPA following 
consultation with the Navy, the Navy shall resume work under this Order concerning the 
required corrective action activities that were previously being performed by the Third 
Party found to be in Default. EPA and the Navy shall endeavor to meet within sixty days 
of receipt of the Final Finding of Default to discuss the Navy's resumption of work. 

M. In the event that the Navy reassumes corrective action responsibility, it will not 
challenge or dispute any remedial decisions made by EPA prior to EPA's Final Finding of 
Default, and it will continue to perform all corrective actions selected by EPA prior to that 
Final Finding of Default in accordance with the pertinent EPA decision document; 
provided however, that for any corrective action workplans for investigations or for the 
implementation of any selected remedy that were approved prior to EPA's Final Finding of 
Default, the Navy may, within six months of its receipt of EPA's written Final Finding of 
Default, propose to EPA, for its review and approval, modifications to the relevant work 
planes). The Navy may not, however, initiate Dispute Resolution pursuant to Section 
XVIII of this Order on the previously approved workplans or EPA's decision with respect 
to its proposed modifications to them. 

N. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Order, EPA reserves its right not to 
negotiate with and/or issue an administrative order(s) to anew party (or parties) for work 
at the Facility should EPA determine in its sole discretion that it cannot be reasonably 
assured that it will have adequate resources to negotiate additional order(s), review new 
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or revised workplans under such order(s), and/or perfonn the tasks required to implement 
and oversee the work by such additional party (parties) under such order(s). 

XI. MODIFICATION OF WORK PLANS 

37. If at anytime during the implementation of Work, Respondent identifies a need for a 
compliance date modification or revision of an existing EPA approved Work Plan, Respondent 
shall document in a written request to EPA the exact modification or revision requested and the 
basis for that modification or revision. EPA will detennine if the modification or revision is 
warranted and will provide written approval or disapproval. Any approved modified compliance 
date or Work Plan modification will be incorporated by reference into this Consent Order. 

38. Emergency Response. In the event of any action or occurrence during the perfonnance of 
Work that constitutes an emergency situation or may present an immediate threat to human health 
and the environment, Respondent shall immediately take all appropriate action to minimize such 
emergency or threat, and shall immediately notify the EPA's Project Coordinator. Respondent 
shall take such immediate and appropriate actions in consultation with EPA's Project Coordinator. 
Respondent shall submit to EPA written notification of such emergency or threat at the Facility 
within three (3) calendar days of such discovery. Respondent shall thereafter submit to EPA for 
approval, within 20 days, a plan to mitigate this threat. EPA will approve or modify this plan, and 
Respondent shall implement this plan as approved or modified by EPA. In the case of an extreme 
emergency, Respondent may act as it deems appropriate to protect human health or the 
environment. However, Respondent's actions are subject to EPA review and approval and EPA 
may require Respondent to take additional response actions. 

XII. QUALITY ASSURANCE 

39. As part of each new Work Plan, unless otherwise agreed, or unless a Master Quality 
Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) has been previously approved by EPA for usage under this 
Consent Order and it is appropriately cited in the new Work Plan, Respondent shall include a 
Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) for EPA review and approval. The QAPP shall address 
quality assurance, quality control, and chain of custody procedures for all sampling, monitoring 
and analytical activities. Respondent shall follow "EPA Requirements for Quality Assurance 
Project Plans" (QAlRS)" (EPN2401B-Ol1003, March 2001), "Guidance for Quality Assurance 
Project Plans (QNG-S)" (EPN6001R-98/018, February 1998), and "EPA Requirements for 
Quality Management Plans (QAIR-2)" (EPN2401b-Ol1002, March 2001) (or later versions of 
these documents) as well as other applicable documents identified by EPA. The QAPP shall be 
incorporated into this Consent Order by reference. 

40. As part of the Work Plan, Respondent shall include Data Quality Objectives for any data 
collection activity to ensure that data of known and appropriate quality are obtained and that data 
are sufficient to support their intended use as required by this Consent Order. 
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41. Respondent shall ensure that laboratories used by Respondent for analysis perform such 
analysis according to the latest approved edition of "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste 
(SW-846)" or other methods approved by EPA. Ifmethods other than EPA methods are to be 
used, Respondent shall specify all such protocols in the applicable Work Plan. EPA may reject 
any data that does not meet the requirements of the approved Work Plan and EPA analytical 
methods and may require resampling and additional analysis. 

42. Respondent shall ensure that all laboratories it uses for analyses participate in a quality 
assurance/quality control (QAlQC) program equivalent to the program that EPA follows. 
Respondent shall, upon EPA's request, make arrangements for EPA to conduct a performance and 
QAlQC audit of the laboratories chosen by Respondent, whether before, during, or after sample 
analyses. Upon EPA's request, Respondent shall have its laboratories perform analyses of 
samples provided by EPA to demonstrate laboratory QAlQC and performance. If the audit reveals 
deficiencies in a laboratory's performance or QAlQC, Respondent shall submit a plan to address 
the deficiencies and EPA may require resampling and additional analysis. 

43. Any laboratory used by Navy to perform chemical analysis pursuant to this Order 
must be certified under EPA's National Contract Laboratory Program ("CLP"), or the Navy must 
obtain prior written approval from EPA for usage of a non-CLP laboratory by Navy to perform 
chemical analysis pursuant to this Order. Navy shall ensure that EPA personnel and authorized 
representatives have access to the laboratories and personnel performing any analyses. In the 
event that EPA or its representatives cannot satisfactorily obtain access to the laboratories for any 
reason for the purposes of auditing protocols and technical proficiency, then EPA shall so inform 
the Navy and the Navy shall, as soon as practicable thereafter, substitute another CLP certified, or 
EPA approved, laboratory which provides access in a manner deemed satisfactory to EPA. 

XIII. DOCUMENT CERTIFICATION 

44. Any report or plan or other document submitted by Respondent pursuant to this Consent 
Order which addresses work plans, or makes recommendations as to whether or not further 
actions are necessary, or makes any representation concerning Respondent's compliance or 
noncompliance with any requirement of this Consent Order shall be certified by a responsible 
civilian official or military officer of Respondent with authority to make such a certification. 

45. The certification required by Paragraph 44, above, shall be in the following form: 

I certify under penalty oflaw that I have examined and am familiar with the 
information submitted in this document and all attachments and that this document 
and its attachments were prepared either by me personally or under my direction or 
supervision in a manner designed to ensure that qualified and knowledgeable 
personnel properly gather and present the information contained therein. I further 
certify, based on my personal knowledge or on my inquiry of those individuals 
immediately responsible for obtaining the information, that the information is true, 
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accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for 
submitting false information, including the possibility of fines and imprisonment 
for knowingly and willfully submitting a materially false statement. 

Signature: _________ _ 
Name: 
Title: 
Date: 

This certification requirement does not apply to emergency or similar notifications if 
compliance with this requirement would be impractical. 

XlV. SAMPLING, ACCESS AND DATA AVAILABILITY 

46. All results of sampling, testing, modeling or other data generated (including raw data if 
requested) by Respondent, or on Respondent's behalf, during implementation of this Consent 
Order shall be validated by Respondent and submitted to EPA within 30 days of Respondent's 
receipt of the data (unless a different schedule is agreed to in writing). Respondent shall submit all 
data in a format consistent with EPA Region 2's Electronic Data Deliverable (EDD) Specification 
Manual, Version 2.1, dated December 2003, or the most recent version, if such exists. EPA will 
make available to Respondent data generated by EPA for the purposes of oversight of the Work 
unless it is exempt from disclosure by any federal or Co=onwealth law or regulation. 

47. Respondent shall orally notify EPA at least 20 days prior to conducting field sampling. At 
EPA's request, Respondent shall allow split or duplicate samples to be taken by EPA or EPA's 
representative. 

48. Facilitv Access. Pursuant to RCRA § 3007(a), 42 U .S.C. § 6927(a) and other authority, 
Respondent shall provide access to the Facility during regular business hours (and at other times if 
reasonable under the circumstances) to both EQB and EPA, and EQB's and EPA's contractors 
and oversight officials. Respondent shall also provide the above-noted entities with access at 
reasonable times, as noted above, to all records and documentation in its possession or control, 
including those records and documents in the possession or control of Respondent's contractors 
and employees, related to the conditions at the Facility and the actions conducted pursuant to this 
Consent Order. Respondent shall use its best efforts to gain access to areas owned by or in the 
possession of someone other than Respondent, as necessary to implement this Consent Order, as 
described in Paragraph 50. The above-noted entities shall be permitted to move freely about the 
Facility and appropriate off-site areas in order to conduct actions that EPA and EQB determine to 
be necessary. The above-noted entities shall notify Respondent of their presence at the Facility by 
presenting their credentials. All entities with access to the Facility under this Paragraph shall 
comply with all approved health and safety plans and regulations. 

49. Pursuant to this Section, any denial of access at reasonable times to any portion of the 
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Facility property where a request for access was made shall be construed as a violation of the 
terms of this Consent Order subject to the penalty provisions outlined in Section XIX (Stipulated 
Penalties) of this Consent Order. 

50. Access Agreements . Where action under this Consent Order is to be performed in areas 
owned by, or in possession of, someone other than Respondent, and that other party is not 
responsible for the work, Respondent shall use its best efforts to obtain all necessary access 
agreements within 45 days of approval of any Work Plan for which access is necessary or as 
otherwise specified, in writing, by the EPA Project Coordinator. Any such access agreement shall 
provide for access by EQB and EPA and their representatives to move freely in order to conduct 
actions that EQB and EPA determine to be necessary. The access agreement shall specify that 
Respondent is not EQB's or EPA's representative with respect to any liabilities associated with 
activities to be performed. Respondent shall provide EQB's and EPA's Project Coordinators with 
copies of any access agreements . Respondent shall immediately notify EQB and EPA if after 
using Respondent's best efforts it is unable to obtain such agreements within the time required. 
Best efforts as used in this Paragraph shall include, at a minimum, a letter sent by certified mail 
from Respondent to the present owner of such property requesting access agreements to permit 
Respondent, EQB, EPA, and their authorized representatives to enter such property, and the offer 
of payment of sums of money (if reasonable under the circumstances) in consideration of granting 
access. Respondent shall, within 10 days of its receipt of a denial of access, submit in writing, a 
description of its efforts to obtain access. EQB and EPA may, at their discretion, assist 
Respondent in obtaining access. In the event EQB and/or EPA obtains access, Respondent shall 
undertake the Work on such property and EPA reserves any right it may have to seek 
reimbursement from Respondent for all costs and attorney fees incurred by the EPA and the 
United States Department of Justice acting on EPA's behalf in connection with obtaining such 
access. 

51. Confidential Information. Respondent may assert, pursuant to 40 C.F .R. §2.203(b), a 
confidentiality claim, if appropriate, covering part or all of the information required by this 
Consent Order. Such an assertion shall be adequately substantiated (e.g., data or other 
information related to Facility production methods or processes) . Any assertion of confidentiality 
shall be accompanied by sufficient documentation to satisfy the requirements of 40 C.F.R. § 
2.204(e)(4). Information determined to be confidential by EPA will be afforded the protection 
specified in 40 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart B. Ifno such claim accompanies this information when it is 
submitted to EPA, it may be made available to the public by EPA, without further notice to 
Respondent. No confidentiality claim shall be made with regard to any analytical data. 

52. Privileged Documents. Respondent may assert that certain documents, records and other 
information are privileged under the attorney-client privilege or any other privilege recognized by 
federal law. If Respondent asserts such a privilege in lieu of providing documents, Respondent 
shall provide EPA with the following: (I) the title of the document, record, or information; (2) 
the date of the document, record, or information; (3) the author's name and title; (4) the name and 
title of each addressee and recipient; (5) a description of the contents; and (6) the privilege 
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asserted by Respondent. However, no documents, reports or other information created or 
generated pursuant to the requirements of this Consent Order shall be withheld on the grounds 
that they are privileged. 

53. All data, information, and records created or maintained relating to any solid or hazardous 
waste found at the Facility shall be made available to EQB and EPA upon request unless 
Respondent asserts a claim that such documents are legally privileged from disclosure. 
Respondent shall have the burden of demonstrating to EPA by clear and convincing evidence that 
such privilege exists. 

54. No claim of confidentiality shall be made with respect to any data, including, but not 
limited to, all sampling, analytical, monitoring, hydrogeologic, scientific, chemical, or engineering 
data, or any other documents or information evidencing conditions at or around the Facility. 

55. Nothing in this Consent Order shall be construed to limit EQB's and EPA's right of 
access, entry, inspection, and information gathering pursuant to applicable law, including but not 
limited to RCRA and CERCLA. 

XV. COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER LAWS 

56. All actions undertaken pursuant to this Consent Order by Respondent shall be done in 
accordance with all applicable local, commonwealth and federal laws, regulations, ordinances and 
Executive Orders. Respondent retains the obligation and agrees to obtain all permits or approvals 
necessary to perform the work required by this Consent Order. 

XVI. RECORD RETENTION 

57. Respondent shall preserve, during the pendency of this Consent Order and for at least 
seven (7) years after its termination, all data, records and documents in its possession or in the 
possession of its divisions, employees, agents or consultants or contractors, which data, records 
and documents relate in any way to this Consent Order, or to hazardous waste management 
practices and/or disposal at the Facility. 

58. Except where Respondent, and EPA otherwise agree, subsequent to the termination of the 
aforementioned seven (7) year period, Respondent shall provide written notification to EPA sixty 
(60) days prior to the destruction of any data, records or documents that relate in any way to this 
Consent Order, its implementation, or to hazardous waste management practices and/or disposal 
at its Facility. At EPA's request, Respondent shall then make such records available to EPA for 
inspection and/or EPA's retention or shall provide copies of any such records to EPA prior to 
discarding. 

59. Respondent shall make a good faith effort to preserve all documents pertaining to this 
Consent Order in a centralized location to afford ease of access by EPA or its representatives. 
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Where Respondent finds such a requirement impossible, Respondent shall minimize the number 
of locations used and shall maintain in a central location a list detailing the location of such 
documents. 

60. All data, information, and records concerning, created for, or maintained by the 
Respondent, in connection with this Consent Order, shall be made available to EPA upon request 
in accordance with the provisions of Section XIV. All employees of the Respondent and all 
persons, including contractors and subcontractors who engage in activity under this Consent 
Order, shall be made available to and shall cooperate with EPA if information is sought. 

61. Nothing in this Section shall be read to shorten any document retention requirement 
otherwise applicable to the Navy or other entity. 

62. Administrative Record. EPA will maintain an administrative record file. The 
administrative record supporting issuance of this Consent Order and the work being required 
under it shall be available for public review at EPA's Region 2 offices, 290 Broadway, New York, 
NY. The Navy shall maintain a public repository in Puerto Rico, where copies of all documents 
regarding the work performed pursuant to this Consent Order shall be available for public 
inspection. The requirements for this public repository are discussed in Section XXVIII, 
Paragraph 122, of this Order. 

XVll. FULL TIME EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE 

63. EPA and the Navy are in the process of negotiating Full Time Employee (F1E) assistance 
for EPA. At this time, the Navy has agreed that for Fiscal Year 2006 it will provide EPA, pursuant 
to the Navy's Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) authority, two Full Time Equivalent (FTE) 
positions. The parties agree to negotiate in good faith concerning arrangements for future years. 

XVIII. DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCEDURES 

64. Except as specifically set forth elsewhere in this Consent Order, if a dispute arises under 
this Consent Order the procedures of this part shall apply. In addition, during the pendency of any 
dispute, Navy agrees that it shall continue to implement those portions of this Consent Order 
which are not in dispute and which EPA determines can be reasonably implemented pending final 
resolution of the issue(s) in dispute. If EPA determines in writing that all or part of those portions 
of work which are affected by the dispute should stop during the pendency of the dispute, Navy 
shall discontinue implementing those portions of the work. 

65. EPA and Navy shall make reasonable efforts to informally resolve disputes at the Project 
Coordinator or immediate supervisor level. If resolution cannot be achieved informally, the 
procedures of this part shall be implemented to resolve the dispute. 

66. Within thirty (30) days of the date when Navy is informed of an action by EPA that leads 
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to or generates a dispute, Navy shall submit to EPA a written statement of dispute setting forth the 
nature of the dispute including any elements of work, submittals, or actions affected by the 
dispute, Navy's position with respect to the dispute, and the information Navy is relying upon to 
support its position, and any impact such dispute may have on specified schedules, elements of 
work, submittals, or actions required by this Consent Order. If Navy does not provide such 
written statement to EPA within this thirty (30) day period, Navy shall be deemed to have agreed 
with the action taken by EPA which led to or generated the dispute. 

67. Upon receipt of the written statement of dispute, EPA and Navy shall engage in dispute 
resolution among the Project Coordinators and/or their immediate supervisors. EPA and Navy 
shall have twenty (20) days from the receipt by EPA of the written statement of dispute to resolve 
the dispute. During this period the Project Coordinators shall meet as many times as are necessary 
to discuss and attempt resolution of the dispute. Any agreed resolution shall be in writing, signed 
by EPA and Navy. If agreement cannot be reached on any issue within this twenty (20) day 
period, Navy may, within ten (10) days of the conclusion of the twenty (20) day dispute resolution 
period, submit a written notice to EPA escalating the dispute to the Dispute Resolution 
Committee ("DRC") for resolution. If Navy does not elevate the dispute to the DRC within this 
ten (10) day escalation period, Navy shall be deemed to have agreed with EPA's position with 
respect to the dispute. 

68. The EPA representative on the DRC is the Director, Division of Environmental Planning 
and Protection, EPA Region II. The Navy representative on the DRC is the Director, BRAC 
Program Management Office. These representatives may be changed and they may designate 
other individuals to act for them. Notice of any change in the representative and delegation of 
authority from a party's designated representative on the DRC shall be provided to the other 
parties. 

69. The DRC will serve as a forum for resolution of disputes for which agreement has not 
been reached informally. EPA and Navy shall each designate one individual and an alternate to 
serve on the DRC. Following escalation of a dispute to the DRC, the DRC shall have twenty (20) 
days to resolve the dispute. Any agreed resolution shall be in writing and signed by EPA and 
Navy. If the DRC is unable to resolve the dispute within this twenty (20) day period, Navy may, 
within ten (10) days of the conclusion of the twenty (20) day dispute resolution period, submit a 
written Notice of Dispute to the Senior Executive Committee (SEC) for resolution. In the event 
that the dispute is not escalated to the SEC within the designated ten (10) day escalation period, 
Navy shall be deemed to have agreed with EPA's position with respect to the dispute. 

70. The SEC will serve as the forum for resolution of disputes for which agreement has not 
been reached by the DRC. The EPA's representative on the SEC is the Regional Administrator of 
the EPA Region II. The Navy's representative on the SEC is the Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
the Navy (Environment). The members shall as appropriate confer, meet and exert their best 
efforts to resolve the dispute and issue a unanimous written decision signed by the parties. If 
unanimous resolution of the dispute is not reached within twenty-one (21) days, the EPA Regional 
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Administrator shall issue a written position on the dispute. The Secretary of the Navy may, within 
ten (10) days of the Regional Administrator's issuance of EPA's position, issue a written notice 
elevating the dispute to the Administrator of the U. S. EPA for resolution in accordance with all 
applicable laws and procedures. In the event that Navy elects not to elevate the dispute to the 
Administrator within the designated ten day escalation period, the Regional Administrator's 
decision will become final and the work will proceed in accordance with the Regional 
Administrator's written position with respect to the dispute. 

71. Upon escalation of a dispute to the Administrator of the EPA pursuant to Paragraph 70, 
above, the Administrator will review and resolve the dispute within twenty-one (21) days. Upon 
request, and prior to resolving the dispute, the EPA Administrator shall meet and confer with the 
Secretary of the Navy to discuss the issues under dispute. Upon resolution, the Administrator 
shall provide the Navy with a written [mal decision setting forth the resolution of the dispute. The 
duties of the Administrator and the Secretary set forth in this Section shall not be delegated. 

72. The pendency of any dispute under this part shall not affect Navy's responsibility for 
timely performance of the work required by this Consent Order, except that the time period for 
completion of work affected by such dispute shall be extended for a period of time not to exceed 
the actual delay caused by the resolution of any good faith dispute in accordance with the 
procedures specified herein. All elements of the work required by this Consent Order which are 
not affected by the dispute shall continue and be completed in accordance with the applicable 
schedule. 

73. Within fourteen (14) days of resolution of a dispute pursuant to the procedures specified 
in this part, Navy shall incorporate the resolution and [mal determination into the appropriate 
plan, schedule or procedures and proceed to implement this Consent Order according to the 
amended plan, schedule or procedure. 

74. Resolution of a dispute pursuant to this part of the Consent Order constitutes a final 
resolution of that dispute arising under this Consent Order. The Parties shall abide by all terms 
and conditions of any final resolution of dispute obtained pursuant to this part of this Consent 
Order. 

75. The procedures of this section shall not apply to disputes about EPA's designation of its 
proj ect coordinator or any EPA enforcement actions. 

XIX. STIPULATED PENALTIES 

76. In the event that the Navy fails to comply with the requirements of this Consent Order 
EPA may assess a stipulated penalty against the Navy as set forth below. A stipulated penalty may 
be assessed in an amount not to exceed $3,000.00 for the first week (or part thereof), and 
$6,000.00 for each additional week (or part thereof) for which a failure occurs. 
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77. Upon determining that the Navy is liable for stipulated penalties, EPA shall so notify the 
Navy in writing. If the failure in question is not already subject to dispute resolution at the time 
such notice is received, the Navy shall have fifteen (15) days after receipt of the notice to invoke 
dispute resolution on the question of whether the failure did in fact occur. The Navy shall not be 
liable for the stipulated penalty assessed by EPA if the failure is determined, through the dispute 
resolution process, not to have occurred. Penalties shall accrue but need not be paid during the 
dispute resolution period. No assessment of a stipulated penalty shall be fmal until the conclusion 
of the dispute resolution procedures related to the assessment of the stipulated penalty. 

78. Stipulated penalties assessed pursuant to this Part shall be payable to the U.S. Treasury 
only in the manner and to the extent allowed by law. Should dispute resolution not be invoked or 
should the Navy be found liable for the penalty pursuant to tbe dispute resolution process, the 
Navy shall pay the stipulated penalty following the procedures in Paragraph 79, below. If funds to 
pay the penalty are not available to the Navy at the time any such penalty becomes due, the Navy 
shall request the appropriate funding to pay the penalty in the next available budget request. Upon 
Congressional authorization, and, if necessary, appropriation of the funding the Navy shall be 
obligated to pay the stipulated penalty, and such payment shall be made in accordance with 
Paragraph 79, below. 

79. Subject to Congressional authorization and if necessary, appropriation, Respondent 
shall make payments by money order, certified check, electronic funds transfer, or cashier's check 
payable to the Treasurer of the United States within thirty (30) days of the EPA's notice under 
paragraph 77, above, or if dispute resolution is invoked within thirty (30) days of the resolution of 
the dispute. In the event funds to pay the stipulated penalty are not i=ediately available, the 
Navy shall pay the stipulated penalty within sixty (60) days after Congressional authorization of 
and if necessary, appropriation for the payment of the stipulated penalty. Such payment shall be 
submitted to the following address: 

Regional Hearing Clerk 
U.S. EPA, Region 2 
P.O. Box 360188M 
Pittsburgh, P A 15251 

80. The caption information (In the Matter of The Department of the Navy) on this Consent 
Order and the Docket No. RCRA-02-2007-730 1 should be clearly typed on the check and any 
cover letter to ensure proper credit. Respondent shall send simultaneous notices of such 
payments, including copies of the money order, certified check, company check, electronic funds 
transfer, or cashier's check to the following: 

Carl R. Howard 
Assistant Regional Counsel 
U.S. EPA, Region 2 
290 Broadway 
New York, NY 10007-1866 
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81. Neither the invocation of dispute resolution nor the payment of penalties shaH alter in any 
way Respondent's obligation to comply with the terms and conditions of this Consent Order. The 
stipulated penalties set forth in this Section do not preclude EPA from pursuing any other 
remedies or sanctions which may be available to EPA by reason of Respondent's failure to comply 
with any of the terms and conditions of this Consent Order. 

xx. FORCE MAJEURE 

82. "Force majeure" for purposes of this Consent Order is defined as any event arising from 
circumstances beyond the control of Respondent that delays or prevents the performance of any 
obligation arising under Section VIII (Work to be Performed) and/or the reporting requirements 
of that section. "Force majeure" specificaHy does not include increased costs or expenses of 
complying with the requirements of this Consent Decree. 

83. When circumstances are occurring or have occurred that may reasonably be expected to 
cause a delay in the performance or completion of any requirement of Sections VIII and IX (EPA 
Approvals and Additional Work) of this Consent Order, Respondent shaH notify EPA by 
telephone of said circumstances within four (4) working days. Such telephone caH shaH be made 
to the Chief of the EPA's (Region II) RCRA Program's Branch, whose telephone number at EPA 
Region II's current office location is (212) 637-4109. EPA will attempt to advise Respondent in 
writing if this number changes. 

84. Within ten (10) working days of the events or events that Respondent contends are 
responsible for the delay, for which event Respondent is asserting "force majeure", Respondent 
shaH deliver to EPA in writing the: (I) reasons for, and anticipated duration of such delay, (2) the 
measures taken and to be taken by Respondent to prevent or minimize the delay, (3) the deadlines 
in the Order and the accompanying work plan that will be affected by the "force majeure", and (4) 
the timetable for implementation of the measures taken and to be taken by Respondent to prevent 
or minimize the delay. Such written notification is to be sent to EPA's Project Coordinator noted 
in Section VIII. 

85. Respondent's failure to give oral notice to EPA and/or to give written explanation to EPA 
as specified by this Section shaH constitute a waiver by Respondent of any claim of "force 
majeure." 

86. If EPA and Respondent are unable to agree on whether the reason for the delay or 
noncompliance was caused by a "force majeure" event, or whether the duration of the 
adjournment proposed by Respondent is warranted under the circumstances, the parties shaH 
resolve the dispute according to the provisions of this Section XX (Force Majeure). Respondent 
shaH have the burden of proving, by a preponderance of the evidence, "force majeure" as an 
explanation of any delay in or noncompliance with a requirement of Section vm (Work to be 
Performed) and/or Section IX (EPA Approvals and Additional Work) of this Consent Order. 

87. Any failure or delay by Respondent in complying with the terms of Sections VIII and/or 
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Section IX of this Consent Order which delay or failure results from a "force majeure" event, shall 
not be deemed to be a violation of Respondent' s obligations and responsibilities under those 
Sections. To the extent a delay is caused by a "force majeure" event, the schedule affected by the 
delay shall be extended, if necessary, for a period equal to only the number of days of actual delay 
resulting from such circumstances, and Respondent shall not be liable for the number of days of 
actual delay caused by a "force majeure" event. Respondent, however, shall exercise due 
diligence in taking all necessary measures to mitigate the period of any such delay. 

88. If EPA agrees that a delay or noncompliance is or was attributable to a "force majeure" 
event and that defense has not been waived, the deadline at issue shall be extended by a length of 
time not to exceed the duration of the "force maj eure" event 

XXI. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

89. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Consent Order, EPA retains all of its 
authority to take, direct, or order any and all actions necessary to protect public health or the 
environment or to prevent, abate, or minimize an actual or threatened release of hazardous 
substances, pollutants, or contaminants, or hazardous or solid waste or constituents of such 
wastes, on, at, or from the Facility, including but not limited to the right to bring enforcement 
actions under RCRA, CERCLA, and any other applicable statutes or regulations. 

90. EPA reserves all of its statutory and regulatory powers, authorities, rights, and remedies, 
both legal and equitable, which may pertain to Respondent's failure to comply with any of the 
requirements of this Consent Order, including without limitation the assessment of penalties 
under Section 7003 ofRCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6973, and including the right to both disapprove of 
work performed by the Respondent and to request that the Respondent perform tasks in addition 
to those stated in the workplans. 

91 . This Consent Order shall not be construed as a covenant not to sue, release, waiver, or 
limitation of any rights, remedies, powers, claims, and/or authorities, civil or criminal, which EPA 
has under RCRA, CERCLA, or any other statutory, regulatory, or common law authority of the 
United States. 

92. This Consent Order is not intended to be nor shall it be construed to be a permit. 
Respondent acknowledges and agrees that EPA's approval of the Work and/or Work Plan does not 
constitute a warranty or representation that the Work and/or Work Plans will achieve the required 
cleanup or performance standards. Compliance by Respondent with the terms of this Consent 
Order shall not relieve Respondent of its obligations to comply with RCRA or any other 
applicable local, state, or federal laws and regulations. 

93. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Consent Order, no action or decision by EPA 
pursuant to this Consent Order, including without limitation, decisions of the Regional 
Administrator, the Director of the Division of Environmental Planning & Protection, or any 
authorized representative of EPA, shall constitute final agency action giving rise to any right of 
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judicial review prior to EPA's initiation of an action to enforce this Consent Order, including an 
action for penalties or an action to compel Respondent's compliance with the terms and conditions 
of this Consent Order. 

94. This Consent Order and Respondent's consent to its issuance shall not limit or otherwise 
preclude EPA from taking any additional legal action against Respondent should EPA determine 
that any such additional legal action is necessary or warranted. 

95 . This Consent Order shall not relieve Respondent of its obligation to obtain and comply 
with any federal, commonwealth or local permit nor is this Consent Order intended to be, nor 
shall it be construed to be, a ruling or determination on, or of, any issue related to any federa~ 
commonwealth or local permit. However, to the extent provided in CERCLA Section 121(e)(\), 
the Navy shall not be required to obtain permits for any CERCLA removal or remedial action 
conducted entirely at the Facility; any CERCLA response actions undertaken at the Facility, 
including the off-shore islands, shall comply with CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9601, et seq. and the 
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan ("NCP"), 40 C.F.R. Part 300. 
Nothing in this Agreement shall alter the Navy's authority with respect to removal actions 
conducted pursuant to CERCLA Section 104(a)(2), 42 U.S.C. §9604(a)(2). 

96. EPA reserves the right to perform any and all work required by this Consent Order 
including, but not limited to, any additional site characterization, feasibility study, and/or response 
or corrective action deemed necessary to investigate and remediate the Facility thoroughly, or to 
protect human health or the environment 

97. Notwithstanding compliance with the terms of this Consent Order, Respondent is not 
released from liability for the costs of any response actions taken by EPA. EPA reserves any 
rights it may have to seek reimbursement from the Respondent for any such costs incurred by the 
EPA. Respondent reserves any rights it may have to challenge such an action. 

98. Respondent does not waive any defenses Respondent may have or wish to pursue in any 
action involving third parties. 

99. Nothing in this Consent Order and no determination made or action taken (including any 
failure to act) pursuant to the Consent Order, including, without limitation, any determination or 
resolution resulting from Dispute Resolution under Section XVIII, shall constitute an admission 
or evidence of an admission by Respondent or otherwise constitute an adjudication of any fact or 
conclusion of law, except in an action or proceeding by EPA to enforce the terms of this Consent 
Order. 

100. Nothing herein shall preclude any actions by EPA to enforce the terms of this Consent 
Order, or to address or bring any available legal or equitable claim for : (1) any pre-existing or 
current violations or conditions at the Facility; (2) any emergency conditions or imminent hazard 
which may exist or arise at the Facility; (3) any corrective action pursuant to the Act or 
Commonwealth law; or (4) any response action pursuant to CERCLA as amended 
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101. The Parties recognize that EPA may issue a hazardous waste management pemrit under 
the Act or commonwealth law to one or more owner or operator of part or all of the Facility which 
includes corrective action requirements and which may cover one or more of the same SWMUs or 
AOCs addressed in this Consent Order. EPA reserves the right to enforce the requirements of 
such permits, including corrective action, as against the pemrittee. 

102. Although this Consent Order is issued under the Act (RCRA), Navy reserves any right it 
may have to utilize its own authority, or exercise any other available right as provided by law 
(including CERCLA, as amended, DERA, or Executive Order 12580) to implement the provisions 
of this Consent Order and nothing in this Consent Order shall alter Navy's inherent authority with 
respect to removal actions it may independently conduct pursuant to its own legal authorities. Any 
such action by the Navy shall, however, be consistent with the provisions of and work required by 
this Consent Order. 

103. Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, the Parties reserve all rights and defenses 
they may have under any applicable law, executive orders, regulations, and this Consent Order 
with respect to any person. 

XXII. OTHER CLAIMS 

104. Respondent waives all claims against the United States relating to or arising out of 
conduct of this Consent Order, including, but not limited to, contribution and counterclaims. 

105. Respondent shall bear its own litigation costs and attorney fees. 

106. In any subsequent proceeding initiated by EPA or on behalf of EPA for injunctive or other 
appropriate relief relating to the Facility, Respondent shall not assert, and may not maintain, any 
defense or claim based upon the principles of waiver, res judicata, collateral estoppel, issue 
preclusion, claim-splitting, or other defenses based upon any contention that the claims raised by 
EPA or on behalf of EPA in the subsequent proceeding were or should have been raised in the 
present matter. 

XXIII. NOTICE OF NON-LIABILITY OF EPA 

107. By issuance of this Consent Order, EPA assumes no liability for injuries or damages to 
persons or property resulting from any acts or omissions of Respondent. EPA shall not be deemed 
a party to any contract involving the Navy and relating to activities at the Facility and shall not be 
liable for any claim or cause of action arising from or on account of any act, or the omission of the 
Navy, its officers, employees, contractors, receivers, trustees, agents or assigns, in carrying out the 
activities required by this Order. 

XXIV. MODIFICATION OF THIS CONSENT ORDER 

108. This Consent Order may be modified by the parties. Any such modification, proposed by 
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the parties, must be approved by EPA. Such modification(s) shall be in writing and shall have as 
its effective date the date on which it is signed by the Regional Administrator. Any modification 
is, on its effective date, hereby incorporated into this Consent Order. 

109. Notwithstanding the above, the EPA Project Coordinator and Respondent may agree to 
changes in the scheduling of events. Any such changes must be requested in writing by 
Respondent and be approved in writing by EPA. In addition, the parties may also agree to amend 
the work requirements under this Consent Order as Respondent sells and/or otherwise conveys 
various parcels of the Facility to various third parties. As noted in Section IX (EPA Approvals and 
Additional Work), above, amendment of work requirements under this Consent Order is expected 
to follow the issuance of an order(s) to one or more third parties assuming responsibility for 
corrective action work. 

XXV. ENFORCEMENT 

110. Navy recognizes its obligations to comply with the applicable federal and commonwealth 
laws and regulations, including the Act, as set forth in Section 6001 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 6961, 
and Section 102 of the Federal Facility Compliance Act, and to faithfully discharge the 
requirements of this Consent Order. 

XXVI. FUNDING 

Ill. It is the expectation of the Parties to this Agreement that all obligations of the Navy arising 
under this Agreement will be fully funded. The Navy agrees to seek sufficient funding through its 
budgetary process to fulfill its obligations under this Agreement. Failure to obtain adequate funds 
or appropriations from Congress does not, in any way, release Navy from its obligation under this 
Consent Order to comply with RCRA, or any applicable law or regulation. If sufficient funds are 
not appropriated by the Congress as requested and existing funds are not available to achieve 
compliance with the schedules provided in this Consent Order, EPA reserves its right to initiate 
any other action which would be appropriate absent this Consent Order. 

112. Any requirement for the payment or obligation of funds, including penalties, by the Navy 
established by the terms of this Agreement shall be subject to the availability of appropriated 
funds, and no provision herein shall be interpreted to require obligation or payment of funds in 
violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. Section 1341. In cases where payment or 
obligation of funds would constitute a violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act, the dates established 
requiring the payment or obligation of such funds shall be appropriately adjusted. In the event of 
the Navy reassuming responsibility for work pursuant to Section X of this Consent Order, Navy's 
obligations are suspended in the event of insufficient availability of appropriated funds, if the 
Navy, upon resumption of its responsibilities, makes a timely request to Congress for such funds. 

113. Navy has informed EPA that funding authorized and appropriated annually by Congress 
under the BRAC appropriation in the Department of Defense Appropriations Act and proceeds 
made available to the BRAC account will be the sources of funds for activities required by this 
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Agreement. However, should these sources be inadequate in any year to meet the total Navy's 
implementation requirements under this Agreement, the Navy will prioritize and allocate that 
year's appropriation or funds available. In the event of the Navy reassuming responsibility for 
work pursuant to Section X of this Order, the Navy will use best efforts to find funding to allow 
the work to proceed without delay and if complete funding cannot be obtained immediately, to 
proceed with work that can be funded. The Navy's obligations are suspended in the event of 
insufficient availability of funds, provided that the Navy, upon resumption of its responsibilities, 
makes a timely request to Congress for such funds. Navy has informed EPA that the Navy plans 
to treat its activities implementing this Order as Installation Restoration matters consistent with 
Title 10 Chapter 160, which requires that those activities be consistent with CERCLA and the 
NCP. 

114. If appropriated funds are not available to fulfill the Navy's obligations under this 
Agreement, EPA reserves the right to initiate an action against any other person, or to take any 
action, which would be appropriate absent this Agreement. 

XXVII. TERMINATION AND SATISFACTION 

115. The provisions of this Consent Order shall be deemed satisfied and the obligations of 
Respondent under this Consent Order shall terminate upon Respondent's receipt of a written 
statement from EPA stating that Respondent has completed, to EPA's satisfaction, as noted in 
Paragraph 116, below, the terms of this Consent Order. Termination of this Consent Order will be 
subject, unless otherwise agreed, to Respondent's on-going obligations to comply with provisions 
within Sections vrn (Work To Be Performed), the annual reports on Land Use Controls or other 
institutional and engineering controls, and transferred parcels (Paragraph 27(G)); XIV (Sampling, 
Access and Data Availability)(Paragraphs 48, 51-54); XVI (Record Retention); XXI (Reservation 
of Rights); XXVI (Funding); and XXVIII (public Comment on this Consent Order and Decisions 
Made Pursuant to this Consent Order)(Paragraph 122) of this Consent Order, and to maintain 
institutional and engineering controls and to satisfy any other on-going obligations. So long as 
Respondent is performing work pursuant to, or required by this Consent Order, this Consent Order 
shall not be deemed terminated or satisfied. 

116. Upon the satisfactory completion of all required actions, including all corrective action for 
which the Navy and all Third Parties are responsible, and upon written request by Respondent, 
EPA shall endeavor to send to Respondent a written notice of satisfaction of the terms of this 
Consent Order as soon as practicable. The notice will state that EPA considers Respondent to 
have satisfied the terms of this Consent Order. 

XXVIII. PUBLIC COMMENT ON THIS CONSENT ORDER AND DECISIONS MADE 
PURSUANT TO TIDS CONSENT ORDER 

117. EPA shall provide public notice, a public meeting (or the equivalent) and a reasonable 
opportunity for public comment on the Consent Order. After consideration of any comments 
submitted during a public comment period, EPA may not issue this Consent Order or may seek to 
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amend all or part of this Consent Order ifEP A determines that comments received disclose facts or 
considerations which indicate that this Consent Order is inappropriate, improper, or inadequate in 
whole or in part. 

118. Public Participation procedures will conform with guidance, set forth in the September 1996 
RCRA Public Participation Manual, and EPA's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response 
Directives 9901.3 "Guidance for Public Involvement In RCRA Section 3008(h) Actions" (May 5, 
1987), and 9902.6 "RCRA Corrective Action Decision Documents: The Statement of Basis and 
Response to Comments" (April 29, 1991), or other current EPA regulation or guidance, as 
appropriate. 

119. As requested by EPA, Respondent will make any relevant documents, including any RCRA 
Facility Investigation (RFI), Corrective Measures Study (CMS), and/or Corrective Measures 
Implementation (CM!) Work Plan(s) and/or Final Report(s), and any other documents developed 
pursuant to the requirements of this Order available for public review and comment. 

120. Following EPA's tentative decision to approve, subject to public review and comment, a 
draft Final CMS Report and the recommended final corrective measure(s)/remedy(ies), including no 
further action, EPA may issue a public notice on the proposed final corrective measure(s), including 
any no further action determination(s), and make available to the public for review and comment for 
at least thirty (30) days, both the RCRA Facility Investigation Final Report (or summary of report) 
and the Corrective Measure Study draft Final Report (or summary of report), and any Statement of 
Basis that may exist for the final corrective measure/remedy decision, and if appropriate, any draft 
Final Corrective Measures Implementation (CM!) Work Plan that may exist for the proposed 
corrective measure(s)/remedy(ies). 

121. Following the public review and comment on the draft Final CMS Report and, as warranted 
the draft Final CM! Work Plan, EPA shall notify Respondent in writing of the corrective measures 
selected by EPA, and, if acceptable EPA's approval of the CMS Report and the CM! Work Plan. The 
EPA approved CMS Report and the CM! Work Plan shall be incorporated into this Order by 
reference. Respondent shall then implement the corrective measure/final remedy pursuant to 
schedules set forth in the approved CM! Work Plan. If the corrective measure(s) recommended in 
the draft Final Corrective Measure Study Report is (are) not the corrective measure(s)/final remedy 
selected by EPA after consideration of comments received during the public comment period, EPA 
shall inform Respondent in writing of the reasons for such decision, and if EPA so directs, 
Respondent shall modify the draftFinal CMS Report and/or any CM! Work Plan that may exist based 
upon public comments, and EPA direction. 

122. Respondent shall establish and maintain a Public Repository, located within 5 miles of the 
Facility, where the public may inspect all documents developed pursuant to this Consent Order or 
referenced in this Consent Order. Within ten (10) days of the effective date of this Consent Order 
Respondent shall place at least one (I) paper copy of all documents developed pursuant to this Consent 
Order or referenced in this Consent Order in the Public Repository, or for documents developed 
following the effective date of this Consent Order, within twenty one (21) days of EPA's request that 
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such document be placed in the Public Repository. Respondent shall continue to maintain this Public 
Repositoryuntil this Consent Order is terminated pursuant to Paragraph 116 of Section XXVII, above. 
Respondent shall provide Spanish translations of the documents noted below (following EPA's 
conditional approval of the English version of the document), and as directed by EPA: Public Notices; 
Fact Sheets and other descriptive summaries of important documents to assist in public outreach; and 
summary sections of important reports and/or of work plans (but not the full report/work plan). The 
intention of the parties is to provide translations consistent with EPA, Region 2's Policy on 
Translations and Interpretations, dated December 10, 1997. EPA reserves its right to ask Respondent 
to translate additional materials consistent with this Policy, where EPA deems such translation to be 
important. If EPA requests that the Navy translate additional materials, this, upon the Navy's request, 
will be subject to approval by the EPA Deputy Regional Administrator and if approved, the Navy will 
be provided with a writing confirming the Deputy's approval of EPA's request 

XXIX. SEVERABILITY 

123. If any provision or authority of this Consent Order or the application of this Consent Order 
to any party or circumstance is found to be invalid, or is temporarily stayed, the remainder of this 
Consent Order shall remain in force and shall not be affected thereby. 

XXX. EFFECTIVE DATE 

124. This Consent Order shall be effective five days after the date EPA signs this Consent Order 
after the public comment period as specified in Section XXVIII (public Comment on This 
Consent Order) above. 

XXXI. CONSENT 

125. Respondent consents to the issuance of this Consent Order, and agrees to undertake all 
actions required by the terms and conditions of this Consent Order, including any portions of the 
Consent Order incorporated by reference. Respondent consents to the issuance of this Consent 
Order, as an Order, pursuant to Section 7003 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6973, and explicitly waives its 
right to request a hearing on this matter. In addition, Respondent consents to and agrees not to 
contest either EPA's jurisdiction to enforce or compel compliance with any term of this Consent 
Order or the validity of this Consent Order and all of its provisions. The parties, however, 
acknowledge that disputes between units of the executive branch are not resolved in federal court. 

126. Each undersigned signatory to this Consent Order certifies that he or she is fully authorized 
to enter into the terms and conditions of this Consent Order. 
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In The Matter of: 

United States Department of the Navy 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
fonnerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
Puerto Rico 

Agreed this.lL day of January 

By: Signature: ~ \\ Q 
\ 

,UM. 2007 . 

Print Name: B. J. Penn: _______ _ 

Title: Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Installations and Environment (ASN (I & E) 

Respondent's name and address: United States, The Department of the Navy 
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In The Matter of: 

United States Department of the Navy 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico, 
formerly Naval Station Rqosevelt Roads 
Puerto Rico 

JUrI' ~ 1 
It is so ORDERED and Agreed thi~ day of t &14!1Af' 200y. 

By: 

7 J A 

ULtl!l1/J Q~j/\m4 
Alan 1. SteinbeJ;$ '7 
Regional Administrator 
Region 2, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
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ATTACHMENT I 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR) 

Documentation of Releases: 

A. Based on the July 15, 2005 "Phase l ill Environmental Condition o/Property Report" (the 
ECP Report), the following 18 areas, which are now identified as SWMUs or AOCs, are 
stipulated to have releases: 

SWMU 56 (alk/a ECP 2)- Hanger 200 Apron 

SWMU 57 (alk/a ECP 3) - Facility No. 278 POL Drum Storage Area 

SWMU 59 (alk/a ECP 5) - Former Vehicle Maintenance and Refueling 
Area 

SWMU 60 (alk/a ECP 6) - Former Landfill at the Marina 

SWMU 61 (alk/a ECP 7) - Former Bundy Area Maintenance Facilities 

SWMU 62 (alk/a ECP 8) - Former Bundy Disposal Area 

SWMU 67(alk/a ECP 13) - Former Gas Station 

SWMU 68 (alk/a ECP 14) - Former Southern Fire Training Area 

SWMU 69 (alk/a ECP 15) - Aircraft Parking Area 

SWMU 70 (alk/a ECP 16) - Disposal Area Northwest of Landfill 

SWMU 71 (alk/a ECP 17) - Quarry Disposal Site 

SWMU 73 (alk/a ECP 19) - DRMO Scrap Metal Recycling Yard 

SWMU 74 (alk/a ECP 20) - Fuel Pipelines and Hydrant Pits 

SWMU 75 (alk/a ECP 21) - Building 803 

SWMU 76 (alk/a ECP 22) - Building 2300 

SWMU 77 (alk/a ECP 1) - small arms range and possible former open 
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burnin!}'open detonation (OB/OD) areas located on peninsula on Punta 
Medio Mundo 

AOC E (alkla ECP 23) - offshore islands Pineros and Cabeza de Perro 

AOC F - Monitored Natural Attenuation Sites 124,731,734, 2842B, 
1738, and 520 I, and 735 and 1995'. 

B. Extensive environmental sampling has occurred at the Facility pursuant to the 1994 RCRA 
permit issued to Naval Station Roosevelt Roads . Details of the evidence of releases at those 
SWMUs and AOCs identified pursuant to that 1994 RCRA permit where releases have been 
documented are discussed below: 

SWMU 1, Army Cremator Disposal Site: SWMU I is located east of the Navy Lodge and is 
bounded to the north by Kearsage Road, mangroves and Ensenada Honda to the east and south, 
and the Navy Lodge and Bowling Alley to the west. SWMU I was in operation from the 1940s 
to the 1960s and consists of an abandoned, unlined landfill. An estimated 100,000 tons of waste 
including scrap metal, inert ordnance, batteries, tires, appliances, cars, cables, dry cleaning 
solvent cans, paint cans, gas cylinders, construction debris, dead animals, and residential waste 
were disposed of at this unit (Ref. 5). Prior to the Phase I RFI, a Supplemental Investigation (SI) 
was performed and consisted ofa geophysical investigation (electromagnetic terrain profiling 
and magnotometry) and collection of 17 soil samples and one groundwater sample. Phase I RFI 
activities were conducted in 1996 through 1997 and included collecting 15 surface soil samples, 
16 subsurface soil samples, nine groundwater samples, three surface water samples, and three 
sediment samples. No contaminants were detected in surface soil or subsurface soil above the 
EPA Region 3 industrial risk-based concentrations (RBCs). Arsenic was detected in sediment 
collected from mangroves and Ensenada Honda at SWMU I exceeding the EPA Region 3 
industrial RBCs. Semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs), volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs), herbicides, dioxinslfurans, and metals were detected in groundwater above Federal 
Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) or Region 3 tap water RBCs. Metals were detected in 
surface water collected from mangroves at SWMU I above Federal MCLs and/or Federal 
Ambient Water Quality Criteria (FA WQC). 

SWMU 2, Langley Drive Disposal Site: SWMU 2 is located along Langley Drive 
approximately 2,000 feet northeast of the Navy Exchange and adjacent to mangroves. This 
SWMU consists of an abandoned, unlined landfill that was operational from 1939 to 1959. 
SWMU 2 is believed to have been used for the disposal of hazardous and nonhazardous 
wastes . Prior to the Phase I RFI, an SI was performed and 16 soil samples and one groundwater 

I As described in the December 2003 "Year 3 Summary Report for Monitored Natural 
Attenuation Sites 124, 731 , 734, 2842B, 1738, and 520" prepared for the Navy by CH2MHILL. 

, As indicated in the April 2004 "Year 2003 Summary Report and Groundwater Test 
Results for UST Sites 735 and 1995" prepared for Naval Activity Puerto Rico by BoksoMoni 
Environmental, under contract with Cape Environmental. 
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sample were collected. Phase I RFI activities were conducted in 1996 and included collecting 
eight surface soil samples, four subsurface soil samples, three groundwater samples, and three 
sediment samples. Metals were detected in surface soil and subsurface soil above EPA Region 3 
industrial RBCs. In addition, benzo(a)pyrene and arsenic were detected in sediment collected 
from mangroves or Ensenada Honda adjacent to SWMU 2 above the EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBC. VOCs, pesticides, and metals were detected in groundwater above Federal MCLs or 
Region 3 tap water RBCs. SVOCS and metals were detected in surface water collected from 
mangroves at SWMU 2 above Federal MCLs and/or FA WQC (Ref. 5). 

SWMU 3. Base Landfill: This SWMU is located south of the Forrestal Wastewater Treatment 
Plant (Building 1758) and Former Incinerator Area (SWMU 30) and is currently an active 
landfill that has been in operation since the 1960s. The landfill covers approximately 85 acres 
and was separated into several disposal areas. A new vertical cell of two acres was finished in 
March 1999 at the Base Landfill, and was placed into operation in June 2000 in accordance with 
the PREQB Solid Waste Management regulations. The design of the new cell included a two
foot clay liner, and a run-on/runoff collection pond. RFI activities were conducted at SWMU 3 
in 2002 and included collecting 17 sediment samples from Puerca Bay or Ensenada Honda and 
nine groundwater samples. It should be noted that because this is an active landfIll, soil 
investigations were not conducted during the RFI and are expected to be delayed until closure of 
the landfill. Although the nature and extent of soil contamination at SWMU 3 has not been 
currently defmed, institutional and engineering controls (e.g., use of personal protective 
equipment) have been implemented at this unit to mitigate or minimize exposure to potentially 
contaminated soil. Therefore, exposure to potentially contaminated soil is not currently expected 
to be of concern. SVOCs and metals were detected in groundwater above Federal MCLs or EPA 
Region 3 tap water RBCs (Ref. 20). Dioxins/furans and metals were detected in sediment above 
EPA Region 3 industrial and residential RBCs. 

SWMU 6. Building 145 and AOC B. Building 25: SWMU 6 and AOC B are adjacent to each 
other in a limited access area ofNAPR at the northeast section of Ensenada Honda. SWMU 6 
consists of Building 145, which is a partially subterranean concrete bunker, and AOC B 
primarily consists of remnants of former Building 25. Drums and other containers were 
formerly stored in Building 145 since 1957. Phase I and Phase II RFI activities were 
conducted in 1996 and 1997, respectively, and 14 surface soil samples, 16 subsurface soil 
samples, three groundwater samples, and one standing surface water sample were 
collected. Dioxins/furans, metals, pesticides, and SVOCs were detected in surface soil 
above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. Metals were detected in groundwater above 
Federal MCLs or EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs. Metals, pesticides, and SVOCs were 
detected in surface water above Federal MCLs and/or EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs 
(Refs. 3,4). Risks to on-site workers were evaluated and shown to be within acceptable 
limits. 

SWMU 7/8. Tow Way Fuel Farm (TWFF): SWMU 7/8 is located along ForrestalRoad north 
of the Ensenada Honda. SWMU 7 currently consists of seven underground storage tanks (USTs) 
for storage of diesel fuel marine (DFM) and jet fuel (JP-5). SWMU 8 consists of suspected 
excavated sludge pits adjacent to the tanks formerly used during tank cleaning operations (a 
common industry practice). Numerous environmental investigations have been performed at 
TWFF since the 1980s and investigations post-permit include: a Multi-Stage Product Recovery 
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Test Report (1996), Closure Report for Tank 56AIB (1996), Project Close-Out Report Interim 
Corrective Measure Free Product Recovery System (1997), Corrective Measures Study 
Investigation (1998). Both soil and groundwater at SWMU 7 have been impacted by release 
from underground storage tanks (USTs) and free product is also present in the subsurface. A free 
product recovery system was installed in 1997 as an interim corrective measure (ICM) and 
approximately 1,722 gallons of free product was recovered from March 1997 through April 2002 
(Ref. 21). Metals, semi-volatile organic constituents (SVOCs), and volatile organic constituents 
(VOCs) were detected in groundwater above Federal MCLs or EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs. 
Metals and SVOCs were detected in surface soil at SWMU 7/8 and sediment collected from 
Ensenada Honda (adjacent to SWMU 7/8) above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. In addition, 
metals and SVOCs were detected in surface water collected from Ensenada Honda (adjacent to 
SWMU 7/8) above EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs andlor FAWQC. 

SWMU 9. Tanks 212-217 Sludge Disoosal Pits: SWMU 9 consists of six USTs (Tanks 212-
217), installed in 1948, and associated unlined earthen pits with sludges from the tank bottoms. 
The SWMU was divided into three areas (A, B, anc C): Area A includes Tanks 212 and 213, 
Area B includes Tanks 214 and 215, and Area C includes Tanks 216 and 217. Areas A and B are 
located north of Forrestal Drive along Manila Bay Street. Area C is approximately 4,000 feet 
southeast of Area A and B. Tanks 212 and 213 are still in service for diesel fuel and unleaded 
gasoline, respectively, but the remaining tanks are not currently utilized. The RFI at SWMU 9 
was conducted in three phases of investigation: Phase I was conducted in 1996, Phase II in 1997, 
and Phase III in 1999 (Refs. 3, 4, and 9). A total of ten surface soil, 54 subsurface soil, 51 
groundwater (31 of which 31 samples analyzed at on-site laboratory), six sediment, and six 
surface water samples were collected during the RFl. Additional data was collected in 2000 as 
part ofthe CMS investigation and included 16 sediment samples, 3 surface soil samples, and 16 
surface water samples. Metals, SVOCs, and VOCs were detected in groundwater above Federal 
MCLs or EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs. Metals were detected in surface and subsurface soil 
above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. Metals and SVOCs were detected in sediment collected 
from mangroves at SWMU 9 above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. Metals were detected in 
surface water collected from mangroves or Ensenada Honda SWMU 9 above Federal MCLs 
andiorFAWQC. 

SWMU 10. Substation 21Building 90: SWMU 10 is located near the intersection of Forrestal 
Drive and Valley Forge Road. This area was formerly used to repair electrical transformers and 
PCB-containing transformer oil may have been poured on the ground. A Remedial 
InvestigationlFeasibility Study (RlIFS) was conducted in 1992 and indicated that surface soil was 
contaminated with PCBs. Soil at SWMU 10 was remediated during the ICM implemented in 
1995. Approximately 235 cubic yards of surface soil (excavated to one foot below ground 
surface (bgs)) and subsurface soil (excavated from hot spot locations) were removed during 
excavation activities. Confirmation sampling indicated that the residual concentrations are 
below the Toxic Substance and Control Act (TSCA) cleanup level (10 ppm) (Refs. 3, 18). 

Phase I and Phase II RFI activities were conducted for groundwater at SWMU 10 due the 
potential of PCBs migrating from soil to groundwater (Refs. 3, 4). A total of six groundwater 
samples were collected during Phase I and Phase II RFI activities. No PCBs were detected in 
groundwater at SWMU 10. However, methylene chloride, chloroform, and acetophenone were 
detected in groundwater above the Federal MCLs andlor tap water RBC during Phase I RFl. No 
SVOCs or VOCs were detected in groundwater during the Phase II RFl. Since SVOCs and 
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VOCs were not associated with a release or waste management activities at SWMU 10, no 
further action was reco=ended for groundwater at this SWMU in the Draft CMS Investigation 
Report (Ref. l8). 

SWMU 11/45, Building 38: SWMU II is located along a dirt access road south of Forrestal 
Road and north ofSWMU 3. SWMU II consists of the interior of Building 38, the "Old Power 
Plant," which was operational in the 1940s, and was previously a TSCA-regulated PCB storage 
area. SWMU 45 includes the area surrounding Building 38 as well as a cooling water tunnel 
extending from Building 38 to Puerca Bay. Two former 50,OOD-gallon Bunker C Fuel 
underground storage tanks (USTs) were located adjacent to the building. An RlIFS was 
performed in 1992 and determined that concrete surfaces and soil surrounding Building 38 as 
well as sediments from Puerca Bay were contaminated with PCBs. An ICM for impacted soil 
was performed in 1994 and included excavation of the contaminated soil and confirmation 
sampling to ensure that the cleanup goals (TSCA level of 10 ppm) were achieved. In 1996, the 
cooling water tunnel was decommissioned and sealed as an rCM to address the reported 
discharges from the cooling water tunnels to the bay. Phase I RFI activities (Ref. 3), initiated in 
1996, included collecting four surface soil samples, eight subsurface soil samples, nine sediment 
samples, eight groundwater samples, and 125 wipe samples from Building 38's floors and walls. 
Metals were detected in subsurface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. SVOCs were 
detected in sediment above EPA Region 3 industrial and residential RBCs (Ref. 5). PBCs, 
SVOCs, and metals were detected in groundwater above Federal MCLs or EPA Region 3 tap 
water RBCs. Aroclor-1260 was detected in wipe samples at concentrations ranging from 0.22 
I'g/l (11 WS091) to 330,000 I'gll (11 WS041). However, subsequent to sample collection, a fire 
occurred within Building 38. Due to the fire, the wipe sampling results were deemed unusable. 
Thus, SWMU II requires recharacterization for PCBs and dioxins/furans, which are combustion 
products of PCBs. A Final Recharacterization Work Plan was submitted to EPA on July 21, 
2003 (Ref. 23). 

SWMU 12, Fire Training Area OillWater Separator: SWMU 12 is located north of the base 
airfield and adjacent to SWMU 14. SWMU consists of a oiUwater separator that is utilized for 
recycling oil used during fire training activities. Four surface soil samples were collected and 
analyzed at this SWMU during Phase I RFI activities conducted in 1996 (Ref. 3). No 
contaminants were detected in surface soil above industrial RBCs . Gasoline range organics 
(GRO) were detected in two soil samples; however, the GRO concentrations fell below the 
PREQB guideline standard of 100 mglkg. 

SWMU 13, O ld Pest Control Shop: SWMU 13 is located adjacent to Forrestal Drive and 
includes the former Old Pest Control Shop (Building 258), surrounding area, and drainage ditch 
behind Building 258. Building 258 was used from the 1950s through 1983 for storage of 
pesticides and was demolished in 1988 subsequent to major hurricane damage. Phase I and 
Phase II RFI activities (Refs. 3, 4) were conducted in 1996 and 1997, respectively, and a total of 
nine surface soil samples and 16 sediment samples were collected during the RFI. No 
contaminants were detected in surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. Pesticides 
were detected in sediment collected from the drainage ditch above EPA Region 3 RBCs. A CMS 
report was submitted to EPA on August 4, 2000 (Ref. 12), and was approved by EPA on 
September 15, 2000. The proposed remedy for SWMU 13 is excavation of drainage ditch 
sediments and implementation is pending public co=ent. 
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SWMU 14. Fire Trainjn!: Pit Area: SWMU 14 is located adjacent to the NAPR airfield and 
currently consists of a lined pit used for fire training activities. Prior to construction of the lined 
pit in 1983, two unlined pits were used for fire training activities. These two pits were 
operational from the 1960s until 1983 . Five surface soil samples were collected from SWMU 14 
during Phase I RFl activities conducted in 1996 (Ref. 3). SVOCs were detected in surface soil 
above industrial RBCs. NAPR requested that additional investigation be suspended until the 
SWMU is ready for closure (Ref. 13). Thus, no subsurface soil or groundwater data is available 
for this SWMU. EPA approved this request in a letter dated May 4,2001 (Ref. 16); thus, an RFI 
will be required once fire training activities have ceased. 

SWMU 23. Oil Spill Separator Tanks: SWMU 23 is located approximately 100 feet inshore 
from the fuel pier and consists of three oil spill separator tanks for processing waste pumped 
from tbe Ships Waste Off-Load Barges (SWOBs). The separated oil subsequently is transferred 
to the Oil Spill Oil/Water Separator (SWMU 24). Two surface soil samples were collected 
during Phase I RFI activities conducted in 1996 (Ref. 3). No contaminants were detected above 
EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. 

SWMU 24. Oil Spill OillWater Separator: SWMU 24 is located just west of SWMU 23 and 
consists of an oil/water separator witb a concrete structure built below ground with a steel 
grating covering the top at ground level. The oil/water separator receives discharge from SWMU 
23 and bas approximately a 1,500 gallon capacity. One surface soil sample was collected during 
Pbase I RFI activities in 1996 and no contaminants were detected above EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBCs (Ref. 3). 

SWMU 25. DRMO Stora!:e Yard: SWMU 25 is located adjacent to the flammable materials 
storage building (Building 2009). SWMU 25 includes the Defense Reutilization and Marketing 
Office (DRMO) facility, wbich consists of an administrativelbazardous waste storage building, a 
large metal building used for waste storage, a flammable material storage building, some storage 
racks, and a large fenced area wbere surplus material is stored. Nine surface soil samples at 
SWMU 25 and one sediment sample from a surface drainage ditcb at SWMU 25 were collected 
during Pbase I RFI activities conducted in 1996 (Ref. 3). No contaminants were detected above 
EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs and no furtber action was recommended in the RFI report. 

SWMU 30. Former Incinerator: SWMU 30 is located adjacent to the Sanitary Sewage 
Treatment Plant and consists of former incinerator which was original installed in 1973. In 1983, 
this incinerator was dismantled and replaced. Reportedly, the new incinerator bas not been 
utilized. Classified material, contaminated diesel oil, JP-5 fuel (usually mixed with some lube 
oil), solvents, and sludge residue were reportedly burned in the original incinerator. A former 
550-gallon diesel fuel UST was associated with the original incinerator. No free product was 
encountered during decommissioning of the UST in 1993. However, residual petroleum 
contamination was subsequently detected in subsurface soil during an investigation perfonned in 
1994. Nineteen subsurface soil samples and five groundwater samples were collected during the 
1994 investigation and no contaminants were detected above relevant screening criteria (EPA 
Region 3 industrial soil RBCs, Federal MCLs and/or EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs). Pbase I 
and Phase II RFI activities were conducted in 1995 and 1999, respectively, and included 11 
surface soil samples, 19 subsurface soil samples , and two groundwater samples. PCBs were 
detected in subsurface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs and metals were detected in 
groundwater above Federal MCLs or EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs during the RFI (Ref. 8). 
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SWMU 31132. Waste Oil Collection Area and Battery Collection Area: SWMU 31 /32 is 
located in the Public Works Department Operation Yard, near the Transportation Shop (Building 
31). SWMU 31 consists of an outdoor area, with a curbed concrete storage pad used for 
temporary storage of waste oil. SWMU 32 is an outdoor area where discarded batteries were 
formerly stored but is currently used to store heavy equipment. Phase I and Phase II RFI 
activities and CMS investigation were conducted at SWMU 31132 in 1995,1997, and 1999, 
respectively (Refs. 3,4, and 10). A total ono surface soil samples were collected during the 
RFI and CMS investigation. Dioxins and furans were detected in surface soil during the RFI and 
CMS investigation. The 1999 congener-specific data were converted to 2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzodioxin (TCDD) toxicity equivalent (TEQ) concentrations and screened against 
Agency for Toxic Substance and Disease Registry (ASTDR) interim criteria of 50 parts per 
trillion (ppt) in the final CMS report. TEQ concentrations were detected above the ASTDR 
interim criteria and industrial RBC for TCDD. A Final Basis of Design Corrective Measures 
Implementation (CMI) Work Plan for SWMU 31132 was submitted to EPA on January 25, 2001 
(Ref. 15) and approved by EPA on May 4, 2001 (Ref. 16). The planned remedy for these 
SWMUs are to install an asphalt cap and implement institutional controls; however, execution of 
this remedy is pending public comment. 

SWMU 37. Waste Oil Storage Area/Building 200: SWMU 37 is located north of Building 200 
and consists of a covered concrete pad used for drum storage. Phase I RFI activities were 
conducted in 1995 and included collecting four surface soil samples. SVOCs were detected in 
surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs (Ref. 3). Risks to on-site workers were 
evaluated and shown to be within acceptable limits. 

SWMU 39. Former Battery Drain Area/Building 3158: SWMU 39 is located adjacent to 
Building 3158, formerly used for battery storage, and consisted of a covered battery drainage 
area. Battery contents were poured into the drain tank and the battery acid was caught below in a 
container. Two surface soil samples were collected during Phase I RFI activities conducted in 
1995 . No contaminants were detected in surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs (Ref. 
3). 

SWMU 46. Pole Storage Yard Covered Pad: SWMU 46 is located adjacent to AOC C behind 
Buildings 2326 and 2042 and was historically used as a storage area for transformers and 55-
gallon drums of PCB-contarninated material. SWMU 46 consists of two covered concrete pads 
surrounded by a chain link fence, presently used for less than 90 day hazardous waste 
storage/accumulating facilities for base operations. Phase I and Phase II RFI activities (Refs. 3, 
4) conducted in 1995 and 1997, respectively, included collecting 27 surface soil samples and 13 
subsurface soil samples. SVOCs, PCBs, and metals were detected in surface soil above EPA 
Region 3 industrial RBCs. No contaminants were detected in subsurface soil above EPA Region 
3 industrial RBCs. A 100 Percent Basis of Design CMI Work Plan for SWMU 46 was submitted 
to EPA on January 25,2001 (Ref. l5),andapprovedby EPA on May 5, 2001 (Ref. 16). The 
planned remedy for this SWMUs is to excavate contaminated surface soil; however, execution of 
this remedy is pending public comment. 

SWMU 51. New AlMD Storage Pad/Building 379: SWMU 51 is located adjacent to Building 
379. This SWMU was utilized by Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance Detachment (AlMD) 
facilities and consists of a concrete storage pad and a 200-gallon aboveground storage tank 
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(AST). The storage pad is covered, enclosed with a cyclone fence, and surrounded by asphalt 
Phase I RFI activities were conducted in 1995 and included collecting five surface soil samples 
(Ref. 3). No contaminants were detected in surface soil samples above EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBCs. No further action was recommended in the RFI report (Ref. 3). 

SWMU 53. Building 64 (Malaria Control Building): SWMU 53 is located approximately 200 
feet from Forrestal Drive and consists of Building 64 (Malaria Control Building). This building 
was built in 1942 and condemned in 1980. The building remains intact butis currently 
unoccupied. Phase I and Phase II RFI activities were conducted in 2000 and 2002 and included 
collecting 15 surface soil and 14 subsurface soil samples. Metals were detected in surface soil 
above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. No contaminants were detected in subsurface soil above 
EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. A Final CMS Work Plan for SWMUs 53 and 54 (Ref. 19) was 
submitted to EPA on March 7, 2003 , and approved on June 3, 2003 (Ref. 24). 

SWMU 54. Building 1914 (Former NEX Renair/Maintenance Shop): SWMU 54 is located 
north-northeast across Bairoko Street from SWMU 26 and west across Bairoko Street from 
Buildingl686 (Fonner Base Laundromat) and consists of Building 1914. Building 1914 was 
built in 1979 and is currently unoccupied. The building was used to perfonn maintenance on 
vehicles (e.g., oil changes, lubrications). Site 510 is also included in this SWMU and was the 
location ofa fonner4,000-gallon UST, south of Building 1914. The date of installation and the 
type of fuel stored is unknown (assumed to be gasoline), but it was decommissioned in 1992. 
Phase I and Phase II RFI activities were conducted in 2000 and 2002 and included collecting 26 
groundwater samples, three surface soil, and four subsurface soil samples. No contaminants 
were detected in surface soil or subsurface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. However, 
I,I-dichloroethene, 1,2-dichloroethane, benzene, chlorofonn, ethylbenzene, isobutanol, toluene, 
trichloroethene, xylene, 2-methylnaphthalene, and naphthalene were detected in groundwater 
above Federal MCLs or EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs. 

SWMU 55. Trichloroethene creE) Grondwater Plume at Tow Way Fuel Farm: This 
SWMU was previously considered associated with releases at SWMU 7/8, but was identified as 
a separate SWMU in February 2004. Environmental sampling at this SWMU was implemented 
under the Additional Data Collection Investigation (2002), and the Trichloroethene (TCE) Plume 
Delineation and Source Investigation Work Plan (2003), and summarized in the Draft Corrective 
Measures Study Final Report for SWMUs 54 and 55 (2004). The volatile organic constituent 
(VOC) TCE has been detected in groundwater above Federal MCLs or EPA Region 3 tap water 
RBCs. 

AOC C. Discarded transformer and electrical equipment accumulation area: AOC C is 
south of SWMU 46 behind Buildings 2326 and 2042. AOC C currently consists of three raised 
concrete pads with curbing, which formerly stored transfonners and other miscellaneous electric 
equipment. RFI activities conducted in 1997 included collecting 27 surface soil samples and 14 
subsurface soil samples (Ref. 4). SVOCs, PCBs , and metals were detected in surface soil above 
EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. A 100 Percent Basis of Design CMI Work Plan for AOC C was 
submitted to EPA on January 25, 2001 (Ref. 15), and approved by EPA on May 5, 2001 (Ref. 
16). The planned remedy for this AOC is to excavate contaminated surface soil. 

AOC D. Ensenada Honda Sediments: AOC D consists of Ensenada Honda sediment that are 
believed to have been impacted due to releases from SWMU I, SWMU 2, SWMU 3, and SWMU 
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7/8, which are along the shoreline of Ensenada Honda. The exact contaminant transport pathway 
has not been defined; however, evidence suggests that contaminated surface runoff from SWMU 
I, SWMU 2, SWMU 3, and SWMU 7/8 is the most likely contaminant transport pathway, versus 
discharge of contaminated groundwater from those SWMUs to the surface. 

C. GROUNDWATER: Contaminant concentrations detected in the groundwater at II SWMUs and 
one AOC identified pursuant to the 1994 RCRA permit (SWMUs I through 3, SWMU 6, SWMU 7/8, 
SWMU 9, SWMU 11/45, SWMU 30 and SWMU 54, and AOC B) exceeded Federal MCLs and/or EPA 
Region 3 tap water RBCs. The maximum detected concentrations and the identification number of the 
sample containing that maximum detected concentration are presented below. Also, the relevant 
screening criteria are provided below and include the April 2003 EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs, Federal 
MCLs, National Primary Drinking Water Regulation (NPDWR) Action Level for Lead (tap water RBC 
not available), or site-specific corrective action objectives (CAOs). 

SWMU I. Army Cremator Disposal Site: The maximum detected concentrations in 
groundwater exceeding EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs and/or Federal MCLs are as follows : 2 
~g/1 of chloroform (IMW04) [RBC = 0.15 ~g/Ij, l.l Ilgll of 1,1 ,2,2-tetrachloroethane (5GWI) 
[RBC = 0.053 Ilg/l), 25 1lg/1 of pentachlorophenol (5GW4) [RBC = 0.561lg/1, MCL = Illg/Ij ,22 
Ilg/l ofbis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (5GW05) [RBC = 4.8 ~g/I, MCL = 6 Ilg/lj, 0.0032 Ilg/l of 
heptachlor (05GWIOIA) [RBC = 0.015 Ilg/lj, 0.1 Ilg/l of aldrin (IMW02) [RBC = 0.0039 Ilg/lj, 
0.00005 Ilg/l of total HxCDD (5GW02) [RBC = 0.000015 ~g/Ij, 86.7 Ilg/l of total antimony 
(IMWOID) [RBC = 15 Ilg/l, MCL = 6llg/lj, 93.4 1lg/1 of total arsenic (5GW3) [RBC = 0.045 
Ilg/Ij, 4.8 1lg/1 of total beryllium (IMW04) [MCL = 4 Ilg/Ij, 30.9 1lg/1 of total cadmium (IMWOI) 
[RBC = 18 Ilg/l, MCL = 5 Ilg/Ij, 259 Ilg/l of total chromium (IMW04) [RBC = 110 Ilg/l, MCL = 
100 Ilg/Ij, 2,950 Ilg/I of total copper (IMW04) [RBC = 1,500 Ilg/l, MCL = 1,300 Ilg/lj, 6.5 1lg/1 
of total mercury (IMW04) [MCL = 2 Ilg/Ij, 188 1lg/1 of nickel (lMW04) [MCL = 100 Ilg/lj, 359 
Ilg/l of total selenium (5GW03) [RBC = 180 ~g/I, MCL= 50 Ilg/I), 4,310 Ilg/l of total thallium 
(5GW03) [RBC = 2.6 Ilg/I, MCL = 2 Ilg/Ij, 913 1lg/1 of total vanactium [RBC = 260 Ilg/Ij, 42.1 
Ilg/l of dissolved cadmium (lMWOI) [RBC = 18 Ilg/I, MCL = 5 Ilg/lj, 1,680 1lg/1 of ctissolved 
copper (5GW02) [RBC = 1,500 Ilg/l, MCL = 1,300 Ilg/Ij, and 16.5 Ilg/I of dissolved thallium 
(05GWIOIB) [RBC = 2.6 ~g/I, MCL = 21lg/lj (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 2. Langley Drive Disnosal Site: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in 
groundwater exceeding EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs and/or Federal MCLs are as follows: 7 
Ilg/l of chloroform (2MW02) [RBC = 0.15Ilg/lj, 71lg/l oftrichloroethene (6GWOI) [RBC = 
0.026 Ilg/l, MCL = 5 Ilg/lj, 11 Ilg/l of pentachlorophenol (R6GWOI) [RBC = 0.56 Ilg/I, MCL = I 
~g/lj, 0.13 1lg/1 of aldrin (2MWOI) [RBC = 0.0039 Ilg/lj, 0.04 ~g/I of heptachlor epoxide 
(2MWOI) [RBC = 0.0074 Ilg/I, MCL = 0.21lg/lj, 19.6 1lg/1 of total antimony (2MW03) [RBC = 
15 ~g/I, MCL = 6 Ilg/Ij, 2.8 Ilg/l of total arsenic (2MW03) [RBC = 0.045 Ilg/lj, and 6311lg/l of 
total vanactium (2MW02) [RBC = 260 Ilg/lj. In addition, the maximum detected concentration of 
lead (121 ~g/I of total lead [R6GWOlj) exceeds the National Primary Drinking Water Regulation 
(NPDWR) Action Level of 15 1lg/1 (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 3. Base Landfill: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in groundwater 
exceeding EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs and/or Federal MCLs are as follows: 3 Ilg/l of 
chloroform (R7GWII) [RBC = 0.15 Ilg/Ij, 0.5 Ilg/l ofbenzo(a)pyrene (R7GWOIR) [RBC = 
0.0092 Ilg/I, MCL = 0.2 Ilg/lj, 38 1lg/1 of 1,4-dioxane (R7GW02R) [RBC = 6.11lg/lj, 0.36 ~g/1 of 
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benzo(b)fluoranthene (R7GWOIR) [RBC = 0.092 ~g!!l, 0.79 ~g!! ofindeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene 
(R7GWOIR) [RBC = 0.092 ~wl1, 0.012 mwl oftotal arsenic (R7GW04R) [RBC = 0.045 ~wl1 , 
0.027 mg!! of dissolved thallium (R7GW04R) [RBC= 2.6 ~g!!, MCL = 2 ~wl1, and 0.034 mg!! 
of total thallium (R7GW04R) [RBC = 2.6 ~Wl, MCL = 2 ~g!!l (Ref. 10). 

SWMU 6/AOC B: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in groundwater above 
EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs and/or Federal MCLs are as follows: 5.8 ~g!! of total arsenic 
(ACBMWOl) [RBC = 0.045 ~g!!l , 2,210 ~g!! of total barium (ACBMWOl) [MCL = 2,000 ~Wl], 
5.9 ~Wl of total beryllium 9ACBMWOl) [MCL = 4 ~wl1, 168 ~g!! of total chromium 
(ACBMWOl) [RBC = 110 ~g!!, MCL = 100 ~g!!l , 2,480 ~g!! of total copper (ACBMWOl) 
[RBC = 1,500 ~g!!, MCL = 1,300 ~g!!l, 199 ~g!! of total nickel (ACBMWOl) [RBC = 730 ~g!!, 

MCL = 0.1 ~g!11 , and 790 ~Wl of total vanadium (ACBMWOI) [RBC = 260 ~g!!l. In addition, 
the maximum detected concentration of total and dissolved lead (19.1 ~WI of total lead and 17.5 
~WI of dissolved lead [ACBMW03]) exceeds the NPDWR Action Level of 15 ~WI (Ref. 7). 

SWMU 7/8. Tow Way Fuel Farm (TWFF): Site-specific human health risk-based corrective 
action objects (CAOs), based on an industrial worker and construction worker scenarios, were 
developed for groundwater contaminants which exceeded Region 3 tap water RBCs at SWMU 
7/8. The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in groundwater above the lower of the 
industrial worker and construction worker CAOs are as follows: 4,600 ~WI of 1,2,4-
trimethylbenzene (470MW03) [CAO = 3,300 ~g!!], 19,000 ~WI of benzene (470MWOl) [CAO = 
550 ~g!!l, 1,400 ~g!1 of ethylbenzene (470MW03) [CAO = 1,000 ~wll , 28,000 ~g!! of 
trichloroethene (7MW07) [CAO = 22 ~wll , 22 ~g!1 of dissolved lead (470MWOl) [CAO = 15 
~wll , and 52 ~g/l of total lead (470MWOl) [CAO = 15 ~wll (Refs. 11 , 12). 

SWMU 9. Tank 212 - 217 Sludge Disposal Pits: 

Area A (Tanks 212 and 213) 
The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in groundwater above EPA Region 3 
tap water RBCs and/or Federal MCLs are as follows: 29.2 ~Wl of total arsenic 
(9GW02R) [RBC = 0.045 ~wll, 12.8 ~Wl of dissolved arsenic (9GW02S) [RBC = 0.045 
~wll, 29 ~g!1 oftotal cadmium (9MW02) [RBC = 18 ~Wl, MCL = 4 ~g!!l , 30.4 ~g!1 of 
dissolved cadmium (9MW02) [RBC = 18 ~g!!, MCL = 4 ~g!!l , 193 ~g!! oftota! 
chromium (9MW02S) [RBC = 110 ~g!!, MCL = 100 ~g!!l , 1,600 ~Wl of benzene 
(9MW02) [RBC = 0.34 ~Wl, MCL = 5 ~wll , 7 ~Wl of methylene chloride (9MW02) 
[RBC = 4.1 ~Wl, MCL = 5 ~wll , 26 ~Wl of naphthalene (13GW02) [RBC = 6.5 ~wll, I 
~Wl of acetophenone (9MWOl) [RBC = 0.042 ~g!!l, 5 ~Wl ofbis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 
(9MW01l9MW02) [RBC = 4.8 ~wll (Ref. 14). 

Area B (Tanks 214 and 215) 
The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in groundwater above EPA Region 3 
tap water RBCs and/or Federal MCLs are as follows: 2"6.4 ~Wl of total cadmium 
(9MW03) [RBC = 18 ~Wl, MCL = 4 ~g!!l, 25 .1 ~Wl of dissolved cadmium (9MW03) 
[RBC = 18 ~g!1 , MCL = 4 ~g!!l, 140 ~g!! of benzene (13GW05) [RBC = 0.34 ~g!! , MCL 
= 5 ~g!!l , 460 ~g!! ofbromodichloromethane (13GW06) [RBC = 0.17 ~WI], 360 ~g!! of 
bromoform (l3GW06) [RBC = 8.5 ~wll , 1,100 ~Wl of chloroform (13GW06) [RBC = 
0.15 ~g!!l, 300 ~g!! of dibromochloromethane (13GW06) [RBC = 0.13 ~g!!l , 11 ~g!1 of 
methylene chloride (13GW06) [RBC = 4.1 ~g!!, MCL = 5 ~g!!], and 7 ~g!! ofbis(2-
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ethylhexyl)phthalate (l3GW04) [RBC = 4.8 !lg!l, MCL = 6 !lg!l](Ref. 14). 

Area C (Tanks 216 and 217) 
The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in groundwater above EPA Region 3 
tap water RBCs andlor Federal MCLs include the following: 12.1 !lg/I of total cadmium 
(9MW04) [RBC = 18 !lg!l, MCL = S !lg!l], 24.7!lg!l of dissolved cadmium (9MW04) 
[RBC = 18 !lgll, MCL = S !lgll] , 2 !lg!l of 1,2-dichloropropane (13GWII) [RBC = 0.16 
!lg!l], and 38 !lgll ofbis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (13GWIO) [RBC = 4.8 !lg/I] (Ref. 14). 

SWMU 11/45. Buildin!: 38: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in groundwater 
above EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs andlor Federal MCLs are as follows: 6 !lg!l of 
benzo(a)anthracene (II-SBOS) [RBC = 0.092 !lg!l], 7 Ilg!l ofbenzo(a)pyrene (ll-SBOS) [RBC = 
0.0092 !lg/I, MCL = 0.2 Ilg!l], 64 Ilg!l ofbis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (4SMW02) [RBC = 4.8 
Ilg/I, MCL = 6 Ilg/I] , O.03S Ilg!l of Aroclor-1260 (4SHP02) [RBC = 0.032 IlWI,] , 103 Ilg/Iof 
total arsenic (4SHPOl) [RBC = 0.04S !lg/I], 16.1 !lg/I of dissolved arsenic (4SHPOI) [RBC = 

0.04S Ilgll], S.6 Ilgll of dissolved cadmium (4SHPOI) [RBC = 18 Ilgll, MCL = 4 !lgll], 27.8 !lg!l 
of total cadmium (4SMW04) [RBC = 181lg!l, MCL = 4 !lg!l], 182!lgll of total chromium 
(4SMWOI) [RBC = 110 Ilg!l, MCL = lOa Ilg/I], and 2.6 Ilgll of dissolved mercury (11-SBI6) 
[MCL = 2 !lg/I] (Ref. 2). In addition, the maximum detected concentration of total lead (30 Ilg/I) 
[4SHP02] exceeds the NPDWR Action Level of IS !lg!l (Ref.2). 

SWMU 30. Former Incinerator: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in 
groundwater detected above EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs andlor Federal MCLs are as follows : 
4.4 !lg/I of dissolved arsenic [RBC = 0.04S !lg!l], 23.3 Ilg!l of dissolved antimony (1983-DWI) 
[RBC = IS !lgll, MCL = 4Ilgll], 3 !lg!l of total arsenic [RBC = O.04S !lg!l], 3I.S!lg!l of total 
antimony (1983-MW3) [RBC = IS !lg!l, MCL = 4 !lg/I], and 72,000 Ilg!l of total zinc (1983-
DWI) [RBC = 11,000 !lg/I] (Ref. 3). 

SWMU 54, Buildin!: 1914 <Former NEX Repair/Maintenance Shop): The maximum detected 
contaminant concentrations in groundwater above EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs andlor Federal 
MCLs are as follows: 2.8!lgll I ,2-dichloroethane (S4TW07) [RBC = 0.12 Ilg!l, MCL = 7 !lg!l], 
3,000 !lg/I of benzene (S4TWIS) [RBC = 0.34 !lg/I, MCL = S !lg!l], 8 Ilgll of chloroform 
(S4TW08) [RBC = O.IS !lg/I], 2,400 IlWI of ethylbenzene (S4TWIS) [RBC = 1,300 Ilg/I, MCL = 
700 !lg/I], 2,600 !lg/I ofisobutanol (S4TWIS) [RBC = 1,800 !lg/I], 190 Ilg/Ioftrichloroethene 
(SlOMWS) [RBC = 0.026 !lg!l, MCL = S !lg!l], 190 !lg/I of naphthalene (S4TWIS) [RBC = 6.S 
Ilg/I] (Ref. 9), and 8,000 1lg/1 ofxylenes (S4TWIS) [RBC = 210 Ilg/l]. 

SWMU 55. Trichloroethene (TCE) Grondwater P lume at Tow Way Fuel Farm: The 
maximum detected contaminant concentrations in groundwater above EPA Region 3 tap water 
RBCs andlor Federal MCLs are as follows: 28,000 ugll TCE (7MW07). [MCL = S ug/l]. 

D. Surface/Subsurface Soil 

Contaminants are detected in surface soil andlor subsurface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBCs or site·specific CAOs at the following SWMUs and AOCs identified pursuant to the 1994 
RCRA perrnit: SWMU I, SWMU 2, SWMU 6/AOC B, SWMU 7/8, SWMU 30, SWMU 31/32, 
SWMU 11 /4S , SWMU 14, SWMU 37, SWMU 46, SWMU 55, and AOC C. The maximum 
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detected contaminant concentrations in surface soil and/or subsurface soil for these SWMUs and 
AOCs are provided below. 

SWMU 1, Army Cremator Disposal Site: No contaminants were detected in surface soil or 
subsurface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs; however, the total hazard indices (HIs) for 
on-site worker and construction worker scenarios for exposure to soil are above the target HI of 
one in the risk assessment. Thus, although there are no contaminants above EPA Region 3 
industrial RBCs in surface and subsurface soil, the impact of contamination in surface and 
subsurface soil will be discussed further in Questions 3, 4, and 5 given the calculated hazard 
(Ref. 2). 

SWMU 2, Laneley Drive Disposal Site: Arsenic was detected in surface and subsurface soil 
above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. The maximum detected concentrations of arsenic in 
surface soil and subsurface soil exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are 134 mglkg 
(R6S7A) and 21.4 mglkg (06SSI01) [RBC = 1.9 mglkgJ, respectively. In addition, the maximum 
detected concentration oflead in surface soil and subsurface soil are 4,760 mglkg oflead 
(06SSI03) and 5,850 mglkg of lead (06SSI03), which exceeded the site-specific screening 
criterion of 1,000 mglkg (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 6, Building 145 and AOC B, Building 25: Arsenic, benzo(a)pyrene, 4,4'-DDE, and 
total HxCDD were detected in surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. The maximum 
detected concentrations of these contaminants areas follows: 10 mglkg of arsenic [RBC = 1.9 
mglkgJ, 1,800 ~glkg ofbenzo(a)pyrene [RBC = 390 ~glkgJ , 0.76 ~glkg of total HxCDD [RBC = 

0.46 ~glkgJ, and 22 mglkg of 4,4'-DDE [RBC = 8.4 mglkgJ (Ref. 7). No contaminants were 
detected in subsurface soil exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. 

SWMU 7/8, Tow Way Fuel Farm (TWFF): SVOCs and metals were detected in surface soil 
above industrial RBCs. Human health-based CAOs were developed for surface/subsurface soil 
at SWMU 7/8 during the CMS. Benzo(a)antbracene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(h)f1uoranthene, 
indenoCl ,2,3-<:d)pyrene, and arsenic were detected in surface soil above the CAOs calculated for 
an industrial worker scenario (all 2,900 ~glkg) . The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations above CAOs are as follows; 17,000 ~gIkg ofbenzo(a)antbracene, 23 ,000 ~glkg of 
benzo(a)pyrene, 5,900 ~gIkg ofbenzo(b)fluoranthene, 5,300 ~glkg of indeno(I,2,3-<:d)pyrene, 
and 3.7 mglkg of arsenic (Refs. II, 12). In addition, benzo(a)pyrene was also detected in soil, at 
depths from 0 tolO feet bgs, above the CAO calculated for a construction worker scenario (7,300 
~glkg). 

SWMU 9, Tank 212 - 217 Sludge Disposal Pits: 

Area A 
Arsenic was detected in surface soil and subsurface above EPA Region 3 industrial RBC 
[RBC = 1.9 mgikgJ at Area A. The maximum detected concentrations of arsenic in 
surface soil and subsurface soil were 3.7 mglkg (9MW02-00) and 5 mglkg (9TP08-04), 
respectively. The maximum detected concentration ofGRO in subsurface soil was 130 
mglkg (9-02R-HPOl), which was slightly above the PREBQ guideline standard of 100 
mglkg. No petroleum constituents were detected in subsurface soil above industrial 
RBCs; thus, petroleum contamination is not currently expected to be of concern for 
human health and will not be discussed further in this CA725 EI detennination (Ref. 14). 
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AreaB 
The maximum detected concentration of arsenic in surface soil was 23 mg/kg (9SS07) 
and exceeded the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC [RBC = 1.9 mglkg]. 

SWMU 10. Substation 2/Building 90: Approximately 235 cubic yards of PCB (Aroclor-1260) 
impacted soil was removed as an ICM at SWMU 10. However, residual soil contamination (less 
than ten parts per million [ppm]) was left in place at SWMU 10. The residual soil contamination 
may exceed the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC of 1.4 mg/kg (Ref. 8). 

SWMU 11/45. Building 38: The maximum detected concentration of arsenic in subsurface soil 
(3.9 mg/kg [45MW04-01]) exceeds the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC [RBC = 1.9 mg/kg] (Ref. 
2) . 

SWMU 14. Fire Training Pit Area: SVOCs were detected in surface soil above EPA Region 3 
industrial RBCs. The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in surface soil exceeding 
EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are as follows : 7.6 mg/kg ofbenzo(b)fluoranthene (14SS07) 
[RBC = 3.9 mg/kg], 5 mg/kg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (14SS07) [RBC = 0.39 mglkg], and 0.92 mg/kg 
of dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (14SS07) [RBC = 0.39 mglkg] (Ref. 6) . 

SWMU 30. Former Incinerator: Aroclor-1260 was detected in subsurface soil above the EPA 
Region 3 industrial RBC. The maximum detected concentration of Aroclor-1260 is 2,000 J.1g!kg 
(30-HP05-03) [RBC = 1,400 J.1g/kg]. The maximum detected concentration of diesel range 
organics (DRO) in subsurface is 1,800 mg/kg (30-HP04-03) which exceeds the PREQB guideline 
standard of 100 mg/kg. 

SWMU 31/32. Waste Oil Collection Area and Battery Collection Area: Dioxins and furans 
were detected in surface and subsurface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs (adjusted 
based on TEQs). The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in surface soil were as 
follows: 12 J.1g/kg of total HxCDD (31SS04) [RBC = 0.19 J.1g/kg] , 43 J.1g/kg of HxCDF 
(3 I SS04) [RBC = 0.19 J.1g/kg], 0.74 J.1g/kg of total PeCDD (31SS04) [RBC = 0.038 J.1g/kg], and 
3.10 J.1g/kg of total PeCDF (31SS04) [RBC = 0.038 J.1g/kg]. The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations in subsurface soil were the following: 0.11 J.1g/kg of total TCDD (31-SSDD) 
[RBC = 0.019 J.1g/kg], 0.44 J.1g/kg of total TCDF (31 -SS07A) [RBC = 0.19 J.1g1kg], 0.061 J.1g/kgof 
total PeCDD (31-SS05A) [RBC = 0.038 J.1g/kg], 0.7 J.1g/kg of total PeCDF (31-SS05A) [RBC = 
0.038 J.1g/kg], 1.1 J.1g1kg of total HxCDD (31-SS05A) [RBC = 0.19 J.1g/kg] , 2.8 J.1g1kg of total 
HxCDF (31-SS05A) [RBC = 0.19 J.1g/kg] , 17 J.1g/kg of total HPCDD (31-SS05A) [RBC = 1.9 
J.1g/kg], 12 J.1g/kg of total HPCDF (31-2205A) [RBC = 1.9 J.1g1kg], and 130 J.1g/kg ofOCDD (31-
SS05A) [RBC = 19 J.1g/kg]. The maximum calculated 2,3 ,7,8-TCDD TEQ from the subsurface 
soil sample set was 0.34984 J.1g1kg (31-SS05A). A 2,3 ,7,8-TCDD TEQ was not calculated for 
surface soil since the surface soil samples were not analyzed for specific congeners. Four 
subsurface soil samples had TEQs greater than the screening level of 50 ppt but were below the 
ATSDR interim action level of I ppb. These samples included 31-SS07 A (68.3 ppt), 31-SS08A 
(50.4 ppt), 31-SSDD (184 ppt), and 31-SS05A (349 ppt) (Ref. 4). 

SWMU 37. Waste Oil Storage Area/Building 200: The maximum detected concentration of 
benzo(a)pyrene in surface soil (0.73 mg/kg [37SS03]) exceeded the EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBC [RBC = 0.39 mg/kg] (Ref. I). 
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SWMU 46. Pole Stora!:e Yard Covered Pad: The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations in surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are as follows: 880 ~glkg of 
benzo(a)anthracene (46SS01) [RBC = 3,900 ~glkg], 2,400 ~glkg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (46SSII) 
[RBC = 390 ~glkg] , 5,400 ~glkg ofbenzo(b)fluoranthene (46SSII) [RBC = 3.9 ~glkg], 820 
~glkg of dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (46SS II) [RBC = 390 ~gIkg] , 2, 700 ~glkg of indeno(l ,2,3 -
cd)pyrene (46SSII) [RBC = 3,900 ~glkg] , 35,000 ~glkg of ArocJor-1260 (46SS21) [RBC = 
1,400 ~glkg], and 5.3 mglkg of arsenic (ACSS40) [RBC = 1.9 mglkg] (Ref. 5). 

SWMU 53. Buildin!: 64 (Malaria Control Buildin!:): The maximum detected concentration of 
arsenic in surface soil exceeding the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC is 5.6 mglkg (53SS01 and 
53SB05) [RBC = 1.9 mglkg]. The maximum detected concentration oflead in surface soil is 
3,900 mg/kg (53SS06), which exceeds the site-specific screening criteria of 1,000 mg/kg (Ref. 
9). 

AOC C, Discarded Transformer and Electrical Equipment Accumulation Areas: The 
maximum detected contaminant concentrations in surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBCs are as follows: 2,100 ~glkg ofbenzo(a)anthracene (ACSS32) [RBC = 3,900 ~glkg], 2,600 
~glkg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (ACSS32) [RBC = 390 ~glkg] , 5,500 ~glkg ofbenzo(b)fluoranthene 
(ACSS32) [RBC = 3,900 ~glkg], 440 ~glkg of dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (ACSS32) [RBC = 390 
~glkg], 1,900 ~gIkg of indeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene (ACSS32) [RBC = 3,900 ~glkg] , 30,000 ~glkgof 
ArocJor-1260 (ACSS13) [RBC = 1,400 ~glkg] , and 40.5 mglkg of arsenic (ACSS21) [RBC = 1.9 
mglkg] (Ref. 5). 

E. Surface Water 

Surface water bodies located at NAPR include mangrove swamps (mangroves), Ensenada Honda, 
and Puerca Bay. Surface water sample results were screened against the FAWQC for Human 
Health (Water + Organism) or Federal MCLs if FA WQC was unavailable. Standing surface 
water sample results from SWMU 6/AOC B were screened against EPA Region 3 tap water 
RBCs. The contaminant concentrations in surface water collected from mangroves at SWMU I, 
SWMU 2, and SWMU 9 exceeded FAWQC (Refs. 2, 14). In addition, surface water sample 
results from Ensenada Honda at SWMU 7/8 exceeded FAWQC (Refs. II, 12). Standing surface 
water from SWMU 6/ AOC B exceeded the EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs (Ref. 7). The 
maximum detected contaminant concentrations in surface water impacted by releases from 
SWMUs and AOCs identified pursuant to the 1994 RCRA permit are presented below. 

SWMU 1, Army Cremator Disposal Site: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations 
of contaminants in surface water exceeding FAWQC are as follows: 105 ~gli of total arsenic 
(5SW2) [FAWQC = 0.018 ~gll], 108 ~gll of total chromium (5SW01) [MCL = 100 ~gll] , 221 
~gIl of total selenium (5SW05) [FAWQC = 170 ~gIl], and 116 ~gIl of total thallium (5SW4) 
[FAWQC= 1.7 ~gll] (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 2, Lan!:!ey Drive Disposal Site: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in 
surface water exceeding FA WQC are as follows: 2.4 ~gll ofbis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (6SW2) 
[FAWQC = 1.2 ~gIl], 50.6 ~gll of total beryllium (6SW2) [MCL = 4 ~gll], 611 ~gIl of total 
chromium (6SW2) [MCL = 100 ~gIl] , 549 ~gIl of total selenium (6SW3) [FA WQC = 170 ~gll], 
and 29.3 ~gll of total thallium (6SWI) [FA WQC = 1.7 ~gIl] (Ref. 2). 
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SWMU 6. Building 145 and AOC B. Building 25: The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations in surface water exceeding tap water RBCs are as follows: 2 ~g/l of 
acetophenone (6SWOI) [RBC = 0.042 ~gIl], I ~gIl of benzo(h)flouranthene (6SWOI) [RBC = 
0.092 ~gll], 0.52 ~g/l of 4,4'-DDD (6SWOI) [RBC = 0.28 ~gll], and 5 ~gli of total arsenic 
(6SWOI) [RBC = 0.045 ~gll] (Ref. 7) . 

SWMU 7/8. Tow Way Fuel Farm (TWFFl: The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations exceeding FA WQC are as follows: 12 ~g/l of bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (7SW3) 
[FAWQC = 1.2 ~gIl], 5.7 ~gIl of total antimony (7SW4) [FAWQC = 5.6 ~gll], 7 ~gIl of total 
arsenic (7SW5) [FAWQC = 0.018 ~gll] , 4.9 ~gIl of dissolved thallium (7SW6) [FAWQC = 1.7 
~gll], and 7.7 ~gIl of dissolved arsenic (7SW9) [FAWQC = 0.018 ~gIl] (Refs. II, 12). 

SWMU 9. Tank 212 - 217 Sludge Disposal Pits: 

F. Sediment 

Areas A andB 
The maximum detected concentrations of metals in surface water exceeding FA WQC are 
as follows: 4.3 ~gIl of dissolved arsenic (9SW23) [FAWQC = 0.018 ~g/l], 6.5 ~gIl of 
total antimony (9SWI7) [FA WQC = 5.6 ~gIl] , 110 ~g/l of total arsenic (9SWI8) 
[FAWQC = 0.018 ~gll], 6.6 of total beryllium (9SWI8) [MCL = 4 ~gll] , 38 ~gli of 
cadmium (9SWI8) [MCL = 5 ~gIl], 540 ~gli of total chromium (9SWI8) [MCL = 100 
~g/l], and 3,1 00 ~gIl of total copper (9SWI8) [FA WQC = 1,300 ~gIl] (Ref. 14). 

AreaC 
The maximum detected concentrations of metals in surface water above FA WQC are as 
follows: 60.8 ~gIl of total arsenic (9SW06) [FAWQC = 0.QJ8 ~gIl], 8.1 ~gIl of 
dissolved antimony (9SW27) [FAWQC = 5.6 ~gIl] , and 155 ~gIl of tot a! chromium 
(9SW06) [MCL = 100 ~gIl] (Ref. 14). 

Surface water bodies located at NAPR include mangrove swamps (mangroves), Ensenada 
Honda, and Puerca Bay. The majority of the sediment sample results were screened 
against EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs because exposure to sediment contamination in 
mangroves and Ensenada Honda is expected to be limited to on-site workers. However, 
the sediment sample results from SWMUs 3 and 11145 were compared against EPA 
Region 3 residential RBCs because sediments were collected from Puerca Bay, which is 
considered a potential recreational area. The contaminant concentrations in sediment 
collected from mangroves at SWMU I, SWMU 2, and SWMU 9 exceeded industrial RBCs 
(Refs. 2, 14). Sediment sample results from Ensenada Honda at SWMU 3 and SWMU 7/8 
exceeded industrial RBCs (Refs. 10, II, 12). Also, sediment sample results from Puerca Bay at 
SWMU 3 and SWMU 11/45 exceeded residential RBCs (Refs. 2, 10). Sediment sample results 
from drainage ditch at SWMU 13 exceeded industrial RBCs (Ref. 5). The maximum detected 
contaminant concentrations in sediment are presented below. 

SWMU 1, Army Cremator Disposal Site: The maximum detected concentration of arsenic in 
sediment (32 mglkg [5SE4]) exceeds the EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs [RBC = 1.9 mglkg] 
(Ref. 2). 
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SWMU 2. Laneley Driye Disposal Site: The maximum detected concentrations in sediment 
exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are 920 Il&'kg benzo(a)pyrene (2S003) [RBC = 390 
Ilg/kgj and 16.4 mg/kg arsenic (6SE3) [RBC = 1.9 mg/kgj (Ref.2). 

SWMU 3. Base Landfill: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in sediment 
exceeding EPA Region 3 residential RBCs are I Il&'kg of total HxCOO (3S015) [RBC = 0.1 
Ilg/kgj and 4.3 mg/kg of arsenic (3S002) [RBC = 0.43 mg/kg] (Ref. 10). 

SWMU 7/8. Tow Way Fuel Farm (TWFF): The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations in sediment exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are as follows: 2,200 
Ilg/kg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (7S012) [RBC = 390 Ilg/kgj, 530 Il&'kg of dibenzo(a,h)anthracene 
(7S0 12) [RBC = 390 Ilg/kg], and 46 m&'kg of arsenic (7S03) [RBC = 1.9 mg/kgj (Refs . II, 12). 

SWMU 9. Tank 212 - 217 Sludee Disposal Pits: 

Areas A and B (tanks 212, 213,214, & 215) 
The maximum detected concentrations in sediment exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBCs are 2.9 mg/kg of arsenic (9S016) [RBC = 1.9 mg/kgj and 1,300 Ilg/kg of 
benzo(a)pyrene (9S020) [RBC = 390 I'&'kgj (Ref. 14). 

Area C (tanks 216 & 217) 
The maximum detected concentrations of arsenic in sediment (15 mg/kg [9S026]) 
exceeds the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC [RBC = 1.9 mg/kgj (Ref. 14). 

SWMU 11{45. Buildine 38: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations detected in 
sediment exceeding EPA Region 3 residential RBCs are as follows: 12 mg/kg of arsenic 
(1IS001O) [RBC = 0.43 m&'kgj, 3,200 Ilg/kg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (S0030) [RBC = 87 Ilg/kgj, 
and 5,000 Il&'kg ofbenzo(b)fluoranthene [RBC = 870 Ilg/kgj (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 13. Old Pest Control Shop: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations 
detected in sediment exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are as follows: 50,000 Ilg/kg of 
4,4'-000 (13S007) [RBC = 12,000 Ilg/kg], 21,000 Ilg/kg of 4,4'-00E (13S007) [RBC = 8,400 
Ilg/kg], 34,000 Ilg/kg of 4,4'-00T (13S013) [RBC = 8,400 Ilg/kgj, 1,800 Ilg/kg of dieldrin 
(13S009-00) [RBC= 180 Ilg/kgj (Ref. 5). 
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A IT ACHMENT II June 27, 2006 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR) 

Exposure Pathways and Possible Adverse Human Health and/or Environmental Impacts 

Groundwater at NAPR is not used for drinking water or other potable uses. Therefore, no 
receptors, including on-site receptors, are expected to be exposed to contaminated groundwater 
via drinking and/or potable water consumption, though construction workers could be exposed as 
a result of excavation activities. Impacts to in-door air is a possible exposure pathway; however, 
in 2003 EPA evaluated that pathway and determined there were no likely unacceptable impacts at 
that time. Currently children' s day-care facilities are not present at NAPR; thus, day-care 
receptors are not expected to come in direct contact with contaminated media. 

The following table summarizes the indicated potential complete exposure pathways between 
"contamination" and human receptors, based on expected future land usage being similar to the 
land usage patterns currently in place: 

Summary Exposure Pathway Evaluation Table 
Potential Human Receptors (Under Expected Future Usage Conditions) 

"Contaminated" Media Residents Workers Day-Carel Constnlction Trespasser Recreation Food I 
School 

Groundwater No No No Yes - - No 

Surrace Soil (e.g. < 2 II) No Yes No Yes Yes No No 

Surface Waler No Yes No - Yes No No 

Sediment No Yes No - No Yes Yes 

Subsurrace Soil (e.&, > 2 II) - - No Yes - - No 

Indoor Air No Yes No No No No No 

Tbe specific SWMUs/ AOCs identified pursuant to the 1994 RCRA permit wbere potentially complete 
exposure pathways are present are as follows: 

SWMU 1, Army Crcmator Disposal Site: Contaminants were detected in groundwater, 
sediment, and surface water exceeding relevant screening criteria at SWMU I. No contaminants 
were detected in surface soil or subsurface soil above the EPA Region 3 industrial risk-based 
concentrations (RBCs). However, the total bazard indices (HI) for on-site worker and 
construction worker scenarios were above the target HI of one in the risk assessment. Thus, 
surface soil and subsurface soil are considered contaminated media at SWMU I and on-site 
workers and construction workers may be exposed to contaminated surface soil and/or 
subsurface soil. In addition, on-site workers may potentially be exposed to contaminated surface 

I Indirect PathwayfReceptor (e.g., vegetables, fruits, crops, meat and dairy products. fish, shellfish) 
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water and sediment. Although groundwater at SWMU I is not currently used for drinking water 
or other potable uses, shallow groundwater occurs at approximately 5 to 26 feet bgs (Ref. I); 
thus, construction workers may potentially come in direct contact with contaminated 
groundwater during intrusive activities. 

SWMU 2. Langley Drive Disposal Site: Contaminants were detected in groundwater, surface 
soil, subsurface soil, sediment, and surface water exceeding relevant screening criteria at SWMU 
2. On-site workers may potentially be exposed to contaminated surface soil, sediment, and 
surface water. Although groundwater at SWMU 2 is not currently used for drinking water or 
other potable uses, sballow groundwater occurs at approximately 3 to 10 feet bgs (Ref. I); thus, 
constructions workers may potentially come in direct contact with contaminated groundwater 
during intrusive activities. In addition, construction workers may be exposed to contaminated 
surface and subsurface soil. 

SWMU 3. Base Landfill: Contaminants were detected in groundwater exceeding relevant 
screening criteria at SWMU 3. Shallow groundwater occurs at approximately 8 to 25 feet bgs 
(Ref. 5). However, construction workers are not expected to conduct intrusive activities and 
come in direct contact with contaminated groundwater. Contaminants were also detected in 
sediment collected from Ensenada Honda and Puerca Bay at SWMU 3. On-site workers may 
potentially be exposed to contaminated sediment at SWMU3. Recreators may be present in the 
marine waters adjacent to SWMU 3; thus, recreators were considered potential receptors at 
SWMU 3 that may potentially be exposed to contaminated sediments. In addition, recreator 
activities may potentially include fishing. Since the contaminants detected in sediment are 
considered to be persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic (PBT) and bottom-dwelling shellfish (i.e., 
shrimp) may be fished, recreators may potentially be exposed to contamination via food exposure 
pathway. 

SWMU 6. Building 145 and AOC B. Building 25: Contaminants were detected in 
groundwater, surface soil, surface water, and sediment exceeding relevant screening criteria at 
SWMU 6/AOC B. On-site workers may be exposed to contaminated surface soil, surface water, 
and sediment. Although groundwater at SWMU 61 AOC B is not currently used for drinking 
water or other potable uses, shallow groundwater occurs at approximately 9 to 10 feet bgs (Ref. 
3); thus, constructions workers may potentially come in direct contact with contaminated 
groundwater during intrusive activities. In addition, construction workers may potentially be 
exposed to contaminated surface soil. 

SWMU 7/8. Tow Way Fuel Farm CTWFF1: Contaminants were detected in groundwater, 
surface soil, subsurface soil, surface water, and sediment exceeding relevant screening criteria at 
SWMU 7/8. Since groundwater occurs at a depth of 12 to 54 feet bgs (Ref. 6), construction 
workers are not expected to come in direct contact with contaminated groundwater. However, 
construction workers may be exposed to contaminated subsurface soil at SWMU 7/8. On-site 
workers may potentially be exposed to contaminated surface soil, surface water, and sediment. 

SWMU 9. Tank 212-217 Sludge Disposal Pits: Contaminants were detected in groundwater, 
surface soil, subsurface soil, surface water, and sediment exceeding relevant screening criteria at 
SWMU 9. Although groundwater at SWMU 9 is not currently used for drinking water or other 
potable uses, shallow groundwater occurs at approximately 6 to 19 feet bgs (Ref. 7); thus, 
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construction workers may potentially come direct contact with contaminated groundwater during 
intrusive activities. In addition, construction workers may be exposed to contaminated 
subsurface soil. On-site workers may potentially be exposed to contaminated surface soil, 
surface water, and sediment 

SWMU 10_ Substation 21Buildine 90: PCBs are present in residual soil contamination 
exceeding relevant screening criteria at SWMU 10. On.;;ite workers may potentially be exposed 
to contaminated surface soil and construction workers may potentially be exposed to 
contaminated subsurface soil. 

SWMU 11/45. Buildine 38: Building 38 has two doors that are chained and padlocked, it is 
fully secure, and" signs are posted to restrict access to the building (Ref. 8). Building 38 is not 
currently being used, and access to the building by Naval personnel is strictly prohibited by the 
facility without prior authorization to enter. The facility has a building permit process that 
monitors all work and construction activities at SWMU II. However if a building permit is 
approved, on-site workers and construction workers are expected to adhere to the appropriate 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations (e.g., donning personal 
protective equipment [PPE]). Thus, on-site workers are not expected to be exposed to 
contamination. 

Contaminants were detected in groundwater, subsurface soil, and sediment exceeding relevant 
screening criteria at SWMU 45. Because groundwater occurs at depth of II feet bgs, 
construction workers are not expected to come in direct contact with contaminated groundwater. 
However, construction workers may be exposed to contaminated subsurface soil. On-site 
workers and recreators may be exposed to contaminated sediments. In addition, recreator 
activities at Puerca Bay may potentially include fishing. Since the contaminants detected in 
sediment are considered to be persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic (PBT), and bottom-dwelling 
shellfish (i.e., shrimp) may be fished from Puerca Bay, recreators may potentially be exposed to 
contamination via food exposure pathway. 

SWMU 13. Old Pest Control Shop: Contaminants were detected in sediment exceeding 
relevant screening criteria at SWMU 13 . On-site workers may potentially be exposed to 
contaminated sediment. 

SWMU 14_ Fire Train;ne Pit Area: Contaminants were detected in surface soil exceeding 
relevant screening criteria at SWMU 14. On-site workers and construction workers may 
potentially be exposed to contaminated surface soil. 

SWMU 30_ Former Incinerator: Contaminants were detected in groundwater and subsurface 
soil exceeding relevant screening criteria at SWMU 30. Although groundwater at SWMU 30 is 
not currently used for drinking water or other potable uses, shallow groundwater occurs at 
approximately 6 to 19 feet bgs (Ref. 2); thus, construction workers may potentially come in 
direct contact with contaminated groundwater during intrusive activities. In addition, 
construction workers may be exposed to contamination in subsurface soil. 

SWMU 31132. Waste Oil Collection Area and Battery Collection Area: Contaminants were 
detected in surface soil and subsurface soil exceeding relevant screening criteria. On-site 
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workers may be exposed to contaminated surface soil Construction workers may be exposed to 
contaminated surface soil and subsurface soil 

SWMU 37. Waste Oil Storaee Area/Buildine 200: Contaminants were detected in surface soil 
exceeding relevant screening criteria at SWMU 37. Thus, on-site workers and construction 
workers may be exposed to contaminated surface soil 

SWMU 46. Pole Storaee Yard Covered Pad: Contaminants were detected in surface soil 
exceeding relevant screening criteria at SWMU 46. Thus, on-site workers and construction 
workers may be exposed to contaminated surface soil 

SWMU 53. Buildine 64 (Malaria Control Buildine): Contaminants were detected in surface 
soil exceeding relevant screening criteria at SWMU 53. Thus, on-site workers and construction 
workers may be exposed to contaminated surface soil. 

SWMU 54. Buildine 1914 (Former NEX Repair/Maintenance Shop): Contaminants were 
detected in groundwater exceeding relevant screening criteria at SWMU 54. Although 
groundwater at SWMU 54 is not currently used for drinking water or other potable uses, shallow 
groundwater occurs at approximately five to 13 feet bgs (Ref. 4); thus, construction workers may 
potentially come in direct contact with contaminated groundwater during intrusive activities. 

SWMU 55. Trichloroethene (TCE) Grondwater Plume at Tow Way Fuel Farm: This 
SWMU was previously considered associated with releases at SWMU 7/8, but was identified as 
a separate SWMU in February 2004. Contaminants were detected in groundwater exceeding 
relevant screening criteria at SWMU 55. Although groundwater at SWMU 55 is not 
currently used for drinking water or other potable uses, shallow groundwater occurs at 
approximately 10 feet bgs (Ref. 9); thus, construction workers may potentially come in 
direct contact with contaminated groundwater during intrusive activities. 

AOC C. Discarded Transformer and Electrical Equipment Accumulation Area: 
Contaminants were detected in surface soil exceeding relevant screening criteria at AOC C. 
Thus, on-site workers and construction workers may be exposed to contaminated surface soil. 

References: 

I. Revised Draft RCRA Facility Investigation Report for Operable Unit 3/5. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated April 19, 1999. 

2. Final Phase II RFl report for SWMU 30. Prepared by Baker Environmental, Inc. Dated February 
15,2000. 

3. Final Corrective Measures Study Report for SWMU 6/AOC B. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated June 21 , 200 I. 

4. Final RCRA Facility Investigation Report for SWMU 53 and 54. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated September 30, 2002. 

5. Revised Final RCRA Facility Investigation Report for SWMU 3. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated March 18, 2003. 

6. Final Corrective Measures Study Task I Report for Tow Way Fuel Farm. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated April 22, 2003. 
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7. Final Corrective Measures Study Investigation Report for SWMU 9. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated April 25, 2003. 

8. Interim Measures Plan for SWMU II . Prepared by Baker Environmental, Inc. Dated July 21 , 
2003. 

9. Draft Corrective Measures Study Final Report for SWMUs 54 and 55. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated October 28, 2004. 

The basis for the above conclusions are as follows: 

Groundwater 

Groundwater underlying the Facility is not used as a drinking water source or for other usages. 
For over 30 years, the Facility has obtained its drinking water and water for other usages from a 
water treatment plant that receives raw water from the Rio Blanco. In addition, pump tests 
conducted in 1999 on two wells in the acquifers underlying the Facility indicated an aggregate 
yield of approximately 99 gallons per day, which is below the yield of aquifers considered usable 
for potable water supply. Groundwater is not used as a drinking water or potable water source 
downgradient of the site, since the marine waters of the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and 
Vieques Passage border the Facility on all downgradient sides. Although groundwater is not 
currently used for drinking water or other uses at the Facility, at some SWMUs and AOCs, 
groundwater occurs at relatively shallow depths at several SWMUs and AOCs ; thus, 
construction workers may potentially come in direct contact with contaminated groundwater 
during intrusive activities. 

Air (Indoors) 

Based on the volatile nature of the contaminants detected at SWMUs 1, 2, 7/8, 9,54 and 55, migration of 
contaminants in groundwater to indoor air may be a concern. The maximum detected VOC 
concentrations in the uppermost groundwater unit were compared to the State of Connecticut 
Groundwater Standards for the Protection of Indoor Air under the Industrial/Commercial Scenario (CT 
lIC VC) to determine whether migration of VOCs to indoor air may be of concern. Table I identifies 
those contaminants that exceed the CT lIC VC. 

Table 1. Groundwater Exceedences ofthe CT IIC VC ("gIL) 
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Contaminant CTIIC VC Maximum Detection 

SWMU7/8 

Benzene 530 19,000 (470MW01) 

SWMU9 

Chloroform 710 1,100 (13GW06) 

SWMUS4 

Benzene 530 3,000 (54TW15) 

SWMU55 

Trichloroethene 540 28,000 (7MW07) 

Although VOCs exceeded the CT IIC VC at SWMU 9 (Refs. 14), there are no buildings present at 
SWMU 9; so contaminated groundwater is not presently beneath any huildings. Thus, indoor air is not 
currently considered a concern at SWMU 9. Trichloroethene (TCE) is present beneath the former 
Building 46 at SWMU 55. 

SurfacelSubsurface Soil 

Contaminants are detected in surface soil andlor suhsurface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs or 
site-specific CAOs at SWMU I, SWMU 2, SWMU 6/AOC B, SWMU 7/8, SWMU 30, SWMU 31/32, 
SWMU 11145, SWMU 14, SWMU 37, SWMU 46, SWMU 55, and AOC C. The maximum detected 
contaminant concentrations in surface soil and/or subsurface soil for these SWMUs and AOCs are 
provided below. 

SWMU I. Army Cremator Disposal Site: No contaminants were detected in surface soil or 
suhsurface soil ahove EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs; however, the total hazard indices (HIs) for 
on-site worker and construction worker scenarios for exposure to soil are above the target HI of 
one in the risk assessment. 

SWMU 2. Laneley Drive Disposal Site: Arsenic was detected in surface and suhsurface soil 
above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. The maximum detected concentrations of arsenic in 
surface soil and subsurface soil exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are 134 mg/kg 
(R6S7 A) and 21.4 mg/kg (06SS 10 1) [RBC = 1. 9 mg/kg), respectively. In addition, the maximum 
detected concentration of lead in surface soil and subsurface soil are 4,760 mg/kg of lead 
(06SSI03) and 5,850 mg/kg oflead (06SSI03), which exceeded the site-specific screening 
criterion of 1,000 mg/kg (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 6. Buildine 145 and AOC B. Buildine 25: Arsenic, benzo(a)pyrene, 4,4'-DDE, and 
total HxCDD were detected in surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. The maximum 
detected concentrations of these contaminants are as follows: 10 mg/kg of arsenic [RBC = 1.9 
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mgikg], 1,800 !Igikg ofbenzo(a)pyrene [RBC = 390 !Igikg], 0.76 !Igikg oftola1 HxCDD [RBC = 
0.46 !Igikg], and 22 mgikg of 4,4'-DDE [RBC = 8.4 mgikg] (Ref. 7). No contaminants were 
detected in subsurface soil exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs. 

SWMU 7/8. Tow Way Fuel Farm (TWFF): SVOCs and metals were detected in surface soil 
above industrial RBCs. Human health-based CAOs were developed for surface/subsurface soil 
at SWMU 7/8 during the CMS. Benzo(a)anthracene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, 
indeno( 1 ,2,3-cd)pyrene, and arsenic were detected in surface soil above the CAOs calculated for 
an industrial worker scenario (all 2,900 !IWkg). The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations above CAOs are as follows; 17,000 !Igikg ofbenzo(a)anthracene, 23,000 !IWkg of 
benzo(a)pyrene, 5,900 !Igikg ofbenzo(b)fluoranthene, 5,300 !Igikg of indeno(l ,2,3-cd)pyrene, 
and 3.7 mWkg of arsenic (Refs. 11 , 12). In addition, benzo(a)pyrene was also detected in soil, at 
deptbs from 0 tolO feet bgs, above the CAO calculated for a construction worker scenario (7,300 

!IWkg)· 

SWMU 9, Tank 212 - 21 7 Sludge Disposal Pits: 

Area A (Tanks 212 and 213) 
Arsenic was detected in surface soil and subsurface above EPA Region 3 industrial RBC 
[RBC = 1.9 mgikg] at Area A. The maximum detected concentrations of arsenic in 
surface soil and subsurface soil were 3.7 mg/kg (9MW02-00) and 5 mWkg (9TP08-04), 
respectively. The maximum detected concentration of gasoline range organic 
constituents (GRO) in subsurface soil was 130 mWkg (9-02R-HPO 1), which was slightly 
above the PREBQ guideline standard of 100 mWkg. No petroleum constituents were 
detected in subsurface soil above industrial RBCs; thus, petroleum contamination is not 
currently expected to be of concern for human health and will not be discussed further in 
this CAn5 EI determination (Ref. 14). 

Area B of SWMU 9 (Tanks 214 and 215) 
The maximum detected concentration of arsenic in surface soil was 23 mg/kg (9SS07) 
which exceeds the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC [RBC = l .9 mWkg]. 

SWMU 10. Substation 2/Building 90: Approximately 235 cubic yards of PCB (Aroclor-1260) 
impacted soil was removed as an ICM at SWMU lO. However, residual soil contamination (less 
than ten parts per million [ppm]) was left in place at SWMU lO. The residual soil contamination 
may exceed the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC of l.4 mgikg (Ref. 8). 

SWMU 11145. Building 38: The maximum detected concentration of arsenic in subsurface soil 
(3.9 mgikg [45MW04-0l]) exceeds the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC [RBC = 1.9 mgikg] (Ref. 
2). 

SWMU 14, Fire Training Pit Area: SVOCs were detected in surface soil above EPA Region 3 
industrial RBCs. The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in surface soil exceeding 
EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are as follows: 7.6 mgikg ofbenzo(b)fluoranthene (14SS07) 
[RBC = 3.9 mWkg], 5 mgikg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (14SS07) [RBC = 0.39 mgikg], and 0.92 mgikg 
of dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (14SS07) [RBC = 0.39 mgikg] (Ref. 6). 
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SWMU 30. Former Incinerator: Aroclor-1260 was detected in subsurface soil above the EPA 
Region 3 industrial RBC. The maximum detected concentration of Aroclor-1260 is 2,000 Ilglkg 
(30-HPOS-03) [RBC = 1,400 Ilg/kg]. The maximum detected concentration of diesel range 
organics (DRO) in subsurface is 1,800 mg/kg (30-HP04-03) which exceeds the PREQB guideline 
standard of 100 mg/kg. No petroleum constituents were detected in subsurface soil above EPA 
Region 3 industrial RBCs. 

SWMU 31132. Waste Oil Collection Area and Battery Collection Area: Dioxins and furans 
were detected in surface and subsurface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs (adjusted 
based on TEQs). The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in surface soil were as 
follows: 12 Ilg/kg of total HxCDD (31 SS04) [RBC = 0.19 Ilg/kgj ,43 Ilg/kg of HxCDF 
(3ISS04) [RBC = 0.19 Ilg/kg], 0.74 Ilg/kg of total PeCDD (3ISS04) [RBC = 0.038 Ilg/kgj, and 
3.10 Ilg/kg of total PeCDF (3ISS04) [RBC = 0.0381lg/kg]. The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations in subsurface soil were the following: 0.11 Ilg/kg of total TCDD (31 -SSDD) 
[RBC = 0.019 Ilg/kgj, 0.44 Ilg/kg of total TCDF (31-SS07A)[RBC = 0.19 Ilg/kgj, 0.061 Ilglkg of 
total PeCDD (31-SS0SA) [RBC = 0.038 Ilg/kgj, 0.7 Ilg/kg of total PeCDF (31-SS0SA) [RBC = 
0.038 Ilg/kgj, 1.1 Ilg/kg of total Hx.CDD (31 -SS0SA) [RBC = 0.19 Ilg/kgj, 2.8 Ilg/kg of total 
HxCDF (31-SS0SA) [RBC =0.191lg/kgj, 17 Ilg/kg of total HPCDD (31-SS0SA) [RBC = 1.9 
Ilg/kgj, 12 Ilg/kg of total HPCDF (31-220SA)[RBC = 1.9 Ilg/kgj , and 130 Ilg/kg ofOCDD (31-
SSOSA) [RBC = 19 Ilg/kgj. The maximum calculated 2,3,7,8-TCDD TEQ from the subsurface 
soil sample set was 0.34984 Ilg/kg (31-SS0SA). A 2,3,7,8-TCDD TEQ was not calculated for 
surface soil since the surface soil samples were not analyzed for specific congeners. Four 
subsurface soil samples had TEQs greater than the screening level of SO ppt but were below the 
ATSDR interim action level of I ppb. These samples included 31-SS07A (68.3 ppt), 31-SS08A 
(SO.4 ppt), 31-SSDD (184 ppt), and 31-SS0SA (349 ppt) (Ref. 4). 

SWMU 37. Waste Oil Storage Area/Building 200: The maximum detected concentration of 
benzo(a)pyrene in surface soil (0.73 mg/kg [37SS03j) exceeded the EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBC [RBC = 0.39 mg/kg] (Ref. I). 

SWMU 46. Pole Storage Yard Covered Pad: The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations in surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are as follows: 880 Ilg/kg of 
benzo(a)anthracene (46SS01) [RBC = 3,900 Ilg/kg j, 2,400 Ilg/kg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (46SSII) 
[RBC = 390 Ilg/kgj, S,400 Ilg/kg ofbenzo(b)fluoranthene (46SSII) [RBC = 3.9 Ilg/kg j, 820 
Ilg/kg of dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (46SS II) [RBC = 390 Ilg/kgj, 2,700 Ilg/kg of indeno(1 ,2,3-
cd)pyrene (46SSII) [RBC = 3,900 Ilg/kg], 3S,000 Ilg/kg of Aroclor-1260 (46SS21) [RBC = 
1,400 Ilg/kgj , and S.3 mg/kg of arsenic (ACSS40) [RBC = 1.9 mglkg] (Ref. S) . 

SWMU 53. Building 64 (Malaria Control Building): The maximum detected concentration of 
arsenic in surface soil exceeding the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC is S.6 mg/kg (S3SS01 and 
S3SBOS) [RBC = 1.9 mg/kg]. The maximum detected concentration oflead in surface soil is 
3,900 mg/kg (S3SS06), which exceeds the site-specific screening criteria of 1,000 mg/kg (Ref. 
9). 

AOC C. Discarded Transformer and Electrical Equipment Accumulation Areas: The 
maximum detected contaminant concentrations in surface soil above EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBCs are as follows: 2,100 Ilg/kg ofbenzo(a)anthracene (ACSS32) [RBC = 3,900 Ilg/kgj, 2,600 
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j.lg/kg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (ACSS32) [RBC = 390 j.lg/kg] , 5,500 j.lg/kg ofbenro(b)fluoranthene 
(ACSS32) [RBC = 3,900 j.lg/kg], 440 j.lg/kg of dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (ACSS32) [RBC = 390 
j.lg/kg], 1,900 j.lg/kg ofindeno(I,2,3-cd)pyrene (ACSS32) [RBC = 3,900 j.lg/kg], 30,000 j.lg/kgof 
Aroclor-1260 (ACSS13) [RBC = 1,400 j.lg/kg], and 40.5 mg/kg of arsenic (ACSS21) [RBC = 1.9 
mg/kg] (Ref. 5). 

Surface Water 

Surface water bodies located at NAPR include mangrove swamps (mangroves), Ensenada Honda, and 
Puerca Bay. The most recent surface water sample results were screened against the Federal Ambient 
Water Quality Criteria (FAWQC) for Human Health (Water + Organism) or Federal Maximum 
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) ifFAWQC was unavailable. Standing surface water sample results from 
SWMU 6/AOC B were screened against EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs. The contaminant 
concentrations in surface water collected from mangroves at SWMU I, SWMU 2, and SWMU 9 
exceeded FAWQC (Refs. 2, 14). In addition, surface water sample results from Ensenada Honda at 
SWMU 7/8 exceeded FAWQC (Refs. II, 12). Standing surface water from SWMU 6/AOC B exceeded 
the EPA Region 3 tap water RBCs (Ref. 7). The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in 
surface water are presented below. 

SWMU }. Army Cremator Disposal Site: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations 
of contaminants in surface water exceeding FAWQC are as follows: 105 j.lgIl oftolal arsenic 
(5SW2) [FAWQC = 0.018 j.lgIlJ, 108 j.lgIl of total chromium (5SWOI) [MCL = 100 j.lg/I] , 221 
j.lgIl of total selenium (5SW05) [FAWQC = 170 j.lgIl], and 116 j.lgll oftolal thallium (5SW4) 
[FAWQC = 1.7 j.lg/I] (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 2. Langley Drive Disposal Site: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in 
surface water exceeding FA WQC are as follows: 2.4 j.lg/I ofbis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (6SW2) 
[FA WQC = 1.2 j.lgIl] , 50.6 j.lg/I of total beryllium (6SW2) [MCL = 4 j.lg/I], 611 j.lgIl of total 
chromium (6SW2) [MCL = 100 j.lgIl], 549 j.lg/I of total selenium (6SW3) [FAWQC = 170 j.lg/I], 
and 29.3 j.lg/I oftolal thallium (6SWI) [FAWQC = 1.7 j.lgIl] (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 6, Building 145 and AOC B. Building 25: The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations in surface water exceeding tap water RBCs are as follows: 2 j.lgIl of 
acetophenone (6SWOI) [RBC = 0.042 j.lg/I], I j.lg/lof benzo(b)flouranthene (6SWOI) [RBC = 

0.092 j.lg/I], 0 .52 j.lg/I of 4,4'-000 (6SWOI) [RBC = 0.28 j.lg/l], and 5 j.lg/I of total arsenic 
(6SWOI) [RBC = 0.045 j.lg/I] (Ref. 7) . 

SWMU 7/8, Tow Way Fuel Farm (TWFFl: The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations exceeding FA WQC are as follows: 12 j.lg/l ofbis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (7SW3) 
[FA WQC = 1.2 j.lgIl], 5.7 j.lgIl of total antimony (7SW4)[FA WQC = 5.6 j.lgIl], 7 j.lg/I oftolal 
arsenic (7SW5) [FAWQC = 0.018 j.lgIl], 4.9 j.lgIl of dissolved thallium (7SW6) [FAWQC = 1.7 
j.lg/I], and 7.7 j.lgIl of dissolved arsenic (7SW9)[FAWQC = 0.018 j.lg/I](Refs. II, 12). 

SWMU 9, Tank 212 - 217 Sludge Disposal Pits: 

Areas A and B (Tanks 212, 213 , 214 and 215) 
The maximum detected concentrations of metals in surface water exceeding FA WQC are 
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Sediment 

as follows : 4.3 ~g11 of dissolved arsenic (9SW23) [FAWQC = O.OIS ~g/l], 6.5 ~g11 of 
total antimony (9SWI7) [FAWQC = 5.6 ~gII], 110 ~g/l of total arsenic (9SWIS) 
[FAWQC = O.QlS ~gII], 6.6 of total beryllium (9SWIS) [MCL = 4 ~gII], 3S ~g/l of 
cadmium (9SWIS) [MCL = 5 ~gll] , 540 ~gli of total chromium (9SWIS) [MCL = 100 
~gll], and 3,100 ~gli oftolal copper (9SWIS) [FAWQC = 1,300 ~gll] (Ref. 14). 

Area C (Tanks 216 and 217) 
The maximum detected concentrations of metals in surface water above FA WQC are as 
follows : 60.S ~g11 of total arsenic (9SW06) [FAWQC = O.OIS ~gII], S.I ~g/l of 
dissolved antimony (9SW27) [FAWQC = 5.6 ~gII], and 155 ~g11 of total chromium 
(9SW06) [MCL = 100 ~gII] (Ref. 14). 

Surface water bodies located at NAPR include mangrove swamps (mangroves), Ensenada Honda, and 
Puerca Bay. The majority of the sediment sample results were screened against EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBCs because exposure to sediment contamination in mangroves and Ensenada Honda is expected to be 
limited to on-site workers. However, the sediment sample results from SWMUs 3 and 11145 were 
compared against EPA Region 3 residential RBCs because sediments were collected from Puerca Bay, 
which is considered a potential recreational area. The contaminant concentrations in sediment collected 
from mangroves at SWMU I , SWMU 2, and SWMU 9 exceeded industrial RBCs (Refs. 2, 14). 
Sediment sample results from Ensenada Honda at SWMU 3 and SWMU 7/S exceeded industrial RBCs 
(Refs. 10, II, 12). Also, sediment sample results from Puerca Bay at SWMU 3 and SWMU 11145 
exceeded residential RBCs (Refs. 2,10). Sediment sample results from drainage ditch at SWMU 13 
exceeded industrial RBCs (Ref. 5). The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in sediment are 
presented below. 

SWMU 1, Army Cremator Disposal Site: The maximum detected concentration of arsenic in 
sediment (32 mg/kg [5SE4]) exceeds the EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs [RBC = 1.9 mg/kg] 
(Ref. 2). 

SWMU 2. Laneley Drive Disposal Site: The maximum detected concentrations in sediment 
exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are 920 ~gikg benzo(a)pyrene (2SD03) [RBC = 390 
~g/kg] and 16.4 mg/kg arsenic (6SE3) [RBC = 1.9 mg/kg] (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 3. Base Landfill: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations in sediment 
exceeding EPA Region 3 residential RBCs are I Ilgikg of total HxCDD (3SDI5) [RBC = 0.1 
~glkg] and 4.3 mglkg of arsenic (3SD02) [RBC = 0.43 mg/kg] (Ref. 10). 

SWMU 7/8, Tow Way Fuel Farm (TWFF1: The maximum detected contaminant 
concentrations in sediment exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are as follows: 2,200 
~g/kg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (7SDI2) [RBC = 390 ~g/kg], 530 ~g/kg of dibenzo(a,h)antbracene 
(7SD 12) [RBC = 390 ~glkg], and 46 mg/kg of arsenic (7SD3) [RBC = 1.9 mg/kg] (Refs. II , 12). 

SWMU 9, Tank 212 - 217 Siudee Disposal Pits: 

Areas A and B (Tanks 212, 213,214 and 215) 
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The maximum detected concentrations in sediment exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial 
RBCs are 2.9 mg/kg of arsenic (9SDI6) [RBC = 1.9 mg/kg] and 1,300 ~g/kg of 
benzo(a)pyrene (9SD20) [RBC = 390 ~g/kg] (Ref. 14). 

Area C (ranks 216 and 217) 
The maximum detected concentrations of arsenic in sediment (IS mg/kg [9SD26]) 
exceeds the EPA Region 3 industrial RBC [RBC = 1.9 mg/kg] (Ref. 14). 

SWMU 11/45. Buildine 38: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations detected in 
sediment exceeding EPA Region 3 residential RBCs are as follows: 12 mg/kg of arsenic 
(IISDOID) [RBC = 0.43 mg/kg], 3,200 ~glkg ofbenzo(a)pyrene (SD03D) [RBC = 87 ~g/kg], 
and 5,000 ~g/kg ofbenw(b)fluoranthene [RBC = 870 ~glkg] (Ref. 2). 

SWMU 13. Old Pest Control Shop: The maximum detected contaminant concentrations 
detected in sediment exceeding EPA Region 3 industrial RBCs are as follows: 50,000 ~g/kg of 
4,4'-DDD (13SD07) [RBC = 12,000 ~g/kg] , 21 ,000 ~g/kg of 4,4'-DDE (13SD07) [RBC = 8,400 
~g/kg], 34,000 ~glkg of 4,4'-DDT (13SDl3) [RBC = 8,400 ~g/kg] , 1,800 ~g/kg of dieldrin 
(13SD09-00) [RBC = 180 ~g/kg] (Ref. 5). 

References: 

I. Draft RCRA Facility Investigation Report for Phase I Investigations at Operable Units I , 6, and 7. 
Prepared by Baker Environmental, Inc. Dated July I , 1996. 

2. Revised Draft RCRA Facility Investigation Report for Operable Unit 3/5. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated April 19, 1999. 

3. Final Phase 11 RFI report for SWMU 30. Prepared by Baker Environmental, Inc. Dated February 
15, 2000. 

4. Final Corrective Measures Study Report for SWMU 31132. Prepared by Baker Environmental, 
Inc. Dated April 17, 2000. 

5. Revised Final 11 Corrective Measures Study Final Report, Prepared by Baker Environmental, lnc. 
Dated August 4, 2000. 

6. Draft Interim Decision Document for SWMU 14. Prepared by Baker Environmental, Inc. Dated 
November 11,2000. 

7. Final Corrective Measures Study Final Report for SWMU 6/AOC B. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated June 21, 2001 . 

8. Draft Corrective Measures Study Report for SWMU 10. Prepared by Baker Environmental, Inc. 
Dated July 6, 200 I. 

9. Final RCRA Facility Investigation Report for SWMU 53 and 54. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated September 30, 2002. 

to. Revised Final RCRA Facility Investigation Report for SWMU 3. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated March 18, 2003. 

11 . Final Additional Data Collection Investigation Report for Tow Way Fuel Fann. Prepared by 
Baker Environmental, Inc. Dated April 22, 2003. 
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12. Final Corrective Measures Study Task I Report for Tow Way Fuel Farm. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated April 22, 2003. 

13. Final Groundwater Model Report for Tow Way Fuel Farm. Prepared by Baker Environmental, 
Inc. Dated April 22, 2003 . 

14. Final Corrective Measures Study Investigation Report for SWMU 9. Prepared by Baker 
Environmental, Inc. Dated April 25, 2003. 
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Attachment III 

SCOPE OF WORK FOR A FULL RCRA FACILITY INVESTIGATION (RFI) 

I. PURPOSE 

The purpose of the RCRA Facility Investigation is to 
determine the nature rate, direction and extent of releases 
of hazardous waste, including hazardous constituents, from 
solid waste management units and other source areas at the 
facility including areas off-site impacted by the release(s) 
from the facility, and to gather all necessary data to 
support the Corrective Measures Study. The Respondent shall 
furnish all personnel, materials, and services necessary 
for, or incidental to, performing the RCRA corrective 
measure. 

II. SCOPE 

The RCRA Facility Investigation cons ists of seven tasks: 

Task I: Description of Current Conditions 

A. Facility Background 
B. Nature and Extent of Contamination 
C. Implementation of Interim Measures 

Task II : Pre-Investigat ion Evaluation of Corrective Measure 
Technologies 

Task III: RFI Management Plans 

A. Project Management Plan 
B. Data Collection Quality Assurance Plan 
C. Data Management Plan 
D. Health and Safety Plan 
E . Communi ty Relations Plan 

Task IV: Facility Investigation 

A. Environmental Setting 
B. Source Characterization 
C. Contamination Characterization 
D. Potential Receptor Identifi ca tion 

Task V: Investigation Analysis 
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A. Data Analysis 
B . Protect i on Standards 

Task VI: Laboratory and Bench-Scale Studies 

Task VII: Reports 

A. Progress 
B. Draft and Final 

III. TASK I: DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT CONDITIONS 

The Respondent shall submit for EPA approval a report 
providing the background information pertinent to the 
facility, contamination and interim measures as set forth 
below . The data gathered during any previous investigations 
or inspections and other relevant data shall be included. 
The report must include, at a minimum, the following 
information: 

A. Facility Background 

The Respondent's report shall summarize the regional 
location, pertinent boundary features, general facility 
physiography, hydrogeology, and historical use of the 
facility for the treatment , storage or disposal of solid 
and hazardous waste. The Respondent's report shall 
include: 

1. Map(s) depicting the following: 

(a) General geographic location; 

(b) Property lines, with the owners of all adjacent 
property clearly indicated; 

(c) Topography and surface drainage (with a contour 
interval of two (2) feet and a scale of 1 inch 
= 100 feet) depicting all waterways, wetlands, 
floodplains, water features, drainage patterns, 
and surface-water containment areas; 

(d) All tanks, buildings, utilities, paved areas, 
easements, rights-of-way, and other features; 

A-2 
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(e) All solid or hazardous waste treatment, storage 
or disposal areas active after November 19, 
1980; 

(f) All known past solid or hazardous waste 
treatment, storage or disposal areas regardless 
of whether they were active on or after 
November 19, 1980; 

(g) All known past and present product and waste 
underground tanks or piping; 

(h) Surrounding land uses (residential, commercial, 
agricultural, recreational); and 

(i) The location of all production and groundwater 
monitoring wells. These wells shall be clearly 
labeled and ground and top of casing elevations 
and construction details included (these 
elevations and details may be included as an 
attachment) . 

All maps shall be consistent with the requirements 
set forth in 40 CFR 270.14 and be of sufficient 
detail and accuracy to locate and report all current 
and future work performed at the site; 

2. A history and description of ownership and operation, 
solid and hazardous waste generation, treatment, 
storage and disposal activities at the facility; 

3. Approximate dates or periods of past product and 
waste spills, identification of the materials 
spil led, the amount spilled, t he location where 
spilled, and a description of the response actions 
conducted (local, state, or federal response units or 
private parties), including any inspection reports or 
technical reports generated as a result of the 
response; and 

4. A summary of past permits requested and/or received, 
any enforcement actions and their subsequent 
responses and a list of documents and studies 
prepared for the facility. 
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B. Nature and Extent of Contamination 

1. The Respondent's report shall summarize all possible 
source areas of contamination. This, at a minimum, 
should include all regulated units, solid waste 
management units, spill areas, and othe r suspected 
source areas of contamination. For each area, the 
Respondent shall identify the following: 

2 . 

(a) Location of unit/a rea (which shall be depicted 
on a facility map); 

(b) Quantities of solid and hazardous wastes; 

(c) Hazardous waste or constituents, to the extent 
known; and 

(d) Identification of areas where additional 
information is necessary. 

The Respondent 
description o f 
contamination. 

shall prepare an assessment and 
the existing degree and extent o f 
This should include: 

(a) Available monitoring data and qualitative 
information on locations and levels of 
contamination at the facility; 

(b) All potential migration pathways including 
information on geology, petrology, 
hydrogeology, physiography, hydrology, water 
quality, meteorology, and air quality; and 

(c) The potential impact(s) on human health and the 
environment, including demography, groundwater 
and surface-water use, and land use. 

C. Implementation of Interim Corrective Measures 

The Respondent's report shall document interim corrective 
measures which were or are being undertaken at the 
facility. This shall include: 

1. Objectives of the interim corrective measures: how 
the measure is mitigating a potential threat to human 
health and the environment and/or is cons i stent with 
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and integrated into any long term solution at the 
facility; 

2. Design, construction, operation, and maintenance 
requirements; 

3. Schedules for design, construction and monitoring; 
and 

4. Schedule for progress reports. 

I V. TASK II: PRE-INVESTIGATION EVALUATION OF CORRECTIVE MEASURE 
TECHNOLOGIES 

The Respondent shall submit a report that identifies the 
potential corrective measure technologies that may be used 
on-site or off- site f o r the containment, treatment, 
remediation, and/or disposal of contamination. This report 
shall also identify any field data that needs to be collected 
in the facility investigation to facilitate the evaluation 
and selection of the final corrective measure or measures 
(e.g., compatibility of waste and construction materials, 
information to evaluate effectiveness, treatability of 
wastes, etc.). 

V. TASK III: RFI MANAGEMENT PLANS 

The Respondent shall submit RFI Management Plans. These 
Plans shall be followed during the implementation of RFI, and 
will be part of the RFI Workplan. During the RFI, these 
Management Plans may be necessary for revisions depending on 
the detail of information collected to accommodate the 
facility specific s ituation . The RFI Management Plans 
include the following: 

A. Project Management Plan 

The Respondent shall prepare a Proj e ct Management Plan 
which will include a discussion of the technical 
approach, schedules, budget, and personnel. The Project 
Management Plan will also include a description of 
qualifications of personnel performing o r directing the 
RFI, including contractor personnel. This plan shall 
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also document the overall management approach to the RCRA 
Facility Investigation. 

B. Data Collection Quality Assurance Plan 

The Respondent shall prepare a plan to document all 
monitoring procedures: sampling, field measurements, and 
sample analysis performed during the investigation to 
characterize the environmental setting, source, and 
contamination, so as to ensure that all information, data 
and resulting dec isions are technically sound, 
statistically valid, and properly documented. 

1. Data Collection Strategy 

The strategy section of the Data Collection Quality 
Assurance Plan shall include but not be limited to 
the following: 

(a) Description of the intended uses for the data, 
and the necessary level of precision and 
accuracy for these intended uses; 

(b) Description of methods and procedures to be 
used to assess the precision, accuracy and 
completeness of the measurement data; 

(c) Description of the rationale used to assure 
that the data accurately and precisely 
represent a characteristic of a population, 
parameter variations at a sampling point, a 
process condition or an environmental 
condition. Examples of factors which shall be 
considered and discussed include: 

(i) Environmental conditions at t he time of 
sampling; 

(ii) Number of sampling points; 

(iii) Representativeness of selected media; and 

(iv) Representativeness of selected analytical 
parameters. 
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(d) Description of the measures to be taken to 
assure that the following data sets can be 
compared to each other: 

(i) RFI data generated by the Respondent over 
some time period; 

(ii) RFI data generated by an outside laboratory 
or consultant versus data generated by the 
Respondent; 

(iii)Data generated by separate consultants or 
laboratories; and 

(iv) Data generated by an outside consultant or 
laboratory over some time period. 

(e) Details relating to the schedule and 
information to be provided in quality assurance 
reports. The reports should include but not be 
limited to: 

(i) Periodic assessment of measurement data 
accuracy, precision, and completeness; 

(ii) Results of performance audits; 

(iii)Results of system audits; 

(iv) Significant quality assurance problems and 
recommended solutions; and 

(v) Resolutions of previously stated problems. 

2. Sampling 

The Sampling section of the Data Collection Quality 
Assurance Plan shall discuss: 

(a) Selecting appropriate sampling locations, 
depths, etc.; 

(b) Providing a statistically sufficient number of 
sampling sites; 

(c) Measuring all necessary ancillary data; 
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(d) Determining conditions under which sampling 
should be conducted; 

(e) Determining which media are to be sampled 
(e.g., groundwater, air, soil, sediment, etc.); 

(f) Determining which parameters are to be measured 
and where; 

(g) Selecting the frequency of sampling and length 
of sampling period; 

(h) Selecting the types of sample (e.g., composites 
vs. grabs) and number of samples to be 
collected; 

(i) Measures to be taken to prevent contamination 
of the sampling equipment and cross 
contamination between sampling points; 

(j) Documenting field sampling operations and 
procedures, including; 

(i) Documentation of procedures for 
preparation of reagents or supplies 
which become an integral part of the 
sample (e.g., filters, and adsorbing 
reagents); 

(ii) Procedures and forms for recording the 
exact location and specific 
considerations associated with sample 
acquisition; 

(iii) Documentation of specific sample 
preservation method; 

(iv) Calibration of field devices; 

(v) Collection of replicate samples; 

(vi) Submission of field-biased blanks, where 
appropriate; 

(vii) Potential interferences present at the 
facility; 
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(viii) Construction materials and techniques, 
associated with monitoring wells and 
piezometers; 

(ix) Field equipment listing and sample 
containers; 

(x) Sampling order; and 

(xi) Decontamination procedures. 

(k) Selecting appropriate sample containers; 

(1) Sample preservation; and 

(m) Chain-of-custody, including: 

(i) Standardized field tracking reporting 
forms to establish sample custody in the 
field prior to and during shipment; and 

(ii) Pre-prepared sample labels containing all 
information necessary for effective 
sample tracking. 

3. Field Measurements 

The Field Measurements sectio n of the Data Collection 
Quality Assurance Plan shall discuss: 

(a) Selecting appropriate field measurement 
locations, depths, etc.; 

(b) Providing a statistically sufficient number of 
field measurements; 

(c) Measuring all necessary ancillary data; 

(d) Determining conditions under which field 
measurements should be conducted; 

(e) Determining which media are to be addressed by 
appropriate field measurements (e.g., 
groundwater, air, soil, sediment, etc.); 
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(f) Determining wh ich parameters are to be measured 
and where ; 

(g) Selecting the frequency of field measurement 
and length of field measurements period ; and 

(h) Documenting field measurement operations and 
procedures, including: 

(i) Procedures and forms for recording raw 
data and the exact location, time, and 
facility-specific cons iderations 
associated with the data acquisition; 

(ii) Calibration o f field devices; 

(iii) Col lection of replicate measurements; 

(iv) Submission of field- biased blanks, where 
appropriate; 

(v) Potential interferences present at the 
facility; 

(vi) Construction materials and techniques 
assoc i ated with monitoring wells and 
piezometers used to collect field data; 

(vii) Field equipment listing; 

(viii) Order in which field measurements were 
made; and 

(ix) Decontamination procedures. 

4. Samp l e Analysis 

The Sample Analysis section of the Data Collecti on 
Quality Assurance Plan shal l specify the following: 

(a) Chain-of-custody procedures, including: 

(i) Identification of a responsible party to act 
as sample custodian at the laboratory 
fa cil ity authorized to sign for incoming 
field samples , obtain documents of shipment, 
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and verify the data entered onto the sample 
custody records; 

(ii) Provision for a laboratory sample custody log 
consisting of serially numbered standard lab
tracking report sheets; and 

(iii) Specification of laboratory sample custody 
procedures for sample handling, storage, 
and dispersement for analysis. 

(b) Sample storage procedures and storage times; 

(c) Sample preparation methods; 

(d) Analytical p r ocedures, including: 

(i) Scope and application of the procedure; 

(ii) Sample matrix; 

(iii) Potential interferences; 

(iv) Precision and accuracy of the methodology; 
and 

(v) Method detection limits. 

(e) Calibration procedures and frequency; 

(f) Data reduction, validation and reporting; 

(g) Internal quality con trol checks, laboratory 
performance and systems audits and frequency, 
including: 

(i) Method blank(s); 

(ii) Laboratory control sample(s); 

(iii) Calibration check sample(s); 

(iv) Replicate sample(s); 

(v) Matrix-spiked sample(s); 
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(vi) "Blind" quality control sample(s); 

(vii) Control charts; 

(viii) Surrogate samples; 

(ix) Zero and span gases; and 

(x) Reagent quality control checks. 

(h) Preventive maintenance procedures and 
schedules; 

(i) Corrective action (for laboratory problems); 
and 

(j) Turnaround time. 

C. Data Management Plan 

The Respondent shall develop and initiate a Data 
Management Plan to document and track investigation data 
and results. This plan shall identify and set up data 
documentation materials and procedures, project file 
requirements, and project-related progress reporting 
procedures and documents. The plan shall also provide the 
format to be used to present the raw data and conclusions 
of the investigation. 

1. Data Record 

The data record shall include the following: 

(a) Unique sample or field measurement code; 

(b) Sampling or field measurement location and 
sample or measurement type; 

(c) Sampling or field measurement raw data; 

(d) Laboratory analysis 1D number; 

(e) Property or component measured; and 

(f) Result of analysis (e.g., concentration) 
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2. Tabular Displays 

The following data shall be presented in tabular 
displays: 

(a) Unsorted (raw) data; 

(b) Results for each medium, or for each 
constituent monitored; 

(c) Data reduction for statistical analysis; 

(d) Sorting of data by potential stratification 
factors (e.g., location, soil layer, 
topography); and 

(e) Summary data. 

3. Graphical Displays 

The following data shall be presented in graphical 
formats (e.g., bar graphs, line graphs, area or plan 
maps, isopleth plots, cross-sectional plots or 
transacts, three dimensional graphs, etc.): 

(a) Display sampling location and sampling grid; 

(b) Indicate boundaries of sampling area, and areas 
where more data are required; 

(c) Display levels of contamination at each 
sampling location; 

(d) Display geographical extent of contamination; 

(e) Display contamination levels, averages, and 
maxima; 

(f) Illustrate changes in concentration in relation 
to distance from the source, time, depth or 
other parameters; and 

(g) Indicate features affecting intramedia 
transport and show potential receptors. 

D. Health and Safety Plan 
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The Respondent shall prepare a facility Health and Safety 
Plan. 

1. Major elements of the Health and Safety Plan shall 
include: 

(a) Facility description including availability of 
resources such as roads, water supply, 
electricity and telephone service; 

(b) Describe the known hazards and evaluate the 
risks associated with the incident and with 
each activ ity conducted; 

(c ) List key personnel and alternates responsible 
for site safety, response operations, and f o r 
protection o f public health; 

(d) Delineate work areas; 

(e) Describe levels of protection to be worn by 
personnel in work areas; 

(f) Establish procedures to control site acces s; 

(g) Describe decontamination procedures for 
personnel and equipment; 

(h) Establish site emergency procedures; 

(i) Address emergency medical care f o r injuries and 
toxicological problems; 

(j) Describe requirements for an environmental 
surveillance program; 

(k) Specify any routine and special training 
required for responders; and 

(1) Establish procedures for protecting workers 
from weather-related problems. 

2. The Facility Health and Safety Plan shall be 
consistent with: 
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(a) NIOSH Occupational Safety and Health Guidance 
Manual for Hazardous Waste Site Activities 
(1985) ; 

(b) EPA Order 1440.1 - Respiratory Protection; 

(c) EPA Order 1440.3 - Health and Safety 
Requirements for Employees engaged in Field 
Activities; 

(d) Facility Contingency Plan; 

(e) EPA Standard Operating Safety Guide (1984); 

(f) OSHA regulations particularly in 29 CFR 1910 
and 192 6; 

(g) State, local, and other federal agency (e.g., 
DOD, DOE) regulations; and 

(h) Other EPA guidance as provided. 

E. Community Relations Plan 

The Respondent shall prepare a plan, for the 
dissemination of information to the public regarding 
investigation activities and results. 

VI. TASK IV: RCRA FACILITY INVESTIGATION (RFIl 

The Respondent shall conduct those investigations necessary 
to: characterize the facility (Environmental Setting); define 
the source (Source Characterization); define the degree and 
extent of contamination (Contamination Characterization); and 
identify actual or potential receptors. 

The RFI should result in data of adequate technical quality 
to support the development and evaluation of the corrective 
measure alternative or alternatives during the Corrective 
Measures Study ("CMS"). 

The RFI activities shall follow the plans set forth in Task 
III. All sampling and analyses shall be conducted in 
accordance with the Data Collection Quality Assurance Plan. 
All sampling locations shall be documented in a log and 
identified on a detailed site map. 
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A. Environmental Setting 

The Respondent shall collect information to supplement 
and verify existing information on the environmental 
setting at the facility. The Respondent shall 
characterize the following: 

1. Hydrogeology 

The Respondent shall conduct a program to evaluate 
hydrogeologic conditions at the facility. This 
program shall provide the following information: 

(a) A description of the regional and facility 
specific geologic and hydrogeologic 
characteristics affecting groundwater flow 
beneath the facility, including: 

(i) Regional and facility specific stratigraphy: 
description of strata including strike and 
dip, identification of stratigraphic 
contacts; 

(ii) Structural geology: description of local and 
regional structural features (e.g. , folding, 
faulting, tilting , jointing, etc.); 

(iii) Depositional history; 

(iv) Identification and characterization of areas 
and amounts of recharge and discharge; 

(v) Regional and facility specific groundwater 
flow patterns; and 

(vi) Characterize seasonal variations in the 
groundwater flow regime . 

(b) An analysis of any topographic features that 
might influence the groundwater flow system. 
(Note: Stereographic analysis of aerial 
photographs may aid in this analysis). 

(c) Based on field data, test, and cores, a 
representative and accurate classification and 
description of the hydrogeologic units which 
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may be part of the migration pathways at the 
facility (i.e., the aquifers and any 
intervening saturated and unsaturated units), 
including: 

(i) Hydraulic conductivity and porosity (total 
and effective) ; 

(ii) Lithology, grain size, sorting, degree o f 
cementation; 

(iii) An interpretation of hydraulic 
interconnections between saturated zones; 
and 

(iv) The attenuation capacity and mechanisms of 
the natural earth materials (e.g ., i on 
exchange capacity, organic carbon content, 
mineral content etc.). 

(d) Based o n field studies and cores, structural 
geology, and hydrogeologic cross sections 
showing the extent (depth, thickness, lateral 
extent) of hydrogeologic units which may be 
part of the migration pathways identifying: 

(i) Sand and gravel deposits in unconsolidated 
deposits; 

(ii) Zones of fracturing or channeling in 
consolidated or unconsolidated deposits; 

(iii) Zones of higher permeability or low 
permeability that might direct and restrict 
the fl ow of contaminants; 

(iv) The uppermost aquifer: geologic formation, 
group of formations, or part of a formation 
capable of yielding a significant amount of 
groundwater to wells or springs; and 

(v) Water- bearing zones above the first conf ining 
layer that may serve as a pathway for 
contaminant migration including perched zones 
of saturation. 
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(e) Based on data obtained from groundwater 
monitoring wells and piezometers installed 
upgradient and downgradient of the potential 
contaminant source, a representative 
description of water level or fluid pressure 
monitoring including: 

(i) Water-level contour and/or potentiometric 
maps; 

(ii) Hydrologic cross sections showing vertical 
gradients; 

(iii) The flow system, including the vertical and 
horizontal components o f flow; and 

(iv) Any temporal changes in hydraulic gradients , 
for example, due to tidal or seasonal 
influences. 

(f) A description of manmade influences that may 
affect the hydrogeology of the site, 
identifying: 

(i) Active and inactive local water- supply and 
production wells with an approximate schedule 
of pumping; and 

(ii) Manmade hydraulic structures (pipelines, 
french drains, ditches, unlined ponds, septic 
tanks, NPDES outfalls, retention areas , 
etc.) . 

2. Soils 

The Respondent shall conduct a program to 
characterize the soil and rock units above the water 
table in the vicinity of the contaminant release(s) 
Such characterization shall include but not be 
limited to, the following information: 

(a) SCS soil classification; 

(b) Surface soil distribution; 
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(c) Soil profile, including ASTM classification of 
soils; 

(d) Transacts of soil stratigraphy; 

(e) Hydraulic conductivity (saturated and 
unsaturated); 

(f) Relative permeability; 

(g) Bulk density; 

(h) Porosity; 

(i) Soil sorptive capacity; 

(j) Cation exchange capacity (CEC); 

(k) Soil organic content; 

(1) Soil pH; 

(m) Particle size distribution; 

(n) Depth of water table; 

(0) Moisture content; 

(p) Effect of stratification on unsaturated flow; 

(q) Infiltration 

(r) Evapotranspiration; 

(s) Storage capacity; 

(t) Vertical flow rate; and 

(u) Mineral content. 

3. Surface Water and Sediment 

The Respondent shall conduct a program to 
characterize the surface water bodies within 5 miles 
of the facility. Such characterization shall 
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include, but not be limited to, the following 
activities and information: 

(a) Description of the temporal and permanent 
surface-water bodies including: 

(i) For lakes and estuaries: location, elevation, 
surface area, inflow, outflow, depth, 
temperature stratification, and volume; 

(ii) For impoundments: location, elevation, 
surface area, depth, volume, freeboard, and 
purpose of impoundment; 

(iii) For streams, ditches, drains, swamps and 
channels: location, elevation, flow, 

velocity, depth, width, seasonal 
fluctuations, and flooding tendencies (i.e., 
100 year event); 

(iv) Drainage patterns; and 

(v) Evapotranspiration. 

(b) Description of the chemistry of the natural 
surface water and sediments. This includes 
determining the pH, total dissolved solids, 
total suspended solids, biological oxygen 
demand, alkalinity, conductivity, dissolved 
oxygen profiles, nutrients (NH3, N03- / N02-, 
P04-3), chemical oxygen demand, total organic 
carbon, specific contaminant concentrations, 
etc. 

(c) Description of sediment characteristics 
including: 

(i) Deposition area; 

(ii) Thickness profile; and 

(iii) Physical and chemical parameters (e.g., 
grain size, density, organic carbon content, 
ion exchange capacity, pH, etc.) 

B. Source Characterization 
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The Respondent shall collect analytical data to 
completely characterize the wastes and the areas where 
wastes have been placed, collected or removed including: 
type; quantity; physical form; disposition (contain- ment 
or nature of deposits); and facility characteristics 
affecting release (e.g., facility security, and 
engineered barriers). This shall include quantification 
of the following specific characteristics at each source 
area: 

i. Unit/Disposal Area characteristics: 

(a) Location of unit / disposal area; 

(b) Type of unit / disposal area; 

(c) Design features; 

(d) Operating practices (past and present); 

(e) Period of operation; 

(f) Age of unit/disposal area; 

(g) General physical conditions; and 

(h) Method used to close the unit/disposal area. 

2. Waste Characteristics: 

(a) Type of waste placed in the unit; 

(i) Hazardous classification (e.g., flammable, 
reactive, corrosive, oxidizing, or reducing 
agent) ; 

(ii) Quantity; and 

(iii) Chemical composition. 

(b) Physical and chemical characteristics; 

(i) Physical form (solid, liquid, gas); 

(ii) Physical description (e.g., powder, oily 
sludge); 
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(iii) Temperature; 

(iv) pH; 

(v) General chemical class (e. g., acid, base, 
solvent); 

(vi) Molecular weight; 

(vii) Density; 

(viii) ~oiling point; 

(ix) Viscosity; 

(x) Solubility in water; 

(xi) Cohesiveness of the waste; 

(xii) Vapor pressure. 

(xiii) Flash point 

(c) Migration and dispersal characteristics of the 
waste; 

(i) Sorption; 

(ii) Biodegradability, bioconcentration, 
biotransformation; 

(iii) Photodegradation rates; 

(iv) Hydrolysis rates; and 

(v) Chemical transformations. 

The Respondent shall document the procedures used in 
making the above determinations. 

C. Contamination Characterization 

The Respondent shall collect analytical data on 
groundwater, soils, and / or surface water / sediment 
contamination in the vicinity of the facility. This data 
shall be sufficient to define the extent, origin, 
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direction, and rate of movement of contaminant plumes. 
Data shall include time and location of sampling, media 
sampled, concentrations found, and conditions during 
sampling, and the identity of the individuals performing 
the sampling and analysis. The Respondent shall address 
the following types of contamination at the facility: 

1. Groundwater Contamination 

The Respondent shall conduct a groundwater 
investigation to characterize any plumes of 
contamination at the facility. This investigation 
shall, at a minimum, provide the following 
information: 

(a) A description of the horizontal and vertical 
extent of any immiscible or dissolved plume(s) 
originating from the facility; 

(b) The horizontal and vertical direction of 
contamination movement; 

(c) The velocity of contaminant movement; 

(d) The horizontal and vertical concentration 
profiles of chemical contaminants; 

(e) An evaluation of factors influencing the plume 
movement; and 

(f) An extrapolation of future contaminant 
movement. 

The Respondent shall document the procedures used in 
making the above determinations (e.g., well design, 
well construction, geophysics, modeling, etc.). 

2. Soil Contamination 

The Respondent shall conduct an investigation to 
characterize the contamination of the soil above the 
water table in the vicinity of the contaminant 
release(s). The investigation shall include the 
following information: 
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(a) A description of the vertical and horizontal 
extent of contami-nation. 

(b) A description of contaminant and soil chemical 
properties within the contaminant source area 
and plume. This includes contaminant 
solubil ity, specification, adsorption, 
leachability, exchange capacity, 
biodegradability, hydrolysis, photolysis, 
oxidation, and other factors that might affect 
contaminant migration and transformation. 

(c) Specific contaminant concentrations. 

(d) The velocity and direction of contaminant 
movement. 

(e) An extrapolation of future contaminant 
movement. 

The Respondent shall document the procedures used in 
making the above determinations. 

3. Surface-Water and Sediment Contamination 

The Respondent shall conduct a surface- water and 
sediment investigation to characterize potential 
contamination in surface-water bodies and sediments 
resulting from the contaminant release(s) by the 
facility. The investigation shall include, but not 
be limited to, the following information: 

(a) A description of the horizontal and vertical 
extent of any immiscible or dissolved plume(s) 
originating from the facility, and the extent 
of contamination in underlying sediments; 

(b) The horizontal and vertical direction of 
contaminant movement; 

(c) The contaminant velocity ; 

(d) An evaluation of the physical, biological and 
chemical factors influencing contaminant 
movement; 
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(e) An extrapolation of future contaminant 
movement; and 

(f) A description of the chemistry of the 
contaminated surface waters and sediments. 
This includes determining the pH, total 
dissolved solids, specific contaminant 
concentrations, etc.; 

The Respondent shall document the procedures used in 
making the above determinations. 

D. Potential Receptors 

The Respondent shall collect data describing the human 
populations and environmental systems that are 
susceptible to contaminant exposure from the facility. 
Chemical analysis of biological samples may be needed. 
Data on observable effects in ecosystems may also be 
obtained. The following characteristics shall be 
identified: 

1. Local uses and possible future uses of groundwater: 

(a) Type of use (e.g., drinking water source: 
municipa l o r residential, agricultural, 
domestic/non-potable, and industrial); and 

(b) Location of groundwater users including wells 
and discharge areas. 

2. Local uses and possible future uses of surface waters 
draining the facility: 

(a) Domestic and municipal (e.g., potable and 
lawn/gardening watering); 

(b) Recreational (e.g., swimming, fishing); 

(c ) Agricultural; 

(d) Industrial; and 

(e) Environmental (e.g., fish and wildlife 
propagation) . 
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3. Human use of or access to the facility and adjacent 
lands, including but not limited to: 

(a) Recreation; 

(b) Hunting; 

(c) Residential; 

(d) Commercial; 

(e) Zoning; and 

(f) Relationship between popul ation l ocations and 
prevailing wind direction. 

4. A description of the biota in surface water bodies 
on, adjacent to , or affected by the facility. 

5. A description of the ecology overlying and adjacent 
to the facility. 

6. A demographic profile of the people who use or have 
access to the facility and adjacent land, including, 
but not limited to: age; sex; and sensitive 
subgroups. 

7. A description of any endangered or threatened species 
near the facility. 

VII. TASK V: RCRA FACILITY INVESTIGATION ANALYSIS 

The Respondent shall prepare an analysis and summary of all 
facility investigations and their results. The objective of 
this task shall be to ensure that the investigation data are 
sufficient in quality (e.g., quality assurance procedures 
have been followed) and quantity to describe the nature and 
extent of contamination, potential threat to human health 
and / or the environment, and to support the Corrective 
Measures Study. 

A. Data Analysis 

The Respondent shall analyze all facility investigation 
data outlined in Task IV and prepare a report on the type 
and extent of contamination at the facility including 
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sources and migration pathways. The report shall 
describe the extent of contamination 
(qualitative/quantitative) in relation to background 
levels indicative for the area. 

B. Protection Standards 

The Respondent shall identify all relevant and applicable 
standards for the protection of human health and the 
environment (e.g., National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards, federally- approved water quality standards, 
etc.) . 

VIII. TASK VI: LABORATORY AND BENCH-SCALE STUDIES 

The Respondent shall conduct laboratory and/or bench scale 
studies to determine the applicability of a corrective 
measure technology or technologies to facility conditions. 
The Respondent shall analyze the technologies, based on 
literature review, vendor contracts, and past experience to 
determine the testing requirements. 

The Respondent shall develop a testing plan identifying the 
types(s) and goal(s) of the study(s), the level of effort 
needed, and the procedures to be used for data management and 
interpretation. 

Upon completion of the testing, the Respondent s hall evaluate 
the testing results to assess the technology or technologies 
with respect to the site-specific questions identified in the 
test plan. 

The Respondent shall prepare a report summarizing the testing 
program and its results, both positive and negative. 

IX. TASK VII: REPORTS 

A. Progress 

The Respondent shall provide the EPA with signed , 
quarterly progress reports. 

B. Draft and Final 

The Respondent shall prepare and submit a RCRA Facility 
Investigation ("RFI") Report. The RFI Report shall 
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present all information gathered under the approved RFI 
Workplan. 
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ATTACHMENT IV 

SCOPE OF WORK FOR A CORRECTIVE MEASURE STUDY 

I. PURPOSE 

The purpose of the Corrective Measure Study (CMS) is to 
develop and evaluate the corrective action alternative or 
alternatives and to recommend the corrective measure or 
measures to be taken. The Respondent wi ll furnish the 
personnel, materials, and services necessary to prepare the 
corrective measure study, except as otherwise specified. 

II. SCOPE 

The Corrective Measure Study consists of four tasks: 

Task I: Identification and Development of the Corrective 
Measure Alternative or Alternatives 

A. Description of Current Situation 
B. Establishment of Corrective Action Objectives 
C. Screening of Corrective Measures Technologies 
D. Identification of the Corrective Measure 

Alternative or Alternatives 

Task II: Evaluation of the Corrective Measure Alternative 
or Alternatives 

A. Technical/Environmental/Human 
Health/Institutional 

B. Cost Estimate 

Task III: Justification and Recommendation of the Corrective 
Measure or Measures 

A. Technical 
B. Environmental 
C. Human Health 

Task IV: Reports 

A. Progress 
B. Final 

III. TASK I: IDENTIFICATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORRECTIVE 
ACTION ALTERNATIVE OR ALTERNATIVES 
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Based on the results of the RCRA Facility Investigation and 
consideration of the identified Preliminary Corrective 
Measure Technologies (Task II of Appendix A of this Permit), 
the Respondent shall identify, screen, and develop the 
alternative or alternatives for removal, containment, 
treatment and/or other remediation of the contamination 
based on the objectives established for the corrective 
action. 

A. Description of Current Situation 

The Respondent shall submit an update to the information 
describing the current situation at the facility and the 
known nature and extent of the contamination as 
documented by the RCRA Facility Investigation Report. 
The Respondent shall provide an update to information 
presented in Task I of the RFI to the Agency regarding 
previous response activities and any interim measures 
which have or are being implemented at the facility. 
The Respondent shall also make a facility-specific 
statement of the purpose for the response, based on the 
resul ts of the RCRA Facility Investigation ("RFI"). The 
statement of purpose should identify the actual or 
potential exposure pathways that should be addressed by 
corrective measures. 

B. Establishment of Corrective Action Objectives 

The Respondent, in conjunction with EPA, shall establish 
site specific objectives for the corrective action. 
These objectives shall be based on public health and 
environmental criteria, information gathered during the 
RFI, EPA guidance, and the requirements of any 
applicable federal statutes. At a minimum, all 
corrective actions concerning groundwater releases from 
regulated units must be consistent with, and as 
stringent as, those required under 40 CFR §264.100. 

C. Screening of Corrective Measure Technologies 

The Respondent shall review the results of the RFI and 
reassess the technologies specified in Task II and 
identify additional technologies which are applicable at 
the facility. The Respondent shall screen the 
preliminary corrective measure technologies identified 
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in Task II of the RFI and any supplemental technologies 
to eliminate those that may prove infeasible to 
implement, that rely on technologies unlikely to perform 
satisfactorily or reliably, or that do not achieve the 
correct ive measure objective within a reasonable time 
period. This screening process focuses on eliminating 
those technologies which have severe limitations for a 
given set of waste and site-specific conditions. The 
screening step may also eliminate technologies based on 
inherent technology limitations. Site, waste , and 
technology characteristics which are used to screen 
inapplicable technologies are described in more detail 
below: 

1. Site Characteristics 

Site data should be reviewed to identify conditions 
that may limit or promote the use of certain 
technologies. Technologies whose use is clearly 
precluded by site characteristics should be 
eliminated from further consideration; 

2. Waste Characteristics 

Identification of waste characteristics that limit 
the effectiveness or feasibility of technologies is 
an important part of the screening process. 
Technologies clearly limited by these waste 
characteristics should be eliminated from 
consideration. Waste characteristics particularly 
affect the feasibility of in-situ methods, direct 
treatment methods, and land disposal (on/off-site); 
and 

3. Technology Limitations 

During the screening process, the level of 
technology development,performance record, and 
inherent construction , operation, and maintenance 
problems should be identified for each technology 
considered. Technologies that are unreliable, 
perform poorly, or are not fully demonstrated may be 
eliminated in the screening process. For example, 
certain treatment methods have been developed to a 
point where they can be implemented in the field 
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without extensive technology transfer or 
development. 

D. Identification of the Corrective Measure Alternative or 
Alternatives 

The Respondent shall develop the corrective measure 
alternative or alternatives based on the corrective 
action objectives and analysis of the Preliminary 
Corrective Measure Technologies, as presented in Task II 
of the RFI and as supplemented following the preparation 
of the RFI Final Report. The Respondent shall rely on 
engineering practice to determine which of the 
previously identified technologies appear most suitable 
f or the site. Technologies can be combined to form the 
overall corrective action alternative or alternatives. 
The alternative or alternatives developed should 
represent a workable number of option(s) that each 
appear to adequately address all site problems and 
corrective action objectives. Each alternative may 
consist of an individual technology or a combination of 
technologies. The Respondent shall document the 
reasons for excluding technologies, identified in Task 
II, as supplemented in the development of the 
alternative or alternatives. 

IV. TASK II: EVALUATION OF THE CORRECTIVE MEASURE ALTERNATIVE OR 
ALTERNATIVES 

The Respondent shall describe each corrective measure 
alternative that passes through the Initial Screening in 
Task I of this appendix and evaluate each corrective measure 
alternative and its components. The evaluation shall be 
based on technical, environmental, human health and 
institutional concerns . The Respondent shal l also develop 
cost estimates of each corrective measure. 

A. Technical/Environmental/Human Health/Institutional 

The Respondent shall provide a description of each 
corrective measure alternative which includes but is not 
limited to the following: preliminary process flow 
sheets; preliminary sizing and type of cons truction for 
buildings and structures; and rough quantities of 
utilities required. The Respondent shall evaluate each 
alternative in the four following areas: 
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1. Technical 

The Respondent shall evaluate each corrective 
measure alternative based on performance, 
reliability, implementability and safety. 

(a) The Respondent shall evaluate performance based 
on the effectiveness and useful life of the 
corrective measure: 

(i) Effectiveness shall be evaluated in terms of 
the ability to perform intended functions, 
such as containment, diversion, removal, 
destruction, or treatment. The 
effectiveness of each corrective measure 
shall be determined either through design 
specifications or by performance evaluation. 
Any specific waste or site characteristics 
which could potentially impede effectiveness 
shall be considered. The evaluation should 
also consider the effectiveness of 
combinations of technologies; and 

(ii) Useful life is defined as the length of time 
the level of effectiveness can be 
maintained. Most corrective measure 
technologies, with the exception of 
destruction, deteriorate with time. Often, 
deterioration can be slowed through proper 
system operation and maintenance, but the 
technology eventually may require 
replacement. Each corrective measure shall 
be evaluated in terms of the projected 
service lives of its component technologies . 
Resource availability in the future life of 
the technology, as well as appropriateness 
of the technologies, must be considered in 
estimating the useful life of the project. 

(b) The Respondent shall provide information on 
there liability of each corrective measure 
including their operation and maintenance 
requirements and their demonstrated 
reliability: 
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(i) Operation and maintenance requirements 
include the frequency and complexity of 
necessary operation and maintenance. 
Technologies requiring frequent or complex 
operation and maintenance activities should 
be regarded as less reliable than 
technologies requiring little or straight 
forward operation and maintenance. The 
availability of labor and materials to meet 
these requirements shall also be considered; 
and 

(ii) Demonstrated and expected reliability is a 
way of measuring the risk and effect of 
failure. The Respondent should evaluate 
whether the technologies have been used 
effectively under analogous conditions; 
whether the combination of technologies have 
been used together effectively; whether 
failure of anyone technology has an 
immediate impact on receptors; and whether 
the corrective measure has the flexibility 
to deal with uncontrollable changes at the 
site. 

(c) The Respondent shall describe the 
implementability of each corrective measure 
including the relative ease of installation 
(constructability) and the time required to 
achieve a given level of response: 

(i) Constructability is determined by conditions 
both internal and external to the facility 
conditions and include such items as 
location of underground utilities, depth to 
water table, heterogeneity o f subsurface 
materials, and location of the facility 
(i.e., remote location vs. a congested urban 
area). The Respondent shall evaluate what 
measures can be taken to facilitate 
construction under these condit ions. 
External factors which affect implementation 
include the need for special permits or 
agreements, equipment availability, and the 
location of suitable off-site treatment or 
disposal facilities; and 
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(ii) Time has two components that shall be 
addressed: (1) the time it takes to 
implement a corrective measure and (2) the 
time it takes to actually see beneficial 
results. Beneficial results are defined as 
the reduction of contaminants to some 
acceptable, pre-established level. 

(d) The Respondent shall evaluate each corrective 
measure alternative with regard to safety. 
This evaluation shall include threats to the 
safety of nearby communities and environments 
as well as those to workers during 
implementation. Among the factors to consider 
are fire, explosion, and exposure to hazardous 
substances. 

2. Environmental 

The Respondent shall perform an Environmental 
Assessment for each alternative. The Environmental 
Assessment shall focus on the facility conditions 
and pathways of contamination actually addressed by 
each alternative. The Environmental Assessment for 
each alternative will include, at a minimum, an 
evaluation of: the short and long term beneficial 
and adverse effects of the response alternative; any 
adverse effects on environmentally sensitive areas; 
and an analysis of measures to mitigate adverse 
effects. 

3. Human Health 

The Respondent shall assess each alternative in 
terms of the extent to which it mitigates short and 
long term potential exposure to any residual 
contamination and protects human health both during 
and after implementation the corrective measure. 
The assessment will describe the levels and 
characterizations of contaminants on-site, potential 
exposure routes, and potentially affected 
populations. Each alternative will be evaluated to 
determine the level of exposure to contaminants and 
the reduction over time. For management of 
mitigation measures, the relative reduction of 
impact will be determined by comparing residual 
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levels of each alternative with existing criteria, 
standards, or guidelines acceptable to EPA. 

4. Institutiona l 

The Respondent shall assess relevant institutional 
needs for each alternative. Specifically, the 
effects of Federal, State, and local environmental 
and public health standards, regulations, guidance, 
advisories, ordinances , or commun ity relations on 
the design, operation, and timing of each 
alternative. 

B. Cost Estimate 

The Respondent shall develop an estimate of the cost of 
each corrective measure alternative (and for each phase 
or segment of the alternative). The cost estimate shall 
include both capital, operation and maintenance costs. 

1. Capital costs consist of direct (construction) and 
indirect (nonconstruct ion and overhead) costs. 

(a) Direct capital costs include: 

(i) Cons truction costs: Costs o f materials, 
labor (including fringe benefits and 
worker's compensation), and equipment 
required to install the corrective measure. 

(ii) Equipment costs: Costs of treatment, 
containment, disposal and/or service 
equipment necessary to implement the action; 
these materials remain until the corrective 
action is complete; 

(b) Indirect capital costs include: 

(i) Engineering expenses: Costs of 
administration, design,construction 
supervision, drafting, and testing of 
corrective measure alternatives; 

(ii) Legal fees and license or permit costs: 
Administrative and technical costs necessary 
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to obtain licenses and permits for 
installation and operation; 

(iii) Startup and shakedown costs: Costs incurred 
during corrective measure startup; and 

(iv) Contingency allowances: Funds to cover costs 
resulting from unforeseen circumstances, 
such as adverse weather conditions, strikes, 
and inadequate facility characterization. 

2 . Operation and maintenance costs are 
post-construction costs necessary to ensure 
continued effectiveness of a corrective measure. 
The Respondent shall consider the following 
operation and maintenance cost components: 

(a) Operating labo r costs: Wages, salaries, 
training, overhead, and fringe benefits 
associated with the labor needed for 
post-construction operations; 

(b) Maintenance materials and labor costs: Costs 
for labor, parts, and other resour ces required 
for routine maintenance of facilities and 
equipment; 

(c) Auxiliary materials and energy: Costs of such 
items as chemicals and electricity for 
treatment plant operations, water and sewer 
service, and fuel; 

(d) Purchased services: Sampling costs, laboratory 
fees, and professional fees for which the need 
can be predicted; 

(e) Disposal and treatment costs: Costs of 
transporting, treating,and disposing of waste 
materials, such as treatment plant residues, 
generated during operations; 

(f) Administrative costs: Costs associated with 
administration of corrective measure operation 
and maintenance no t included under other 
categories; 
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(g) Insurance, taxes, and licensing costs: Costs of 
such items as liability and sudden accidental 
insurance; real estate taxes on purchased land 
or rights-of-way; licensing fees for certain 
technologies; and permit renewal and reporting 
costs; 

(h) Maintenance reserve and contingency funds: 
Annual payments into escrow funds to cover (1) 
costs of anticipated replacement or rebuilding 
of equipment and (2) any large unanticipated 
operation and maintenance costs; and 

(i) Other costs: Items that do not fit any of 
the above categories. 

V. TASK III: JUSTIFICATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF THE CORRECTIVE 
MEASURE OR MEASURES 

The Respondent shall justify and recommend a corrective 
measure alternative using technical, human health, and 
environmental criteria. This recommendation shall include 
summary tables which allow the alternative or alternatives 
to be understood easily. Tradeoffs among health risks, 
environmental effects, and other pertinent factors shall be 
highlighted. The EPA will select the corrective measure 
alternative or alternatives to be implemented based on the 
results of Tasks II and III of this appendix. At a minimum, 
the following criteria will be used to justify the final 
corrective measure or measures. 

A. Technical 

1. Performance - corrective measure or measures which 
are most effective at performing their intended 
functions and maintaining the performance over 
extended periods of time will be given preference; 

2. Reliability - corrective measure or measures which 
do not require frequent or complex operation and 
maintenance activities and that have proven 
effective under waste and facility conditions 
similar to those anticipated will be given 
preference; 
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3. Implementability - corrective measure or measures 
which can be constructed and operated to reduce 
leve ls of contamination to attain or exceed 
applicable standards in the shortest period of time 
will be preferred; and 

4. Safety - corrective measure or measures which pose 
the least threat to the safety of nearby residents 
and environments as well as workers during 
implementation will be preferred. 

8. Human Heal th 

The corrective measure or measures must comply with 
existing EPA criteria, standards, or guidelines for the 
protection of human health. Corrective measures which 
provide the minimum level of exposure to contaminants 
and the maximum reduction in exposure with time are 
preferred. 

C. Environmental 

The corrective measure or measures posing the least 
adverse impact (or greatest improvement) over the 
shortest period of time on the environment will be 
favored. 

VI. TASK IV:REPORTS 

A. Progress 

The Respondent shal l provide the EPA with signed , 
quarterly progress reports. 

8. Corrective Measures Study ("CMS") Final Report 

The Respondent shall prepare a CMS Final Report. The 
CMS Final Report shall include all information gathered 
under the approved CMS Workplan. The CMS Final Report 
shall at a minimum include: 

1. A description of the facility; 

(a) Site topographic map & preliminary layouts. 

2. A summary of the corrective measure or measures; 
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(a) Description of the corrective measure or 
measures and rationale for selection; 

(b) Performance expectations; 

(c) Preliminary design criteria and rationale; 

(d) General operation and maintenance requirements; 
and 

(e) Long-term monitoring requirements . 

3. A summary of the RCRA Facility Investigation and 
impact on the selected corrective measure or 
measures; 

(a) Field studies (groundwater, surface- water, 
soil, air); and 

(b) Laboratory studies (bench scale, pick scale) . 

4. Design and Implementation Precautions; 

(a) Special technical problems; 

(b) Additional engineering data required; 

(c) Permits and regulatory requirements; 

(d) Access, easements, right-of-way; 

(e) Health and safety requirements; and 

(f) Community relations activities. 
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5. Cost Estimates and Schedules; 

(a) Capital cost estimate; 

(b) Operation and maintenance cost estimate; and 

(c) Project schedule (design, construction, 
operation) . 
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SWMU# AKA Description 

1 IRSite5 Former Army Cremater 
Disposal Site 

2 IRS!te 6 Langley Drive Disposal Area 

3 IR Site 7 Base Landfill 

718 IR Site 12 Tow Way Fuel Farm (incl. 
free product plumes and 
sludge disposal pits) 

9 IR Site 13 Tank 212-217 Sludge Burial 
Pits 

11 IR Site 16 Old Power Plant (Bldg. 38) 

13 IR Site 18 Old Pesl Control Shop 
(Bldg. 258) 

14 IR Site 17 Fire Training Pit Area 

16 Waste Explosives Storage 
(Bldg. 1666) 

27 Domestic Sewage 
Treatment Plant (Capehart 
Area) 

28 Domestic Sewage 
Treatment Plant (Bundy 
Area) 

29 Waste Waler Treatment 
Plant (Industrial Area) 

31 IR Site 26 Waste Oil Collection Area 
Bldgs. 31 and 2022) 

32 IR Site 27 PWD Storage YardlBattery 
Collection Area 

42 Water Treatment Plant Fitter 
Backwash Lagoons 

COR Exhibit 0 Site Summary Table 070907.XlS 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Early Transfer Property 

Site Investigation and Remedial Action Summary 
StatUI In 7003 Order Investigation and Remedial Action Requirements and Status 

Corrective Measures Draft eMS Final Report due wlin 60 days of all work. under the eMS Work 
Study Plan. Submitted Final Steps 3b/4 of Baseline Ecological Risk Assessment 

(SERA) 1110/07. Initiated Baseline ERA field investigation. 

Corrective Measures Draft eMS Final Report due wfin 60 days of all wofi( under the eMS Work 
Study Plan. Submitted Final Steps 3b/4 of SERA 1110/07 . Initiated Baseline ERA 

field investigation. 

Interim MeasureS/Closure Landfill Closed and Implementation of Closure Plan Underway. Submit semi-
annual rpts wlin 60-days of receiving validated lab data until closure 
completion notification approved. 

Corrective Measures CMS Approved 2/06; Statement of Basis submitted 4106; Draft CMS Final 
Study Report due wlin 60 days of all work under the CMS Work Plan. 

Corrective Measures Submitted Final Phase I RFI WP for Area B Tank 214 Area 1/1 7/07. Draft 
Study CMS Final Report due wlin 60 days of all work; under the CMS Work Plan. 

Interim Measures Need to develop documentation that access controls are in place and conduct 
annual Inspection/reports. Controls must prohibit building access and 
preclude future use of the site unless acceptable dean-up is implemented. 

Corrective Measures Implement eMI work; plan at completion of public comment period . 
Implementation Remediation initiated Spring 2006. 

RCRA Fadlity Implement RFI WP wlin 60 days of EPA's approval. Draft RFI Report 
Investigation submitted 12118106. 
Phase 1 RCRA Facility Previously identified as No Further Action in 1994 Permit. Now determined to 
Investigation warrant additional investigation in form of Phase 1 RFI. Phase I RFI work; 

plan approved by the EPA. Draft RFI Report being developed. 

Phase 1 RCRA Facility Previously identified as No Further Action in 1994 Permit. Now determined to 
Investigation warrant additional investigation in form of a Phase 1 RFI for the sludge drying 

beds. RFI work; plan approved by the EPA. Draft RFI Report being 
developed. 

Phase 1 RCRA Facility Previously identified as No Further Action In 1994 Permit. Now delermined 10 
Investigation warrant additional investigation in form of a Phase 1 RFI for the sludge drying 

beds. RFI work plan approved by the EPA. Draft RFJ Report being 
developed. 

Phase 1 RCRA Facility Previously identified as No Further Action in 1994 Permit. Now determined to 
Investigation warrant additional investigation in form of a Phase 1 RFI for the sludge drying 

beds. RFI wOfi( plan approved by the EPA. Draft RFI Report being 
developed. 

Corrective Measures LRA to implement CMI WP; documentation that acceptable institutional 
Implementation controls are in effect to prevent residential or non-industrial usage 
Corrective Measures LRA to implement CMI WP; documentation that acceptable institutional 
Implementation controls are in effect to prevent residential or non-industrial usage 

Phase 1 RCRA Facility Previously Identified as No Further Action in 1994 Permit. Now determined to 
Investigation warrant additional investigation in form of Phase 1 RFI. Phase I RFI work 

plan approved by the EPA. Draft RFI Report being developed. 

Media Affected J Kay Proposed Site Specific 
Contaminants Land Use Controls 

GW, Surface and 1,2,4 , 

Subsurface Soil, 
Sediment· dioxins, 
metals, pesticides, 
SVOCs, VOC (RFI-1999) 

GW. Surface and 1, 2, 4 
Subsurface Soil, 
Sediment - metals, 
pesticides, VOCs, 
SVOCs (RFI-1999) 
GW, Sediment - metals, 1, 2, 4 and No Development 
SVOCs, VOCs Allowed 

GW, SUbsurface and 1, 2,4 
Surface Soil, Sediment -
metals, svecs, vecs 
Task 1 CMS -2003) 

GW, Subsurface and 1, 2, 4 
Surface Soil, Sediment -
metals, SVOCs, VOCs 
Building Interior - PCBs 1 and No Access to Building 
and ACM Interior 

Soil - Pesticides 1,4 

Soil, GW - metals, 1, 2, 4 
dioxins, V0C5, PAHs 
Unknown Interim - No Access 

GW. Soil - metals 1,2, 4 

GW, Soil - PCBs, metals 1,2, 4 

Unknown - to be 1, 2,4 
determined during the 
Phase 1 RFI 

Soil - dioxin, furans 1 

Soil - dioxin, furans 1 

Unknown Interim - No Access 



SWMU# AKA Description 

45 IR Site 16 PCB Spill Area/Old Power 
Plant 

45 IR Site 30 Pole Storage Yard Covered 
Pad 

53 Malaria Control Building 
(Bldg. 64) 

54 Former NEX 
Repair/Maintenance Shop 
Blda. 1914) 

55 TCE Plume near Tow Way 
Fuel Farm (formerly part of 
SWMU7) . 

56 ECP2 Hangar 200 Apron 

57 ECP3 POL Drum Storage Area 
Facility No. 278f 

59 ECP5 Former Vehicle 
Maintenance and Refueling 
Area 

60 ECP5 Former Landfill at the 
Marina 

61 ECP7 Former Bundy Area 
Maintenance Facilities 

52 ECP8 Former Bundy Disposal 
Area 

67 ECP 13 Former Gas Station 

68 ECP 14 Former Southern Fire 
Training Area 

69 ECP 15 Aircraft Parking Apron 

70 ECP 15 Disposal Area Northwest of 
Landfill 

71 ECP 17 Quarry Disposal Site 

73 ECP 19 DRMO Scrap Metal 
Recycling Yard 

CDR Exhibit 0 Site Summary Table 070907.XLS 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Early Transfer Property 

Site Investigation and Remedial Action Summary 
Status in 7003 Order Investigation and Remedial Action Requirements and Status 

Corrective Measures Draft eMS Final Report due wlin 60 days of all work under the e MS Work 
Study Plan. Final Steps 3b14 BERA approved 8106. Initiated Baseline ERA field 

investigation. 
Corrective Measures Implement eMI WP at completion of public comment period . Remediation 
Implementation initiated Spring 2006. 

Corrective Measures Implement GMt WP at completion of public comment period . Remediation 
Implementation completed 2007. 
(contingent) 

Corrective Measures CMS wor1< plans have been approved ; complete CMS implementation to 
Sludy address TCE in groundwater. 

Corrective Measures Draft CMS Final Report due wlin 60 days of all wor1< under the CMS Wor1< 
Study Plan . Need to implement CMS Final Report dated 11 /22105. 

Corrective Measures CMS Work Plan to complete Site Characterization and CMS. LRA to 
Siudy implement the wor1< plan. 

ReRA Facility Phase 1 RFI wor1< plan required. Needs to be developed. 
Investigation 
Corrective Measures CMS Wor1< Plan to complete Site Characterization and CMS needs to be 
Study developed. 

RCRA Facility Phase 1 RFI wor1< plan required. Needs to be developed. 
Investigation 

Corrective Measures CMS Work Plan 10 complete Site Characterization and CMS needs to be 
Siudy developed. 

RCRA Facility Phase 1 RFI wor1< plan required. Needs to be developed. 
Investioation 
RCRA Facility Phase 1 RFI wor1< plan required. Needs 10 be developed. 
InvestiQation 
RCRA Facility Phase 1 RFI work plan approved by the EPA. Draft RFI report being 
Investigation developed. 
Corrective Measures CMS Work Plan to complete Site Characlerization and e MS. LRA to 
Siudy implement the wor1< plan. 

RCRA Facility Phase 1 RFI wor1< plan required. Needs to be developed. 
Investigation 

RCRA Facility Phase 1 RFI wor1< plan required. Needs to be developed. 
Investigation 

Corrective Measures eMS Work Plan to complete Site Characterization and CMS needs to be 
Sludy developed. 

Media Affected I Key Proposed Sit. Specific 
Contaminants Land Us. Controls 

GW, Sediments. 1.2. 4 
Subsurface Soil - metals, 
PCBs. SVOCs 
Soil - PCBs 1 

Soil - pesticides None 

GW - SVOCs, VOCs 1. 4 

GW-TCE 1.4 

Sediments - lead, 1.2 
acetone, PAHs, other 
metals 
Soil - arsenic > industrial 1. 2.4 
RBC 
Soil - arsenic, chromium, 1. 2. 4 
and lead; GW -
heptachlor epoxide, 
barium, and vanadium 

Soil , GW - metals; 1.2. 4 
Sed iments - metals, 

esticides, and PAHs 
Soil - PAHs 1.2 

Soil-barium 1. 2 

GW - vanadium and 1.2.4 
mercury 
SoU - lead 1.2 

Soil - arsenic, barium, 1. 2 
cadmium, and lead 

Soil - arsenic, chromium, 1. 2. 4 
zinc; GW - Indeno(1 ,2,3-
cd)pyrene, vanadium; 
Sediments -silver, 
copper, tin 

Soil - vanadium, 1.2. 4 
dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, 
benzo(a)pyrene. 
vanadium; GW -
napthalene, vanadium 

Soil - benzo(a)pyrene, 1.2.4 
pesticides, arsenic, 
chromium, vanadium; 
GW - vanadium 

2 



SWMU# AKA Description 

74 ECP20 Fuel Pipelines and Hydrant 
Pits 

75 ECP 21 Building 803 

AOCA Torpedo Shop 

AOCC IR Site 32 Transformer Storage Pads 
BldQ. 2042) 

Land Use Controls 
1 . Non· Residential Use Only 
2 • Soil and/or Sediment: Access and/or Invasive Activo 
3 • Surface Water: Access and/or Use Restriction 
4 . Groundwater: Use and Well Installation Restriction 

I I 
Acronyms and Abbreviations 

I 
ACM Asbestos Containing Material 
AKA Also Known As 
AOC Area of Concern 
AST Aboveground Storage Tank 
BTEX Benzene, Toluene Ethvlbenzene Xylenes 
CMI Corrective Measures ImolementaUon 
CMS Corrective Measures Study 
DRMO Defense Reutilization Marketing Office 
ECP Environmental Condition of Property 
EPA Environmental Protection Aaencv 
ERA Ecol ical Risk Assessment 
IR Installation Restoration 
GW Groundwater 
MNA Monitored Natural Attenuation 
NEX Navy Exchange 
PAH Polvnuclear Aromatic Hvdrocarbon 
PCB Polvchlorinated Biohenvl 
POL Petroleum Oils and l ubricants 
RBC Risk-Based Concentration 
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
RFI RCRA Facilitv Investioation 
SWMU Solid Waste Management Unit 

COR Exhibit 0 Site Summary Table 070907.XlS 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Early Transfer Property 

Site Investigation and Remedial Action Summary 
StatuI in 7003 Order Investigation and Remedial Action Requirements and Status 

Corrective Measures eMS Wor1c: Plan to complete Site Characterization and eMS. LRA to 
Study implement the work plan . 

ReRA Facility Phase 1 RFI work plan required. To be implemented by LRA. 
Investigation 

Phase 1 ReRA Facility Previously identified as No Further Action In 1994 Permit. Now determined to 
Investigatlon warrant additional investigation in form of Phase 1 RFL Phase I RFI work 

plan approved by the EPA. Draft RFI Report being developed. 

Corrective Measures Implement CMI WP at completion of public comment period. Remediation 
Implementation initiated Spring 2006. 

Restriction 

Media Affected I Key Proposed Site Specific 
Contaminants Land Use Controls 

Soil- 1, 2,4 
dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, 
arsenic. oobalt, 
chromium, copper, nickel , 
lead, tin, vanadium, zinc; 
GW - ethylbenzene. 
benzene, xylene, copper, 
vanadium 

Wipe samples from Access to building interior 
interior surtaces- bis(2- restricted. 
ethylhexyl)phthalate. di-n-
butylphtahalate, metals 
Unknown· to be 1, 2,4 
determined during the 
Phase 1 RFI 

Soil· PCBs 1 

3 



SWMU# AKA 

I 
Description 

SVOC Semi-Volatile Oraanic Comoound 
TCE Trichloroethane 
TPH Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 
UST Undercround Storaae Tank 
VOC Volatile Organic ComP9und 

CDR Exhibit 0 Site Summary Table 070907.XLS 

Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
Early Transfer Property 

Site Investigation and Remedial Action Summary 
Status in 7003 Order Investigation and Remedial Action Requirements and Status Media Affected I Key Proposed SHe Specific 

Contaminants land Us. Controls 

4 
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~ 

~ 
Land Use Zones Map 

(Source: Figure V.I , Naval Station Roosevelt Roads Reuse Plan, December 2004) 

Zone Description 

1 Airport · Airport, Industrial, 

Mfg., Distribution 

2 Bundy· Moderate Lodging, 

Residential, Learning and 

Training Center 

3 Golf Course - Public Golf 

Course, with an expansion to 18 

holes 

4 Downtown - Mixed Use, 

University Campus, Public 

School 

5 Residential - Residential, 

Private School, Recreation 

Areas 

6 Port · Marina, Ferry Terminal, 

Hospital, Waterfront 

Commercial 

7 Science Park - R&D, 

Industrial, Mfg., Conference 

Center, Lodging Facilities, 

University 

8 North Gate - Open Space, 

Beach and Recreation 

9 Conservation - Conservation 

Areas 
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Former Navel Station Roo"velt Roads. Pu.rto Rleo 
Eerty Trlnaf,r Property 

CERCLA Hazardous Subsblnc, NothalR .. ponse Action Summary 

The table below identifies those I'IazarOous substances that it Is known, bllsed upon e complete Hard! of agency files. were atOfed for one year Of more Wi quantities grea'8I" than Of equello 1,000 kg (Of gl88ter then Of equallc: 
1 kg if designeted lin acutely I\aurdous weste under 40 CFR Pa., 261,30) andIOf were ... leased Of disposed of on the property to be Ir.Insferred in quentilies great8l" than Of equal to \tIeif respective reportable quentities uoOef 
40 CFR 302.4, The Informetlon In this notic:. is ..-quire<! un.r ~ authority of ..-qul.tlona promulgated under Sec:tfon 120(h) of the Comp ... henllYe Erwironl"l'lllnt.1 R .. pon", Compecn .. tion and Uabllty Ad 
("CERCLA" or "Superfund'. 42 U,S,C. Sec:tion 9620(h). 

CAS :_1dS! WID o.uriptlon Subsbnc, N_, Registry 40 CFRSlDlA R"IulatlH)' 
Number ynonyms 

AOC A TorpedoSnop Acetone 67641 2-P anone 
Denatured E Alcohol 64175 
Sodium Sulfide 1313844 
Agentine (petroleum-based -

RCRAHW ~nury D-.01 
No, Sto...t Stonge 

a.M"" 
R ...... et I O.e of Rei .... 

03. UOO2 Unknown 1966-2004 Unknown Unknown 
0001 Unknown 1966-2004 Unknown Unknown 
0002 Unknown 1966-2004 Unknown Unknown 
0001 Unknown 1966-2004 Unknown lInknown 

AOCC TransformerStorageArea tedBi 1336363 Aroc:Iors' PCBs Unknown 7-19905 Unknown Unknown 
Lead 7439921 0008 Unknown 7-19905 Unknown Unknown 
Sulfuric Acid 7664939 0002 Unknown 7-19905 Unknown Unknown 

SWMU 1 Former Army Cremator VOCs, SVoc., dioJCins, l"1'11118ls, Unknown 194t)s..I960s Unknown 194Os-Present 
Disposal Site heftlicides 

SWMU 2 Langley Drive Disposa.l Area VOCs. SVOCI, dioldns. metals. 

SWMIJ 3 Station landfiI ArHnic 744()382 
um 7~17 

Chromium 7~73 

Lead 7439921 
Selenium IT82492 
M 7439976 

Ra""" 
Asbeslos friable 1332214 
Sulfuric Acid 7664939 0002 
Potassium ollide 1310583 0002 Unknown 1960-1978 Unknown 1960-PtHent 
P 'I'IIted s 1336363 Unknown 1960-1978 Unknown 1960-Ptnent 
tAI __ • __ .......... . ___ .v .. ts . cleaning 2.500 1960-U113 2.500 196O-Present 

oIutions. POLs ~lonsIyear galonslyea. 
Ihru 1973 

ResponH Actlonl Take" 

e a.tteries - - ooo2lDOO8 2.300 1960-1913 2.300 1960-Pr,sent -
batteries ballenes I 

Pesticides Unknown 1960-1978 U~ 1960-Present 
Pllintwastes Unknown 1960-1978 UMnown 1960-Presenl 
P~phic film end processing Unknown Pre-1978 Unknown 1960-Present I ...... 

I SWMU 8 Tow Way Roed Sludge Burial Lead 7439921 - 0008 Unknown 1972 or 1973 Unknown 1972 or 1913 -
Pits to Present 10 Present 

Bunker C FIHII Sludge 3.900-7.500 1972 Of 1973 3.900-1.500 1972 Of 1973 
cubic yards to Present cubic ywds to Present 

SWMU 9 Tn 212-217 Sludge Burial Lead 7439921 0008 Unknown 1940-1978 Unknown 1940-Ptuent 
Pits Zinc 7«0666 Unknown 1940-1978 Unknown 1940-Ptesent 

CDR Exhibit F HS Notice Table 070907.xls 

Toluene 108883 Benzene me FOO5 U220 Unknown 194G-1978 Unknown 1940-Ptesent 
SerrV-Yollo~"OtganIc~s Unknown 194G-1978 Unknown 194G-Present 

- I 
Kf Biphenyls 1'336363 I""""""PCS. 

Ipesticides 
DDT 1 50293 1-":-'" " '1U _2 • 

bk:l olow .. ,1cIto1i 

000 72548 -..:-. '."o(Z.Z' 
dId _ wl,1cIto1i 
",. 
. ... .000 

DOE 72559 4 •• ··0DE 
Dieldrin 60571 see.O CI 
Cu Ac:etoarsenite 12002038 

pare-diC:hlorobenzene 106461 ~~. '. 

1 
34-53.000 I 194G-1978 I 34-53.000 
~ ado--

< 1.600 1956-1964 < 1.600 1956-1964 
o-I ons gallons 

Unknown 19SOs-1983 Unknown 

U061 Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknowr 

I u"",- 1 U_ 1 U_ 1 Unknown 

U072 I-IU-IU- I u""""," 

-

-



8ldg or -' .... Subs~Namto 

'-" 
Chlordane 

P~" no) 

Malathion 
SWMU 14 Fire Training Pit Area Waste Fuel end Solvents 

SWMU31 Waste Oil Collection Area • 
IBuildings 31 and 2022 

Waste oil. solvents, degreasers 

SWMU 32 BaItIlfY Collection Area L ... 
(PWO Storage Yard) SulflJicAcid 

SWMU 45 PCB~IArea Polychlorinated Biphenyts 

SWMU 46 Pole Storage Yard P ' tI8teclBi • 
HWAA · see SWMUs 17 & 18 

SWMU 53 Malaria Control Building ...... hion -" 
DOT 

SWMU54 Former NEX Tl'ichIaoelhylene 
RepairlMaintenanee Shop 

.""""" T"""", 
SWMU 55 TCE Plume near Tow Way Telrachloroethy1ene 

Fuel Farm 

Tncnloroelhytene 

SWMU 56 Hangar 200 Apon POLs and hazarcIous materials 

SWMU 57 Facility No. 218 POl Orum POls and hazastklus materials 
StoraQ8 Area 

SWMU 59 Former v:~ MaIntenance POls and haurdous materials 
and Refue • Area 

SWMU 60 Former I.andI'iI at the Mama Possible hazardous wasles 

SWMU61 Former SYndy Area POL and hazardous materials 
Maintenanal Fa~ 

SWMU 62 Former SYndy Disposal Area Possible hazArdous wastes 

SWMU 67 Former Gas Station POLs and hazardous materiels 

SWMU 68 Former Southern FA POLs and possibly hazardous 
TllIinino Area ...... 

SWMU 69 Aitalln Pendng Area POL and hllZllrdous malariels 

SWMU 10 Disposal Area Northwest of PosSible hazardous wastes 
Lon,," 

SWMU71 Quafry Disposal Site Possible POLs and hazardous --SWMU 73 DRMO SQ"lIp Metal POls, pesticides and possibly 
Recvcllno Yard hllZllrdous materials 

CDR Exhibit F HS Notice Table 010907.lds 

Form.r Naval Station Roo .. .,.1t ROId" Puerto RIc::o 
e.rty Tran,fer Pro~rty 

CERCLA HaurdoUl Sub.tanc::. NoHceIR •• pons. Action Summary 

CAS 
4CI CFR lOlA R~ulatory RCRAHW ... ...., ..... ..... ., 

H"-, 
Synonym. Ho. ....... Stonge 

5n49 ~ ... &o- U036 U",,- Unknown 
;~ 

CHard_ (fed'ricll WilIln .. _, 
.7......-'~. 

, .2.".5.I.1.'.a.o.:t.cHaoo. 
U~.1.1""""""'" 

"805 Phenol. n""""'~ U242 U",,- Unknown 
121755 Unknown Unknown 

ODDI 1963-1983 120.000 , ..... 
Unknown Unknown 

7439921 0008 Unknown Unknown 
7664939 ODD2 Unknown U"known 
1336363 Aroclorl: PCBs Unknown 1956-1964 

1336363 • PCBs Unknown U""-
Unknown 19")0 

121755 Unknown 1942·1980 
309002 1.~.~.,,~ - Unknown 1942· 1980 

, .2. ' ." .10, lo.ltJ..tuac:hbO)o 
1 •• • ...., ................... 
(1 ..... ~ ...... .5IIIN. --> 50293 '*'-.1.1',.2.2,2. U061 Unknown Unknown 
bldobod ,1cII''')bII[.-chIofo. 

79016 T richIoroelhene Foo1 , Foo2, Unknown 1979·7 
EIhene, IrichIoro U228 

11432 Ul09 Unknown 1979·7 

'''''' Benzene. mil Foo5. U220 Unknown 1979·7 
121184 Elhene. te\rachlof1) FOOl . Foo2. Unknown Unknown 

Perd'liomelhytane U210 

79016 Trichloroelhena FOOl. Foo2. Unknown Unknown 
Ethane IrichIoro U228 

Unknown 19501-1990s 

Unknown 195()s..1990s 

Unknown 19405 · 1980s 

Unknown 1940s · 1960s 

Unknown 19405 ·1960s 

Unknown 1958-1961 

Unknown 1950s·7 

Unknown 19505· 1960s 

Unknown 19n·I985 

U",,- 1916-1983 

Unknown 1976-1983 

Unknown 191015·2004 

Q-"" Oat.o,Jt. ..... R .. poI\H~T .... n 
R"'nad 

U,,',"own Unknown 

Unknown U","_ 

55 allons 1976 
1963-1983 1963-1983 Removal of c::onlamlnated so~ during 

comtruction of ~ pil ln 1983. 

U",,- U",,-

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 
1.600 1956-1964 Interim Measure · &Oil excavalion In ,-. 1994 and ~ of cooling water 

tunnel with c:oncrete in 1996. 

Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

U""- Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 
Unknown Unknown 

Unknown Unknown 

U",,- 1950$ ·1990s 

Unknown U","-

U","- 19405· 1980s 

Unknown 19405· 1960s 

U",,- 1940,·19601 

Uoknown 1955-Prasent 

Unknown Unknown 

Unknown 19505 ·1960s 

U","- 19n·1 985 

Unknown 1976-1983 

Unknown 1976-1983 

Unknown 19705·2004 

2 
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Cruda violencia en Irak 
UAGI>AO - (I\]l)- I>n5 camioneli carglldos con explo-

8j,,"O~ e.~I alJ"mn 5imuilAn(,aJnClllc en dot mercadO$ de 
1111 AJ'llr cl u:artl'~, mallmdo por 10 mcnos 11 4BperlOn as 
J dcinndo JlCl"ldas a d('(;cnas,infonno II pollc/a. 

I elf, al'UltlC'l OC:UniUlI1l a. C!SO de tas4. de ~ lanie en dol 

Matan dos monjas 
El tcnlentede la pollefa de Ki rkukMarewanSalih 

t11jo quc las 1ll0lljUS caldeu Fawzeiyah Naoum, de 
8511ft05, YIU hermanl M arGare t, de 7g, lue ron IIpU' 

~-'l~'!rrl,M1 I:~~pl!n~ I "'''' ' __ . _ .. ___ .• __ __ __ . __ -, 
• '(}fn ) ;:l (' In d urla11 1l ,i-

i\al a<l5$ rl!pelid"nll' ll ' 
te pur do, Inlruso~ que 
allaoarCII so call1el \IIIJI~ 
I>ur la noehr. ceru. de 
)R Cl!.tedral dc Kirk .. !.: . 
Vivian soIlS y no hny 
illdjcio~ de robo, RKTC' 
S6 J;alih, 

i:'l! kil"uw'n ... ,II 
I~ll' do;· IIicr.-!;ld. l'nrlo 
" lU.lI:"t;4flIJt"I),l~mtro(.ll 

y llt'l :1,.·":lII;:ron ht.'1idas.dijo 
ci ...-ig;;dio..'t: ]1u/idnl NMJul 
l:'ail n iu·Jui )!"" Il. 

Nl/.:riu, II ,,"'Ll\C,SC InCor 
1116qucuI 11il1ac.n1c~liclda 

mal';d Inal1CSpurloulCOO5 
alOpcnonitScx:muIcRan \'l
<ii, un ataquc con moncro 
maio en cI 5Uf de Bagdad 
porlomenosaotmseualro 
)', IICgun la polldll, en Ja d uo 
dad OOIICtUt de Klrtruk fue· 
rorIl ltul'fta5apui\aLada500. 
n IOnJas enla C8lcdn&l de III 
V..",.,. 

En Rlmadi et llaeante 
sulekhldclonUsueargacer. 
ca de IWnadl luda la I de 

Una miljet' Il«a duranta " fuMftli ct.. cktt; mo. 
ealdeH c:at6I1c .. mlMltas a puftatadu en KIt1tutt. Itak. 

Marguel Naouln fut' 
apul'Ill:td. aklc veee, 
en ellardfn de 1a vivlen
d a, a la q u e e nlrl l'On 
lucgoJosallelnlcs don· 
d e se eneont nha reell · 
n adl e n u n IOU 
FlIwuiyah Naoum, IT" 
haber sldo operadll de 
la viSl a la seman a pUa
d a . Fue . pullalad a Ires 
vecra. 

IiII:;.{ieclI cI dlsuilode ai-lazcen, una zona que noes paau-
1I3dR por kll rnlH larcs., 5Cglin cI coronel de!."l polida Tb.rik 
You5il. 

Los c.tulicos calde · 
oSllRu en e l rllo orlen · 
ta l per o o bedecen a l 
Valielno. Vlven prlnc:l

pal mente e n Slrla, TUflIU/. , Ir'n e Ink yen gen eral 
h abla n un dl ll leelo lureo. 

Interrumpe 
ceremonia 
n;AgbeIU 

WWo'rUrm;li6 ar-' 
un !lCNIdo en ]a 

abadIa ckt We"minS1er 
£If!.1a 01 200 Inivorsaoo 
", 13 aboIici6: , 0.. 111 
·~1<.'<'I:vd. "Le 

.~ ~ ·'1:.1 n :""':"f ('('d r 
,r1( ,J.cli"!i!w ';;"I·;I. ~ 
Yo' ,~ '.. l' tvl,l,1 l...,.j""l 

. ~ mire:!; li)m' 
i:II;,,, 00 nftiiailtln bull ... 

lb CU(lgl1Jg9("jOO ckl " 
igk>sia. pa'd &I S31111Cio 

1 ~ alZCbi5po de 

~1 
-j 

ASOOII&t!c PO' i!' 'c9ft~ 
fuers ck: ~1 9ba~Iz.. En 
1807 sa hizo ilcgal ia 
trata de 6$davos peto 
s6Io fue aplicada en las 
colonial en 1833. 

----
Chile nombra 
6ministros 

~ . , 

SANTIAGO DE CHU..R (AP) - i..I prt:Sille:nll MicheUe 
Ilochclcl lum6p.I11IIDenlOd n Lartes II ~I1Uevos ministros 
en unlnlenlode ultj l~ hurapanr 5upc:r;ttl:lJ.ln.funlhl cri· 
sis 1)()Ji1killj1lc cu f,,'n twlli' SU lluh:e,:I<, '111 I)U rol .. <;(lQ({ ~l · 

r.ill de un 11Ok'micl· ).;'" dc In';I;:!' /11(' 'ii.ICl!1I I11oti~1,,10 1.1 
11')(14;,,·d.ln.:.1~"<:!cil up.iu .. mJ:\nr, .1- ..:. "Ifbr- : f'!!>1;; I'"Clpi 

tn l. i;~ot:ll1 k.V1ho)'d (.\ ;cdhll:r. J''',\.:l I' "_'"()VU I JC .;i(:m:ni~· 

lrus. ', J "'1;' f"I /:V,t '1:11,) JC;;!: ,L "J , : · j 'ju ia " rc, .. ,I"ll la 
frdJI;l, \Ir.r cl Ja(unJ::l Jif' Io:o<.l"! . :t .. );'.1]" 1 . 

1,.1 Mauc.mi lU'i.t sucillfl~ll! ~c liCl d;" ,~ :~"/<:''"tmj lCi,,· 
nada nurnnl.:: SU t>rcV1l ~ loc(tcic:! y :1 11.r.rmhlO d ... iU LeX' 
monia de juraHlclllo. un rclIcjo de : a.~ (I)fiellllllw que 
hllenldo desdcGllc sc pUloen m.rcha rl nuevo plan dc 
transpone el10 de febrt ro. I CanlArbury, Rowan 

Wlniams. Ag>eIU fue 

--------' Inf. relaclonoda P35 

A~il ! la natur-alcto $C 
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AVISO OE EXTENSION DE 15 DiASAL PERioDO 
PARA REVISION PUBLICA DE LA SOLICITUD DE APLAZAMIENTO 

DEL CONVENIO FACIUDAD NAVAL PUERTO RICO 
(Antigua Estacl6n Naval de Roosevelt Roads) 

II M,ritl, d,lol Ellado, Unidol proponl ttlnsf.-irpan, d,l. flclild.d NIVII Pu.rto IticolNAPft. por IU. 'I~'I en ingl'. I, 
antigul Bls. N.vII RoollYiIt Roeds.. tr.d. d, un. t.clnur •• ntlS de que todo.1os trlbljoa nlel .. no. dl limpln, . inVl" 
tiglci6n 'mbiln!11 ""n t.rmln.dol. Ell, tr,nsllf.ncl. u .conockl. como 1",.nsfulnci, Tempt''''-' EItI tipo dtlnlnafuen· 
cil ptm1~1 • los propl'lerios nu,vo., como II Gobltrno dl PUlno Rico, comlnnr II ~·dl .. rrolo cit II prop.d.d inmtdilta· 
mlntl Y !lln.r ",1501 .con6micOl.n VII dl rtqu.rir que ll plopltdld permlntlcl .In "' ..... htIUI qUI II limpiul .mbitn· 
tel stl complltad., 1I Trlnsltrtncll TlmpI'lnl IpIic:. sol'mlntl • IqUI' .. pallU dill plop/tdld qlHll'lltisitlltl ~"UICio
nes 0 fimpiul ,mbilntal.dlcionl' y no II .. partll qUI ..un d.lnnlnld .. como IimpllL Olbldo .11 jKInIklcl6n d. v.ti .. 
clll.s dl trlnsf"lnei .. d. proplldld pl0PUIIUI, I. Mlrin. dllol EsUdol Unldos hlsubdiYldklo" lOtIl d,1oI B.I:n Icr .. d. 
NAPR.n plrellb mh plqUIIiIS. 0. htll, hlV vari .. que eontienln 6rll' qUI r.qu".n liraplln. Si un 6rll d,'" que , •• 
qui.,. limpilll Imbllntll IIt6 dlntro dl un. plrc.'I, .ntone .. tod •• 1 6r'8 qu.'1 eOO1plltldt ,Id Inelukll .n II p,tlci6n d. 
Tran.lltlncia Temp,.",. Ap,oidmldlmtntl 4,599 Ie, .. SI,6n II.ctldol por I. Tranef.,.ncll !lfTIpUnl. 

Un doeumlnto conocldo como Solicitud d. Aplll.mllnio del Convenlo (CDR. por su. "gl" an In",) d.bt .ar prin.r.· 
mant. Iprobtdo pot " Gobamldo, de Pulrto RI~o pI" plrmid, la Tr.n.I ..... ncl. T, •• nl d. Icu.rdo con II SlcciOn 
12O(hMCM3) dlII llV dl Rtlputltl Ambl.ntal. Rtlponllbllldid V Compenllcl6n ComprtnlivllCEftttA por.us algin III ing'h, 
d, 1910, La Ip,obacl6n d" Gob,rnldor d. Puerto Rko debl sir bl .. dl In II dtt.rmlnlcl6n dl qu,1I propltdad 1116 dlsponl· 
bll plra '11" ITlnRlridl pari" Uto qUI .. I. hi dtttrminldo V qlJlIII m.dlcl .. plltinllKll .. In tomldll p.I pr«lglr II ... 
Iud dll pLibMco V d" tmbltnc.I. La Mlrlnl dlbl ptOllllr OIlIRtf .. d. qUllOd" Its tlrll' nlCIUri .. dllnvtltlolci6n y de 11m· 
pilu hlYln lido r"lind", EI pr0p6tito dl 1111 Ivilo U ptrtlnfonn.r II p(Jblico qUI un boIT.dar dill COR hi aldo prlpl'I' 
do. La pr6Jdm1 ,taPI dll procllo d. Iproblcl6n cit II COR" prl .. ntlr.' borrador 61 6111 documtnto I invkIr I quI I I publi. 
co comlnll 50brl "mllmo. 1I Mlrlnl r.cibir6 101 comlntarioa dll pLiblico por los pr6ximo. trllntll30l dill, SUI com.ntariol 
nr6n It.ndido •• Ineorporldol In II v.r,16n finll dill COR. La propUllt. v.nlOO fin.1 d. II COR IIfA lom.tld. pOI' II Subll
cllllno dl II Mlrin. (Inll.laclonll y FaeIWd.dnl.1 Goblm.dor d. PUlrtO Rico pari su 'jlfob.e!6n y .utorldld plrl protld.r 
con I. Trln,llrlncil T.mprln, dl I. proplld,d. 

Unt 'f.I Iptobldo II COR. p.II .. dl'l ptopltdld d, Trlnaflr,nci l TlI!1pt.n. Ion lligible •• III" ITlnatlfid"ll Estldo U
btl Asoelldo dl Pun Rico plra 1m 61 optfIclonll d. pu.rtD Y ItrOputno; y p.ra ploplllitOi dl daurrolo ICOn6mlCO, 
con.'ltlnlll con II Plln d, UIO. dill .ntigUI el" Nlvtl dt RooslYtn Rolds, d,,,'TObdos por " Dlplna""nlo d, O"lrro· 
110 Econ6rnico y Comtrdo d, PUIIIO RiCOllt .utoridld 61 tI-d.urrolo local}. It Mlrina ., prOponl vendu II 'lItO d.ls Pro
pi.d.d d. TrlMlraneil Ttmprlnl. tr~ • dll proClto 61 Iubull. , 

II COR prOVIl un , .. umln de Itl condicionll, tipo dl cOflUminlCi6n y 101 control" prOPUlito. Plrt tI uso d. tlrr.nos 
PI" cldl un. dl t .. 'rail In II Propi.dld d. T"n.l.rlncle TI"""snl que d.ntn trlbljo .mbltntal por compllilr. Los con· 
tlOrll propUIIIO" P"I UIO d.t.rrlno. son nec:tllr1os p,rl nitar rilliG' inluptabl .. IiI IIlud hurn.nl y II tmbilott duo 
fantl II ,.-(I.lIrrollo d,rluglr ml.nI1 .. 11 6mpitH dl I .. 6'"1 "' continuldl,.11 por I. Merlnl 0 10. nUlVOI dUllIo. d, II 
propi.dld. En oqu.11os cuos dond. un nUlvo proptM.rlo ,suml I. ruponllbilklld de complltar 101 Itab.jos OIl limpi.u nl
c.urias, II Mlrlnl plrmlntClrA Itlillmintl obllgldl I rlllizer I .. tlboru d,'impill' nlc ... rlu Ii "til no Ion compllta
du I titmpo y dl miner. compll,ntl por.1 nUlYO du.l\o tulrln II intu.s protlgu II ulud humlne y.llmbllnl •. 

La COR duerill.l. propltdad dl Trlrufarlncll Tlmprlnl; 10, mlelnilmo. propullloa dll. trlMflt.ncli lil I, proplldld; 
II nlturll". y llItlnll6n di ll contlminlcl6n con sustanel .. P1~lIrous;.1 propuisto UIO futuro del tarrlno y los corrtrole. dl 
uto dl Utrrl nlet .. rlo. PUI prtYlnif II 'llpollel6n Inlclpllbl. I contamlnlntll bt)o 101 IIcln.rios OIl uto futuro; Iosltlb.· 
101 qUI utAn por complltl''''n III dill,.nt .. A,", Y II procldimllnto ptrl.segurlrl. qUI lltot "In complltldol; Y II li n· 
IIUljl propuuto .n 11. 'lCritura qUI lugur. qutlos r.qUi,1to1 dl CERCLA 1201h113MCI I .. n eumplldo •. 

Par ut. mldio,l. M,tln. IltA .xt.nditndo por 15 diu .1 plrlodo plrlrtvlli6n y comalUrioa dtl p6bllco lobr. II borrl ' 
dor dll. COR. El plrlodo dt rtvl.i6n V eomlnllrios II'. dl CUll"lntl Y cinco IU, diu COl\Mcuc!vos. PI" 61125 dl mlrzo dl 
2007. La Mlrinl conaldtrar.lOllmlnll COmtrurios por tlcrito. Estol conllrrtlliot d,bt"n II' toIfllCido. pol' CorrlO, fall., 0 
stMclo. 'xprISOS dl lnulgl, y con miliullo no I'IIh Ilrd. dil9 d. mlva d. 2007. fI'tOr d.lnctuif IU nombr .. direcci6n, 11 
p'gina y II nilm,ro d. 1In.1 d. II CDR II qUI $I tllI"l. La M.,.... no rlcibd comlntarlo. por tlljlono, ... mlD, ni comunlel' 
ci6n PI""nll. 

los comentariol dlbtn .. r IOmllido. III 'iguitnt, dir.cci6n 0 nLirntro dl fill: 

Mr. Jeff Meye,. 
Navy BRAC Progr.m Management Office South ... t 

4130 Fab.r Plac. Orlva. Suite 202 North Charle.ton, ae 28.015 
Fox: (8431 743·2142 

los berrldor .. d. I, CDR. II invutiglci6n rel,clon,d. Y los documlntos d,'lmpltzl qUI prevtln 
inlorm.ci6n d.llilld. d.l .. 6r .... n dondl qu,dln Ilbores d.limpl.n por r .. lilarse 0 dendll .. 

labores de UmplsZl hln .Ido compl.tad .. , IIt.n dllponlbles plT.'u inlp.cc16n In 101 ugui.nttsiuOI,..s: 

......... MIIM .. ~ 
AttI, lI~1I ~1A1f .. 1'II ... lItcrtD 

til l" C.n AIe.1$! CIiN. 'flooJJl 

U ... ~,........-.-, 

........ CIINM ................ ... 
D~clnl ... Pf.eId ..... · 11'1 ........ P_. 'ell"",.D 

ee" btMal..,., "~\OI' a c..ce Nt I'IMre .. ""DOaI 
AIIIt: 1M. Y.,. .. MW1iMt, p/IIIII 11111 717·1111, .. 1131 

~ ................... ~ u.L~"""""""'''''''llICU.fh''' 
C.nerD fw .. ~'.4IJ ."MIwIV .• 111. tMwyOlt.,NY IG07.1. 

l'n !'once ~I lIM"'- StnIuft .. I'IIDI7·41Z7 Ann: Mr. 0.\<1 • ....,.. .. ,.... IlIUUJ·1Oa 
AM: Mr. Lull H .... III, ~ f1tll In__ D In '~1anIII til: hlpl1wr .... 1111 

Solicitud .. d. copl .. lndlYidUlJ .. dll 'borrldor dl II CDR dlbln .. r dirlgidll a' Sr. J,ff MIYlr~ It {l43)742·2134, 

.' . ...,.. .-.. ; 

II' 6 ._".ANA "'" f il. 
, ,;;,..= • .::N:...= .. ..:.::.:.~::.;.=-__ ~ , \; 

WNW,harironttPf.com • dtl25 de abtii all de mayo de 2fj(,j 

Inter-Galeria celebra i 
su primer aniversario ...... 
~ ll ·'.--

. ---~ 
1'1. _"." . 

Pg[' VO""" Lthrip IAPez 
HORIZOm'E 

El "pacio cultural y artlstloo Inter- GaJerla, que per· 
mite a artiIw de la lila • internaclon.les sxponer lUI 
obru enel6rea ata, calebro 1a puada semana, $U primer 
anlvenario_ 

llt 
j~,tt~: 



AVISO OE SEGUNDA EXTENSION ~L PERiDDD 
PARA REVISioN POBUCA DE LA SOUCl'tUD DEAPLAZAMIENT04 

DEL CONVENID FACILIDAD NAVAL PUE.RTO RICq - • 
(Antigua Estac16n Naval de .Roosevelt ~oads) 

. L. Mlrin. cillo. Est,doI Unldo. j,ropGllllrlnsftrir tiart, dill Feclidld Nml Puerto"Rlco (NAPR.pot IllS SiQlu'ln 1ngIt.), 
.ntlgu. BIH Nml RooIlYlIt Rotlil, I 11"1\1 •• d. una •• criUJr. Inttt de qHtoOOt Ioitr.~ IIIClilrioe: dillnpleu e Ir","' 

o tigld6n emblent.I •• ttmllnadoL EstJ Irlllsf.rtrlclt .. eonOtld. como "Trwf.rencil Tllllpnn,·; EitttipO o.lrIllII'lnn· 
cil p.rmilt I ~ propithrlol num., como tl60blamo d. Put"O Rico, COMIIZlt II r..o. .. rrollo del. propiedid Inmedi.lI· 
ment. 'f g.n,r IlIIIfllOI.cOl'l6m1co. ,n ~z d. r'QU,rIr qUill propl,1I1II p.nuntlCI &In UI"" hila que I. 1inIpitz.IIIIbI..,.. . 
til.,. collpilUldi. La Tranlhlllncil Tmprant _~ solemtnt. I .qu.1Ii patti. d,1I propllllid qui nltelil.n ",.lutclo·· 
nu I) limpltn 'lIlbitntal ,dition.1 Y no • lis Plrte. qui uU" dll,nninldu como hili ••. Debido III pianiflclci6n dl veri .. ' 
dlJII d. trllllf.,nciu de proplld.d prop!lt.tu.1I M.rlNI d,1oI EltJdol Unlda. h.ltlbdMclldo 1110111 d.1ot U31 lern d • . 
NAPA en pare.1u mh p.quen ... O. ktll, hay Vlrl .. qUI contientn .... qui requMrtn 1m,.., •. 81 un "" de la. qUl f'
Il\!itrt impilll .mbi.ruI.st6 ~nItO~. tin, par~t1., ,ntonc" 1Od,'eI ittt que II eOltlprtnd, ,Iii inelulda In II pttiei6n d. 
Trtnif,reneil Ttmprln •. Aproxlm,d,m.nta 4,599 .crn srin .1~ct.d~ pOt I. r~n.f.r,nc:!t Templll\l, 

!..In docwn.MO eonocido cOmo SoIIeiUI d. Aplaz.nitntD del 'ConvenIo (CoR. pot IUS s!glu in ·lngl'.j debe Itt .r.
mtntl ,prubsdo pol" .1 Goblln'dof dl ' Pu.rto Rico plrl plfTTlllr I. Transfll.nell Ttm~.n • . dI.ctllfdo'con . It secci6n 
12D(hKC)f3) de I. Lev de Rllpuedl AmbllntlL RuporinbUlded y Camptnuc\6n Compiln" (CERCtA pof"lUsslgl.t.p inglhl 
dll. la .prob.ei6n d,l Gobtmtdor ~ Pu.rto RIco d.be It, Nud. ~ II dlJttf1lineci6n d. 'lilt II propi~.d n" disponi
bl. pili sertrlnlf.rldl Plfl ,I UIO qu, tilt h. tIe"nnlntdo .y ~ In mtdIdu pertlntnttstlln tom.d .. p .... prot.g.rl. II· 
Itld d.1 pOblto V d,l.mbltnt •. u ·M.rinl deb. provurg.ranl/II dl que todulut.rll' fllcenflu d.lnvlltlglCltln yele IIm- . 
pim h.van aida r"llndu, EI propdllto d ... t.aviso is plllinforll,r II PlibllcO 'lilt lin borralkM' de It CDR huldo pr'per,
do. Le pr6xim. ".p. d.1 jIfOC.50 d •• prob.e!6n de Ii CDR u prUlnttr II bDtTMlor d. ill. documenlo. kMt.r .• qlle el p6b11-
CO comtntlsobr. II mJsrno. SUI comentlriDI ur'n It.ndidoslntqnc'u ,Incorporac!o. In II versl6~ fln.1 dell CDR. ' ll pto' 
punta versi6n 11n.1 d.11 CDR .. r' .ometid. par·. 1 SUIt •• cietlJIo de III M.tt", Unllilaclonet V F.cJld.dl.).1 Gobem.dor de 
Puerto !rICa p.II.1I .problCi6n y lutoridad PII' procldlr con la Tflnsllrtnclt T~~ran. d.1t propiad.~.' . 

Un. VIZ .prob.do It CDR, pert .. de II propltd.d d. Tflnsflflncl. fl,rnpr'nlllOtI eiaglblu. sertnntf.iiil.s.el hl.do lj.. 
br. Alociado d. Pu.rto Rico para .1IYir .dil ·oplI.cion •• d. pu.rto y'1.topUirto; V P't. fII'OSI6t1io1 d. de .. rroIo .con6mlco, . 

. Conslmntll ron , I PI. n lit Usoide II .ltigUi B ... Nml de Roostvalt ROIcb, du"rDlIdo. par II DtptrtameillO di DUIm)-
110 Econ6mlca y Comerclo d, Puerto lUc:o lit tutorid.d d. re-d ... rrolla Ioc.n.,u Marint .. propane ","ndtr.1 11110 de II Pro- . 
pi.d.d d. Trander.neia Temprant. tnvh d.1 procese d~ stlblltl. . 

I 

La COR prO'lle un ruumen d,lts condiciones. tipo de cont.mln,cl6n y Ios,COIIII";', priljJutlto. p.r. II usO d. I.".nei. & 
PIli cad. una d.l .. 'rell In I. Propi.dtd d. Trinsf.renchi T8fllpran. qu. llen'"-y,blJo ImbMntlf JICK cOmpiitir, Los con~ cl. 
trait. propu.llol Plrl u.o d. tmllO' son neen'rio. PIli tvIt.r rie.go.lnlci'pUbii •• 1 ... Iud humin.:v .I.mblontl du- . ~ 
lint. It r.-deurrollo delluQar mitntruII limpilza de It .... U III cDfllIftu.N, ... .,or" M.rIne 0 Io.~. duellDII dt Ii... , m 
pr9lMdad, En aql,ldo. ce.a. dOl'ld. un nuevo propletttio ullmell rnponsebilldtd d. eoinplttlr 101 lI.b.jos d.llmpI.~ ne"l;' , -AI 
cu.rIo., I. Merin. permlnle." l.gllmenll obllg ld. nllllz.r IlIltbor .•• de rllllpleJI necenrlu.i 'II .. no JOn complttl- ~ 
du • ti.mpo V de m.ner. cOmptllnll por el nulVO dtilllo IlIinn ellrUrh pro..gtr II ~ M'n. y it 1riIiI~t:1 . ' : 

La COR d •• crib.11 propltdld lit Translllentil Temprln.; 10, mlcam.1IIOI propue.lo.·d. ii trlnst.ren~ie d,li p,opiedld; : 
I. nlltunleu y .xt.naI6n d.l. contillnillac16n cpn .u.tlnciu ptligro.u; &I propuuto 1110 luwro del ttrrtno·y Iot·controles de 
lISa de tlen. I"IIClS"lo. pan prlVtnW II ,xpoalcj6n In.c.pttble. c~mIntnIIt bela 10 •• tc,nirili. dt ·u~ futuro; lot trlb.
jot qut uUn pot complttam.n II. difer,ntH nny.1 prnudlrnl.nIO pll' ..,gunrll que .1ItO .... n completldot; yellen- , 
gUlj. propuuto In I. tlcrituf. qll8 i'eaur. que ~s r.quWio. d. ~ l~hM~k!=l ... n cumpldos.. . , . ".: 

hr uti lIIedIo,lI Mlrinl,ltt IXttndltndo par 31 dIt." I*fodo p~ rtybi6n V tOmtntlfioi ci.i pflbllco s •• ..i ·born
dor d.l. CDR plr.l.ugUlldl veL a Reriodo de misl6n y c.OI'IIIlIIerlo. y.o....e carll" ilJD d.lLmio 1M 7!111~ Ct .M.rlne con-. 
sider,,' .otlllltnt, eomentlrios por ."rlto. .EstoJ CoiNnilriOll debtr6n .. r lOII.tldot por·CDrrlOilu. ·O· .. rviclot opr.so. 
de ,nuege, y con /l"1li.,,110 no ",.tarOt cIell'dijunio dt '2IJa1, hvor 1I.1ncillr ill nollbr., dhcciOn. ,,~Int y" nUtnero 
d.In •• de II CDR ,I qUI" refill' . Le.MlrIn' ~ r.clblr' Coml'!l'ria. poftllifooo, .-maU, ni Comunic.cl6r! perm:'l'L . 

Los com.nt.rIo, cleben .er lOI'II,tido •• r. i!gula.ntl ~.ccI6rl'C; iwmeto di fex; 

'Mr_ Jeff Mev.,. 
Navy BRAC Progr-am' Management Office Southe'lt _ 

4130 Faber ~I.c!t prive,l Sutte'.20~: Nori~ C~ •. ~.~~to~. :SC.:29,q5 
F~x: (8'3) 7'3-2142 .- ... 

Lo. borr.dOfIl de I. COR, Ie inv.ltigaci6n rel'Clonldl y 10' documanws Cle' 6mpleu que provean 
itlfotm.ci6n detailed. del., 'r8~' .n dond. qll.dln I.bores d. ~1/mP1e#. ·P.cif-·~~Izlf" 0 don~, I •• 

leboret d. Hml?l~~1 !'Ian sldo coml?l~,~d .. , ,mn di~ponlblel p.rl II.! !n'.f'ccl6n ·lnJos. llgUI.nte~ toglrBF' 

~=':''ri:=- ' OIC_~==~:':~". 
[III W. CI"Nc .... U: .... 1"ll1mI CIon ~11II ... S.~(l~ •• ,... ... I'fI ... . 

An.: ..... ~~r.;t.n •. tn7l,., ..... '.,:.IdIl~. 
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.~ 
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RODRIGUEZ LEGAL ACTION CENTER 
CORPORATION 

Golden Beach Condominium 
3511 Isla Verde Ave. Ste. 404 
Carolina, PR 00979-4912 

April 12,2007 

Mr. Jeff Meyers 
Navy BRAe Program Management Office Southeast 
4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 
(jeffrey.g.meyers@navy.rnil) 

Dear Mr. Meyers, 

Tel. and Fax: 787-268-5269 

I am writing on behalf of Mr. William Lourido, president of the Puerto Rican Veterans 
and Soldiers Council, Inc. He is, at present, a member of the Roosevelt Roads 
Restoration Advisory Board. 

Aside from representing the interests of the communities, Mr. Lourido has put forward a 
proposal to Portal del Futuro for the establishment ofa Project named Veterans City. The 
proposed plan for this project includes a living and recreation area for disabled and aged 
veterans, including facilities for those in need of assisted living and nursing care. 

The plan includes a proposed national monument to honor American men and women 
veterans of all wars and armed conflicts. Added to this is a memorial to civilians, 
especially to members of the press and other media that have died in the course of 
discharging their duties in the war effort. 

Since there is a lack of space in the national cemetery, Mr. Lourido has proposed a design 
for a burial vault filled with stacked niches for putting the remains of our dead veterans in 
their final resting place. Adjoining the burial vault, there would be a chapel for carrying 
out religious services and ceremonies. 

Mr. Lourido considers that he needs of a total of 100 acres for the development of the 
above-mentioned projects. Natura1ly, he would expect these premises to be 
decontaminated. Anything not certified as free from contaminants, should be marked in a 
map available for inspection to all interested parties. If possible, the. property should be 
restricted for this designated use before transfer is effected. 

Although the projects contained on the Veterans City Plan appear staggering from a 
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fmancial standpoint, when coming down to basics, it may be seen that it is affordable. 
The land is available by property transfer from the Navy. Each project in the major plan 
may be fmanced with private capital, first in the initial construction and preparation of 
facilities and second in the later stage of administration. Private contractors can bid into 
any phase of the projects, creating needed jobs. 

Mr. Lourido expects an endorsement from our governor, who, in the past, has exercised 
his influence to obtain benefits for our veterans. He is especially grateful for our 
governor's intervention to correct an injustice committed against the Korean veterans 
belonging to the 65th Infantry Regiment. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Cordially, 

:;. .Si?~ ...... IfjftcF7H, I 
-S-O-N1A-ROoiUGUEZ~VAL~~~'----

Legal Advisor to the Puerto Rican Veterans and Soldiers Council, Inc. 

Copy sent to: 
1) Mr. William Lourido, Calle 530 QB-8, Country Club, Carolina, PR 00982; 

Wlourido@aol.com. 
2) Mr. Antonio Colorado, Portal del Futuro, PO Box 362350, San Juan, PR 

00936-2350; ajcolorado@pridco.com. 
3) Mr. Ram6n Figueroa, RAB, Community Co-Chairman, CIV USA 

USAIMA; ramon.david.figueroa@us.army.mil. 
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NOTE: In response to requests from the public, the Navy extended the public comment period 
twice - first to April 9, 2007, then to June 10, 2007. 
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April 13, 2(X)7 

Mr. Jeff Meyers 
Navy BRAe Program Management Office Southeast 
4130 Faber Ploet! Drive, Suite 202 
North CharIL'6ton, SC 294.05 

Via fax: (843) 743-2142 

Dear Sir: 

My letter perlSlns the document caUed: Draft Final Covenent Deferral Requcst, 
former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico (CDR), 

It became apparent during Jast night's NAPR RAB meeting, that many persons in 
th" cummunity either didn't understand this document or stll) have not had a 
chance to review it (it is a long technical document and there Is only one copy in th" 
town'. library). Therefore, J respectfully request an exlPnslon of the public 
comment period in order to provide thO"C pcTsons who expressed an interest in 
examining the docunlcnt iUld submitting comm~ts adequa Ie time to do so. 

Sincerely, 

~~z~"'ti---
Community RAB Member 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • I • • 

NOTE: In response to requests from the public, the Navy extended the public comment 
period twice - first to April 9, 2007, then to June 10, 2007 . 



Document: 
Document Date: 
Comments By: 
Comments Date: 

Excerpted from email: 

Draft Covenant Deferral Request, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
March 2007 
Ramon Figueroa 
May 4,2007 

From: Figueroa, Ramon CIV USA IMCOM [mailto: ramon.david.figueroa@us.army.mil] 

Sent: Friday, May 04,20077:51 

To: Meyers, Jeffrey G CIV OASN (I&E) BRAC PMO SE 

Subject: Request of second extension for public comments Former Roosevelt Roads Naval 
Station) 

Dear Mr. Meyers: 

The purpose of this communication is to formally request an extension for "the period of public 
comment" in reference to the proposed CDR related to the former Roosevelt Roads Naval Station 
in Ceiba, Puerto Rico. This period was extended until 09 May 07. I am writing as the Community 
Co-Chairman of the RAB and on behalf of the RAB members. 

Attached you have copy of the attendance roster of a meeting that Restoration Advisory Board 
members held last night (3 May 07 -1900hrs). As part of the agenda, the group discussed to file a 
second request to extend the period for public comments, for at least 30 additional days, based on 
the following grounds: 

a.) The proposed CDR is a lengthy and voluminous document which consists of more than 180 
pages obviously in English. This represents a major obstacle in terms of interpretation for majority 
of the local population, which are "non native English speakers". The RAB members suggested to 
the Navy personnel, in previous meeting, to have the document translated into Spanish for a better 
understanding of it, with negative results. 

b.) The technical and scientifically language in which the document is written, demand some 
experience and a very in depth knowledge of the matter for being in a position to make 
responsible, serious and objective comments. 

c.) When reading the CDR it makes references to some other "supporting documents", which are 
really non-existent or not available as annexes such as the "Environmental Condition of Property". 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Cordially, 

Mr. Ram6n D. Figueroa, Esq. 
RAB Community Co-Chairman 
Former Roosevelt Roads Naval Station 
Tel. (787) 235-1473 

NOTE: In response to requests from the public, the Navy extended the public comment 
period twice - first to April 9, 2007, then to June 10, 2007. 



(See next page for English translation) 



TRANSLATION: 

To whom it may concem: 

Ceiba residents want you to find out about the contamination that occurred and 
still exists at the former Naval Station land because here, we heard the planes at 
4:00 am and also when Vieques was bombed, our houses almost fell off and the 
contamination caused by the particles in the air carried to the town of Ceiba. 

Mart J. Garcia 
Jardines de Ceiba 
Street # 10, J23 
Ceiba, PR 00735 

Also my husband used to work on the base for 15 years, with R.CA and 
General Electric at the hangar. 



Document: 
Document Date: 
Comments By: 
Comments Date: 

Draft Covenant Deferral Request, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
March 2007 
Ramon Figueroa 
June 5, 2007 

Excerpted from emails: 

From: Figueroa, Ramon CIV USA IMCOM [mailto:ramon.david.figueroa@us.army.mil] 

Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2007 1 :58 PM 

To: Meyers, Jeffrey G CIV OASN (I&E) BRAC PMO SE 

Subject: RE: Request of third extension for public comments (Former Roosevelt Roads Naval 
Station) 

Mr. Meyers, 

We had a meeting this last Sunday 03 June 2007 in which the CDR was discussed and analyzed 
with the assistance of some "ad-honorem" environmental specialists. The unanimous 
recommendation was to file an additional request for extension of the period of public comment to 
your office. The request is based on the following: 

1. We have not completed the study and analysis of said the document. Our major shortcoming is 
the lack of or conflictive cross reference information . The CDR mentions other relevant 
publications, (i.e. ECP, Tables, Figures, etc.) that have to be found in different sources. 

2. Based on your below message, we think that a joint meeting with your office prior to the end of 
the period will be in the benefit of the local community in terms of have a better understanding of 
the process and the document. 

3. The extension will provide additional time for the community to clarify and/or coordinate with the 
Navy in relation to specifics environmental sites at former RRNS. The upcoming RAB meeting is 
the 14 June 07. 

Thanks for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Cordially, 

Mr. Ram6n D. Figueroa, Esq. 
RAB Community Co-Chairman 
Former Roosevelt Roads Naval Station 
Tel. (787) 235-1473 



Mr. Jeff Meyers 
Navy BRAC Program Management Office Southeast 
4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

Re: Draft Covenant Deferral Request, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 

Ceiba, Puerto Rico of March 2007 

After having examined the abovementioned document, we respectfully submit the 

following commentaries -

I Commentary of a General Nature 

1. As members of the community, we oppose the transfer of portions of the real 

property comprising the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads by deed before all 

the necessary remedial actions have been completed pursuant to Section 

120(h)(3)(C) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 

Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) and Department of Defense (DoD) early transfer 

guidance. This opposition is sustained despite the acknowledgement of Section 

2905( e) of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (BRAC), 

which states that subject to Section 19 120(h) of CERCLA, the Secretary of 

Defense "may enter into an agreement to transfer by deed real property or 

facilities .... with any person who agrees to perform all environmental restoration, 

waste management, and environmental compliance activities that are required 

for the property or facilities under Federal and State laws, administrative 

decisions, agreements (including schedules and milestones), and concurrences" 

and that if the costs of all environmental restoration, waste management, and 

environmental compliance activities are lower than the fair market value of the 

property or facilities, the recipient of the property or facilities must agree to pay 

the difference between the fair market value and such costs. 

This transfer method, even if it is legally allowed, excludes the community from a 

real oversight in the remediation actions of the transferred parcels, more so if 

they are sold to a private entity. 



The April, 2007 RAB Newsletter states: 

"How long will the RAB keep working? 

The BRAe transfer process will continue until mid-200B. The Navy will sponsor 

the RAB until after all the property has been transferred, and the Navy is no 

longer taking an active role. 

What happens then? That's a question that the RAB will explore together, 

over the next year or so. The hope is that the RAB will continue working 

with EPA and Portal del Futuro, as the parcels are cleaned up and redevelopment 

begins ... " 

This statement doesn't guarantee that after the transfer community participation 

and oversight will continue. 

2. CERCLA's provisions for property transfers by Federal Agencies state that: 

" ... any real property owned by the United States on which any hazardous 

substance was stored for one year or more, known to have been released, or 

disposed of, each deed entered into for the transfer of such property by the 

United States to any other person or entity shall contain-

(i) to the extent such information is available on the basis of a complete 

search of agency files-

(I) a notice of the type and quantity of such hazardous 

substances, 

(II) notice of the time at which such storage, release, or disposal 

took place, and 

(III) a description of the remedial action taken, if any; 

(ii) a covenant warranting that-

(I) all remedial action necessary to protect human health and the 

environment with respect to any such substance remaining on the 

property has been taken before the date of such transfer, and 
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(II) any additional remedial action found to be necessary after 

the date of such transfer shall be conducted by the United States 

(CERCA Section 120(h)(3)(A)). 

Now, in order for this requirement for remedial action previous to transference 

be deferred, Section 120(h)(3)(C) states: 

(C) Deferral 

(i) In general The Administrator, with the concurrence of the Governor of 

the State in which the facility is located (in the case of real property at a 

Federal facility that is listed on the National Priorities List), or the 

Governor of the State in which the facility is located (in the case of real 

property at a Federal facility not listed on the National Priorities List) may 

defer the requirement of subparagraph (A)(ii)(I) with respect to the 

property if the Administrator or the Governor, as the case may be, 

determines that the property is suitable for transfer, based on a finding 

that-

(I) the property is suitable for transfer for the use intended by 

the transferee, and the intended use is consistent with 

protection of human health and the environment 

(II) 

(III) the Federal agency requesting deferral has provided 

notice, by publication in a newspaper of general circulation 

in the vicinity of the property, of the proposed transfer and 

of the opportunity for the public to submit, within a period 

of not less than 30 days after the date of the notice, 

written comments on the suitability of the property for 

transfer; and 

(IV) the deferral and the transfer of the property will not 

substantially delay any necessary response action at the 

property. 
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We would like to comment these three requirements, beginning with (III) : 

Our duty, as members of the public and RAB community component, is to submit 

written comments on the suitability for transfer of the property. We find this a 

very difficult task. 

First, some of the most important documents that serve as an information 

source for evaluating the suitability for transfer are not available to the public: 

for example, the RFA, Phase I/II Environmental Condition of Property (ECP) 

Report (July 15, 2005). 

Reference is made to documents from the 80's that are part of the 

environmental record of these properties. But the public doesn't have access to 

them and they are not even in the digital document repository. 

As a result of Section 8132 of Public Law 108-87 -the Department of Defense 

Appropriations Act, 2004 (signed 31 September 2003)- a series of documents 

were published that the public never had the opportunity to examine or 

comment. For example, the Draft Phase II Environmental Condition of Property 

Work Plan, dated April 30, 2004; the Draft Phase II Environmental Condition of 

Property Report Naval Activity Puerto Rico (Draft Phase II Report), dated 

September 1, 2004; the Draft Biological Assessment for Land Transfer of Naval 

Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico (Gee-Marine, Inc. September 2005); and 

the Damage Assessment and Restoration Plan Environmental Assessment (U.S. 

Navy October 2004), among others. We are aware of their existence because 

they are quoted or appear as reference in some of the documents available to 

the public. 

In fact, the Draft CDR states (pages 7 and 8) that "detailed summaries of the 

findings to date for all SWMUs and AOes are provided in the ECP Report" and 

that "Analytical data collected during the investigations of these sites were used 
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to perform human health and ecological risk assessments which indicated the 

potential for unacceptable human exposure to the residual contaminants 

detected in groundwater, surface water, surface and subsurface soil, and 

sediment." These HHRAs and ERAs are not available to the public either. 

Second, it is very difficult to evaluate suitability for transfer when the 

information about some of the sites under evaluation is incomplete or 

inadequate. Take SWMU 16 as an example: in Table 7-1 a recommendation that 

no action is to be taken (NFA) is stated; but in the "Early Transfer Property Site 

Investigation and Remedial Action Summary" (March 2007) it is described as a 

site where additional investigation is warranted and a Phase 1 RFI is being 

developed. This same situation applies to SWMUs 27, 2829 and 42; and AOC A. 

In all these sites, a RCRA Facility Investigation is being developed. Yet, we are 

asked to evaluate their suitability for transfer without the benefit of the results of 

these investigations, and even without contaminants concentration data. 

Third, it is very difficult to evaluate sites for the suitability of early transfer 

where Remediation has already begun while the public comment period for the 

Correctives Measures Implementation Work Plan has not ended. This situation 

happens in SWMUs 13, 46 and 53, and AOC C. We simply do not understand 

how the remedy is being implemented before the discussion of its viability has 

occurred. This tells us that either the Early Transfer has become a desperate 

measure, or that public comment periods are a farce. To this date, we have not 

seen a single CMI WP, or for that matter, a single CMS or a CMS WP, both of 

which are called for in SWMUs 1, 2, 7/ 8, 9, 45, 55, 56, 59, 61, 69, 73 and 74. 

Section CCi)(I), which states that "the property is suitable for transfer for the use 

intended by the transferee, and the intended use is consistent with protection of 

human health and the enVironment", we have the following comments: 

Reportedly, there changes have been made to the proposed property uses since 

the Puerto Rico Government (in this case the Local Redevelopment Authority) 
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submitted the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads Reuse Plan in December 2004 (the 

only one we have seen). The head of the LRA has stated to the local press that 

there will be changes in the Plan, but according to what appeared in the press, 

they will be announced later this year. We have also been informed by an LRA 

member that the "Downtown" area has been moved from where it was first 

proposed to an area that in the Reuse Plan was proposed as a Science Park. As 

we do not have documents or written proposals to evaluate this and other 

changes at this time, it is very difficult to ascertain whether the intended use is 

consistent with protection of human health and the environment. 

The absence as of this moment of a zoning plan for the implementation of the 

Reuse Plan (whichever it may be) is also a limitation in the transfer suitability 

evaluation process. The promised Special Regulation for the Reuse Plan will not 

be ready before the Covenant Deferral Request is signed. This is another 

drawback when evaluating the suitability for transfer. It seems like the early 

transfer process is being pushed through regardless of the lack of the necessary 

information for its proper evaluation. 

Section C(i)(IV), states that "the deferral and the transfer of the property will not 

substantially delay any necessary response action at the property"; regarding this 

section several questions come to mind: 

• tHow many third parties will there finally be? 

• Will cleanup responsibilities be delegated upon clients of the "first tier" 

third parties? Let's say a third party buys, either from the Government of 

Puerto Rico or the Navy, one or more parcels and subdivides and sells 

them. Will they be allowed to do this without cleaning up first? 

• How do the Navy or EPA plan to follow up the clean up when it is carried 

out simultaneously by several persons in several parcels? 

• How will the agencies deal with the inevitable proposals and actions to 

postpone clean up until some economic benefit is derived from the 

"clean" parts of the parcels? 
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• How do the agencies plan to deal with proposed variations -whether 

significant or not- in land use? 

• Who will grant land use variations, the Puerto Rico Planning Board? Even 

if the Navy remains legally obligated to perform the cleanup? 

• Where is the proposed cleanup schedule that will provide a guarantee to 

the community that the contamination will be cleaned in a timely manner, 

that provides us with a reasonable expectation that the contaminants will 

not remain in our land or water for a long, long time? 

Frankly, we have serious concerns as to whether the scenario proposed by the 

Navy and the Puerto Rican Government "will not substantially delay any 

necessary response action at the property". 

3. Groundwater is addressed in a piecemeal fashion. Many of the SWMU's 

and AOC's will have groundwater use restrictions in place. Section 4.0 of the 

Draft CDR states that "a restriction on use of groundwater and installation of 

new wells in or near areas of known groundwater contamination" will be included 

in the Quit Claim Deed for some of the parcels. 

The Navy is addressing groundwater as if there were several distinct, separate 

and isolated aquifers under the former NSRR. It does not seem to be sound 

groundwater management to restrict well drilling "in or near areas of known 

groundwater contamination". Groundwater doesn't just stay put in one place. 

Also, the Draft CDR does not address the issue of where the groundwater 

contamination came from; and neither does it address where it goes to. There is 

no mention at all about pollution migration in the groundwater. 

Will there be restrictions on well drilling outside known SWMUs? How far into the 

future will the well drilling restriction be in place? Are there any known working 

wells in the NSRR right now? 
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4. Land Use Controls. The People of Puerto Rico should not be restricted in the 

use and enjoyment of our land because the entity that polluted it does not want 

to clean the pollution. Placing restrictions in the form of Land Use Controls in the 

Quit Claim Deed for any parcel is unacceptable. More so because when the Navy 

began to use this land there were no land use restrictions. 

The Navy is absolutely responsible for whatever is in and under those land 

parcels that wasn't there before 1941, and as such, should return it to its original 

condition, not look for the legally cheapest way to abandon Ceiba and Naguabo 

lands to an uncertain fate and a limited use. 
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II Specific Comments 

1. SWMUs 1 and 2: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants 

were found at this site. Table 7-1 indicates an NFA with no restrictions for 

AOC D (marine sediments). 

We object to the early transfer of any site where dioxins/furans were found. 

As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans should be removed to prevent 

them from gaining access to ground and surface water, and to prevent 

humans and animals from exposure to these extremely hazardous 

substances. Were any other remediation alternatives considered besides 

LUCs? 

According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E several actions have been 

undertaken on this site, including a Baseline Ecological Risk Assessment and 

CMS Work Plan. These documents have not been available for public review. 

These documents should be made available to the community before the 

transfer of these sites is even considered. 

2. SWMU 3: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants were 

found at this site. We object to the early transfer of any site where 

dioxins/furans were found. As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans 

should be removed to prevent them from gaining access to ground and 

surface water, and to prevent humans and animals from exposure to these 

extremely hazardous substances. Were any other remediation alternatives 

considered beSides LUCs?s Why hasn't the community been allowed to 

examine the environmental studies for this parcel (if any) and the waste 

characterization data? These documents should be made available to the 

community before the transfer of this site is even considered. 

3. SWMU 9: According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E a Phase I RFI 

Workplan was been submitted for Area B Tank 214 on January 2007, and a 

CMS is or was underway. This table also refers to a Baseline Ecological Risk 

Assessment and a CMS Work Plan. These documents have not been available 
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for public review. These documents should be made available to the 

community before the transfer of this site is considered. 

4. SWMU 11: PCB and ACMs were found in this building and the remedy 

proposed is a total access restriction. PCB and ACM contamination is 

remediable. We oppose LUC as a remedy and we request the remediation of 

the site before transfer. 

5. SWMU 16: According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E Phase I RFI 

Workplan has been approved for this site. In order for us to be able to 

properly evaluate if this property is suitable for early transfer this Work Plan 

should be made available to the community. We oppose the early transfer of 

this site until the RFI Report has been examined and commented by the 

community. 

6. SWMU 17: The Consent Order requires an RFI for this site, yet it has been 

eliminated from the table that constitutes Exhibit E. We oppose the early 

transfer of this site until the RFI Report has been examined and commented 

by the community. 

7. SWMU 31: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants were 

found at this site. We object to the early transfer of any site where 

dioxins/furans were found. As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans 

should be removed to prevent them from gaining access to ground and 

surface water, and to prevent humans and animals from exposure to these 

extremely hazardous substances. This type of contamination can be cleaned, 

LUCs and an asphalt cap are not an acceptable remedy. 

We request the remediation of the site before transfer. 

8. SWMU 32: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants were 

found at this site. We object to the early transfer of any site where 

dioxins/furans were found. As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans 

should be removed to prevent them from gaining access to ground and 

surface water, and to prevent humans and animals from exposure to these 

extremely hazardous substances. This type of contamination can be cleaned, 
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LUCs are not an acceptable remedy. 

We request the remediation of the site before transfer. 

9. SWMU 45: PCB and elevated levels of other contaminants were found at 

this site. Table 7-1 indicates an NFA with no restrictions for AOC D (marine 

sediments). 

According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E several actions have been 

undertaken on this site, including a Baseline Ecological Risk Assessment and 

CMS Work Plan. These documents have not been available for public review. 

These documents should be made available to the community before the 

transfer of this site is considered. 

Were any other remediation alternatives considered besides LUCs? 

10. SWMU 46: PCB and elevated levels of other contaminants were found at 

this site. This type of contamination can be cleaned, LUCs are not an 

acceptable remedy. 

The table that constitutes Exhibit E that the CMI Workplan will be 

implemented at the end of the public comment period, and at the same time 

indicates that remediation was initiated in 2006. We request clarification of 

these contradictory statements. 

We request the complete cleanup of the site before transfer. 

11. SWMU 53: The table that constitutes Exhibit E that the CMI Workplan will 

be implemented at the end of the public comment period, and at the same 

time indicates that remediation was initiated in 2006. We request clarification 

of these contradictory statements and complete cleanup of the site before 

transfer. 

12. SWMU 54: In this site, where the groundwater is contaminated with TCE, 

we learn from the Consent Order, that included in this SWMU and was the 
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location of a former 4,OOO-galion UST, south of Building 1914. The date of 

installation and the type of fuel stored is unknown (assumed to be gasoline), 

but it was decommissioned in 1992. And that although a CMS work plan has 

been approved by EPA; implementation has not been fully completed. This is 

very confusing information, not enough to illustrate anybody on the history of 

this site. 

Yet, the site has disappeared from the table that constitutes Exhibit E. It is 

impossible to comment on this site with the information available. 

We request the site not be transferred until the community has been fully 

informed about it. 

13. AOC A: According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E an RFI is being 

developed and the contaminants are "unknown, to be determined during the 

Phase I RFI". When is the RFI document going to be made available to the 

community? 

We request the site not be transferred until the RFI document has been 

made available to the community and the community has been able to emit 

their comments. 

14. SWMU 6/ AOC B: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants 

were found at this site. We object to the early transfer of any site where 

dioxins/furans were found. As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans 

should be removed to prevent them from gaining access to ground and 

surface water, and to prevent humans and animals from exposure to these 

extremely hazardous substances. 

The Consent Order indicates that remediation for this site is complete and "is 

contingent on the Respondent completing acceptable closure of all hazardous 

waste container storage units located inside the DRMO compound" as well as 

public comment. This site has been dropped from the table that constitutes 

Exhibit E. What does remediation complete mean? Are LUCs being 
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recommended for this site? 

We request the site not be transferred until the community has been fully 

informed. 

15. SWMUs 57, 59, 60,61,62,67, 70, 71, 73: A lot of investigation and 

remediation still remains to be done on these sites. We request they not be 

transferred until either the RFIs, site characterizations or CMSs are 

completed, made available to the community for comments and discussed 

within the community. 

16. AOC C: PCB and elevated levels of other contaminants were found at this 

site. This type of contamination can be cleaned, LUCs are not an 

acceptable remedy. 

It is indicated in the table that constitutes Exhibit E that a CMI Workplan 

will be implemented at the completion of the public comment period, but 

also that remediation is already ongoing. We request this site not be 

transferred until this contradictory information is clarified and the site has 

been completely cleaned. 

17. AOC E: According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E, RFI fieldwork is 

currently in progress. 

We request the site not be transferred until the RFI document has been 

made available, the community has been able to emit their comments and 

the site has been completely 
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III About public information and public participation 

The US Navy, the regulatory agencies and the Government of Puerto Rico expect the 

people of Puerto Rico to endorse the transfer of former Naval Base Roosevelt Roads and 

its re-development. In order for this to happen, the process has to be absolutely 

transparent. If the information on which decisions are to be based is not available for 

public review, this clouds both governments' credibility. If the public participation 

process is deceptive, or hurried without allowing the community to fully understand 

what is happening, this erodes the agencies' and both governments' credibility even 

more. For instance, when the Consent Order was up for public comment, the RAB hadn't 

been created. The public notice was placed in The San Juan Star, a newspaper that is 

read by only very small segment of the Puerto Rican population. A meeting was held to 

talk about the Consent Order, but it was not clearly explained to the community that the 

very few questions or comments made at that meeting (where certainly no one 

understood the implications of the signing of this document) were to be used and placed 

in the document as if it had been a public hearing. 

With this statement and the comments expressed at the beginning of this document we 

would like to state for the record of this remediation and land reversion process that we 

are profoundly unsatisfied with the manner in which the Government of the United 

States and el Estado Ubre Asociado have handled this matter. We are firm believers that 

only a process based on transparency, public participation ---{jecisive and real- and 

access to information will achieve true community involvement. And only through true 

community participation Puerto Ricans will feel confident that our expectations of 

regaining our lands as safe and clean as is needed in order to achieve the development 

that we all need and aspire to will be met. 

Submitted, Saturday, June 09, 2007 

Urio Marquez D'Acunti 
RAB Community Member 

Jorge Fernandez Porto 
RAB Community Member 
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Guillermo J. Aviles Mendoza, J.D. 
P.O. Box 58136 

Washington, D.C. 20037 

June 10. 2007 

U.S. Department of the Navy 
Base Realignment and Closure 
Program Management Office Southeast 
Att: Mr. Jeffrey Meyers, P.E., CHMM 
BRAe Environment Coordinator 
4130 Faber Place Drive\Suite 202 
North Charleston, South Carolina 29405 

Mr. Meyers: 

Please find the enclosed comments to the Draft Final Covenant Deferral Request, Former 
Naval Station Roosevelt Roads in Ceiba. Puerto Rico. 

It is an honor to exercise my right and provide a constructive suggestion to the transfer 
process of the real property comprising the former naval station. 

I you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (202) 489-6676 or 
e-mail meatLcdo.AvilesMendoza@gmail.com. 

Sincerely, 

~ttOJ~~JD 



COMMENTS 

TO 

FINAL DRAFT 
COVENANT DEFERRAL REQUEST 

FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS 
CEIBA, PUERTO RICO 

Prepared by: 

Guillermo 1. Aviles Mendoza. J.D. 
P.O. Box 58136 

Washington, D.C. 20037 

June 2007 



I. Disclaimer 

Guillermo J. Aviles Mendoza, J.D. 
Comments to Final Draft Deferral Request 

Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

The comments here provided represent the ideas of Guillermo 1. Aviles Mendoza as a 

citizen of the United States of America exercising the right to submit, within the public 

commentary period, written comments on the suitability of the proposed title transfer of 

portions of the real property comprising the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 

Puerto Rico by deed before all required remedial actions have been accomplished 

pursuant to Section 120(h)(3)(C) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation and Liability Act of 1980. 

II. Requirements for Early Transfer under Section 120(h)(3)(C) of the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 
1980 (CERCLA) 

Approximately 4,599 acres at the former naval station, including the islands ofPiiieros 

and the Caheza the Perro, are areas with hazardous substances levels requiring 

institutional controls as part the remedial action. With ongoing remedial investigations 

the institutional controls at the former naval station are likely to evolve. Therefore, 

before the Governor of Puerto Rico approves the transfer of title without the required 

corrective actions the proposed institutional controls must guarantee that the intended use 

of the real property is consistent with protection of the environment and human health 

and that required remedial investigations, and oversight activities will not be disrupted. 

As a result, the evaluation of the property transfer is contingent on the establishment that 

the institutional controls will be effective in preventing environmental or human exposure 

to hazardous substances that remain on site above levels which allow unrestricted use. 

June 2007 



Guillermo J. Aviles Mendoza, J.D. 
Comments to Final Draft Deferral Request 

Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

III. Health Concerns 

The March 12.2007 unofficial minutes of the Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) for the 

former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads demonstrate that community members of Ceiba, 

Fajardo and Naguabo have health related concerns as to the potential exposure to the 

hazardous substances at the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. I 

IV. Agcncy for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) & 
Section l04(i) and l04(i)(4) of CERCLA 

Section 1 04(i) of CERCLA created the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 

Registry (ATSDR) at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. ATSDR is 

mandated by the U.S. Congress to perform specific functions concerning the effect on 

public health of hazardous substances in the environment. Although not a regulatory 

agency. A TSDR has provided in the past important data for the enhancement of 

institutional controls at sites with hazardous substances not in the national priority list. 

For instance. the ATSDR provides health consultations concerning specific hazardous 

substances, health surveillance, applied research in support of public health assessments, 

information development and dissemination, and education and training concerning 

hazardous substances.2 

I Naval Activity of Puerto Rico Virtual Project Website- "NAPR-RABMtgMinutes 
12Mar2007 English" Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) Information. Available at 
hllp;u llsrr-ir.orglrub.asp#2. Last accessed June 10.2007 
2 About ATSDR. Available at hllp:f/www.atsdu:Jc.gov/abuul.html. 
Last accessed June 10. 2007 
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Guillermo 1. Aviles Mendoza, J.D. 
Comments to Final Draft Deferral Request 

Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 

Section 104(i)(4) ofCERCLA reads as follows, 
The Administrator of the A TSDR shall provide 

consultations upon request on health issues relating to 

exposure to hazardous or toxic substances, on the basis of 

available information, to the Administrator of EPA, State 

officials. and local officials. Such consultations to 

individuals may be provided by States under cooperative 

agreements established under this chapter. 

V. Comments 

The Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) record shows community members with health 

related concerns as to the potential exposure to the hazardous substances at the former 

Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. Navy' s Final Draft Deferral Request is silent as whether 

the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) was consulted for 

remedial investigations that formulated the present institutional controls for the former 

Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. It is in the best interest of all the involved parties to 

explore the possibility of consulting with, under Section 104(i)(4) ofCERCLA, the 

A TSDR. Collaboration with the A TSDR provides the Government of Puerto Rico with 

evidence based public health data that will corroborate whether the institutional controls 

and the intended use of the real property are consistent with protection of the 

environment and human health. 

June 2007 3 
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Document: 
Document Date: 
Comments By: 
Comments Date: 

Draft Covenant Deferral Request, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
March 2007 
Puerto Rican Veterans and Soldiers Council 
April 12, 2007 

Email version of letter: 

RODRIGUEZ LEGAL ACTION CENTER CORPORATION 
Golden Beach Condominium 
3511 Isla Verde Ave. Ste. 404 Tel. and Fax: 787-268-5269 
Carolina, PR 00979-4912 

April 12, 2007 

Mr. Jeff Meyers 
Navy BRAC Program Management Office Southeast 
4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

Dear Mr. Meyers, 

I am writing on behalf of Mr. William Lourido, president of the Puerto Rican Veterans and Soldiers 
Council, Inc. He is, at present, a member of the Roosevelt Roads Restoration Advisory Board. 

Aside from representing the interests of the communities, Mr. Lourido has put forward a proposal 
to Portal del Futuro for the establishment of a Project named Veterans City. The proposed plan for 
this project includes a living and recreation area for disabled and aged veterans, including facilities 
for those in need of assisted living and nursing care. 

The plan includes a proposed national monument to honor American men and women veterans of 
all wars and armed conflicts. Added to this is a memorial to civilians, especially to members of the 
press and other media that have died in the course of discharging their duties in the war effort. 

Since there is a lack of space in the national cemetery, Mr. Lourido has proposed a design for a 
burial vault filled with stacked niches for putting the remains of our dead veterans in their final 
resting place. Adjoining the burial vault, there would be a chapel for carrying out religious services 
and ceremonies. 

Mr. Lourido considers that he needs of a total of 100 acres for the development of the above
mentioned projects. Naturally, he would expect these premises to be decontaminated. Anything 
not certified as free from contaminants, should be marked in a map available for inspection to all 
interested parties. If possible, the property should be restricted for this designated use before 
transfer is effected. 

Although the projects contained on the Veterans City Plan appear staggering from a financial 
standpoint, when coming down to basics, it may be seen that it is affordable. The land is available 
by property transfer from the Navy. Each project in the major plan may be financed with private 
capital, first in the initial construction and preparation of facilities and second in the later stage of 
administration. Private contractors can bid into any phase of the projects, creating needed jobs. 



Mr. Lourido expects an endorsement from our governor, who, in the past, has exercised his 
influence to obtain benefits for our veterans. He is especially grateful for our governor's 
intervention to correct an injustice committed against the Korean veterans belonging to the 65th 
Infantry Regiment. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Cordially, 

SONIA RODRIGUEZ-VALLECILLO, ESO. 

Legal Advisor to the Puerto Rican Veterans and Soldiers Council, Inc. 

Copy sent to: 

1) Mr. William Lourido, Calle 530 OB-8, Country Club, Carolina, PR 00982; Wlourido@aol.com. 

2) Mr. Antonio Colorado, Portal del Futuro, PO Box 362350, San Juan, PR 00936-2350; 
ajcolorado@pridco.com. 

3) Mr. Ram6n Figueroa, RAB, Community Co-Chairman, CIV USA USAIMA; 
ramon.david.figueroa@us.army.mil . 

Response: 

The Navy certainly understands and appreciates Mr. Lourido's concern for the care and 
remembrance of our nation's veterans. 

However, the Navy is statutorily obligated to give the Local Reuse Authority's (LRA's) 
redevelopment plan considerable weight in making property disposal determinations. 
Accordingly , a request for a Veterans City is more appropriately made to the LRA (Portal 
del Futuro), which Mr. Lourido has done. 

Should the LRA propose to make a change in the approved land use plan to incorporate a 
Veterans City, the Navy would consider it and, with EPA and EQB, would evaluate the 
proposed land use relative to the environmental condition of the parcel. 



To whom it may concem: 

Ceiba residents want you to find out about the contamination that occurred and still 
exists at the former Naval Station land because here, we heard the planes at 4:00 am 
and also when Vieques was bombed, our houses almost fell off and the contamination 
caused by the particles in the air carried to the town of Ceiba. 

Mart J. Garcia 
Jardines de Ceiba 
Street # 10, J23 
Ceiba, PR 00735 

Also my husband used to work in the base for 15 years, with R.CA and General 
Electrica at the hangar. 

Response: 

The Navy understands that Ceiba residents are concerned about contamination 
and is committed to exchanging information about this concern, by working with 
the community members who have volunteered to be on the Restoration 
Advisory Board (RAB). Members of the public are always welcome to attend 
RAB meetings. 

All identified cleanup sites have been, are being , or will be investigated and a 
remedy put in place to protect human health . The Navy has not detected any off
site releases of contaminants to the town of Ceiba from Roosevelt Roads. 

This CDR does not deal with any environmental issues at Vieques, only 
Roosevelt Roads. 



Document: 
Document Date: 
Comments By: 
Comments Date: 

Mr. Jeff Meyers 

Draft Covenant Deferral Request, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
March 2007 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico Restoration Advisory Board 
June 9, 2007 

Navy BRAC Program Management Office Southeast 
4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

Re: Draft Covenant Deferral Request, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico of March 2007 

After having examined the abovementioned document, we respectfully submit the 
following commentaries -

Commentary of a General Nature 

1. As members of the community, we oppose the transfer of portions of the real 
property comprising the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads by deed before all 
the necessary remedial actions have been completed pursuant to Section 
120(h)(3)(C) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act of 19BO (CERCLA) and Department of Defense (DoD) early transfer 
guidance.Jhis opposition is sustained despite the acknowledgement of Section 
2905(e) of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 (BRAC), 
which states that subject to Section 19 120(h) of CERCLA, the Secretary of 
Defense "may enter into an agreement to transfer by deed real property or 
facilities .... with any person who agrees to perform all environmental restoration, 
waste management, and environmental compliance activities that are required 
for the property or facilities under Federal and State laws, administrative 
decisions, agreements (including schedules and milestones), and concurrences" 
and that if the costs of all environmental restoration, waste management, and 
environmental compliance activities are lower than the fair market value of the 
property or facilities, the reCipient of the property or facilities must agree to pay 
the difference between the fair market value and such costs . 

This transfer method, even if it is legally allowed , excludes the community from a 
real oversight in the remediation actions of the transferred parcels, more so if 
they are sold to a private entity. 

The April, 2007 RAB Newsletter states: 

"How long will the RAB keep working? The BRAC transfer process will 
continue until mid-200B. The Navy will sponsor the RAB until after all the property 
has been transferred, and the Navy is no longer taking an active role. 

What happens then? That's a question that the RAB will explore together, over 
the next year or so. The hope is that the RAB will continue working with EPA 
and Portal del Futuro, as the parcels are cleaned up and redevelopment 
begins ... " 



This statement doesn't guarantee that after the transfer community participation 
and oversight will continue. 

Response: 

As long as the Navy has ongoing cleanup activities at the former Naval 

Station Roosevelt Roads, it will continue to support and conduct the RAB. 

For cleanup activities performed by the Commonwealth on property 

transferred to the Portal del Futuro, the Navy will encourage the 

Commonwealth to continue to participate in the RAB. For the cleanup 

work on the sale parcels, public participation will continue through the 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Corrective Action 

process as required in the Third-party Orders signed between the new 

owners and EPA Region 2. For cleanup work on property transferred to 

other federal agencies, the receiving agency's policies on public 

participation will govern their participation in the existing RAB or some 

other forum . At a minimum, the receiving federal agency will be required 

to follow the public participation requirements of the RCRA Corrective 

Action process as required in the Third-party Order signed between the 

agency and EPA Region 2. Under RCRA, decision documents (such as 

Corrective Measures Studies and Statements of Basis) require a public 

notice; the public can request a public meeting as well. 

2. CERCLA's provisions for property transfers by Federal Agencies state that: 

" ... any real property owned by the United States on which any hazardous 
substance was stored for one year or more, known to have been released, or 
disposed of, each deed entered into for the transfer of such property by the 
United States to any other person or entity shall contain-

(I) to the extent such information is available on the basis of a complete 
search of agency files-
(I) a notice of the type and quantity of such hazardous 
substances, 
(II) notice of the time at which such storage, release, or disposal 
took place, and 
(III) a description of the remedial action taken, if any; 

(ii) a covenant warranting that-
(I) all remedial action necessary to protect human health and the 
environment with respect to any such substance remaining on the 



property has been taken before the date of such transfer, and 
(II) any additional remedial action found to be necessary after the 
date of such transfer shall be conducted by the United States 
(CERCA Section 120(h)(3)(A)). 

Now, in order for this requirement for remedial action previous to transference be 
deferred, Section 120(h)(3)(C) states: 

(e) Deferral 
(i) In general The Administrator, with the concurrence of the Governor of 
the State in which the facility is located (in the case of real property at a 
Federal facility that is listed on the National Priorities List), or the 
Governor of the State in which the facility is located (in the case of real 
property at a Federal facility not listed on the National Priorities List) may 
defer the requirement of subparagraph (A)(ii)(I) with respect to the 
property if the Administrator or the Governor, as the case may be, 
determines that the property is suitable for transfer, based on a finding 
that-

(I) the property is suitable for transfer for the use intended by the 
transferee, and the intended use is consistent with 
protection of human health and the environment 

(II) ... 

(III) the Federal agency requesting deferral has provided notice, 
by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the 
vicinity of the property, of the proposed transfer and of the 
opportunity for the public to submit, within a period of not 
less than 30 days after the date of the notice, written 
comments on the suitability of the property for transfer; and 

(IV) the deferral and the transfer of the property will not 
substantially delay any necessary response action at the 
property. 

We would like to comment these three requirements, beginning with (III): 

Our duty, as members of the public and RAB community component, is to submit 
written comments on the suitability for transfer of the property. We find this a very 
difficult task. 

First, some of the most important documents that serve as an information source 
for evaluating the suitability for transfer are not available to the public: for 
example, the RFA, Phase I1II Environmental Condition of Property (ECP) Report 
(July 15, 2005). 

Reference is made to documents from the 80's that are part of the environmental 
record of these properties. But the public doesn't have access to them and they 
are not even in the digital document repository. 



Response: 

The RFA, Phase 1111 ECP Report, as well as all relevant documents from 

the 1980s are available on the electronic Administrative Record located at 

www.nsrr-ir.org . Conclusions from the ECP Report are also attached to 

the CDR. 

As a result of Section 8132 of Public Law 108-87 -the Department of Defense 
Appropriations Act, 2004 (signed 31 September 2003)- a series of documents 
were published that the public never had the opportunity to examine or comment. 
For example, the Draft Phase" Environmental Condition of Property Work Plan, 
dated April 30, 2004; the Draft Phase" Environmental Condition of Property 
Report Naval Activity Puerto Rico (Draft Phase" Report), dated September 1, 
2004; the Draft Biological Assessment for Land Transfer of Naval Station 
Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico (Geo-Marine, Inc. September 2005); and the 
Damage Assessment and Restoration Plan Environmental Assessment (U .S. 
Navy October 2004), among others. We are aware of their existence because 
they are quoted or appear as reference in some of the documents available to 
the public. 

In fact, the Draft CDR states (pages 7 and 8) that "detailed summaries of the 
findings to date for all SWMUs and AOCs are provided in the ECP Report" and 
that "Analytical data collected during the investigations of these sites were used 
to perform human health and ecological risk assessments which indicated the 
potential for unacceptable human exposure to the residual contaminants 
detected in groundwater, surface water, surface and subsurface soil, and 
sediment: These HHRAs and ERAs are not available to the public either. 

Response: 

Although the Environmental Condition of Property (ECP) Work Plan and 

the draft ECP Report were internal Navy documents, the final Phase 1111 

Environmental Condition of Property Report, which documents the results 

of the implementation of these work plans is available for public viewing 

on the electronic Administrative Record located at www.nsrr-ir.org The 

final Biological Assessment and the Damage Assessment and Restoration 

Plan have been placed on the www.nsrr-ir.org website. 

The human health and ecological risk assessments are contained in 

SWMU-specific documents, all available on the www.nsrr-ir.org website. 



Second, it is very difficult to evaluate suitability for transfer when the information 
about some of the sites under evaluation is incomplete or inadequate.Jake 
SWMU 16 as an example: in Table 7-1 a recommendation that no action is to be 
taken (NFA) is stated; but in the "Early Transfer Property Site Investigation and 
Remedial Action Summary" (March 2007) it is described as a site where 
additional investigation is warranted and a Phase 1 RFI is being developed. This 
same situation applies to SWMUs 27, 28 29 and 42; and AOC A. In all these 
sites, a RCRA Facility Investigation is being developed. Yet, we are asked to 
evaluate their suitability for transfer without the benefit of the results of these 
investigations, and even without contaminants concentration data. 

Response: 

The information contained in Table 7-1 (part of the 2005 ECP Report and 

attached to CDR) for SWMUs 16, 27, 28, 29, and 42 , and AOC A, was 

superseded by the RCRA 7003 Order signed in January 2007. As is 

noted, RFls for these sites are currently being developed. Accordingly, 

the Navy is imposing interim land use controls (LUCs) for the duration of 

the covenant deferral period to ensure protection of Human Health. 

SWMU 16 is the Waste Explosives Storage Building, which is a small (10-

ft X 10-ft) building located on a sale parcel near the airfield . AOC A is the 

torpedo shop. While originally proposed for no further action in the 

November 1994 RCRA permit, EPA determined the sites now warrant 

Phase I RFls since the Navy is closing the NAPR facility and plans to sell 

or transfer these parcels to non-federal entities. The contaminants of 

concern at these sites are munitions and explosives of concern-related 

compounds and access to the sites will be restricted by deed during the 

interim period until the RFls are completed. EPA will enforce the deed 

restrictions through the RCRA order. 

SWMUs 27, 28, 29, and 42 are operating water and wastewater treatment 

plants. It is anticipated that any contaminants found at these SWMUs are 

the result of past operation of these plants. The plants are secured with 

fencing and only authorized personnel are allowed to enter these areas. It 

is anticipated that these plants will continue to operate after transfer and 

the accompanying deeds will restrict access to these SWMUs until the 



RFls are complete. EPA will enforce the deed restrictions through the 

RCRA order. 

Third, it is very difficult to evaluate sites for the suitability of early transfer where 
remediation has already begun while the public comment period for the 
Correctives Measures Implementation Work Plan has not ended. This situation 
happens in SWMUs 13, 46 and 53, and AOC C. We simply do not understand 
how the remedy is being implemented before the discussion of its viability has 
occurred. This tells us that either the Early Transfer has become a desperate 
measure, or that public comment periods are a farce. To this date, we have not 
seen a single CMI WP, or for that matter, a single CMS or a CMS WP, both of 
which are called for in SWMUs 1, 2, 7/8, 9, 45, 55, 56, 59, 61,69,73 and 74. 

Response: 

CMS documents for SWMUs 1, 2, 7/8 , 9, and 55 are available to the 

public on the electronic Administrative Record located at www.nsrr-ir.org. 

All of these CMS documents have been reviewed and approved by the 

EPA and Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (EQB). Look for 

Document Numbers 739, 791 , 977, 978, and 1079. 

CMS Work Plans for SWMUs 56 , 59, 61 , 69, 73, and 74 are presently 

under development. 

The public comment period for the CMI Work Plans for SWMUs 13, 46, 53 

and AOC C took place concurrently with the public comment period for the 

RCRA 7003 Order in September 2006. In an effort to continue the 

cleanup process, the field work for these sites was initiated in 2006 prior to 

the completion of the public comment period in coordination with EPA. 

With the Signing of the RCRA 7003 Order, EPA has approved of the work 

plans and the Navy is preparing the after-action reports on the cleanup. 

SWMU 45, which encompasses areas around the old power plant (SWMU 

11) that were impacted by releases to the external environment, is 

undergoing an ecological risk assessment in conjunction with SWMU 11 , 

and then a CMS will be performed. 



Section C(i)(I), which states that "the property is suitable for transfer for the use 
intended by the transferee, and the intended use is consistent with protection of 
human health and the environment", we have the following comments: 

Reportedly, there changes have been made to the proposed property uses since 
the Puerto Rico Government (in this case the Local Redevelopment Authority) 
submitted the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads Reuse Plan in December 2004 
(the only one we have seen).Jhe head of the LRA has stated to the local press 
that there will be changes in the Plan, but according to what appeared in the 
press, they will be announced later this year. We have also been informed by an 
LRA member that the "Downtown" area has been moved from where it was first 
proposed to an area that in the Reuse Plan was proposed as a Science Park. As 
we do not have documents or written proposals to evaluate this and other 
changes at this time, it is very difficult to ascertain whether the intended use is 
consistent with protection of human health and the environment. 

The absence as of this moment of a zoning plan for the implementation of the 
Reuse Plan (whichever it may be) is also a limitation in the transfer suitability 
evaluation process. The promised Special Regulation for the Reuse Plan will not 
be ready before the Covenant Deferral Request is signed. This is another 
drawback when evaluating the suitability for transfer. It seems like the early 
transfer process is being pushed through regardless of the lack of the necessary 
information for its proper evaluation. 

Response: 

At this time the Navy has not seen any new or revised Reuse Plan 

proposal from the LRA, either formally or informally. Should the LRA 

propose a different reuse, the Navy will evaluate and respond accordingly, 

including any necessary revisions to remedial decisions and cleanup 

responsibilities under the Navy's RCRA order or future cleanup and LUC 

responsibilities under the third-party orders for new property owners. 

Section C(i)(IV), states that "the deferral and the transfer of the property will not 
substantially delay any necessary response action at the property"; regarding this 
section several questions come to mind: 

• How many third parties will there finally be? 

Response: 

Two of the three proposed sale parcels are subject to this Covenant 

Deferral Request (one sale parcel is clean). All sale parcels will be sold 

separately, but one buyer may purchase all. Therefore, there is the 



potential to have two "first tier" third parties for the sale parcels. If the 

Navy and the Commonwealth enter into an Early Transfer Cooperative 

Agreement, the Commonwealth will conduct cleanup for the Airfield , Port, 

and Science Park parcels under a first tier third party order. 

• Will cleanup responsibilities be delegated upon clients of the "first tier" third 
parties? Let's say a third party buys, either from the Government of 
Puerto Rico or the Navy, one or more parcels and subdivides and sells 
them. Will they be allowed to do this without cleaning up first? 

Response: 

An original buyer of the property may transfer cleanup to another party 

only if agreed to by both EPA and the Navy. Neither the Navy nor EPA 

will agree to this if it would endanger cleanup efforts, scheduling , and 

accountability. Property may be sold to another party with the original 

third-party keeping cleanup responsibility, provided the Navy and EPA are 

notified of the transaction at least 90 days prior. 

• How do the Navy or EPA plan to follow up the clean up when it is carried 
out simultaneously by several persons in several parcels? 

Response: 

New 'first tier' parties [purchaser(s) of the two sale parcels with RCRA 

sites, and possibly the LRA for the Airfield, Port, and Science Park 

parcels] will enter into a RCRA Consent Order with the EPA for all cleanup 

sites on the appropriate parcels. As mentioned above, the cleanup cannot 

be further delegated without the express approval of both the Navy and 

EPA. Accordingly, only a limited number of RCRA Consent Orders will be 

developed. The EPA will certainly be able to oversee cleanup efforts. 

• How will the agencies deal with the inevitable proposals and actions to 
postpone clean up until some economic benefit is derived from the "clean" 
parts of the parcels? 



Response: 

CERCLA 120 (h) requires that the Early Transfer not substantially delay 

any necessary response action. In order to ensure this, the RCRA 

Order(s) entered into between the EPA and all new parties will contain 

schedule requirements. Additionally, the Navy will require successful 

bidder(s) to meet certain financial requirements so cleanup funding is not 

dependent upon future economic benefit from the parcels. 

Furthermore, under the Consent Order and the subsequent Third Party 

Order, the Navy is responsible for the cleanup, regardless of whether 

there is an economic benefit from clean parcels. The Navy is committed 

to funding cleanup on Public Benefit Conveyance and Economic 

Development Conveyance parcels through the execution and funding of 

an Early Transfer Cooperative Agreement (ETCA) with the LRA to ensure 

the prompt and effective cleanup of these parcels. If the Navy and LRA 

are unable to agree on the terms of an ETCA, the Navy will remain 

obligated to perform the cleanup itself, under the terms of the Consent 

Order . 

• How do the agencies plan to deal with proposed variations -whether 
Significant or not- in land use? 

Response: 

Should a proposal for a change in land use be requested, the Navy, EPA, 

and EQB would evaluate the change relative to the environmental 

condition of the parcel. Should a new owner propose a less restrictive 

reuse (for example, residential) the new owner may have to conduct 

additional cleanup or studies to demonstrate potential risk to human health 

and the environment. In that case, any Land Use Controls imposed would 

only be released or modified if EPA and the Navy approve . 

• Who will grant land use variations, the Puerto Rico Planning Board? Even if 
the Navy remains legally obligated to perform the cleanup? 



Response: 

Land uses will be governed through a special zoning district ordinance 

proposed in the Reuse Plan . The Puerto Rico Planning Board is the 

agency that will be responsible for any zoning or land use variations. 

However, once an environmental land use restriction is recorded on the 

deed, only the Navy can release or modify that restriction . This would only 

occur with the consent of EPA under the requirements of the RCRA Order . 

• Where is the proposed cleanup schedule that will provide a guarantee to the 
community that the contamination will be cleaned in a timely manner that 
provides us with a reasonable expectation that the contaminants will not 
remain in our land or water for a long, long time? 

Response: 

The Navy's RCRA Order contains requirements to submit work plans and 

implement corrective actions at several of the SWMUs and AOCs. 

According to the order implementation schedules for field work and the 

completion of studies and reports may be outlined in individual work plans 

as approved by EPA. All CMS documents and work plans contain a 

proposed cleanup schedule for each individual site. These CMS are 

available to the public on the electronic Administrative Record located at 

www.nsrr-ir.org. 

Frankly, we have serious concems as to whether the scenario proposed by the 
Navy and the Puerto Rican Government "will not substantially delay any 
necessary response action at the property". 

Response: 

The statutory requirement that the early transfer "will not substantially 

delay any necessary response action at the property" is met through the 

reference in the CDR and the deed to the RCRA Orders and their 

requirements to adhere to schedules outlined in those orders. Through 

the Navy's RCRA Order and the CDR, the Navy remains legally obligated 



to perform the necessary response actions if such actions are not 

completed in a timely and competent fashion by the transferees . 

3. Groundwater Is addressed in a piecemeal fashion. Many of the SWMU's and 
AOC's will have groundwater use restrictions in place. Section 4.0 of the Draft 
CDR states that "a restriction on use of groundwater and installation of new wells 
in or near areas of known groundwater contamination" will be included in the Quit 
Claim Deed for some of the parcels. 

The Navy is addressing groundwater as if there were several distinct, separate 
and isolated aquifers under the former NSRR. It does not seem to be sound 
groundwater management to restrict well drilling "in or near areas of known 
groundwater contamination". Groundwater doesn't just stay put in one place. 
Also, the Draft CDR does not address the issue of where the groundwater 
contamination came from; and neither does it address where it goes to. There is 
no mention at all about pollution migration in the groundwater. 

Response: 

Due to the nature of the RCRA Corrective Action process, the Navy 

addresses groundwater contamination , if any, at individual SWMUs. This 

investigation and analysis is not part of the CDR, but rather part of 

SWMU-specific documents such as RFI and CMS. All sites with 

groundwater contamination present are either subject to periodic 

groundwater monitoring , or slated for remedial action as spelled out in the 

respective CMS. Monitoring programs are designed to determine sources 

and any contaminant migration, and to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

remedial action . In the event contaminants continue to migrate past 

SWMU or AOC boundaries and/or buffer zones, or concentrations change 

substantially, additional monitoring wells and/or modified remedies will be 

considered in consultation with EPA, and implemented accordingly. 

Will there be restrictions on well drilling outside known SWMUs? How far into the 
future will the well drilling restriction be in place? Are there any known working 
wells in the NSRR right now? 

Response: 

Restrictions are, and will be, in place in or near any SWMU that has 

resulted in groundwater contamination. Appropriate buffers around the 



SWMUs will be developed in coordination with EPA and EQB. These 

restrictions will be in place until the groundwater is clean . There will be no 

restrictions on well drilling outside LUC areas (including the SWMU and 

any buffer as noted above). Monitoring programs will determine if 

migration would affect the specific area subject to a LUC; however, 

groundwater at the base is fairly stable. 

There are no working wells on the former NSRR property. 

4. Land Use Controls. The People of Puerto Rico should not be restricted in the 
use and enjoyment of our land because the entity that polluted it does not want to 
clean the pollution. Placing restrictions in the form of Land Use Controls in the 
Quit Claim Deed for any parcel is unacceptable. More so because when the 
Navy began to use this land there were no land use restrictions. 

The Navy is absolutely responsible for whatever is in and under those land 
parcels that wasn't there before 1941, and as such, should return it to its original 
condition,_not look for the legally cheapest way to abandon Ceiba and Naguabo 
lands to an uncertain fate and a limited use. 

Response: 

All Land Use Controls put in place by the Navy are consistent with the 

LRA's reuse plan, and do not inhibit beneficial reuse of the land. This 

approach is consistent with existing DOD/EPA policy for all closed military 

bases. 

II SpeCific Comments 

1. SWMUs 1 and 2: Dioxinslfurans and elevated levels of other contaminants 
were found at this site. Table 7-1 indicates an NFA with no restrictions for 
AOC D (marine sediments). 

We object to the early transfer of any site where dioxinslfurans were found. 
As a precautionary principle, dioxinslfurans should be removed to prevent 
them from gaining access to ground and surface water, and to prevent 
humans and animals from exposure to these extremely hazardous 
substances. Were any other remediation alternatives considered besides 
LUCs? 



Response: 

Any contaminants detected during the AOC D RFI were effectively 

transferred to the respective source SWMU RCRA Corrective Action 

process. Portions of AOC D that were clean were given an NFA. 

Those portions of AOC D where contaminants were detected are 

SWMUs 1, 2, 9, and 45. Those SWMUs are still under investigation; 

accordingly, remediation alternatives, including the possibility of 

removal or LUCs, will be considered. Any remedy implemented must 

result in protectiveness to human health, including from any 

dioxins/furans present. 

According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E several actions have been 
undertaken on this site, including a Baseline Ecological Risk Assessment and 
GMS Work Plan. These documents have not been available for public review. 
These documents should be made available to the community before the 
transfer of these sites is even considered. 

Response: 

The CMS Work Plan and Screening Level Ecological Risk Assessment 

documents for SWMUs 1 and 2 are available to the public on the 

electronic Administrative Record located at www.nsrr-ir.org. Look for 

Document Numbers 739 , 1015, 1022, and 1172. The Baseline 

Ecological Risk Assessment for SWMUs 1 and 2 (and 45) is currently 

under development. 

2. SWMU 3: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants were 
found at this site. We object to the early transfer of any site where 
dioxins/furans were found. As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans should 
be removed to prevent them from gaining access to ground and surface 
water, and to prevent humans and animals from exposure to these extremely 
hazardous substances. Were any other remediation alternatives considered 
besides LUGs? Why hasn't the community been allowed to examine the 
environmental studies for this parcel (if any) and the waste characterization 
data? These documents should be made available to the community before 
the transfer of this site is even considered. 



Response: 

Part of SWMU 3 (that part which was permitted as a landfill) is 

currently being closed according to the approved Closure and Post 

Closure Plan, and pursuant to EPA and EQB regulations. The Closure 

and Post Closure Plan (subject to a public review concurrent with the 

Consent Order) is available on www.nsrr-ir.org, and was placed in the 

three public repositories in Puerto Rico, including the Ceiba Public 

Library. Closure included installation of an 18-inch thick, low 

permeability engineered soil cap, installation and maintenance of a 6-

inch overlying vegetative cover, and 30 years of groundwater 

monitoring. The remaining part of SWMU 3 will be closed , according 

to the same approved Closure and Post Closure Plan, by the new 

owner. These closures must result in protectiveness to human health, 

including from any dioxins/furans present. 

3. SWMU 9: According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E a Phase I RFI 
Workplan was submitted for Area B Tank 214 on January 2007, and a CMS 
is or was underway. This table also refers to a Baseline Ecological Risk 
Assessment and a CMS Work Plan. These documents have not been 
available for public review. These documents should be made available to the 
community before the transfer of this site is considered. 

Response: 

CMS Work Plan for SWMU 9, including Area B Tank 214, is available 

to the public on the electronic Administrative Record located at 

www.nsrr-ir.org . Look for Document Number 791. Due to 

contamination found after the CMS Work Plan, an RFI Workplan for 

the tank was submitted to EPA in January 2007. Fieldwork was 

recently completed, and the RFI Report is currently being prepared. 

The Baseline Ecological Risk Assessment was halted after the 

additional contamination was found , and will be completed subsequent 

to the RFI Report's approval. 



4. SWMU 11 : PCB and ACMs were found in this building and the remedy 
proposed is a total access restriction. PCB and ACM contamination is 
remediable. We oppose LUC as a remedy and we request the remediation of 
the site before transfer. 

Response: 

The Final Remedy decision has not been made for SWMU 11. The 

restrictions on interior access are interim measures to prevent 

unacceptable human exposures, but do not constitute the Final 

Remedy decision. Any releases of hazardous waste or constituents 

impacting the outside areas surrounding the power plant building have 

been previously addressed and/or are being addressed under 

corrective action requirements for SWMU 45. 

5. SWMU 16: According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E Phase I RFI 
Workplan has been approved for this site. In order for us to be able to 
properly evaluate if this property is suitable for early transfer this Work Plan 
should be made available to the community. We oppose the early transfer of 
this site until the RFI Report has been examined and commented by the 
community. 

Response: 

This RFI Workplan (Final RCRA Facility Investigation Work Plan 

SWMUs 16. 27. 28. 29 and 42 and ACC A Naval Activity Puerto Rico), 

document number 1149, is available at www.nsrr-ir.org . SWMUs 27, 

28, 29 and 42_are secured with fencing and only authorized personnel 

are allowed to enter these areas. It is anticipated that these plants will 

continue to operate after transfer and the accompanying deeds will 

restrict access to these SWMUs until the RFls are complete. EPA will 

enforce the deed restrictions through the RCRA order. Similarly, 

access to SWMU 16 will be controlled until the RFI is complete. 

6. SWMU 17: The Consent Order requires an RFI for this site, yet it has been 
eliminated from the table that constitutes Exhibit E. We oppose the early 



transfer of this site until the RFI Report has been examined and commented 
by the community. 

Response: 

SWMU 17 went through a rigorous RCRA closure process, and was 

clean closed . RCRA closure is equivalent to an RFI and/or corrective 

action. An extensive investigation/sampling program was conducted 

on both the interior of the building (including concrete core samples), 

and on the outside surface and subsurface soils which might have 

been impacted by past releases, though none were known to have 

occurred . Therefore, no RFI or other corrective measures were 

required , since clean closure was certified. 

7. SWMU 31: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants were 
found at this site. We object to the early transfer of any site where 
dioxins/furans were found. As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans should 
be removed to prevent them from gaining access to ground and surface 
water, and to prevent humans and animals from exposure to these extremely 
hazardous substances. This type of contamination can be cleaned, LUCs and 
an asphalt cap are not an acceptable remedy. 

We request the remediation of the site before transfer. 

Response: 

Contaminant levels are below industrial standards, and are consistent 

with use of the parcel as a Science Park. Even though contaminant 

levels are below the accepted industrial standards, the Navy and EPA 

have agreed that an asphalt cap will provide additional assurance to 

the protection of human health . 

8. SWMU 32: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants were 
found at this site. We object to the early transfer of any site where 
dioxins/furans were found. As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans should 
be removed to prevent them from gaining access to ground and surface 
water, and to prevent humans and animals from exposure to these extremely 
hazardous substances. This type of contamination can be cleaned, LUCs are 



not an acceptable remedy. 

We request the remediation of the site before transfer. 

Response: 

Contaminant levels are below industrial standards, and are consistent 

with use of the parcel as a Science Park. Even though contaminant 

levels are below the accepted industrial standards, the Navy and EPA 

have agreed that an asphalt cap will provide additional assurance to 

the protection of human health . 

9. SWMU 45: PCB and elevated-levels of-othercontaminants-wereiound'anhis'--' ~ 
site. Table 7-1 indicates an NFA with no restrictions for AOC D (marine 
sediments). -

According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E several actions have been 
undertaken on this site, including a Baseline Ecological Risk Assessment and 
CMS Work Plan. These documents have not been available for public review. 
These documents should be made available to the community before the 
transfer of this site is considered. 

Were any other remediation alternatives considered besides LUCs? 

Response: 

Ecological Risk Assessment documents for SWMU 45 are available to 

the public on the electronic Administrative Record located at www.nsrr

ir.org . Look for Document Numbers 1013 and 1118. SWMU 45 is still 

under investigation, and a CMS has not yet been developed. The 

CMS will evaluate all appropriate remedial alternatives for this site. 

10. SWMU 46: PCB and elevated levels of other contaminants were found at this 
site. This type of contamination can be cleaned, LUCs are not an acceptable 
remedy. 

The table that constitutes Exhibit E that the CMI Workplan will be 
implemented at the end of the public comment period, and at the same time 
indicates that remediation was initiated in 2006. We request clarification of 
these contradictory statements. 

We request the complete cleanup of the site before transfer. 



Response: 

SWMU 46 has been cleaned to allow any land use except residential. 

RFI and CMS documents for this site are available to the public on the 

electronic Administrative Record located at www.nsrr-ir.org. 

11. SWMU 53: The table that constitutes Exhibit E that the CMI Workplan will be 
implemented at the end of the public comment period, and at the same time 
indicates that remediation was initiated in 2006. We request clarification of 
these contradictory statements and complete cleanup of the site before 
transfer. 

Response: 

SWMU 53 has been cleaned to residential standards. RFI and CMS 

documents for this site are available to the public on the electronic 

Administrative Record located at www.nsrr-ir.org . 

12. SWMU 54: In this site, where the groundwater is contaminated with TCE, we 
learn from the Consent Order, that included in this SWMU and was the 
location of a former 4,000-galion UST, south of Building 1914. The date of 
installation and the type of fuel stored is unknown (assumed to be gasoline), 
but it was decommissioned in 1992. And that although a CMS work plan has 
been approved by EPA; implementation has not been fully completed. This is 
very confusing information, not enough to illustrate anybody on the history of 
this site. 

Yet, the site has disappeared from the table that constitutes Exhibit E. It is 
impossible to comment on this site with the information available. 

We request the site not be transferred until the community has been fully 
informed about it. 

Response: 

SWMU 54 has been added to Exhibit E. The final CMS for this site 

has been approved by EPA (and is available on www.nsrr-ir.org see 

document 1079). The CMI (recommended Monitored Natural 

Attenuation and Land Use Controls) will be completed by the new 

owner. 



13. Aoe A: According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E an RFI is being 
developed and the contaminants are "unknown, to be determined during the 
Phase I RFI". When is the RFI document going to be made available to the 
community? 

We request the site not be transferred until the RFI document has been made 
available to the community and the community has been able to emit their 
comments. 

Response: 

The RFI Work Plan for AOe A (document 1149) is available to the 

community on www.nsrr-ir.org . Decision documents (such as a eMS), 

when ready, are made available to the community for their comments. 

AOe A is a fenced compound and access will be controlled until the 

RFI is complete. 

14. SWMU 6/AOe B: Dioxins/furans and elevated levels of other contaminants 
were found at this site. We object to the early transfer of any site where 
dioxins/furans were found. As a precautionary principle, dioxins/furans should 
be removed to prevent them from gaining access to ground and surface 
water, and to prevent humans and animals from exposure to these extremely 
hazardous substances. The Consent Order indicates that remediation for this 
site is complete and "is contingent on the Respondent completing acceptable 
closure of all hazardous waste container storage units located inside the 
DRMO compound" as well as public comment. This site has been dropped 
from the table that constitutes Exhibit E. What does remediation complete 
mean? Are LUCs being recommended for this site? 

We request the site not be transferred until the community has been fully 
informed. 

Response: 

SWMU 6 and AOe B have been cleaned to residential standards. 

Relevant documents are available at the electronic Administrative 

Record located at www.nsrr-ir.org . The statement, "is contingent on 

the Respondent completing acceptable closure of all hazardous waste 

container storage units located inside the DRMO compound", applies 

only to SWMU 25 (DRMO Storage Yard .) 



15. SWMUs 57, 59, 60, 61, 62, 67, 70, 71, 73: A lot of investigation and 
remediation still remains to be done on these sites. We request they not be 
transferred until either the RFls, site characterizations or CMSs are 
completed, made available to the community for comments and discussed 
within the community. 

Response: 

These ECP sites are, as noted , in various stages of the RCRA 

Corrective Action Process. The ECP resulted in sufficient information 

to determine what interim LUC is required until the RCRA process is 

completed and a final remedy, as appropriate, is completed . These 

interim LUCs will protect human health as required by CERCLA 

120(h). 

16. AOC C: PCB and elevated levels of other contaminants were found at this 
site. This type of contamination can be cleaned, LUCs are not an acceptable 
remedy. It is indicated in the table that constitutes Exhibit E that a CMI 
Workplan will be implemented at the completion of the public comment 
period, but also that remediation is already ongoing. We request this site not 
be transferred until this contradictory information is clarified and the site has 
been completely cleaned. 

Response: 

Ace e has been cleaned to allow any land use except residential. All 

relevant documents are in the electronic Administrative Record located 

at www.nsrr-ir.org. 

17. AOC E: According to the table that constitutes Exhibit E, RFI fieldwork is 
currently in progress. 

We request the site not be transferred until the RFI document has been made 
available, the community has been able to emit their comments and the site 
has been completely 

Response: 

ACC E (Pineros and Cabeza de Perro Islands) has been removed 



from this Covenant Deferral Request, and thus will not be transferred 

as part of this Early Transfer. 

III About public information and public participation 

The US Navy, the regulatory agencies and the Government of Puerto Rico expect the 
people of Puerto Rico to endorse the transfer of former Naval Base Roosevelt Roads 
and its re-development. In order for this to happen, the process has to be absolutely 
transparent. If the information on which decisions are to be based is not available for 
public review, this clouds both governments' credibility. If the public participation process 
is deceptive, or hurried without allowing the community to fully understand what is 
happening, this erodes the agencies' and both govemments' credibility even more. For 
instance, when the Consent Order was up for public comment, the RAB hadn't been 
created. The public notice was placed in The San Juan Star, a newspaper that is read by 
only very small segment of the Puerto Rican population. A meeting was held to talk 
about the Consent Order, but it was not clearly explained to the community that the very 
few questions or comments made at that meeting (where certainly no one understood 
the implications of the signing of this document) were to be used and placed in the 
document as if it had been a public hearing. 

Response: 

The Navy is committed to the public participation process, including full 

disclosure and transparency. That is one reason why the RAB was formed , and 

why the public comment period for the CDR was extended twice. Additionally , 

based on feedback gained from the RAB, the Navy now uses other newspapers 

(for example EI Horizonte and EI Yungue) in addition to, or instead of, The San 

Juan Star. Also, please note that the Consent Order replaced the RCRA Permit 

which was previously in effect. The Consent Order defines the Navy's corrective 

action obligations under RCRA as did the previous permit, but more accurately 

reflects the non-operational status of the base. As explained above, the public 

participation process for corrective action decisions will continue after the early 

transfer. The CDR document does not record or propose corrective action 

decisions. It is a document that communicates to the Governor that the property 

is suitable for transfer for its intended use and identifies measures that will be 

enacted to protect human health and the environment until cleanup is complete 

following the RCRA Corrective Action process. 



With this statement and the comments expressed at the beginning of this document we 
would like to state for the record of this remediation and land reversion process that we 
are profoundly unsatisfied with the manner in which the Government of the United States 
and el Estado Libre Asociado have handled this matter. We are firm believers that only a 
process based on transparency, public participation -decisive and real- and access to 
information will achieve true community involvement. And only through true community 
participation Puerto Ricans will feel confident that our expectations of regaining our 
lands as safe and clean as is needed in order to achieve the development that we all 
need and aspire to will be met. 

Submitted, Saturday, June 09, 2007 

Lirio Marquez O'Acunti 
RAB Community Member 

Jorge Fernandez Porto 
RAB Community Member 



Document: 
Document Date: 
Comments By: 
Comments Date: 

Excerpt from letter: 

V. Comments 

Draft Covenant Deferral Request, Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
March 2007 
Guillermo J. Aviles Mendoza, J.D. 
June 10, 2007 

The Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) record shows community members with health 
related concerns as to the potential exposure to the hazardous substances at the former 
Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. Navy's Final Draft Deferral Request is silent as whether 
the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) was consulted for 
remedial investigations that formulated the present institutional controls for the former 
Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. It is in the best interest of all the involved parties to 
explore the possibility of consulting with, under Section 104(i)(4) of CERCLA, the 
ATSDR. Collaboration with the ATSDR provides the Government of Puerto Rico with 
evidence based public health data that will corroborate whether the institutional controls 
and the intended use of the real property are consistent with protection of the 
environment and human health. 

Response: 

The Navy appreciates this suggestion. The A TSDR was not consulted because 
the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) is not on the National Priority 
List (sites on the NPL require an ATSDR consultation). Land use controls 
(including institutional controls), which are based on analytical data and on 
human health risk assessments, and which are subject to EPA approval , are and 
will be protective for future reuse of this property. Regarding past exposures to 
hazardous substances and related health concerns, should any former worker 
believe that he/she has experienced past occupational health impacts, he/she 
may provide all relevant information Gob description , building location , dates 
worked , and a description of activities that may have contributed to occupational 
exposures) to the Navy's RAB Co-Chair. The Navy RAB Co-Chair will work with 
the Navy Environmental Health Center to determine an appropriate course of 
action . Workers who believe they have suffered from occupational health 
impacts may also file a claim under the Federal Tort Claims Act (see 
http://www.jag.navv.mil/FieldOffices/CodelS.htm . 



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE 
1455 FRAZEE RD, SUITE 900 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92108·4310 

The Honorable Anibal Acevedo Vila 
Governor of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 
LaFortaleza 
P. o. Box 9020082 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00902-0082 

Dear Governor Acevedo Vila: 

1101 1 
Ser BPMO.vcw/0099 

JUN 19 2008 

On August 6, 2007, the Department of the Navy (DON) submitted a Covenant 
Deferral Request (CDR) for your review and approval in accordance with the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), 
section 9620(h)(3)(C)(i). The CDR included all former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
(NSRR) property that requires cleanup action, except for the islands of Piileros and 
Cabezza de Perro. Our subsequent letter of January 10, 2008 amended the reques t to 
include only the Airport parcel. 

In preparation for a proposed Public Benefit Conveyance (PBC) to the Puerto Rico 
Port Authority, the DON further amends the CDR to include the approximate 132 acres 
that are proposed for port purposes. Should the DON approve the PBC request, this 
amendment is necessary to allow conveyance of the entire parcel that includes 
environmental cleanup sites. The DON would retain responsibility for the cleanup of 
these sites. The proposed conveyance of the property would allow the Commonwealth to 
enact the development plan for the port. Some temporary land use restrictions would 
remain in pl ace while the DON executes the cleanup and determines what longer-term 
restrictions would be required. 

As noted in our January letter, the DON is continuing with its actions to award an 
environmental cleanup contract for the airport parcel and anticipate having this contract 
awarded before the end of September 2008. We look forward to your approval of this 
request to atfect a timely transfer of the port property. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~1teS/le.4r~4!f; 
Director 



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE 
1455 FRAZEE RD, SUITE 800 
SAN DIEGO, CA 82108-4310 

The Honorable Anibal Acevedo Vila 
La Fortaleza 
PO Box 9020082 
San Juan, PR 00902-0082 

Dear Governor Acevedo Vila: 

1l01l 
Ser BPMO.vcw/0046 
August 6, 2007 

It is my pleasure to notifY you that the Department of the Navy has prepared a 
Covenant Deferral Request (CDR) for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico review and 
approval. The purpose of the CDR package is to facilitate the expeditious transfer of 
approximately 4,244 acres of surplus land located at the former Naval Station Roosevelt 
Roads (NSRR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico. This CDR includes all former NSRR property that 
requires cleanup action, except for the islands of Pineros and Cabeza de Perro. Per the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) § 
9620(h)(3XCXi), your concurrence is needed to defer the requirement to include a 
covenant in the deed warranting that all required remedial actions have been taken prior 
to the property being transferred by the Department of Navy (DON). 

The CDR package identifies response action assurances which will be included in the 
transfer deeds as required per the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) § 120(h)(3)(C)(ii), associated Covenant to 
Restrict UselEnvironmentai Restriction documents, and the responsiveness summary. 
The public has been appropriately notified of the potential early transfer and had the 
opportunity to comment on the CDR. All of the aforementioned documents were 
prepared in close coordination with the Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board, the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency, as well as the Local Reuse Authority, 
Portal del Futuro. As stated in the CDR, the property is suitable for transfer for its 
intended use, subject to compliance with the restrictions contained in the deed to ensure 
the protection of human health and the environment. 

The DON has been working with the Portal del Futuro to transfer the CDR property 
through various conveyance mechanisms, including an Economic Development 
Conveyance (EDC) for the Science Park, University, and the Water and Wastewater 
Treatment Plants areas; Public Benefit Conveyances (PBC) for Airfield and Port uses; 
and public sale. In regard to the EDC and PBC parcels, the Navy and Portal del Future 
are currently discussing an Early Transfer Cooperative Agreement. Should it be in the 
best interests of all parties, this agreement would allow for the transfer of funds to Portal 
del Futuro for cleanup costs on those parcels. 



11011 
Ser BPMO.vcw/0046 
August 6, 2007 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 7003 Administrative Order on Consent 
that the new owners will sign with EPA Region 2 will regulate all cleanup actions. 
Remediation on the two sale parcels covered by the CDR will be completed by the new 
owner(s), according to the process allowed in Section 2905(e) of Public Law 101-510. 

The information in the CDR will enable the you to make the following findings as 
stated under CERCLA § 9620 (h)(3)(C): 

(1) The property is suitable for transfer for the use intended by the transferee 
and that the intended use is consistent with the protection of human health and the 
environment; 

(2) The deed or other agreement governing the transfer between the United 
States and the transferee contains the assurances set forth in 42 U.S.C. § 9620 
(h)(3)(C)(ii); 

(3) The DON has complied with the public notice requirements for the early 
transfer process; and 

(4) The covenant deferral and transfer of the property will not delay any 
necessary environmental response action on the property. 

Your approval and determination that the property is suitable for transfer is the next 
step in authorizing the conveyance of this property. On behalf of the Department of the 
Navy, I thank you in advance for your attention to this matter, Ifwe may be of any 
further assistance in this matter, please contact me at (619) 532-0993 or Mr. Darrell 
Molzan, NSRR Base Closure Manger at (843) 743-2129 or Darrell.molzan@navy.mil, I 
look forward to another successful reuse of Navy property on an accelerated timetable. 

Sincerely, 

~'-
YKESLER 

Enclosure: 1. Covenant Deferral Request 



cc: 
(with enclosure) 
Mr. Antonio Colorado 
Local Reuse AuthoritylPortal del Futuro: 
Executive Director 
PO Box 362350 
San Juan, PR 00936-2350 
Phone: 787-622-9433 

Ms. Yarissa Martinez 
Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
Oficina del Presidente - Piso 5 
Ave. Ponce de Leon #1308 
Carr Estatal 8838 
Sector EI Cinco 
Rio Piedras, PR 00926 
Phone: 787-365-8573 

Mr. Walter Mugdan 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Division of Environmental Planning and Protection 
Caribbean Section 290 Broadway, 22nd Floor 
New York, NY 10007-1866 
Phone: 212-637-4167 
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LUIS G . FORTUI>IO 

GOVERNOR 

January 24, 2012 

Mr. James E. Anderson 
Director 

GOVERNMENT OF PUERTO RICO 

Base Realignment and Closure Program 
Management Office Southeast 

4130 Faber Place Drive 
Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

By letter dated July 30, 2008, the Government of Puerto Rico determined that 
the approximately 132 acres of maritime port property would comply with the 
requirements found in the applicable CERCLA sections under 42 U.S.c. 
§9620(h) (3)(C) (i) and therefore, found the land suitable for transfer in 
accordance with 42 U.S.c. §9620(h) (3)(C) , and deferred the covenant required 
by 42 U.S.c. §9620(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I). 

Initially, our intent was to have the Puerto Rico Ports Authority receive this 
maritime port property through a Public Benefit Conveyance sponsored by the 
US Department of Transportation's Maritime Administration which was approved 
by the sponsoring agency on May 21, 2008. As you are aware, we have revised 
our development goals in an effort to increase work opportunities for our citizens 
as well as enhance our economy. As such, we submitted to you an Addendum 
to our 2004 Reuse Plan for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads and on April 6, 2010, 
requested US Department ofTransportation's Maritime Administration approve a 
change in property recipient for the Public Benefit Conveyance from the Puerto 
Rico Ports Authority to our implementing Local Redevelopment Authority. US 
Department of Transportation's Marifime Administration approved our request 
on May 13,2010. 

lJ\ FORTIIlEZA. SAN JUAN, PR 00901 • PO Box 9020082. SAIl JUAN, PR 00902·0082 
TEl: (787) 721-7000 ' FlIlc (787) 722-4300 



Mr. James E. Anderson 
Page 2 
January 24,2012 

In December 2010, the Government of Puerto Rico submitted an Economic 
Development Conveyance application to the Department of the Navy which 
included the redevelopment of the maritime port properly. We no longer desire 
receipt of the maritime port properly through a Public Benefit Conveyance, 
rather through an Economic Development Conveyance. 

Based on the aforementioned, I, acting in my capacity as Governor of Puerto 
Rico, find the land suitable for transfer by Economic Development Conveyance 
in accordance with 42 U.S.C. §9620(h) (3) (C). The deferral of the covenants 
required by 42 U.S.C. §9620(h) (3)(A)(ii)(l) remain valid. 



EXHIBITD-I 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 



DEP ARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMP ACT FOR THE PROPOSED DISPOSAL OF 
NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO (FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT 

ROADS), CEIBA, PUERTO RICO. 

Pursuant to section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 
and the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) 
implementing the procedural provisions ofNEPA, the Department of the Navy (the 
Navy) gives notice that an Environmental Assessment (EA) has been prepared, and that 
an Envirqnmental Impact Statement is not required for the disposal of Naval Activity 
Puerto Rico (NAPR), Ceiba, Puerto Rico. The United States Department of Interior, 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) was a cooperating agency in the 
preparation of the EA. 

The proposed action ofthe EA is to comply with Public Law 108-87, charging the Navy 
to close Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR). Accordingly, on March 31, 2004, 
NSRR ceased operations as a Naval Station and was re-designated as NAPR. The 
property is currently in caretaker status. The proposed action evaluated in this EA is the 
disposal of 8,435 acres of excess federal land at NAPR. This EA addressed only the 
environmental impacts of disposal to non-federal interests. Properties totaling 
approximately 230 acres would remain in federal ownership; however, operational 
responsibility for these parcels would be transferred by the Navy to other federal entities. 
Therefore, these lands were excluded from analysis in this EA. 

Although the proposed action is the disposal of the excess 8,435-acre property at NAPR, 
reuse and redevelopment of the property by third-party entities would follow the disposal 
ofNAPR as required by the Base Realignment and Closure Act of 1990 (BRAC), the 
Reuse Plan is included as part of the proposed action. Therefore, the Reuse Plan for the 
property developed by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, which provides the most 
current information regarding reasonable future-use scenarios, once transfer of ownership 
of the property is completed, has been incorporated into the EA. Because the Reuse Plan 
was developed while keeping the use of existing infrastructure and facilities in mind, the 
proposed reuse of the land is very similar to its historic uses before NSRR ceased 
operations. 

The process of identifying and selecting reasonable alternatives for the disposal ofNAPR 
evolved during the completion of the ECP and Reuse Plan. The primary goal ofthe 
Local Redevelopment Authority's (LRA) Reuse Plan is to lessen the immediate negative 
economic impact of the base closure on the surrounding region. For that to occur, 
redevelopment must be completed in a timely fashion and avoid extensive delays 
associated with agency permitting requirements and site remediation activities. To that 
end, the LRA has worked diligently and closely with the Navy to develop a reuse 
scenario that maximizes existing infrastructure at NAPR while avoiding or 
accommodating areas constrained by significant natural resources, historic properties, 



and cleanup sites. As a result of the close coordination between the LRA and Navy 
during the preparation of the Reuse Plan, each of the proposed land uses through Phase II 
are virtually consistent with existing land uses. Because the Reuse Plan was developed 
keeping the use of existing infrastructure and facilities in mind, the proposed reuse of 
land is very similar to historic uses before NSRR ceased operations. Moreover, since 
historic and proposed land uses are congruent, those restrictions that need to be instituted 
by the Navy would be nearly identical under any disposal scenario. Consequently, no 
other reasonable alternatives for disposal ofNAPR were identified as susceptible to a 
meaningful analysis. 

A No-Action Alternative was also considered in this EA and entailed placing NAPR in an 
inactive status but maintaining it for some potential future federal use. Implementation of 
the No-Action Alternative does not benefit the Navy in that it would retain ownership and 
liability for the property with no functional, operational, or strategic value; and does not 
benefit the local community in that any possibility of viable, productive use of the land 
would be removed. 

The LRA, in conjunction with the Puerto Rico Planning Board (PRPB) is developing a 
Special Zoning Plan for NAPR. Upon its adoption, this plan would serve as the official 
zoning of the property. Any future development projects proposed on former NAPR 
property would be reviewed by the PRPB to ensure that such development is consistent 
with the Special Zoning Plan. 

Marine waters adjacent to NAPR support sensitive environmental resources such as 
essential fish habitat (e.g., coral reefs and sea grass beds) as well as threatened and 
endangered species, including sea turtles, the West Indian manatee, and the yellow
shouldered blackbird. Because of the speculative nature of the Reuse Plan, its full effects 
on listed species cannot be addressed. However, there are a number of conservation 
measures that Commonwealth and/or federal resource agencies COUld/may impose on 
non-federal owners/developers before development-specific approvals or permits are 
issued. Implementing these conservation measures would be the responsibility of the 
new owner/developer, and the respective issuing agency would be responsible for 
ensuring that these recommendations are instituted. The Navy would no longer retain 
any ownership or control of these properties. 

In consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the Navy has 
developed parcel-specific conservation guidelines that list species-specific conservation 
recommendations for future land owners to consider. This EA identifies the conservation 
guidelines to be provided to new owner(s)/developer(s) to offset potential impacts. 
Accordingly, during Section 7 consultation pursuant to the Endangered Species Act 
(ESA), in a letter dated April 7, 2006, USFWS concurred with the Navy's determination 
that the proposed action is "not likely to adversely affect" federally listed species and 
would not result in adverse modification of critical habitat within the project area. 

The EA was prepared concurrently with the performance of relevant Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) hazardous 



substance studies and investigations. The cleanup of contaminated sites at NAPR is 
primarily'managed under the corrective action portion of the current Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Part B permit issued by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). The Navy has submitted an application for renewal of the Part 
B permit. Since base operations requiring the Part B permit are no longer in operation, 
only the corrective action portion of the permit remains applicable. The Navy has 
worked in cooperation with EPA and PREQB to convert the regulation of corrective 
action requirements from this permit to a RCRA §7003 Administrative Order on Consent 
(§7003 Order) prior to property transfer. 

Prior to implementing the Proposed Action, a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 
between the Navy and the Puerto Rico State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has 
been executed. The MOA details which archaeological sites at NAPR would undergo 
data recover and to what level. In addition, it specifies the level of documentation needed 
for respective historic structures or the consultation process needed to establish the level 
of recordation. Through the execution of a MOA, and by implementing the stipUlations 
of the MOA, the Navy would meet their requirements under Section 106 of the NHPA. 

The analysis conducted in the EA focused on the following resources: Land Use and 
Aesthetics, Soils, Water Quality, Air Quality, Noise, Terrestrial and Marine 
Environments, Threatened and Endangered Species, Socioeconomic Conditions, Cultural 
Resources, Environmental Contamination, and Coastal Zone Management. 

Based on information gathered during preparation of the EA, the Navy concluded that 
implementation of the Proposed Action will have no significant adverse impacts on the 
environment and that an EIS is not warranted. 

The EA and FONSI prepared by the Navy addressing this action may be obtained from: 
Department of the Navy, BRAC Program Management Office SE, 4130 Faber Place 
Drive, Suite 202, North Charleston, SC 29405, Attn: Darrell Molzan, 843-743-2129, 
darrell.molzan@navy.mil. A limited number of copies of the EA and FaNS I are 
available to fill single copy requests. 

U./Yh-l/J l ~ ~""-
J s E. Anderson 
Director 
Navy BRAC Program Management Office SE 
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DBPARTMBHT OF DBFBHSB 
DBPARTMBHT OF TBB NAVY 

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT FOR TBB PROPOSBD 
OF NAVAL ACTIVITY PUBRTO RICO (FORJCBR NAVAL 
ROOSBVBLT ROADS), CBIBA, PUBRTO RICO. 

DISPOSAL 
STATION 

Pursuant to section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental 
policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and the Council on Environmental 
Quality regulations (40 CPR Parts 1500-1508) implementing 
the procedural provisions of NEPA, the Department of the 
Navy (the Navy) gives notice that a Supplemental 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) has been prepared, and that 
an Environmental Impact Statement is not required for the 
disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR) , Ceiba, 
Puerto Rico. The Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
was a cooperating agency in the preparation of the SEA. 

Pursuant to the United States Department of Defense (DoD) 
Appropriations Act of Fiscal Year 2004 (Public Law 108-87), 
the Navy closed Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR) in 
Puerto Rico in Spring 2004 . Accordingly, on March 31, 2004, 
NSRR ceased operations as a Naval Station. The base was re
designated as Naval Activity Puerto Rico (NAPR) to maintain 
a Navy presence and associated security during the disposal 
process . 

In 2007, the Navy prepared the Environmental Assessment 
(EA) for the Disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico 
(referred to herein as the 2007 EA) that evaluated the 
potential environmental impacts associated with the 
disposal of NAPR. To oversee the planning process for 
future development of NAPR, the Commonwealth created a 
Local Redevelopment Agency (LRA). In 2004, the LRA 
developed the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads Reuse Plan 
(Reuse Plan). The potential disposal and reuse of the 
property, as proposed in the Reuse Plan, was the basis for 
the evaluation of the potential impacts in the 2007 EA, 
which was considered consistent with the Puerto Rico Public 
Environmental Act (Law No.9) . 

Proposed Action: In April 2010, the Commonwealth, through 
the LRA, submitted an addendum to the original 2004 Reuse 
Plan (referred to herein as the 2010 Reuse Plan Addendum, 
or the Addendum). The Proposed Action evaluated in this SEA 
is the proposed reuse of Parcel III located at NAPR, as 
identified in the 2010 Reuse Plan Addendum. The 2010 Reuse 



Plan Addendum is conceptual and focuses on proposed land 
uses and not on specific developments. The LRA, in 
conjunction with the Puerto Rico Planning Board (PRPB), has 
developed a Special Zoning Plan for NAPR based on the 2010 
Reuse Plan Addendum. Upon its adoption, this plan would 
serve as the official zoning of the property. Any future 
development projects proposed on former NAPR property would 
be reviewed by the PRPB to ensure such development is 
consistent with the Special Zoning Plan. 

The SEA herein evaluates the environmental consequences of 
the proposed reuse of the NAPR property in accordance with 
the Commonwealth's 2004 Reuse Plan, as modified by the 2010 
Reuse Plan Addendum, and adopted by the Commonwealth and 
the LRA . The disposal of the NAPR property is the 
responsibility of the Navy; redevelopment will be the 
responsibility of future owners of the property. 

The 2007 EA evaluated the environmental consequences of the 
2004 Reuse Plan. This SEA supplements the 2007 EA in 
accordance with the CEQ regulations (40 CPR 1502.21) and 
analyzes only the effects of those elements of the 2010 
Reuse plan Addendum that are substantially different than 
those of the original 2004 Reuse Plan. The 2010 Reuse Plan 
Addendum categorized the proposed redevelopment into four 
distinct phases . The impacts associated with the proposed 
reuse, as defined by Phases I and II, are considered 
indirect impacts of reuse of the predominantly existing 
infrastructure of NAPR. CEQ regulations (40 CPR 1508.8 [b] ) 
cite growth-inducing effects and other effects related to 
induced changes in the pattern of land use, population 
density, or growth rate and related effects on air and 
water and other natural systems as examples of indirect 
impacts. The impacts associated with long-range future 
redevelopment (Phases III and IV) are based on expansion of 
the existing infrastructure at NAPR and unforeseen economic 
factors and, therefore, are being considered as cumulative 
effects of the Proposed Action. All reasonably foreseeable 
elements of the 2010 Reuse Plan Addendum are analyzed in 
this SEA. 

Alternatives Analyzed: Although the Navy's Proposed Action 
is reuse of Parcel III of the NAPR property, restrictions 
imposed on land use by the Navy may affect the long-term 
redevelopment potential for the property . Thus, the two 
alternatives analyzed in this document are: (1) reuse of 
Parcel III property at NAPR as identified in the 
Commonwealth's 2010 Reuse Plan Addendum, and (2) (the No-



Action Alternative): disposal of NAPR consistent with the 
2004 Reuse Plan in accordance with the Preferred 
Alternative for Parcel III as identified in the 2007 EA 
(Finding of No Significant Impact [FONSI] signed on April 
10, 2007). The No-Action Alternative also establishes a 
baseline to identify and compare potential environmental 
consequences from the redevelopment of NAPR as identified 
for the Preferred Alternative in the 2004 Reuse Plan. 

Marine waters adjacent to NAPR support sensitive 
environmental resources such as essential fish habitat 
(e.g., coral reefs and sea grass beds) as well as 
threatened and endangered species, including sea turtles, 
the West Indian manatee, and the yellow-shouldered 
blackbird. Because of the speculative nature of the Reuse 
Plan, its full effects on listed species cannot be 
addressed. However, there are a number of conservation 
measures that Commonwealth and/or federal resource agencies 
could/may impose on non-federal owners/developers before 
development-specific approvals or permits are issued . 
Implementing these conservation measures would be the 
responsibility of the new owner/developer, and the 
respective issuing agency would be responsible for ensuring 
that these measures are instituted. After disposal, the 
Navy would no longer retain any ownership or control of 
these properties. 

In consultation with the U. s . Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) , the Navy has developed parcel-specific 
conservation guidelines that list species-specific 
conservation recommendations for future land owners to 
consider. This EA identifies the conservation guidelines 
to be provided to new owner(s)/developer(s) to offset 
potential impacts. Accordingly, during Section 7 
consultation pursuant to the Endangered Species Act (ESA) , 
in a letter dated August 25, 2011, USFWS concurred with the 
Navy's determination that, by adoption of the conservation 
measures previously approved for the 2004 Reuse and Special 
Zoning Plan, re-initiation of consultation under Section 7 
of the ESA would not be necessary. 

Prior to implementing the Proposed Action, a Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) negotiated between the Navy and the Puerto 
Rico State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) will be 
executed. The MOA details which archaeological sites at 
NAPR would undergo data recovery and to what level. In 
addition, it specifies the level of documentation needed 



for respective historic structures or the consultation 
process needed to establish the level of recordation. 
Through the execution of a MOA, and by implementing the 
stipulations of the MOA, the Navy would meet their 
requirements under Section 106 of the NHPA. Although the 
MOA has not yet been signed by the SHPO (signature by all 
parties is anticipated shortly) agreement has been reached 
betwe~n the SHPO and the Navy as to the contents of the 
document and signature by all parties will occur prior to 
any transfer of property by the Navy as a result of this 
FONSI . 

The analysis conducted in the SEA focused on the following 
resources: Land Use and Aesthetics, Soils, Water Quality, 
Air Quality, Noise, Terrestrial and Marine Environments, 
Threatened and Endangered Species, Socioeconomic 
Conditions, Cultural Resources, Environmental 
Contamination, and Coastal Zone Management. 

Based on information gathered during preparation of the 
SEA, the Navy concluded that implementation of the Proposed 
Action will have no significant adverse impacts on the 
environment and that an EIS is not warranted. 

The SEA and FONSI prepared by the Navy addressing this 
action may be obtained from: Department of the Navy, BRAC 
Program Management Office SE, 4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 
202, North Charleston, SC 29405, Attn: Dale Johannesmeyer, 
843-743-2128, dale.johannesmeyer.ctr®navy.mil. A limited 
number of copies of the SEA and FONSI are available to fill 
single copy requests. 

rDate l 
BRAC Program Management Office, SE 



EXHIBITE 

UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE 



Electric Utility System (or when singular, Electric Utility): Electricity system. 

Electric Utility Facilities (or, when singular, Electric Utility Facility): All surface, subsurface or 
elevated pipes, poles, lines, service connections, conduits, tanks, feeders, wires, fixtures, ducts, 
manholes, handholes, cables, equipment, transformers, switches, generators, facilities, and 
necessary devices now or hereafter used or intended to be used for supplying, distributing or 
storing any Electric Utility, up to the five (5) foot building line. 

Electric Utility Structures (or when singular, Electric Utility Structure): Any building, structure, 
substation, pumphouse, pumping station, metering station, reducing station, lift station, 
containment vessel, reservoir, vault, or similar improvement, used or intended to be used for 
containment, conduction, distribution, assembly, location or relocation of any Electric Utility 
Facility. 

Water Utility System (or when singular, Water Utility): Potable water and non-potable water 
system. 

Water Utility Facilities (or, when singular, Water Utility Facility): All surface, subsurface or 
elevated pipes, poles, lines, service connections, conduits, tanks, feeders, wires, fixtures , ducts, 
manholes, handholes, hydrants, valves, cables, equipment (including but not limited to process 
equipment), facilities, and devices now or hereafter used for supplying, distributing, treating, 
storing, containing or conducting any Water Utility, up to the five (5) foot building line. 

Water Utility Structures (or when singular, Water Utility Structure): Any building, structure, 
facility, pumphouse, pumping station, metering station, reducing station, lift station, containment 
vessel, catch basin, reservoir, outfalls, vault, or similar improvement, used or intended to be used 
for containment, conduction, distribution, assembly, location or relocation of any Water Utility 
Facility. 

Waste Water Utility System (or when singular, Waste Water Utility): Sanitary sewer system. 

Waste Water Utility Facilities (or, when singular, Waste Water Utility Facility): All surface, 
subsurface or elevated pipes, poles, lines, service connections, conduits, tanks, feeders, wires, 
fixtures, ducts, manholes, handholes, hydrants, valves, cables, equipment (including but not 
limited to process equipment), facilities, and necessary devices now or hereafter used for 
supplying, distributing, treating, storing, containing or conducting any Waste Water Utility, up to 
the five (5) foot building line. 

Waste Water Utility Structures (or when singular, Waste Water Utility Structure): Any building, 
structure, facility , pumphouse, pumping station, metering station, reducing station, lift station, 
containment vessel, reservoir, catch basin, outfalls, vault, or similar improvement, used or 
intended to be used for containment, conduction, distribution, assembly, location or relocation of 
any Waste Water Utility Facility. 
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CONVEYANCE SCHEDULE 
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Total' 

I LlFOC Future 

'"""" 10 secure building 
o.n80 

"",-20 May-20 1,782,328 5.1950 

Feb-15 Mar-15 474,257 1.5300 



SOfHCE 
PARI( 

124 Feb-15 Mar·15 474,257 

DATES ASSUME (1)90 DAY RfGULATORY REVIEWS PER CONSENT ORDER,. (2) NAVY RECOMMENDED ACTIONS APPROVED WITHOUT 
CHANGES THAT WOULD DELAY SCHEDULE. (3) NO WEATHER/FUNDING/PERMIT ACQUISITION 
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QUITCLAIM DEED 
Clean Parcel" " 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-13-11 

" . THIS INDENTURE ("Quitclaim Deed") is made the _ day of "1, ,2012 
between United States of America, acting by and through the Secretary of the Navy(N~~llAC 
Base Closure Program Management Office Southeast, Charleston, South Carolipa, qr.~~lnafter 
referred to as "GOVERNMENT," and Local Redevelopment Authority for ~~val Station 
Roosevelt Roads, a government instrumentality of the Commonwealth"(bf ,lf,lierto Rico 
("Commonwealth"), created, operated, and existing under and by virtul:it"~f. 1he laws of the tI., 
Commonwealth, and designated by the Commonwealth and the Office lof'Economic Adjustment 
on behalf of the Secretary of Defense as the public agency to plan, probot~, and implement the 
redevelopment of the former Naval Station Roosevelt ROll;~s; l:\~'rej;{after referred to as 
"GRANTEE." It is based upon the following facts: .,,; ," ,-

"'" ,,1/ 
Recitals (:'i,,( I". 

l t\ '1'· 
A. Pursuant to Section 8132 of the Dep~eat" of Defense Appropriations Act for 

Fiscal Year 2004 (Public Law No. 108-87; the "ftPprQmiations Act"), the GOVERNMENT was 
directed to close Naval Station Roosevelt Roaa's\ll)~erto Rico ("NSRR") no later than six (6) 
months after the enactment of the Appropriatjons Pl.Ct, and to do so pursuant to the procedures 
and authorities contained in the Defense B~s~l l!llosure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended 
(title XXIX of Public Law No. 101-510;' '1.0 q S·.C. § 2687 note; the "Base Closure Act"). 

'it " . , -' , ., 
B. Pursuant to the p0'i"~ <iI)Q authority provided by Section 2905(b)( 4) of the Base 

Closure Act and the implernebt,in\t r~gulations of the Department of Defense (32 C.F.R. Part 
174), the GOVERNMEN1i'l~;au~ol1zed to convey surplus property at a closing installation to a 
local redevelopment auth(lr~ty \to,r economic development purposes. 

.f'~ttl"lh. 

" 
C. Ol\ . A~gu~i '30, 2006, the Office of Economic Adjustment of the Department of 

Defense recogoif~d the GRANTEE, also known as the Portal del Futuro Authority and the 
Roosevelt Rttiltd~ 'Naval Base Lands and Facilities Redevelopment Authority, as the local 
redeveloDItl ~f~Jthority for purposes of implementing the local redevelopment plan at NSRR. ., p ~, 

,.( '-II, JI .. -. "'1, D :', .' GRANTEE, by application dated 17 December 2010 requested an "Economic 
De'v'e191in1ent Conveyance" ("EDC") of a portion of the surplus property comprised of 
apprqxhnately 1370.20 acres of the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico. 

E. The GRANTEE' s EDC application was accepted by the GOVERNMENT on 16 
September 2011. 

F. The GOVERNMENT and the GRANTEE executed an Economic Development 
Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement on December -' 2011 ("EDC Agreement") detailing 

4812-8043-4445.4 
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1 the specifics of the transfer of property under the Government-approved EDC, including the 
2 consideration to be paid by the GRANTEE to the GOVERNMENT for such transfer. 
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G. GRANTEE hereby offers consideration in the amount set forth in the EDC 
Agreement, plus other good and valuable consideration, to it in hand paid by GRANTEE, the 
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged; and GOVERNMENT has granted, bargainec;J,; sold, 
and released and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell, and release untq .. ,illl:l;"said 
GRANTEE, its successors, and assigns, all right title and interest in and to that certaW p\\tc~l of 
real property at the former NSRR and identified as Clean Parcel "_" by the NS~I.Disposal 
Map attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit" A." . , 'II"" . 

'\ ·" ,1 1"\ II ' 

NOW THEREFORE, by the acceptance of this Quitclaim Deed .o~·\fu1'Fiihts hereunder, 
the GRANTEE, for itself, its successors and assigns, agrees that the . !r~s~r of all the property 
transferred by this Quitclaim Deed is accepted subject to the f61lpWmg terms, restrictions, 
reservations, covenants, and conditions set forth below, which ~hall 'fu!1' with the land, provided 
that the property transferred hereby may be successively tr~n,~e~ only with the proviso that 
any such subsequent transferee assumes all of the obligat!0R.~~posed upon the GRANTEE by 
the provisions of this Quitclaim Deed with respect to th~rprope~ being transferred. 

' 1 • ,.; ~, . 

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE FOREFqfll!~' of the .terms and conditions set forth 
below and of other good and valuable consld~r\l~lo\l (the receipt and adequacy of which, as 
consideration, the parties hereto both ac~owledg'eJ ; the parties hereto, intending to be legally 
bound hereby, have agreed to, and do hereliy:~ftectuate the conveyance set forth below. 

.\ I 
"Conveyance Language 

.. , ,-' " b' 
. GOVERNMENT dO.li~.n~eby', ~ubject to. any easements and e~~umbrances of :ecord 

and subject to the reservavonSI'I,tlXCeptlOns, nolices, covenants, conditIOns, and restrictIOns 
expre~sly contained herei.h~. gtllpt; sell,. convey, remise, release, and quitclaim unto GRANT~E, 
Its heirs, successors, art'c\ 1ts '!\SSlgnS, WIthOut any warranty, express or Implied, as to the quanlity 

• or quality of GOV~T's title (except such warranties as are specifically set forth herein, 
required by 42 U;'s.CI' § ~620(h)(3), or otherwise required by law), all GOVERNMENT's right, 
title, and intprJ st 'l J;\. that certain real property, comprising " __ " acres in size (collectively, 
"PROPEJ3,IY"):"jncluding, but not limited to the underlying estate, buildings, structures, and 
impro~~th~rl'esI SYiuated or installed thereon, cornmonly known as and referred to herein as Clean 
Parcql ,\~ I)"more fully described on the documents attached to this Quitclaim Deed and 
~etlrpb,\\ted herein as Exhibit "B". 

•• . 11'1 

'- " P TOGETHER WITH all and singular the ways, waters, water-courses, driveways, rights, 
hereditaments and appurtenances, whatsoever thereunto belonging, or in any wise appertaining, 
and the reversions and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all the estate, right, title, 
interest, property, claim and demand whatsoever of GOVERNMENT, in law, equity, or 
otherwise howsoever, of, in, and to the same and every part thereof, and 

4812-8043-4445.4 
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TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said lots or pieces of ground above described, the 
hereditaments and premises hereby granted, or mentioned and intended so to be, with the 
appurtenances, unto the said GRANTEE, its heirs, its successors, and its assigns, and subject to 
the reservations, restrictions, and conditions set forth in this instrument, to and for the only 
proper use and behalf of the said GRANTEE, its heirs, its successors, and its assigns forevler, 

, f " l., 
".'" t. Special Sections I 'I, ,.' 

h, .. / 
." I. Access Easements: GRANTEE, upon acceptance of the PROPERT:'!i."s'ilal\. enjoy the 

right and use of, and GRANTOR hereby assigns to GRANTEE, GRANJ-E~,~,:Wt~rest in that 
certain non-exclusive easement(s), constituted by public deed number fi;.'l;]14lttlred, seventy-five 
(575), executed on 8 October 2010 for the benefit of the GOVERN~N1} Its successors, and 
assigns, all as illustrated by Exhibit "C". '. • "" ' 

" " ,\, 
E . IN'" h P. ,to ,-nVlronmenta otlces .or t e .ropert)( 

" if·, .. , ,'" " , \' "" II. Notice of Environmental Condition: Infofiiiatio~, concerning the environmental 
condition of the PROPERTY is contained in docum!:~ts krlb.wn as the Findings of Suitability to 
Transfer (FOSTs) dated 01 December 2008 (.El.o:;,J,i,iI~ , Alley), 01 December 2008 (University 
Parcel): a.nd 01 December 2008 (Fire Station), WhiF'h,!ll'e attac~ed .hereto and made a part hereof 
as Exhibits " D", "E", and "F" respectIvelY;'\he reC:eIPt of which IS hereby acknowledged by the 
GRANTEE. An Environmental Conditilthl/of Property (ECP) report is referenced in the 
FOSTs; the FOSTs and ECP referenc~, em;irbnmental conditions on the PROPERTY. The 
FOSTs set forth the basis for the"QOYERNMENT's determination that the PROPERTY is 
suitable for transfer. Together, thy, Ehlp.,limd FOSTs contain all pertinent information currently 
known by GOVERNMENT ~.to\~'6. 'environmental condition of the PROPERTY. GRANTEE 
hereby acknowledges that"i(h~\IP~en provided copies of the ECP and FOSTs. The specific 
environmental conditiorcl'_:d~~9ribed in the FOSTs and ECP, which are applicable to the 
PROPERTY, are conta'iri.~d 'in this Quitclaim Deed. 

"'It \" 

/" .J .. "'". III. CERCLtA Cbvenant: GRANTOR covenants that in accordance with Section 
120(h)(4)(DX1}' ofl t,he Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability 
Act, 42 1)'~r\e.~'~1 9'601, et seq. ("CERCLA") that any additional remedial action found to be 
necess~,,*er the date hereof shall be performed by the United States of America. 

., '" t~" 
t 't, 1'\:: ' Re ervation of Access as Required by 42 U.S.C. §9620(h)(4)(D)(ii): GRANTEE 

~lfIt' , 
coveijllhts that the GOVERNMENT, its officers, agents, employees, contractors and 
subcontractors, in accordance with section 120(h)(4)(D)(ii) ofCERCLA, shall have access to the 
PROPERTY in any case in which remedial action or corrective action is found to be necessary 
after the date of the conveyance of the PROPERTY as provided herein. GRANTEE will take no 
action to interfere with future necessary remedial and investigative actions of the 
GOVERNMENT. The GOVERNMENT and the GRANTEE, its heirs, successors and assigns, 
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agree to cooperate in good faith to minimize any conflict between necessary environmental 
investigation and remediation activities and the activities of the GRANTEE, its successors and 
assigns, and of any lessee or any sublessee of the PROPERTY, in their use and enjoyment of the 
PROPERTY. Any inspection, survey, investigation, or other response or remedial action will, to 
the extent practicable, be coordinated with representatives designated by GRANTEE or its heirs, 
successors and assigns. Notwithstanding, GRANTEE acknowledges and agrees that ne.(lessary 
GOVERNMENT remedial and investigative actions shall take priority in all casel\ ,;w~~re a 
conflict may exist with GRANTEE's and any lessee's or sublessee's activities. \ "'1'" 

I, II .. 

V. Notice Of Hazardous Substance Activity in accordance with ~'1 42 U.S.c. 
§9620(h)(3)(A)(i): Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 373.2 and Section 120(h)(3)(A)~ of:e ERCLA (42 
U.S.C. § 9620(h)(3)(A)(I)), and based upon a complete search of agency..R-les, .. th~ United States 
gives notice that no hazardous substances have been released or disposed 'pf'or stored for one 

I' "l,_ 
year or more on the PROPERTY. .1'1'" ho'· 

,'0" '~.~. 
VI. Grantee Notice Requirement Regarding Future Sal~ l of' Assignment: In accordance 
with that certain RCRA 7003 Administrative Order on r. .... n~'enti{EPA Docket No. RCRA-02-

J~ "It 
2007-7301) ("Order"), and for as long as such Order js',in effect, GRANTEE, on behalf of its 
heirs, successors and assigns, covenants that .it shltjJ. provide written notice to the 
GOVERNMENT of any subsequent sale or as;;i~nmli!lt of the PROPERTY, or any portion 
thereof, and provide contact information concedtip,g.tj1e new owner or assignee. The following 
is the point of contact for notice to the GOY;ERNMBNT: 

. 1'4.', 
Director .<I ) 

't ' 
NA V AFC BRAC Program M/lnagjerrlent Office SE I, ' 
4130 Faber Place Drive ,.,. It, \ 'I-Suite 202 "1 \.' I" 
North Charleston, ~'~l~~qj' 

" II, 
'- J" 

In the event GRANTee:"1ts successors or assigns (each hereinafter called a "Transferor") 
conveys the PROPSF..If,YI· or any portion thereof, the Transferor shall provide to the party 
acquiring the PJkQ.PEE:ry, or any portion thereof, notice of this requirement. 

II ' ,.t o 'l 
t, ",II ' 

VII. Lead I..oa'sed Paint Hazard Disclosure and Acknowledgment: The PROPERTY 
contain{linprp\l~ments that, due to their age, are likely to have been painted with lead based 

• ,,\. I 

pamO I \' 
.a, " " ,( . ' ... , 
" 'I ••.• 1. Lead from paint, paint chips, and dust can pose health hazards if not managed 

properly. Pursuant to 40 CFR Section 745.113 , the following notice is provided; "Every 
purchaser of any interest in residential real property on which a residential dwelling was built 
prior to 1978 is notified that such property may present exposure to lead from lead-based paint 
that may place young children at risk of developing lead poisoning. Lead poisoning in young 
children may produce permanent neurological damage, including learning disabilities, reduced 

4812·8043-4445.4 
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intelligence quotient, behavioral problems, and impaired memory. Lead poisoning also poses a 
particular risk to pregnant women. The seller of any interest in residential real property is 
required to provide the buyer with any information on lead-based paint hazards from risk 
assessments or inspections in the seller's possession and notify the buyer of any known lead
based paint hazards. A risk assessment or inspection for possible lead-based paint hazards is 
recommended prior to purchase." The GRANTEE will be responsible for managing a!l'·lead
based paint and potential lead-based paint in compliance with all applicable Federal".ii~t~O and 
local laws and regulations. .. I' 

\t ~ " h./ f 

2. The GRANTEE hereby acknowledges the required disclosure.pf :Il~lpresence of 
any known LBP and/or LBP hazards in target housing constructed prior tp' .. 't978~t!h accordance 
with the Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992, ~2,',1'JI~.<®./Section 4852d 
(Title X). The GRANTOR agrees that it has provided to GIY.i~TEE:I' and GRANTEE 
acknowledges the receipt of, available records and reports pertaining tQI.L'B.P' and/or LBP hazards 
and receipt of the Environmental Protection Agency (EP A) app~oyed''P\III1phlet: Renovate Right: 
Important Lead Hazard Information for Families, Chi.1d,l, .\ffu:(j! Providers and Schools. 
Furthermore, the GRANTEE acknowledges that it has read im~l,m'lIerstood the EPA pamphlet. 

.j' "'1 ' 1' . I, 
~ / ~" t 

3. The GRANTEE covenants and al¥,ees tJ;tat, in any improvements on the 
PROPERTY defined as target housing by Title X.AA~I .constructed prior to 1978, LBP hazards 
will be disclosed to potential occupants in aG~o:t~ance with Title X before use of such 
improvements as a residential dwelling (all defined in Title X). Further, the GRANTEE 
covenants and agrees that it shall, or it sHall' ~(jquire future transferees of the PROPERTY to, 
abate LBP hazards in any applicable tatget hou§ing in accordance with the requirements of Title 
X, to the extent applicable, before r~-occupancy of the residential dwelling, in accordance with 
applicable laws. "Target housing'.' ,mJ~lany housing constructed prior to 1978, except housing 
for the elderly or persons with'disabi'tlties (unless any child who is less than six (6) years of age a.', , 
resides, or is expected to rt:t"iQe, fu.s\ich housing) or any zero-bedroom dwelling. " t, . 

'I '.' 
4. The G~"'EE acknowledges that the GRANTOR assumes no liability for costs . . 

or any damages f9.r p.e~so_~al injury, illness, disability, or death to the GRANTEE, or to any other 
person, includipg 'm~ipbers of the general public, arising from or incident to the purchase, 
transportatior.;·'feilo,va1, handling, use, disposition, or other activity causing or leading to contact 
of any kind 'WIl.!ltsoever with LBP on the PROPERTY, arising after the conveyance of the 
PROPR1tiJi~" Jroi'n the GRANTOR to the GRANTEE, whether the GRANTEE has properly 
wru;n¢f1, 'a~, btiled to properly warn, the persons injured. 

(
"0 II. i , lh _ 

'''.,)5. Upon execution of this Quitclaim Deed, the GRANTEE covenants and agrees that 
it shall, and it shall require future transferees of the PROPERTY to, be responsible at its own 
cost and expense for the maintenance and management of LBP and LBP hazards located in the 
improvements on the PROPERTY, and the GRANTEE shall comply with Title X and all 
applicable Federal, state, and local laws relating to LBP. 

4812-8043-4445.4 
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VITI. Asbestos Containing Materials Disclosure and Acknowledgment: GRANTEE hereby 
acknowledges that asbestos containing materials CACM) remain in buildings on the PROPERTY 
and agrees to manage any and all remaining ACM in accordance with applicable laws and 
regulations. 

1. GRANTOR covenants that it has provided to the GRANTEE all documentation in 
its possession regarding the presence of any known ACM, and the GRANTEE ackp.Q,{,t.I¥dges 
receipt of documentation disclosing the presence of any known ACM in the buJidiI\'gslland 
structures on the PROPERTY. The GRANTEE covenants that it will, and it will' require/future 
transferees of the PROPERTY to, prohibit use or occupancy of buildings '!ffip\ s1j'Ilctures, or 
portions thereof, containing known friable and accessible, or damaged AC;vr pTlQ~\to abatement 
of the friable and accessible, or damaged ACM or demolition of the bu\h:j'~g :tll> .sbcture, to the 
extent required by applicable law. • . I , 'l' ,-

," '1',"',,,, 
2. The GRANTEE covenants and agrees that it spall r~quire, and it shall require 

future transferees of the PROPERTY, in its use and occupanc/6f;tht;.PROPERTY, including but 
not limited to demolition of buildings containing ACM, t,olfPirJ.;p.\PY with all applicable Federal, 
State and local laws relating to ACM. The GRAN'FltE ~cJaiowledges that the GRANTOR 
assumes no liability for costs or any damages for p!:fsonal 'jnjury, illness, disability, or death to 
the GRANTEE, or to any other person, including Jll~l?ers of the general public, arising from or 
incident to the purchase, transportation, remova'!hp'~91;ng, use, disposition, or activity causing 
or leading to contact of any kind whatS~everl!JWith ACM in the improvements on the 
PROPERTY, arising after the conveyancte 'b\ ,the PROPERTY from the GRANTOR to the 
GRANTEE, whether the GRANTEE h$ propeth warned, or failed to properly warn the persons 
injured. .,1, '11.'" 

", " 
t ." 1 tl,. , 

3. The GRANn;:.ll, cdf ehants and agrees that it shall, and it shall require future 
transferees of the PRO~JilF-Ty,"'upon demolition of the improvements located on the 
PROPERTY, remove all\<\.~ In accordance with the EPA National Emission Standard for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants. eNESHAP), 40 C.F.R. Section 61 , Subpart M and applicable state laws 
and regulations. "\"'111 '~ •. 

tl-" l' , 
,( '. " 

IX. Non-interference with Navigable Airspace: The GRANTEE covenants for itself, 
successor~I,~d ' *,signs, and every successor in interest to the property herein described, or any 
part the~~o~ .~a.'i any construction or alteration is prohibited unless a determination of no hazard 
to air I na~i,g1ltion is issued by the Federal Aviation Administration in accordance with Title 14, 
CQa~ . ~fi.Feaeral Regulation, Part 77, entitled "Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace", or under 
the' i\~ority of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended. 

40 X. Protection of Archeological Resources: The GRANTEE shall monitor for 
41 archeological artifacts during its construction activities and shall take appropriate action should 
42 any artifacts be discovered in accordance with the Memorandum of Agreement between the 
43 United States Navy and the Puerto Rico Historic Preservation Officer concerning the disposal of 
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Naval Activity Puerto Rico executed September 28, 2011 . 

General Provisions 

XI. Conveyance is "As Is - Where Is": Except as expressly provided in this Quitclaim 
Deed or as otherwise required by law, the PROPERTY is being conveyed "AS IS" and "\¥HERE 
IS," without representation, warranty, or guaranty as to quality, quantity, character" ,<;~nqltion, 
size, kind, or fitness for a particular purpose. I "" I" 

'f ~h.~~ 

XII. Covenant Regarding Non-Discrimination: GRANTEE covenani;i, '(d~ , itself, its 
successors, and assigns and every successor in interest to the PROPERT':;I'\fF 'ruj,1 'part thereof, 
that GRANTEE and such heirs, successors, and assigns shall not discriP1inhW'upon the basis of 
race, color, religion, disability, or national origin in the use, occ~~cy, ' ~a]e, or lease of the 
PROPERTY, or in their employment practices conducted thereon. 'hli1ts:~0venant shall not apply 
however, to the lease or rental of a room or rooms within a ~amily 'tiwelling unit, nor shall it 
apply with respect to PROPERTY used primarily for religiglf~' 'tl?rl?DSeS, The United States of 
America shall be deemed a beneficiary of this covenant ",\~1ljqh4f.~~ard to whether it remains the 
owner of any land or interest therein in the locality o;P'the 'R~5PERTY hereby conveyed and 
shall have the sole right to enforce this covenant in any coilli .of competent jurisdiction. 

~'''u ". 
XIII. General Notice Provision: ",<""" 

'\ 'v 
To facilitate such future cooperation, the ftl~b*flpg .points of contact h~ve been designated by the 
GOVERNMENT, GRANTEE, Uruted" 8tate~ Envuonmental ProtectIon Agency (USEPA) and 
Puerto Rico Environmental Quality .a r.ardltpREQB): 

I, ]-"., ~ " 

GOVERNMENT: DirectoPI 1/', •. ' 
NA VF~CIJf.RAC Program Management Office Southeast 
41 3Q',Faqllr Place Drive 
·Slllfe' ll.02 

'" '1:' !N~j:th Charleston, SC 29405 
,t'(II, \~ 

GRANTEE: t· 'II' Executive Director 
""It """:: Local Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 

,I·
f
"", ", '" The New San Juan Office Building 

~, .' d .1, ", I' 159 Chardon Avenue, 2" Floor 
(" 1 "110,' Hato Rey, PR 00918 
, ... 1 "E 

,-~ .. , 
With a copy to : Kutak Rock LLP 

4812·80434445.4 
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2 USEPA: 
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Region 2 
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PREOB: 

290 Broadway - 22nd Floor 
New York, NY 10007-1866 

Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
Oficina del Presidente - Piso 5 Ave, 
Ponce de Leon #1308 
Carr Estatal 8838 
Sector EI Cinco 
Rio Piedras, PR 00926 

XIV. Recording of TitIe: 

." 
·(tt"I .. , ~, 

.' "'1 II. I I' 

J,I ) 

" , I. ".u' I,' 
I', ,~ 

The appearing parties do hereby acknowledge that although" t!i'iSjIQt!itclaim Deed is a valid and 
legally binding document, it may not fulfill the require~eq.t~~Ie;j;ablished by the Mortgage and 
Registry Property Act of 1979 for the recording of ti\le~l at !pe Registry of Property of Puerto 
Rico (the "Registry"), Therefore, the appearing.(.partl~~' agree to jointly take all actions 
reasonably necessary in accordance with and subj,e.<i1< ltolfP.e authorities and limitations proscribed 
by applicable Federal and Commonwealth law td 'ljau~y the recordable documents to be executed, 
filed and registered in the Registry, 'I IIV 

t~"II' 
The appearing parties do hereby furtlib~ aq~~wledge and recognize that in order for these 
parcels to exist as separate propertie~,an~I.'be developed as intended, it may be necessary for the 
same to be segregated and the ne~<I,for'J?ecessary easements to be created for the benefit of these 
parcels may arise. In the ev:eq! fh.'{N such easements are granted by the GOVERNMENT, the 
appearing parties acknowl,edge ~(lt the Recordable Documents must include such transactions 
and in a timely manner ahg a'/,lr.ee to jointly take all actions reasonably necessary in accordance 
with and subject to 'lh.e "~uthorities and limitations proscribed by applicable Federal and 
Con:monwealth 1~.w~:H~~se the recordable documents to be executed, filed and registered in the 
Registry. ,"t, \ 

. I, ,-
,'" I • . 

I " Notwithstandl~~' ithe foregoing, it is the intent of the appearing parties that immediately upon 
executiQil'Ip'f' jtills Quitclaim Deed, as it appears herein, all right, title and interest in the 
PRO~.?R5r1t'shall have conveyed to the GRANTEE. rh

, l'lh'# 

Any.r.equirement for the obligation or payment of funds by the GOVERNMENT established by 
any provision of this Quitclaim Deed shall be subject to the availability of appropriated funds, 
and no provision herein shall be interpreted to require an obligation or payment in violation of 
the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C, Section 1341. 

The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank 
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Execution 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, acting pursuant to the authority vested unto him as 
Real Estate Contracting Officer for the United States of America, has hereunto executed this 
Quitclaim Deed the day and year first written above. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

By: Navy BRAC PMO I" 
I", 

\ "lit ~ 
~IIJ. '\ II 

·t, \, 
By: ,'''''' ,,;~I.'U· 

Gregory C. Preston , •. '~ <"I ' I' 

Real Estate Contracting O.ft)cer .. · 

" ,", j' 

Acknowledged and subscribed before me by Gregory, l!Jt Prtlston, of legal age, married, 
public servant and resident of Mount Laurel, New Jer~t;:iril'his capacity as Real Estate I'. r, 'I" 
Contracting Officer of the NAVY BRAC PMO of the p\:~ . ent of the Defense of the United 
States of America, who I personally know. .', I". 

.1'~'"lIill 
In San Juan, Puerto Rico on this da'9IOf'...:', .... ___ ., 2012. -- ~,I ' 

I .. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigne'd'''~c/ing 'pursuant to the authority vested unto him, as 
\~, J ' has 

hereunto executed and accepted this'<i!uitc1,!riin Deed the day and year first written above. 
I, ' 

"'" I" 
, ' 11 J" 

," "1, I,. 
t' t, 'I' 

6, '" . 'I, I' 
t 1I"t. 
" 

Ih" '~. 
1 .!Ih' 

If~'" • 

~ a" ~ •. 
,d, " 

' I 1111, I 

,u· t 
t " ,i 

"" . ", ' " ~'f III; , 
Affid~V1 t:lu~ ____ _ 

LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
NAVAL ST A nON ROOSEVELT ROADS 

By: 
-~~~~~----------

Jaime Lopez-Diaz 
Acting Executive Director 

t· l
" 't, i , ht 

"',) Acknowledged and subscribed to before me, by oflegal age, married, public servant and 
resident of San Juan, Puerto Rico ill his capacity as 
__________________ who I personally know. 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico this __ day of ___ -', 2012. 

4812-8043-4445.4 
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Exhibit "B" 

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PROPERTY CONVEYED 
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FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER FOR BOWLING ALLEY 
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FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER FIRE STATION 
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QUITCLAIM DEED 
LUC PARCEL" " 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-13-11 

• 
" "', ,-' 

THIS INDENTURE ("Quitclaim Deed") is made the _ day of ( "" " ~012 
between United States of America, acting by and through the Secretary of the NaVY:I~, A}lFAC 

d h, . 
Base Closure Program Management Office Southeast, Charleston, South C~oh~~ heremafter 
referred to as "GOVERNMENT," and Local Redevelopment Authority for, ' Naval Station 
Roosevelt Roads, a government instrumentality of the Commonwea\fp. •• RP Puerto Rico 
("Commonwealth"), created, operated, and existing under and by vjfftll:\ by. the laws of the 
Commonwealth, and designated by the Commonwealth and the Of~cl<,6f.§~onomic Adjustment 
on behalf of the Secretary of Defense as the public agency to plan, promote, and implement the 
redevelopment of the former Naval Station Roosevelt ~~$>, h~~einafter referred to as 
"GRANTEE." It is based upon the following facts: 'It \) 

,J.~·"f,j i'i 

Recitals "I"" I". 
", 'v 

" 
A. Pursuant to Section 8132 of the.p"~p:aft!nent of Defense Appropriations Act for 

Fiscal Year 2004 (public Law No. 108-87; t4r "A'tlv,rElpriations Act"), the GOVERNMENT was 
directed to close Naval Station Roosevelt,l,?,Rfds, Puerto Rico ("NSRR") no later than six (6) 
months after the enactment of the ApP-10priatIons Act, and to do so pursuant to the procedures 
and authorities contained in the Defl?p.se B¥.,~ Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended 
(title XXIX of Public Law No. 101-'5'1,(), WU.S.C. § 2687 note; the "Base Closure Act"). 

'I'll }II I' ~ , " ' 
B. Pursuant to the PQWyI and authority provided by Section 2905(b)(4) of the Base 

Closure Act and the imp~~rli~tibg regulations of the Department of Defense (32 C.F.R. Part 
174), the GOVERNM.E~~-;r ;is authorized to convey surplus property at a closing installation to a 
local redevelopment.auth13,!jtY for economic development purposes. 

~ " It ' 
,', \ ' 'J'" 

C. . .. ¢~\tb-ugust 30, 2006, the Office of Economic Adjustment of the Department of 
Defense rec&~edl'the GRANTEE, also known as the Portal del Futuro Authority and the 
Roosevel(~Qflds Naval Base Lands and Facilities Redevelopment Authority, as the local 
redeYt~lbIl~e,J;l.{ authority for purposes of implementing the local redevelopment plan at NSRR. 

,.~ ~ "\ . 
I • ., l,Ir' GRANTEE, by application dated 17 December 2010 requested an "Economic 

Develbpment Conveyance" ("EDC") of a portion of the surplus property compris~d of 
approximately 1370.20 acres of the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico. 

35 E. The GRANTEE's EDC application was accepted by the GOVERNMENT on 16 
36 September 2011. 
37 
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F. The GOVERNMENT and the GRANTEE executed an Economic Development 
Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement on December _ _ , 2011 (UEDC Agreement") 
detailing the specifics of the transfer of property under the Government-approved EDC, 
including the consideration to be paid by the GRANTEE to the GOVERNMENT for such 
transfer. 

," 
G. GRANTEE hereby offers consideration in the amount set forth in. .. tb~" ~DC 

Agreement, plus other good and valuable consideration, to it in hand paid by GRl\Nm~!' the 
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged; and GOVERNMENT has granted, b~~~\'ned', sold, 
and released and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell, and releall!1. )lp~o the said 
GRANTEE, its successors, and assigns, all right title and interest in and tq,th,liIt lJ~i\ain parcel of 
real property at the former NSRR and identified as LUC Parcel u_"(b.y I~~'NSRR Disposal 
Map attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit "A." ," 'I II, ,. 

"'l\ j ', Itt. 

NOW THEREFORE, by the acceptance of this Quitcl~ De~9' or any rights hereunder, 
the GRANTEE, for itself, its successors and assigns, agrees. 're~t , i:h¢ transfer of all the property 
transferred by this Quitclaim Deed is accepted subject/f;? " fu~ .llollowing terms, restrictions, 
reservations, covenants, and conditions set forth belowt'~p'i~h, -shall run with the land, provided 
that the property transferred hereby may be successi:-,ely tr~sferred only with the proviso that 
any such subsequent transferee assumes all of the.pbllg!ltions imposed upon the GRANTEE by 
the provisions of this Quitclaim Deed with re~feb\ .to'~e property being transferred. 

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE'1r~'>ltEGOING, of the terms and conditions set forth 
below and of other good and valuab!'e~'F.onr.id~ration (the receipt and adequacy of which, as 
consideration, the parties hereto bot4 aC~Owledge), the parties hereto, intending to be legally 
bound hereby, have agreed to, and,qp ~!jr~by, effectuate the conveyance set forth below. 

, \. . 
" ', I' ,." , 

,1"1, 'II" 'Conveyance Language 
. 1, ' I, " 

" , 
GOVERNMEN'J!'tl06s hereby, subject to any easements and encumbrances of record and 

• subject to the reserVatiflll:~/ exceptions, notices, covenants, conditions, and restrictions expressly 
contained herein;;'gr~t, 'sell, convey, remise, release, and quitclaim unto GRANTEE, its heirs, 
successors~tLl it~ ,~:g.ns, without any warranty,. express or implied, as to the quantit~ or quality 
of GOVE MENT's otle (except such warranties as are specifically set forth herem, requued 
by 42 T.l~~1 . ~' f9620(h)(3), or otherwise required by law), all GOVERNMENT's right, title, and 
inten!~t ' '4I''t.fuat certain real property, comprising u_" acres in size (collectively, 
u~RQ~ERtrY") , including, but not limited to the underlying estate, buildings, structures, and 
im'prp~ements situated or installed thereon, cornmonly known as and referred to herein as LUC 
Parcel U_ ", more fully described on the documents attached to this Quitclaim Deed and 
incorporated herein as Exhibit "B", less and except those parcels retained by the 
GOVERNMENT for curative environmental actions, described by Exhibit "C", attached to this 
Quitclaim Deed incorporated herein, cornmonly known as and referred to herein as "LIFOC 
Parcels". 
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TOGETHER WITH all and singular the ways, waters, water-courses, driveways, rights, 
hereditaments and appurtenances, whatsoever thereunto belonging, or in any wise appertaining, 
and the reversions and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all the estate, right, title, 
interest, property, claim and demand whatsoever of GOVERNMENT, in law, equity, or 
otherwise howsoever, of, in, and to the same and every part thereof, and .' 

f " 

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said lots or pieces of ground above des<irib~ci~" the 
hereditaments and premises hereby granted, or mentioned and intended so t<l , be:" wi'th the 
appurtenances, unto the said GRANTEE, its heirs, its successors, and its assig:t?!l" i~<;l. subject to 
the reservations, restrictions, and conditions set forth in this instrumentt"tq 8hg"for the only 
proper use and behalf of the said GRANTEE, its heirs, its successors, anp.id1a.Slgns forever. 

, l 'l,· 

Special Sections 
•••. I, I ' 

.1, • h"ol --, ' 

( ~.. '" .' . I. Access Easements: GRANTEE, upon acceptance of th.~ 'I!ROPERTY, shall enjoy the 
right and use of, and GRANTOR hereby assigns to G~n.l;;)'bRANTEE's interest in that 
certain non-exclusive easement(s) constituted by publi9'1lr,edl'mrinber five hundred, seventy-five 
(575), executed on October 8th

, 2010 for the benefit .pfthe'~OVERNMENT, its successors, and 
assigns, all as illustrated by Exhibit "D". ""1''':::10. .1, ., 

't, ',. 
EnvironmentaLNbtices' for the Property ,., .t' 

'I" 
II. Notice of Environmental Cdhdition: Information concerning the environmental 
condition of the PROPERTY is concij.pe~ .th··documents known as the Findings of Suitability to 
Transfer (FOSTs) for Sale Pat'I;lll llIiI' - Forrestal dated 2 February 2009, the Water and 

\ I, I'D 
Wastewater Treatment Plan~;Rip"cefs ·v arcels 4, 6, 20, and 57) dated II April 2011 , and the 
Science Park dated 25 O~tQber" ~111 0, which are attached hereto and made a part hereof as 
Exhibits "E through G"\ andj.incorporated herein by reference, and the receipt of which is 
hereby acknowledged ·by''lli~. GRANTEE. An Environmental Condition of Property (ECP) 
report is referencnd 'lh!lth~'FOSTs; the FOSTs and ECP reference environmental conditions on 
the PROPERTr ',,:TBqse restrictions and environmental conditions described in the FOST and 
ECP which ~e appljcable to the PROPERTY are contained in this Quitclaim Deed. The FOSTs 
set forth ~el ~~!~ for the GOVERNMENT's determination that the PROPERTY is suitable for 
transfeF( 6~iher, the ECP, and FOSTs contain all pertinent information currently known by 
GOWil~NT as to the environmental condition of the PROPERTY. GRANTEE hereby 
a~q~l(ld'ges that it has been provided copies of the ECP and FOSTs. The specific 
envirpfunental conditions described in the FOSTs and ECP, which are applicable to the 
PROPERTY, are contained in this Quitclaim Deed. 

41 III. CERCLA Covenants: GRANTOR covenants and warrants, pursuant to Section 
42 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) and (II) ofCERCLA (42 U.S.C. Section 9620(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) and (II» , that: 
43 
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I . All remedial action necessary to protect human health and the environment with respect to 
hazardous substances remaining on the PROPERTY has been taken before the date of transfer, 
and 

2. Any additional remedial action found to be necessary after such date of transfer shall be 
performed by the GOVERNMENT. ,." 

"'~ .t. 
"'.lh.lI.~ 

IV. Reservation of Access as Required by 42 U.S.c. §9620(h)(3)(A)(iii): GRAt, ·u:.E 
covenants that the GOVERNMENT, its officers, agents, employees, C'illtracmts and 
subcontractors, in accordance with section 120(h)(3)(A)(iii) of CERCLA, sha).tJiilve access to 
the PROPERTY in any case in which remedial action or corrective %tion"i,i'i(ound to be 
necessary after the date of the conveyance of the PROPERTY as provid~ft ihffei'n. GRANTEE 
will take no action to interfere with future necessary remedial and ,UJ.~estl~afive actions of the 
GOVERNMENT. The GOVERNMENT and the GRANTEE, its Heits,"successors and assigns, 
agree to cooperate in good faith to minimize any conflict blltweerl' necessary environmental 
investigation and remediation activities and the activities oflt}leJ ,p~TEE, its successors and 
assigns, and of any lessee or any sublessee of the PROPER1,'Y-,' 'i.q \lJ.eir use and enjoyment of the 
PROPERTY. Any inspection, survey, investigation, or • .other'~rsponse or remedial action will, to 
the extent practicable, be coordinated with representa.ti~es'~esignated by GRANTEE or its heirs, 
successors and assigns. Notwithstanding, GRANT~' ,acknowledges and agrees that necessary 
GOVERNMENT remedial and investigative a~tiph!l ' shall take priority in all cases where a 
conflict may exist with GRANTEE's and ~y'~esseJt'S or sublessee' s activities, 

", 
'" V. Notice Of Hazardous SUl:ihance ' Activity in accordance with 42 U.S.c. 

§9620(h)(3)(A)(i): Exhibit "H"tq th\~,'Ouitclaim Deed provides information as to those 
hazardous substances which it is \~?~~' based upon GOVE~NT's complete search of its 
files, were stored for one (1) ,1~ ~'r more, or were released or dIsposed of on the PROPERTY. 
The information containe9t~iE~iliit "H" is required under 42 U,S.C. § 9620(h)(3)(A)(i), and 
implementing EPA reguhit~ons ;at Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 373. 

I .hU':h. 
" 

VI. Grantee Notice,Rl! uirement Re ardin Future Sale or Assi ment: In accordance 
with that certa\r1i~C , '7003 Administrative Order on Consent (EPA Docket No. RCRA-02-
2007-7301) ~"0rd~r'!)' and for as long as such Order is in effect, GRANTEE, on behalf of its 
heirs, s~oees'sl?~~ and assigns, covenants that it shall provide written notice to the 
GOVE~~'t of any subsequent sale or assignment of the PROPERTY, or any portion 
thereo,f, ~dl~'rovide contact information concerning the new owner or assignee. The following 
is ~e~bin't of contact for notice to the GOVERNMENT: 

',.1 
Director 
NA V AFC BRAC Program Management Office SE 
4130 Faber Place Drive 
Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 
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In the event GRANTEE, its successors or assigns (each hereinafter called a "Transferor") 
conveys the PROPERTY, or any portion thereof, the Transferor shall provide to the party 
acquiring the PROPERTY, or any portion thereof, notice of this requirement. 

VII. Lead Based Paint Hazard Disclosure and Acknowledgment: The PROp·ERTY 
contains improvements that, due to their age, are likely to have been painted with ).ea~ ~ased 
paint. I, '11, " 

. hh.-
l!' 1. Lead from paint, paint chips, and dust can pose health hazards, (t\n\lt managed 

properly. Pursuant to 40 CFR Section 745.113 , the following notice ,i'Sj, ptciyided; "Every 
" '1. ' purchaser of any interest in residential real property on which a resid!;ntiauf.l~elling was built 

prior to 1978 is notified that such property may present exposure to,.l~ad fl!prli. lead-based paint 
that may place young children at risk of developing lead poisoning. ;i~ad poisoning in young 
children may produce permanent neurological damage, including leai)1ing disabilities, reduced 
intelligence quotient, behavioral problems, and impaired mew.~tf :ij.ead poisoning also poses a 
particular risk to pregnant women. The seller of any jp.t~r~·st •. 'lll residential real property is 
required to provide the buyer with any information I'~ l~ad-based paint hazards from risk 
assessments or inspections in the seller's possessio.o. and i\.otify the buyer of any known lead
based paint hazards. A risk assessment or insp'(lq~iJ;l~lfor possible lead-based paint hazards is 
recommended prior to purchase." The GRAN'f'GE,.)Yi1l be responsible for managing all lead
based paint and potential lead-based paint iIi\compHance with all applicable Federal, state, and 

II guI . .1", I loca aws and re ations. • 'I, 
""" I 2. The GRANTEE her~by ac.!&owledges the required disclosure of the presence of 

any known LBP and/or LBP h~s li]. .furget housing constructed prior to 1978 in accordance 
with the Residential Lead-B¥.ed P~t'Hazard Reduction Act of 1992, 42 U.S.c. Section 4852d 
(Title X). The GRAN1ie't 'k!V'ees that it has provided to GRANTEE, and GRANTEE 
acknowledges the receipfb.f, ril)lIilable records and reports pertaining to LBP and/or LBP hazards 
and receipt of the E,:!viioP,hi'ental Protection Agency (EPA) approved pamphlet: Renovate Right: 
Important Lead ••. H¥,<u:~."'Information for Families, Child Care Providers and Schools. 
Furthermore, thf'QRAjNTEE acknowledges that it has read and understood the EPA pamphlet. 

r'" III" 

3 ...• ~ .. "tb'e GRANTEE covenants and agrees that, in any improvements on the 
J til '~.' 

PROP'ElF,-'n . pefiued as target housing by Title X and constructed prior to 1978, LBP hazards 
will .·t\je afs~losed to potential occupants in accordance with Title X before use of such 
in$.to~ements as a residential dwelling (as defined in Title X). Further, the GRANTEE 
coveqallts and agrees that it shall, or it shall require future transferees of the PROPERTY to, 
abate LBP hazards in any applicable target housing in accordance with the requirements of Title 
X, to the extent applicable, before re-occupancy of the residential dwelling, in accordance with 
applicable laws. "Target housing" means any housing constructed prior to 1978, except housing 
for the elderly or persons with disabilities (unless any child who is less than six (6) years of age 
resides, or is expected to reside, in such housing) or any zero-bedroom dwelling, 
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4. The GRANTEE acknowledges that the GRANTOR assumes no liability for costs 
or any damages for personal injury, illness, disability, or death to the GRANTEE, or to any other 
person, including members of the general public, arising from or incident to the purchase, 
transportation, removal, handling, use, disposition, or other activity causing or leading to contact 
of any kind whatsoever with LBP on the PROPERTY, arising after the conveyanc~I' t)~ the 
PROPERTY from the GRANTOR to the GRANTEE, whether the GRANTEE ha;; .• ~tQ~erlY 
warned, or failed to properly wam, the persons injured. I, II ' 

,t, ~lh •• 1 

5. Upon execution of this Quitclaim Deed, the GRANTEE covenan.t~ ,im~,agrees that 
it shall, and it shall require ~ture transferees of the PROPERTY to, be IF.~~oiislgle at it~ own 
cost and expense for the mamtenance and management of LBP and L~P" .\j~t1s located m the 
improvements on the PROPERTY, and the GRANTEE shall co!pp)~ ~ith Title X and all 
applicable Federal, state, and local laws relating to LBP. ··",t It ... 

.,,, -,I-
VIII. Asbestos-Containing Materials Hazard DiscIo~iI~~ I. and Acknowledgment: 
GRANTEE hereby acknowledges that asbestos containin&'h,l(l.teria:l'~ CACM) remain in buildings 
on the PROPERTY and agrees to manage any and f!l~ relh.urnng ACM in accordance with 
applicable laws and regulations. ., \ .. 

" ,.1 ~II UI~'I 

I. GRANTOR covenants that it has·~~\np.ed to the GRANTEE all documentation in 
its possession regarding the presence of ~y\ knoVln ACM, and the GRANTEE acknowledges 
receipt of documentation disclosing the 'pt'e~~ce of any known ACM in the buildings and 
structures on the PROPERTY. The GRl4;Nljpf: covenants that it will, and it will require future 
transferees of the PROPERTY to"'RJ:0~pif use or occupancy of buildings and structures, or 
portions thereof, containing kno~lf.flaple and accessible, or damaged ACM prior to abatement 
of the friable and accessible"pt, dk~ged ACM or demolition of the building or structure, to the 
extent required by applicaQltl laJllt)' 

. 1' I '\ .,., 
2. The G~EE covenants and agrees that it shall require, and it shall require 

future transferees pfiA~).f.ROPERTY, in its use and occupancy of the PROPERTY, including but 
not limited to qclinolil}.on of buildings containing ACM, to comply with all applicable Federal, 
State and loplll la'{",s relating to ACM. The GRANTEE acknowledges that the GRANTOR 
assumes OG Ita~{!lty for costs or any damages for personal injury, illness, disability, or death to 
the G~~:e::: or to any other person, including members of the general public, arising from or 

, '1. ,1 
incid~l!t t9 me purchase, transportation, removal, handling, use, disposition, or activity causing 
o( tyfll!ing to contact of any kind whatsoever with ACM in the improvements on the 
PROi ERTY, arising after the conveyance of the PROPERTY from the GRANTOR to the 
GRANTEE, whether the GRANTEE has properly warned, or failed to properly warn the persons 
injured. 

42 3. The GRANTEE covenants and agrees that it shall, and it shall require future 
43 transferees of the PROPERTY, upon demolition of the improvements located on the 
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1 PROPERTY, remove all ACM in accordance with the EPA National Emission Standard for 
2 Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), 40 C.F.R. Section 61, Subpart M and applicable state laws 
3 and regulations. 
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IX. Presence of PCBs: GRANTEE acknowledges that fluorescent light fixture ballasts 
located within improvements on the PROPERTY may contain PCBs. Prior to beginn.f.~ any 
maintenance, alterations, demolition, restoration, or construction work affecting impFQ¥.f.t1le~ts, 
GRANTEE must determine if PCB ballasts are present. If present, PCB ballasts and{or Ih'llires 
must be disposed of properly at GRANTEE's expense, in accordance with all applicabl~'F~deral , \ -1 State and local laws and regulations. ., \ '11' '\ 'I . 

, If \ 

.. _ ;\I. '1 '. 
X. Covenant and Restriction regarding Non-residential Use, Svv.Mus.'10:'13, 17, 18,25, 
30, 39, 46 and AOC C: GRANTEE hereby covenants, on behalf of j#elf, its 'successors, and its 
assigns, that no permanent residences shall be constructed or Othl<tWlse-'developed on Solid 
Waste Management Units (SWMUs) identified as 10, 13, 17 .. N~, 21!;.~ . 30, 39, 46 and Area of 
Concern (AOC) C, as described in Exhibit "I", attached here~o'htla jncorporated herein, and that 
no portion of SWMUs 10, 13 , 17, 18, 25, 30, 39, 46 an<!_.~Q~ d 'shall be used as a permanent 
residence. [Furthermore, soils, foundations, paving,. qr ~derground utilities shall not be 
removed from the boundaries of these SWMUs and! .AbC~!oas described in Exhibit "I", unless 
specifically authorized by the U.S. Environrnen.taI. ::~!otection Agency (EPA).] GRANTEE 
hereby covenants, on behalf of itself, its success~~! 'lu;ld its assigns, that no permanent residences 
shall be constructed or otherwise develope~ -il,rithin '\<\rea of Concern (AOC) A, until the interior 
of the building is further remediated or the'sti'u'(!/tIIe is demolished and disposed of properly. 

.'1 l 
'I I 

XI. Covenant and Restriction tee:ard~ng Excavation Prohibited, SWMU 25: GRANTEE 
hereby covenants, on behalf of itself, 'jt~'successors, and its assigns, that excavation, drilling, or 
other disturbance or removal; of sb ils, in the areas identified as Solid Waste Management Unit 
(SWMU) 25 as describe~" i'1' E'X;h\bit "I", attached hereto and incorporated herein, shall be 
prohibited, "-_ \. 

"':1"":,,. 
" 

XII. Covenant aJia . Re!ltriction regarding Groundwater, SWMU 30: GRANTEE hereby 
covenants, on qeii~f gf iiself, its successors, and its assigns, that installation of any groundwater 
extraction wr,lls' or 'ijJ.e' use of any groundwater drawn from the property identified as Solid Waste 
Manage~e t''lJnjt (SWMU) 30 as described in Exhibit "I", attached hereto and incorporated 
herein" s~141 bil 'prohibited. Before construction of any improvements on this Parcel, the potential 
for vap,or'illtrUsion from groundwater and possible resulting impacts to indoor air quality shall be 
cc(i\~:i~~t6d' and, as needed, addressed during building design and construction. 

. I 
' .01 

XIII. Covenant and Restriction regarding Remedial Systems Non-interference Controls: 
GRANTEE covenants that it shall not undertake and shall require its lessees and licensees to not 
undertake any activity on the PROPERTY which would interfere with the ready use or 
effectiveness of, or otherwise cause any damage to, all existing and any future groundwater 
monitoring or extraction wells or remedial systems (including pumps, wells, piping, utilities and 
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associated appurtenances) installed by the GOVERNMENT on the PROPERTY, provided 
GOVERNMENT provides written notice to GRANTEE of their existence and location thereof, 
until such wells or systems are no longer needed for environmental investigation and/or 
remediation, as reasonably determined by GOVERNMENT with the concurrence of EPA. Such 
wells or remedial systems and their associated appurtenances shall be decommissioned, closed or 
removed by GOVERNMENT in accordance with applicable Federal, State and local .l!lws at 
GOVERNMENT's expense. . .• :, \:. 

I~ 1\ I' 

XIV. Covenant and Restriction regarding Annual Inspections: GRANTEEI~ovenan~ that 
it or its designee shall perform annual inspections of the PROPERTY to ensurl!, t~~t \Ill land use 
controls, as hereinafter set forth, are being complied with and provide a ~tteh\9\;rtification to 
the GOVERNMENT certifying such compliance, for as long as land usy.aqr.tt:6Is"are required on 
the PROPERTY. Such annual certifications shall be provided using •. tP~1 fotio 'attached hereto as 
Exhibit" J" or similar form as may later be approved by EPA. ,I" ." ..... 

'I, 
,~' ~h 

XV. Notice of Resource Conservation and Recove A~f" eRA Order Com liance: 
GRANTEE, its successors and assigns, hereby covenanW'tgf~ Iif,' !lhall not undertake, and shall 
require its lessees and licensees to not undertake, any Jt-&~vi~.on the PROPERTY which is not 
consistent with the RCRA Administrative Ord,<r on'I,Consent between EPA and the , 
GOVERNMENT or any activity which would int~rf41l with the GOVERNMENT'S ability to 
comply with said Order or any provision thei~q!, " !IS currently in effect or as may later be 
modified from time to time by EPA. GRA1'\TEE'l1tknowledges that the GOVERNMENT has 
provided a copy of the current RCRA Oriier'~q , GRANTEE for its review and information and 
that GRANTEE will, in turn, provide a' ClqP'y fJf the same to each of its successors and assigns to 
the PROPERTY for their informatiot1.~d. lIequired compliance with this provision. 

I / ' 

\"". ,,' 
XVI. Release of Environmentad~~linditions and/or Grantee Covenants: GOVERNMENT 
shall consider a request 1d:'f~I1!~e the environmental conditions and GRANTEE covenants 
related to the PROPER'FY only with EPA concurrence. GOVERNMENT shall respond 
promptly and in good''l'<l1fH:~o any written request by the GRANTEE, its successors or assigns 
that the GOVE~N;r' extinguish, release or otherwise modify any of the environmental 
conditions or ~Niq::E covenants because of full satisfaction of the essential purposes thereof, 
or achievemr,tlt' of temedial goals. Any such request must include a letter from EPA, or other 
suitabl,e ,~01~PF~atation from EPA, stating ~at site rehabilitation with. resp~ct to environmental 
condltloIill'gn):lie PROPERTY has been achieved and no further remedIal actIOn IS requued. 

.1'. "" t\lt 

.. I' I ..... L. X'l~" uevelopment, Improvement or Maintenance of Land Restricted by Environmental 
Conditions, Covenants or Land Use Controls: In the event the GRANTEE, its successors and 
assigns desires to develop, improve, use, or maintain the PROPERTY in a manner that is 
restricted or prohibited by the Environmental Conditions, Covenants or Land Use Controls 
contained within this Quitclaim Deed, the GRANTEE, its successors and assigns shall provide 
the GOVERNMENT with a written request seeking approval for the requested activity. 
GOVERNMENT shall respond to these written requests promptly and in good faith PROVIDED 

4822·20024077.4 
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the request includes both a full description of the proposed work, including but not limited to the 
actual work plan maps, drawings and specifications, AND documentation from EPA is furnished 
indicating that EPA has reviewed the proposed development, improvement, or maintenance 
activity and does not object thereto. 

XVIII. Non-interference with Navigable Airspace: The GRANTEE covenants fOI;"itself, 
successors, and assigns, and every successor in interest to the property herein describ~I!:I ~t.'any 
part thereof, that any construction or alteration is prohibited unless a determination of. nd'lI~d 
to air navigation is issued by the Federal Aviation Administration in accordance · with iJ:i.~e 14, 
Code of Federal Regulation, Part 77, entitled "Objects Affecting Navigable Ij.irspace;:, or under 
the Authority of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended. ,"', "., I ) 

~ ) ~,. 

IIIJaIJlt' 
""1' t, 

XIX. Protection of Archeological Resources: The GRAt:!TEE shall monitor for 
archeological artifacts during its construction activities and shall ~~:appr6priate action should 
any artifacts be discovered in accordance with the Memoranflum o~.Agreement between the 
United States Navy and the Puerto Rico Historic Preservatio.Qt 6ffil:9r concerning the disposal of 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico executed September 28, 2011. .1, ~III\ '1,,, ,.. ,.; " 

,fIt, J' 

GENERAL PROYISIC,NS 
'\ . '. \ 

XX. Conveyance is "As Is - Where Is": .~teiWlas expressly provided in this Quitclaim 
Deed or as otherwise required by law, the PR~PElt'FY is being conveyed "AS IS" and "WHERE 
IS," without representation, warranty, or guatl!Dty as to quality, quantity, character, condition, 
size, kind, or fitness for a particular purpp,se. 1,-

III ,I 
XXI. Covenant regarding Non'-b iscrl:;'ination: GRANTEE covenants for itself, its 
successors, and assigns and ev.erY ;~tlccgssor in interest to the PROPERTY, or any part thereof, 
that GRANTEE and such hp,lrs, su~ce'ssors, and assigns shall not discriminate upon the basis of 
race, color, religion, disa.~llitye _ df national origin in the use, occupancy, sale, or lease of the 
PROPERTY, or in their ¢m,ployment practices conducted thereon. This covenant shall not apply 
however, to the leaser or'"ental of a room or rooms within a family dwelling unit, nor shall it , t . , 

apply with resPri:t, td ,PROPERTY used primarily for religious purposes. The United States of 
America shal\.lle \a~enYed a beneficiary of this covenant without regard to whether it remains the 
owner of an~ , iand Sr interest therein in the locality of the PROPERTY hereby conveyed and 
shall havci;tli'e ,~Gle right to enforce this covenant in any court of competent jurisdiction. -I. 

\ .~ I 

XXI1~llp~neral Notice Provision: To facilitate such future cooperation, the following points of 
cJhfil.tl} have been designated by the GOVERNMENT, GRANTEE, United States Environmental 
Prot~t:tion Agency (USEPA) and Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board (PREQB): 

41 GOVERNMENT: Director 
42 
43 

4822-20024077.4 
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1 Suite 202 
2 North Charleston, SC 29405 
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GRANTEE: 

With a copy to: 

USEPA: 

PREOB: 

Executive Director 
Local Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
The New San Juan Office Building 
159 Chardon Avenue, 2nd Floor 
Hato Rey, PR 00918 

Kutak Rock LLP 
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW 
Suite 1000 
Washington, DC 20036 
Attention: George Schlossberg, Esq. 

.. , 
I " /" 'I ' If, ). h ... · 

I! 
,,'- -" 

U S E · al P' .11 )'. . . nVlronment rotectlOn Agency. , II. ). 

R . 2 'I II" eglOn • ,II, .' I,! " 
• • • 

290 Broadway - 22nd Floor f' ; 

New York, NY 10007-1866 ..\. 
". ,,-cP·ullh. 

Puerto Rico Environmentil! lQ~ity Board 
Oficina del President~ !\ Piso j ' Ave. 
Ponce de Leon #1308 ' '· .. ~II 
Carr Estatal 8838" " ). ' 
Sector EI CincQ '" 
Rio Piedras, r.RlbO~26 

, ~ 'l 
A, " . 

XXIII. Recording of Title,l ':," I" .I
.1' , 

'\ ',., 
The appearing parties ' 'd~ 'H~teby acknowledge that although this Quitclaim Deed is a valid and 
legally binding d,9.C~Ilm:''it may not fulfill the requirements established by the Mortgage and 
Registry Prope~y. •. Ac~,or 1979 for the recording of titles at the Registry of Property of Puerto 
Rico (the "f'egisity! ') . Therefore, the appearing parties agree to jointly take all actions 
reasona~lr· n,~cy.~~ary in accordance with and subject to the authorities and limitations proscribed 
by applipab.te 'Federal and Commonwealth law to cause the recordable documents to be executed, 
filed'~d'h:gi'~tered in the Registry. 

,oil, 'I ' 
( J"f 

The .• ~~pearing parties do hereby further acknowledge and recognize that in order for these 
parcels to exist as separate properties and be developed as intended, it may be necessary for the 
same to be segregated and the need for necessary easements to be created for the benefit of these 
parcels may arise. In the event that such easements are granted by the GOVERNMENT, the 
appearing parties acknowledge that the Recordable Documents must include such transactions 
and in a timely manner and agree to jointly take all actions reasonably necessary in accordance 

4822·2002-4077.4 
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1 with and subject to the authorities and limitations proscribed by applicable Federal and 
2 Commonwealth law to cause the recordable documents to be executed, filed and registered in the 
3 Registry. 
4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is the intent of the appearing parties that immediately upon 
execution of this Quitclaim Deed, as it appears herein, all right, title and interes.1(lh. the 
PROPERTY shall have conveyed to the GRANTEE. • ... , "I~ . 'i II , •. 
Any requirement for the obligation or payment of funds by the GOVERNMENT(~stablisJed by 
any provision of this Quitclaim Deed shall be subject to the availability of app!;dpn.ated funds, 
and no provision herein shall be interpreted to require an obligation or p~ent.:!l\. violation of 
the Anti-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. Section 1341. .. ,' IIi:"'''' 

• ,: j~~' 
.' ' \r 1 

The remainder of this page is intentionally left,blanI{ 
.'~' {to 
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Execution 

IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, acting pursuant to the authority vested unto 
him as Real Estate Contracting Officer for the United States of America, has hereunto executed 
this Quitclaim Deed the day and year first written above. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

By: Navy BRAC PMO 

.' 
,1,\ " 

""., "~I 
I. '~I I' 

II II". , , .. , 
.... " \ 'I' 

'\ "'tl . 
,fl tl '. .t, \,' 

By: ',I .,.,,"'" c··'h. ,_ 
Gregory C. Preston .', 1'.1 I' 

Real Estate Contracting' Qfficet' 
" \~ • 

Acknowledged and subscribed before me by Gregoldli <S 11 t.r~ston, of legal age, married, 
public servant and resident of Mount Laurel, New J~J:Sy,y,:llip~'his capacity as Real Estate 
Contracting Officer of the NAVY BRAC PMO of the ~~aiU;nent of the Defense of the United 
States of America, who I personally know. .'. 'l . 

" .• tl~ _it. 
In San Juan, Puerto Rico on this _ _ day<qI·... ,2012. 

.( 'I" 
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, the undersigne'd': '~c;tji.ng pursuant to the authority vested unto him, as 

", . h 
~ __________ ~~ ______ ~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~' as 
hereunto executed and accepted this ·quitc Wm Deed the day and year first written above. 

" . "'-I ", 
"t \,' III' 

.'- la- I •. 
" .\ ,"~ 

'\ '" . \~, ), 
",:,r.luh. 

'. 
'~lll 'J' 

I" ",h." ,'I, \ 
~,t " 

,-'. ~'.' 
I" \ ,n" I .,1', " , .. "" 

.f " 't, i 
Affid~vii'N~~ ____ _ 
(.... 'I, I ... 
"'" 

LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
NAVAL ST A nON ROOSEVELT ROADS 

By: __ ~-----------
Jaime L6pez-Diaz 
Acting Executive Director 

,., Acknowledged and subscribed to before me, by of legal age, married, public servant and 
resident of San Juan, Puerto Rico III his capacity as 
_____________________________________ who I personally know. 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico this __ day of ______ -', 2012. 
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Exhibit "A" 

NSRR DISPOSAL MAP 
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Exhibit "B" 

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS OF PROPERTY CONVEYED 
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Exhibit "C" 

LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS OF LIFOC PARCELS 

III

" t, \ ~ I, " t· 
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Exhibit "D" 

ACCESS EASEMENTS 

.. , .. 
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3 Exhibit "E" 
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5 FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER, SALE PARCEL II - FORREST AL 
6 
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.', 
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I "~ \ l,,:., 
,f \ " ~, 'I' ', .. . ! 
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Exhibit "F" 

4 FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER, WATER AND W ASTEW A TER 
5 TREATMENT PLANTS 
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Exhibit "G" 

FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO TRANSFER SCIENCE PARK PARCEL 
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Exhibit "R" 

NOTICE OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE ACTIVITY 

,.(" 
I " .... \~ 

I. II ' ,.... ~: 
I " .~ " '. ~' l I ,', 'I I 

\ 1" .", A. ~ \ ,.. ' 
, • - , ~\, I 
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Exhibit "I" 

LAND USE CONTROL MAPS 
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·1 r ," 
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2 Exhibit" J" 
3 

4 ANNUAL LAND USE CONTROL (LUC) COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION FORM 
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QUITCLAIM DEED 
CDR PARCEL" " 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-13-11 

". 
TillS INDENTURE ("Quitclaim Deed") is made the _ day of .·f; g012 

between United States of America, acting by and through the Secretary of the Navy{N'~~f.AC 
Base Closure Program Management Office Southeast, Charleston, South Carolina, hereinafter 

,. 'h •. ' 
referred to as "GOVERNMENT," and Local Redevelopment Authority for ~aval Station 
Roosevelt Roads, a govemment instrumentality of the Commonwealth·l!bf .. ~lierto Rico 
("Commonwealth"), created, operated, and existing under and by virtu&."~f. ihe laws of the 

t' h. 
Commonwealth, and designated by the Commonwealth and the Office lofEp'bllomic Adjustment 
on behalf of the Secretary of Defense as the public agency to plan, ptobot~, and implement the 

. I h " 
redevelopment of the former Naval Station Roosevelt Ro~~s, ' qrreinafter referred to as 
"GRANTEE." It is based upon the following facts: .' .'. 

~{. . 
,~, ~l'" .• , ' I, 

Recitals ,,'" 1,( .1' 
.' '\ tv , II 

A Pursuant to Section 8132 of the Dep.enl'·of Defense Appropriations Act for 
Fiscal Year 2004 (public Law No. 108-87; the ':~PRr6~'riations Act"), the GOVERNMENT was 
directed to close Naval Station Roosevelt R.@ads~'I /;'.l1erto Rico ("NSRR") no later than six (6) 
months after the enactment of the Appropri.i\{i~ms Act, and to do so pursuant to the procedures 
and authorities contained in the Defensfj ,~as~ Closure and Realigrunent Act of 1990, as amended 
(title XXIX of Public Law No. 101-5JO, lq l)~ S.C. § 2687 note; the "Base Closure Act"). 

"1, I' . '1..1' 
B. Pursuant to the ;po~rl ,ail.a authority provided by Section 2905(b)(4) of the Base 

Closure Act and the implefIl~ntina. regulations of the Department of Defense (32 C.F.R. Part 
174), the GOVERNMEN,T- is authorized to convey surplus property at a closing installation to a 
local redevelopment al,l~\li1.~ for economic development purposes. 

, 
'~'.I ',-C. qn'AlIgtlm 30, 2006, the Office of Economic Adjustment of the Department of 

Defense rec~gtll~e.1, tlre GRANTEE, also known as the Portal del Futuro Authority and the 
Roosevelt RQild1\ N-aval Base Lands and Facilities Redevelopment Authority, as the local 
redeveI9Ilm,ent 'lluUlOrity for purposes of implementing the local redevelopment plan at NSRR. . ", 'f. I' 

f \ ',.f 
(.:.'III.{?.;: GRANTEE, by application dated 17 December 2010 requested an "Economic 

D~lopiii.ent Conveyance" ("EDC") of a portion of the surplus property comprised of 
apprblUmately 1370.20 acres of the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba, Puerto Rico. 

E. The GRANTEE's EDC application was accepted by the GOVERNMENT on 16 
September 2011. 

F. The GOVERNMENT and the GRANTEE executed an Economic Development 
Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement on December -' 2011 ("EDC Agreement") detailing 

4852-2321-1277.4 
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the specifics of the transfer of property under the Government-approved EDC, including the 
2 consideration to be paid by the GRANTEE to the GOVERNMENT for such transfer. 
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G. GRANTEE hereby offers consideration in the amount set forth in the EDC 
Agreement, plus other good and valuable consideration, to it in hand paid by GRANTEE, the 
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged; and GOVERNMENT has granted, bargained"., sold, , 
and released and by these presents does grant, bargain, sell, and release unto the,'-said 
GRANTEE, its successors, and assigns, all right title and interest in and to that ce~'p~b'el of 
real property at the former NSRR and identified as CDR Parcel "_", by the N:sRR ,D.i~posal 
Map attached hereto and made a part hereof as Exhibit" A." ,'''' 

,·'11, \. .' 
' I ',-" 

NOW THEREFORE, by the acceptance of this Quitclaim Deed otfimy. J;i.~hts hereunder, 
the GRANTEE, for itself, its successors and assigns, agrees that the tr,~~fer' lbf all the property 
transferred by this Quitclaim Deed is accepted subject to the f~119~ing' terms, restrictions, 
reservations, covenants, and conditions set forth below, which ~i!11 ~ with the land, provided 
that the property transferred hereby may be successively transfer,ted only with the proviso that 
any such subsequent transferee assumes all of the obligatjIlP~ l4Pilo~ed upon the GRANTEE by 
the provisions of this Quitclaim Deed with respect to th~.~roPtlrtYbeing transferred. 

II, 

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE FOREG{)I)'l'G, 'of the terms and conditions set forth 
below and of other good and valuable conside{atiQI~"I(the receipt and adequacy of which, as 
consideration, 'the parties hereto both acknowledgey;'the parties hereto, intending to be legally 
bound hereby, have agreed to, and do hereb'y, ¥ fectuate the conveyance set forth below. ,. 

, ' I i' 
.• Con" eyance Language '., ,) . 

, , 'l•• GOVERNMENT does./l-er ,p~ subject to any easements and encumbrances of record and 
subject to the reservations,,~c~ptipns, notices, covenants, conditions, and restrictions expressly 
contained herein, grant, si;h, 'bqJ1~ey, remise, release, and quitclaim unto GRANTEE, its heirs, 
successors, and its assilw.s,;l.y:ithout any warranty express or implied as to the quantity or quality 
of GOVERNMENTt's"titltj.(except such warranties as are specifically set forth herein, required 
by 42 U.S.C. § ~p'20(q)(~), or otherwise required by law), all GOVERNMENT's right, title, and 
interest in .th'at >~~rt~n real property, comprising "_. _" acres in . size (collectively, 
"PROPERTY")I'IJ,Ilcludmg, but not lumted to the underlymg estate, bUlldmgs, structures, and 
improvprl\ents,I~lfuated or installed thereon two parcels ofland of approximately 134.872 acres of 
land .. \co'~~))ny known as and referred to herein as CDR Parcel "_ ", more fully described on 
thf "dltemnents attached to this Quitclaim Deed and incorporated herein as Exhibit "B", 
inl1oq,'q,rated herein. ".-

TOGETHER WITH all and singular the ways, waters, water-courses, driveways, rights, 
hereditaments and appurtenances, whatsoever thereunto belonging, or in any wise appertaining, 
and the reversions and remainders, rents, issues and profits thereof; and all the estate, right, title, 
interest, property, claim and demand whatsoever of GOVERNMENT, in law, equity, or 

4852-2321-1277.4 
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otherwise howsoever, of, in, and to the same and every part thereof, and 

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said lots or pieces of ground above described, the 
hereditaments and premises hereby granted, or mentioned and intended so to be, with the 
appurtenances, unto the said GRANTEE, its heirs, its successors, and its assigns, and subject to 
the reservations, restrictions, and conditions set forth in this instrument, to and for th~, only 
proper use and behalf of the said GRANTEE, its heirs, its successors, and its assigns forevt;f,! ' 

f""t '. I , . ,. 

Special Sections I ".,I 
- ' I 

I '. 
I. Access Easements: GRANTEE, upon acceptance of the PROPEI34~::~~al~ ' enjoy the 
right and use of, and GRANTOR hereby assigns to GRANTEE, G~tIiI!i:s . lnterest in that 
certain non-exclusive easement(s) constituted by public deed number flve huRtlred, seventy-five 
(575), executed on October 8th

, 2010 for the benefit of the GOVE~iy.f;ENi, its successors, and 
assigns, all as illustrated by Exhibit "C" . .... 1111" 

.11 I-
.. ' II: ). 

Special Environmental Notices for Early. Transfer Property 
,to.f' . 

II. Notice of Environmental Condition: IIjfo~~'tiO~' concerning the environmental 
condition of the PROPERTY is contained in the <;Iocmnent known as the Finding of Suitability 
for Transfer (FOST) dated 05 January 2009, wil.jph~s a'ttached hereto and made a part hereof as 
Exhibit "D" and incorporated herein bY ·'fefe~e.nt~, and the receipt of which is hereby 
acknowledged by the GRANTEE. An Envir.o.nmental Condition of Property (ECP) report is 
referenced in the FOST; the FOST· and E~'p reference environmental conditions on the 
PROPERTY and on other property.lt0t '~\11;>foct to this Quitclaim Deed. Those restrictions and 
environmental conditions descri~~d Il if!" ~ ihe FOST and ECP which are applicable to the 
PROPERTY are contained iDi\ thrs:IQuitclairn Deed. The FOST sets forth the basis for the 
GOVERNMENT's determiIiati6h. ,that the PROPERTY is suitable for transfer. GRANTEE has 
been advised that GOVE~E.NT has not completed all those environmental investigations and 
remedial actions on thl!!;FR(j).PERTY necessary for GOVERNMENT to provide to GRANTEE, 
the deed covenant r~q~,r'erl' by section 120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I) of the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, COI¥pehs~t!olr and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), 42 U.S.C. § 9620(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I). 
However, S~ctiori lllfd(h)(3)(C) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9620(h)(3)(C), authorizes the early 
transfer qf ,dmltliJninated federal real property with State Governor approval, in advance of 
provid\\1~\ltlhlf 'Eovenant provided the requirements of CERCLA Section 120(h)(3)(C) are 
sati~~ed''''. ~OVERNMENT executed a Covenant Deferral Request ("CDR"), in the form 
atP,1l:hed, ,lJ.breto as Exhibit "E" to facilitate the approval by the Governor of the Commonwealth 
ofp~~ho Rico of such early transfer, and such approval has been received and is attached hereto 
as E'ihibit "F". Together, the ECP, CDR and FOST contain all pertinent information currently 
known by GOVERNMENT as to the environmental condition of the PROPERTY. GRANTEE 
hereby acknowledges that it has been provided copies of the CDR and FOST as well as the ECP. 
The specific environmental conditions and land use controls described in the FOST, CDR and 
ECP, which are applicable to the PROPERTY, are contained in this Quitclaim Deed. 
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III. Representation. Warranty. and Covenant required by 42 U.S.c. 
§ 9620(h)(3)(A)(ii)GD: GOVERNMENT covenants and warrants in accordance with Section 
120(h)(3)(A)(ii)(II) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. § 9620(h)(3)(A)(ii)(I), that any additional remedial 
action found to be necessary after the date of this transfer shall be conducted by the United 
States. ,I> 

,'1, l •. 

The GOVERNMENT hereby provides assurance that it shall take all necessary response actions 
" on the PROPERTY, provided that under Section 120(h) of CERCLA, the GOyERNMENT's 

requirement to take such response actions shall not apply in any case in w¥ ch'ithe.person or 
entity to whom the PROPERTY is transferred is a potentially responsible pa;W''w'ith respect to 
the PROPERTY. GOVERNMENT identified a schedule for investigation '~a, l;pmpletion of all 

"'\. \.I 
necessary response actions as approved by the U.S. Environmental Protecti(im Agency ("EPA"); 
such schedule is attached as Exhibit "G" to this Quitclaim Deed. Il'h.~ (tirning of completion of 
all such response actions is subject to future Congressional auth?lizat~bns and appropriations. 

,1,1" ,I' I 
The GOVERNMENT hereby provides assurance that" ft ~ll~liWI ' submit annually through 
established channels, appropriate budget requests to th~ibir~\i!oi of the Office of Management 
and Budget, with a copy to GRANTEE, that full~ ~d;u.ess~s the work completion schedule 
agreed upon, as set forth in Exhibit "G", but not ~ready funded, for the completion of all 
necessary response actions, subject to future Conw.e~~lorlal authorizations and appropriations. 

" \, 

'1 'IV' 
Upon completion of all response actions ne~es1ary to protect human health and the environment 
with respect to any hazardous substanc~ relI)aJliing on the PROPERTY on the date of transfer, 
GOVERNMENT shall execute and, .Qeliv~, . tl) GRANTEE or its successors or assigns that then 
own the PROPERTY, or the applica"I~I'portion thereof, an appropriate document, in recordable 
form, warranting that all such'''fspplt~e actions have been taken. GOVERNMENT may provide 
such warranty when remed,illl' sy~!~\:ns are determined to be operating properly and successfully 
as provided in CERCLA s~ctio),l.l 20(h)(3)(B), '. , ,,-,'"1111. , . 
IV. Reservation'lor Access as Required by 42 U.S.C. §9620(h)(3)(A)(iii): GRANTEE 
covenants that ./'the "'e}t)VERNMENT, its officers, agents, employees, contractors and 
subcontractorsl'! in ,~c~ordance with section 120(h) of CERCLA, shall have access to the 
PROPERT.X'in'!4J.y' case in which remedial action or corrective action is found to be necessary 
after th,t' t\f!t~' ~f' t1i.e conveyance of the PROPERTY as provided herein. GRANTEE will take no 
actiQ{! 1:0, \ r1terfere with future necessary remedial and investigative actions of the 
G@'Vi!~NT. The GOVERNMENT and the GRANTEE, its heirs, successors and assigns, 
ag~e~')o cooperate in good faith to minimize any conflict between necessary environmental 
invdugation and remediation activities and the activities of the GRANTEE, its successors and 
assigns, and of any lessee or any sublessee of the PROPERTY, in their use and enjoyment of the 
PROPERTY. Any inspection, survey, investigation, or other response or remedial action will, to 
the extent practicable, be coordinated with representatives designated by GRANTEE or its heirs, 
successors and assigns, Notwithstanding, GRANTEE acknowledges and agrees that necessary 
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GOVERNMENT remedial and investigative actions shall take priority in all cases where a 
conflict may exist with GRANTEE's and any lessee's or sublessee's activities. 

V. Notice Of Hazardous Substance Activity in accordance with 42 U.S.C. 
§9620(b)(3)(A)(i): Exhibit "H" to this Quitclaim Deed provides information as to those 
hazardous substances which it is known, based upon GOVERNMENT's complete searcQ..of its 
files, were stored for one (l) year or more, or were released or disposed of on the PROP~~TY. 
The information contained in Exhibit "H" is required under 42 U.S.C. § 9620(h)(3)X~~ti ~'.and 
implementing EPA regulations at Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 373." 1\, ..... 

\ "" 
VI. Grantee Notice Requirement Regarding Future Sale or Assignment'~:'.in laccordance 
with that certain RCRA 7003 Administrative Order on Consent (EPA,.J;) oq!<et • .No. RCRA-02-
2007-7301) ("Order"), and for as long as such Order is in effect. GRj.f\NTEE, on behalf of its 
heirs, successors and assigns, covenants that it shall prov.i~~ I. ~it'ten notice to the 
GOVERNMENT of any subsequent sale or assignment of tI).e. PR<i\PERTY, or any portion 
thereof, and provide contact information concerning the new ,(jWpllr lor assignee. The following 
is the point of contact for notice to the GOVERNMENT: '" .I'!'I 'I,.,' 

,', 'tf 't· ,-I. • 
Director " "" 

.\ ' 
NA V AFC BRAC Program Management 9~tl,c~,SE 
4130 Faber Place Drive "1, • 

Suite 202 '" •. 
North Charleston, SC 29405 .1"".\ 

'I" .". In the event GRANTEE, its suc~~sod" pt ' assigns (each hereinafter called a "Transferor") 
conveys the PROPERTY, or ~ pBli\idn thereof, the Transferor shall provide to the party 
acquiring the PROPERTY, or.ilPy l{;o!1ion thereof, notice of this requirement. 

. ,.(' .,,). 
VI. Lead Based Paiiit 'Hazard Disclosure and Acknowledgment: The PROPERTY 
contains improvements':tha'th,d~e to their age, are likely to have been painted with lead based . . 
pamt. 't ••• , ',. ," \,' -'I' ,', , 

1. .. .• te~tl .from paint, paint chips, and dust can pose health hazards if not managed 
properly . ..• r.lu<SUq,nt to 40 CFR Section 745 .113, the following notice is provided; "Every 
purcha!jeF,;;1'1PY' interest in residential real property on which a residential dwelling was built 
prior,~o \'1~~~, IS notified that such property may present exposure to lead from lead-based paint 
t1'\et'~a¥. . .place young children at risk of developing lead poisoning. L.ead ~ois~~g in young 
eli/HIre):! may produce permanent neurological damage, mcIuding learnmg dlsablhtles, reduced 
intelirgence quotient, behavioral problems, and impaired memory. Lead poisoning also poses a 
particular risk to pregnant women. The seller of any interest in residential real property is 
required to provide the buyer with any information on lead-based paint hazards from risk 
assessments or inspections in the seller's possession and notify the buyer of any known lead· 
based paint hazards. A risk assessment or inspection for possible lead-based paint hazards is 
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recommended prior to purchase." The GRANTEE will be responsible for managing all lead-
2 based paint and potential lead-based paint in compliance with all applicable Federal, state, and 
3 local laws and regulations. 
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2. The GRANTEE hereby acknowledges the required disclosure of the presence of 
any known LBP and/or LBP hazards in target housing constructed prior to 1978 in accoJrlance , 
with the Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992,42 U.S.C. Sect!OIil~852d 
(Title X). The GRANTOR agrees that it has provided to GRANTEE, and ~~E 
acknowledges the receipt of, available records and reports pertaining to LBP and/or LBP..hazards 
and receipt of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approved pamphle~i Ren\lyate Right: 
Important Lead Hazard Information for Families, Child Care Pro,:idef~:: 'Im~ Schools. 
Furthermore, the GRANTEE acknowledges that It has read and understood thl EFA pamphlet. 

''''1 \ / I,' ,. 

3. The GRANTEE covenants and agrees that, in . ,anJt IIUn~rovements on the ' .. . 
PROPERTY defined as target housing by Title X and constru9-ted priW to 1978, LBP hazards 
will be disclosed to potential occupants in accordance ~1l). ~'1\tle X before use of such 
improvements as a residential dwelling (as defined in . ,[.d!!'1. ~: Further, the GRANTEE 
covenants and agrees that it shall, or it shall require f)ltiJr~ .tr~sferees of the PROPERTY to, 
abate LBP hazards in any applicable target housing in aci:brdahce with the requirements of Title 
X, to the extent applicable, before re-occupancy 9~:if~ residential dwelling, in accordance with 
applicable laws. "Target housing" means any ho'\!sln~"cbnstructed prior to 1978, except housing 
for the elderly or persons with disabilities (unless '!q!{child who is less than six (6) years of age 
resides, or is expected to reside, in such hOl1siJ&~. or any zero-bedroom dwelling. 

"'\ . 
4. The GRANTEE aclQlQwlddge~ that the GRANTOR assumes no liability for costs 

or any damages for personal inj~\ if:th~~( disability, or death to the GRANTEE, or to any other 
person, including members Q~ tli~:I~Xeral public, arising from or incident to the purchase, 
transportation, removal, haJj.dlin'g~ ¥se, disposition, or other activity causing or leading to contact 
of any kind whatsoever. ~ii:li I ,I;-BP on the PROPERTY, arising after the conveyance of the 
PROPERTY from the11!i'nNt OR to the GRANTEE, whether the GRANTEE has properly 
warned, or failed to ~rRRerj.y warn, the persons injured. 

, . \I f 'f' 
.11 \ . 

5. . .• 1JpI!9.ex.ecution of this Quitclaim Deed, the GRANTEE covenants and agrees that 
it shall, ~1l.(ill.shllil require future transferees of the PROPERTY to, be responsible at its own 
cost anp"~ltpe~'se' for the maintenance and management of LBP and LBP hazards located in the 
imp~Qve~eqts on the PROPERTY, and the GRANTEE shall comply with Title X and all 
anrllic\\.1~~,,/Federal , state, and local laws relating to LBP. 

r.r.II IU., 

VII:'" Asbestos Containing Materials Disclosure and Acknowledgment: GRANTEE hereby 
acknowledges that asbestos containing materials (ACM) remain in buildings on the PROPERTY 
and agrees to manage any and all remaining ACM in accordance with applicable laws and 
regulations. 
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1. GRANTOR covenants that it has provided to the GRANTEE all documentation in 
its possession regarding the presence of any known ACM, and the GRANTEE acknowledges 
receipt of documentation disclosing the presence of any known ACM in the buildings and 
structures on the PROPERTY. The GRANTEE covenants that it will, and it will require future 
transferees of the PROPERTY to, prohibit use or occupancy of buildings and structur.es, or 
portions thereof, containing known friable and accessible, or damaged ACM prior to abatp'lnent 
of the friable and accessible, or damaged ACM or demolition of the building or struCltUre\· lb.the 
extent required by applicable law. ,( "",) 

II"~ 
... I I).. 

2. The GRANTEE covenants and agrees that it shall requirel., ~d,~!'I' l shall require 
future transferees of the PROPERTY, in its use and occupancy of the PROPERTY'; including but 
not limited to demolition of buildings containing ACM, to comply with'all applicable Federal, 
State and local laws relating to ACM. The GRANTEE acknowJ;e~ges"ihat the GRANTOR 
assumes no liability for costs or any damages for personal injllQ(, i1lne~s , disability, or death to 
the GRANTEE, or to any other person, including members o~ th.crlgepefal public, arising from or 
incident to the purchase, transportation, removal, handlin~ .~~ 'di~position, or activity causing 
or leading to contact of any kind whatsoever wit\l( Atnt:1 I'in the improvements on the 
PROPERTY, arising after the conveyance of the . .rRO'B~RTY from the GRANTOR to the 
GRANTEE, whether the GRANTEE has properly.,'Y.~ed, or failed to properly warn the persons 
. . d , 1,:1 ""h. 
Injure . I" .. , ~ ,. 

". ', .. 
3. The GRANTEE covenants·1anij agrees that it shall, and it shall require future 

transferees of the PROPERTY, upon dem~lition of the improvements located on the 
PROPERTY, remove all ACM in ,accor!iljllbe with the EPA National Emission Standard for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP);' '4,o,C .F.R. Section 61, Subpart M and applicable state laws 

"'" J' 
and regulations. 0' Il'''''' II. ',,_ a' 

"'I D ~"T VIII. Presence of PCBs: tqf"~" TEE acknowledges that fluorescent light fixture ballasts 
located within improvetpeiitl/ on the PROPERTY may contain PCBs. Prior to beginning any 
maintenance, alterati,ons," demolition, restoration, or construction work affecting improvements, 

\ "'" . GRANTEE mUS( dettltffi'ine if PCB ballasts are present. If present, PCB ballasts and/or fixtures 
must be dispps~d ~~'p~operly at GRANTEE's expense, in accordance with all applicable Federal, 
State, an~.I\l6al iiltws and regulations. 

", J~·t ,~,. 
,I t J 

IX . . , Co"ilIiimt and Restriction regarding Non-residential Use, SWMUs 7/8, 23, 55. 74, 
and~75; .and AOC F 1995: GRANTEE hereby covenants, on behalf of itself, its successors, and 
itJ'f¥~lgns, that no permanent residences shall be constructed or otherwise developed on Solid 
Wasie Management Units (SWMUs) identified as 7/8, 23, 55, 74, and 75, and Area of Concern 
(AOC) F 1995, as described in Exhibit "J". [Furthermore, soils, foundations, paving, or 
underground utilities shall not be removed from the boundaries of these SWMUs and AOC, as 
described in Exhibit "J", unless specifically authorized by the U.S. Department of 
Environmental Protection (EPA).] 
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X. Covenant and Restriction regarding Excavation Prohibited, SWMUs 7/8, 55, 74, 
and 75, and AOC F 1995: GRANTEE hereby covenants, on behalf of itself, its successors, and 
its assigns, that excavation, drilling, or other disturbance or removal of soils or sediments or 
other invasive activities in the areas identified as Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs) 7/8, 
55, 74, and 75, and Area of Concern (AOC) F 1995 as described in Exhibit "J", a~ched 
hereto and incorporated herein, shall be prohibited. ""I,l' 

(I~"I . 
Xl. Covenant and Restriction regarding Groundwater, SWMU 7/8, 55, 74, and .7~: and 
AOC F 1995: GRANTEE hereby covenants, on behalf of itself, its successor, aptj i,ts assigns, 
that installation of any groundwater extraction wells or the use of any gro~dw~tet. drawn from 
the property identified as Solid Waste Management Unit (SWMU) 7/81 ' 551J . :7~: and 75, and 
AOC F 1995 as described in Exhibit "J", attached hereto and inc0iP.0r~t~d herein, shall be 
prohibited, Before constructing any improvements on this Par:c 1:). the,.'potential for vapor 
intrusion from groundwater and possible resulting impacts)o irtl:ip,pr air quality shall be 
considered and, as needed, addressed during building design anfi,!<bnrtruction. 

, ,'11" "'I'" 
XlI. Covenant and Restriction regarding Restrictio"'; 'Ii~ Access to the Interior, SWMU 
75: GRANTEE hereby covenants, on behalf of itself, 1ts (~\\9CeSSOrs, and its assigns, that access 
to the interior of Building 803 within the area , i~,e~ified as Solid Waste Management Unit 
(SWMU) 75 as described in Exhibit "J", attaftli~"h'ereto and incorporated herein, shall be 
prohibited unless specifically authorized by thr U.~IIEnvironmental Protection Agency (EPA). 

"""1) . ,. ' 
XlII. Covenant and Restriction regarding Remedial Systems Non-interference Controls: 
GRANTEE covenants that it shall I\I\~ un:~~rtl\ke and shall require its lessees and licensees to not 
undertake any activity on the ~ROllJi.RTY which would interfere with the ready use or 
effectiveness of, or otherwisl1\ ca~s'el\aAy damage to, all existing and any future groundwater 
monitoring or extraction w~l~ br If.~medial systems (including pumps, wells, piping, utilities and 
associated appurtenances)~' irtaljllied by the GOVERNMENT on the PROPERTY, provided 
GOVERNMENT provid,es.:w.ritten notice to GRANTEE of their existence and location thereof, 
until such wells oll,,~~st~s are no longer needed for environmental investigation and/or 
remediation, as rehsohabty determined by GOVERNMENT with the concurrence of EPA. Such 
wells or remr.dihlllys,teins and their associated appurtenances shall be decommissioned, closed or 
removed Wo, @OYERNMENT in accordance with applicable Federal, State and local laws at 
GOVE~~j'l'1f s expense. 

_1\ 'II' 

XlV.. 'I'CoVenant and Restriction regarding Annual Inspections: GRANTEE covenants that 
it or ll~ designee shall perform annual inspections of the PROPERTY to ensure that all land use 
con~6Is, as hereinafter set forth, are being complied with and provide a written certification to 
the GOVERNMENT certifying such compliance, for as long as land use controls are required on 
the PROPERTY. Such annual certifications shall be provided using the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit "K" or similar form as may later be approved by EPA. 
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XVI. Notice of Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Order Compliance: 
GRANTEE, its successors and assigns, hereby covenants that it shall not undertake, and shall 
require its lessees and licensees to not undertake, any activity on the PROPERTY which is not 
consistent with the RCRA Administrative Order on Consent between EPA and the 
GOVERNMENT or any activity which would interfere with the GOVERNMENT'S ability to 
comply with said Order or any provision thereof, as currently in effect or as may lil-ter be , 
modified from time to time by EPA. GRANTEE acknowledges that the GOVERNMEW;t'- has 
provided a copy of the current RCRA Order to GRANTEE for its review and infolllDa{ltnh md 
that GRANTEE will in turn ·provide a copy of the same to each of its successors.and1a:;.signs to 
the PROPERTY for their information and required compliance with this provision\\ 

':"11), ,-
'HII " 

XVII. Release of Environmental Conditions and/or Grantee Covenants, • .GOVERNMENT 
shall consider a request to release the environmental conditions ana GRANTEE covenants 
related to the PROPERTY only with EPA concurrence. Go.~~NT shall respond 
promptly and in good faith to any written request by the GRANTEEI its successors or assigns 
that the GOVERNMENT extinguish, release or otherwise rtlodlfY, any of the environmental 
conditions or GRANTEE covenants because of full satisfa~*,op. .of )tIie essential purposes thereof, 
or achievement of remedial goals. Any such request 91ijst'lhdude a letter from EPA, or other 
suitable documentation from EPA, stating that site !fIiabli~ation with respect to environmental 
conditions on the PROPERTY has been achieved and 'np further remedial action is required. 

"lU"Il". 
"'1 " 

XVIII. Development, Improvement or Maihten~nJe of Land Restricted by Environmental 
Conditions, Covenants or Land Use Controls: In the event the GRANTEE, its successors and 
assigns desires to develop, improve, t\~e, 9r 'm aintain the PROPERTY in a manner that is 
restricted or prohibited by the Ell,y~ronili~taI. Conditions, Covenants or Land Use Controls 
contained within this Quitclaim Deed\\\t/l~ GRANTEE, its successors and assigns shall provide 
the GOVERNMENT with l}\ wt\l1'e)r ' request seeking approval for the requested activity. 
GOVERNMENT shall res~qp.t1 I{~lfhese written requests promptly and in good faith PROVIDED 
the request includes both . .a,:fulh description of the proposed work, including but not limited to the 
actual work plan maps, \!r.gs and specifications, AND documentation from EPA is furnished , 
indicating that EP PI!.h.f1S"r.eviewed the proposed development, improvement, or maintenance 
activity and doe~;p'''bt kbJect thereto. 

I , '1 •. 
,.' 'I. 

XIX. Non-iIireiife~ence with Navigable Airspace: The GRANTEE covenants for itself, 
succes~otsft:~9'\iSsigns , and every successor in interest to the property herein described, or any 
part Jhe~'eqr,l,t:hat any construction or alteration is prohibited unless a determination of no hazard 
to,rmr lh<\y,i~ation is issued by the Federal Aviation Administration in accordance with Title 14, 
Cdilt bfFederal Regulation, Part 77, entitled "Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace", or under 

',-' the Authority of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended. 

41 XX. Protection of Archeological Resources: The GRANTEE shall monitor for 
42 archeological artifacts during its construction activities and shall take appropriate action should 
43 any artifacts be discovered in accordance with the Memorandum of Agreement between the 
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United States Navy and the Puerto Rico Historic Preservation Officer concerning the disposal of 
Naval Activity Puerto Rico executed September 28, 2011 . 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

XXIII. Conveyance is "As Is - Where Is": Except as expressly provided in this Q~itclaim 
Deed or as otherwise required by law, the PROPERTY is being conveyed "AS IS" and "W#'ERE 
IS," without representation, warranty, or guaranty as to quality, quantity, character I, ~~h~ion, 
size, kind, or fitness for a particular purpose. \ 

I" 
.,.. \ "I ' 

XXIV. Covenant regarding Non-Discrimination: GRANTEE cov~n;ui.14" 'for itself, its 
successors, and assigns and every successor in interest to the PROPERlr,r dr. any part thereof, 
that GRANTEE and such heirs, successors, and assigns shall not discri'm~at'~ 'upon the basis of 
race, color, religion, disability, or national origin in the use, OCCIl~'aJc)'. .Jale, or lease of the 
PROPERTY, or in their employment practices conducted thereop..: Thi~ .covenant shall not apply 
however, to the lease or rental of a room or rooms within .~· fl!P,lil¥ dwelling unit, nor shall it 
apply with respect to PROPERTY used primarily for religioV:S'lf,wposes. The United States of 
America shall be deemed a beneficiary of this covenan~ .wili'6~t regard to whether it remains the 
owner of any land or interest therein in the locality. of thq •. PROPERTY hereby conveyed and 
shall have the sole right to enforce this covenant il}, aD.~.couri of competent jurisdiction. 

4 '\ '". t, '\ 
XXV. General Notice Provision: To" facil~ate such future cooperation, the following 
points of contact have been designated By,,~~ GOVERNMENT, GRANTEE, United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (U8)?P AI ilnd Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
(PREQB): ~, ,\ •• , 

GOVERNMENT: 

I, I 
'\1,. ',,,, 

Director \ • h'I' 

NA y.:r.A&~4c Program Management Office Southeast 
4 no, Fai1,~r'!?lace Drive, Suite 202 
N~FtliICharleston, SC 29405 , 

'ttl'lt "\ 
GRANTEE: ••• t;; \$.~ecutive Director. . 

•.•. " "" Local Redevelopment Authonty for Naval StatIOn Roosevelt Roads 
,'" I, ", 'I The New San Juan Office Building 

..... ',,).,j, ..•. , 159 Chardon Avenue, 2nd Floor 
A·· •• ", Hato Rey, PR 00918 

rl~. "',.,/ 
WHh alcopy to: Kutak Rock LLP 

" .. ' 

4852·232).1277.4 
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1 USEPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
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PREOB: 

290 Broadway - 22nd Floor 
New York, NY 10007-1866 

Puerto Rico Environmental Quality Board 
Oficina del Presidente - Piso 5 Ave. 
Ponce de Leon #1308 
Carr Estatal 8838 <I, 
Sector El Cinco \ 'II 
Rio Piedras, PR 00926 . "'I '~:": I . ! •. 

.( I 't' -" ., .... 
XXV. Recording; of Title: The appearing parties do hereby acknowi~a~e'!that although this 
Quitclaim Deed is a valid and legally binding document, it maY"hor lfulfln the requirements 
established by the Mortgage and Registry Property Act of I 979,.for tl1~' Jecording of titles at the , -,. 
Registry of Property of Puerto Rico (the "Registry"). Therefdr\!,Ith,e appearing parties agree to 
jointly take all actions reasonably necessary in accordance :wJtlt and 'subject to the authorities and 
limitations proscribed by applicable Federal and Co~6ri'*F.~th law to cause the recordable 
documents to be executed, filed and registered in the .~dgi~. ' 

" 
"lill it 

The appearing parties do hereby further ackndWl'ei:lge' and recognize that in order for these 
parcels to exist as separate properties and be-deve~~ped as intended, it may be necessary for the 
same to be segregated and the need for neobss\v.y easements to be created for the benefit of these 
parcels may arise. In the event that SUR? easb'inents are granted by the GOVERNMENT, the 
appearing parties acknowledge tha~ ·the Re,c~rdable Documents must include such transactions 
and in a timely manner and agreY1 to Jbipfly take all actions reasonably necessary in accordance 
with and subject to the authontflWbnd limitations proscribed by applicable Federal and 
Commonwealth law to cau§~'th~'if.Gordable documents to be executed, filed and registered in the 
Registry. ,(,~ \"". 

" . ,·'t:III'lIh 
Notwithstanding the:-foregoing, it is the intent of the appearing parties that immediately upon 
execution of tm~· Qhltcfaim Deed, as it appears herein, all right, title and interest in the 
PROPERTY,sJ:ihll h,~v~ conveyed to the GRANTEE. 

""' " 
Any re.9,d~~'tnent' for the obligation or payment of funds by the GOVERNMENT established by 
any 1lf.0Vi~l\)n" of this Quitclaim Deed shall be subject to the availability of appropriated funds , 
aJtd·.no mJvision herein shall be interpreted to require an obligation or payment in violation of 
the ~i-Deficiency Act, 31 U.S.C. Section 1341. 

'r' 

The remainder of this page is intentionally left blank 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, acting pursuant to the authority vested 
unto him as Real Estate Contracting Officer for the United States of America, has hereunto 
executed this Quitclaim Deed the day and year first written above. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

By: Navy BRAC PMO ", I', 
Il't ' ',,-

'" 
B ,f t', .~. 

y: -" "'''' Gregory C. Preston " ~ -i -," l" 
Real Estate Contracting Qt[lPIe'fi .. , 

fl, It. 

. Acknowledged ~d subscribed before me by GregoIJi,-&"Prr:sti:m, of legal age, married, 
public servant and reSIdent of Mount Laurel, New JeI;~eY),.0'I'I'iIs capacIty as Real Estate 
Contracting Of!icer of the NAVY BRAC PMO of the p~p~Jlit of the Defense of the United 
States of Amenca, who I personally know. ., \ .. 

" • ,"IU'hHh 
In San Juan, Puerto Rico on this da;9t or"",. r.-'---"2012. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersig')t,ed"a~t.ng pursuant to the authority vested unto him, as 

I'I.'~ , ~ 
hereunto executed and accepted this uit aim Deed the day and year first written above. 
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Affi~avit'~(\)i! ' ____ _ 

LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS 

By: 
-~~~~~----------

Jaime L6pez-Diaz 
Acting Executive Director 

,41\ 'It, J 
( h-~ 

,u'III),Acknowledged and subscribed to before me, by of legal age, married, public servant and 
resident of San Juan, Puerto Rico in his capacity as who I 
personally know. 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico this __ day of ___ -', 2012. 
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GOVERNMENT'S COVENANT DEFERRAL REQUEST 
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Exhibit "G" 

GOVERNMENT SCHEDULE INVESTIGATION AND COMPLETION OF 
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Exhibit "K" 

ANNUAL LAND USE CONTROL (LUC) COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION 
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AREA FOR LRA ACCESS EASEMENTS 



----DEED NUMBER FIVE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE (575)---

DEED OF CONSTITUTION OF PATH EASEMENTS------

--- In San Juan, Puerto Rico , this eighth (8 th
) 

day of October of the year two thousand ten 

(2010) . ------- ---- ----- --------- ------------- - ----

--- - -------- - ----- -- BEFORE ME ----- --- --- ---- -----

---RAUL J. VILA SELLES, Attorney- at-Law and Notary 

Public in and for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, 

with office and residence in San Juan, Puerto 

Ri'eo. - ----- - -- - ---- -- - - - -- - - ---- - - - -- -- - --- -- -- -- -

------- - ---- --- --- --- APPEARS --- -- --.T-- -----------
.! ... 

---AS SOLE PARTY : United States ot""·America, acting 

by and through the Department of the Navy, Base 

Realignment and Closure Program Management Office 

Southeast I under and pursuant to the powers and 

authority contained in the provisions of Title Ten 

(10), Section Two Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy-

Eight (2878), of the united States Code, and 

regulations and orders promulgated thereunder, 

having an address of forty-one thirty (4130) Faber 

Place Drive, Suite Two Hundred Two (202) North 

Charl eston, South Carolina herein represented by 

Gregory C. Preston, also known as Gregory Charles 

Preston, of legal age, married and resident of the 

State of New Jersey, United States of America, who 

is authorized to appear in this deed as real 

estate contracting officer, by virtue of that 

Certificate of Appointment signed by B. J. Penn, 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and 

Environment), on August eighteenth (18 th ) , two 

thousand six (2006). ------------- - ----------- - ----

---I , the Not ary Public, do hereby certify and 

attest that I personally know the appearing party 

1 
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and his age, civil ,status, and residence, by his 

statements, he assures me to have, and in my 

judgment he does have, the legal capacity 

necessary for the execution of this deed, and for 

that purpose he freely---------- - ------ -- ---------

---- ----------- ------ STATES--------- --- ------ -- --

- --FIRST : That the Airport, the Conservation 

Zones. Los Machos Three (3). and the Hospi tal 

parcels, appear recorded in the Registry of the 

Property. in favor of the United States of 

America, described in the EnglisQ language as 
.1'-

follows: -- - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - - -- --- -- - : '- -:. - - ---- - - ----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - AIRPORT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identif ied as Airport 
situated in the Wards of Machos, Chupacallos and 
Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing six million six hundred sixty-one 
thousand eight hundred and three point six 
(6,661,803.6) square meters equivalent to one 
thousand six hundred ninety- four point nine 
hundred forty-five (1694.945) cuerdas, more or 
less . Bounded on the North and West by the 
Municipality of Ceiba, and on the South and East 
by lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated . N

------------- - ------ -- ----------------

--------------- CONSERVATION ZONES----------------

- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zones situated in the Wards of Los 
Machos, Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, Municipality 
of Ceiba and the Ward of Daguao, Municipality of 
Naguabo, Puerto Rico, containing an area of twelve 
million eighty five thousand nine hundred and 
thirty point nine (12,085,930.9) square meters 
equivalent to three thousand and seventy-four 
point nine hundred and ninety (3074.990) cuerdas 
more or less, comprised of the following:--- ----- -

---Conservation Zone One (1)----------------------

---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone One (1) situated in/ the Ward of 
Daguao, Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of three hundred seventy-three 
thousand five hundred and forty-four pOint six 
(373 , 544.6) square meters equivalent to ninety
five point zero four zero (95 . 040) cuerdas, more 
or less, bounded on the North and East by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated; 
on the South, by Felix Robles and the Municipality 
of Naguabo, Puerto Rico; and on the West, by the 
Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico."------- -----



---Conservation Zone Five (5)---------------------

---~Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Five (5) situated in the Wards 
of Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, Municipality of 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico and the Ward of Daguao, 
Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico, containing 
~n area of three million six hundred and thirty
nine thousand four hundred and eighty-five point 
zero (3,639,485.0) square meters, equivalent to 
nine hundred and twenty-five point nine hundred 
eighty-four (925.984) cuerdas, more or less, 
comprising the following:-------------------------

---Portion A. Municipality of Ceibai -------------

- --"Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Five (5) situated in the Wards 
of Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, M'I,.\Ilicipa1ity of 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing an .area of two 
million two hundred and seventy ... .,. ... thousand eight 
hundred and five point five (2,270,805 . 5) square 
meters, equivalent to five hundred seventy-seven 
point seven hundred fifty-five (577.755) cuerdas, 
~ore or less, bounded on the North , East and West 
by lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated and on the South by Bahia Algodones."--

---Portion B. Municipality of Naguabo;------------

---ftRural : Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Five (5) situated in the ward of 
Daguao, Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of one million three hundred 
sixty-eight thousand six hundred seventy-ni.ne 
point five (1,368,679.5) square meters, equivalent 
to three hundred forty-eight point two hundred 
twenty-nine (348.229) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North, East and West by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated 
and on the South, by Bahia Algodones."- - -------- - -

---Conservation Zone Nine (9);-- - --- - ---- --- ------

---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Nine (9) situated in the Ward of 
Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of ten thousand three hundred 
and twenty-three point one (10,323.1) square 
meters, equivalent to two point six hundred and 
twenty-six (2.626) cuerdas, more or l ess, bounded 
on the North, South and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregatedi on 
the East by the Caribbean Sea."-------~ -----------

-- - Conservation Zone Eleven (11)i-----------------

- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Eleven (11) situated in the Ward 
of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puert.o Rico 
containing an area of four thousand seven hundred 
and sixty four point eight (4,764.8) square 
meters, equivalent to one point two hundred and 
twelve (1.212) cuerdas, more or less, bounded on 



the North, South and West by lands of the 
principal estate from whi ch it is, segregated; on 
the East by the Caribbean Sea."- --- ---------------

---Conservation Zone Twelve (12);-----------------

--- "Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Twelve (12) situated in the Ward 
of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of seventy thousand two hundred 
and forty nine point nine (70,249,9) square 
meters, equi valent to seventeen point eight 
hundred and seventy three (17.873) cuerdas, more 
or less, bounded on the North and East by the 
Caribbean Sea and on the South and West by lands 
of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated."------------------------------------ --

---Conservation Zone Thirteen (13);------ - --------

- - - "Rural: Parcel of land i .c-;lentified as 
Conservation Zone Thirteen (13) ."~t,uated in the 
ward of Guayacan, Municipality of' Ceiba, Puerto 
Rico containing an area of one million five 
hundred and forty thousand and ten point nine 
(1,540,010.9) square meters, equival~nt to three 
hundred and ninety-one point eight hundred and 
twenty-one (391.821) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North by lands of the principal 
estate from which it is segregated and Ensenada 
Honda, on the East by Ensenada Honda, on the South 
by lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated and by the Caribbean Sea, on the West 
by lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated." - -------------------------------------

---Conservation Zone Twenty-Six (26);-- - ----------

---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Twenty-Six (26) situated in the 
Ward of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto 
Rico containing an area of one hundred' and 
seventy-one thousand ·seven hundred and thirty-one 
point two (171,731.2) square meters, equivalent to 
forty-three point six hundred and ninety-three 
(43.693) cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the 
North, South and West by lands of the principal 
estate from which it is segregated; on the East by 
the Ensenada Honda."-- - -- - --------- -- -------------

---Conservation Zone Twenty-Eight (28);-----------

---nRural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Twenty-Eight (28) situated in 
the Ward of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, 
Puerto Rico containing an area of six'" hundred and 
seven thousand three hundred and thirty point 
eight (607,330.8) square meters, equivalent to one 
hundred and fifty-four point five hundred and 
twenty-two (154.522) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North, East and West by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated; 
on the South by the Ensenada Honda."----- --- ------

---Conservation Zone Los Machos Parcel One (1);---
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•• -nRural: Parcel of land identified as Los Machos 
Parcel One (ll situated in the Ward of Machos, 
Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico containing an 
area of two hundred seventy-four thousand forty
two point two (274,042.2) square meters , 
equivalent to sixty-nine point seven hundred 
twenty-four (69.724) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North by the Majagua River, on the 
East by lands of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 
Department of Natural Resources, on the South by 
the lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated, and on the West by lands of Puerto Del 
Rey.H------- ------------------------------------- -
---Conservation Zone Thirty-Nine (39);------------

---nRural : Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Thirty-Nine (39) situated in the 
Ward of Machos, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of five million three hundred 
seventy-nine thousand nine hundredl and nineteen 
point nine '(5,379,919.9) square met;.ers, equivalent 
to one thousand three hundred ~nd sixty-eight 
point seven hundred and ninety-nine (1,368.799) 
cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the North by 
Media Mundo and by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated, on the East by the 
Caribbean Sea and by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated and on the South and 
West by lands of the principal estate from which 
it is segregated. " - -- - - ------ - -- - - - - -- - - - - --- - - ---

---Conservation Zone Fifty-Eight (58);-- -- --------

-- - nRural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Fifty-Eight (58) situated in the 
Ward of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto 
Rico containing an area of two thousand eighty
eight point six (2,088.6) square meters, 
equivalent to zero paint five hundred and thirty
one (0.S31) of a cuerda, more or less, bounded on 
the North, East and South by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated; on 
the West by Ensenada Honda. H

---- - ------- -- --------

---Conservation Zone Sixty (60)i--------- - --------

- - - nRural: Parcel of land ident"ified as 
Conservation Zone Sixty (60) situated in the Ward 
of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of one thousand nine hundred 
and ninety- four point seven (1,994.7) square 
meters, equivalent to zero point five hundred and 
seven (0 . 507) of a cuerda, more or less, bounded 
on the North, East and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated; on 
the South by the Caribbean Sea . " - -----------------

-~-Conservation Zone Sixty-Five (65) j---- -- -- -----
- - - "Rural : Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Sixty-Five (65) situated in the 
Ward of Machos, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of five thousand six hundred 
and twenty - four point four (5,624.4) square 
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meters, equivalent to one point four hundred and 
thirty- one (1 .431) cuerdas, more or less, bounded 
on the North, East and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregatedj on 
the South by the Caribbean Sea."---- - --- - --- - --- - -

- - - Conservation Zone Sixty-Six (66) ;--------- -- -- -

- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Sixty- Six (66) situated in the 
Ward of Machos, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of four 'thousand eight hundred 
and twenty poi nt eight (4 , 820.8) square meters, 
equivalent to one point two hundred and twenty
seven (1.227) cuerdas, more or less, bounded on 
the North, East and South by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregatedi on 
the west by the Caribbean Sea."-- - -- -------- - -- - --

- - -LOS MACHOS THREE (3)---------------- - ---- -- --- -

- - -"Rural: Parcel of land identif~~d ,as Los Machos 
Parce l Three situated in the ~ard of Machos, 
Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing 
f i ve hundred sixty-nine thousand two hundred 
ninety- eight point three (569,298.3) square meters 
equival ent to one hundred forty-four point eight 
hundred forty-five (144.845) cuerdas, more or 
less. Bounded on the North and South by the lands 
of the principal esta~e from which it is 
segregated, on the East by the edge of water of 
Puerto Medio Mundo, and on the West by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated." 

------ - -------- - - -- --HOSPITAL----- - ---------------

- - - "'Rural: Parcel of land identified as Hospital 
situated in the Ward of Machos, Municipality of 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing an area of one 
hundred thirteen thousand seventy seven point zero 
(113,077.0) square meters equivalent to twenty
eight point seven hundred seventy (28. 770) 
cuerdas, more o r less, bounded on the North, East, 
South and West by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated. N

------ - --------------

---All of the above described parcels were 

segregated from property number nine thousand 

seven hundred fifty-two (9,752), recorded at page 

seventy-six (76), of volume one hundred fifty-one 

(151) of Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto 

Rico, Fajardo Section.------------- - -------- - -----

-~-As per the Registry of the Property, all of the 

above parcels are free from liens and 

encumbrances . ---- -- ------------ -------- --- -- - - ----
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---SECOND, That the appearing party represents 

that it is also the owner and sole title holder of 

th.e following parcel of land, which is the remnant 

after the ·segregation of the Airport, the 

Conservation Zones, Los Machos Three (3), and the 

Hospital parcels . Said remnant is described in the 

English language as follows, hereinafter 

"Remnant":----- -----------------------------------
---~Rural: Parcel of land identified as Naval 
Activity Puerto Rico, formerly Naval Station 
Roosevelt Roads situated in the Wards of 
Chupacallos, Los Machos, Ensenada Honda, Guayacan 
a nd Quebrada Se ca, Municipality of _~. Ceiba and the 
Ward of Dagua o, Municipality of ~:.!il'aguabo. Puerto 
Rico, containing an area of four'teen million one 
hundre d and seventy seven thousand six hundred and 
thirty eight point two (14,177,638.2) square 
meters equiva lent to three thousand six hundred 
and s even point one hundred and s eventy-.nine 
(3,607.179) cuerdas more or les s, divided into two 
portions as follows:--------------------- - -- - -----

- - -Portion A Municipality of Ceiba Rural: 
Parcel of land ide ntified a s Naval Activity Puerto 
Rico, formerly Nava l Station Roosevelt Roads 
situated in the Wards of Chupacallos, Los Machos, 
Ensenada Honda, Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, 
Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing an 
area of twelve million one hundred twenty-eight 
thousand seven hundred and eighty-one paint four 
(12,128,781.4) square meters . equivalent to three 
thousand and eighty-five point eight hundred and 
ninety-three (3,085 . 893) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North, by the southerly banle of the 
Demajagua River and Puerto Del Rey Marina and 
lands of the United States of Americaj on the 
East, by the Caribbean Sea; on the South, by 
Ensena da Honda, Bahia Algodones and lands of the 
United States of Americaj on tbe West, by the 
Easterly line of the railroad Right of Way of the 
Fajardo Development Company . ---------- - -----------

- - -Portion B Municipality of Naguabo Rural: 
Parcel of land identified as Naval Activity Puerto 
Rico, formerly ·Naval Station Rooseve lt Roads 
situated in the Ward of Daguao, Municipality of 
Naguabo, Puerto Rico containing an area of two 
million forty-eight thousand eight ' hundred and 
fifty-six point eight (2,048,856.8) square meters, 
equiv alent to five hundred and twenty-one point 
two hundred and eighty-six (521 . 286) cuerdas, more 
or less, bounded on the North and East by lands of 
the United States of Americaj on the South, by 
Felix Robles and the Municipality of Naguabo, 
Puerto RicOi and on the West, by the Municipality 
of Naguabo, Puerto Rico . --------------------------
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- - -The remnant of property number nine thousand 

seven hundred fifty-two (9 , 752), recorded at Page 

seventy-six (76), of volume one hundred fif t y-one 

(151) of Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto 

Rico, Fajardo Section.----- -- - - -------------------

---As per the Registry of the Property, the 

Remnant is free from liens and encumbrances.------

- - -THI RD : The Airport, the Conservation Zones, the 

Los Machos Three (3), the Hospital parcels and the 

Remnant resulted from deed of segregations and 

description of remnant, number J five hundred 

seventy four (574) , executed on ikgllth (8th) day 

of October, two thousand ten (2010), before Notary 

Public Ra ul J. Vila Selles.-- - - - ----------------- -

---FOURTH: The Government hereby reserves and 

constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive easement for 

the purpose of motor vehicle and pedestrian 

ingress and egress over upon and across the 

Airport parcel for the construction, repair, 

replacement, maintenance and operation of a two-

lane roadway, for the use and benefit of the 

Conservation Zones parcel, Los Machos Three (3) 

parcel, the Hospital Parcel and the Remnant , their 

owners, successors, assigns, tenants, subtenants , 

licensees, suppliers and customers which easement 

is described as follows : - -- --- - --- -- --------------

- - - "Strip of land located in t he wards of Machos, 
Chupacallos and Quebrada Seca, Municipality of 
Ceiba, with a total area of thirty-two thousand 
five hundred ninety-six point two .... (32 , 596.2) 
square meters, equivalent to eight point two 
hundred ninety-four (8.294) cuerdas, consisting 
of,---- --- -------------- ------------------ --- -----
--- --- ----------- Segment Two (2) ----------- - -----

-- - "Strip of land having an area of nineteen 
thousand six hundred fifteen point four (19,615 . 4) 
square meters, equivalent to four point nine 
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hundred ninety-one (4.991) cuerdas, with a length 
of one thousand three hundred four point zero 
(1,304 .0 ) meters and a width of fifteen poi nt zero 
zero (15.00) meters running from North to South ." -

- - -- -------- - - - - Segment Four (4) - --- --- - -- -- - ----

- --"Strip of land havi ng an area of twelve 
thousand nine hundred eighty point eight 
(12,980.8) square meters, equ ivalent to t hree 
point three hundred three (3.303) cuerdas, with a 
length of seven hundred sixty point zero (760.0) 
meters and a width of fifteen point zero (15.0) 
meters running from South to North."--------------

- --FIITH: To be recorded at the Registry of the 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($1,000.00) . -- -- ---- -- --- - --- - --- - ---- - ---

'. - - -SIXTH: The appearing party als~~·~..p.e.reby reserves 

and constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive easement 

for the purpose of motor vehicle and pedestrian 

ingress and egress over, upon and across the 

Conservation Zones parcel for the construction, 

repair, replacement, maintenance and operation of 

various two-lane roadways, for the use and benefit 

of the Airport parcel , the Los Machos Three (3) 

parcel , the Hospital Pa rcel and the Remnant, their 

owners, successors, assigns, tenants, subtenants, 

licensees, suppliers and customers which easement 

is described as follows :------ --------------- - ----

- - - "Strip of land located in the wards of Los 
Machos, Guayacan and Quebrada Seca , Municipality 
of Ceiba and the ward of Daguao, Municipality of 
Naguabo, with a total area of one hundred thirty
eight thousand and twelve point five ( 1 38,012 . 5) 
square meters, equivalent to thirty-five point one 
hundred and fourteen (35.114) cuerdas, consisting 
of :------ --- -------"----- --- -------- --------------
- - - ----- -- -- - - - - Segment Three (3) -- - - - - -- --- -- - --

- - - "Strip of land having an area of twenty-six 
thousand four bundred ninety-four point four 
(26,494.4) square meters, equivalent to six point 
seven hundred forty - one (6.741) cuerdas , with a 
length of one thousand seven hundred sixty-six 
point zero (1766.0) meters and a width of fifteen 
(15) meters running from Southwest to Northeast, 
thence Southwest . "- --- ---- - -- - --- - --- - -- ----------
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--- - ----- - ------ Segment Five (5)--- -- ------------

---"strip of land having an area of twenty-two 
thousand four hundred eleven point five (22,411.5) 
square meters, equivalent to five paint s even 
hundred two (5.702) cuerdas, with a length of one 
thousand three hundred point zero {l,300.0} meters 
and a variable width running from Northwest to 
Southeast and thence Southwest."- -- - - -------------

-- - -- ---- - ~- - - - - Segment Eight (8) - - -- -- - ---------

- - - "Strip of land having an area of sixteen 
thousand nine hundred forty-nine point three 
(16,949.3) square meters, equivalent, to four point 
three hundred twelve (4.312) cuerdas, with a 
length of one thousand one hundred twenty-nine 
point zero (1,129.0) meters and a width of fifteen 
(15) m'eters running from West to East, thence 
South to Northeast . H------------ --- - - --- -- - - ------

- -- - -- -- -- -- -- - - Segment Nine (9) -,tq- ----- ----- ----
---"Strip of land having an area of forty - six 
thousand eight hundred twenty- six point two 
(46,826.2) square meters, equivalent to eleven 
point nine hundred fourteen (11.914) cuerdas, with 
a length of three thousand one hundred sixteen 
point zero (3116.0) meters and with a variable 
width running from North to South. u

---------------

- -- - --- - -- -- - - Segment Fourteen (14) - --- - -- - --- - --

---"Strip of land having an area of nine thousand 
six hundred thirty-nine point two (9,639.2) square 
meters, equivalent to two paint four hundr ed 
fifty-two (2 .452) cuerdas, with a length of six 
hundred forty-two point zero (642.0) meters and a 
width of fifteen (15) meters running from East to 
West thence South.~-------------------------------

----- - -------- Segment Eighteen (18) - - - - - -- --- ----

---"Strip of land having an area of six thousand 
four hundred twenty-one point seven (6,421.7) 
square meters, ~quivalent ~o one point six hundred 
thirty-four (1.634) cuerdas, with a length of 
three hundred f ifty-five point zero (355.0) meters 
and a width of eighteen (18) meters running from 
East to West. H

----------- - --- - -- -- - - ---------- ----

- -- - -- - --- - ---- Segment Twenty (20) - ------- - --- - --

---"Strip of land having an area of six thousand 
four hundred forty-eight point four (6,448,4) 
square meters, equivalent to one point six hundred 
forty-one (1.641) cuerdas, with lengt.h of four 
hundred thirty paint zero (430 .0) meters and a 
width of fifteen (15) meters running from 
Southwest to Northeast."----------------------- - --

----- - - - --- - - Segment Twenty Two (22) -- -- -- -- - --- -

- - - "Strip of land having an area of two thousand 
eight hundred twenty- one point eight (2,821.8) 
square meters, equivalent to zero point seven 
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hund~ed eighteen (0.718) cuerda, with a length of 
one hundred eighty- eight point zero (188.0) meters 
and a width of fifteen (15) meters running from 
North to South . u

---------------------- - --------- --

---SEVENTH: To be recorded at the Registry of 

Property I the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($1,000.00) . - ----- -- ----------------------

---EIGHTH : The appearing party a l so hereby 

reserves and constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive 

easement for the purpose of motor vehicle and 

pedestrian ingress and egress over, upon and 

across Los Machos Three (3) parcel for the 
·1 

construction, repair, replacement " ~;ff11aintenance and 

operation of various two-lane roadways for the use 

and benefit of the Airport parcel , the 

Conservation Zones parcel, the Hospital Parcel and 

the Remnant, their owners, successors, assigns, 

tenants, subtenants, licensees, suppl iers and 

customers which easement is described as follows : -

- -- - - - -----------Segment One (1) I--- -- ----- - -----

---"Strip of land having an area of ten thousand 
four hundred twenty-five point five (10,425.5) 
square meters, equivalent to two point six hundred 
fifty-three (2.553) cuerdas, with a length of five 
hundred sixty-eight point zero (568.0) meters and 
a variable width running from South to North.u~---

- --NINTH: To be recorded at the Registry of the 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($1,000.00).----- - -- ---------------- ------

---TENTH: The appearing par.ty also hereby reserves 

and constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive easement 

for the purpose of motor vehicle and pedestrian ,. 

ingress and egress over, upon and across the 

Remnant for the construction, repair, replacement, 

maintenance and operation of a two-lane roadways 

for the use and benefit of the Airport parcel, Los 

Machos Three (3) parcel, the Hospital Parcel and 
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the Conservation Zones parcel, their owners, 

successors, assigns, tenants, subtenants, 

licensees, suppliers and customers which easement 

is described as follows:------------- - ------- - ----

-- -"Strip of land located in the wards of 
Chupacallos, Los Machos, Ensenada Honda, Guayacan 
and Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba and ward 
of Daguao', Municipality of Naguabo, with a total 
area of three hundred fifty-three thousand three 
hundred and sixty-four point six (353,364.6) 
square meters, equivalent to eighty-nine point 
nine hundred fifty-three (89.953) cuerdas, 
consisting of:---------- - ---------------------- -- -

--------------- Segment One (1) 11----------- - ----

--- "Strip of land having an area of ten thousand 
one hundred ninety-eight point t!;tree {l.O ,19B. 3} 
square meters, equivalent to fwo" point five 
hundred ninety-five (2.595) cuerdas, with a length 
of six hundred seventy-eight point five (678. 5) 
meters and a width of fifteen point zero {15. O} 
meters running from South to North."------------ - -

- - --------------- Segment Six (6) ---------------- -

---"Strip of land having an area of nine thousand 
two hundred twenty-six point eight (9,226.8) 
square meters, equivalent to two point three 
hundred forty - eight (2.348) cuerdas, a length of 
five hundred twelve paint zero (512.0) meters and 
a width of eighteen (18) meters running from 
Northwest to Southeast."-------------------- - -----

---------- - ----- Segment Seven (7) ----------------

---"Strip of land having an area of fifty thousand 
eight hundred ninety point one (50,890.1) square 
meters, equivalent to twe! ve point nine hundred 
forty - eight (12.948) cuerdas, with a length of 
three thousand two hunQred fifty point zero 
(3250.0) meters and with a variable width running 
from West to East."-------------------------------

---------------- Segment Ten (10)---------------- -

---"Strip of land having an area of fourteen 
thousand six hundred seventy-eight point two 
(14,678.2) square meters, equivalent to three 
point seven hundred thirty-five (3.735) cuerdas, 
with a length of eight hundred twenty-six point 
zero (826.0) meters and a variable width running 
from Southwest to Northeast . " - ------- - ------------

-.,. - -- - - - - - - --- - Segment Eleven (11) - --- - - - -- - - - - --

---"Strip of land having an area of eighty 
thousand five hundred seventy-two point nine 
(80,572 . 9) square meters , equivalent to ~wenty 

point five hundred forty-six (20.546) cuerdas, 
with a length of three thousand four hundred 
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seventeen point zero (3417.0) meters and a 
variable width running from North to South thence 
from Southwest to Northeast."- -· --- --------- --- ---

-------- ---- --- Segment Twelve (1.2) - -- - .. ---------

---"Strip of land haying an area of five thousand 
one hundred eighty three point eight (5,183.8.) 
square meters, equivalent to one point three 
hundred nineteen (1.319) cuerdas, with a length of 
three hundred forty-six point zero (346.0) meters 
with a width of fifteen (15) meters running from 
East to West."--------- - ------ -- --- -------------- -

-------------- Segment Thirteen (13) --------------

- - - "Strip of land having an area of thirty-s ix 
thousand six hundred ninety-three point nine 
(36,693.9) square meters, equivalent to nine point 
three hundred thirty- s ix (9.336) cuerdas , with a 
length of two thousand two hundred. eighty-seven 
point zero (2287, O) meters and ~-:;, variable width 
rurming from Northwest to Southeasl'. "-------------

-- --- -- --- --- Segment Fifteen (15) I------------- -

---~Strip of land having an area of seventeen 
thousand eight hundred two point five (17,802 , 5) 
square meters, eqUivalent to four point five 
hundred twenty-nine (4.529) cuerdas , with a length 
of one thousand twenty-four point zero (1,024.0) 
meters and a variable width running from Southeast 
to Northwest."--------- - --------------- - ----------

-- ---- -- --- -- Segment Fifteen (15) II -------------

- - - "Strip of land having an area of six thousand 
two hundred and eighty point seven (6,280.7) 
square meters, equivalent to one point five 
hundred ninety-eight (1 . 598) cuerdas, with a 
length of three hundred and forty-nine point zero 
(349,0) meters and a variable width running from 
Northwest to Southeast . "--------------------------

--- - ---------- Segment Sixteen (16)------- -- ---- - -

- --"Strip of land having an area of thirty-three 
thousand two hundred thirty-three point four 
(33,233.4) square meters, equivalent to eight 
point four hundred fifty-five (8.455) cuerdas, 
with a length of two thousand two hundred fifteen 
point zero (2,215 . 0) meters and a width of fifteen 
(15) meters running from Northwest to Southeast.u-

------------- Segment Seventeen (17) --- --- -- ----- -,. 

-- - "Strip of land having an area of five thousand 
seventy-nine point two (5,079 . 2) square meters, 
equivalent to one point two hundred ninety-two 
(1.292) cuerdas, with a length of three hundred 
forty point zero (340,0) meters and a variable 
width running from North to South,"- --- -----------
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-------------- Segment Nineteen (19) ---- ----------

--- "Strip of land having an area of thirty - two 
thousand six hundred six point nine (32,606.9) 
square meters , equivalent to eight point two 
hundred ninety-six (8.296) cuerdas, with a length 
of one thousand eight hundred twenty-three paint 
zero (1,823.0) me ters and a variable width running 
from East to West thence'South ."- -- ------- --- -----

--- -- ---- ---- Segment Twenty-One (2 1) ----- -,-- --- -

-- - "Strip of l and having an area of twenty 
thousand five hundred eighty- two point six 
(20,582.6) square meters, equivalen t to five point 
two hundred thirty-seven (5.237) cuerdas, with a 
length of one thousand three hundred seventy point 
zero (1370.0) meters and a width of fifteen (15) 
meters running from North to South."---- --------- -

---- -- -- ---- Segment Twenty-Three (;23~ ) 
",:1 

- --"Strip of land having an area of five thousand 
thirty-seven point zero (5,037 , 0) square meters, 
equivalent to one point two hundred eighty-two 
(1.282) cuerdas, with a length o f three hundred 
thirty-six point zero (336.0) meters and a width 
of fifteen (15) meters running from Southwest to 
Northeast."-------- - ---- ----- - -- ----------------- -

Segment Twenty-Four (24)-------------

--- "Strip of land having an area of ten thousand 
four hundred thirty-seven point three (10,437.3) 
square meters, equivalent to two paint six hundred 
fifty-six (2.656) cuerdas, with a length of six 
hundred ninety-seven point zero (697.0) meters and 
a width of fifteen (15) meters running from 
Northeast to Southwest.n--------------------------

----- - -- ---- Segment Twenty-Five (25)----- ---- ----

- - - "Strip of land having an area of two thousand 
ninety-nine point three (2 , 099.3) square meters, 
equivalent to ze~o point five hundred thirty-four 
(0 .534) cuerda, with a length of one hundred forty 
point zero (140.0) meters and a wi dth of fifteen 
(15 ) meters running from East to West."-----------

------ ------ - Segment Twenty-Six (26) ------ ---- ---

--- "Strip of "land having an area of two thousand 
four hundr ed fifty point two (2,450 .2) square 
meters, equivalent to zero point six hundred 
twenty-three (0 , 623) cuerda , with a length of two 
hundred forty-one point zero (241.0) meters and a 
variable width running from South to Narth." - -----

- -- -- - - ---- - Segment Twenty- Seven (27) - --- - - - - - ---

- --"Strip of land having an area of ten thousand 
three hundred eleven point five (10,31~.5) square 
meters, equivalent to two point six hundred 
twenty-four (2.624) cuerdas, with a length of six 
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hundred eighty-seven point zero (687.0) meters and 
a width of fifteen (15) meters running from South 
to North.N------------ - --- - -----------------------

---ELBVENTH: To be recorded at the Registry of the 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($1,000.00) . ------------------------------

---TWELFTH, The appearing party also hereby 

reserves and constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive 

easement for the purpose of communication 

utilities over, upon and across the Remnant for 

the construction, repair, replacement, maintenance 

and operation of communication utilti. ties for the 
:.(~ . 

use and benefit of the Airport parcel, Los Machos 

Three (3) parcel, the Conservation Zones parcel, 

and the Hospital parcel, thei~ owners, success~rs, 

assigns, tenants, subtenants, licensees, suppliers 

and customers which easement is described as 

follows . ------------------------------------ - -----

------------ Segment Twenty-Eight (28) -- - ---------

---"Strip of land having an area of twenty-four 
thousand nine hundred fifty-six point eight 
(24,956 . 8) square meters, equivalent to six point 
three hundred fifty (6.350) cuerdas, with a length 
of seven hundred seventy-seven point zero (777 . 0) 
meters and a variable width running from North to 
South."------------------ - -------- - ---- - ----------

- - -THIRTEENTH, To be recorded at the Registry of 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLARLS ($1,000.00) -- -- --- - ------- - ---- - ------ - --

---FOURTEENTH: The appearing party requests from 

the Registry of the Property to record all of the 

above easements in its books.- - -------------------

---FIFTEENTH: All easements constituted by this 

deed are graphically depicted IN Exhibit "AN , 

attached and made part of this deed.-------- - -----

---SIXTEENTH: The geometric descriptions of all 

the easement segments constituted in this deed, 



are included , attached and made part of this deed, 

as Exhibit 'B' .-------- -- -- - ----------------------

------ ~ ------------ ACCEPTANCE--------------- --- --

---The appearing party in accordance with the 

particulars of this Deed accepts the same, in all 

its parts after, I, the Notary, gave him the 

necessary legal admonitions and warnings pertinent 

to this public instrument. Thus, the appearing 

party states and executes this deed in my presence 

after having read the same, and places his 

initials on each and every page he~eof and signs 

. .':.~ . 
his name on the last page of th~s deed, before, me 

the Notary, that as to everything else 

hereinbefore stated, I, the Notary, hereby 

ATTEST.------- - ------- -- ------------- - - -- ---------

1807991 
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EXHIBIT B 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 1 I 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Machos, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
8aid point also lmown as 'MOUND' and having a northing of 813308.1492 and an easting of933097.0283 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT I I". Thence N7I'50'03"W 1107.34' 
to an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 813653 .3852 and an easting of 
932044.8782: 

Thence 873'51 '24"W 49.23' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of345.49', chord bearing of 
N03'53'25"W 

Radius~880.61 ' 
Arc=347.75, 

Thence N82°34 138"W 25.39' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N07'25'22"E 219.33' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N13'24'22"E 243.35' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N07'25 '22"E 659.31' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S05'28'47"W 408.52' to point not set; 
Thence S81'38' 12"E 49.28' to a point not set; 
Thence S05'28'47"W 406.87' to point not set; 
Thence S07'25'22"W 660.14' to point not set; 
Thence S82'34'38"E 25.39' to a point not set; 
Thence S07'25'22"W 461.34' to a point not set; 
Thence N82'34 '38"W 25.39' to a point not set; .j 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
325.39', chord bearing of803'51 '45"E ., . 

Radius~831.39' 

Arc=327.50' 
Said easement containing 112,218.3 square feet or 2.576 acres, which equates to 10,425.5 square 
meters or 2.653cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 1 II 

Beginning at n survey control point in the Ward of Machos, said point being D brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'MOUND' and having a northing of S1330S.1492 and an easting of933097.0283 
noted as Ihe Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 1 U". TI,ence N22'09'05"W 2361.27' 
to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 815495 .1376 and an easling of 
932206.6955: 

TI,ence NSI'3S'12"W 49.2S' 10 a point not set; 
TIlence N05'2S'47"E 1994.60' to point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 165.S5' , chord bearing of 
N03'53 '22"W 

Radius=509.39' 
Arc=166.59' 

Thence N05'39'24"E 117.42 ' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of291.12· I chord bearing of 
S09'37'27"E 

Radius=55S .61 ' 
Arc=294.5I' 

Thence S05'2S'47"W 1997.07' to iron rod sel, the True Point of Beginning. 

Said easemenl conlaining 109,772.7 square feel or 2.520 acres, which equates to 10,198.3 square 
meters or 2.595cuerdns. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 2 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Machos, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'MOUND' and having a northing of 813,308.1492 and an casting of 
933,097.0283 noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED 8TA TES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 2 AND 4". Thence 
S50'05'29"W 669.86' to un iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 812,878.3902 
and an easting of932,583.1982: 

Thence 8400 00'38"E 475.27' to an iron rod sel; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set WiU, a long chord of 175.59', chord be;rring of 
833"21 '2 I "E 

Radius=757.61' 
Arc=175.98' 

Thence following a cllrve to a point not set with a long chord of236.66', chord bearing of 
SI7°42'56"E 

Radius=757.6 I' 
Arc=237.63 ' 

Thence S08'43'48"E 1218.66' to a point not scI; 
Thence following n curve to n point not set with a long chord of280.30', chord bearing of 
S I 0'3 I '28"E 

Radius=4475 .39' 
Arc=280.33' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of397.21" chord bearing or 
S63~1'56"E ~ 

Radius=255.39' 
Arc=455.07' 

Thence N65°35' 16"E 450.1 0' to a point not sel; 
Thence S32'17'53"E 49.69' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S65°35 ' 16"W 456.92' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to u point not set with a long chord of 473 .76'. chord bearing of 
N63"21 ''56''W 

Radius=304.61' 
Arc=542.77' 

Thence following a curve to Ii point not set with a long chord of283 .38'. chord beuring of 
N 10'31 '28"W 

Radills=4524.61 ' 
Arc=283.41' 

Thence N08°43 ' 48"W 1218.66' to a point not sel; 
Thence following a curve 10 a point not sel wi lh a long chord of381.96', chord bearing of 
N211"22 ' J 3"W 

Radius=708.39' 
Arc=386.74' 

Thence N40"00'38"W 475 .27' to n poinl nol sel; 
Thence following i.I curve to n point not set with a long chord of 100.10'. chord bearing of 
N39'32'42"W 

Rudius=6159.61' 
Arc=IOO.13' 

Thence N39"04 '45"W 504.41' 10 1\ point nol sel; 
TI,enee following a cllrve 10 a poinl not sel with a long chord of 695 .26', chord bearing or 
NI5'49'42"W 

Radius=880.61 ' 
Arc=366.97' 

Thence N73°51 '24"E 49.23 ' 10 an iron rod scI; 
111ence following n curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 344.74'. chord bearing of 
S27'06'48"E 



Radius=83 1.39' 
Arc=347.26' 

Thence S39"04'45"E 504.41' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
99.30', chord be. ring of S39°32'42"E 

R.dius=6110.39' 
Arc=99.33, 

Said pnrcel conJ.ining 211,137.3 square feel or 4.847 acres, which equates to 19,615.4 square 
meters or 4.991 cucrdas. 

, 
.~ 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 3 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DOG' and having a northing of805443.8964 and an easting af933 I 10.4735 
noted as the Paint of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 3". Thence N38'43'22"W2713.86' to 
an iron rod se~ the True P.oint or Beginning, having a northing of 807561.2021and an easting of 
934808.1316: 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 56.94', chord bearing of 
N32'31'39"E 

Radius=690.39' 
Arc=56.95' 

Thence N30'09'SI"E 2439.0S' to an iron rod set;· 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 1728.76', chord bearing of 
N42'07'27"W 

Radius=907.39' 
Arc-2289.65' 

Thence S6S"3S'16"W 900.31 ' to an iran rod set; 
Thence N32'I7'S3"W 49.69' to a point nat set; 
Thence N65'35 ' 16"E 907.13' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 1822.S3', chord bearing of 
S42' 07'27"E 

Radius=9S6.6I' 
Arc=2413 .8S' 

, ., 
Thence S30'09'51"W 2439.0S' to a point not set; :;;, '. 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 139.87', chord bearing 9f 
S35'3S'2S"W 

Radius=739.6I' 
Arc=140.08' 

Thence NOS'12'OO"E 90.8S' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning 

Said parcel containing 285,182.4 square feet or 6.547 acres, which equates to 26,494.4 square 
meters or 6.741 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 4 

Beginning at 0. survey control point in the Ward of GuoYilcan. said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DOO' and hDving a northing of B05'143.B964 nnd un casting of933110.4735 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plut Inbeled "UNITED STATES OOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 2 AND 4". 1llence N62°3TOB"E 
1139.76' to a point not set, the True Point of Beginning, hnving a northing ofB05,968.0B07 and an easting 
of934,122.5427: 

11lence NOo054'31"E 804.84' to a point not set; 
11lence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of352 .02', chord bearing of 
N25"23 ' 51"E 

Radius=424.61' 
Arc=362.9T 

Thence N49°53' 12"E 523.53' to a point not set; 
1l1cnce tbllowing a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of t 80.18" chord hcnring or 
N42"23' 19"E 

Radius=690.39' 
Arc= 180.70' 

Thence S05°J2'OQ"W 90.85' (0 n point not sel; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 11'1.39', ehord bearing of 
S45"2T05"W 

Radius=739.61' 
Arc=114.51' , 
Thence S49053 I 12n W 523.53' to n point not set; . .:. 

Thence following a curve (0 a point not set with a long chord of311.2(', chord b~nring of 
S25"23' 51 "W 

Radius=375.39' 
Arc-320.90' 

Thence SOooS4'31"W 804.84' (0 a point not set; 
'nlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of22B.76', chord bearing of 
S06°5 B' 4 9"W . 

Rndius=B33 .39' 
Arc=229.49' 

Thence S22°19'52"E 75.42' to n point not set; 
1llence following a curve (0 a point not set with a long chord of 367. 19' , chord bearing of 
S50002' 12"E 

Rndius=IS43.42' 
Arc=36B.06' 

Thence following a curve to on iron rod set with a long chord of 122.25' , chord bearing of 
NB2°40'41 "W 

Radius=2024.61' 
Arc=122.25' 

Thence N84"24 '2B"W 234.63' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of IOB.B2', chord bearing of 
N20010'41"E 

Radius=107.IO' 
Arc=114.IS' 

Thence NI4°52'OB"W 157.68' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to n point not set t the True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
242.28', chord bearing ofN06°58'49"W 

Rndius-882.61' 
Arc=243.04' 

Said parcel containing 139.723.1 square feel or 3.208 acres, which equates to 12,980.8 squnre 
meters or 3.303 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 5 

Beginning at n survey control point in the Wilrd of Guayacan. said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point known ns "DOG" and having a northing afS05443.H964 nnd an easring of933110.4735 noted as 
the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY FORMER 
NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 5". Thence S63"03'51"E 937.62'ta an iron rod 
set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 805019.IS97 and an easting of933946.3774: 

Thence N63"2H'17"E 59.67' to a point not set; 
Thence S IS"I l '14"E IIS.94' to a poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to a painl not set with a long chord of966.77', chord bearing of 
S36"32'12"E 

Radius=IS3S.48' 
Arc=983.50' 

TIlence S54"S3'10"E 1634.30' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S3S"06'SO"W 59.04' 10 an iron rod set; 
Thence SS6"03'23"W 149.04' to an iron rod; 
Thence S73"lS'3S"W 1435.54' 10 an iron rod set; 
Thence NO 1"00'48"W SI.I3' to a point not set; 
Thence N73"15 '38"E 1421.6S' to a point not set; 
TIlence N3S"06' 50"E 63.51' to a point not set; 
11lence NS4"S3'10"W 1479.S6' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set, with a long chord of 1003.94', chord bearing of 
N36"32'12"W 

Radius=1594.52' 
Arc=1021.3I' 

Thellce N18'II'14"W 110.29' to a point not set, True Point of Beginning. 
. '''" 

, 
< 

Said parcel containing 214,234.4 square feet or 5.538 acres, which equates to 22,411.5 square 
meters or 5.702 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 6 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacun, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point known as "000" and having a northing of805443.8964 and an easting of933110.4735 noted as 
tile Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES OOVERNMENT PROPERTY FORMER 
NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 6". TIlence S51'52'31"E 3608.69' to an iron rod 
set, the True Point of Beginning, having n northing of 803215.9800 and an casting of935949.3161: 

TI,ence S54'53 'I O"E 1682.19' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S35'06'50"W 59.04' to a point not set; 
Thence N54'53' I O"W 1682.19' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N35'06'50"E 59.04' to an iron rod set, True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 99,316.4 square feet or 2.280 acres, which equates to 9,226.8 squnre meters 
or 2.348 cucrdas. 

• ., 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 7 

Beginning at il survey control pOint in the Ward ofGuaync,lO~ said point being n brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DOG' and having a northing of B05443 .B964 and an casting of933 110.4735 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 7". Thence NB4°4B'49"E 67B.9B' to a 
iron rod set, the True Point of Bcginning, having a northing of805505.2720 and an casting of 
933786.6709: 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of233.97', chord bearing of 
SB5"20 '4 1"E 

Radius=7154.6I' 
Arc=234.00' 

Thence SB4"24 '2B"E 370.31' to an iron rod set; 
Thcnce following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 406.50', chord bearing of 
S78°38'46"E 

Radius=2024.61' 
Arc=407.19' 

Thence S72°53 '04"E 1013.37' to a point not sct; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of370.17', chord bearing of 
S72°16'21"E 

Radius=17324.6I' 
Arc=370.15' 

Thence S71°39'37"E 1034.77' to a point not set; " 
, 

Thence Following a cllrve to a point not set with a long chord of 179.23', chord li~iJring of 
SB2°3I'33"E ' . ' 

Radius=475.39' 
Arc=108.30' 

TI,ence NB6°36'32"E 255.03' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 1380.42' , chord bearing of 
S69°39'13"E 

Radius=1714.6I' 
Arc=1420.72' 

TI,ence S45°54'58"E 670.96' to a point not set; 
Thence following a CUIVC to u point not sel with a long chord of341.13·, chord bearing of 
S51°10'05"E 

Radius= 1863.39' 
Arc=34 1.62' 

Thence Following a Cllrve to a point not set with a long chord of365. 16', chord bearing of 
S46°46'26"E 

Radius=IOB9.6I' 
Arc=366.90' 

Thence S37°07'39"E 155.BO' to a point not set; 
Thence following Il clltve to a point not set with n long chord of 644.81', chord bearing of 
S16OZ9'13"E 

Radius=914.6I' 
Arc=658.97' 

Thence S04°09'I3"W 115.96' to a point not set; 
TIlcnce following a clirve to a point not sel with n long chord of380.82', chord bearing of 
S39°35'22"E 

Radius- 275.39' 
Arc=420.50' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of96.52', chord bearing of 
SB9°50'47"E 

R.dius~425.39' 



Arc=96.72, 
Thence N83'38'23"E 113.S0' to n point not set; 
111cnce following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of325.1 t', chord bearing of 
N81'34'11"E 

Radills=4S00.J9' 
Arc=J2S.18' 

111cnce following D curve to a point not set with n long chord of327.37', chord bCilring of 
S8I ' S7' 14"E 

Rndius=SI4.6I' 
Arc=JJ3.IS' 

Thence following a curve to n point not set with n long chord of 43 7 .63 '. chord bearing of 
SSo'OS'OrE 

Radills=949.6I' 
Arc=44 1.60' 

TIlence S36'45'47"E 111 .79' to a point not set; 
Thence S63'24'S2"E 381.66' to a point not sel; 
Thence following a curve to a poiat nol set with a long chord of230.00', chord bearing of 
S81'IS'13"E 

Rndius=37S.39' 
Arc=233.76' 

Thence N80'S4 '26"E 167.83' to nn iron rod set; 
Thence S09'OS 'J4"E 49.22' 10 an iron rod set; 
TIlence S80'S4'26"W 167.83' 10 a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of260.16, chord bearirig of 
N8I'IS'13"W 

Radius=424.6I' 
Arc=264.4I' 

TIlencc N63'24'S2"W 234.68' to a point nol set; 
Thence SS3'14'13"W71.16'10 an iron rod set; 
Thence N36'4S'47"W 26S.23' to an iron rod scI; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 4 14.9S, chord bearing of 
NSO'OS'07"W 

Radius=900.39' 
Arc=418.7I' 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set wilh a long chord of296.0S, chord bearing of 
N8I'S7' 14"W 

Radius=46S.39' 
Arc=30 1.29' 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod sel wilh a long chord of 328.67, chord bearing of 
S81'34'11"W 

Radius=4S49.61 ' 
Arc=J28.74' 

Thence S83'38'23"W 113.50' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of258.88. chord bearing of 
N80'3 I' 59"W 

Radius=474.6I' 
Arc=262.2I' 

Thence following a curve to a poinl not set with a long chord of I 09.91, chord bearing of 
N72'07'44"W 

Radius=42S.39' 
Arc=110.22' 

Thence N79'33'06"W 66.90' to n point not set; 
Thence N08'S7'37"E 71.30' to a point not sct; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 173.64, chord benring of 
N06'33 '2S"E 

Radius-2070.39' 



Arc~ 173.69' 
Thence N04°09'13"E 130.S4' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 610.11, chord bearing of 
NI6"29'I3"W 

Radius~S65.39' 

Arc~623.50' 

l11ence N37"07'39"W 155.S0' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of34S.67, chord bearing of 
N46°46'26"W 

Radius~ I 040.39' 
Arc~350.32' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 350. 15, chord bearing of 
N51°10'05"W 

Radius~ 1912.61' 
Arc~350.64' 

Thence N45°54'5S"W 670.96' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 1340.S0, chord bearing of 
N69°39'13"W 

Rndius= 1665.39' 
Arc~1379.93' 

TIlence S86°36 '32"W 255.03' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 197.78, chord bearing or 
N82°3I'33"W 

Radius=524.6I' 
Arc~ 19S.97' 

TIlence N71°39'37"W 1034.77' to a point not set; 

, 
. ~ 

Thence following a curve to u point not sel with a long chord of 369.10, chord bearing of 
N72°16'21"W 

Rndius=I7275.39' 
Arc~369 . IO' 

Thence N72°53'04"W 1013 .37' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to it point not set with a long chord or396.62, chord bearing of 
N78°3S'46"W 

Rudius-1975.39' 
Arc=397.29' 

Thence N84"24'2S"W 370.31' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 148.75, chord bearing of 
N85°00'27"W 

Radius=7 105.39' 
Arc=148.75' 

Thence S ISOjj'j4"E 425.70' to a point not set; 
'nlence S63"2S'j7"W 59.67' to a point not set; 
Thence N 1811

) I ' 14"W 511.68' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 547774.2 square reet or 12.575 acres, which equates to 50890. 1 square 
meters or 12.948 cuerdns. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 8 

Beginning at Cl survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'CAMP' and having a nortiling of SOOS51.3059 and an easting of 941574.6311 
noted as Ihe Poinl of Beginning on the pial labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS, EASEMENT 8". Thence N4S'IS'42"E 1016.77' 10 

an iron rod set, Ihe True Point of Beginning, having a northing of SO I 527.5403 and nn easting of 
942333.9276: 

Thence NSO'54'26"E 434.18' to a poinl not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not sci with a long chord of 463.10', chord bearing of 
NSS'02'26"E 

Radius=IS64.61' 
Arc=464.29' 

Thence rollowing a clIrve to a point not sel with a long chord of362.68', chord bearing of 
S73'28'41"E 

Radius=92 1.6 I ' 
Arc=365.07' 

TI,ence S62'07'48"E 205.39' 10 a poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of267.28', chord bearing of 
S59'53 '37"E 

Radius~3424.61 ' 
Arc=267.34' , 

TI,ence S57'39'26"E 142.96' to a point not sel; ., 
Thence following a curve 10 II point nol scI wilh a long chord of 168.92', chord b-enring of 
N72'25'43"E 

Radius=110.39' 
Arc= 192.34' 

Thence N22'30'51"E 341.86' 10 a poinl not sCI; 
Thence following a curve to tI point not set with a long chord of 140.48'. chord bearing or 
N27"13'01"E 

Radius=774 .61' 
Arc= 140.67' 

Thence N32'55' 10"E 115.54' 10 a poinl nol SCI; 
Thence following 11 curve 10 a poinl nol set wilh a long chord of 8B.65', chord bearing of 
N19'14'16"E 

Radius=IB7.39' 
Arc=B9.49' 

Thence N05'33'22"E 84.71' 10 a point nol set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not sel wilh a long chord of213.72', chord bearing of 
N43'IT24"E 

Radius=174.6I' 
Arc=229.99' 

Thence NBI'O 1'25"E 75.96' 10 a poinl nOI set; 
Thence following a CUNC (0 a point not set with a long chord of 389.23 '. chord benring or 
SB3'49'31"E 

Radius=744.61' 
Arc=393 .BI ' 

Thence S6B'40'26"E 72.B9' 10 a point nol set; 
Thence following a cllrve to nn iron rod set wilh a long chord of 117.78'. chord bearing of 
S4B'57'51"E 

Radius=174.61' 
Arc=120.13 ' 

Thence S60'44'45"W 49.22 ' 10 an iron rod sel; 



Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 84.58', chord bearing of 
N48'57'5 I "W 

Radius=125.39' 
Arc=86.27' 

Thence N68'40'26"W 72.89' to a point not set; 
-nlcnce following n curve to a point not set wilh Q long chord of363.50·, chord bearing of 
N83'49'3 I "W 

Radius=695.39' 
Arc=367.78' 

Thencc S8 1'0 I '25"W 75.96' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not sct with a long chord of 153.48, chord bearing of 
S43'17'24"W 

Radius=125.39' 
Arc=165.16' 

Thence S05'33'22"W 84.7 I' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of I I 1.93, chord bearing of 
SI9'14'16"W 

Radius=236.6 I ' 
Arc= I J3 .00' 

TIlence S32'55' 10"W I I 5.54' to. point not set; 
Thence following a curve (0 n point not set with a long chord of 13 I .55, chord bearing of 
S27'43'OI"W 

Radius=725.39' 
Arc=131.73' 

, 
" 

Thence S22'30'5 I"W 34 1.86' to a point not set; .,,:, , 
TIlcncc following n curve to nn iron rod set with n long chord of244.23, chord beflring'of 
S72"25'43"W 

Rndius=159.61' 
Arc=278.09' 

'Il,ence N57'39'26"W 142.96' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following n curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of263.44, chord bearing of 
N59'53'37"W 

Radius=3375.39' 
Arc=263.50' 

Thence N62"07'4S"W 205 .39' (0 an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 343.32, chord bearing of 
N73"2S'41 "W 

Radills=872.39' 
Arc=345.57' 

Thence following a curve to nn iron rod set with a long chord of 450.87, chord benring of 
S8S'02'26"W 

Radius= ISI5.39' 
Arc=452.04' 

Thence SSO'54'26"W 434. I 8' to an iron rod set; 
'n,ence N09'05'34"W 49.22' to nn iron rod SCI, (he Tme Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 182,440.5 square feet or 4.188 acres, which equates to 16,949.3 square 
meters or 4.312 cuerdns. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 9 

Beginning at n slIrvey control point in the Ward of Machos, said point being n brass disk sel in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'MEDIO' and having n north ing of 811980.2405 and an casting of 943163.0741 
noted as the Point orBeginning on U,e plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 9". Thence S42"23'29"W 2323.47' to 
an iron rod set, lhe Tme Point of Beginning, having n northing of 810264.2284 nnd an casting of 
941596.6070: 

Thence S32°59'45"W 82.86' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set with a long chord of 134.73" chord bearing of 
S07°18'20"W 

Radius= 155 .39' 
Arc=139.35' 

Thence S 18'23'05"E 614.93' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to n point not set with a long chord of 5 I 9.04', chord bearing of 
S07°1 I '21"E 

Radius= 1336.61 ' 
Arc=522.35' 

Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord or 409 .95', chord bearing of 
S20010'31"E 

Rudius-SOO.39' 
Arc=422.38' , 

Thence S44'21 '26"E 316.11' to a point not sel; .,. 
, ~ 

Thence following a curve to a poinl not set wilh a long chord of279.89', chord bearing of 
S48"38'12"E 

Radius=1875.39' 
Arc=280.15' 

Thence S52°54'58"£262.43' 10 n point nol set; 
TI,ence following a curve to a poinl not set with a long chord of327 .97' , chord bearing of 
S44"OO'48"E 

Radius= 1059.61' 
Arc=329.29' 

Thence S35"06'38"E 708.86' to n point not set; 
Thence following n curve to Q point not set with a long chord of 3 73 . 98'. chord bearing of 
S29°35'03"E 

Rndius= 1941.61 ' 
Arc=374.56' 

Thence S24"03 '27"E 204 .94' 10 " point not set; 
Thence following a curve (0 n point not set wilh a long chord of 176.57', chord bearing of 
S22°00'17"E 

Rudius=2464.61' 
Arc= 176.61 ' 

11,ence S 19°57'06"E 375.36' (0 a point nol set; 
Thence following" curve to u point not set with a long chord of 163.91'. chord beoring of 
S47°48'32"E 

R"dius-175.39' 
Arc= 170.55' 

Thence following a curve to u point not set with a long chord of222.47' . chord bearing of 
S51 "29'26"E 

Rndills=271.6l' 
Arc=229.21' 

Thence S27°18'54"E 248.18' 10 a poinl nol sel; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with n long chord of 418.53', chord beuring of 
SO I °54 'OO"E 



Rodills=487.61' 
Arc=432.58' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of722.70'. chord bearing of 
S06°02 '21"E 

Rodius=732.60' 
Arc=7SS.77' 

Thence S3S"3S'3S"E 38.S4' to 0 point nol set; 
Thence following a curve to u point not set with a long chord of 161.65', chord bearing of 
S40"29' SO"E 

Radius=94S.39' 
Arc=161.8S' 

Thence following 0 CUl'''e to 0 point not set with a long chord of I 94.3S' , chord bearing of 
S23°14'25"E 

Radius=2S7.6I' 
Arc=199.28' 

Thence S01004'4S"E 554.93' to a poinl not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 199.53'. chord bearing or 
S20008'47"E 

Rodius=30S.39' 
Arc~203.26 

Thence S39°12'50"E 3IS.83' to a poinl not set; 
Thence following n curve to a poinl not set with a long chord of 200.61', chord bearing of 
S02°53' 13"W 

Rndius=149.6I' 
Arc=219.87 

Thence S44"S9'16"W 27.23' to n point not SCI; 

, 
.' ~ 

Thence following n curve 10 a poinl not set with a long chord of 343.49', chord bearing of 
S65°05'37"W 

Radius=499.6I' 
Arc=3S0.64 

Thence S8sol1 'S7"W 104.52' 10 a poinl not sel; 
Thence fo llowing a curve to a point not sel with 1\ long chord of229.39 ', chord bearing of 
S44"21 '3S"W 

Radius=17S.39' 
Arc=250.03 

Thence S03"31 '12"W 236.43' to n point not set; 
Thence following a cllrve to a point not scI with n long chord of 170.76', chord bearing of 
S 14"08'35"E 

Rndius=28 1.39' 
Arc=173.49 

TIlence S31°48'22"E 236.41' to a point not sel; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with fI long chord of 114.50'. chord bearing of 
S34°40'16"E 

Rudius=1145.39' 
Arc=114.S5 

TI,ence S37'32' 1 O"E 355.00' to n point not sel; 
TIlence S32'55' 10"W 35.18' to a poinl nol set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 55.09', chord bearing of 
S300S2'53"W 

Radius=774.61' 
Arc=5S.10 

Thence N08°32'02"W 72.51' to a poinl not set; 
Thence N37°32' 1 O"W 323.62' to a point nol set; 
Thence following R cllrve to a poinl not set'with a long chord of 119.42', chord bCilring of 
N34'40'16"W 

Radius= I 194.61 ' 



Arc~119.47 

Thence N31"48'22"W 236.41' 10 a point nol sci; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of200.63" chord bearing of 
N 14"08'35"W 

Radius~330.61 ' 
Arc~203.84 

Thence N03"31 ' 12"E 236.43' to a point not set; 
Theace following a curve 10 a point not sel wilh a long chord of293.76', chord bearing of 
N44"21 '35"E 

Radius~224.61 ' 
Arc~320.20 

Thence N85"11 '57"E 104.52' to. poinl not set; 
Thence following u curve 10 a poinl not sel with. long chord oFJ09.65', chord bearing of 
N65"05'37"E 

Radius~450.39' 

Arc-316.09 
Thence N44"59' 16"E 27.23' to a poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point nolset with a long chord of 134 .61" chord beilring of 
N02"53' 13"E 

Rndius=1Q0.39' 
Arc=147.53 

TIlence N39"12'50"W 315.83' to a point nol set; 
Thence following a curve 10 a point not set wilh a long chord of231.69', chord bearing of 
N20·08'47"Wl 

Rudius=354.61' 
Arc~236.02 

Thence NJO"04'45"W 554.93' to u point not sci; 

'.~ 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 157.22'. chord bearing of 
N23" J 4 '25"W 

Radius=208.39' 
Arc=161.21 

Thence following a curve to a poinl nol sci with u long chord of 170.06', chord bearing of 
N40"29'50"W 

Radills=994.61' 
Arc=170.27 

TIlence N35"35'35"W 38.54' 10 a poinl nol sci; 
TIlence following u curve 10 a point not sci with a long chord of771.26', chord bearing of 
N06"02 '21 "W 

Radius=78 1.82' 
Arc-806.55 

Thence following a curve to a point nol set wilh a long chord of376.29', chord bearing o( 
NO 1"54 'OO"W 

Radius=438.39' 
Arc=388.92 

Thence N27"18'54"W 248. J 8' to a point not set; 
111cnce following a curve to a point not sct with a long chord of 182. 15 ', chord bearing of 
N51 "29'26"W 

Radius=222.39' 
Arc=187.67 

Thence following a curve 10 a point not sel wilh n long chord 0(209.91', chord bearing of 
N47"48'32"W 

Radius=224.61' 
Arc=218.41 

'nlence N J 9"57'06"W 375.36' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl not set with a long chord of J 73.04', chord bearing of 
N22"00' I7"W 



Rndills=24IS.39' 
Arc-173.08 

Thence N24'03'27"W 204.94' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of364.S0', chord bearing of 
N29'35 '03"W 

Radius= 1892.39' 
Arc=365.07 

Thence N3S'06'3S"W 708.86' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with n long chord of 312.73'. chord bearing of 
N44"00'48"W 

Radius=IO 10.39' 
Arc=314.00 

Thence NS2'S4'58"W 262.43' to a point nol sel; 
Thence following il clirve to a point not set with n long chord of287 .24', chord bearing of 
N48'38'12"W 

Radius=1924.6I' 
Arc=287.SI 

Thence N44'2I'26"W 316.11' to n poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl not set with. long chord of 450.28', chord bearing of 
N20'IO'31"W 

Radins=549 .6I' 
Arc=463 .93 

Thence following n ClIrvC to a point not sct with a long chord of 499.92' . chord bearing of 
N07'II'21"W .] 

Radills= 1287.39' 
Arc=503.12 

Thence NI8'23'05"W 614 .93 ' 10 a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 177.40' , chord bearing of 
N07'I8 '20"E 

Radills=204.6I' 
Arc=183.49 

Thence N32"59'45"r;: 74.06' to a poinl not scI; 
Thence S67'08'I O"E SO.OO' 10 a poinl not sel,the True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 504,031.5 sqllare feet or II .S71 acres, which eqllates to 46,826.2 square 
meters or 11.914 ellerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
EASEMENT 10 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacnn, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DOCK' and having a northing of 80 I 006.9442 and an casting of938162.625I 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 10". TIlence N82° 18'JJ"W 6368.65' 
to an iron rod set, the TJ1Je Point of Beginning, having a northing of801859.2585 and an eaSling of 
931851.2678: 

TIlCnce N21 ° IT II"W 70.94' to • point not set; 
TI,ence following n curve to a point not set wilh n long chord of 544.78', chord bearing of 
N62'20'51"E 

Radius = 1438.79' 
Arc = 548.09' 

Thence N73°15'38"E 791.28' to a point not set; 
Thence SI6°44'22uE 9.18' to a point not sct; 
TI,ence N73°15'38"E 1381.12' to a point not set; 
Thence SOl °00'48"E 51.13' to un iron rod set; 
Thence S73°15'38"W 1367.26' to nn iron rod set; 
Thence S 16°44 '22"E 9.1 8' to nn iron rod set; 
ll1cnce S73°15'38"W 791.28' to an iron rod set; 
ll1cnce following n curve to nn iron rod sct, the Tme »oint of Beginning with a long chord of 
539.87', chord bearing ofS61 °54 '26"W 

Radills= IJ71.21' 
Arc = 54J.42 ' :, 

Said parcel containing 157,993.8 square feet or 3.627 acres, which equates to 14,678.2 square 
meters or 3.735 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESClUI'TION EASEMENT 11 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward ofOuayacnn, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also knowa as 'DELICIAS' and having a northing of799143.8537 and an easting of 
927504.4901 noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NA VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT II". TIlence 
S83'29'58"W 1270.45' to an iron rod set, U,e True Point of Beginning, having a northing of799000.0249 
and an casling of 926242.2090: 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 206.40', chord bearing of 
S44'37'24"E 

Radius~799.52' 

Arc=206.98' 
Thence S37°12'25"E 184.72' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set with n long chord of 31 O.lS', chord bearing of 
SI6'02'25"E 

Radius=429.52' 
Arc=317.35' 

Thence S05°07'35"W 113.24' to a point not set; 
Thence rallowing a curve to a point not set with a long chord of295.16', chord bearing of 
S13'33'58"E 

Radius=460.48' 
Arc=300A6' 

Thence S32°15'31 'IE 300.98' La a point not set; ,~ 
Thence following n curve to u point not set with a long chord of368.15', chord.l:i~aring of 
SI6'53'22"E .-- . 

Radius=694.52' 
Arc=372.60' 

TIlence SOl °31' 13"E 874.38' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to u point not set with a long chord of 478.71', chord bearing of 
SII'36'57"E 

Radius=1365.48' 
i\rc=48 1.20' 

111cnce fo llowing n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 450.35', chord bearing of 
S85'44' 10"E 

Rudius-250A8' 
Arc=559.79' 

TI,ence N30'14'21"E 582.72' 10 u poinl nol sel; 
Thence N59°45'39"W 19.69' 10 a point not sel; 
TI,encc N30014'21"E 467.43' to a point not sel; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl not sel wilh a long chord of 1610.03', chord bearing of 
N32'20'28"E 

Rndius~21949.21 ' 
Arc=1610.45' 

TIlCnce N34"26'35"E 721.41' to a point not SCI; 

Thence following a curve 10 a poinl not set with a long chord of 113826', chord bearing of 
N39'17'54"E 

Radius=6724.21' 
Arc=1139.63' 

Thence following a curve to n point not set with a long chord of 684.73', chord bearing of 
N54'49'22"E 

Radills=1849.21' 
Arc=688.70' 

Thence N65"29' 32"E 226.98' to a point not SCI; 

Thence S24°30'28"E 15.42' to a poinl not set; 



Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of S77. I7', chord bearing of 
N'12'44 '26"E 

Rndius=746.2I' 
Arc=S92.63 ' 

11.ence N 19°59'21"E 6SS.0 I' to a point not set; 
Thenc!! following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of779.77', chord bearing of 
N3S'42'42"E 

Radius=1438.79' 
Arc=789.6S' 

Thence S21" 17' II"E 70.94' to an iron rod set; 
TI.ellce following u curve to a point not set with a long chord of722.84', chord bearing of 
S3S'16'17"W 

Radius=1371.2I' 
Arc=73 1.48' 

'n.ence S19u S9'21"W 6SI.23'to a poillt not set; 
l11Cllce following il curve to a point not set with a long chord of629.45' I chord bearing of 
S42'44'26"W 

Radius=SI3.79' 
Arc=6'16.30' 

Thence S24"30'2S"E IS.42' to a point not set; 
Thence S6S"29'32"W 226.98' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 648.29'. chord bearing of 
SS4°49'22"W 

Radius- 17S0.79' , ., 
Arc=6S2.0S' ".: 

11.ence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 1121.60' , c1lOrd"i)eniing of 
S39'I7'S4"W 

Radius=662S .79' 
Arc= 1122.9S' 

Thence S34OZ6'3S"W 721.41' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 1602.81', chord bearing of 
S32OZ0'28"W 

Radius=218S0.79' 
Arc-I 603 .23' 

TIlence S30"1 4'2 1 "W 467.43' to a point not set; 
Thence NS9°4S'39"W 19.69 ' to a point not set; 
TIlence S30014'2 1 "W S82.72' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 556.51 ' I chord bearing of 
NSS044' 10"W 

Radius=309.52' 
Arc=691.74' 

111cnce following a curve to an iron rod set with [I long chord of 499.41', chord bearing of 
Nllo36'STW 

Radius= 1 424.52' 
Arc=S02.0 1 ' 

Thence NO 1 "3I'13"W 874.38' 10 nn iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of336.85 ', chord bearing of 
NI6°S3'22"W 

Radius=63S.48' 
Arc=340.93 ' 

TIlence N32°IS'3 I"W 300.98' to on iron rod sCI; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set wilh a long chord of333.00', chord bearing of 
NI3'33'SS"W 

Rndius=SI9.S2' 
Arc-338.98' 

Thence NOso07'3S"E 113.24' to nn iron rod set; 



Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of267.55', chord bearing of 
N 16°02 '25"W 

Radills~370.48' 

Arc~73.73' 
Thence N37°J2'25"W J84.72' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to un iron rod set with a tong chord of203.46', chord bearing of 
N45"06' 13"W 

Radius~740.48' 

Arc~204.1 0' 
Thence N49°4S'48"E 60.44' (0 nn iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel conlaining 869,2 13.9 square feel or 19.954 acres, which equates to 80,572.9 square 
meters or 20.546 clIcrdas. 

, 
" 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 12 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan. said point being a brass disk sel" in concrete. 
Said point also known .5 'DELlCIAS' and having a northing of799143.S537 nnd an ensting of 
927504.4901 noted as the Point ofBeginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 12". 11lence 
NS6·0S'59"E 2916.67' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of799339.7094 
and.n casting of930414.5S00: 

Thence following u curve to an iron rod set; with a long chord of394.07', n chord bearing of 
SSSOt6' 14"E, 

Radius= 694.6 1' 
Arc=399.55' 

Thence S I BOI2'29"W 49.22' to u point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 366.14'. n chord bearing of 
NSso16' 14"W, 

Radius= 645.39' 
Arc=37 1.24 ' 

Theuce S75°15'02"W 302.30' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 433.01', a chord bearing of 
N79°52'IO"W, 

Radius= 514.61' 
Al'c=446. 92' 

Thence N54°59'22"W 22.37' to a point not set; , 
111cnce rollowing n curve to n point not set; with it long chord of 49.37' I a chord .,?caTing of 
N39°39'44"E, ~~.~ 1. 

Radius= 6625.79' 
Arc=49.37' 

Thence S54°59'22"E IS.37' to n point not set; 
'nlcnce following a curve to n point not sel; with a long chord of 391 .60'. n chord bearing of 
S79°52' IO"E, 

Radius= 465.39' 
Arc=404.I S' 

Thence N75° IS '02"E 302.30' to an iron rod sel, lhe True Point ofBcginning. 

Said parcel containing 55 1798.0 squore feet or 1.281 acres, which equates to 5.183 .8 square meters 
or 1.3 19 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 13 

Beginning ot n survey control point in the Word ofGuayacan. said point being a bmss disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELVIS' and having a northing of796646.7678 and nn casling of 927749.8902 
noted as Ihe Pain I of Beginning on Ihe pial labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT \3". Thence S7S'S2'34"E 168.01' 10 

an iron rod set, the Tme Point of Beginning. having a northing of796614.3537 and an casting of 
927914.7410: 

Thence N30"14'21"E S1.03' to n point not set; 
Thence S7S"02'S I"E 919.53' to a point not set; 
TI,enee following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 462.99', a chord bearing of 
829"33 '20"E, 

Radills~ 324.61' 
Arc~SIS.47' 

TIlenee 8 IS"56'II"W 360.72' to a point not sci; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set; with n long chord of 418.08', a chord bearing of 
801"33'03"W, 

Radills~ 841 .39' 
Arc~422.51 ' 

11,ence 812"SO'OS"E 70S.02' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to 11 point not set; with a long chord of 237.97". a chord bearing of 
810"24 '27"E, 

Radius= 2809.61' 
Arc=23 8.04' 

TI,enee 807"S8'SO"E 664.13' to a point not set; •. ~' 

, 
, ~ 

Thence following a ClIrvC to It point not set; with a long chord of 161.35', a chord bearing of 
SI2°03'18"£, 

Rudius= 1 13S.39' 
Arc~161.4S' 

Thence 8 16"07'47"E 406.IS' to II point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set~ with a long chord of 121.76', a chord bearing or 
821"04' SO"E, 

Radius- 70S.39' 
Arc~121.91' 

Thence S26"0I'S4"E 754.37' to n point not set; 
Thence N63"SS'06"E 29.53' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve 10 an iron rod set; with a long chord of 243.72', a chord bearing of 
8 17"46'SO"E, 

Radius= 849.14' 
Arc=244.S7' 

Thence 809"3I'46"E 282.37' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to nn iron rod set; with a long chord of 294.29\ a chord bearing of 
840"30'35"E, 

Rudius= 285.86' 
Arc=309.13' 

Thence SIS"30'36"W 29.S3' to a point not set; 
Thenee 871 "29'24"E 79.41' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to 11 point not set; with n long chord of 143.96', 0 chord bearing of 
883"20'41 "E, 

Radills- 3S0.39' 
Arc~144.99' 

Thence N84°48'02"E 272.81' to an iron rod set; 



Thence following n curve to an iron rod set; with n long chord of 24l.06', a chord bearing of 
S70·36' 19"E, 

Rndius= 289.61' 
Arc=248.63' 

Thence following" curve to nn iron rod set; with a long chord of 530.38', a chord bearing of 
N84·01 '47"E, 

Radius= 346.39' 
Arc=604.07' 

Thence S5S·SS'4S"E 49.22' to a iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 605.74', a chord bearing of 
S84·01 '47"W, 

Radius= 395.61' 
Arc=689.90' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 200.09', a chord bearing of 
N70·36' 19"W, 

Radius= 240.39' 
Arc=206.37' 

Thence S84·48'02"W 272.81' to n point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set; with a long chord of 164.18', a chord bearing of 
N83·20'41"W, 

Rndius= 399.61' 
Arc=16S.36' 

Thence N71"29'24"W 79.41' to. point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with. long chord of 375.36', a chord bearing of 
N40·30'3S"W, 

Radius= 364.61' 
Arc=394.30' 

Thence N09·) 1 '46"W 282.37' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 221.l2' , a chord bearing of 
N 17·46' 50"W, 

Radius= 770.39' 
Arc=22 1.88' 

TI,ence N26·01'S4"W 754.37' to a point not set; 
'nlcnce following n curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 130.25', a chord bcnring of 
N21·04'50"W, 

R.1dius= 7S4 .61' 
Arc=130.41' 

TI,ence N 1 6°07'47"W 406.15' to u point not set; 
Thence following a curve to i.I point not sct; with n long chord of 168.34' . a chord bearing of 
NI2°03' 18"W, 

Radius= 1184.61' 
Arc=168.49' 

Thence N07°S8'50"W 664.13' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve (0 a point not sct; with Il long chord of 233.80', n chord benring of 
NIoo24'27"W, 

Radius= 2760.39' 
Arc=233. 87' 

Thence NI2°S0'05"W 705 .02 ' to a point not set; 
Thence following II curve to a poinL not set; wilh n long chord of 442.54 '. a chord bearing of 
NO 1 °33 '03"E, 

Rndius= 890.61 ' 
Arc=447.22' 

TIlence N 1 SOS6' 1 1 "E 360.72' to a point not set; 



Thcncc fo llowing n curve to a point not set; whh a long chord of 392.79'. u chord bearing of 
N29°33'20"W, 

Rodius= 275.39' 
Arc=437.31' 

Thence N75"02'51 "W 932.99' 10 nn iron rod set, Ihc True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 394,968.0 square feet or 9.067 ncrcs, which cquotes 10 36,693.9 square meters 
or 9.336 c!lerdas. 

, 
. ~ 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 14 

Beginning ut a survey control point in the Ward ofGuayacan, said point being n brass disk sel in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELVIS' and having a norlhing of796646.7678 and lin ellsling 0[927749.8902 
noled as Ihe Poinl oFBeginning on Ole pial labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 14". Thence S47'16'47"E 6610.93'10 
an iron rod sel, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 792161. 7895 and an ensting of 
932606.7849: 

Thence S48'34' 14"W 49.22' 10 un iron rod sel; 
Thence following a curve to it point not set; with It long chord of327.40', a chord bearing of 
N51°48'41"W, 

Rad ius= 908.39' 
Arc=329.19' 

Thence N62'II '35"W 204.46' 10 II point not set; 
Thence fo llowing a curve to a point not set; with D long chord of285.17', n chord bearing of 
N87'JO'50"W, 

Radius= 333.39 ' 
Arc=294.67' 

Thence S67'09'55"W 249.07' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve (0 a point not set; with n long chord of27338', n chord bearing of 
S50'35' 54"W, 

Radius= 479.39' 
Arc=277 .23 ' 

Thence S34'OI '53"W 112.96' 10 a point not SCI; . ,. 

, 
:~ 

Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 157.69' t a chord:benfing of 
S03'58'06"W, 

Radius= 157.39' 
Arc=165.17' 

Thence S26'05'42"E 141.99' to n point nol set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set; with a long chord of275.30', n chord benring of 
S03'59' 17"W, 

Radius= 274.61' 
Arc=288.37' 

Thence N55'55'45"W 49.22' to an iron rod SCI; 
Thence following n curve (0 a point not se(~ with a long chord of225.95'. a chord bearing of 
N03'59' 17"E, 

Radius= 225.39' 
Arc=236.68' 

Thence N26'05'42"W 141.99' 10 a point not sct; 
111encc following It curve to n point nol set; with a long chord of207.00', n chord bearing of 
NOJ'58'06"E, 

Radius= 206.61' 
Arc=216.82' 

Thence N34'OI '53"E 112.96' to n poinl not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 30 1.45' I n chord bearing of 
N50'35'54"E, 

Radius= 528.61 ' 
Arc=305.69' 

TI,ence N67'09'55"E 249.07' to a poinl not set; 
Thence following l.I curve to 1\ point not set; with a long chord of327.27', n chord bcming of 
S87'30'50"E, 

Radius= 382.61' 
Arc=338.17' 

Thence S62'11 '35"E 204.46' to n poinl nol set; 



Thence following a curve to an iron rod set; the True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
345.14', a chord bearing ofS51°4S'41"E, 

Rndius= 957.61' 
Arc=347.03' 

Said parcel contilining 103,755.2 square feet or 2.382 acres, which equates (0 9,639.2 square 
meters or 2.452 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 15 I 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Mnchos, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said poinl also known as 'CAMP' and having a northing of SOOS51.3059 and an easling of941574.63 1 1 
noled as Ihe Poinl of Beginning on Ihe pial labeled "EASEMENT 15 I". TI,ence S5s015'43"W 1415.33' 10 

an iron rod sel, Ihe True Poinl of Beginning, having a nor1hing of SOO 1 06.7923 and an easling of 
940370.9503: 

Thence S53"34'53"E IS9.86' 10 an iron rod sel; 
TIlence S50043'25"E 313.99' 10 an iron rod sel; 
Thence following a curve to nn iron rod set with a long chord of278.22', chord bearing of 
S52°59'29"E 

Radius=3515.39' 
Arc=27S.30' 

TI,ence S34°44'26"W 49.22' 10 a poinl nol sci; 
111cnce following a curve to a point not sct with a long chord of282.12', chord bearing of 
N52°59'29"W 

Radius=3564.61' 
Arc=282.19' 

Thence N50043'25"W 313.99' 10 a poinl nol sel; 
TI,encc N56°37'00"W 186.32' 10 a poinl nol sel; 
Thence N54°53 ' 1 O"W 2578.10' 10 an iron rod sel; 
Thence N35uOT20"E 59.04' to an iron rod set; 
TI,ence S54°53' 10"E 257S.09' 10 an iron rod sel, Ihe True Point of Beginning. 

, 
: :i. 

Said parcel conlaining 191,623.6 square feel or4.399 acres, which equales 10 17,S02.5 square 
meters or 4.529 cucrdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 15 II 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Machos, said point being a brnss disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'CAMP' and having a northing of 800B51.3059 and an easting of941 574.63 I I 
noted as the Point of Bcginning on the plat labcled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 15 II". ThenceN71'4B' OI"W 
4473.04' to an iron rod sc~ thc Truc Point or Beginning, having a northing ofB0224B.3777and an easting 
of937325.3615: 

Thence S54'53'10"E 1145.0B' to an iron rod set; 
Thencc S35'07'20"W 59.04' to nn iron rod set; 
Thence N54'53'10"W 1145.07' to a point not set; 
TItence N35'06'50"E 59.04' to an iron rod set, Truc Point of Beginning 

Said parcel containing 67,605.1 squarc fcct or 1.552 acrcs, which equates to 6,20B.7 square meters 
or 1.59B cuerdas. 

, 
' 1. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 16 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward ofMacitos, said point being a brass disk sel in concrete. 
Said poinl also known as 'CAMP' and having a norlhing of S0085 1.3059 and an easling of941574.63 I I 
nOled as Ihe Point of Beginning on Ihe plat lobeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 16". Thence S25'34'47"W 1356.43' 
to n PI( nail set, the True Point of Beginning. having a northing of799627.8270 and an casting of 
9409S8.9671: 

Thence S55'15'34"E 1622.79'10 a poinl nol sci; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set with n long chord of317.94', chord bearing of 
S44'OS'39"E 

Radius=S24.61' 
Arc=319.94' 

Thence following a curve to a poinl not set wilh a long chord of 471.02', chord bearing of 
S44'53'41"E 

Radius=1145.39' 
Arc=474.4I' 

Thence S56'45'37"E 453.21' to a poinl not sel; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl nol sci wilh a long chord of 885 .S6', chord bearing of 
S25'20'19"E 

R.1dius=S49.6I' 
Arc=93 1.87' 

Thence S06D04'S9"W 307. 16' to a point not set; 1 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 263 .68', chord ~~carif!g of 
S47'25' 16"W . . 

Radius=199.61' 
Arc=288.03' 

Thence SS8'45'33"W 199.61' to a poinl nOI SCI; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a Iong chord of 512.24', chord bearing of 
S54'06'07"W 

Radius=450.39' 
Arc=544.S7' 

Thence SI9'26'41"W 326.67' to a poinl nol scI; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set with a long chord of 80.15', chord bearing of 
S20'22'22"W 

Radius=2474.6I' 
Arc=80.15' 

Thence S2IoIS'03"W 174.42' to i.1 point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 181.43' , chord bearing of 
N 15"47' 57"W 

Radills~ 150.39' 
Arc=194 .76' 

Thence S52'53' 57"E 1350.91' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S37°06'03"W 49.22' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N52'53' 57"W 1350.91' 10 a poinl not sel; 
Thence following a curve ro a point not set with a long chord 0[240.81 ', chord bearing of 
NI5'47'57"W 

Radills=199.6I' 
Arc~258.50' 

Thellce N21'IS'03"E 174.42' to a poinl nOI SCI; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of78.56', chord bearing of 
N20'22 '22"11 

Radius=2425.39' 
Arc=78.56' 



11lOnce N 19"26'41"E 326.67' to 3 point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not sel with a long chord of 568.22'. chord bearing of 
N54"06'07"E 

Rndius=499.61' 
Arc=604.41' 

Thence N88"45'33"E 199.61' to u point not SCI; 
Thence following n curve 1"0 n point not set with a long chord of 198.67', chord bei.lring of 
N47"25'16"E 

Rudius=150.39' 
Arc=217.0I' 

Thence N06"04' 59"E 307.16' to 3 point not set; 
Thence following n curve to 3 poinl nol set wilh 3 long chord of 834.54, chord beOfing of 
N2S"20'19"W 

Radius=800.39' 
Arc=877.89' 

'n,ence N56°45'37"W 453.21' to a poinl not set; 
'n,ence following a curve to a poinl nol sel wilh n long chord of 491.26, chord bearing of 
N44"53'41"W 

Rudius=1194.61' 
Arc=494.79' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of298.96, chord bearing of 
N44"08'39"W 

Rudius=775.39' 
Arc=300.84 ' 

Thence N55"15'34"W 1622.79' 10 a point not sci; 
Thence N34°44'26"E 49.22' to n ilK nail set, True Point ofBcginning. 

, 
:~ 

Said parcel conlaining 357719.9 square feel or 8.212 acres, which equales to 33233.4 square 
melcrs or 8.455 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCIUPTION EASEMENT 17 

Beginning I.It a survey control point inlhe Ward ofGuayacnn, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point 0150 known as 'EMI3EACH' nnd having n norilling of798S3S.1118 nnd an casting of 
943260.8239 noted as the Point ofl3eginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY I'ORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 17". Thence 
S70034'SI"W 1 062.22' to un iron rod set, the True Point of l3eginning, having a northing of798181.9491 
and an eusting of9422S9.0304: 

Thence S20"24'39"W 163.17' to an iron rod set; 
lllence S3soll'24"W 90.S7' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S44°07' IS"W 227.64' to a point not set; 
Thence N4s048'06"W 38.83' to a point not set; 
Thence N44°1I'S4"E 120.58' to \I point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 1000.12', chord benring of 
NOs031' SO"E 

Radi\ls~6SS.39' 

Arc~1137.67' 

Thence SSsoIS'34"E 344.36' to a point not set; 
lllence S340,14 '26"W 40.66' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not sci , lhe True Point of Beginning with n long chord of 
491.31', chord bearing of SOS'3S'S3"E 

Radius~704.6I' 

Arc~SOI.8S' , 
! ~ 

Said pnrcel containing 54.671.6 square feet or 1.255 Heres, which equates to 5,On>·:2 square melers 
or 1.292 cuerdas. ,": .. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 18 

Beginning at n survey control point in the Ward of Guayacnn. said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELICIAS' alld having a northing of799143.SS37 alld an casting of 
927S04.4901 noted us the Point afBcginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY fORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT I sn. Thence 
SS2°02'4snw 132l.l6' to an iron rod set,the True Point afDeginning, having u northing af79S961.02S7 
and an casting of926 196.0422: 

Thence following n curve to 1.1 point not set WiLh a long chord of 58.03 ', chord bearing of 
NSSOI4'4S"W 

Radius~740.4S' 

Arc=SS.OS' 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of749.97', chord bearing of 
N6soS7'4S"W 

Rudius=ISSS.4S' 
Are~7SS.01 ' 

Thence NS0"26'OS"W 333.4 I' to a point not set; 
Thence N02°S3'<l0"E S9.44' to an iron rod set; 
Thence SS0"26'osnE 340.32' to • paintlla! set; 
Thence following n curve to n point not set with a long chord of 773.46', chord bearing of 
S6soS7'4S"E 

Radius= I 94<1.S2' 
Arc~77S . 6S' 

Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 76.05'. chord bc'iiring of 
SS4°4S'S6"E .. " . 

Radius=799.S2' 
Arc=76.0S' 

Thence S49°4S'46"W 60,43' to an iron rod set, the Tru. Point of Beginning. 

Sliid parcel containing 69,121.9 square feet or J.5S7 acres, which equates to 6,421.7 square meters 
or 1.634 euerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 19 

Beginning, at a survey control point in the Ward of Gunyacan. said point being n brnss disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELlCIAS' and having a northing of799143.8S37 and all easting of 
927S04.4901 noted as the Point ofEeginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 19". Thence 
NS4"23'OO"W 2393.39' to on iron rod set,the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of799378.0976 
and un casting of92SI22.5952: 

Thence S02°S3'40"W 59.44' to a point not sct; 
Thence NS0"26'OS"W 1000.44' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 524 .92', chord bcnring of 
NS6°52'24"W 

Rndius=2340.48' 
Arc=S26.02 ' 

Thellce SS6°41' 17"W 9S6.SS' to a point not sct; 
Thence S03°18'tI3"E 19.69' to 1.1 point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of328.45', chord bcnring of 
S73°39'SS"W 

Radius=72S.79' 
Arc=33 1.29' 

Thence N29"2I'27"W 19.69' to n point not set; 
Thence S60"3S'33"W 1014.42'10 a point not set; 
Thence rollowing a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 440.23' • chord bearing of 
S77"37'3S"W l. 

Radins-75J.S2' ,.:" 
Arc=446.74 ' 

Thence NSS"23' 18"W IOS.09' to a point not set; 
-n,ence S06"29'OS"W S65.74' to a point not set; 
Thence following a cnrve to n point not set with a long chord of240.83', chord bearing of 
SI2"29'IS"E 

Rndins=370.39' 
Arc=245.29' 

Thence S31"27'34"E 20S.67' to a point not set; 
Thence tbllowing n curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 512.82'. chord bearing of 
S2S012'2S"E 

Rndius=23S4.6I' 
Arc=SI3 .83' 

Thence S71°02'38"W 49.22' to nil iron rod set; 
Thence following n curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 502.10'. chord bearing of 
N2so1 2'28"W 

Rndills=2JOS.J9' 
Arc~S03.09' 

Thence N31"27'34"W 20S.67' to on iron rod set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 272.84' I chord bearing of 
NI2"29'IS"E 

Rodius=419.61' 
Arc=277 .89' 

Thence N06"29'OS"E 'IS8.6S' to 0 point not set; 
'n,once Nllo14'04"E 135.38'to 0 point not set; 
Thence S8S"23' IS"E 141.19' to 11 point not set; 
Thence following 1.1 curve to n point not set with a long, chord of405.74' , chord bearing of 
N77'3T3S"E 

Radius~694.48' 

Arc=411.74' 
Thence N60'3S'33"E 1014.42' to n point not set; 



Thence N29"2 I '27"W I 9.69' to II point not set; 
'n,ence following n curve to n point not set with a long chord of 372.80', chord benring of 
N73"39' 55"E 

Radius=827.2 I' 
Arc=376.03' 

Thence S03"1 8'43"E 19.69' to a point not set; 
Thence N86"4 I' 17"E 956.85' to nn iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set willI a long chord of538.16" chord bearing of 
S86"52'24"E 

Radius=2399.52' 
Arc=539.29' 

Thence S80"26'05"E 993.54' to nn iron rod set,the Tme Point or Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 350,976.2 sqllnl'e feet or 8.057 acres, which equates to 32,606.9 square 
meters or 8.296 cucrdns. 

,.~i" 

, , 



LEGAL DESCRlPTION FOR EASEMENT 20 

Beginning at n survey control point in the Ward of Daguao. said point being a brass disk set ill concrete. 
Said point a lso known as 'MANATI' and having n northing of 791 059.1339 and nn eusting oF921490.5759 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the pint Inbeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 20". Thence N 12°12'56"W S380.02' 
to an iron rod scI, the True Point of Beginning, having n northing of796317.3385 Hlld on casting of 
920352.2213: 

Thence N07"23'37"W 50.22' to a pain! no! set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of262.52', chord bearing of 
N60"27'S5"E 

Rndius-735.39' 
Arc=263.93' 

TIlence N50011'OO"E 631.48'!0 a pain! notse!; 
TI,ence following a curve!o un iron rod set with a long chord of 443 .02', chord benring of 
NI5°36'49"E 

Radius=390.39' 
Arc=47 1.09' 

Thence N71002'3S''E 49.22' to an iron rod scI; 
Thence following a curve to a pain! no! set with a long chord of 498.88', chord bearing of 
S ISDJ6'49"W 

Rndills-439.6I' 
Arc=530.48' 

Thence S50011 'OO"W 631.48' to an iron rod set; " 
, 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, with a)§ng e:hord of 
290.24', chord bearing ofS60050'32"W . 

Radius=784.6I' 
Arc=29 1.92' 

Said parcel containing 69.409.9 square feet or 1.593 acres, which equates to 6,448.4 square meters 
or 1.641 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 21 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward ofDaguao, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. Snid point 
also known liS 'BAKER' nnd having n northing of794549.6798 and nn casting of92 1077.9933 noted as the Point of 
Beginning on Ole plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY FORMER NA VAL STATION 
ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT21". 111enee NI3'53'46"W 1966.63' to an iron rod set, the Tme Point of 
Beginning, having a northing of796458.7488 and an easting of920605 .6833: 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of332.65', chord bearing ofS21'45'22"W 
Radills=349.39' 
Arc-346.70' 

Thence S06'40' 17"E 707.30' to a point no! set; 
11ICnce following a cllrve to a point not set with a long chord of228.5I', chord beuring ofSI0'09'33"W 

Radills=394.6I' 
Arc=23 1.83' 

Thence S26'59'23"W 1182.66' to a point not set; 
Thence following a clllve to a point not set with a long chord of 62.33', chord benring of SII '34 '06"E 

Radius-50.00' 
Arc=67.30' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of239.96' , chord bearing aT S25'II'36"E 
Radius=284.6I' ." 
Arc=247.7I' .;'·1 

Thence SOO'15'36"E 233 .14' to a point nOlSet; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of IIS.SI', chord bearing of S27'41 ' 13"E 

Radius= 12S.39' 
Arc=120.0S' 

Thence SSS'06'51 "E 162.71' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of IS6.28', chord bearing ofS23'37'40"E 

Radius=149.61' 
Arc=164.4J' 

Thence S07'51 '31 "W 152.93' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 86.37', chord bearing of S27'OS' 18"E 

Radills=7S.39' 
Arc=91.97' 

Thence S62'02'07"E 305.68' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of349.05', chord bearing ofS7S'S7'24"E 

Radius=725.39' 
Arc=3S2 .5I' 

Thence S89'S2'42"E 180.0S' to a point not set; 
11,ence SOI'18'44"E 49.24' to a point not set; 
Thence N89°52'42"W 181 .28' [0 a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of372.73·, chord bearing ofN75°57'24"W 

Radius=774 .6I' 
Arc=376.42' 

111ence N62'02'07"W 30S.68' to a point not set; 
Thence following a cllrve to a point not set with a long chord of 142.76', chord bearing ofN27'OS'IS"W 

Radius=124.6I' 
Arc=IS2.01' 

Thence N07'Sl'31 "E 152.93' to n point not set; 
11,enee following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 104.87', chord bearing ofN23'37'40"W 

Radius=110.39' 
Arc=IIO.34' 



111cnce N55°06' 51 "W 162.71' to a point not set~ 
Thence fo llowing n curve 10 a poinl nol scI wilh a long chord of I GO.8G', chord bearing ofN27"4I'13"W 

Radius-174.6I' 
Arc=167.17' 

Thence NOool 5'36"W 233. 14' 10 a point nol sel; 
Thence following a curve 10 a poinl not set with a long chord of 198.46', chord bearing ofN2SOII '3G"W 

Rudius=235.39' 
Arc=204.87' 

Thence following n curve 10 a poinl nol set with a long chord of 123.69', chord bearing ofNl1034'06"W 
Radins=99.22' 
Arc-133.54' 

Thcnce N2Go59'23"E 11 82.6G' to a poinl not sel; 
Thence following a curve 10 a poinl not scI with a long chord of200.01', chord bearing ofN IOOO9'33"E 

Radius=345.39' 
Arc=202.9I' 

Thence NOGo40'17"W 707.30' 10 a poinl nol scI; 
Thence Following a curve 10 a point not sel with a long chord of 228.97', chord bearing ofN I 000 I'IO"E 

Rndills=398.6I' 
Arc=232.24 ' 

Thence following a curve 10 nn iron rod ScI, Ihe Tme Poinl of Beginning, with a long chord of 159.60', 
chord bearing of N5G'O 1'1 G"E 

Radius=784 .GI ' 
Arc=159.88' , 

~ '. 

Said parcel containing 221,548.7 square feel or 5.086 acres) which equates to 20,582:6;.square meters or 
5.237 cuerdas. ",., '. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 22 

Beginning at a survey control point in lhe Ward of Guayncan. silid point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELVIS' and having a northing of 796646.7678 and an casting af927749.8902 
noted as the Point of Beginning on Ole plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA V AL STA TION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 22". TIlCnce S I 0'14' 36"E 5702.8 I ' 
to un iron rod set. the True Point of Be ginning, having a northing of791034.8502 nnd nn casting of 
928764.0234: 

Thence S37"21' I O"E 56.21' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not sel; with a long chord of93 .66', a chord bearing of 
S32'30' 14"W, 

Radius= 399.61' 
Arc=93 .87' 

Thence S39'14'0 I"W 203.42' to a point not sel; 
Thence S31°07'00"W 298.77' 10 a point not set; 
TIlence N82"23 '22"W 53 .67' 10 a point not set; 
TI,ence N3 J'07'OO"E 323.67' to a point not set; 
TI,ence N39'14'OI"E 206.91' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to un iron rod set; the True Point of Beginning with n long chord of 
107.32', n chord bearing ofN30'25'29"E, 

Rndius= 350.39' 
Arc=107 .74' 

Said parcel containing 30,374.0 sqnare reet or 0.697 afan acre, which equates to 2,821.8 square 
meters or 0.718 of a cucrda. ~~; ;, 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 23 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Word of Guayacnn. snid point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELVIS' and having a northing of796646.7678 und nn cnsting oF927749.8902 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the platlubeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 23". Thence N50'37'43"E 1415.10' 
to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having II northing of797544.4326 nnd an casting of 
928843.8370: 

Thence N55°35'04"W 49.22' to a point not set; 
Thence N34°24'56"E 784.00' to a point not set; 
l11cncc following II curve to nil iron rod set with a long chord of 14.71' , chord benring of 
NIO'38'54"W 

Radills=10.39' 
Arc-16.34' 

TIlenee N55'42'43"W 262.55' to nn iron rod set;. 
Thence N34°26'3S"E l19.22' to a point not set; 
Thence S55°42'43"E 262.42' to a point not sct; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set with a long chord of 84.110'. chord bearing of 
StO'3H'54"E .) 

Radius=59.6I' 
Arc=93.77' 

TI,enee S34'24'56"W 784.00' to an iron rod sc~ Ihe True Point of Beginning. 

Said pnrcel containing 54,217.7 squ;ue feet or 1.245 acres, which cqunt'cs to 5,037.0 square meters 
or 1.282 cucrdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 24 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Wnrd ofGunyncan. said point being it bnlsS disk set in concrete. 
Soid point 0150 known as 'DELV1S' ond having a norlhing of796646.7678 nnd an easling oF927749.8902 
nOled as Ihe Point of Beginning on the plnl labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 24". Thence S25·06'47"E 5671.5 1'10 
an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning. having a northing of791511.3792 and an eosting of 
930 I 56.9139: 

Thence S I 8°30'36"W 166.08' to a poinl nol sel; 
Thence N71"29'24"W 87.49' 10 a point not scI; 
Thence following n curve 10 a poinl not set; wilh 0 long chord of 395.0 1', a chord bearing of 
N49°38'1'I"W, 

Radius= 530.61' 
Arc=404.75' 

Thence S64°52'27"W 372.81' 10 a poinl not SCI; 
Thence following U CUIVC to II point not scl~ with a long chord of 132.18'. a chord bearing of 
N70006'25"W, 

Radius= 724.61' 
Arc= I 32.36' 

Thence S75"20'24"W 301.47' to a point nolsel; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set; with a long chord of 167.79" a chord beoring of 
S88°16'52"W, 

Radius= 374.61' 
Arc=169.22' 

, 
.l; 

Thence N78°46'40"W 162.48' to a point not set; .. ~~ i. 

Thence l'ollowing n curve 10 a point nOI set; wilh u long chord of 157.98', 0 chord bearing of 
S37° I 8'43"E, 

Radius= 374.39' 
Arc=159.18' 

Thence S49"29'3 I"E 57.39' 10 a poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to 0 point not set; with a long chord of 155.14', a chord bearing of 
SI8°15'41"E, 

Radius= 149.6 I' 
Arc=163.10' 

Thcnce following n curve to fI point not set; with a long chord of 89. 12', a chord bearing of 
SI9°22' 19"W, 

Radius= 399.61' 
Arc=89.31' 

Thence N37"2 1'1 O"W 56.21' 10 0 point not set; 
Thence following n curve to fI point not sct; with n long chord of 52.83', n chord bearing of 
NI7°17'33"E, 

Radius~ 350.39' 
Arc=52.88' 

Thence rollowing a curve 10 a poinl not set; wilh a long chord of 104. I 0', a chord beoring of 
NI8·15'41"W, 

Radius= 100.39' 
Arc=109.44' 

Thence N49"29'3 I "W 57.39' to a point nOl set; 
Thence following a curve La a point" not sel; with n long chord of 193.1S'. a chord bcaring of 
N36° I 8'43"W, 

Radius= 423.6 I' 
Arc=194.89' 

Thence N23"07'54"W 41.33' 10 a poinl not sel; 
Thcnce N 11°13 '20"E 32.22' to a point not set; 
TI,ence S78°46'40"E 234.00' 10 a point nol SCI; 



Thence following a curve to OJ point not set; with a long chord of 145.74', a chord bearing of 
N88°16'S2"E, 

RndillS= 325.39' 
Arc=146.99' 

Thence N7S"20'24"E 301.47' 10 n poinl not scI; 
Thence following 0 curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 123.20" a chord bearing of 
N70'06'2S"E, 

Radills= 675.39' 
Arc=123.37' 

Thence N64'S2'27"E 422.09' 10 a point not set; 
Thence following a curve La a point not set; with a long chord of 40 1.51 ' , n chord be'lring of 
S46°S0'34"E. 

lllldills= 481.39' 
Arc=414.16' 

Thence S71 "29'24"E 3S .27' 10 a poinl not scI; 
lllCllce N IS'30'36"E 116.7S' 10 a point nol sel; 
lllCnce S71 "29'24"E 41.15' to 1I point not set; 
Thence following a curve to un iron rod set, the Tme Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
S.07', " chord bearing oFSn"04'OS"E, 

Radius= 399.61' 
Arc=8.07' 

Said parcel containing 112,345.5 square reel or 2.579 nercs, which equales 10 10,437.3 square 
meters or 2.656 cuercJas. "~ 

""~: ",' 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 2S 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Quebrada Seea, said point being n brass disk set in 
concrete. Said point also known as 'DELICIAS' and having a northing of799143.8537 and an easting of 
927504.4901 noted as the Point of Beginning on the pint labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY l'ORMER NA V AL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 25". TIlence 
S65"46'40"W 1154.24' to un iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning, having u northing of798670.2992 
and an easling of92645 1.8698: 

Thence following a curve to a point noLset with a long chord of58.23', chord bearing of 
S32"42'OO"E 

Rad ius=370.48' 
Arc=58.29' 

Thence following a curve to i1 point not set with a long chord of 422.66'. chord bearing of 
S69"24'05"W 

Rudills=320.39' 
Arc=461.54' 

'nlcncc N71°15'39"W 15.42' to an iron rod set; 
TIlcnce N21018'51 tl W 43.57' to iI point not sct; 
TI,ence following a curve to u point not sci wilh a long chord of 418.41', chord bearing of 
N66"36'34"E 

Radius=369.61, 
Arc=444.76' 

Thence S37°12'25"E 17.52' to an iron rod set Ihe True Point or Beginning. , 
:~. 

Said parcel conraining 22,596.3 square fect or 0.519 of an IIcre, which e'l"atcs lo) !,099.3 sqllare 
melers or 0.534 of n clicrua. .,.. . 



• 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 26 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Wurd ofDaguao, s;:,id point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said poinl known as "COLINA" and having n northing of797036.8324 and an easting of 916304.6005 
noted as lhe Poinl of Beginning on the pial labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 26". Thence N67'51'33"E 4952.64' 
10 POINT II 26-3A, nn iron rod set, Ihe True Poinl or Beginning, having a northing of798903.4095 and an 
easling of920892.0277: 

Thence N07'56'34"E 730.47' 10 a poinl nol sci; 
TIlCnce S83'59'OO"E 26.33' 10 a poinl nol set; 
Thence S06'O \'OO"W 450.00' to a point nol set; 
Thence N83°59'OO"W 15.00' to a point nol set; 
Thence S06'O I'OO"W 341.39' 10 a point not sci; 
TIlence N85'23'18"W 41.58' to a point not set; 
Thence N 11'14 ' 04"E 62.6 I' 10 a POINT 1/ 26-3A, an iron rod set the True Point of beginning. 

Suid parcel contuining 26,373.1 squDre feet or 0.605 of an acre, which equates to 2450.2 square 
melers or 0.623 of a cucrda. 

, 
" 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 27 

Beginning n! iI survey control point in the Ward ofGuayacun, said point being a bruss disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DEL1CIAS' and having a northing of799143.8537 and an casting of 
927504.4901 noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NA VAL STA TlON ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 27". Thence 
N67'33'29"E 3925.91' 10 an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 800642.5529 
and an casting of931133.0789: 

Thence N74'40'21"W I I 1.12' to a point not set; 
TI,enee following a curve 10 a point not set with a long chord of 408.37', chord bearing of 
N65'04'28"W 

Radius=1224 .6I' 
Arc=410.28' 

Thence N55'28'36"W 108.63' to a point not sci; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of239.53', chord benring of 
N32'33"16"W 

Radills=307.6I' 
Arc=246.04' 

Thenec N09'38'5G"W 228.13' to a point not set; 
Thence NO'I'39'23"W 217.78' 10 a point not sci; 
1l1cncc following n curve to a point not set with II long chord of226.29', chord bearing of 
N18'40'54"E 

Rauius-285.6I' 
Arc=232.67' 

Thence N42'OI '11"E I OS.61 ' to a point nol set; 

, 
:~ 

TI,enee following D CUrve 10 a poinl nol set with a long chord of 161.10', chord bearing of 
NI8'SS'46"E 

Radius=205.39' 
Arc-165.55' 

TI10nce NO'I'09'40"W 140.27' to" poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to £1 point not set with a long chord of' 166 .96 '. chord bearing of 
NI'I'16'29"W 

RndiIl5-475.39' 
Arc=167.S3' 

Thence following II curve ('0 a point not set with n long chord of 49.52', chord bearing of 
N04'54 'OS"W 

RadiLls=74.22' 
Arc=50.48' 

1110nee N14'3S'03"E 89.02' to a poil1tl1ot sci; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 61.93'. chord bearing of 
N67" 13 '22"E 

RndiLls=263.00' 
Arc=62.07' 

Thence S14'35'03"W 126.60' to a point 110t set; 
Thence following a curve to n point 1I0t set with 1.1 long chord of 16.68 ', chord bearing of 
S04"54 'Og"E 

RadiLls-2S.00' 
Are~ 17.00' 

Thence following u curve to a point not set with a long chord of 184 .25'. chord bearing of 
SI4"16'29"E 

Radius=524.6I' 
Arc=ISS.2I' 

Thence S04'09'40"E 1'10.27' 10 n pointl1ot set; 



11lCncc following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 199.7]', chord bearing of 
SI8"55 ' 46"W 

Rndius=254.61' 
Arc=205.22' 

TIlellce S42°0 I'll "W 105.61' 10 a point nOIse!; 
TIlcllce following a curve 10 a point no! se! wilh a long chord of IS7 .29', chord bearing of 
SIS"40'54"W 

Rndius=236.39' 
Arc= 192.5 S' 

Thellce S04°39'23"E 215.64' to a point nol set; 
Thence S09"3S'56"E 225.9S' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with D long chord of 20 1.21' I chord bearing of 
S32"33'46"E 

Radius=258.39' 
Arc=206.67' 

TI,ence S55"2S'36"E 108.63' to n point not set; 
111cnce following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of391.95'. chord bearing of 
S65"04'28"E 

Radius=1175.39' 
Arc=393.79' 

Thence S74°~10'21"E 116.04' to a point not set; 
TIlence S 19"59'21"W 12.83' to a poinl no! sci; 
Thence following a curve to un iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning with along chord of 
36.64', chord bearing ofS2I"23'45"W ' 

Radius=746.2I' :i. 

Arc=36.64' ~:.; '. 

Said pOl'cel containing 110,992. 1 square fect or 2.548 ncrcs, which equales to 10,311.5 squnre 
meters or 2.624 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 28 

Beginning nt u survey control point in the Wnrd ofGunyncun, snid point being D bross disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DOG' and having a northing 01'805443.8964 and an casting of 933 I I 0,4735 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat Inbeled "UNITED STA TES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 28". Thence SBO'32'06"W 1455.73' 
to an iron rod sct, the True Point of Beginning. huving n northing of 805204.5081 and un l!tlsling of 
931674.5620; 

Thence S02°46'27"E 399.73' to nn iron rod set; 
Thence S23°35'04"W 247.75' to an iron rod set; 
Thence SI9°0I'22"W 388.54' to a MAG nail set; 
Thence S29°57'1 O"W 290.23' to un iron rod SCl; 
TIlcnc~ S32°49'53"W 712.89' to an iron rod set; 
TI,ence S32°37'31"W 558.73' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set wilh a long chord of 107.57', chord bearing of 
N63'04'19"W 

Radius-263 .00' 
Arc=I08.33' 

TI\enceN32'37'31"E 1500.73' to il point not set; 
'n,enC" N21 '31 '21"E 641.58' to a point not set; 
TIlCnce N02'46'27"W 368.63' to an iron rod set; 
TI,ence N71 '08'07"E 114.48' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning. , ., 

,-,.~ 

Said pilrcel containing 268,631.5 square reel or 6.170 acres, which equates to 24 :956.8 square 
meters or 6.350 cuerdas. 



EXHIBIT 1-2 

AREA OF PROPOSED NAVY ACCESS EASEMENTS 

None. 



EXHIBIT 1-3 

AREA OF UTILITY EASEMENTS 



-------- -------DEED NUMBER THREE (3)---------------

------------------DEED OF EASEMENT-----------------

---In the City of San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 

twenty-sixth (26th
) day of January, two thousand 

twelve (201.2). ----------------- -------- -----------

------------ --- ----- BEFORE ME------------------ --

---Eduardo Tamargo, Attorney at Law and Notary 

Public in and for PUerto Rico, residing at San 

Juan, Puerto Rico and with offices in San Juan, 

Puerto Rico.--------------------------------------

----------------------APPEARS----------------------
---AS PARTY OF THE FIRST PART, THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, hereinafter "Gran torn I acting by and 

through the Department of the Navy, Real Estate 

Contracting Officer, under and pursuant to the 

powers and authority contained in the provisions of 

Section 2905 (b) (4) of the Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Act of 1990, 10 U.S.C. § 2687 note, as 

amended, and the implementing regulations of the 

Department of Defense (32 C.F.R. Part 174), having 

an address of Four Thousand Nine Hundred Eleven 

(4911) South Broad Street, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, herein represented by Gregory C. 

Preston, also known as Gregory Charles Preston, of 

legal age, married and resident of the state of New 

Jersey, United States of America, who is authorized 

to appear in this deed as real estate contracting 

officer I by virtue of that Certificate of 

Appointment signed by the Assistant Secretary of 

the Navy (Installations and Environment) on August 

eighteenth (leU) of Two Thousand Six (2006) . ------

---AS A PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, THE COMMONWEALTH 
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OF PUERTO RICO, acting by and through the Local 

Redevel opment Au thority for Naval Station Roosevelt 

Roads, (the "LRA") , a public corporation and 

government instrumentality of the Commonwealth of 

Puerto Ri co , creat ed , operated and existing under 

and by virtue of the laws of Puert o Rico herein 

r epresented by its Acting Executive Director, Jaime 

L6pez Diaz, of legal age, married and resident of 

San J uan, Puerto Rico f as authorized by the 

Resolution Approving the Economic Devel opment 

Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement Between the 

United States of America Acting by and Through the 

Navy and the Local Redevel opment Authority for 

Naval Station Roosevelt Roads signed on December 

twentieth (20th) two thousand eleven (2011) 

certified by Certificate of Resolution authorized 

by the Secretary of the Board of Directors, Robert 

Baez, on January twentieth (20th) of the year two 

thousand twelve (20 1 1) f under affidavit number two 

t housand f our hundred and sixty nine (2469) , 

hereinafter "Grantee". --------- - -- - - ----------- - --

---If the Notary, certify that I am personally 

acquainted with the representative of the appearing 

parties I and from their statements I also certify 

as to his age, civil status, occupation and 

residence. They assure me that they have, and in my 

judgment they do have, the legal capacity necessary 

to execute this instrument, and for that purpose 

they do hereby ---------------------------- --------

------- - - - - - ----------STATES ------------ -- -------

---FI RST : Grantor is owner of that certain real 

property identified as the former Naval Station 
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Roosevelt Roads ("NSRR") and as further described 

in the Registry of the Property of Puerto Rico, 

Fajardo Section (the "Registry") :-- -- - - ------ - -- -- -

--------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral One (I) C--------
---"Rural : Parcel of land identified as Sale Par cel 
Roman Numer al One (I) C situated in the Ward of 
Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of two hundred ten thousand one 
hundred thirty-one point five (210,131.5) square 
meters equivalent to fifty-three point four hundred 
s i xty- three (53.463) cuerdas, more or less, bounded 
on the North, East, South and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated, 
property of the United States of America." ---- -----

---Property number ten thousand two hundred ninety 
seven (10,297) recorded at Page one hundred thirty 
(130), of volume one hundred sixty three (1.63)of 
Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo 
Section.------------- - - - ------------------------ ---

-------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral One (I) D---------
---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral One (I) D situated in the Wards of 
Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, 
Puerto Rico, containing an area of three million 
one hundred fifty-five thousand eight hundred and 
one point zero (3,155,801.0) square meters 
equivalent to eight hundred and two point nine 
hundred twenty-two (802.922) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North by lands of the principal 
estate from which it is segregated, property of the 
United States of America, on the East by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated, 
property of the United States of America and 
Ensenada Honda, on the South and West by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated, 
property of the United States of America."---------

---Property number ten thousand two hundred ninety 
eight (10,298) recorded at Page one hundred thirty 
three (133), of volume one hundred sixty three 
(163)of Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto Rico, 
Fajardo Section. -------- -- - ------------------- - ----

----- - --Sale Parcel Roman Numeral Two (II) A-------
---~Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral Two (II) A situated in the Ward of 
Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of one million six hundred 
twenty-eight thousand six hundred and twelve point 
three (1,628 , 612.3) square meters equivalent to 
four hundred and fourteen point three hundred 
sixty-three (414.363) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North East and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated, 
property of the United States of America and on the 
South by the Caribbean Sea." ----------------- - --- --
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---Property number ten thousand two hundred ninety 
nine (10,299) recorded at Page one hundred thirty 
six (136), of volume one hundred sixty three 
(163)of Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto Rico, 
Fajardo Section.-----------------------------------

--------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral Two (II) B-------
---~Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral Two (II) B situated in the Ward of 
Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of three hundred eighty-three 
thousand one hundred sixty-seven point zero 
(383,167.0) square meters equivalent to ninety
seven point four hundred eighty-eight (97.488) 
cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the Nor th and 
West by lands of the principal estate from which it 
is segregated, property of the United States of 
America , on the East and South by the Caribbean Sea.

n
- ----- ____________ ________ _________ ________ __ _ 

- - - Property number ten thousand three hundred 
(10,300) recorded at Page one hundred thirty nine 
(139), of volume one hundred sixty three (163) of 
Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto Rico , Fajardo 
Section. ------ -------------------------- ------ -----

--------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral One (I) A- -------
- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral One ( I ) A situated in the Ward of 
Daguao, Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico , 
containing one million four hundred ninety-one 
thousand six hundred eighty-two point two 
(1,491,682.2) square meters equivalent to three 
hundred seventy- nine point five hundred twenty-five 
(379.525) cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the 
North and South by the Municipality of Naguabo, on 
the East and West by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated, property of the United 
States of America u

.------ --- ---------------------- -

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations . Registry of 
property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section.----------

-------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral One el) B---------
---~Rural Parcel of land identified as Sale 
Parcel Roman Numeral one (I) B situated in the Ward 
of Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto 
Rico and the Ward of Daguao Municipality of 
Naguabo, Puerto Rico, containing an area of one 
million two hundred thirty-seven thousand two 
hundred eleven point nine (1 ,237,211 .9) square 
meters equivalent to three hundred fourteen point 
seven hundred eighty one (314. 781) cuerdas, more 
or less, comprising the following:-----------------

----------Portion A-Municipality of Ceiba----------
------Rural Parcel of land identified as Sale 
Parcel Roman Numeral One ( I ) B situated in the 
Ward of Quebrada Seca Municipality of Ceiba, 
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Puerto Rico, containing an area of six hundred 
ninety-four thousand eight hundred and one point 
eight (694,801.8) square meters equivalent to one 
hundred seventy-six point seven hundred seventy-six 
(176.776) cuerdas , more or less, bounded on the 
North and West by the Municipality of Naguabo, on 
the East and South by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated, property of the United 
States of America".--------------------------------

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba , pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations. Registry of 
Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section.----------

---------Portion B-Municipality of Naguabo---------
----Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral One (I) B situated in the Ward of 
Daguao, Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of five hundred forty-two 
thousand four hundred ten point one (542 , 410.1) 
square meters equivalent to one hundred thirty
eight point zero five (138.005) cuerdas, more or 
less, bounded on the North by the Munic ipality of 
Naguabo and by lands of the principal estate from 
which it is segregated, property o f the United 
States of America; on the East, South and West by 
lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated, property of the United States of 
America". - -----------------------------------------

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations. Registry of 
Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section.----------

---------------Parcel Eighteen (18) -------- -- ------
---Rural: Parcel of land identified as Parcel 
Eighteen (18) situated in the Ward of Quebrada 
Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of one hundred twenty three 
thousand one hundred fifty six point eight (123,1 
56.8 ) square meters equivalent to thirty one point 
three hundred thirty-four (31 .334 ) cuerdas, more or 
less, bounded on the North, East, South and West by 
lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated, property of the United States of 
America".---------------- - -------------~-----------

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations. Registry of 
Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section. ----- -----

--Parcel Twenty Four (24) - Veterans Health Clinic-
- - - "'Rural : Parcel of land identified as Veterans 
Health Clinic situated in the Ward of Guayacan, 
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Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing an 
area of nine thousand three hundred eighty- four 
point four (9,384.4) square meters equivalent to 
two point three hundred eighty-eight (2 . 388) 
cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the North, East , 
South and West by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated, property of the United 
States of America . ---------------- - - - --------- - - - --

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations. Registry of 
Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section . ------- - --

---SECOND: Grantor and Grantee have entered into an 

"Economic Development Conveyance Memorandum of 

Agreement" dated the twentieth (20 th
) day of 

December, two thousand and eleven (2011) (the 

"Agreement") . Grantor and Grantee have also 

entered into a Lease In Furtherance of Conveyance 

("LIFOC"), dated January twenty-fifth (25th) day of 

January, two thousand and t welv e (2012) f o r a 

portion of the real property covered by the 

Agreement. Additional portions of NSRR are not 

addressed by or covered by the Agreement of LIFOC 

and are intended for conveyance by the United 

States of America to parties other than the Grantee 

by public benefit conveyance, public sale, or other 

conveyance methods . ----------- -- -------------------

- - -THIRD: Grantor owns certain natural gas, water, 

telephone, cable television, and electric utility 

distribution systems, together with storm drainage 

and sewerage systems (the "Systems") at the former 

NSRR.-------------- ---- ----------------------------
---FOURTH, In accordance with the Agreement, 

Grantor has conveyed the Systems to Grantee and a 

portion of such Systems presently exists on those 

portions of NSRR that will be retained by Grantor 
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or conveyed to other parties. The property 

intended for retention by the Government or 

conveyance to parties other than the Grantee is 

hereinafter collectively referred to as "Remaining 

Government PropertyN. ------- ------ --- - -- - - ------ __ _ 

-- - FIFTH : This non-exclusive easement is required 

to all ow Grantee its agents, successors, and 

assigns to access, use, install , maintain, operate, 

construct, replace, and repair the Systems that are 

located on, in, over and under the Remaining 

Government Property. -- --- - - - ---------------------- 

- -- SIXTH: The Secretary of the Navy has determined 

that the grant of this easement on the tenns and 

conditions set forth herein is in the public 

interest and will not substantially injure the 

interest of the Grantor in the underlying real 

property, and that the uses permitted under its 

terms are consistent with the protection of human 

health and the environment.----------------- - ------

---SEVENTH: EASEMENT------------ --- ----------------

- - - - -Grantor does hereby remise, release and grant 

to Grantee, its successors and assigns, a 

nonexclusive easement (" Easement" ) within the 

Remaining Government Property shown on Exhibi t "A", 

attached hereto and made a part hereof to access, 

use, instal l , maintain, operate, construct, 

replace, and repair the Systems on, in, over and 

under t he Remaining Government Property. Grantor 

and Grantee have not been able to prepare maps or 

drawings describing the location and extent of the 

Systems prior to the execution o f this Easement, 

therefore, the exact location of the Easement right 
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is unknown, but shall be coterminous with the 

actual location of the Systems and shall extend to 

the minimum of amount of space actually required to 

access, use, i nstall, maintain, operate, replace, 

upgrade and repair existing Systems within the 

Remaining Government Property. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

----- (b) In no event shall this Easement interfere 

with the development or redevelopment of NSRR.-----

---EIGHTH, TERM------------------------------------

----The Term of th1s Easement shall commence and be 

effective upon execution by the Parties and shall 

continue in perpetuity except for:----------------

----(1) any portion of said Easement for which the 

Grantor conveys the underlying fee to Grantee at 

which point the Easement with respect to the 

conveyed portion shall automatically terminate, or

----(ii) any portion of the Easement otherwise 

terminated in accordance with the termination 

provisions of Paragraph Sixteenth.--------------- --

---NINTH, USE- ---- ------------------ --- ---------- - -

- - -The sole purpose of this Easement is to access, 

use, install, maintain, operate, construct, 

replace, and repair the Systems on the Remaining 

Government Property.------------------------------

---TENTH, HISTORIC OR ARCHEOLOGICAL PROPERTY-------

----Portions of the Remaining Government Property 

may be listed or may be eligible for nominations to 

the National Register of Historic Places. While 

Grantor holds an interest in the underlying real 

property, Grantee shall not undertake any activity 

that may affect an identified historic or 

archeological property, including excavation, 
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construction, alteration or repair, without the 

prior written approval of Department of t he Navy, 

except in accordance wi th the Memorandum of 

Agreement among the Department of the Navy and the 

Puerto Rico Historic Preservation Office executed 

on the twenty-eighth (2St.h) day of September two 

thousand and eleven (2011). -------------- ----- -----

----ELEVENTH, CONDITION OF EASEMENT PROPERTY-------

- - -The Easement shall be granted to Grantee "as 

is", "where is". Grantor makes no warranty as to 

the usability of t he Easement generally or as to 

its fitness for any particular purpose. ---- --------

- ---TWELTH, ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER----- ------- ----

----Grantee shall not assign or transfer this 

Easement, or any interest therein without prior 

written consent of Grantor, provided however that 

- ---THIRTEENTH , NOTICE REQUIRED FOR WORK-- ---------

-----(a)Except in the case of an emergency, Grantor 

shall not conduct any subsurface excavation, 

digging, drilling or other disturbance of the 

surface without prior written notification to 

Grantor. For purposes of this paragraph, 

"emergency" shall mean an unexpected, serious 

occurrence or situation urgently requiring prompt 

action. Grantee shall submit written notice of any 

work performed in a n emergency as soon as is 

practicable.--- --- ---------- - --- ------- ------ ------

--- --(b)With respect to any work to be performed in 

or about any structure which is "historic property" 
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as defined 36 eFR § 800.2, Grantee shall comply 

with the provisions of Section TENTH.-------------

- - - - FOURTEENTH, NON- INTERFERENCE WITH GOVERNMENT 

OPERATIONS-----------------------------------------

---The Grantee shall not conduct operations on 

Remaining Government Property that will interfere 

with or otherwise restrict environmental Clean-up, 

remediation or restoration activities by the 

Grantor, u.s . Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA), state environmental regulations, or their 

contractors . ---------------------------------------

---FIFTEENTH , GRANTEE ACTIVITIES UNDER THE 

EASEMENT-------------------- - ------------------ - - - -

-----The Grantee shall be responsible for direct 

costs related to its use, installation, 

maintenance, operation, construction, replacement, 

and repair of Systems under this Easement . Any and 

all damage to the Remaining Government Property 

resulting from the activities of Grantee under this 

Easement shall be repaired by Grantee at no expense 

to Grantor and the Remaining Government Property 

shall be resto red to its pre-construction 

condition.-------------- - --------------------------

----SIXTEENTH' TERMINATION-------------------------

---All or any part of this Easement shall 

automatically terminate when the Grantor conveys 

the underlying fee to Grantee with respect to the 

conveyed portion. Allor any part of this Easement 

shall terminate upon abandonment of the rights 

granted herein, or upon nonuse of such rights f or a 

period of two (2) consecutive y e ars with the 

exception of the survival of Grantee's 
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indemnification obligations pursuant to Paragraphs 

Fifteenth (j) and Seventeenth. -------- -------- ----

----SEVENTEENTH, SUBMISSION OF NOTICES----- -- ---- --

---Notices shall be sufficient under this easement 

made in writing and to the addresses described 

below, or to such other addresses as the parties 

hereto may designate from time to time in writing:

---If to the Department of Navy: Naval Facilities 

Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Base Realignment and 

Closure Program Management Office Southeast, 

Department of the Navy, 41 30 Faber Pl ace Drive, 

Suite 202, North Charleston, South Carolina 29405, 

Attn: Director . ---------------------------------- --

---If to the Grantee: Local Redevelopment Authority 

for the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, The New San 

Juan Office Bui l ding, Chardon #159, 2M Floor, Hato 

Rey, Puerto Rico 00918, Attn: Executive Director- -

----EIGHTEENTH: FAILURE TO INSIST ON COMPLIANCE--- -

---The failure of Grantor to insist, in anyone or 

more instances, upon performance of any of the 

terms, covenants or conditions of this Easement 

shall not be construed as waiver or relinquishment 

of Grantor's right to the future performance of any 

such terms, covenants or conditions and Grantee's 

obligations in respect to such future performance 

shall continue· in full force and effect. - - - - - - - - - --

----NINETEENTH: AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS---------- --- -

-- -The Department of Navy's obligations under this 

Easement are subject to the availability of funds 

appropriated for such purposes. Nothing in this 

Easement shall be interpreted to require 

obligations or payments by the Department of Navy 
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which are i n v i olation of the Anti - Defici ency Act 

(31 U.S.C. § 1341). - -- -- - - --------- -- - - -- -- --------

----TWENTIETH, CONDITI ONS, RESTICTIONS, 

RESERVATIONS, AND COVENANTS- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- - -The conditions, restri ctions, reservations, and 

covenants set forth i n this Deed of Easement, 

unl ess subsequently released, are a binding 

servitude on t he Remaining Government Property; 

shall i nure to the benefit of the Grantor and 

Grantee, their successors and assigns, and will be 

deemed to run with the land in perpetuity.-- - ------

- -- -TWENTYFIRST, MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS - - -- --- -- -

- - -- -- (a) The singular includes the plural. The 

masculine gender includes the f eminine. "Shall" is 

mandatory. "ShouldH and "may" are permissive. - - - -

------(b) This Easement constitutes the entire 

understanding and agreement of the parties with 

respect to the matters set forth herein. All 

waivers of the provisions of this easement must be 

in writing and signed by the appropriate 

representatives of Grantee and Grantor. - ----------

-----(c) The recitals set forth in this Easement 

are part of t h is easement .- - -- - - --- - - -- - - - - ---- - --

-----(d) The captions of this easement are for 

convenience and reference only and shall not 

define, explain, modify, limit, amplify or aid in 

the interpretation, construction of meaning of any 

of the provisions of this easement. - - - ----------- - 

---- --(e) Where the consent or approval of a party 

is required or necessary under this easement , the 

consent or approval shall not be unreasonably 

withheld.--------- - ---------------------- ---- -- -- --
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-- - -TWENTYSECOND: Only for purposes of recording 

the presen t deed at the Registry , the Easement is 

valued at ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($ 1 , 000). -----

TWENTYTHI RD: The appearing parties hereby request 

from the Registrar o f the Proper ty to record this 

Deed together wi th the restrictive covenants 

therein stated. - - -- -------------- ----- ------ ----- --

------------- ------ - -ACCEPTANCE - -------------------

- - - The appeari ng parti es to this Deed accept the 

same as drafted because i t has been drawn up in 

accordance with their stipulations, terms and 

condi tions . I, the Notary, made to the appearing 

party the necessary warnings concerning the 

execution of this Deed and they were fully advised 

by me thereon, including, wi thout limitation : (i) 

that t h is Deed must be recorded in the Regis t ry; 

( i i) of the poss i bility of intervening document s 

affecting title being presented for recor ding prior 

to the execution and/or fi ling of thi s Deed and of 

the preference or seniorit y that s a id intervening 

l iens and/or encu mbrances may gain by such prior 

execution or earlier filing; (ii) of the possible 

existence and pendency of additional unrecorded 

statutory liens and real property taxes (including 

the statutory preferred legal mortgage in favor of 

t h e Commonwealth of Puerto Rico) .----- -- ----------

- - - The appearing parties waived the right which I 

advised to have witnesses to the execut i on of this 

Deedi but, upon my advice, made use of their right 

to read the same, and finding it drafted to their 

entire satisfaction, proceed to sign before me, and 

to a ffix the i r initials on each folio of the same. 
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To all of which, as well as to everything contained 

or related in this Deed, I the Notary, CERTIFY, 

ATTEST, AND GIVE FAITH.----------------------------

W7~ 

/d~;15 
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EXHIBIT 1-4 

LIST OF ASSIGNABLE EASEMENTS 

None. 



EXHIBIT 1-5 

FORM OF ACCESS EASEMENTS 



----DEED NUMBER FIVE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE (575) ---

DEED OF CONSTITUTION OF PATH EASEMENTS------

---In San Juan, Puerto Rico, this eighth IS'") 

day of October of the year two thousand ten 

(2010) .---------------------- -- -------- - ----------

---- ---------------- BEFORE ME -- - - ---- ------------

---RAUL J . VILA SELLtS, Attorney-at-Law and Notary 

Public in and for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, 

with office and residence in San Juan, Puerto 

Ri'eo. --- ---- --- ---- - - -- ---- - --- --------- -- ---- - ---

---------- --- - ----- -- APPBARS -------.i ----------- --

---AS SOLE PARTY: United States ot ~kerica, acting 

by and through the Department of the Navy I Base 

Realignment and Closure Program Management Office 

southeast I under and pursuant to the powers and 

authority contained in the provisions of Title Ten 

(10), Section Two Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy-

Eight (2878), of the United States Code, and 

regulations and orders promulgated thereunder, 

having an address of forty-one thirty (4130) Faber 

Place Drive, Suite Two Hundred Two (202) North 

Charleston, South Carolina herein represented by 

Gregory C. Preston, also known as Gregory Charles 

Preston, of legal age, married and resident of the 

State of New Jersey, United States of America, who 

is authorized to appear in this deed as real 

estate contracting officer, by virtue of that 

Certificate of Appointment signed by B. J . Penn, 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and 

Environment), on August eighteenth (18th ), two 

thousand six (2006) .------------- - ---------- - -----

-- - I, the Notary Public, do hereby certify and 

attest that I personally know the appearing party 

1 
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and his age, civil ,status, and residence, by his 

statements , he assures me to have, and in my 

judgment he does have, the legal capaci ty 

necessary for the execution of this deed, and for 

that purpose he freely----------------------------

--------------------- STATES ------- ---------------

---FIRST, That the Airport, the Conservation 

Zones, Los Machos Three (3), and the Haspi tal 

parcels, appear recorded in the Registry af the 

Property, in favor of the United States of 

America, described in the Bnglis~ language as 

follows: -- - -- - ----- ---- - ----------,~~ -- - ----- -- ----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - AIRPORT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- - - "Rural : Parcel of land identified as Airport 
situated in the Wards of Machos, Chupacallos and 
Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing six million six hundred sixty-one 
thousand eight hundred and three point six 
(6,661,803.6) square meters equivalent to one 
thousand six hundred ninety- four point nine 
hundred forty-five (1694 . 945) cuerdas, more or 
less . Bounded on the North and West by the 
Municipality of Ceiba, and on the South and Bast 
by lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated. w

--------------------- - ----------------

--------- - ----- CONSERVATION ZONES----------------

- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zones situated in the Wards of Los 
Machos. GuayacAn and Quebrada Seca, Municipality 
of Ceiba and the Ward of Daguao, Municipality of 
Naguabo, Puerto Rico, containing an area of twelve 
million eighty five thousand nine hundred and 
thirty point nine (12,085,930.9) square meters 
equivalent to three thousand and seventy-four 
point nine hundred and ninety (3074.990) cuerdas 
more or less, comprised of the following:---------

---Conservation Zone One (1)--- - ------------------

- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone One (1) situated in/ the Ward of 
Daguao, Municipality of Nagu~o, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of three hundred seventy-three 
thousand five hundred and forty-four point six 
(373,544.6 ) square meters equivalent to ninety
five point zero four zero (95.040) cuerdas, more 
or less, bounded on the North and Bast by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated; 
on the South, by Felix Robles and the Municipality 
of Naguabo, Puerto Rico; and on the West , by the 
~unicipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico . "------------



---Conservation Zone Five (5)---------------------

--- ftRural : Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Five (5) situated in the Wards 
of Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, Municipality of 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico and the Ward of Oaguao, 
Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico, containing 
an area of three million six hundred and thirty
nine thousand four hundred and eighty-five point 
zero (3,639 ,4 85.0) square meters, equivalent to 
nine hundred and twenty-five point nine hundred 
eighty-four (925.984) cuerdas, more or less, 
comprising the following:-------------------------

---Portion A. Municipality of Ceiba; -------------

---nRural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Five (5) situated in the Wards 
of Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, M'40icipality of 
Ceiba. Puerto Rico , containing ~ ·. area of two 
million two hundred and seventy thousand eight 
hundred and five point five (2 ,27 0,805.5) square 
meters, equivalent to five hundred seventy-seven 
point seven hundred fifty-five (577.755) cuerdas, 
~ore or less, bounded on the North , East and West 
by lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated and on the South by Bahia Algodones ."--

---Portion B. MuniCipality of Naguabo;------------

---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Five (5) situated in the Ward of 
Oaguao, Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of one million three hundred 
sixty-eight thousand six hundred seventy-ni~e 
point five (~,368,679 . 5) square meters . equivalent 
to three hundred forty-eight point two hundred 
twenty-nine (348.229) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North, East and West by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segrega ted 
and on the South, by Bahia Algodones."------------

- --Conservation Zone Nine (9); - ------------ --- --- -

---~Rural : Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Nine (9) situated in the Ward of 
Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of ten thousand three hundred 
and twenty-three point one (10,323.1) square 
meters, equivalent to two pOint six hundred and 
twenty-six (2 . 626) cuerdas, more or less, bounded 
on the North, South and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated; on 
the Bast by the Caribbean Sea.H---- ---~ -----------

---Conservation Zone Eleven (11); -----------------

-- -nRural : Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Eleven (11) situated in the Ward 
of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of four thousand seven hundred 
and sixty four point eight (4,764 . 8) square 
fteters, equivalent to one point two hundred and 
twelve (1.212) cuerdas, more or less, bounded on 



the North, South and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is. segregated; on 
the East by the Caribbean Sea.~-------------------

---Conservation Zone Twelve (12);-----------------

---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Twelve (12) situated in the Ward 
of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, PUerto Rico 
containing an area of seventy thousand two hundred 
and forty nine point nine (70,249.9) square 
meters, equivalent to seventeen point eight 
hundred and seventy three (17 .873) cuerdas, more 
or less, bounded on the North and East by the 
Caribbean Sea and on the South and West by lands 
of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated." - -------------------- - ---------- - -----

---Conservation Zone Thirteen (13);---------------

- - - "'Rural: Parcel of land i .qientified as 
Conservation Zone Thirteen (13) ~t,uated in the 
Ward of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto 
Rico containing an area of one million five 
hundred and forty thousand and ten point nine 
(1,540,010 .9) square meters, equivalent to three 
hundred and ninety-one point eight hundred and 
twenty-one (391.821) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North by lands of the principal 
estate from which it is segregated and Ensenada 
Honda, on the East by Ensenada Honda, on the South 
by lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated and by the Caribbean Sea, on the West 
by lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated."--------------------------------------

---Conservation Zone Twenty-Six (26) j-------------
---"Rural : Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Twenty-Six (26) situated in the 
Ward of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto 
Rico containing an area of one hundred and 
seventy-one thousand ·seven hundred and thirty-one 
point two (171,731.2) square meters, equivalent to 
forty-three point six hundred and ninety-three 
(43.693) cuerdas, more or less , bounded on the 
North, South and West by lands of the prinCipal 
estate from which it is segregated; on the Bast by 
the Ensenada Honda."------------------------------

---Conservation Zone Twenty-Eight (28);-----------

---"'Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Twenty-Eight (28) situated in 
the Ward of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, 
Puerto Rico containing an area of si~' hundred and 
seven thousand three hundred and thirty point 
eight (607,330.8) square meters, equivalent to one 
hundred and fifty-four point five hundred and 
twenty-two (154.522) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North, Bast and West by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated; 
on the South by the Ensenada Honda. H

--------------

---Conservation Zone Los Machos Parcel One (1);---
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---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as Los Machos 
Parcel One (1) situated in the Ward of Machos, 
Municipality of Ceiba , Puerto Rico containing an 
area of two hundred seventy-four thousand forty
two point two (274,042.2) square meters I 
equivalent to sixty-nine point seven hundred 
twenty-four (69.124) cuerdas, more or less , 
bounded on the North by the Majagua River, on the 
East by lands of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 
Department of Natural Resources I on the South by 
the lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated, and on the West by lands of Puerto Del Rey.n--- _________________________________________ _ 

---Conservation Zone Thirty-Nine (39);------------

---aRural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Thirty-Nine (39) situated in the 
Ward of Machos, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of five million three hundred 
seventy-nine thousand nine hWldred) and nineteen 
point nine -(5 1 379 1 919 . 9) square met:.ers , equivalent 
to one thousand three hundred ~~nd sixty-eight 
point seven hundred and ninety-nine (1,368.799) 
cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the North by 
Media Mundo and by lands of ·the principal estate 
from which it is segregated, on the East by the 
Caribbean Sea and by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated and on the South and 
West by lands of the principal estate from which 
it is segregated.#--------------------------------

-- - Conservation Zone Fifty-Eight (58);-------- - ---

---~Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Fifty-Eight (58) situated in the 
Ward of Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto 
Rico containing an area of two thousand eighty
eight point six (2,088 . 6) square meters, 
equivalent to zero point five hundred and thirty
one (0 . 531) of a cuerda, more or less, bounded on 
the North , East and South by lands of the 
prinCipal estate from which it is segregated; on 
the West by Ensenada Honda."-------------------- - -

---Conservation Zone Sixty (60}; - -- - - - -------- -- --

- - - "Rural : Parcel of land ident"ified as 
Conservation Zone Sixty (60) situated in the Ward 
of Guayacan , Municipality of Ceiba , Puerto Rico 
containing an area of one thousand nine hundred 
and ninety-four point seven (1 1 994.7) square 
meters, equivalent to zero point five hundred and 
seven (0.507) of a cuerda, more or less , bounded 
on the North, East and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated; on 
the South by the Caribbean Sea ."--- -- - -------- -- --

-~-Conservation Zone Sixty-Five (65)j-------------

---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Sixty- Five (65) situated in the 
Ward of Machos, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico 
containing an area of five thousand six hundred 
and twenty - four point four (5,624.4) square 
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meters , equivalent to one point four hundred and 
thirty-one (1.431) cuerdas, more or less, bounded 
on' the North, East and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated; on 
the South by the Caribbean Sea. n

------------------

---Conservation Zone Sixty-Six (66);- -------------

- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identified as 
Conservation Zone Sixty-Six (66) situated in the 
Ward of Machos, Municipality of Ceiba , Puerto Rico 
containing an area of four 'thousand eight hundred 
and twenty point eight (4, 820 .8) square meters, 
equivalent to one point two hundred and twenty
seven (1.227) cuerdas, more or less, bounded on 
the North, East and South by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated; on 
the West by the Caribbean Sea.*------------- - -----

---LOS MACHOS THREE (3)---------------------------
-\ 

---~Rural : Parcel of land identif~~d ,as Los Machos 
Parcel Three situated in the ~ard of Machos, 
Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing 
five hundred sixty-nine thousand two hundred 
ninety-eight point three (569,298,3) square meters 
equivalent to one hundred forty-four point eight 
hundred forty-five (144.845) cuerdas, more or 
less . Bounded on the North and South by the lands 
of the prinCipal esta~e from which it is 
segregated, on the East by the edge of water of 
Puerto Media Mundo, and on the West by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated . n 

---------------------HOSPITAL---------------------

---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as Hospital 
situated in the Ward of Machos, Municipality of 
Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing an area of one 
hundred thirteen thousand seventy seven point zero 
(113 , 077.0) square meters equivalent to twenty
eight point seven hundred seventy (28,770) 
cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the North, East, 
South and West by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated , "-- - --------- - --------

- - -All of the above described parcels were 

segregated from property number nine thousand 

seven hundred fifty-two (9,752), recorded at Page 

seventy-six (76), of volume one hundred fifty-one 

(151) of Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto 

Rico, Fajardo Section.------------- -- -------------

-~-As per the Registry of the Property, all of the 

above parcels are free from liens and 

encumbrances.--·----------------------- -----------
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---SECOND, That the appearing party represents 

that it is also the owner and sole title holder of 

the following parcel of land, which is the remnant 

alter the ·segregation of the Airport, the 

Conservation Zones, Los Machos Three (3), and the 

Hospital parcels. Said remnant is described in the 

English language as follows, hereinafter 

"Remnant":--------w-------------------------------
---"Rural: 
Activity 
Roosevelt 

Parcel 
Puerto 

Roads 

of land identified as Naval 
Rico, formerly Naval Station 
situated in the Wards of 

Chupacallos, Los Machos, Ensenada Honda, Guayacan 
and Quebrada Seca, Municipality of cl.Ceiba and the 
Ward of Daguao, Municipality of '.'!'laguabo, Puerto 
Rico, containing an area of four'teen million one 
hundred and seventy seven thousand six hundred and 
thirty eight point two (14,177,638.2) square 
meters equivalent to three thousand six hundred 
and seven point one hundred and seventy-.nine 
(3,607.179) cuerdas more or less, divided into two 
portions as follows:------------------------------

---Portion A - Municipality of Ceiba Rural: 
Parcel of land identified as Naval Activity Puerto 
Rico, formerly Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
situated in the Wards of Chupacallos, Los Machos, 
Ensenada Honda, Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, 
Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing an 
area of twelve million one hundred twenty-eight 
thousand seven hundred and eighty-one paint four 
(l2, 128, 781.4) square meters . equivalent to three 
thousand and eighty-five point eight hundred and 
ninety-three (3,085.893) cuerdas, more or les-s, 
bounded on the North, by the southerly bank of the 
Demajagua River and Puerto Del Rey Marina and 
lands of the United St·ates of America; on the 
East, by the Caribbean Sea; on the South, by 
Ensenada Honda, Bahia Algodones and lands of the 
United States of America; on the West, by the 
Easterly line of the railroad Right of Way of the 
Fajardo Development Company.-------------- --- -----

- - - Portion B - Municipali ty of Naguabo - Rural: 
Parcel of land identified as Naval Activity Puerto 
Rico, formerly ·Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
situated in the Ward of Daguao, Municipality of 
Naguabo, Puerto Rico containing an area of two 
million forty-eight thousand eight ' hundred and 
fifty-six point eight (2,048,856 . 8) square meters, 
equivalent to five hundred and twenty-one point 
two hundred and eighty- six (521.286) cuerdas, more 
or less, bounded on the North and East by lands of 
the United States of Americai on the South, by 
Felix Robles and the Municipality of Naguabo , 
Puerto Rico; and on the West, by the Municipality 
of Naguabo, Puerto Rico.--------------------------



~ - :--The remnant of property number nine thousand 

seven hundred fifty-two {9,752}, recorded at Page 

seventy-six (76), of volume one hundred fifty~one 

(151) of Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto 

Rico, Faj ardo section . ------ - ----- -- -----------~--

---As per the Registry of the Property, the 

Remnant is free from liens and encumbrances.------

-- -THIRD: The Airport, the conservation Zones, the 

Los Machos Three (3), the Hospital parcels and the 

Remnant resulted from deed of segregations and 

description of remnant., number ~ five hundred 
." 

seventy four (574), executed on e':lgt;th (8th) day 

of October, two thousand ten (2010), before Notary 

Public Raul J, Vila Sell~s . ---------------------- -

---FOURTH: The Government hereby reserves and 

constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive easement for 

the purpose of motor vehicle and pedestrian 

ingress and egress over upon and across the 

Airport parcel for the construction, repair, 

replacement, maintenance and operation of a two-

lane roadway, for the use and benefit of the 

Conservation Zones parcel , Los Machos Three (3) 

parcel, the Hospital Parcel and the Remnant, their 

owners, successors, assigns, tenants, subtenants, 

licensees, suppliers and customers which easement 

is described as follows:--------------------------

---"Strip of land located in the wards of Machos, 
Chupacallos and Quebrada Seca, Municipality of 
Ceiba, with a total area of thirty-two thousand 
five hundred ninety-six point two "" (32,596.2) 
square meters, equivalent to eight point two 
hundred ninety-four (8 . 294) cuerdas, consisting 
of:- ------- ------------------ ---- -----------------
-- - -------------- Segment Two (2) -------- - --------

---nStrip of land having an area of nineteen 
thousand six hundred fifteen point. four (19,615 . 4) 
square meters, equivalent to four pOint nine 
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hundred ninety-one (4.991) cuerdas, with a length 
of one thousand three hundred four point zero 
(1,304.0) meters and a width of fifteen point zero 
zero (15.00) meters running from North to South.#-

- ------ --------- Segment Four (4)-----------------

-- - "Strip of land having an area of twelve 
thousand nine hundred eighty point eight 
(12,980.8) square meters, equivalent to three 
point three hundred three (3.303) cuerdas, with a 
length of seven hundred sixty point zero (760.0) 
meters and a width of fifteen point zero (15 .0) 
meters running from South t o North.n--------------

-- -FIFTH: To be recorded at the Registry of the 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($1,000.00) .------------------------------

- - -SIXTH: The appearing party also:.;; .p.e.reby reserves 

and constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive easement 

for the purpoee of motor vehicle and pedestrian 

ingress and egress over, upon and across the 

Conservation Zones parcel for the construction, 

repair, replacement, maintenance and operation of 

various two-lane roadways, for the use and benefit 

of the Airport parcel, the Los Machos Three (3 ) 

parcel, the Hospital Parcel and the Remnant, their 

owners, successors, assigns, tenants, subtenants , 

licensees, suppliers and customers which easement 

is described as follows:--------------------------

- - - "Strip of land located in the wards of Los 
Machos, GuayacAn and Quebrada Seca, Municipality 
of Ceiba and the ward of Daguao, Municipality of 
Naguabo, with a total area of one hundred thirty
eight thousand and twelve point five (138,012.5) 
square meters, equivalent to thirty-five point one 
hundred and fourteen (35.114) cuerdas, consisting 
of:---------------- -------------- ---------------- -
---------------- Segment Three (3) ----------------,. 

---"Strip of land having an area of twenty-six 
thousand four hundred ninety-four point four 
(2.6,494.4) square meters, equivalent to six point 
seven hundred forty-one (6.741) cuerdas, with a 
length of one thousand seven hundred sixty-six 
point zero (1766.0) meters and a width of fifteen 
(15) meters running from Southwest to Northeast, 
thence Southwest.#--------------------- - ---- ------
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---------------- Segment Five (5)-----------------

- - - .. Strip of land having an area of twenty- two 
thousand four hundred eleven point five (22,411 . 5) 
square meters, equivalent to five point seven 
hundred two (5.702) cuerdas, with a length of one 
thousand three hundred point zero (l,300.0) meters 
and a variable width running from Northwest to 
Southeast and thence Southwest.M------------------

---------- 0----- Segment Eight (8) ----------------

---~Strip of land having an area of sixteen 
thousand nine hundred forty-nine point three 
(16,949.3) square meters, equivalent, to four point 
three hundred twelve (4.312) cuerdas, with a 
length of one thousand one hundred twenty-nine 
point zero (1,129.0) meters and a width of fifteen 
(15) meters running from West to East, thence 
South to Northeast.H---------------- - -------------

---------------- Segment Nine (9) -.t!;- --------------

---"Strip of land having an area of forty-six 
thousand eight hundred twenty-six point two 
(46,826 . 2) square meters, equivalent to eleven 
point nine hundred fourteen (11.914) cuerdas, with 
a length of three thousand one hundred sixteen 
point zero (31~6.0) meters and with a variable 
width running from North to South . H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .-

- -- - --------- - Segment Fourteen (14) -------- - -----

---"Strip of land having an area of nine thousand 
six hundred thirty-nine point two (9,639 . 2) square 
meters, equivalent to two point four hundred 
fifty-two (2.452) cuerdas, with a length of six 
hundred forty-two point zero (642 . 0) meters and a 
width of fifteen (15) meters running from Bast to 
West thence South."--------------------- - ---------

-------------- Segment Eighteen (18) --------------

---"Strip of land having an area of six thousand 
four hundred twenty-one point seven (6,421 . 7) 
square meters, equivalent ~o one point six hundred 
thirty-four (1.634) cuerdas, with a length of 
three hundred fifty-five point zero (355.0) meters 
and a width of eighteen (18) meters running from 
East to West."------------------------------------
--------------- Segment Twenty (20) ---------------

-- - "Strip of land having an area of six thousand 
four hundred forty-eight pOint four (6,448.4) 
square meters, equivalent to one point six hundred 
forty-one (1.641) cuerdas, with length of four 
hundred thirty point zero (430.0) meters and a 
width of fifteen (15) meters running from 
Southwest to Northeast.H-----~------- - ------------

------------- Segment Twenty Two (22) -------------

- - - "Strip of land having an area of two thousand 
eight hundred twenty-one point eight (2,821.8) 
square meters, equivalent to zero point seven 
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hund~ed eighteen (0.7~8) cuerda, with a length of 
one hundred eighty-eight point zero (188.0) meters 
and a widt.h of fifteen (15) meters running from 
North to South .w-------- --------------------------

- --SEVENTH: To be recorded at the Registry of 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($1,000.00) .------------------------------

---EIGHTH: The appearing party also hereby 

reserves and constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive 

easement for the purpose of motor vehicle and 

pedestrian ingress and egress over, upon and 

across Los Machos Three (3) parcel for the 
.. 1. 

construction, repair, replacement <fP1~intenance and 

operation of various two-lane roadways for the use 

and benefit of the Airport parcel, the 

Conservation Zones parcel, the Hospital Parcel and 

the Remnant, their owners , successors, assigns, 

tenants, subtenants, licensees, suppliers and 

customers which easement is described as follows:-

-----------------Segment one (1) I----------------

- - - "Strip of land having an area of ten thousand 
four hundred twenty-five point five (10,425.5) 
square meters, equivalent to two point six hundred 
fifty-three (2.653) cuerdas, with a length of five 
hundred sixty-eight point zero (568 . 0) meters and 
a variable width running from South to Narth . "':'---

---NINTH : To be recorded at the Registry of the 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($1,000.00). ------------------------------

---TENTH: The appearing par.ty also hereby reserves 

and constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive easement 

for the purpose of motor vehicle and pedestrian 
" 

ingress and egress over, upon and across the 

Remnant for the construction, repair, replacement, 

maintenance and operation of a two-lane roadways 

for the use and benefit of the Airport parcel, Los 

Machos Three (3) parcel, the Hospital Parcel and 
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the Conservation Zones parcel, their owners, 

successors, assigns, tenants, subtenants, 

licensees, suppliers and customers which easement 

is described as follows:--------------------------

---"Strip of land located in the wards of 
Chupacallos, Los Machos, Ensenada Honda, Guayac&n 
and Quebrada Seca, Munic ipality of Ceiba and ward 
of Daguao, Municipality of Naguabo, with a total 
area of three hundred fifty- three thousand three 
hundred and sixty-four point six (353,364.6) 
square meters, equivalent to eighty-nine point 
nine hundred fifty-three (89.953) cuerdas, 
consisting of:------------------------------------

-------- -- - ---- Segment One (1) 11----------------

- --"Strip of land having an area o~ ten thousand 
one hundred ninety-eight point b:tlree (10,198 . 3) 
square meters, equivalent to "two' point five 
hundred ninety-five (2 . 595) cuerdas, with a length 
of six hundred seventy-eight point five (678, 5) 
meters and a width of fifteen point zero (15.0) 
meters running from South to North.N--------------

------- - --------- Segment Six (6) -----------------

---"Strip of land having an area of nine thousand 
two hundred twenty-six point eight (9,226. B) 
square meters, equivalent to two point three 
hundred forty-eight (2.348) cuerdas, a length of 
five hundred twelve paint zero (512.0) meters and 
a width of eighteen (18) meters running from 
Northwest to Southeast. H

--------------------------

---------------- Segment Seven (7) ----------------

---"Strip of land having an area of fifty thousand 
eight hundred ninety point one (50,890.1) square 
meters, equivalent to twelve point nine hundred 
forty-eight (12.948) cuerdas, with a length of 
three thousand two hunqred fifty point zero 
(3250.0) meters and with a variable width running 
from West to East.n----------~--------------------

---------------- Segment Ten (10)------------- --- -

- - - "Strip of land having an area of fourteen 
thousand siK hundred seventy-eight point two 
(14,678.2) square meters, equivalent to three 
point seven hundred thirty-five (3.735) cuerdas, 
with a length of eight hundred twenty-six point 
zero (826.0) meters and a variable width running 
from Southwest to Northeast."---------------------

-~---------- - -- segment Eleven (11) ---------------

- - - "Strip of land having an area of eighty 
thousand five hundred seventy-two point nine 
(80,572.9) square meters, equivalent to ~wenty 
point five hundred forty-six (20.546) cuerdas, 
with a length of three thousand four hundred 
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seventeen point zero (3417 .0) meters and a 
variable width running from North to South thence 
from Southwest to Northeast."---------------------

--------------- Segment Twelve (12) ---------------

---ftStrip of land haying an area of five thousand 
one hundred eighty three point eight (5,183.8.) 
square meters, equivalent to one point three 
hundred nineteen (1.319) cuerdas, with a length of 
three hundred forty-six point zero (346.0) meters 
with a width of fifteen (15) meters running from 
East to west."------------------------------------

-------------- Segment Thirteen (13) --------- -----

---ftStrip of land having an area of thirty-six 
thousand six hundred ninety- three point nine 
(36,693.9) square meters, equivalent to nine point 
three hundred thirty-six (9.336) cuerdas, with a 
length of two thousand two hundreq eighty-seven 
point zero (2287 . 0) meters and Ci.:,:,,, variable width 
running from Northwest to Southeas"f.·. "- - --------- --

------------- Segment Fifteen (15) 1----------- - --

---ftStrip of land having an area of seventeen 
thousand eight hundred two point five (17,802.5) 
square meters, eqUivalent to four paint five 
hundred twenty-nine (4.529) cuerdas, with a length 
of one thousand twenty- four point zero (1, 024 . 0) 
meters and a variable width running from Southeast 
to Narthwest . "---- -- ------------------------------

- ----- - --- - -- Segment Fifteen (15) II -------------

- -- ftStrip of land having an area of six thousand 
two hundred and eighty point seven (6,280 . 7) 
square meters, equivalent to one point five 
hundred ninety-eight (1 .598) cuerdas, with a 
length of three hundred and forty-nine point zero 
(349.0) meters and a variable width running from 
Northwest to Southeast .~ --- - --- - ------------------

-- - ----------- Segment Sixteen (16)- - -- --------- --

- - - ftStrip of land having an area of thirty- three 
thousand two hundred thirty- three point four 
(33,233.4) square meters, equivalent to eight 
point four hundred fifty-five (8.455 ) cuerdas, 
with a length of two thousand two hundred fifteen 
point zero (2,215.0) meters and a width of fifteen 
(lS) meters running from Northwest to Southeast ." -

------------- Segment Seventeen (17)------------ - 
/ 

- --"Strip of land having an area of five thousand 
seventy-nine point two (5,079 .2) square meters, 
equivalent to one point two hundred ninety-two 
(l .292) cuerdas , with a length of three hundred 
forty point zero (340 . 0) meters and a variable 
width running from North to South. H

- --------------
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-------------- Segment Nineteen (19) --------------

- - -"Strip of land having an area of thirty-two 
thousand six hundred six point nine (32, 606.9) 
square meters, equivalent to eight point two 
hundred ninety-six (8.296) cuerdas, with a length 
of one thousand eight hundred twenty-three point 
zero (1,823 . 0) meters and a variable width running 
from East to West thence · Sauth .- ------------------

--- -- -------- Segment Twenty-One (21) ------ ... --- - --

---"Strip of land having an area of twenty 
thousand five hundred eighty-two point six 
(20,582 . 6) square meters, equivalent to five point 
two hundred thirty-seven (5.237) cuerdas, with a 
length of one thousand three hundred seventy point 
zero (1370.0) meters and a width of fifteen (15) 
meters running from North to South. R

--- -----------

------------ Se gment Twenty-Three (.23) ------------
c;,. ~ 

---"Strip of land having an area of five thousand 
thirty-seven point zero (5,037.0) square meters, 
equivalent to one point two hundred eighty-two 
(1 . 282) cuerdas , with a, length of three hundred 
thirty-six point zero (336 . 0) meters and a width 
of fifteen (15) meters running from Southwest to 
Northeast."---------------------------------------

-- - ----- ---- Segme nt Twenty-Four (24)- - ----- - -----

- - - "Strip of land having an area of ten thousand 
four hundred thirty- seven point three (10,437.3) 
square meters , e quivalent to two paint six hundred 
fifty-six (2 . 656) cuerdas, with a length of six 
hundred ninety-seven point zero (697.0) meters and 
a width of fifteen (is) meters running from 
Northeast to Southwest .# ---- - --- --- ------ - - - -- - ---

Segment Twenty-Five (25)---- ------- --

- - - "Strip of land having an area of two thousand 
ninety-nine point three (2 , 099 . 3) square meters, 
equivalent to ze~o point five hundred thirty-four 
(0.534) cuerda, with a length of one hundred forty 
point zero (140.0) meters and a width of fifteen 
(15) meters running from East to West."-----------

- - ----------- Segment Twenty-Six (26) ------------ -

---"Strip of land having an area of two thousand 
four hundred fifty point two (2,450.2) square 
meters, equivalent to zero point six hundred 
twenty-three (0.623) cuerda, with a length of two 
hundred forty-one point zero (241.0) meters and a 
variable width running from South to North." - -----

------------ Segment Twenty-Seven (27) - - - --- -- ----

---"Strip of land having an area of ten thousand 
three hundred eleven point five (10,311.5) square 
meters, equivalent to two point six hundred 
twenty-four (2.624) cuerdas , with a length of six 
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hundred eighty-seven point zero (687.0) meters and 
a width of fifteen (15) meters running from South 
to North . "---------- - ------------- - ---- - -------- - -

---ELEVENTH : To be recorded at the Registry of the 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLLARS ($1,000.00) . ----- - --------- - -- --- --- - -- - --

The appearing party also hereby 

reserves and constitutes a perpetual non-exclusive 

easement for the purpose of communication 

utilities over, upon and across the Remnant for 

the construction, repair, replacement, maintenance 

and operation of communication utiJ.ti.ties for the 

".'}I .. 
us e and benefit of the Airport parcel, Los Machos 

Three (3) parcel, the Conservation Zones parcel, 

and the Hospital parcel, thei~ owners, succeBs~rB, 

assigns, tenants, subtenants, licensees, suppliers 

and customers which easement is described as 

follows.---------------------- - -- - - - --- - --- - --- - --

------------ Segment Twenty-Eight (28) ------------

- - - "Strip of land having an area of twenty-four 
thousand nine hundred fifty-six point eight 
(24,956.8) square meters. equivalent to six point 
three hundred fifty (6.350) cuerdas, with a length 
of seven hundred seventy-seven point zero (777 . 0) 
meters and a variable width running from North to 
South.q----------------------------------- --- --- - -

- - -THIRTEENTH , To be recorded at the Registry of 

Property, the easement is valued at ONE THOUSAND 

DOLARLS ($1,000 . 00) .----------------------------- -

---FOURTEENTH: The appearing party requests from 

the Registry of the Property to record all of the 

above easements in its books.----- - --- - --- ---- - - --,. 

---FIFTEENTH: All easements constituted by this 

deed are graphically depicted IN Exhibit "A", 

attached and made part of this deed . ---------- - ---

- - -SIXTEENTH: The geometric descriptions of all 

the easement segments constituted in this deed, 



are included, attached and made part of this deed , 

as Exhibit 'B'.-------------------- -- --------- ----
- - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - -- ACCEPTANCE- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - --

---The appearing party in accordance with the 

particulars of this Deed accepts the same , in all 

its parts after, I, the Notary , gave him the 

necessary legal admoni tions and warnings pertinent 

to this public instrument . Thus , the appearing 

party states and executes this deed in my presence 

after having read the same, and places his 

initials on each and every page he~eof and sigOs 
.~'.~ , 

his name on the last page of this 'o'eed, before , me 

the Notary, that as to everything else 

h e reinbefore stated, I, the Notary, hereby 

ATTEST . -- -- - -- - -- --- - -- - ----- -- ------- - -----------

1107991 
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EXHIBIT B 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 1 I 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Machos, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'MOUND' and having a northing of 81330S.1492 and an easting of933097.0283 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 1 r'. ThenccN7I'50'03"W 1107.34' 
to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of813653.3852 and an easting of 
932044.S7S2: 

Thence S73'51'24"W 49.23' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with along chord of345.49', chord bearing of 
N03'S3 '2S"W 

Radius=880.6I' 
Arc=347.75, 

Thence N82'34'3S"W 25.39' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N07'25'22"E 219.33' to an iron rod set; 
Thence NI3'24'22"E 243.35' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N07'25 '22"E 659.31 ' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S05'2S'47"W 40S.52' to point not set; 
Thence SSI'3S'12"E 49.28' to a point not set; 
Thence S05'2S'47"W 406.S7' to point not set; 
Thence S07'2S'22"W 660.14' to point not set; 
Thence SS2'34'3S"E 25 .39' to a point not set; 
Thence S07'25'22"W 461.34' to a point not set; 
Thence N82'34'38"W 25.39' to a point not set; <\ 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
325.39', chord bearing of803'SI '45"E . 

Radius=83 1.39' 
Arc=327.50' 

Said casement containing 112,2IS.3 square feet or 2.576 acres, which equates to 10,425.5 square 
meters or 2.653cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 1 II 

8eginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Machos, said point being a bross disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'MOUND' and having a northing of 813308.1492 and nn casting of933097.02&3 
noted as the Point of 8eginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA VAL STA nON ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT I II". Thence N22"09'05"W 2361.27' 
to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 815495. 1376 and an ensting of 
932206.6955: 

Thence N81 D38' 12"W 49.28' to a poinl not set; 
Thence NOS"28'47"E 1994.60' to point nol set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 165.85' , chord bearing of 
N03DS3 '22"W 

Radius=509.39' 
Arc=166 .59' 

Thence N05"39'24"E 117.42' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not sel with a long chord of291 . 12' , chord benring of 
S09"37'27"E 

Rndiusz S58.6l' 
Arc=294.5I' 

Thence SOS"28'47"W 1997.07' to iron rod se~ the True Point oCBeginning. 

Said easement containing 109,772.7 square feet or 2 .520 acres, which equates to 10,198.3 square 
meters or 2.59Scuerdas. 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 2 

Beginning at a survey control point in Ihe Ward of Machos, said point being a brass disk sel in concrele. 
Said point nlso known as 'MOUND' and having a northing of813,308.1492 and an easting of 
933,097.0283 noted as Ihe Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NAVAL STA nON ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 2 AND 4". Thence 
S50'05'29"W 669.86' to an iron rod set, Ihe True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 812,878.3902 
and an easting of932,583.1982: 

Tllence S40000'38"E 475.27' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 175.59', chord bearing of 
S33'2I'21 "E 

Radius=757.6I' 
Arc=175.98' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of236.66', chord bearing of 
S 17'42' 56"E 

Radius=757.6I' 
Arc-237.63' 

Tllence S08'43'48"E 1218.66' to a point not set; 
TI,ence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of280.30', chord bearing of 
S I 0'3 I'28"E 

Radius- 4475.39' 
Arc=280.33 ' 

Thence following. curve to a point not set wilh a long chord of 397.21 ' , chord benring of 
S63'2I'56"E '\ 

Radius=2S5.39' ", 
Arc=455.07' 

Tllence N6S'35'16"E 450.10' to a point not set; 
Thence S32'17'53"E 49.69' to an iron rod sct; 
Thence S65'3S'16"W 456.92' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 473 .76', chord bearing of 
N63'2I "56"W 

Radius=304.6I' 
Arc-542.77' 

Tllence following a curve to II poinl nol set with a long chord of283.38' , chord bellring of 
N 10'31'28"W 

Radius=4524.6I ' 
Arc=283.4I' 

Thence N08'43 ' 48"W 1218.66' to a point nol sel; 
Thence following a curve 10 a poinl not sel wilh a long chord of 381 .96', chord bearing of 
N24'22'13"W 

Radius-708.39' 
Arc=386.74' 

Thence N40'OO'38"W 475.27' to u poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve 10 • poinl nol set with a long chord of 100.10' , chord bearing of 
N39'32'42"W 

Rndius-6159.6I' 
Arc= 100. 13' 

Thence N39'04'45"W 504.41' 10 a point not sel; 
Tllence following n curve 10 a poinl not sel wilh a long chord of 695.26', chord bearing of 
N IS'49'42"W 

Radius=880.6I' 
Arc=366.97' 

Thence N73"5I'24"E 49.23' lo nn iron rod set; 
11lence following a curve 10 an iron rod set wilh a long chord of 344.74 ', chord bearing of 
S27'06'48"E 



Radiusm 83 1.39' 
Arc~347.26' 

Thence S39"04'45"E 504.41' 10 an iron rod sel; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod se~ Ihe True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
99.30' , chord bearing ofS39"32'42"E 

Rndiusa 6110.39' 
Arc-99.33, 

Said parcel containing 211 ,137.3 square fCOI or 4.847 acre" which equates to 19,615.4 square 
meter, or 4 .991 euerdas. 

. 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 3 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayocan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as ' DOG' and having a northing of 805443.8964 and an casting of933 I 10.4735 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 3". Thence N38'43 '22"W 2713.86' to 
an iron rod se~ the True P.oint of Beginning, having a northing of 807561.202 land an casting of 
934808.1316: 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 56.94', chord bearing of 
N32"3I'39"E 

Radius=690.39' 
Arc-S6.95' 

Thenc. N30'09'SI"E 2439.0S' to an iron rod set;· 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 1728.76', chord bearing of 
N42'07 '27"W 

Radius=907.39' 
Arc=2289.6S' 

Thence S6S'3S'16"W 900.31' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N32'17'S3"W 49.69' to a point not set; 
Thence N6S'3S ' 16"E 907.13' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 1822.53', chord bearing of 
842'07'27"E 

Radius-9S6.6I' , 
Arc=2413.8S' .. , 

Thence S30'09'S I"W 2439.05' to a point not set; .~> '. 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 139.87', chord bearing of 
S3S'3S'2S"W 

Radius=739.61' 
Arc=140.08' 

Thence NOS'12 'OO"E 90.85' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning 

Said parcel containing 28S,182.4 square feet or 6.547 acres, which equates to 26,494.4 square 
meters or 6.741 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 4 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrele. 
Said point also known as 'DOG' and having a northing of S05443.S964 and an casting of933 I 10.4735 
noted as the Point of Beginning on lhe plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 2 AND 4". Thence N62°37'OS"E 
1139.76' to a point nol ScI, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing ofS05,96S.0S07 and an .. sting 
of 934,122.5427: 

Thence NOo054'31"E S04.S4' to a point nol set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of352.02' , chord bearing of 
N25"23 '51"E 

Radius-424.6I' 
Arc~362.97' 

Thence N49°53'12"E 523.53 ' to a point not set; 
Thence follow ing a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of ISO. IS' , chord bearing of 
N42"23'19"E 

Rudius=690.39' 
Arc-ISO.70' 

Thence S05°12'OO"W 90.S5' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 114.39', chord bearing of 
S45"27'05"W 

Rndius-739.6I' 
Arc= 114.51' , 
TIlenee S49°53 '12"W 523.53' to a point not set; ". 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 311.21', chord b~aring of 
S25"23' 51"W 

Radius=375.39' 
Arc=320.90' 

Thence SOo054'31"W S04.S4' to a point not set; 
'n,ence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of22S.76' , chord bearing of 
S06°5S'49"W 

Radius=S33.39' 
Arc=229.49' 

TIlence S22°19'S2"E 7S.42' to n point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of367.19', chord bearing of 
S50002 '12"E 

Radius-IS43.42' 
Arc=36S.06' 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 122.25' , chord bearing of 
NS2°40'41"W 

Radius-2024.6I' 
Arc= 122.25' 

TIlence N84"24 '2S"W 234.63' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve 10 a poinl not set with a long chord of IOS.S2' , chord bearing of 
N20010'41"E 

Radius=107.IO' 
Arc=114. IS' 

Thence NI4°S2'OS"W 157.6S' to a point nol sel; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set, Ihe True Poinl of Beginning with a long chord of 
242.2S' , chord bearing ofN06°SS'49"W 

Radius=SS2.6I' 
Arc=243.04' 

Said parcel containing 139,723.1 square feet or 3.20S acres, which equates to 12,9S0.S square 
meters or 3.303 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 5 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Snid point known ns "DOG" and having a northing of805443.8964 nnd an casting of933 I 10.4735 noted as 
the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY FORMER 
NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 5". Thence S63°03'51"E 937.62' to on iron rod 
set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 805019.1597 nnd an ensting of933946.3774: 

Thence N6J"28'17"E 59.67' to a point not set; 
Thence S 18°II'14"E 118.94' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of966.77', chord bearing of 
S36"32'12"E 

Radius-1535.48' 
Arc=983.50' 

Thence S54°53' IO"E 1634.30' to nn iron rod se~ 
Thence S35°06'50"W 59.04' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S86"03'23"W 149.04' to an iron rod; 
TI,ence S73°15'38"W 1435.54' to an iron rod set; 
Thence NO 1000'48"W 51.\3' to a point not set; 
Thence N73°15'3S"E 1421.68' to a point not se~ 
Thence N35"06'50"E 63.5 I' to B point not set; 
TI,ence N54"53'10"W 1479.86' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not se~ with a long chord of 1003.94 ' , chord bearing of 
N36°32'12"W 

Radius-1594.52' 
Arc=1021.31' 

TIlence N 18°II'14"W 110.29' to a point not set, True Point of Beginning. 

, ., 

Said pnrcel containing 214,234.4 square reet or 5.538 ncres, which equates to 22,411.5 square 
meters or 5.702 clIerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 6 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Gunyacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point known as "000" and having a northing of 805443 .8964 and an easting of933110.4735 noted as 
the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES OOVERNMENT PROPERTY FORMER 
NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 6". Thence S51°52'31"E 3608.69' to an iron rod 
set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of803215.9800 and an casting of 935949.3161 : 

Thence S54°53'1 O"E 1682.19' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S35006'50"W 59.04' to n point not sct; 
Thence N54°53 'I O"W 1682.19' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N35°06'50"E 59.04' to an iron rod set, True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel contain ing 99,316.4 square feet or 2.280 acres, which equates to 9,226.8 square meters 
or 2.348 cuerdas. 

• ., 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 7 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward ofGuayacan, said point being a brass disk sci in concrete. 
Said poinlalso known as 'DOG' and having a northing of 805443.8964 and an casting of933110.4735 
nOled as the Poinl of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 7". Thence N84°48'49"E 678.98' to a 
iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of805505.2nO and an casting of 
933786.6709: 

Thence following 8 curve to an iron rod set wilh a long chord of233.97', chord bearing of 
S85"20'41"E 

Radius=7154.6I' 
Arc=234.00' 

TIlence S84"24 '28"E 370.31' to an iron rod set; 
TIlence following 8 curve 10 a point not sel wilh a long chord of 406.50', chord bearing of 
S78°38'46"E 

Radius=2024.6I' 
Arc=407.19' 

Thence Sn053'04"E 1013.37' to 8 point not se~ 
Thence following a curve to a poinl nol sel wilh a long chord of 370. 17', chord bearing of 
Sno16'21"E 

Radius=17324.6I' 
Arc-370.15' , 

Thence S71 "39'37"E I 034.77' to a poinl nol sel; ., 
TIlence following 8 curve to a point not set wilh a long chord of 179.23', chord beoring of 
S82°3I '33"E . • . . 

Radius=475.39' 
Arc=108.30' 

TIlence N86°36'32"E 255.03' 10 a point not set; 
Thence following 8 curve to a poinl not set with a long chord of 1380.42', chord bearing of 
S69°39'13"E 

Radius=1714.6I' 
Arc-1420.72' 

TI,ence S45°54'58"E 670.96' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 34 1.13', chord bearing of 
S5 1°1 O'05"E 

Radius= 1863.39' 
Arc=34 1.62 ' 

Thence following a curve to n point not set with n long chord of 365. 16', chord bearing of 
S46°46'26"E 

Rndius=1089.6I' 
Arc=366.90' 

TI,ence S37°07'39"E I 55.80' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to 0 point not set with 0 long chord of 644.81', chord bearing of 
SI6"29'13"E 

Radius-914.6I' 
Arc=658.97' 

Thenc. S04°09'13"W 115.96' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to" point not set with a long chord of380.82', chord beoring of 
S39°35'22"E 

Radius=275.39' 
Arc=420.50' 

TIlence following a curve to a point aot set with a long chord of96.52', chord bearing of 
S89°S0'47"E 

Radius-425.39' 



Arc=96.72t 
Thence NS3"3S'23"£ 113.50' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of32S.II', chord bearing of 
NSI'34'11"£ 

Radius-4S00.39' 
Arc-32S.IS' 

TIlence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 327.37', chord bearing of 
SSI'S7'14"£ 

Rodiusa Sl4.6l' 
Arc=333.IS' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 437.63', chord bearing of 
SSO'OS'07"E 

Rodiuso 949.6l' 
Arc=44 1.60' 

TIlence S36'4S'47"£ 111.79' to a point not set; 
Thence S63"24'S2"£ 3SI.66' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with. long chord of230.oo', chord bearing of 
SSI'IS'13"E 

Radius=37S.39' 
Arca233.76' 

Thence NSO'S4'26"E 167.83' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S09"OS'34"E 49.22' to on iron rod ser, 
Thence SSO"S4'26"W 167.83' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with. long chord of260.16, chord bearirlg of 
NSI'IS'n"W 

Radius=424.6I' 
Arc=264.4I' 

Thence N63"24'S2"W 234.6S' to a point not set; 
TIlence SS3'14'13"W 71.16' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N36'4S'47"W 26S.23' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to on iron rod set with a long chord of 414.9S, chord bearing of 
NSO"OS'07"W 

Rndius=900.39' 
Arc-4IS.7I' 

Thence following n curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 296.0S, chord bearing of 
N81'S7'14"W 

Radius=46S.39' 
Arc=30 1.29' 

Thence following n curve to an iron rod set with n long chord of32S.67, chord bearing of 
SSI"34'II"W 

Rodius-4S49.6I' 
Arc=32S.74' 

TIlence SS3"38'23"W 113.50' to n point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of2SS.8S, chord bearing of 
NSO'3I'S9"W 

Radius- 474.6I' 
Arc=262.2I' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 109.91, chord bearing of 
N72"07'44"W 

Radius-42S.39' 
Arc= 110.22' 

Thence N79'33'06"W 66.90' to a point not set; 
Thence NOS'S7'37"E 71.30' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 173.64, chord bearing of 
N06"33 '2S"E 

Radius=2070.39' 



Arc=173.69' 
Thence N04"09' J3"E 130.84' to a pain! not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point no! sel with a long chord of 61 0.11, chord bearing of 
NI6"29' 13"W 

Radius- 86S.39' 
Arc=623.S0' 

TI,ence N37"07'39"W 155.80' to D poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve !o D point no! sel wilh a long chord of 348.67, chord bearing of 
N46°46'26"W 

RDdius=1040.39' 
Arc-3S0.32' 

Thence following n curve !o " poinl nol sel wilh a long chord of 350.15, chord bearing of 
NSloIO'OS"W 

Radins=1912.6I' 
Arc-3S0.64 ' 

'Illence N4soS4' S8"W 670.96' 10 a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl nol sel wilh a long chord of 1340.80, chord bearing of 
N69°39'13"W 

R.dius-166S.39' 
Arc=1379.93' 

Thence SS6°36'32"W 255.03' to D point no! se!; 
Thence following a curve 10 a point nol set wilh n long chord of 197.78, chord bearing of 
N82°3I'33"W 

Radius=S24.6I' 
Arc-I 98.97' 

TIlence N71°39'37"W 1034.77' 10 a point nol sel; 

, 
", 

Thence following a curve to u point not sel with a long chord of 369. 10, chord bearing of 
N72°16'21"W 

R.dius-I 727S.39' 
Arc=369.IO' 

TI,ence N72°S3'04"W 1013.37'!0 nn iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to n point nol sel wilh a long chord of396.62, chord bearing of 
N7so38'46"W 

Rudius=197S.39' 
Arc=397.29' 

Thence NS4"24'28"W 370.31' to a point no! set; 
Thence following a curve 10 a pain! no! set with a long chord of 148.75, chord bearing of 
N8so00'27"W 

Radius- 710S.39' 
Arc=148.7S' 

Thence S Isoll'14"E 425.70' to. point nol set; 
'Illence S63"28'17"W 59.67' 10 a point not set; 
Thence N ISOII'14"W 51 1.68' 10 an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 547774.2 square feel or 12.575 acres, which equates to 50S90.1 square 
meters or 12.94S cuerd.s. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 8 

Beginning at • survey control point in the Wnrd of Guayncnn, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point nlso known ns 'CAMP' nnd having a northing of 800851.3059 and nn easling of941 574.63 I I 
noted as Ule Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STA nON ROOSEVELT ROADS, EASEMENT 8". Thence N48"18'42"E 1016.77' to 
an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 801527.5403 nnd nn ensting of 
942333.9276: 

Thence N80'54'26"E 434.18'10 a point not set; 
Thellce foHowing a curve to a point not sel with. long chord of 463.10', chord benring of 
N88'02'26"E 

Radius=1 864.61 , 
Arc-46429' 

Thence foHowing a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 362.68', chord henring of 
S73'28'41"E 

Radius-921.61' 
Arc=365.07' 

Thence S62"07'48"E 205.39' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve 10 a point not set with a long chord of267.28' , chord bearing of 
S59'S3' 3 7"E 

Radius-3424.6I' 
Arc-267.34' 

Thence SS7'39'26"E 142.96' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve 10 a point not set wilh n long chord of 168.92', chord b'itlring of 
N72'2S'43"E 

Rndius=110.39' 
Arc-I 92.34' 

Thence N22'30 'SI"E 341.86'to n point not set; 
Thence foHowing a curve to n poInt not set with a long chord of 140.48', chord bearing of 
N27'43'OI"E 

Rudius- 774.6I' 
Arc= 140.67' 

Thence N32'55'10"E IIS.54' 10 a point not SCI; 

Thence following a curve to n point not set wilh a long chord of 88.6S', chord bearing of 
NI9'14'16"E 

Radius=187.39' 
Arc-89.49' 

Thence NOS'33'22"E 84.71' 10 a point not set; 
'I1,ence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of213. 72', chord bearing of 
N43'17'24"E 

Radius-174.6I' 
Arc=229.99' 

Thence N81"OI '2S"E 7S.96' 10 n point not set; 
Thence following n curve to n point not set with a long chord of 389.23', chord bearing of 
S83'49'31"E 

Radius=744.6I' 
Arc=393.8I' 

Thence S68'40'26"E 72.89' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to nn iron rod set wilh a long chord of 117.78" chord bew-ing of 
S48'S7'SI"E 

Radius=174.6I' 
Arc=120. 13 ' 

Thence S60'44'4S"W 49.22' 10 an iron rod set; 



TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 84.58', chord bearing of 
N48'57'51"W 

Rndius= 12S.39' 
Arc=86.27' 

TIlence N68'40'26"W 72.89' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 363.S0', chord bearing of 
N83'49'31 "W 

Rndius=69S.39' 
Arc=367.78' 

Thence 881'0 I '2S"W 75.96' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of IS3.48, chord bearing of 
S43'17'24"W 

Rndius=12S.39' 
Arc= 16S.16' 

Thence 80S'33 '22"W 84.71' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 111.93, chord bearing of 
S19'14'16"W 

Radius=236.61' 
Arc=II3.00' 

Thence S32°5S' 10"W II 5.S4' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with. long chord of 131.S5, chord bearing of 
S27°43'OI"W 

Radius=72S.39' 
Arc=131.73' 

, 
, ~ 

Thence S22"30' 5 I "W 341.86' to • point not set; .:"i , 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of244.23, chord bearing'of 
S72"2S'43"W 

Radius=159.61 ' 
Arc=278.09' 

'n,ence N57"39'26"W 142.96' to an iron rod set; 
TIlence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of263.44, chord bearing of 
NS9'53'37"W 

Radius=3375.39' 
Arc-263.S0' 

TIlence N62"07'48"W 205.39' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of343.32, chord bearing of 
N73"2S'41 "W 

Radius-872.39' 
Arc=34S.S7' 

TIlence following a curve to an iron rod scI with a long chord of 4S0.87, chord bearing of 
S8S002'26"W 

Rndius=ISI5.39' 
Arc=452.04' 

Thence SSO'54 '26"W 434.IS' to an iron rod set; 
'lbence NOgo05' 34"W 49.22' to an iron rod ser, the True Point of Beginning. 

Snid parcel containing IS2,440.S squnre reet or4.ISS acres, which equates to 16,949.3 square 
meters or 4.312 cuerdns. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 9 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Word of Machos, said point being a brass disk set in eoncrete. 
Said point also known as 'MEDlO' and having 0 northing of 811980.2405 and on casting of 943163.0741 
noted as the Point or Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA VAL STA nON ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 9". Thence S42"23'29"W 2323.47' 10 
on iron rod set, Ihe True Point of Beginning, having 0 northing of 81 0264.2284 ond an casting of 
941596.6070: 

Thence S32°59'45"W 82.86' 10 a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a lon& chord of 134.73', chord bearing of 
S07°IS'20"W 

Rudius=155.39' 
Arc=139.35' 

Thence S 18"23'05"E 614.93' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 519.04', chord bearing of 
S07°II'21"E 

Radius-1336.6I' 
Arc=522.35' 

Thence following 0 curve to 0 point not set wilh a long chord of 409.95', chord bearing of 
S20010'31"E 

Rndius-500.39' 
Arc=422.38' , 

Thence S44"2I'26"E 316.11 ' to R point not set; .. ' 
., 

Thence following a curve to n point not set with a long chord of279.89', chord benring of 
S48°3S'12"E 

Rodius= I 875.39' 
Arc=2S0.15' 

Thence S52°54'58"E262.43' to n point not set; 
TIlence following 0 curve to a point not set with a long chord of 327.97' , chord bearing of 
S44°00'48"E 

Rodius-1059.6I' 
Arc=329.29' 

TIlence S35006'38"E 708.86' to a point not set; 
Thence following 0 curve to 0 point not set with 0 long chord of373 .98', chord bearing of 
S29"35'03"E 

Rodius= 1941.61' 
Arc=374.56' 

Thence S24003'27"E 204.94' to 0 point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 176.57', chord bearing of 
S22°00'17"E 

Rodius-2464 .61, 
Arc=176.6I' 

11lence S 19°57'06"E 375.36' to 0 point not set; 
Thence following a cllrve to u point not sel with a long chord of 163.91', chord beoring of 
S47°48'32"E 

Radius=175.39' 
Arc=170.55' 

Thence following a curve to 0 point not set with n long chord of 222.47' , chord bearing of 
S51"29'26"E 

Radills=271.6l' 
Arc=229.2I' 

Thence S27°IS'54"E 24S.IS' 10 n point not set; 
Thenc. following a curve to n point not set with a lon& chord of 41S.53', chord bearing of 
SO 1°54 'OO"E 



Radius--4S7.6I' 
ArC""432.SS' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with. long chord of 722.70' , chord bearing of 
S06'02 '21"E 

Radius=732.60' 
Arc=7SS.71' 

Thence S3S'3S'3S"E 3S.S4' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set with a long chord of 16 I .6S', chord bearing of 
S40'29' SO"E 

Radius-94S.39' 
Arc-161.S5' 

Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 194.3S', chord bearing of 
S23'14 '2S"E 

Radius-257.6I' 
Arc=199.2S' 

Thence SOI'04'4S"E 5S4.93' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 199.53', chord bearing of 
S20'OS'47"E 

Radius-30S39' 
Arc-203 .26 

Thence S39'12' 50"E 31S.S3' to. point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of200.61' , chord bearing of 
S02'S3 'I3"W 

Radius-149.6I' 
Arc=219.S7 

111ence S44°59' 16"W 27.23' to n point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 343.49', chord bearing of 
S6S'OS'37"W 

Radius=499.6 I ' 
Arc=3S0.64 

Thence SSS'II'S7"W 104.S2' to a point not sel; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of229.39', chord bearing of 
S44'2I'3S"W 

Radius- 175.39' 
Arc=2S0.03 

Thence S03'3I'12"W 236.43' to n point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set with a long chord of 170.76', chord bearing of 
SI4'OS'35"E 

Radius-2S1.39' 
Arc=173.49 

TIlence S31'4S'22"E 236.41' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 114.S0' , chord bearing of 
S34'40'16"E 

Radius-I 145.39' 
Arc=114.S5 

TIlence S37'32'10"E 35S.00' to a point not set; 
Thence S32'SS'10"W 3S.1 8' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of SS.09' , chord bearing of 
S30'S2' S3"W 

Radius=774.6I' 
Arc=SS.IO 

Thence NOS'32'02"W 12.51' to a point not set; 
Thence N31'32'IO"W 323.62' to u point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 119.42', chord bearing of 
N34'40'16"W 

Radius=1194.6I ' 



Arc-I 19.47 
Thence N31°4S'22"W 236.41' to • point not set; 
TI,ence following a curve to. poinl nol set with. long chord of200.63', chord bearing of 
NI400S'35"W 

R.dius~330.6I' 

Arc=203.S4 
TIlence N03OJI'12"E 236,43' to • point nol sel; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl not set wilh a long chord of293.76', chord bearing of 
N44"2I'35"E 

Radius=224.6I' 
Arc-nO.20 

Thence NS5°II'57"E 104.52' to a point nol set; 
Thence following a curve 10 a point nol set with a long chord of309.65', chord bearing of 
N65°05'37"E 

Radius=450.39' 
Arc-316.09 

Thence N44°59'16"E 27.23' to a poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 134.61', chord bearing of 
N02°53'13"E 

Rndius=100.39' 
Arc=147.53 

Thence N39°12'50"W 315.S3' to n point not set; 
Thence following a curve 10 a point not set wilh a long chord of231.69', chord bearing of 
N2000S'47''W .J 

Rudius=354.6I' 
Arc-236.02 

Thence NIOO04'45"W 554.93' to u poinl not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 157.22', chord bearing of 
N23°14'25"W 

Radius-20S.39' 
Arc=161.21 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 170.06', chord bearing of 
N40029' 50"W 

Radius-994.61, 
Arc=170.27 

Thence N35°35'35"W 38.54'to a point not set; 
TIlence following u curve to. point not set with a long chord of77I.26', chord bearing of 
N06°02'21"W 

Radius=7Sl.82' 
Arc-S06.55 

Thence following a curve to " point not set with. long chord of 376.29', chord bearing of 
N01°54'OO"W 

Radius=43S.39' 
Arc=3S8.92 

Thence N27"IS'54"W 24S.1S' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not scI with a long chord of IS2.15', chord bearing of 
N51 "29'26"W 

Radius=222.39' 
Arc-IS7.67 

Thence following a curve to a poinl not set with a long chord of209.91', chord bearing of 
N47°4S'32"W 

Radius=224.6I' 
Arc=2IS,41 

'n,ence NI9°57'06"W 375.36' to a point not set; 
TI,ence following a curve 10 a point nol sel with a long chord of 173.04', chord bearing of 
N22°00'17"W 



Rndius~241 5.39' 
Arc~173.08 

Thence N24'03'27"W 204.94'10 n poinl nol set; 
TIlCDce following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of364.50' , chord bearing of 
N29'35'03"W 

Rndius-IS92.39' 
Arc=365.07 

Thence N3S'06'3S"W 708.S6' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to n point not set with a long chord of312.73', chord bearing of 
N44'OO'4S"W 

Rndius=1010.39' 
Arc=314.00 

Thence N52'54'5S"W 262.43' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of287.24', chord bearing of 
N4S'38'12"W 

Radius-1924 .61 ' 
Arc-287.51 

Thence N44'2I'26"W 316.11' to a point not set; 
Thence following. curve to a point not set with a long chord of 450.2S', chord bearing of 
N20'IO'31"W 

Radius-S49.61, 
Arc=463.93 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 499.92', chord bearing of 
N07'II'21"W 

Radius= 1287.39' 
Arc=503.12 

TIlence N IS'23'OS"W 614.93' to a point not set; 
TI,ence following a curve to u point not set with. long chord of 177.40', chord bearing of 
N07'IS'20"E 

Radius=204.6I' 
Arc=183.49 

Thence N32'S9'4S"E 74.06' to a point not set; 
Thence 867'OS'10"E 50.00' to a point not set,the True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 504,031.5 square feet or 11.571 acres, which equates to 46,826.2 square 
meters or 11.914 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
EASEMENT 10 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as ' DOCK' and having a northing of 801006.9442 and an casting of938162.625I 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 10". Thence N82° 18' 33"W 6368.65' 
to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 80 1859.2585 and an casting of 
931851.2678: 

TIlence N21 °17' II "W 70.94 ' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 544.78', chord bearing of 
N62~O'51"E 

Radius = 1438.79' 
Arc = 548.09' 

TIlence N73°15'38"E 791.28' to n point not set; 
Thence SI6°44'22nE 9. l8' to n point not set; 
TIlence N73°15'38"E 1381.12' to a point not set; 
Thence S01000'4S"E 51.13' to an iron rod set; 
TIlence S73°15' 38"W 1367.26' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S 16°44'22"E 9.18 ' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S73°15'38"W 791.28' to an iron rod set; 
TIlence following n curve to nn iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
539.87', chord bearing ofS61°54 '26"W , 

Radius = 1371.21' " 
Arc = 543.42' : , 

Said parcel containing 157,993.8 square feet or 3.627 acres, which equates to 14,678.2 square 
meters or 3.735 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCIUPTlON EASEMENT 11 

Beginning at n survey control point in the Ward of Gunyacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELICIAS' and having a northing of799143.8537 and an easling of 
927504.4901 noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY I'ORMER NA VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT II". TIlence 
S83'29'58"W 1270.45' to an iron rod set, Ole True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 799000.0249 
and an easting of926242.2090: 

TI,enee following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 206.40', chord bearing of 
S44"37'24"E 

Rndius-799.52' 
Arc-206.98' 

Thenee S37°12' 25"E 184.72' to a point not set; 
TIlenee following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of31 0.18', chord bearing of 
SI6002'25"E 

Radius=429.52' 
Arc=317.35' 

Thenee S05°07'35"W 113.24' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of295.16', chord beuring of 
S 13'33 '5S"E 

Radius"'460.4S' 
Arc-300.46' 

Thence 8320 15'31 tiE 300.98' to a point not set; .~ 
TI,ence following a curve to a point nol set with a long chord of 368.15', chord .b'~aring of 
S 16°53 '22n E "', '. 

Rndius=694.52' 
Arc-372.60' 

TIlence SOI°3I'13"E 874.38' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with u long chord of 478.71', chord bearing of 
S 11'36'57"E 

Radius-1365.48' 
Arc"'481.20' 

Thence following a curve to a point nol set with a long chord of 450.35', chord bearing of 
S85'44 'I O"E 

Radius"'250.48 ' 
Arc=559.79' 

TIlence N30'14'21"E 582.72' to a point not set; 
Thence N59°45'39"W 19.69' 10 a point not sel; 
Thence N30'1'I'21"E 467.43' to a point nol sel; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set wilh n long chord of 1610.03', chord benring of 
N32'20'28"E 

Rndiu.-21949.2I' 
Arc-161O.4S' 

TIlence N34'26'35"E 721.41' to a point nol set; 
TIlence tollowing 0 curve to a point not set with a long chord of 113826', chord benring of 
N39'17' 54"E 

Radius=6724.2I ' 
Arc=1139.63' 

Thenee following. curve to n point not set with a long chord of 684.73', chord bearing of 
N54°49'22"E 

Radills=1849.2I' 
Arc=688.70' 

TIlence N65°29'32"E 226.98' to a point not sel; 
TIlenee S24°30'28"E 15.42' to a poinl nol set; 



'nlCnce following a curve to • point nol set wilh a long chord of 577.17', chord bearing of 
N42"44 '26"E 

Radius- 746.2I' 
Arc=592.63 ' 

TIlence NI9"59'21"E 655.0t' to. point not set; 
Thence following" curve to. point not sct with. long chord of779.77', chord bearing of 
N35"42'42"E 

R.dius~1438 .79' 

Arc-789.65' 
TI,ence S21°17'II"E 70.94' to.n iron rod set; 
TIlence following. curve to. point not set with. long chord of722.84' , chord be.ring of 
S35"16'17"W 

Radius=1371.2I' 
Arc=731.48' 

TIlence S 19°59'21"W 651.23' to • point not set; 
Thence following. curve to a point not set with. long chord of629.45', chord bearing of 
S42°44'26"W 

Radius=813.79' 
Arc=646.30' 

TI,ence S24°30'28"E 15.42' to. point not set; 
Thence S65~9'32"W 226.98' to a point not set; 
Thence following. curve to • point not set with. long chord of 648.29', chord bearing of 
S54°49'22"W 

Radius-1750.79' , ., 
Arc=652.05' '" 

TI,ence following. curve to a point not set with. long chord of 1121 .60', chord"f5earlng of 
S39'I7'S4"W 

Radius=6625.79' 
Arc=1122.95' 

Thence S34~6'3S"W 721.41' to. point not set; 
Thence following. curve to a point not scI with. long chord of 1602.81' , chord bearing of 
S32'20'28"W 

Radius-118S0.79' 
Arc- I 603.23 , 

Thence S30° 14 '21 "W 467.43 ' to a point not set; 
Thence NS9°4S'39"W 19.69' to a point not set; 
Thence S30014'21"W 582.72' to. point not set; 
Thence following a curve to.n iron rod set with. long chord of 556.5 I', chord bearing of 
N85'44'IO"W 

Radius=309.52' 
Arc=691.74' 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set WiUl. long chord of 499.41' , chord bearing of 
Nl1"36'S7"W 

Radius= 1424.52' 
Arc=502.0 I' 

TIlence NO I °3 I' 13" W 874.3 8' to un iron rod set, 
TIlence following a curve to an iron rod set WiU, a long chord of 336.85', chord bearing of 
NI6"53'22"W 

Radius=635.48' 
Arc=340.93' 

TIlence N32°IS'31"W 300.98' to an iron rod se~ 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of333.00', chord bearing of 
N13'33'58"W 

Radius=519.S2' 
Arc=338.9S' 

'n,encc N05°0T35u E t 13.24 J to an iron rod set; 



Thence following a curve 10 an iron rod set with Q long chord of267.55', chord bearing of 
N 16'02'25"W 

Radius~370.4S' 
Arc~273 .73' 

1l1cnce N37°12'2S"W 184.72' 10 an iron rod set; 
Thence Following a curve 10 un iron rod set wilh a long chord oF203.46', chord bearing of 
N45'06'13"W 

Radiusa 740.48' 
Arc=204.IO' 

·n.ence N49'48'4S"E 60.44' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 869,213.9 square feel or 19.954 acres, which equates to 80,572.9 square 
melers or 20.546 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DF.sCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 12 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Gunyacon, said point being 0 bross disk set in concrete. 
Soid point also known as ' DELICIAS' and hoving 0 northing of799143.8537 and an casting of 
927504.490 I noted os the Point of Beginning on the plutlobeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NA V AL STA TION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 12". 11lence 
N86'OS'59"E 2916.67' to on iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 799339.7094 
and an easting of930414.5800: 

11lence following 0 curve to an iron rod set; WiO, a long chord of 394.07', a chord bearing of 
S88°16'14"E, 

Radius- 694.61' 
Arc-399.55' 

11lence S18'12'29"W 49.22' 10 0 point not set; 
Thence following 0 curve to a point not set; with a long chord of366.14', 0 chord beoring of 
N88°16'14"W, 

Rndius= 645.39' 
Arc- 37 1.24 ' 

11lence S75'15'02"W 302.30' to a point not set; 
Thence followiag a curve to 0 point not set; with a long chord of 433.0 I', a chord bearing of 
N79°52'10"W, 

Radius-514.6I' 
Arc=446.92' 

Thence N54'59'22"W 22.37' to 0 point not set; , 
11,ence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 49.37', a chord ~enTing of 
N39°39'44"E, ~'1 

Radiu,... 6625.79' 
Arc=49.37' 

11lence S54°59'22"E 18.37' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with. long chord of 391 .60' , a chord bearing of 
S79°52 ' 10"E, 

Radius- 465.39' 
Arc=404. IS' 

11lence N75'15'02"E 302.30' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 55,798.0 sqnore feet or 1.281 acres, which equotes to 5,183.8 square meters 
or 1.319 cuerdos. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 13 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELVIS' and having a northing of 796646.7678 and an easting of927749.8902 
noted as Ule Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STA YES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 13". TIlence S78'S2'34"E 168.01' to 
an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of796614.3S37 and an casting of 
927914.7410: 

Thence N30"14'21"E 51.03' to a point not set; 
Thence S7S"02'SI"E 919.53' to n point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 462.99', a chord bearing of 
S29'33'20"E, 

Radius~ 324.61' 
Arc~5IS.47' 

TIlence 5 IS"56'II"W 360.72' to n point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 418.08', a chord bearing of 
SOI"33'03"W, 

Radius= 841.39' 
Arc=422.SI' 

Thence 5 12"SO'OS"E 70S.02' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to • point not set; with. long chord of 237.97', • chord bearing of 
SI0"24'27"E, 

Radius- 2809.61' 
Arc=238.04' 

Thence 507'S8'SO"E 664.13' to n point not set; .~; 

, 
,~ 

TIlence following a curve to n point not set; with a long chord of 161.3S', a chord beariag of 
S 12"03'18"E, 

Radius· 113S.39' 
Arc=161.48' 

TIlence 5 16"07'47"E 406.IS' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 121.76', a chord bearing of 
521"04' SO"E, 

RodiuS'" 705.39' 
Arc= 121.91' 

Thence 526"0I'S4"E 7S4.37' to a point not set; 
Thence N63"S8'06"E29.53' to n point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to an iron rod set; with a long chord of 243.72', n chord bearing of 
517"46' SO"E, 

Radius= 849.14' 
Arc=244.S7' 

Thence 509'3I'46"E 282.37' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to lin iron rod set; with a long chord of 294.29', n chord bearing of 
S40"30'3S"E, 

Radius· 28S.86' 
Arc=309.13 ' 

Thence 5 IS"30'36"W 29.53' to a point not set; 
TIlenee S71"29'24"E 79.41' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set; with n long chord of 143.96', a chord bearing of 
S83"20'41"E, 

Radius· 3S0.39' 
Arc=144.99' 

TIlenee N84"48'02"E 272.81' to an iron rod set; 



TI,.nee following a curve to an iron rod set; with a long chord of 241.06', a chord bearing of 
S70036' 19"E, 

Radius· 289.61' 
Arc-248.63 ' 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set; with a long chord of 530.38', a chord bearing of 
N84°0I'47"E, 

Radius= 346.39' 
Arc=604.07' 

TIlence S55°55'45"E 49.22' to a iron rod set; 
TIlenee following a curve to 0 point not set; with a long chord of 605.74', a chord bearing of 
S84°0I'47"W, 

Radius· 395.6 I' 
Arc=689.90' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 200.09', a chord bearing of 
N70"36' 19"W, 

Radius= 240.39' 
Arc-206.37' 

Thence S84°48'02"W 272.8 I' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 164.18', a chord bearing of 
N83°20'41"W, 

Rodius= 399.6 I ' 
Arc=165.36' 

Thence N71"29'24"W 79.4 I' to 0 point nol set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with 0 long chord of 375.36', a chord bearing of 
N40030'35"W, 

Radius= 364.6 I' 
Arc-394.30' 

TIlence N09":!1 '46"W 282.37' to a point not set; 

.. ~.~ 

Thence following a curve to 0 point not set; with a long chord of 221.12', a chord bearing of 
N 17°46'50"W, 

Radius= 770.39' 
Arc-221.88' 

TIlence N2600 I' 54"W 754.37' to a point not set; 
'n,ence following a curve 10 0 point not set; wilh a long chord of 130.25', a chord bearing of 
N21°04'50"W, 

Rudius= 754.6 I' 
Are=130.4I' 

Thence NI6°07'47"W 406. 15' 10 a poinl not sel; 
Thence following 0 curve 10 0 poinl not set; with a long chord of 168.34', a chord bearing of 
N12°03'ISuW, 

Radius= 1184.61' 
Are= 168.49' 

TIlence N07°S8'50"W 664.13' 10 a point nol set; 
Thence following a curve 10 a poinl not set; wilh a long chord of 233.80', 0 chord bearing of 
N I 0"24 '27"W, 

Radius= 2760.39' 
Arc=23 3 .87' 

1110nce N 12°50'05"W 705.02' 10" poinl nol scI; 
TI,ence following a curve to a point nol set; wilh a long chord of 442.54', a chord bearing of 
NO 1°33 '03"E, 

Radius· 890.61 ' 
Arc-447.22' 

Thence N 15°56' II"E 360.72' to a point not.et; 



Thence following n curve 10 n point not sci; wilh a long chord of 392.79', a chord bearing of 
N29D33 '20"W, 

Radius· 275.39' 
Arc-437.3I ' 

TIlenee N75002'51"W 932.99' to an iron rod set, the True Point or Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 394,968.0 square feel or 9.067 acres, which equates to 36,693.9 square meters 
or 9.336 cuerdas. 

, 
,~ 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 14 

Beginning ut a survey control poinl in the Ward of OuaYDcan, said point being a brass disk scI in concrele. 
Said point also known as 'DELVIS' and having a nonhing of 796646.7678 and an ensting of927749.8902 
nOled as Ihe Poinl orBeginning on the pial labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 14". Thence S47°16'47"E 6610.93'10 
an iron rod sel, the True Point of Beginning, having a nonhing of792161.7895 and an easting of 
932606.7849: 

Thence S48OJ4'14"W 49.22'to un iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 327.40', a chord bearing of 
N51°48'41"W, 

Rndiusz 908.39' 
Arc-329.19' 

Thence N62°II'35"W 204.46' to a point not set; 
TItence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of285.I7', n chord bearing of 
N87°30' 50"W, 

Radius- 333.39' 
Arc=294.67' 

Thence S67009'5S"W 249.07' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 27338' , a chord bearing of 
SSoo3S'54"W, 

Radius= 479.39' 
Arc-277 .23' , 

.'~ 

Thence S3400I'53"W 112.96' to a point not set; . 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 157.69', a chord:beaiing of 
S03°S8'06"W, 

Radius· 157.39' 
Arc=16S.17' 

Thence S26°05'42"E 141.99' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set; with a long chord of27S.30', a chord bearing of 
S03°59'17"W, 

Radius- 274.61 ' 
Arcz 288.37' 

Thence NSSOSS'45"W 49.22' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following. curve to a point not set; with a long chord of22S.95', a chord bearing of 
N03°S9' 17"E, 

Radius- 225.39' 
Arc=236.68' 

Thence N26°0S'42"W 141.99' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of207.00', a chord bearing of 
N03°58'06u E, 

Radius- 206.61' 
Arc=216.82' 

Thence N3400 I' S3"E 112.96' to a point not set; 
111ence following n curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 30 1.45' I a chord bearing of 
NSoo3S'S4"E, 

Radius= 528.61 ' 
Arc=30S.69' 

TItence N67°09'SS"E 249.07' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 327.27', a chord bearing of 
S87°30'SO"E, 

Radius= 382.61' 
Arc=338.17' 

Thence S62°II'3S"E 204.46' to a point not set; 



Thence following 8 curve to an iron rod set; the True Point of Beginning witb a long chord of 
345.14',8 chord bearing ofS51°48'41"E, 

Radius- 957.61 ' 
Arc=347.03' 

Said parcel contnining 103,755.2 square feet or 2.382 acrcs, which equates 10 9,639.2 squnre 
meters or 2.452 cucrdns. 

,1, 

~~.~ 't; 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 15 I 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Machos, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'CAMP' and having a northing of 800851 .3059 and an casting of 941 574.6311 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "EASEMENT 15 I". TIlence S58°15'43"W 1415.33' to 
an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of800106.7923 and an casting of 
940370.9503: 

Thence S53"34'53"E 189.86' to an iron rod set; 
Thence 850043'25"E 313.99' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of278.22', chord bearing of 
852°59'29"E 

Rndius=35 15.39' 
Arc=278.30' 

Thence 834°44'26"W 49.22' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 282.12', chord bearing of 
N52°59'29"W 

Radius=3564.6I' 
Arc=282.19' 

Thence N50043'25"W 313.99' to a point not set; 
Thence N56"37'00"W 186.32' to a point not set; 
Thence N54°53 'I O"W 2578.10' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N35·07'20"E 59.04' to an iron rod set; 
Thence 854°53 ' I O"E 2578.09' to an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning. 

T;~ 

. 
, ~ 

8aid parcel containing 191,623.6 square feet or 4.399 acres, which equates to 17,802.5 square 
meters or 4.529 cucrdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 15 n 

Beginning at a survey control poinl in Ihe Ward of Machos, said point being a brass disk set in concrele. 
Said point olso known as 'CAMP' and having a northing of 800851.3059 and an casting of941 574.63 I I 
nOled as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA V AL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 15 II". Thence N71'48'O I"W 
4473.04' to an iron rod se~ the True Poinl of Beginning, having a northing of802248.3777and an easting 
of937325.3615: 

Thence S54'53'10"E 1145.08' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S35'07'20"W 59.04' to an iron rod set; 
111enee N54'53'10"W 1145.07' to a point nol set; 
Thence N35'06'50"E 59.04' to an iron rod set, True Point ofB.ginning 

Snid parcel conlaining 67,605.1 square feel or 1.552 neres, which equates to 6,208.7 square meters 
or 1.598 cuerdas. 

• ". 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 16 

Beginning at a survey control point in lhe Ward of Machos, said point being a brass disk sel in concrele. 
Said point also known as 'CAMP' and hDving a northing of 80085 1.3059 and an easting of941574.6311 
noled as the Point of Beginning on Ihe plot labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 16". Thence S25'34 '47"W 1356.43' 
to a PK nail SCI, Ihe True Point of Beginning, having a northing of799627.8270 and an ensting of 
940988.9671 : 

TI,ence S5S'IS'34"E 1622.79' 10 a point nol set; 
11lence following a curve to 0 poinl not set wilh n long chord of317.94', chord bearing of 
S44'08'39"E 

Rodius=824.61' 
Arc=319.94' 

Thence following a curve 10 a point not set with a long chord of 471 .02' , chord beoring of 
S44'S3'41"E 

Radius=1145.39' 
Arc=474.41 ' 

Thence SS6'4S'37"E 4S3.21' 10 a poinl not se!; 
Thence following a curve to a pain! not sci with n long chord of 885.86', chord bearing of 
S2S'20'19"E 

Rndius=B49.61' 
Arc=93 I. 87' 

Thence S06°04'59"W 307.16' to a point not set; 1 
Thence following a curve to a point nal sci with a long chord of263.68', chordbjiaring of 
S47'2S' 16"W . 

Radius=199.61 ' 
Arc=288.03' 

TIlence S8S'4S' 33"W 199.61' to n point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of S 12.24' , chord bearing of 
SS4'06'07"W 

Radius=450.39' 
Arc=S44.87' 

Thence SJ9'26'41"W 326.67' to n point not set; 
TIlence following a curve !a n point not set with a long chord of 80.15', chord bearing of 
S20'22'22"W 

Radius=2474.61 ' 
Arc=BO.IS' 

Thence S21'18'03"W 174.42' to 8 point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 181.43', chord beuring of 
NI5'47'57"W 

Raditls=150.39' 
Arc-194.76' 

TIlence S52'S3'57"E 13S0.91' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S37'06'03"W 49.22' to on iron rod sct; 
Thence N52°53'57"W 1350.91' Lo a point not set; 
Thence following a curve !o a poinl no! sci with n long chord of240.81 " chord benring of 
NIS'47'S7"W 

Rndius=199.61' 
Arc=2SB.SO' 

Thence N2I'IB'03"E 174.42' to n point no! set; 
Thence following n curve 10 a point not set with a long chord of7B.56', chord bearing of 
N20022'22u E 

Radius=2425.39' 
Arc=78.S6' 



Thence N 19"26'41"E 326.67' to a point flat set; 
TIlence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of S6S.22', chord bearing of 
NS4"06'07"E 

Rodius-499.6I' 
Arc=604 AI' 

Thence NSS"4S'33"E 199.61' to a point not set; 
TIlence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 198.67', chord bearing of 
N47"2S'16"E 

Radius~ISO.39' 

Arc-217.0I' 
Thence N06"04'S9"E 307.16' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not sci with a long chord of 834.S4, chord be.ring of 
N2S"20'19"W 

Radius=800.39' 
Arc=877.89' 

Thence NS6"4S'37"W 4S3.21' to n point not set; 
'n,ence following a curve (0 a point not set with a long chord of 491.26, chord bearing of 
N44"S3 '41"W 

Rndius=1194.6I ' 
Arc-494.79' 

TI,ence following a curve to. point not set with a long chord of298.96, chord bearing of 
N44"OS ' 39"W 

Rodius=77S.39' 
Arc-300.84 ' 

TIlence NSS"IS'34"W 1622.79' to a point not set; 
TIlence N34"44'26"E49.22' to n PK nnil set, True Point ofB'ginning. 

Said parcel containing 3S77 I 9.9 square feet or 8.212 acres, which equates to 3323304 square 
meters or 8ASS cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCIUPTION EASEMENT 17 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward ofGuayncnn, ,aid point being a brass disk ,et in concrete. 
Said point.lso known as ' EMBEACH' and having" northing of798535.1 I IS and an easting of 
943260.8239 noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 17". TIlenee 
S70"34'51"W 1062.22' to un iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of798181.9491 
and nn easting of942259.0304: 

Thence S20"24' 39"W 163.17' to on iron rod set; 
Thence S35°II'24"W 90.57' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S44"07' 15"W 227.64' to. point not set; 
Thence N45°4S'06"W 38.83' to. point not set; 
Thence N44°II'54"E 120.S8' to 1\ point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 1000.1 2', chord bearing of 
NOS03I'SO"E 

Radius=6SS.39' 
Arc~1137.67' 

Thence SSsoIS'34"E 344.36' to a point not set; 
Thence S34°44'26"W 40.66' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not ,et,the True Point of Beginning with along chord of 
491.31', chord bearing ofSOso3S'S3"E 

Radius-704.6I' 
Arc=SOI.SS' 

Said parcel containing S4,671.6 square feet or 1.2SS acres, which equotes to S,07:2·Q square meters 
or 1.292 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 18 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward ofOuayacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELICIAS' and having a northing of799143.8S37 and an easting of 
927S04.490 I noted as the Point of Beginning on the pInt labeled "UNITED STATES OOVERNMENT 
PROPER TV FORMER N A VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 18". Thence 
S82'02'4S"W 1321.16' to an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of798961.0287 
and an easting of926196.0422: 

TI,ence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of S8.03 ' , chord bearing of 
NS5'14'4S"W 

Radius-740.48' 
Arc=S8.0S' 

Thence following a curve to. point not set with a long chord of 749.97' ,chord bearing of 
N68'S7'48"W 

Radius=188S.48' 
Arc=7SS.0I' 

Thence N80'26'OS"W 333.41' to. point not set; 
'n,onco N02'S3'40"E S9.44' to an iron rod se~ 
Thence S80'26'OS"E 340.32' to. point not set; 
Thence following a curve to. point not set with along chord of 773.46', chord bearing of 
S68'S7'48"E 

Radius=I 944.S2' , 
Arc-778.6S' , 

Thenoe following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of76.0S', chord b.mring of 
SS4'4S'S6"E . ,. . 

Rndius=799.S2' 
Arc=76.08' 

TI,ence S49'4S'46"W 60.43' to an iron rod set, the True Point or Beginning. 

Said parcel contnining 69,121.9 'quare feet or 1.587 acres, which equates to 6,421.7 square meters 
or 1.634 cllerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 19 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known ilS 'DELICIAS' and having a northing of799143.S537 and an casting of 
927504.4901 noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NA VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 19". Thence 
NS4"23'00"W 2393.39' to an iron rod set,the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of79937S.0976 
nnd an easting of925122.5952: 

Thence S02°53'40"W 59.44' to a point not set; 
Thence NS0"26'05"W 1 000.44' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set with a long chord of 524.92', chord bearing of 
NS6'52'24"W 

Radius-2340.4S' 
Arc=526.02' 

TIlenee SS6'41'ITW 956.S5' to n point not set; 
TIlence S03°1S'43"E 19.69' to n point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of 32S.45', chord bearing of 
S73'39'55"W 

Radius-72S.79' 
Arc=33 1.29' 

Thence N29"2 I '27"W I 9.69' to n point not set; 
Thence S60038'33"W 1014.42' to n point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 440.23', chord bearing of 
S77'37'38"W\ 

Rndills=753.52' "'., 
Arc=446.74' 

Thence NS5"23' I 8"W 105.09' 10 a point not set; 
TI,ence S06"29'05"W 565.74' to a point not set; 

,':'" 

Thence following a curve to II point not set with a long chord of240.83', chord benring of 
S I 2"29' 15"E 

Rlldius=370.39' 
Arc=24S.29' 

TIlence S3 I "27'34"E 205 .67' to a point not set; 
Thenee following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chand of 512.82', chord bearing of 
S2s012'2S"E 

Radills=23S4.6I' 
Arc-S 13.83' 

TIlence S71'02'3S"W 49.22' 10 un iron rod sci; 
TI,ence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 502.10', chord bearing of 
N2S012 '28"W 

Radiu.=230S.39' 
Arc=S03.09' 

TIlence N31"27'34"W 205.67' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following n curve to n point not set with n long chord of272.84', chord benring of 
N 12"29'1 S"E 

Radius-419.6I' 
Arc-277.S9' 

Thence N06"29'OS"" 48S.6S' to a point not set; 
Th.nee NlloI4'04"E 135.38' to a point not set; 
Thence SS5"23 'IS"E 141.19' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 405.74', chord beuring of 
N77'37'3 S"E 

Radius-694.4S' 
Arc=411.74' 

Thence N60'3S'33"E IOt4.42' to n point not set; 



Thence N29"21'27"W 19.69' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 372.80', chord bearing of 
N73°39' 55"E 

Rndius-827.2I' 
Arc-376.03' 

Thence S03°18'43"E 19.69' to a point not sel; 
Thence N86°4I'17"E 956.85' to an iron rod set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 53&.1 6', chord bearing of 
S86°52'24"E 

Radills=2399.52 ' 
Arc=539.29' 

Thence S80"26'05"E 993.54' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning. 

Said parcel containing 350,976.2 square feel or 8.057 acres, which equates to 32,606.9 square 
meters or 8.296 cuerdas. 

• : l 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 20 

Beginning nt n survey control polnl in the Ward of Daguao, said poinl being n brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point a lso known as 'MANA n' and hnving n northing of791059.1339 nnd nn easting of921490.5759 
noled as Ihe I'oinl of Beginning on the plnl labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 20". ThenceNI2°12'56"W 5380.02' 
10 an iron rod sel,lhe True Poinl of Beginning, having R northing 01'796317.3385 nnd nn eusting of 
920352.2213 : 

'Illence N07"23'37"W 50.22' to a poinl nol sci; 
TI,ence following n curve 10 n poinl not set wilh a long chord of262.52', chord bearing of 
N60"27' 55"E 

Radius=735.39' 
Arc=263.93' 

Thence N50oll'OO"E 631.48' to n poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to an iron rod sel with a long chord of 443.02' , chord bearing of 
NJ5036'49"E 

Rndius=390.39' 
Arc"'471.09' 

Thence N71002'38"E 49.22'10 an iron rod sel; 
Thence following n curve 10 a poinl nol sel wilh a long chord of 498.&8', chord bearing of 
SI5"36'49"W 

Radlus=439.6I' 
Arc=530.48 ' 

Thence S500II 'OO"W 631.48' 10 an iron rod sel; .. \ 
Thence following a curve 10 an iron rod set, Ihe True Poinl of Beginning, with n)§ng chord of 
290.24', chord bearing ofS60050'32''W 

Radius=784.6I' 
Arc=29 1.92' 

Said parcel conlaining 69,409.9 square feel or 1.593 acres, which equales to 6,448.4 square melers 
or 1.641 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 21 

Beginning at a survey conlrol point in Ihe Ward ofDaguao, soid point being a brass disk set in concrele. Soid point 
also known os 'BAKER' ond having. northing of 794549.6798 and on ensting of921077.9933 noted as Ihe Poinl of 
Beginning on the plnl labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY FORMER NAVAL STATION 
ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 21". TIlenoe NI3°53'46"W 1966.63' to an iron rod set, the True Point of 
Beginning, having a northing of796458.7488 and on casting of920605.6833: 

Thence following a curvo to a point not set with 0 long chord of332.65' , chord bearing ofS21°45'22"W 
Radius-349.39' 
Arc-346.70' 

Thence S06°40' 17"E 707.30' to a point nOI set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of228.51', chord bearing ofSI0'll9'33"W 

Rodius=394.61' 
Arc=23 I. 83' 

TIlence S26°59'23"W 1182.66' to a point not sel; 
Thence following a curve to a point nol set with. long chord of 62.33', chord beoring of S II "34'06"E 

R.dius~50.00' 

Arc=67.30' 
Thence following a curve to a point not sel with. long chord of239.96', chord bearing or 82S011 '36"E 

Rodius=284.61' 
Arc=247.71' 

Thence SOOoI5'36"E 233.14' to a point nOI set; 

1 :) 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with n long chord of I IS.SI', chord benring of 827°4 I '13"E 
Rndills=125.39' 
Arc=120.05' 

Thence S55°06 '51"E 162.71' to 0 point not set; 
Thence following u curve to a point not set wilh n long chord of 156.28', chord bearing of S23"37'40"E 

Radiusa I49.61' 
Arc= 164.43' 

Thence S07°51 '31"W 152.93' to. point nol sel; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl not set wilh a long chord of 86.31', chord bearing of 827°05' 18"E 

Rndills=75.39' 
Arc=91.91' 

Thence S62°02'07"E 305.68' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl nol scI wilh a long chord of349.05', chord bearing ofS7s051'24"E 

Rndius=725.39' 
Arc-3S2.51' 

Thence S89°S2'42"E 180.05' to a poinl not set; 
Thence SOI018'44"E 49.24' 10 n point not set; 
Thence N89°52'42"W 181.28' to a point not set; 
Thence following n curve to a point not set wilh • long chord of372.73' , chord beoring ofN75°S7'24"W 

Radius=774.61' 
Arc-376.42' 

Thence N62°02'07"W 30S.68' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to 0 point not set with a long chord of 142.76', chord bearing ofN21"05' 18"W 

Radius=124.61' 
Arc= 152.0 I ' 

Thence N07°SI '31"E IS2.93' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl nol set wilh a long chord of \04.87', chord bearing ofN23"31'40"W 

Radius= II 0.39' 
Arc=IIO.34' 



Thence N55°06' 51"W 162.71' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 160.86', chord bearing ofN27"4I'13"W 

Radius-174.6I' 
Arc-167.17' 

Thence NOoo15'36"W 233.14' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 198.46', chord bearing ofN2SOII'36"W 

Radlus=235.39' 
Arc-204.87' 

Thence following a curve to a point nol set with a long chord of 123.69', chord bearing ofN110J4'06"W 
Rndlus=99.22' 
Arc-133.54' 

Thence N26°59'23"E 1182.66' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point nol set with a long chord of200.01', chord bearing ofNI0'09'33"E 

Radius=345.39' 
Arc-202.9I' 

TIlence N06°40'17"W 707.30' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord 01"228.97', chord bearing ofN I 0'0 1' 1 O"E 

Radius=398.6I' 
Arc-232.24 ' 

Thence following a curve to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, with a long chord of 159.60', 
chord bearing ofN56'OI' 16"E 

Radius=784.61' 
Arc-159.88' , 

, ~ 

Said parcel containing 221 ,548.7 square feet or 5.086 acres, which equates to 20,582:6;square meters or 
5.237 cuerdos. ,." '. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 22 

Beginning ot a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacon, soid point being n brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point olso known as 'DELVIS' and having 0 northing of 796646.7678 and an easting of927749.8902 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STA nON ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 22". TIlence S IO'14'36"E 5702.81' 
to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of791034.8502 and an casting of 
928764.0234: 

Thence S37"21 'I O"E 56.21' to n point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of93.66', a chord bearing of 
S32'30' 14"W, 

Radius= 399.61' 
Arc-93.87' 

Thence S39'14'01"W 203 .42' to a point not set; 
11lCOce S31 '07'OO"W 298.77' to a point not set; 
TIlence N82"23'22"W 53.67' to a point not set; 
TIlence N31'07'00"E 323.67' to a point not set; 
TIlence N39'I4 '0 I"E 206.91 ' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to on iron rod set; the True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
107.32', 0 chord bearing ofN30'25'29"E, 

Rodius= 350.39' 
Arc-107.74' 

Soid poreel contnining 30,374.0 squore feet or 0.697 of an acre, which equates to 2,82. 1.8 square 
meters or 0.718 ofa cuerda. :~; 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 23 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being a bross disk set in concrete. 
Said point also known as 'DELVIS' and having a northing of796646.7678 and an ensting of927749.8902 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STA TION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 23". Thence NSoo37'43"E 141S.IO' 
to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of797S44.4326 nnd an casting of 
928843.8370: 

Thence NSSo3S'04"W 49.22' to a point not set; 
TI,ence N34"24'S6"E 784.00' to a point not set; 
l11ence following a curve to an iron rod set with a long chord of 14.71', chord bearing of 
NI0"38'S4"W 

Radius-I 0.39' 
Arc-I 6.34' 

TI,ence NSso42'43"W 262.SS' to an iron rod set;. 
Thence N34°26'3S"E 49.22' 10 a poinl not set; 
Thence SSso42'43"E 262.42' to a point not set; 
Thence following a cUIVe to a poinl nol sel with a long chord of 84.40', chord bearing of 
S IOo:J8'S4"E ·1 

Radius-S9.Gl' 
Arc=93.77' 

TIlence S34°24'S6"W 784.00' to an iron rod set, the True Poinl of Beginning. 

Said parcel conlnining S4,217.7 square feet or 1.24S acres, which equates to S,037.0 square meters 
or 1.282 cuerdas. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 24 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward ofOuay,can, said point being a bross disk set in concrete. 
S.id point .Iso known as 'DELVIS' and having a northing of796646.767S and.n easting of 927749.S902 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES OOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 24". Thence S25°06'47"E 5671.51 ' to 
an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of 791511.3792 and an casting of 
930156.9139: 

Thence S ISOJO'36"W 166.0S' to • point not set; 
Thence N71"29'24"W S7.49' 10 a point not set; 
TI,ence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 395.0 I', a chord bearing of 
N49°3S'14"W, 

Rndius= 530.61' 
Arc-404.75' 

Thence S64°52'27"W 372.SI' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 132.IS', a chord bearing of 
N70006'25''W, 

Radius- 724.61' 
Arc= 132.36' 

Thence S75"20'24"W 301.47' to a point not set; 
Thence lollowing a curve to a point not set; with along chord of 167.79', a chord bearing of 
SSso16'52"W, 

Radius- 374.61' 
Arc=169.22' "\ 

Thence N7so46'40"W 162.4S' to a point not set; ~;; l 

Thence following a curve to a point not se~ with u long chord of 157.9S', a chord'bearing of 
S37°IS'43"E, 

Radius= 374.39' 
Arc=159.IS' 

Thence S49"29'31"E 57.39' to a point not set; 
TI,ence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 155.14', a chord bearing of 
SlsoI5'41"E, 

Radius= 149.61' 
Arc=163.IO' 

Thence following a curve to n point not set; with a long chord of S9.12', a chord bearing of 
SI9"22'19"W, 

Rndius= 399.61' 
Arc=S9.3I' 

TI,ence N37"2I'10"W 56.21' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set; with n long chord of 52.83 1

1 n chord bearing of 
NI7°17'33"E, 

Radius= 350.39' 
Arc=52.SS' 

Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 104.10', a chord bearing of 
Nlso1S'41"W, 

Radius= 100.39' 
Arc=109.44' 

Thence N49"29'31"W 57.39' to II point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 193.IS', a chord bearing of 
N36° IS'43"W, 

Radius= 423.61' 
Arc=194.S9' 

Thence N23007' 54"W 41.33' to a point not set; 
Thence Nllo13'20"E 32.22' to a point not sel; 
TIlence S7S'46'40"E 234.00' to a point not set; 



TIlence following. curve to a point not set; with u long chord of 145.74', a chord bearing of 
N88'16' 52"B, 

Radius~ 325.39' 
Arc-146.99' 

Thence N75"20'24"E 301.41' to a point not set; 
TI,ence following a curve to a point not set; with a long chord of 123.20', a chord bearing of 
N70'06'25"E, 

Radius= 675.39' 
Arc-123.3T 

Thence N64'52'27"E 422.09' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point nol set; wilh a long chord of 40 1.51 " a chord bearing of 
846'50'34"E, 

Rudius- 481.39' 
Arc=414.16' 

Thence 871"29'24"E 38.21' to a poinl not set; 
TIlence N 18'30'36"E 116.78' 10 a pain I not sel; 
TIlenee 571 "29'24"E 41.15' to u point not set; 
Thence following a curve to nn iron rod sel, the True Point of Beginning with a long chord of 
8.01' , a chord bearing of872'04'08"E, 

Radius= 399.61' 
Arc=8.0T 

Said parcel containing 112,345.5 square feel or 2.579 acres, which equales to 10,437.3 square 
melers or 2.656 cuerdas. .; 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 25 

Beginning at a survey control point in Ihe Wnrd of Quebmda Seca, said poinl being a brass disk scI in 
concrele. Said poinl also known as 'DELICIAS' and having a northing of799143.S537 and an easting of 
927504.490 I nOled as Ihe Poinl of Beginning on lbe plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NA VAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 2S". TIlence 
S65'46'40"W 1154.24' to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing 0[798670.2992 
and nn easting of92645 1.8698: 

Thence following a curve to a point not scI with n long chord of SS.23', chord bearing of 
S32'42'OO"E 

Radius=370.4S' 
Arc=S8.29' 

Thence following 11 curve 10 n point not set with a long chord of 422.66', chord bearing of 
S69'24'OS"W 

Radius-320.39' 
Arc=461.S4' 

Thence N71°JS'39"W 15.42' to an iron rod set; 
Thence N2I'IS'SI"W 43.S7' to 11 point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point notsel with a long chord of418.4I', chord bearing of 
N66'36'34"E 

Radius=369.6I ' 
Arc=444.76' 

TIlence S37'12'2S"E 17.S2' to nn iron rod set the True Point of Beginning. , 
:~ 

Said parcel containing 22,S96.3 square reel orO.S19 of an acre, which equates to,'2,099.3 square 
melers or 0.534 of n cuerdn. .~ ; " 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR EASEMENT 26 

Beginning at a survey conlrol poinl in the Ward of Daguao, said point being a brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point known as "COLINA" and having a northing of797036.8324 and nn easting of916304.6005 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NA VAL STA TION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 26". Thence N67'S I'33"E 4952.64' 
to POINT II 26-3A, an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, having a northing of798903.4095 and an 
easling of920892.0277: 

Thence N07'56'34"E 730.47' to a point not sel; 
TIlence S83'59'00"E 26.33' to a poinl nol sel; 
Thenee S06'01 'OO"W 450.00' 10 a point not set; 
Thence N83'S9'00"W 15.00' to • point not set 
Thence S06'O I 'OO"W 341.39' to a point not set; 
Thenee N8S'23' 18"W 41.58' to a point nol set; 
Thence N 11'14 '04"E 62.61' to a POINT /I 26-3A, an iron rod sellhe True Point of beginning. 

Said parcel containing 26,373.1 square feel or 0.60S of on acre, which equoles 10 2450.2 square 
melers or 0.623 of a cuerdo. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 27 

Beginning at a survey control point in the Ward ofGuay.can, said poinl being a brass disk sel in concrete. 
Said poinlalso known as 'DELICIAS' and having a northing of799 143.8537 and an easting of 
927S04.4901 noled as the Point of Beginning on the pial labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
PROPERTY FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 27". Thence 
N67"33'29"E 3925.91' to an iron rod sel, the True Point of Beginning, having a nonhing of800642.SS29 
and an easling of931133.0789: 

Thence N74°40'21 "W 111.12' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl not set with a long chord of 408.37', chord bearing of 
N6S004 '28"W 

Radius=1224.61 ' 
Arc=410.28' 

Thence NS5°28'36"W I 08.63' to n poinl not set; 
Thence following a curve to a poinl not set with a long chord of239.53', chord bearing of 
N32°33'46"W 

Radius-307.61' 
Arc=246.04' 

Thence N09°38'56"W 228.13' to n point nol sel; 
Thence N04°39'23"W 217.7S' to a poinl not set; 
TIlence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of226.29', chord bearing of 
NIs040'S4"E 

Radius=28S.61 ' 
Arc=232.67 ' 

TI,ence N42°01' II"E IOS.61' to a poinl nol sel; 

, 
:~ 

Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 161.10' , chord bearing of 
Nl8"5S'46"E 

Radius=205.39' 
Arc-I 65.SS' 

Thence N04°09'40"W 140.27' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not set with a long chord of 166.96', chord bearing of 
NI4°16'29"W 

Radius-475.39' 
Arc-167.83 ' 

TI,ence following!l curve to a point not set with. long chord of 49.52' , chord bearing of 
N04°S4 'OS"W 

Radius-74.22' 
Arc=50.4S' 

l11ence N 14°3S'03"E 89.02' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to n point not sel with a long chord of 61.93 ' I chord bearing of 
N67"13'22"E 

Rndius=263.00' 
Arc-62.07' 

Thence S 14°3S'03"W 126.60' to a point not set; 
TIlence following a curve to n point not set with u long chord of 16.6S', chord bearing of 
S04°54 'OS"E 

Radius-25.00' 
Arc=17.OO' 

TIlence following a curve to • point not set with a long chord of IS4.2S', chord bearing of 
S 14°16'29"E 

Rudius=S24.61' 
Arc=ISS.21' 

Thence S04°09'40"E 140.27' to a point not set; 



Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 199.71', chord bearing of 
S18'55'46"W 

Radius-254.6 I' 
Arc=205.22' 

Thence S42'O 1'1 I "W 105.61' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 187.29', chord bearing of 
S 18'40' 54"W 

Rodius"'236.39' 
Arc=192.58' 

Thence SQ4'39'23"E 2 15.64' to "point not set; 
Thence S09°38'56"E 225.98' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with 0 long chord of20 1.2 I " chord bearing of 
S32"33'46"E 

Radius~258.39' 

Arc=206.67' 
Thence S55'28'36"E 108.63' to 0 point not set; 
Thence following 0 curve to a point not set with 0 long chord of 391.95', chord bearing of 
S65'04'2S"E 

Radius= I 175.39' 
Arc=393.79' 

Thence S74°40'21"E I 16.04' to 0 point not set; 
Thence S I 9'59'2 I "W 12.83' to. point not set; 
Thence following 0 curve to on iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning with 0 long chord of 
36.64', chord bearing ofS2I'23'45"W .1 

Radius-746.2I' 
Arc=36.64' ·~·' 

Soid parcel contoining 110,992.1 square feet or 2.548 acres, which equates to 10,311.5 square 
meters or 2.624 cuerdos. 



LEGAL DESCRIPTION EASEMENT 28 

Beginning nl a survey control point in the Ward of Guayacan, said point being n brass disk set in concrete. 
Said point olso known os '~OG' and huving a nOrlhing of805443.8964 and on easting of933110.4735 
noted as the Point of Beginning on the plat labeled "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
FORMER NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS EASEMENT 28". 11.ence S80032'06"W 1455.73' 
to an iron rod set, the True Point of Beginning, hoving n northing of 805204.508 I and on costing of 
931674.5620: 

Thence S02°46'27"E 399.73' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S23°35'04"W 247.75' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S 19°01 '22"W 388.54' to a MAG nail set; 
11.ence S29°57' 10"W 290.23' to an iron rod set; 
11.enco S32°49'53"W 712.89' to an iron rod set; 
Thence S32°37'31"W 558.73' to a point not set; 
Thence following a curve to a point not set with a long chord of 107.57', chord bearing of 
N63°04' 19"W 

RndiusE 263 .00' 
Arc=I08.33' 

Thence N32°37'31"E 1500.73' to a point no! set; 
Thence N21°31'21 HE 641.58' to a point not set; 
Thence N02°46'27"W 368.63' to an iron rod ser, 
Thence N71°08'07"E 114.48' to an iron rod se~ the True Point of Beginning. 

~'; 

, 
:~ 

Said parcel containing 268,631.5 square feet or 6.170 ocres, which equates to 24;956.8 square 
meters or 6.350 cuerdas. 



EXHIBIT 1-6 

FORM OF UTILITY EASEMENT FOR ELECTRICITY 



-------- -- -----DEED NUMBER THREE (3)- - - - -- - ---- - ---

-------- -- --------DEED OF EASEMENT - - - --------------

---In the City of San Juan, Puerto Rico, this 

twenty-sixth (26 th
) day of January, two thousand 

twe l ve (20 12) --- --- -- --- -------- - -- - --- -- - -- - -- - --

----------- - --- - ---- - BEFORE ME 

---Eduardo Tamargo, Attorney at Law and Notary 

Public in and for Puerto Rico, residing at San 

Juan, Puerto Rico and with offices in San Juan, 

Puerto Rico . --------------- - ------ - --------- - ------

----------- - -------- --APPEARS - ------------- - ---- -- -

---AS PARTY OF THE FIRST PART : THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, hereinafter "Grantor", acting by and 

through the Department of the Navy, Real Estate 

Contracting Officer, under and pursuant to the 

powers and authority contained in the prov isions of 

Section 2905(b) (4) of the Defense Bas e Closure and 

Realignment Act of 1990, 10 U. S.C . § 2687 note, as 

amended, and the implementing regulations of the 

Department of Defense (32 C. F . R. Part 174 ), hav ing 

an address of Four Thousand Nine Hundred Eleven 

(4911) South Broad Street, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, herein represented by Gregory C . 

Preston, also known as Gregory Charles Preston, of 



legal age, married and resident of the state of New 

Jersey , United States of America, who is authorized 

to appear in this deed as real estate contracting 

officer, by v irtue of that Certificate of 

Appointment signed by the Assistant Secretary of 

the Navy (Installations and Environment) on August 

eighteenth (18 t h
) of Two Thousand Six (2006) . - - ----

---AS A PARTY OF THE SECOND PART: THE COMMONWEALTH 

OF PUERTO RICO, acting by and through the Local 

Redev elopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt 

Roads, (the "LRA") , a public corporation and 

government instrumentality of the Commonwealth of 

Puerto Rico, created , operated and existing under 

and by virtue of the laws of Puerto Rico herein 

represented by its Acting Executive Director, Jaime 

Lopez Diaz, of legal age, married and resident of 

San Juan, 

Resolution 

Puerto Rico, 

Approving the 

as authorized by the 

Economic Development 

Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement Between the 

United States of America Acting by and Through the 

Navy and the Local Redevelopment Authority for 

Naval Station Roosevelt Roads signed on December 

t wentieth ( 20th) t wo thousand eleven (2011) 

certified by Certificate of Resolution authorized 



by the Secretary of the Board of Directors, Robert 

Baez, on January twentieth (20th) of the year two 

thousand twelve (2011), under affidavit number two 

thousand four hundred and sixty nine (2469) , 

hereinafter "Grantee". - --------------------- --- ----

---I, the Notary, certify that I am personally 

acquainted with the representative of the appearing 

parties, and from their statements I also certify 

as to his age, civil status, occupation and 

residence. They assure me that they have, and in my 

judgment they do have, the legal capacity necessary 

to execute this instrument, and for that purpose 

they do hereby ----- ---------------------- ----- ----

STATES---------------------

---FIRST: Grantor is owner of that certain real 

property identified as the former Naval Station 

Roosevelt Roads ("NSRR") and as further described 

in the Registry of the property of Puerto Rico, 

Fajardo Section (the "Registry"): ------------------

--------Sa1e Parcel Roman Numeral One (I) C--------
---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral One (I) C situated in the Ward of 
Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of two hundred ten thousand one 
hundred thirty-one point five (210,131.5) square 
meters equivalent to fifty-three point four hundred 
sixty-three (53.463) cuerdas, more or less, bounded 
on the North, East, South and West by lands of the 



principal estate from which it is segregated, 
property of the United States of America."------- --

---Property number ten thousand two hundred ninety 
seven (10,297) recorded at Page one hundred thirty 
(130), of volume one hundred sixty three (163) of 
Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo 
Section.--------------------------------------- --- -

-------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral One (I) D---------
---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral One (I) D situated in the Wards of 
Guayacan and Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, 
Puerto Rico, containing an area of three million 
one hundred fifty-five thousand eight hundred and 
one point zero (3,155,801.0) square meters 
equivalent to eight hundred and two point nine 
hundred twenty-two (802.922) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North by lands of the principal 
estate from which it is segregated, property of the 
United States of America, on the East by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated, 
property of the United States of America and 
Ensenada Honda, on the South and West by lands of 
the principal estate from which it is segregated, 
property of the United States of America."---------

---Property number ten thousand two hundred ninety 
eight (10,298) recorded at Page one hundred thirty 
three (133), of volume one hundred sixty three 
(163)of Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto Rico, 
Fajardo Section.------- ---- ------------------------

--------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral Two (II) A-------
-- -"Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral Two (II) A situated in the Ward of 
Guayacan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of one million six hundred 
twenty-eight thousand six hundred and twelve point 
three (1,628,612.3) square meters equivalent to 
four hundred and fourteen point three hundred 
sixty-three (414.363) cuerdas, more or less, 
bounded on the North East and West by lands of the 
principal estate from which it is segregated, 
property of the United States of America and on the 



South by the Caribbean Sea . "----------------- - ----
---Property number ten thousand two hundred ninety 
nine (10,299) recorded at Page one hundred thirty 
six (136), of volume one hundred sixty three 
(163)of Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto Rico, 
Fajardo Section.--- - -------------------------------

--------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral Two (II) B-------
---"Rural: Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral Two (II) B situated in the Ward of 
Guay acan, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of three hundred eighty-three 
thousand one hundred sixty-seven point zero 
(383,167 . 0) square meters equivalent to ninety
seven point four hundred eighty-eight (97 . 488) 
cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the North and 
West by lands of the principal estate from which it 
is segregated, property of the United States of 
America, on the East and South by the Caribbean 
Sea."---------- - ------------- - ---------------------

- - - Property number ten thousand three hundred 
(10,300) recorded at Page one hundred thirty nine 
(139), of volume one hundred sixty three (163)of 
Ceiba, Registry of Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo 
Section . ----- - -- --- -------- -- ----------------------

--------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral One (I) A--------
---"Rural : Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral One (I) A situated in the Ward of 
Daguao, Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico, 
containing one million four hundred ninety-one 
thousand six hundred eighty -two point two 
(1,491,682 . 2) square meters equivalent to three 
hundred seventy- nine point five hundred twenty-five 
(379.525) cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the 
North and South by the Municipality of Naguabo, on 
the East and West by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated, property of the United 
States of America" . ------------------------ - -------

-- -The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9 , 752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
v olume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations . Registry of 
Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section.----------



-------Sale Parcel Roman Numeral One (I) B---------
---"Rural Parcel of land identified as Sale 
Parcel Roman Numeral One (I) B situated in the Ward 
of Quebrada Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto 
Rico and the Ward of Daguao Municipality of 
Naguabo, Puerto Rico, containing an area of one 
million two hundred thirty-seven thousand two 
hundred eleven point nine (1 ,237,211.9) square 
meters equivalent to three hundred fourteen point 
seven hundred eighty one (314. 781) cuerdas, more 
or less, comprising the following:-----------------

----------Portion A-Municipality of Ceiba----------
------Rural Parcel of land identified as Sale 
Parcel Roman Numeral One ( I ) B situated in the 
Ward of Quebrada Seca Municipality of Ceiba, 
Puerto Rico, containing an area of six hundred 
ninety- four thousand eight hundred and one point 
eight (694,801.8) square meters equivalent to one 
hundred seventy-six point seven hundred seventy-six 
(176.776) cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the 
North and West by the Municipality of Naguabo, on 
the East and South by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated, property of the United 
States of America" . --------------------------------

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations. Registry of 
Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section.----------

---------Portion B-Municipality of Naguabo---------
----Rural : Parcel of land identified as Sale Parcel 
Roman Numeral One (I) B situated in the Ward of 
Daguao, Municipality of Naguabo, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of five hundred forty-two 
thousand four hundred ten point one (542,410 . 1) 
square meters equivalent to one hundred thirty
eight point zero five (138.005) cuerdas, more or 
less, bounded on the North by the Municipality of 
Naguabo and by lands of the principal estate from 
which it is segregated, property of the United 
States of America; on the East, South and West by 
lands of the principal estate from which it is 



segregated, property of the United States of 
America" . ------------------------------------------

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations . Registry of 
Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section.------- ---

---------------Parcel Eighteen (18) ----------------
---Rural: Parcel of land identified as Parcel 
Eighteen (18) situated in the Ward of Quebrada 
Seca, Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, 
containing an area of one hundred twenty three 
thousand one hundred fifty six point eight (123,1 
56.8 ) square meters equivalent to thirty one point 
three hundred thirty-four (31.334) cuerdas, more or 
less, bounded on the North, East, South and West by 
lands of the principal estate from which it is 
segregated, property of the United States of 
America". --------------------------------- ------ ---

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations. Registry of 
Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section.----------

--Parcel Twenty Four (24) - Veterans Health C1inic-
- - - "Rural: Parcel of land identified as Veterans 
Health Clinic situated in the Ward of Guayacan, 
Municipality of Ceiba, Puerto Rico, containing an 
area of nine thousand three hundred eighty- four 
point four (9,384.4) square meters equivalent to 
two point three hundred eighty-eight (2.388) 
cuerdas, more or less, bounded on the North, East , 
South and West by lands of the principal estate 
from which it is segregated, property of the United 
States of America.---- - ----------------------------

---The Property issues from a segregation from 
property number nine thousand seven hundred fifty 
two (9,752) recorded at Page seventy six (76), of 
volume one hundred fifty one of Ceiba, pursuant to 
that certain Deed of Segregations. Registry of 



Property of Puerto Rico, Fajardo Section.---------

---SECOND: Grantor and Grantee have entered into an 

"Economic 

Agreement" 

December, 

Development 

dated the 

Conveyance 

twentieth 

Memorandum of 

day of 

two thousand and eleven (2011) (the 

"Agreement") . Grantor and Grantee have also 

entered into a Lease In Furtherance of Conveyance 

("LIFOC"), dated January twenty-fifth (25th) day of 

January, two thousand and twelve (2012) for a 

portion of the real property covered by the 

Agreement . Additional portions of NSRR are not 

addressed by or covered by the Agreement of LIFOC 

and are intended for conveyance by the United 

States of America to parties other than the Grantee 

by public benefit conveyance, public sale, or other 

conveyance methods . -------------------------------

---THIRD: Grantor owns certain natural gas, water, 

telephone, cable television, and electric utility 

distribution systems, together with storm drainage 

and sewerage systems (the "Systems") at the former 

NSRR.------------------------------------- - --------

---FOURTH : In accordance with the Agreement, 

Grantor has convey ed the Systems to Grantee and a 

portion of such Systems presently exists on those 



portions of NSRR that will be retained by Grantor 

or conveyed to other parties . The property 

intended for retention by the Gov ernment or 

conv ey ance to parties other than the Grantee is 

hereinafter collectively referred to as "Remaining 

Government Property" . -- - -- - ----- - ------ - -- - -- - ----

---FIFTH : This non-exclusiv e easement is required 

to allow Grantee its agents, successors, and 

assigns to access , use, install, maintain, operate , 

construct, replace, and repair the Systems that are 

located on, in, over and under the Remaining 

Government Property . ------------------------------

---SIXTH: The Secretary of the Navy has determined 

that the grant of this easement on the terms and 

conditions set forth herein is in the public 

interest and will not substantially injure the 

interest of the Grantor in the underly ing real 

property, and that the uses permitted under its 

terms are consistent with the protection of human 

health and the env ironment.--- --- ------ - - - ---------

---SEVENTH: EASEMENT------- - ------------- - ---------

- - - - - Grantor does hereby remise, release and grant 

to Grantee, its successors and as s igns, a 

nonexclusiv e easement ( "Easement" ) within the 



Remaining Government Property shown on Exhibit "Au, 

attached hereto and made a part hereof to access, 

use, install, maintain, operate, construct, 

replace, and repair the Systems on, in, over and 

under the Remaining Government Property. Grantor 

and Grantee have not been able to prepare maps or 

drawings describing the location and extent of the 

Systems prior to the execution of this Easement, 

therefore, the exact location of the Easement right 

is unknown, but shall be coterminous with the 

actual location of the Systems and shall extend to 

the minimum of amount of space actually required to 

access, use, install, maintain, operate, replace, 

upgrade and repair existing Systems within the 

Remaining Government Property . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

---- - (b) In no event shall this Easement interfere 

with the dev elopment or redev elopment of NSRR.----

---EIGHTH: TERM--------------- - --------------------

----The Term of this Easement shall commence and be 

effectiv e upon execution by the Parties and shall 

continue in perpetuity except for:----------------

- ---til any portion of said Easement for which the 

Grantor conveys the underlying fee to Grantee at 

which point the Easement with respect to the 



conveyed portion shall automatically terminate, or-

---- (ii) any portion of the Easement otherwise 

terminated in accordance with the termination 

provisions of Paragraph Sixteenth.-----------------

---NINTH: USE--------------------------------------

---The sole purpose of this Easement is to access, 

use, install, maintain, operate, construct, 

replace, and repair the Systems on the Remaining 

Government Property . ------------------------------

---TENTH: HISTORIC OR ARCHEOLOGICAL PROPERTY-------

- - - - Portions of the Remaining Government Property 

may be listed or may be eligible for nominations to 

the National Register of Historic Places. While 

Grantor holds an interest in the underlying real 

property, Grantee shall not undertake any activity 

that may affect an 

property, 

identified 

including 

historic or 

excavation, archeological 

construction, alteration or repair, without the 

prior wri t ten approval of Department of the Navy, 

except in accordance with the Memorandum of 

Agreement among the Department of the Navy and the 

Puerto Rico Historic Preservation Office executed 

on the twenty-eighth (28 th
) day of September two 

thousand and eleven (2011) . ------ ---------- -- ------



----ELEVENTH: CONDITION OF EASEMENT PROPERTY-------

- - -The Easement shall be granted to Grantee "as 

is", "where isll. Grantor makes no warrant y as to 

the usability of the Easement generally or as to 

its fitness for any particular purpose . -----------

----TWELTH : ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSFER----------------

-- --Grantee shall not assign or transfer this 

Easement, or any interest therein without prior 

wri tten consent of Grantor, provided however that 

such consent shall not be required for Grantee to 

assign or transfer an interest in the Easement to a 

utility service provider . --- --------------------- --

----THIRTEENTH: NOTICE REQUIRED FOR WORK-----------

-----(a) Except in the case of an emergency, Grantor 

shall 

digging, 

surface 

Grantor. 

not conduct any subsurface excavation, 

drilling or other disturbance of the 

without prior written notification to 

For purposes of this paragraph, 

\\ emergency" shall mean an unexpected, serious 

occurrence or situation urgently requiring prompt 

action . Grantee shall submit written notice of any 

work performed in an emergency as soon as is 

practicable.--------------------------------------

-- - --(b)With respect to any work to be performed in 



or about any structure which is "historic property" 

as defined 36 CFR § 800 . 2, Grantee shall comply 

with the provisions of Section TENTH . --------------

- ---FOURTEENTH: NON-INTERFERENCE WITH GOVERNMENT 

OPERATIONS------------------------------- - ---------

---The Grantee shall not conduct operations on 

Remaining Government Property that will interfere 

with or otherwise restrict environmental clean-up, 

remediation or 

Grantor, U. S . 

restoration 

Env ironmental 

activ ities by the 

Protection Agency 

(EPA), state env ironmental regulations, or their 

contractors.---------------------------------------

---FIFTEENTH: GRANTEE ACTIVITIES UNDER THE 

EASEMENT------------ - ------------ - - - ---------------

- - - - -The Grantee shall be responsible for direct 

costs related to its use, ins tallation, 

maintenance, operation, construction, replacement , 

and repair of Systems under this Easement . Any and 

all damage to the Remaining Government Property 

resulting from the activities of Grantee under this 

Easement shall be repaired by Grantee at no expense 

to Grantor and the Remaining Government Property 

shall be restored to its pre-construction 

condition.--------------------------------- - -- - ----



----SIXTEENTH: TERMINATION-------------------------

---All or any part of this Easement shall 

automatically terminate when the Grantor conveys 

the underlying fee to Grantee with respect to the 

conveyed portion. Allor any part of this Easement 

shall terminate upon abandonment of the rights 

granted herein, or upon nonuse of such rights for a 

period of two (2 ) consecutive years with the 

exception of the survival of Grantee's 

indemnification obligations pursuant to Paragraphs 

Fifteenth (j) and Seventeenth. --------------------

- - - - SEVENTEENTH: SUBMISSION OF NOTICES - - - - - - - - - - - - -

---Notices shall be sufficient under this easement 

made in writing and to the addresses described 

below, or to such other addresses as the parties 

hereto may designate from time to time in writing:

---If to the Department of Navy : Naval Facilities 

Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Base Realignment and 

Closure Program Management Office Southeast, 

Department of the Navy , 4130 Faber Place Drive, 

Suite 202, North Charleston, South Carolina 29405, 

Attn : Director . --- - ----------- - -------------------

---If to the Grantee : Local Redevelopment Authority 

for the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, The New San 



Juan Office Building, Chardon #159, 2nd Floor, Hato 

Rey , Puerto Rico 00918, Attn : Executive Director--

--- - EIGHTEENTH : FAILURE TO INSIST ON COMPLIANCE----

---The failure of Grantor to insist, in any one or 

more instances, upon performance of any of the 

terms, covenants or conditions of this Easement 

shall not be construed as waiver or relinquishment 

of Grantor's right to the future performance of any 

such terms, covenants or conditions and Grantee's 

obligations in respect to such future performance 

shall continue in full force and effect .- ----------

----NINETEENTH : AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS--------------

---The Department of Navy 's obligations under this 

Easement are subj ect to the availability of funds 

appropriated for such purposes . Nothing in this 

Easement shall be interpreted to require 

obligations or payments by the Department of Navy 

which are in violation of the Anti-Deficiency Act 

(31 U.S . C. § 1341) ---------------------- -- - - ------

- - --TWENTIETH : CONDITIONS, RESTICTIONS, 

RESERVATIONS, AND COVENANTS------------------------

---The conditions, restrictions, reservations, and 

covenants set forth in this Deed of Easement , 

unless subsequently released, are a binding 



servitude on the Remaining Government Property; 

shall inure to the benefit of the Grantor and 

Grantee, their successors and assigns, and will be 

deemed to run with the land in perpetuity.--------

- - - -TWENTYFIRST : MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS- - - - - - - - --

------(a) The singular includes the plural. The 

masculine gender includes the feminine. "Shall" is 

mandatory . "Should" and "may" are permissive . - - ---

------ (b) This Easement constitutes the entire 

understanding and agreement of the parties with 

respect to the matters set forth herein . Al l 

waivers of the provisions of this easement must be 

in writing and signed by the appropriate 

representatives of Grantee and Grantor .- -------- --

- - - - - (c) The recitals set forth in this Easement 

are part of this easement.-------------------- ----

-----(d) The captions o f this easement are for 

convenience and reference only and shall not 

define, explain, modify, limit, amplify or aid in 

the interpretation, construction of meaning of any 

of the provisions of this easement.---------- ----- 

------(e) Where the consent or approval of a party 

is required or necessary under this easement, the 



consent or approval shall not be unreasonably 

withheld.------------------------------------ - -----

----TWENTYSECOND: Only for purposes of recording 

the present deed at the Registry, the Easement is 

valued at ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1, 000) . -----

TWENTYTHIRD: The appearing parties hereby request 

from the Registrar of the Property to record this 

Deed together with the restrictiv e covenants 

therein stated.------------------------------------

----------- ---- ------ACCEPTANCE-------- --- ---------

- - -The appearing parties to this Deed accept the 

same as drafted because it has been drawn up in 

accordance with their stipulations, terms and 

condi tions . I, the Notary, made to the appearing 

party the necessary warnings concerning the 

execution of this Deed and they were fully advised 

by me thereon, including, without limitation: (i) 

that this Deed must be recorded in the Registry; 

(ii) of the possibility of intervening documents 

affecting title being presented for recording prior 

to the execution and/ or filing of this Deed and of 

the preference or seniority that said intervening 

liens and/or encumbrances may gain by such prior 

execution or earlier filing; (ii) of the possible 



existence and pendency of additional unrecorded 

statutory liens and real property taxes (including 

the statutory preferred legal mortgage in favor of 

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico) . -------------- -- -

---The appearing parties waived the right which I 

advised to have witnesses to the execution of this 

Deed; but, upon my advice, made use of their right 

to read the same, and finding it drafted to their 

entire satisfaction, proceed to sign before me, and 

to affix their initials on each folio of the same . 

To all of which, as wel l as to everything contained 

or related in this Deed, I the Notary, CERTIFY, 

ATTEST, AND GIVE FAITH . ----------- --- ------ ---- ----



EXIllBITI-7 

FORM OF UTILITY EASEMENT FOR WATER AND WASTEWATER 

Same as Exhibit 1-6. 



EXHIBIT 1-8 

FORM OF ASSIGNABLE EASEMENTS 

None. 
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LEASE IN FURTHERANCE 
OF CONVEYANCE 

BETWEEN 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 
" THE LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY FOR NAV~.L 

STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS 1,""1\, 'I" 
. I, • h ,,,.' 

"" "I'" \ ' •• ~ t ••• 
1·lp. ~~ 

, l· 
THIS LEASE, made this __ day of January 2012 by and petWe1~"THE UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA, acting by and through the Department o~1l:~Na'IY; hereinafter called 
the "Government", and THE LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUT,ubRlTY FOR NAVAL 
STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS, hereinafter called the "L~.~~er: " "" 

t, " ,. 
WIT N E SSE T l;I'i ,,(~ I,.,'" 

""" 'I' WHEREAS, the Government has declared ct;rtain''teal and personal property surplus at 
the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Ceiba" ,~u~R Rico ("NSRR"); and 

.fll • 

( '" " WHEREAS, by application dated I? Deceiftber 2010, the LRA applied for an Economic 
Development Conveyance ("EDC") of app't'bximately one thousand and three hundred and 
seventy (1 ,370) acres to be used an~ d~'1rlop.ed in accordance with the reuse plan submitted in 
December 2004, as amended on '!lP'. Aprrr 2010 by the "Roosevelt Roads Redevelopment 
Addendum to the 2004 Reuse Plan',' ,(~use Plan"); and , \ , "" ~. , ~, , 

WHEREAS, the 9~errltp~ht, on 16 September 2011, approved an EDC to the NSRR 
LRA for the sale and traitsf,er'Qf approximately 1370,20 acres of surplus property at the former 
NSRR d 

.1,,,,,,,, 
; an '\, J. 

h,., ',. 
I' \ ,h~ . , 

WHER;E~S, '(the Government and the Lessee entered into that certain Economic 
Developmenr'Con\,l-lly~ce Memorandum of Agreement dated December ---' 2011 ("EDC 

' .. UI !) 
Agreemer.tli~; ~\ll 

.,~ ,,f ' f' 

'-'. 'I" I' ,,~ WHEREAS, a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) consistent with the Reuse Plan 
prli~~,n.iM.lby the Local Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (NSRR 
LRA~ .• 1m 2004 was issued 10 April 2007, and a subsequent FONSI was executed on 26 
September 2011 for a Supplemental Environmental Assessment prepared to evaluate potential 
impacts of the NSRR LRA's April 2010 Reuse Plan Addendum; and 

WHEREAS, the Lessee has been approved as the recipient of multiple parcels of land 
and improvements which together make up the entire EDC conveyance comprised of 1370,20± 
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acres to be conveyed, including the Lease Premises, as defined below, which total 349.832± 
acres; and 

WHEREAS, Lessee has an immediate need to use the Lease Premises, as hereinafter 
defined; and 

WHEREAS, further environmental remediation of the Lease Premises is,on~f.I!~fary 
before the Lease Premises can be conveyed to Lessee in fee; and 'I, ': 

" ·h ... ~ \11 
WHEREAS, the Secretary of the Navy, pursuant to the provision,s",lDtt,'10 U.S.C. 

§2667(g)(1), has determined that this Lease will facilitate state and local econd~c adjustment 
efforts pending final disposition of the Lease Premises; and /' .• ",; .:;:". 

•• " 'II I 
WHEREAS, the Secretary of the Navy, pursuant to 10 U.~.IQ..'· § '2g67(g)(I) and (2) has 

determined that a public interest will be served as a result of thi~'~y,ase~ and 

"I ' , '4. (",' 
WHEREAS, the Government is amenable to sllQlit,a' r.~ase with the Lessee upon the 

terms and conditions hereinafter set forth. .~4111 ;. 
I", . ~" } 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideratioIil:'of' the terms, covenants, and conditions 
hereinafter set forth, the Government and the Le;~!l\lhereby agree as follows : 

.\ I" 
I .1.~1 

1. LEASE PREMISES. ',. 
-'I 't, ,1 

1.1 The term, "r:~~e f'remises" as used in this Lease, shall mean those 
facilities and/or land areas identilie.1 Ill'Exhibit "A" to this Lease, as and if modified, and all , "'n t.,-
improvements thereon, ,.:'\ I~. 

("1\ I,. 
o .. 

\. \ .':i.,. As of the Execution Date, the Government is in the process of 
shutting down the ,,\aStew.ater utility system at NSRR. Following completion of the shut-down 
process in accorda.n~~ :'W~ill all applicable laws and regulations, the Government shall provide 
written notice q'f\ lilpc~.shut-down to the Lessee and, upon receipt of such written notice by the 
Lessee, the ,wastewater utility system, as described in Exhibit "A-I" to this Lease, shall 

"JwIL 
automati~ill!«, tJ~come part of the Lease Premises. 

·'1 II,' I' " t, 
•• :'\11" 1.2 Government does hereby lease, rent, and demise to Lessee, and Lessee 

dd\l~"h~\'clJy hire and rent from the Government the Lease Premises together with the right of 
ingress and egress thereto. 

1.3 Lessee shall monitor for archeological artifacts during its construction 
activities and shall take appropriate action should any artifacts be discovered in accordance with 
the Memorandum of Agreement between the United States Navy and the Puerto Rico Historic 
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Preservation Officer concerning the disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico executed September 
28, 2011. 

2. TERM. The term of this Lease shall be for a period of twenty (20) years, 
beginning on , _ 2012 and ending on __ --', -' 2032 unless terminated e~!~er in 
accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 15. • ,cI, ,I. 

,"t "~I . .' CONSIDERATION. The consideration for this Lease is the consideration 3. 
t ~" I provided by the Lessee to the Government pursuant to the EDC Agreement. (1'1 .... 

'I " ''It., .. 
~ "Il . 

4. USE OF LEASE PREMISES. Lessee may use the Lease ~r@iiiises .. for those uses 
~,lH'II' permitted in the EDC Agreement. "'., -,. 

o. I, t· 
.,; . 'tIl) 

5. ASSIGNMENT OR SUBLEITING. 
" o " .~, h I 

5.1 Lessee may sublease the Lease Premises ,,wjthout the prior approval of 
Government; provided, however, that in the event that th~tll~s ~d conditions of this Lease and 
a sublease contradict, the terms and conditions of this Le~s~ sil.WI take precedence. 

,.~ '" 
5.2 Any sublease granted by !f.:!l ~f!,~'ssee shall contain a copy of this Lease as 

an attachment and shall be subject to all terms <inti· 2onditions of this Lease except for Paragraph 
18.2.2 and shall terminate immediately upo~ the expiration or any earlier termination of this 
Lease, without any liability on the part of th~''(jqNernment to the Lessee or any sublessee. Under 
any sublease made, the sublessee shall 'bll d~med to have assumed all of the obligations of the 
Lessee under this Lease. No sublea~htYhaM!~elieve the Lessee of any of its obligations hereunder. · I, .' 

I I,,,, .-
5.3 The Ljl$~~e ~;Jf provide to the Government a fully executed copy of any 

sublease executed hereun#h~tltiri ten (10) days of the date of its execution. Within ten (10) 
days of receipt of such su{lleas~' the Government may send a written notice to the Lessee that the 

"'I" 9l"~L sublease must be arJ),enct61' lIme terms of the sublease either (i) interfere with the Government' s 
environmental rt:\lled):~ti9ri" of the Lease Premises, or (ii) contradict a material term or condition 
of this Lease. .1' I"~ \. 

,II , "~to 
'111111'1 ' 

.... ··11. 5,.if The Lessee shall neither transfer nor assign this Lease or any interest 
thereiIY 'oQ~ ''lllY property on the Lease Premises without the prior written approval of the 

. 'I' 
G~:y.efJf.llept. 

~ Ih. , 

. -'I ,,~ .. ' 6. JOINT INSPECTION REPORT. 

6.1 Prior to the execution of this Lease, and except as set forth in Paragraph 
6.2, a joint inspection was conducted by representatives of the Lessee and the Government of the 
Lease Premises; a report was made of the condition of the Lease Premises and any deficiencies 
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found to exist were noted in the report as described in Exhibit "C" attached hereto (the "Joint 
Inspection Report"). Each inventory prepared for the Joint Inspection Report, upon completion, 
was identified by building or facility number. The Joint Inspection Report is signed and dated by 
both parties to this Lease. The Lease Premises delivered to the Lessee shall be delivered "as-is, 
where-is", and, as such, the Government makes no warranty as to such facilities and property 
either as to their usability generally or as to their fitness for any particular purpose ..• (~t the 
termination of this Lease, Lessee shall turn over to the Government the Lease Pre?ses"il}, the 
same condition that existed on the date the respective sublease was executed as ref1ected\~rl" the 
Joint Inspection Report, subject, however, to ordinary wear and tear and conforrnanc~ ' 'Mth the 
EDC Agreement. The Government and the Lessee will jointly conduct a close1\?u\\fuyentory and 
condition survey of the Lease Premises on the date of termination or expiflitioh,Q'f this Lease. 
All significant variances from the original Joint Inspection Report shaV' b~l tl~iitly documented. 
The close-out report shall be completed within thirty (30) days after .termin~tion or expiration of 
this Lease and will constitute the basis for settlement by the Lessee fuij~~'of the Lease Premises 
shown to be lost, damaged or destroyed, subject, however, to ordffi!ll'Y {year and tear. 

. " .", ) 
.4'1· I, " 

6.2 SWMU 11 (Building 38) and SWMt1174 flliHng Range) . 
i'll, '1".' 

A Joint Inspection Report was not con1.l?lete(ttwith respect to SWMU 11 (Building 
38) and SWMU 77 (Firing Range) on the LeaSll"premises. The Lessee is prohibited from 
entering SWMU 11 (Building 38) and SWM){ 17'd~ng Range) . Security, maintenance, repair, 
upkeep and inspection of the interior, ext~rj·o~ and''Subsurface of SWMU 11 (Building 38) and 
SWMU 77 (Firing Range) shall be the ~espoHs\bility of the Government. The Lessee' s tenancy 
with respect to SWMU 11 (Building 38) and),SWMU 77 (Firing Range) is acknowledged by the 

{ '\jt! 
Government to place no obligations 'upol}. me Lessee other than to be excluded from entry onto 
SWMU 11 (Building 38) an? ~~ 77 (Firing Range). In the event of an emergent 
circumstance affecting SWMI)rlll~Blli.lding 38) and SWMU 77 (Firing Range), the Lessee, its 
agents, contractors and are4'fiT,st 'h:'sponders shall not respond or take any other action related to 
SWMU 11 (Building 38)":mfl SWMU 77 (Firing Range). 

. ,,'Ut"l. , 
.~ '~ 

7. ENVntON1V1ENTAL CONDITION OF PROPERTY AND FINDING OF 
SUITABILITY-ftO LEASE. An Environmental Condition of Property Report ("ECP") was 
prepared for (~r" r.:~l!se Premises on 15 July 2005 and is incorporated by reference herein. A 
Finding ~q,U1ta,p\tity to Lease ("FOSL") for the Lease Premises prepared by the Government is 
attached, bi. Ji:xhibit "D" and made a part of this Lease. The ECP sets forth the existing 
enxitb~entaJ. conditions of the Lease Premises as represented by a baseline survey which has 
b~!<Il,,~?'trducted by the Government. The FOSL sets forth the basis for the Government' s 
dete~ation that the Lease Premises are suitable for leasing. Lessee and sublessees are hereby 
made aware of the notifications contained in the ECP and FOSL and shall comply with all 
restrictions set forth therein. 
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8. ALTERATIONS. 

8.1 Prior to undertaking any substantial construction, demolition, alterations, 
additions or improvements on the Lease Premises, the Lessee shall provide written notification to 
the Government's Authorized Contracting Officer or his authorized representative. Within 
fifteen (15) days of the receipt of the notification, the Government shall determine whethe'i ; ~uch 
addition or alteration is to be disallowed because it will adversely impact the Goyernlnent's 
ability to complete its environmental remediation obligations on the Lease Premises. " lri"the 
event the Government determines that any addition or alteration is disallowed, a "ntliice of 
disallowance shall be forwarded to the Lessee. Upon disapproval, the Les~<;~ ~hall not be 
authorized to commence or cause to commence the alteration or placement elf the'aadition that is 
the subject of the notification without further Government approval,.", Iii"!pW

I 

event that the 
Government does not respond to Lessee within such fifteen (15) da}'. perio~, then the proposed 
addition or alteration shall be deemed approved. ,'i"", ".' 

• II / t, 
A, ~l. 

8.2 The Lessee shall not construct, or mak~lo~ 'p.~rtnit its sublessees or assigns 
to construct or make, any substantial alterations, additio04JI ~I'liip.~rovements to, or installations 
upon, or otherwise modify or alter the Lease Premises:~Ian~'way which may adversely affect 
the cleanup, human health, the environment or, the·tb.istorf/:"aJ. character in compliance with the 
National Historic Preservation Act, without the l?ti,?rl~tten consent of the Government Such 
consent may involve a requirement to provid~ th~ I'l~vernment with a performance and payment 
bond satisfactory to it in all respects an~.flilier requirements deemed necessary to protect the 
interests of the Government For F,0n;Hbption or alterations, additions, modifications, 
improvements or installations (colleqtiv'ely, "}York") in the proximity of solid waste management 
units (SWMU) that are part of a 'NI\VYj)hstallation Restoration Program, such consent may 
include a requirement for writte~l. ~IlProval by the Government's BRAC Environmental 
Coordinator (BEC). Upon te.mpn~~ign, revocation, or surrender of this Lease, in whole or in 
part, the Lessee shall, at th~ 'bQtidh' Of and to the extent directed by the Government, either: 

"- '-,. " I 

8.'t :I" h·Promptly remove all alterations, additions, modifications, 
improvements, an9 '~~lations, including, but not limited to, Lessee's or sublessee's trade 
fixtures, made , ~6~I, ins:talled on the Lease Premises subject to the termination, revocation. or 
surrender, ~q'rest~'re the same to the same or as good condition as existed on the date of the 
respective"~hhlc:o ~e as reflected in the Joint Inspection Report, subject, however, to ordinary wear 

."! ;t/t'l I'" 
and t~af\;. .olll " ' 

"'. .. l ... ,_ I' 
(II '0 I", 8.1.2 Abandon such additions or alterations to the Lease Premises, 

subje-(>~ to the termination, revocation, or surrender in place, at which time title to said alterations, 
improvements, and additions shall vest in the Government 

8.2 Notwithstanding anything set forth herein to the contrary, Lessee or its 
sublessee may, at its (or their) sole discretion, remove any of its (or their) equipment or trade 
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fixtures installed on the Lease Premises subject to termination, revocation, or surrender, or 
attached to the Lease Premises, provided, however, it (they) shall restore the Lease Premises to 
the condition that existed on the date of the respective sublease, as reflected in the Joint 
Inspection Report, subject, however, to ordinary wear and tear. 

9. ACCESS BY GOVERNMENT. In addition to access required under PlI{a~';lphs 
13.6 and 13.10, at all reasonable times throughout the term of this Lease, the Governm~n't; shall 
be allowed access to the Lease Premises for any purposes upon notice to t~e I;dsee. 
Government normally will give Lessee and any sublessee 24-hour prior notice of it~ iriiention to 
enter f:he Lease Pr~mises unless it determines that entry. is required for safetyl; Jn~ironmental, 
operations or security purposes. Lessee shall have no claun agamst the Government, except for 
claims allowed for and limited by the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 ~.Sr'e'.;,~671 , et seq., on 
account of any entry onto the Lease Premises by the Governmel}b. (including any officer or 
employee of the Government) or as otherwise permitted by law. All oect ssary keys to the Lease 
Premises occupied by the Lessee or any sublessee shall be IIlaa~ a~1lilable to the Government 

.. it " 
upon request. ,I" If, ". 

.\ .11, I, 
I' , 

10. UTILITIES. All utilities located on the .~b~s;l!tremises, including but not limited 
to electricity, water, gas, sewer, and telephone, may by ope:ated and maintained by the Lessee or 
the appropriate utility provider, in their sole,( d!~creti.on. Any costs associated with such 
operations and maintenance shall be the resporuilbiJ,ity. of the Lessee. It is expressly agreed and 
understood that the Government in no wav '~I arratifs the condition or adequacy of such utility 

Ii'h., 
systems for the purposes intended. It is also 'expressly agreed and understood that neither the 
Government nor the Lessee is in any wa~Qb~igated to provide any utility service whatsoever. 

'I, I,' 
" , 

11. NO INTERFERENG:E 'WiTH NAVY OPERATIONS, The Lessee shall not 
conduct or allow to be cond\lch~f! Wjy'operations, nor make or allow to be made any alterations, 
that would interfere with, P't'Ioili~~ise restrict Navy operations or environmental clean-up or 
restoration activities by' "'!he I'60vernment, EPA, Cornmonwealth of Puerto Rico, or their 
contractors. Enviro~~h\itI 'blean-up, restoration, or testing activities by these parties shall take 
priority over the LlesS~¢'s,use of the Lease Premises in the event of any conflict. 

,"'. ',. 
12. ('~TENANCE SERVICES. 

'11 , 
., .... , . ,I 

, "1 ',' 
A, ', .' 112.1 It is understood and agreed that Lessee shall, at its own expense, protect 

an~,ihiFbp.K or cause to be protected and maintained, the Lease Premises, subject to normal 
w~ antl·iear, so that no further environmental releases on the Lease Premises occur. 

12.2 The Lessee shall not undertake any actions that would interfere with or 
impede the Government's environmental remediation of the Lease Premises, 
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12.3 Subject to the approval of the Government in accordance with Paragraph 
8.1, the Lessee is permitted to demolish any improvements on the Lease Premises in accordance 
with applicable law and regulation. 

12.4 The Lessee must not commit waste of any kind except as authorized in 
writing by the Government. /" 

~ , ," 
~' '''h "I 

13. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION PROVISIONS. , 0'." 
" -. .. , 1 

• tt. 
13.1 RCRA Section 7003 Administrative Order on Consent: '(,r.~~s~e is hereby 

notified that the Lease Premises are regulated under an AdministratiY¢.·' p'rC!~r on Consent 
(Consent Order) between the Navy and the Environmental Protection Ag~J1c¥,~" Region II under 
section 7003 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act . (R~lV1) that requires the 
Government to perform corrective actions at Solid Waste Managerrien't"Units (SWMUs) and . " Areas of Concern (AOCs). Where required by Federal ,ita), aefions necessary for the 
Government to comply with the Consent Order shall take prededei:J.c~ over all other provisions of 

. I, • 
this Lease. ," '1," 'I" 

'('("1 'I,. 
13 .1.1 The Consent Order shal~ reqUl'le corrective actions at the following 

SWMUs within the Lease Premises: I" '~"";' ", ~ \ 

" '" . ( " , • SWMU 3, Base Landfill -:,t,\pproximately 110 acres . The unlined landfill was 
used since the early 1960s. Th~ active portion (a lined 35-acre cell within the 
limits of the old 85-acre l'andfill) was closed and capped in 2007. 

.. I. "t" 
Il~. J 

• SWMU 9, Tank ~~~.;pi Sludge Burial Pits - Approximately 42 acres in two 
non-contiguovs" 'llf,ei!j>, referred to as SWMU 9 AJB and SWMU 9C. Unlined, 
earthen pi!p dh,l't'hlbh petroleum sludges were buried after tank cleanings between 
1940 and 197,8. '" ,- , ~"t. II" .. . , 

• SWMUs".J1I4S, Old Power Plant (Building 38 InteriorlExterior) -
~~prokmately 15 acres. SWMU 11 is the interior of Building 38, including a 

(;::rornl.~t concrete pad where transformers and transformer fluids containing PCBs 
.{'h., '¥.e~e stored. SWMU 45 is the exterior of Building 38 where transformer oils 

, 1'0 II" ,I containing PCBs were routinely discarded directly onto the ground, and includes 
".:tll, " , I ' the path of the cooling water intake tunnel from Puerca Bay. There are two 
t" '),"'" closed in place 50,000-gallon underground storage tanks (USTs) associated with 

'0,' SWMUs 11145. 

• SWMUs 27, 28, 29, Waste Water Treatment Plants Sludge Drying Beds, 
Capehart, Bundy and Forrestal Plants, Respectively - Approximately 0.38 
acres for SWMU 27, 1.17 acres for SWMU 28, and 2.7 acres for SWMU 29. 
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Sludge from the waste water treatment plants would be placed in the drying beds 
and allowed to dry before properly disposing of the sludge. Includes the sludge 
drying beds at each of the three waste water treatment plants and adjacent 
property undergoing soil investigation. 

o SWMU 31, Waste Oil Collection Area, Buildings 31 and 20.22 - ApprollUi1,~tely 
0.6 combined acres with SWMU 32. Located in the Public Works pep~ent 
storage yard near the Transportation Shop, it consists of a curbed, concr~te' pad 
used for temporary outdoor storage of waste oil containers. I!jlj!ing "a 1993 
inspection, oil staining surrounded the storage pad. ' .IIII~I"" 

~I'I \, ' 

", I ' " 
o SWMU 32, Public Works Department Storage Yard/Batt~ry. : CoIlection Area 

- Approximately 0.6 combined acres with SWMU 3 ~, .. IA .19&8, it was an outdoor 
area where discarded batteries were stored. Approxiinatel)1"J 00 55-gallon drums 
of contaminated jet fuel and soil were observed ~t9.red 'd1n wooden pallets resting 
on bare ground during the 1993 follow-up investigatl/m. Along with these drums, 
an area of stained soil was visible, discru;ded"ba!t2ries were noted, and a small, 
partially open, uncurbed storage building l~lllaint-locker") contained cans. 

.. '" >. 

o SWMU 57 (ECP 3), POL Drum-S~orilge Area (Facility 278) - Approximately 
2 acres. Rectangular concret~ pad, ailproximately 100 feet by 160 feet in size. 
Used as Petroleum, Oils <l};\dtubri~imts (POL) drum storage facility from the 
1950s to the 1990s. ' I,,,, 

i " I, 
I 'l~. / 

o SWMU 59 (ECP 5)\I,FoJ;mer Vehicle Maintenance and Refueling Area -
Approximately ~O ~Gfe~~ 'fucludes Buildings 377, 2344, and 2345. Used from the 
1940s to the 19.8Qs, \fmd contained drums, vehicle racks, USTs (unknown quantity 
and dispositiilh\ Jhd'fuel islands. The majority of the site is presently covered by 

01 ' ' '''' paving. ". ,., 
.tl ~"It ~ 

'0 
" 0 

o Sv,vM'!it6,O:(ECP 6), Former Landfill at the Marina - Approximately 12 acres. 
Ws~d ~.a landfill (scrap disposal) from the 1940s to the 1960s, with piles of solid 

t"'wadie 'and scrap metal. The marina now covers most of the site, except for a level 
,'" '''~rJa described as estuarine intertidal scrub-shrub broad-leafed evergreen. 

• j I..,' ''' 
'~\\ I", " 't,. ",01' SWMU 67 (ECP 13), Former Gas Station - Approximately 5.55 acres. Located 

(' .. ).'10., on east side of Langley Drive north of the tennis courts in a level area covered 
'0" with secondary growth vegetation. A concrete pad and building foundation are 

present north of the tennis courts in the woods. No UST has been identified. 

o SWMU 70. (ECP 16), Disposal Area Northwest of LandfiIl- Approximately 55 
acres. Located northwest of the current base landfill, it is a construction debris 
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and/or solid waste disposal site with potential disposal of POLs and/or hazardous 
materials containers. 

o SWMU 74 (ECP 20), Fuel Pipelines and Hydrant Pits - Site consists of four 
non-contiguous portions of the JP-S fuel pipeline totaling approximately 13.5 

,h. 

", acres. 
,"" ". 

o SWMU 77, Active Small Arms Range - Approximately 66 acres.ll, A'lpl~~ed 
small arms range and potential, former open burning/open detomition 'te'B/OD) 
area located on the peninsula at Punta Medio Mundo. An invt!stig~hon is being 
performed for the potential OB/OD sites and the small arms,range . ..,." 

."t j1, Itu 
, "1 ',. 

o SWMU 78, Transformer Storage Pad - Approxim'ltel~ 3 a~res. Located off of 
Hollandia Street, near the intersection of Forrestal Drive fmc! Valley Forge Road. 
The suspected release is associated with a . .v~i~~d ~'Oncrete-curbed pad that 
formerly stored approximately 25 (non-PC~~ 11~;p'lsformers. A small area 
(approximately 10 feet by 3 feet) of staiJ:!b9,"soil ' and stressed vegetation was 
observed at the discharge of the drainage;~~ve'.' • . 

, I". '. 
o AOC F, Site of Four Formel" l'USl[s (USTs 124A-D; Building 124) -

Approximately 1.2 acres .. Aqr 'F 1''2~ was the location of former USTs 124A 
(2,000-gallon motor gasOllllfi tapk), 124B and 124C (S,OOO-galion motor gasoline 
tanks), and 124D (550-~~i~~"wpste oil tank) which were removed in 1996 and 
replaced by two mo~oi g!lSo~ine USTs and one diesel UST. After the tank 
removals and subseq~nt illvestigation, the site was recommended for remedial 
action by monitoni~'9a~~ attenuation. 

'" t' · ,~. . ''.t'" 
o AOC F, ,S~{eJl ol l:Four Former USTs (USTs 1738A-D; Building 1738) -

Approxima'tt\ly 2'·acres. After the removal of three 10,000-gallon motor gasoline 
UST~ ar;8,:pn~ ' SSO-gallon waste oil UST at this site in 1995, and the subsequent 
in\lt;st\.g.ati,on, the site was recommended for remedial action by monitored natural 
ait~ua~on, and a Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether (MTBE) groundwater remediation 

(~ilo~!;tudy is in the plarming stages. 
,'.' ~ ;1 

.... \' l'AOC F, Site of 1 former UST (UST 2842B; Building 3188) - Approximately 
•• :" '. "', I" 5.3 acres. After the removal of this S,OOO-galion diesel UST in 1997, and the 
(, .. ,.,'..... subsequent investigation, the site was recommended for remedial action by 

".' monitored natural attenuation. 

13.1.2 No provision of this Lease and no act of Lessee or any sublessee 
on the Lease Premises shall affect, impact or diminish any rights that the Lessee may have under 
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42 U.S.C. 9620(h), including any right that Lessee may have thereunder related to the transfer of 
any other part, area or parcel of the NSRR. 

13.2 To prevent unacceptable risks to human health and the environment, 
Lessee shall comply with all land use controls (LUCs) for the Lease Premises including the 
following: ,-,_ ,f, 

,fll l '-. 

I I· '.' • SWMU 3, 9,11,45,57,59,60,67,70,74,77,78, AOC F, Site of 4f?rn\er 
USTs (USTs 1738A-Dj Building 1738), AOC F, Site of 1 former UST '(uST 
2842B, Building 3188) - A restriction on land use to non-resid~ntJar. uses only. 

""1 " 
, •• ,:' t" •• "'H)' 

• SWMU 3, 9, 45, 57, 59, 60, 67, 70, 74, 27/28/29, 7[[, 7~ AOC F, Site of 4 
former USTs (USTs 1738A-Dj Building 1738). I~Q€l • .F, Site of 1 Former 
UST (UST 2842Bj Building 3188) - A restpctio\l.\ ,on access and/or certain 
invasive activities in areas where surface soU;Is,ubsyrface soil and or sediments 

"', ll, I are contaminated. It II h ' 
I 'r " '. 

,A, 'I' 
• A restriction on use of groundwatfiJ an~llj.nstallation of new wells in or near 

areas of known groundwater conl~~lh~~ion. 
", ~~ 

'" \" 
• SWMU 27/28/29 - A req\lir~inent Is protect the integrity of any existing and all 

future groundwater mo.~tori~g)er extraction wells, remedial action equipment 
and associated utilities iIhl;il ,temediation is complete and federal and state 

.' ". cleanup standards l'iavG b'~en met. 
"'t, 1 t~,,' 

• A requiremenl'tlta\(~j ongoing and future environmental investigations and 
remedial.~c~h.litiJ!f at or adjacent to the Subject Property not be disrupted. 

'\ '., 
~'t~l' t." . 

• MaillteiIapce, Monitoring, and Inspection Activities for Landfill cap at 
~wMU'S - As outlined in the Landfill Closure and Post-Closure Plan, May 

•.• <~Qp'5 ;'!he Lessee will not impact or change the contours and drainage system for 
1, tP,el'frnished landfill cover. The landfill cover will be mowed to maintain the 

(.(" ·.,6riginal vegetation and prevent trees and other deep rooted vegetation from 
""" , . .1' growing into the landfill cover. In addition, mowing will be conducted as 

,.:"11\: necessary to provide access to perimeter monitoring wells. Lessee will ensure 
(II" "I I... that landfill cover is clear of debris, refuse, or equipment. The Lessee will 

I' • inspect the Landfill for rodents during inspections of the vegetative cover and 
ensure that the landfill cover is clear of rodents and burrowing animals. 

13.3 The Lessee and its contractors and sublessees hereby assume all 
responsibility for protection of the environment as related to the Lessee or its contractors or 
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sublessees use of the Lease Premises. The Lessee and its contractors and sublessees shall be 
responsible for compliance with all applicable Federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and 
standards that are or may become applicable to Lessee's activities on the Lease Premises and to 
the environment. 

13.4 The Lessee and any sublessee shall be solely responsible for obtai~g at 
its cost and expense any environmental permits which may be required for its operaFi0ns' ~der 
the Lease, independent of any existing permits held by the Government. ')1 ',. 

·'h.· ,' .. 
13 .5 Subject to paragraph 13.1 hereof, and to the extent pe~tt~d ,by law, the 

Lessee shall indemnify and hold harmless the Government from any cost~ ;' 1!xp~llses , liabilities, 
fines , or penalties resulting from discharges, emissions, spills, storag11"~~ 'f"sposal occurring 
during the term of this Lease solely as a result of Lessee'~I ' ~l!bl~ssee's , contractor's, 
subcontractor's, guests', and invitee's control, occupancy, use or op~nitidlis, or any other action 
by the Lessee or any sublessee, contractor, subcontractor, gpe~t, a'ird invitee giving rise to 
Government liability, civil or criminal, or responsibilit1, 'iilidl''r Federal, state, or local 
environmental laws, arising solely out of Lessee's, s1jhll!~see's, " contractor's, subcontractor's, 
guests, and invitee's control, occupancy, use or operation's ~f 'lbe 'Lease Premises. This provision 
shall survive the expiration or termination of this Lei!Se, art\i the Lessee's obligations hereunder 
shall apply whenever the Government incurs Co~~f' flabilities solely as a result of the Lessee's, 
sublessee's, contractor's, subcontractor's, guests ,',f1hd invitee's actions. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing contained in this Paragrap\l or dlsewhere in this Lease shall be construed to 
repudiate or vitiate any statutory or other obligat,ion of the United States. 

. f . 

" t 
13 .6 The Goverrun'~~t's ~~hts under this Lease specifically include the right for 

Government officials, upon reasoliaqi.e 'hbtice, to inspect the Lease Premises for compliance with 
environmental, safety, and •• P'c~uh~tiSnal health laws and regulations, whether or not the 
Government is responsibl(!' fqr e\J£brcing them. Such inspections are without prejudice to the 
right of duly constituted ' enfo~&ment officials to make such inspections. Lessee shall have no 

"'htlll' 
claim on account of an~ ~ntries against the United States or any officer, agent, employee, 
contractor or sU91;on,ta'lt6'r thereof. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained in this 
Paragraph or eLS~1fhe~e in this Lease shall be construed to repudiate or vitiate any statutory or 
other obligatl~~ nfUre United States. Himl. 

'''1 .c, ll1 ,,~ ,. 

"'. "" ) 13.7.1 If environmentally sensitive materials or substances are to be . " utiU~~, By or on behalf of Lessee, within the Lease Premises under this Lease, and excluding 
th'~~IIp"f!!~existing on the Lease Premises, the Lessee and its contractors or sublessees shall 
provid~ a Hazardous Waste Management Plan to the Government for review and approval prior 
to commencement of any action. If environmentally sensitive materials or substances are to be 
utilized by or on behalf of Lessee or sublessee on the Lease Premises, the Lessee or its sublessee 
shall, if required by Federal, state or local law, apply for and obtain its own Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) generator identification number and RCRA hazardous 
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waste permit which permits shall be limited to generation, transportation and storage. The 
Lessee shall not, under any circumstances, allow any hazardous waste to remain on or about the 
Lease Premises for any period in excess of ninety (90) days. Any violation of these requirements 
shall be deemed a material breach of this Lease. Government hazardous waste storage areas will 
not be available to the Lessee or any sublessee. The Lessee or any sublessee must provide at its 
own expense such hazardous waste storage facilities, complying with all laws and regulati~Ir.s, as 
it needs for temporary (less than ninety (90) days) storage. Government accumulatioll'poilits ,for 
hazardous and other wastes will not be used by the Lessee or any sublessee. Neither "jill the 
Lessee or any sublessee permit its hazardous wastes to be commingled with hazardous waste of 
the Government. .f, 0,., \ 10' 

,." " 
" •• 1 _. ," 

13.7.2 Lessee shall strictly comply with fhe.!.hazardous waste 
permit requirements under the Resource Conservation and Recovery.Act or Its applicable state 
equivalent. Except as specifically authorized by Government in writirig;'te~see must provide at 
its own expense such hazardous waste management facilitietF.0~~IYing with all laws and 
regulations. Government hazardous waste management faciliijes :~Ul not be available to Lessee. 
Any violation of the requirements of this condition shall Q~'d~efued a material breach of this 
Lease. I' ., '0' 

., '-I' 
" 13.8 The Lessee, its contractors" an\i&arty sublessee shall, if required by Federal, 

state or local law, have a completed and apprpved plan for responding to hazardous waste, fuel , 
and other chemical spills prior to the comrnenc,emeril' of operations on the Lease Premises. 

11l,~ 

13.9 Any air, land or ;':';at~r pollution that emanates, as a result of the Lessee's 
occupancy, use or operation of the tease )~r'emises, and which is not a result of "Department of 
Defense activities" as defined in 'V8f~graphs __ and , shall be the responsibility of 
the Lessee and its contractor~:S(I SU?Jessees for reporting, containment, removal, and clean-up, as 
required by applicable law<,I'h 'I, •. 

-t, ". " J" 

13.10 "bi~"66vernment, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and 
the Puerto Rico ?llVi,rpl1IIi~ntai Quality Board (PREQB), and their officers, agents, employees, 
contractors, anq·su,bC6p.tractors shall have the right, upon reasonable notice to the Lessee and any 
sublessee, to(~n~~r 'upon the Lease Premises for the purposes enumerated in this paragraph and 
for such J!tl\~f. pp}poses consistent with any provision of the Consent Order that may be required 
with re~l1~c\ t~ the Lease Premises and which provisions thereof the Lessee agrees to incorporate 
intq th.is rr.:1'e: 

" .. " I'If' 
·",un, 

.• ,/ 13.10.1 To conduct investigations and surveys, including, where 
necessary, drilling, soil and water sampling, test pitting, testing soil borings and other activities 
related to the NSRR, Puerto Rico Consent Order that may be required in the future . 
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13.10.2 To inspect field actIvIties of the Government and its 
contractors and subcontractors in implementing the NSRR Consent Order that may be required 
in the furure. 

13.10.3 To conduct any test or survey required by the EPA or 
PREQB related to the implementation of the requirements of the Consent O~der.. or 
environmental conditions at the Lease Premises .or to verify any data submitted to 1;he. ,&~¢: or 
PREQB by the Government relatmg to such conditIOns. 'i 

'i, 
.il 

13.10.4 To construct, operate, maintain, or und~m\k~l . any other 
response or remedial action as required or necessary under the NSRR Con1.ent O~~er including, 
but not limited to, monitoring wells, pumping wells, and treatment facilit1e&, ";:':" 

h I, I 
" , , j , I 

13 .11 The Lessee agrees to comply with the provi'siw'xs of' any health or safety 
plan in effect under the Consent Order during the course of any'of the\ ibove described response 
or remedial actions. Any inspection, survey, investigation, 01:; dt!ler,lJ:esponse or remedial action 
will, to the extent practicable, be coordinated with repres.eJlti!.tI~slaesignated by Lessee and any 
sublessee. Lessee, any sublessees, or licensees shall h,a~1t n~l 'Claim on account of such entries 
against the Government or any officer, agent, emplp'yee, 'hbntractor, or subcontractor thereof, 
except for claims allowed for and limited by the FederahTort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 2671 , et seq. 
or as otherwise permitted by law. In addWo~~l r.tli~ .Lessee shall comply with all applicable 
Federal, state, and local occupational safety,aild heal'fu regulations. 

. "I"l 
',-

13 .12 The Lessee s~alt lhpt ;Conduct or permit its contractors or sublessees to 
conduct any subsurface excavation;'WggjP'g, drilling or other disrurbance of the surface of the 
Lease Premises without the prior '\VI;in~n 'approval of the Government, which consent will not be 
unreasonably withheld. ,;'1" ',' '" -I' I, . 

,r '\ ,.' 
14. ENVIRoN1lliJtrrAL REMEDIATION. 

" \ ~ " . '. 
Rem6alllti~ii by Lessee. Upon the execution by the Government and the Lessee 

of this Lease, th~i t.e~~ee will be permitted, but not required to, at its own cost, perform certain 
environment&!''remediation requirements, as necessary to satisfy applicable Federal and PREQB t u, 
regulatoJ:,f. ·~1fJ.u4¢ments. 

, J\, "I I' 
f \ '", • ·' ,. I) ~1 TERMINATION. 

r- '. ~h I I(h' 

"I ••.. 15.1 Termination Upon Tender of Deed. Upon the occurrence of either of the 
following, the passing of thirty (30) days after the Government tenders to Lessee, in accordance 
with applicable law, a good and sufficient Quitclaim Deed conveying fee title to any portion of 
the Lease Premises (each such portion hereinafter referred to as "Conveyed Portion"), or the 
acceptance by the Lessee of the Government tendered Quitclaim Deed, whichever occurs first, 
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(i) this Lease shall automatically tenninate with respect to the applicable Conveyed Portion as if 
such date were the stated expiration date contained herein and neither party shall have any 
further obligations under this Lease with respect to the Conveyed Portion (other than any 
obligations which otherwise would survive termination of this Lease), (ii) all references to the 
Lease Premises shall be deemed to exclude such Conveyed Portion, and (iii) this Lease shall 
continue in full force and effect with respect to the remainder of the Lease Premises. / . 

, " ,I. 
, l UI It, \" , 

15.2 Government Tennination. The Government shall have tl'ie rlgh~ to (, ~'h .. ' 
\'1, 

terminate this Lease, at any time: 

11 I \ '" ' ~ " 
(i) upon Lessee's failure to perfonn or fuJ!l1l ~Y obligation, 

condition, tenn or agreement contained in this Lease required on the tP~'of:The Lessee to be 
perfonned or fulfilled or, •••. 'I , I 

(ii) in the event that the use is incompat1b.v~· with the Finding of No 
Significant Impact, or ,(. 'I ' 

(iii) in the event of a national emergenc,y" as declared by the President 
or the Congress of the United States. " '''.,!, "" 

• 
" The Government's right to tenninate',this J-Jease under subdivisions (i) and (ii) 

above may only be. e~erci~ed if the Lessee do~s.f.1'o~ :(J~~ su~h failure in a manner acceptable to 
the Government WIthin thirty days (or more II ~w.liQnzed m wntmg by the Government after 
receipt of the written notice from the Go~~rnm~lit specifying the failure). Unless special 
circumstances justify a shorter period, the L~ssee will be provided with no less than sixty (60) 
days written notice that termination is ri~ceSSilIY and will be provided a reasonable time to vacate . '1, " 
the Lease Premises. '" , " 

'" I .' "h, .' 
In the event tI;l.<ihIP.J \Y~vernment shall elect to tenninate this Lease on account of 

the breach by the Lessee .of ~y 61'fue tenns and conditions, the Government shall be entitled to 
recover and the Lessee shat~'par to the Government: 

.It"IUI! 

" " ". \:~i) , :" the reasonable costs incurred in resuming possession of the Lease 
Premises; and <\, \ .. 

t·, 'I' (ii) the costs incurred in perfonning any obligation on the part of the , " 
Lessee t9,b'e' Ji1ert0rmed hereunder. 

.. III' I' " t, I 

I A" ... " 15.3 Termination by Lessee. Upon ninety (90) days written notice to the 
G6M~ttnt, the Lessee shall have the right to tenninate this Lease at no cost or expense or 
further obligation or liability on the part of either party whatsoever, provided that Lessee shall 
render the Lease Premises safe prior to such Lease tennination and Lessee or sublessee(s) 
vacating the Lease Premises. 
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15.4 Environmental Contamination. In the event that an environmental 
condition is discovered on the Lease Premises which creates, in the Government's determination, 
an imminent and substantial endangerment to human health or the environment, and 
notwithstanding any other termination rights and procedures contained in this Lease, this Lease 
shall terminate with respect to the portion of the Lease Premises where such imminent and 
substantial endangerment to human health or the environment exists, and the Lessee shal),~a,~ate, 
or require any sublessee to vacate, such portion of the Lease Premises immediately upo~lliotice 
from the Government, or determination by Lessee and notice to Government, of the Jl\ist~2e of 
such a condition and the requirement to vacate such portion of the Lease Premise;" E'k1!fcise of 
this right by either party shall be without liability except that the Lessee shall-D.pt. ,p~ ,responsible 
for the further performance of any obligations under this Lease, after t\:liS' Le~~' has been so 
terminated for such portion of the Lease Premises. I,,,,,,,"':i:~'" 

," I, !, 
16. INDEMNIFICATION BY LESSEE - GOVERNME14TNON-LIABILITY. 

~.,. "'~' 
16.1 To the extent permitted by law, Lessed;~1I.41)ndemnify, defend, and save 

the Government harmless, and shall require all subless~l:~t .~toll!h~ extent permitted by law) to 
indemnify, defend, and save the Government harmless, iW-d'~hall pay all costs, expenses, and 
reasonable attorney's fees for all trial and appellate . level~ ' and post -judgment proceedings in 
connection with any fmes, suits, actions, damag~s:l !ia1Jility, and causes of action of every nature 
whatsoever (civil or criminal) arising or gro~gIQilt .of, or in any manner connected with, the 
occupation or use of the Lease Premises ~x'llie L~~see and the employees, subtenants, agents, 
servants, guests, and invitees of the Les;e~:1 ipcluding but not limited to, any fines, claims, 
demands, and causes of action of everYfh.~tUfe whatsoever which may be made upon, sustained, 
or incurred by the Government by [(!~on 'p'f any breach, violation, omission, or non-performance 
of any term, covenant, or conditidtl'ljr.r~et on the part of the Lessee or the employees, subtenants, 
agents, servants, guests, or in'Voi.\ees 0 the Lessee; however, this indemnity shall not extend to 
matters caused by or resu1ttn~ n!~Iri acts or omissions by the Government, its officials, agents, 
employees, contractors, o',iests'lor invitees. This covenant shall survive the termination of this 

.' t01tt • 
Lease. . ~'\ . 

11, . ',' ,l_ \ ,'11'1 . 
It!i~ ' ifo the extent permitted by law, the Lessee covenants that it will indemnify 

and save anq;~'ol,d 'harmless, and shall require all sublessees (to the extent permitted by law) to 
indemni!;Y' ·ap,.~ ..'lfl~e and hold harmless, the Government, its officers, agents, and employees for 
and from au.¥. ,lmd all liability or claims for loss of or damage to any property owned by or in the 
cu~t?d.¥, ~~ tl\~ Lessee, its officers, agents, servants, employees, subtenants, licensees, or invitees, 
o~ ;Wdil!!' death of or injury to any of the same which may arise out of or be attributable to the 
cond~tion, state of repair or the Lessee's use or occupancy of the Lease Premises, whether or not 
the same shall be occasioned by the negligence or lack of diligence of the Lessee, its officers, 
agents, servants, subtenants or employees; however, this indemnity shall not extend to matters 
caused by the Government, including Government officials, agents, employees, contractors, 
guests and invitees. 
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17. LESSEE'S LIABILITY EXTENDS TO ITS CONTRACTORS AND 
SUBLESSEES. The Lessee's liability to the extent assumed under this Lease shall extend to the 
performance of work or the use of the Lease Premises by any contractor or sublessee of the 
Lessee under this Lease. 

,~" 

,'1, j •. 
18. INSURANCE. ," II, I , .. 

18.1 All Risk. Lessee shall in any event and without prejudi~~ 1 to' anJ ' other 
rights of Government bear all risk of loss or damage to the Lease Premises oecppit q .or used by 
Lessee or any of its sublessees, arising from any causes whatsoever, or in '~Yllm~er connected 
with the occupation or use of the Lease Premises by Lessee or any I·subless~es, or by a risk 
customarily covered by insurance in the locality in which the Lease.P.rymi~~s!'are situated, even 
where such loss or damage stems from causes beyond Lessee' s c6h~bt '''In the event that any 
item or part of the Lease Premises shall require repair, rebuil<4n-g'.,.or r~placement resulting from 
loss or damage, the risk of which is assumed under this seF.t~I\n" lLessee shall promptly give 
notice thereof to Government, and shall, in the event tlll~dl¥sl'Yf'fu,e is terminated by reason of 
the default of the Lessee and upon demand of Goverruil.l:p.t, either compensate Government for 
such loss or damage, or rebuild, replace, or repair the,item or items of the Lease Premises so lost 

" or damaged. .. " f (, • 

'- " I ). 

18.2 Lessee's Insurance . . ,IRking 'the entire period that this Lease shall be in 
effect, the Lessee at its expense will caqr. and'lt}aintain or cause to be carried and maintained: 

It, I, 

18.2.1 All-ris~ Pf~p~rty and casualty insurance against the risks 
enumerated in Paragraph 18.1 abilf~Iw..'a:h amount at all times equal to at least 100 percent of the 
full functional equivalent repl'ii6errl~J;ll'value of the improvements within the Lease Premises not 
approved for demolition. t':" "", 

. '" "~' 
, ' i' 8' :2 ~~" Public liability and property damage insurance including, but not 

limited to, insurap~e '~!l~nst assumed or contractual liability under this Lease, with respect to the 
Lease Premisesi'<fuP. Jnprovements hereon, to afford protection with limits of a combined single 
limit ofliabi\i~,,9fl/tot less than $5,000;000 in the event of bodily injury or death to any number 
of personS''ffi anv.one accident and for property damage. 

.f ":1., ~"'lf '" 
". 'l'l/ 

:"\ " 18.2.3 If, and to the extent required by law, worker's compensation or 
s~~~urance in form and amounts required by law. 

__ ,.l 

18.2.4 Automobile liability coverage of not less than $1 ,000,000 per 
person and not less than $2,000,000 per occurrence for personal injury or death, and not less than 
$1,000,000 per occurrence for property damage. 
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18.3 Lessee's Contractor's and Sublessee's Insurance. During the entire period 
that this Lease shall be in effect, the Lessee shall require its contractors and sublessees and any 
contractor performing work on the Lease Premises to carry and maintain the insurance required 
below: 

18.3.1 Comprehensive general liability insurance includir,&: ,but 
not limited to, contractor's liability coverage and contractual liability coverage of ~,aQIP~i.!led 
single limit of $5,000,000 per occurrence with not less than $5,000,000 general aggtegatl: 'With 
respect to personal injury or death and with respect to property damage. The ~Qmpreliensive 
general liability shall contain a per project aggregate endorsement. ." 'It:~",:" 

18.3.2 
amounts required by law. 

.1, I '. 
Worker's compensation or similar ' in;;I~i;Rce in form and 

I I ll, 't '-'t I , ... ' 

18.3.3 Automobile liability coverage c,>f'9ot i'ess than $1 ,000,000 per 
person and not less than $2,000,000 per occurrence for persoI1~f 'lt(i~ or death, and not less than 

I '1\ 1" $1,000,000 per occurrence for property damage. ,,:'1, " ' •. 
If of. 

\ ~\ . 
18.4 Policy Provisions. All insurartce wHiCh this Lease requires the Lessee to 

carry and maintain, or cause' to be carried or maip.trun~a,shall be in such form, for such amounts, 
for such periods of time, and with such insurers '8'5 tlib,. Government may require or approve. All 
policies or certificates issued by the respeGti~b insuters for public liability and all-risks property 
insurance shall name the Government as, ~ ~Htljtional insured; shall provide that any losses shall 
be payable notwithstanding any a<;t 'on, fajlure to act or negligence of the Lessee or the 
Government or any other person; ~hp,llp.~bvide that no cancellation, reduction in amount, or 
material change in coverage theret>fj.~.liJill be effective until at least thirty (30) days after receipt 
by the Government of writtetr.'h9ti~9 thereof; shall provide that the insurer shall have no right of 
subrogation against the q.Q1e~nJtent; and shall be reasonably satisfactory to the Government in 
all other respects. In no 'ci.rcdlrtstances will the Lessee be entitled to assign to any third party .ffU't · 
rights of action which th'e, d'see may have against the Government. 

-~·'I. ~" ... I,' tl,. 

~l!t~ lI!>elivery of Policies. The Lessee shall deliver or cause to be delivered 
promptly to ~'he .Government a certificate of insurance evidencing the insurance required by this 
Lease aIlP."sp~j,.!irso deliver no later than thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of any such 
policYi'3. ,~b~,:flcate of insurance evidencing each renewal policy covering the same risks . 

"'l \' _1\, \, ,. 

r ''' ''" t'9. LABOR PROVISION. 
',.( 

19.1 Equal Opportunity. During the term of this Lease, the Lessee agrees as 
follows : 
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19.1 .1 The Lessee will not discriminate against any employee or applicant 
for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The Lessee will take 
affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed and that the Lessee's or sublessee's 
employees are to be treated during employment without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, 
or national origin. Such actions shall include, but not be limited to the following: employment, 
upgrading, demotion, or transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff or tel1l).ifi~Fon, 
rate of payor other forms of compensation, selection for training, including apprenticllshif. .:, The 
Lessee agrees to post, in conspicuous places, notices to be provided by the Governr4f(nt $efting 
forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. \ ", 'I ... · 

'1111 I 'I' ~, .110 . 
19.1.2 The Lessee will, in all solicitations or.;' adve\1lsements for 

employees placed by or on behalf of the Lessee, state that all qualifieduapp4'9ants will receive 
consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion"se~t or J;lahonal origin. 

._, I. h"" 
'I' 

19.1.3 The Lessee will send to each labgF Jiuon or representative of 
workers with which it has a collective bargaining agreement <l{ o'tli~ri contract or understanding a 
notice to be provided by the Government, advising the ~a,b.tlr l~Pil or worker's representative of 
the Lessee's comrmtments under thiS Equal opportun).l~"c ilUse and shall post copies of the 
notice in conspicuous places available to employees ai:).d applicants for employment. 

",lltll:: •. 
19.1.4 The Lessee will ~~~pl¥ ~th all provisions of Executive Order 

11246 of September 24, 1965, as amende4lib~ Exedlitive Order 11375 of October 13, 1967, and 
with the rules, regulations, and relevant,p,rders bt the Secretary of Labor. 

'II ~ L I., 
19.1.5 The L'eI!~ee" vJill furnish all information and reports required by 

Executive Order 11246 of Sept~mb,e~!'24 , 1965, as amended by Executive Order 11375 of 
October 13, 1967, and by th.~.fuL,es'J;regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor or pursuant 
thereto, and will permit a,qtells tb'1tS books, records, and accounts by the Government and the 
Secretary of Labor for 'Tll.jl'jJ~ses of investigating to ascertain compliance with such rules, 

. . ,fIlth 
regulatIOns, and orders. '" . 

~~I"t) ',-
I' _. "1' 

"" '1, ';1·9.1.6 In the event of the Lessee's noncompliance with the Equal 
Opportunity ¢,a\lse'tof this Lease or with any said rules, regulations, or orders, this Lease may be 
canceled,. ofe~a~ed, or suspended in whole or in part, and the Lessee may be declared ineligible 
for :furtIi.er lOdvernment contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in Executive Order 
l1 ~~'&loi'Sep'tember 24, 1965, as amended by Executive Order 11375 of October 13, 1967, and 
su'«lilllhi!!: sanctions may be imposed and remedies invoked as provided in Executive Order 
11246·bfSeptember 24,1965, as amended by Executive Order 11375 of October 13, 1967, or by 
rule, regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law. 

19.1.7 The Lessee will include the above provisions in every sublease or 
purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued 
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pursuant to section 204 of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, as amended by 
Executive Order 11375 of October 13, 1967, so that such provisions will be binding upon each 
sublessee or vendor. Lessee will take such action with respect to any sublessee or purchase order 
as the Government may direct as a means of enforcing such provisions including sanctions for 
noncompliance; provided, however, that in the event the Lessee becomes involved in, or is 
threatened with, litigation with the sublessee or vendor as a result of such directiol!. oX the 
Government, the Lessee may request the United States to enter into such litigation to prol~Gt the 
interests of the United States. II. '!, I' 

t' h ... 
1'1, 

19.2 Contract Work Hours and Safetv Standards Act (40 U.S.C,,327.il30). This 
Lease, to the extent that it is a contract of a character specified in the J+.o¥.tr~c,t Work Hours 
Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 327-330) and is not covered by the Walsh-Healy PUb11c Contracts Act 
(41 U.S.C. 35-45), is subject to the following provisions and excep.tioA~ ofl,srud Contract Work 
Hours and Safety Standards Act and to all other provisions and exceptianhW said law: . " j' • ,t' 

19.2.1 The Lessee shall not require or· p~Mi,!my laborer or mechanic any 
workweek in which he is employed on any work under t9is 'tlr.eas~ Ito work in excess of 40 hours 
in such workweek on work subject to the provisions (6'r. -the'le~ntract Work Hours and Safety 
Standards Act, unless such laborer or mechanic receiv,es confpensation at a rate not less than one 
and one-half times his basic rate of pay for all s.y-ell, hoUrs worked in excess of 40 hours in such 
workweek. The "basic rate of pay", as used in ~s\)lause, shall be the amount paid per hour, 
exclusive of the Lessee's contribution or cost1f.or fringe benefits and any cash payment made in 
lieu of providing fringe benefits, or the . basi~ qourly rate contained in the wage determination, 
whichever is greater. "\ I 

., 1," 
~t. ~ 

19.2.2 In tll~, eyep.i of any violation of the provisions of paragraph 19.2.1, 
the Lessee shall be liable to \WY"affe,cted employee for any amounts due and to the United States 
for liquidated damages. (Such 'liquidated damages shall be computed with respect to each 
individual laborer or mecHru;lic''employed in violation of the provisions of paragraph 19.2.1 in the 

" \, '.. . sum of $10.00 for each 'C,aJendar day on which such employee was required or perrnitted to be 
',' employed on suc*. w<;l~k' in excess of the standard workweek of 40 hours without payment of the 

overtime wages(reaui:j:!d by paragraph 19.2.1. 
.1\ 'h 
I' :.' 

2,P,:"\I, SUBMISSION OF NOTICES. 
., 1'1' ') 

" -. I 

":('" "I t' 20.1. Notices. Notices shall be sufficient under this Lease if made in writing and 
sdhm.ittetl; via certified mail or via a recognized overnight carrier, in the case of the Lessee to: 

l' 0" 

4828-0986-3437.5 

Executive Director 
Local Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
New San Juan Office Building 
159 Chardon Avenue, 2nd Floor 
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San Juan, PR 00918 
(787) 294-0101 

With a copy to: 

George Schlossberg, Esq. 
Kutak Rock LLP 
1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW 
Suite 1000 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
(202) 828-2418 

and, in the case of the Government, to: 

Director .' 
Navy BRAC PMO SE 

itl ). 
'I, \ .I' 

'(, ,t'l I' 4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 
(843) 743-2122 ·1 , 

" 

," II' , " " " ',. I, 
II' 

,.'.'n .... h . . t. ,~ 

With a copy to: III '). 
'\ 'I' 

"irlh • 
NA VF AC Base Reali~ent an4.Closure Program Management Office Northeast 
Department of the Navy" 111 ). 
4911 South Broad sti~~t II,., 
Philadelphia, P~ r~l~ :?~I I' " 
Attn: GregofY,. !;')j f.'r~~ton 
(215) 897::t'?~ I" •. 

" ', .. 
. .' ,,'III;;' 

WIth a copy to: '" . 
I I '," ".\ I'" . 

~~al Ea~ilities Engineering Command 
.... I ~22! IPatterson Ave, SE 'II ~! l {'Il" ~Illte 1000 

'" 'ti. ' Washington Navy Yard '. t, . 

J 
Washmgton, DC 20374-5065 

,- ', ~" t "'I .• ,,' Attn: Ray M. Bourgeois Esq. 
"" (202) 685-1483 

Such notices shall be effective upon receipt if delivered personally or by messenger or 
fourteen (14) business days after deposit in the mails if mailed. The above-named individuals or 
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offices so designated shall be the representatives of the parties and the points of contact during 
the period of this Lease. 

20.2 Additional Notice Parties. From time to time during the lease term, 
Lessee may designate one or more additional parties (each, an "Additional Notice Party" and 
collectively the "Additional Notice Parties") to receive a copy of every notice sent tql't\issee 
hereunder. Such designation shall be made in writing in accordance with Paragraph ~.(M.'a9qve, 
and shall include the name of the Additional Notice Party, a complete mailing addresS" (inclutling 
street address), telephone number and contact person. Following Government's tepeij!t'of such 
designation, Government shall cause a copy of any notice given to Les~e.e\ l~· be given 
simultaneously to all Additional Notice parties. Lessee may remove an A<,idip,ohal Notice Party 
or change an address or contact person by giving notice of the srme;'l' ': \l!:"cordance with 
Paragraph 20.1 above. .••. I I 

", , It .. ' 
'l' . 

21. STORAGE. Any Government property ,r,ftich ''must, in the Lessee' s 
determination, be removed to permit exercise of the privilegtl g;:atJ.ted by this Lease shall be 
stored, relocated, or removed from the site and returned to-,Ii sp~tjifi~d location designated by the 
Government within the confmes of the Lease Premise$""ItPon,termination of this Lease, at the 
sole cost and expense of the Government. ·r '" 

"'tl~'II;h, 

22. AUDIT. This Lease shall .be'· 'sp,l:Jject to audit by any and all cognizant 
Government agencies . The Lessee shall nt,ake avalrable to such agencies for use in connection 
with such audits all records which it mai,nta1~~ '~th respect to this Lease and copies of all reports 
required to be filed hereunder. "". ), 

.-- ' III ),' 

RESERVED. I'''' , 23. 

-", " 
AGREEME1<Ii ; T.hls Lease shall not be modified unless in writing and signed by 

,", .". 24. 
both parties. '. ,:IIIIIh. 

... ......... ........ " 
25. FAILI!JKb.tO INSIST ON COMPLIANCE. The failure of the parties to insist, in 

anyone or motJI~p'st~ces, upon performance of any of the terms, covenants, or conditions of 
this Lease sh~h !l;ot'be construed as a waiver or relinquishment of such party' s right to the future 
perform'!P.t!e of,pliy such terms, covenants, or conditions, and such party's obligations in respect 
of such'i(utUrelperformance shall continue in full force and effect. 

, '. 'j" .1" '. 
(,. ;'2l DISPUTES. 

"'1" 

26. 1 If a dispute arises under this Lease, the following procedures shall apply: 
(1 ) Either party may invoke this dispute resolution procedure, (2) The parties shall make 
reasonable efforts to informally resolve disputes at the lowest level prior to the issuance of a 
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fonnal written statement of dispute under the procedures set forth below, and (3) Both parties 
shall abide by the tenns and conditions of any fmal resolution of the dispute. 

26.2 Within thirty (30) days after any action which leads to or generates a 
dispute or after efforts to infonnally resolve a dispute have failed, either party may submit a 
written statement of dispute to the other party setting forth the nature of the dispute, tb.e')york 
affected by the dispute, the disputing party' s technical and legal position regarding tpe d\~p'ute, 
and the relief requested. The BRAC Real Estate Contracting Officer, BRA~ . Ptpg~am 
Management Office, Northeast, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, and 'p/,e li:Kecutive 
Director, LRA, shall serve as Dispute Resolution Managers for their respe~ti.y~ "party. The 
written statement of dispute shall be mailed by the Dispute Resolution MaIlf,tit r fl~~'\he disputing 
party to the Dispute Resolution Manager for the other party. ""'"I,'li,;: " 

•.•. 'I, I 
26.3 The Dispute Resolution Managers shall ha:ve,. t",}~rify-one (21) working 

days to resolve the dispute from the date of receipt of the vq:l'ftl:n s~atement of dispute. The 
resolution of the dispute shall be memorialized in writing. ,11\ 'II; .' 

At t·
l
" " I~, I' 

26.4 The parties shall diligently p¢i'fqrni. under this Lease pending the 
completion of these dispute resolution procedures. ". '", '. ",tI" .. :1 1 

26.5 If the Dispute Resolution"¥ anagers are unable to resolve the dispute 
within twenty-one (21) working days of rJif~ipt ofllhe written statement of dispute, the parties 
may pursue whatever remedies they max; ha~g a~ ,law or equity. 

II, I 
26.6 The timefram'b~1 se\I!(~rth above for reporting and resolution of disputes 

~ay b: extended by mutual agre~I(l;~Rt",!ef the parties and such agreement shall be memorialized 

m wrltmg. ." -'I \, .1, ,,' I I, :,. 
27. COVENA~;r Ao6AINST CONTINGENT FEES. The Lessee warrants that no 

person or agency hai'iG¥e'o' employed or retained to solicit or secure this Lease upon an 
agreement or ~dej\~):andlng for a commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee, 
excepting bomuli.qF e~ployees or bona fide established commercial agencies maintained by the 
Lessee for tri~· purpose of securing business. For breach or violation of this warranty, the 
Govel1lIl],ell.b .~h~lhave the right to annul this Lease without liability or in its discretion to require 
the Les'S~e' (9)ay, in addition to the rental or consideration, the full amount of such commission, 
pery~6.tag'e, tirokerage, or contingent fee. 

, • -. 1'1 ' I., 
, Ifll 

-,.-'28. OFFICIALS NOT TO BENEFIT. No member of or delegate to Congress, or 
Resident Commissioner, shall be admitted to any share or part of this Lease or to any benefit to 
arise therefrom, but this provision shall not be construed to extend to this Lease if made with a 
corporation for its general benefit. 
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29. MORTGAGE OF LEASEHOLD INTERESTS. 

29.1 Except as herein provided, the Lessee or sublessee shall not: (a) engage in 
any financing or other transaction creating any mortgage upon the Lease Premises; (b) place or 
suffer to be placed upon the Lease Premises any lien or other encumbrance; or (c) suffer any levy 
or attachment to be made on the Lessee's interest in the Lease Premises; any such m.9.ftgage, 
encumbrance or lien shall be deemed a violation of this covenant on the date of its e eQdlr~n or 
filing of record, regardless of whether or when it is foreclosed or otherwise enforced. l' ,-

I -h ... 
," 

29.2 During the term of this Lease, the Lessee or sublessee ' iJ;lay.l~llcumber its 
(or their) leasehold interest(s) as well as its (or their) interest(s) in the . .qnprc.iv~rhents on the 
Lease Premises by one or more loans secured by a mortgage. The proros~a'£o'1aer of any such 
mortgage must be approved by the Government prior to the execu,tion.,of ' ~u'~h loan and, upon 
such approval, which shall not be unreasonably withheld, shall be)~eteiTed to herein as the 
"Mortgagee". Notwithstanding any foreclosure, the Les~l!e ' I.shall' remain liable for the 
performance of all the provisions of this Lease which, by tha, t~'~ lhereof are to be carried out 
and performed by the Lessee, and any approved subleas~dQp'll ~Ilfuain subject to the provisions 
of this Lease in accordance with Paragraph 5. 1'\, '!,. 

I 
,1; \ 

29.3 The Lessee shall notifY,( ~e.; 1<iovernment promptly of any lien or 
encumbrance which has been created or attach~(fo,to the improvements or the Lessee's or 
sublessee's interest in the improvements, whe~er b~'act of the Lessee or sublessee or otherwise, 
of which the Lessee or the sublessee itself h~ nptice. If a Mortgagee or purchaser at foreclosure 
of the mortgage shall acquire the Lessee'!;,?r ,~ublessee's interest in the improvements by virtue of 
the default by the Lessee or sublesseb'P,Ildf!r'the mortgage or otherwise, this Lease shall continue 
in full force and effect so long a,s 'l\}e' ,Mortgagee or purchaser at foreclosure is not in default 
hereunder. The Mortgagee \U" llp,rb4aser at foreclosure may not appoint an agent or nominee to 
operate this Lease on its q(!Hl4f ~jt:liout obtaining the prior written approval of the Government's 
Authorized Contracting, bftic~t'. For the period of time during which the Mortgagee or any . ,h''!'lI purchaser at foreclo!,ure ' q ' mortgage holds the Lessee's or sublessee's interest, the Mortgagee 
or such purchaser,.$ha,/,)JbFcbme liable and fully bound by the provisions of this Lease. 

'(I '(" j. 

,."29.4'!,· In no event shall the right granted herein to the Lessee or sublessee to 
' 111- '. mortgag!i,'Bn. o.tp.erwise encumber Lessee's or sublessee's leasehold interest, created by and 

pursuarft. tbithjs Lease, be deemed or interpreted as a subordination of the Government's interest 
I . • , 

in .!l1e1Il;:e:lpe Premises to the lien of such mortgage or encumbrance, it being expressly agreed 
th~t ,und\!t' no circumstances shall the Lessee or sublessee have the right to mortgage or encumber 
the int~rest of the Government in the Lease Premises or subordinate such interests to the lien of 
any mortgage or encumbrance that Lessee or sublessee may place upon its leasehold estate 
created by and pursuant to this Lease. 
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29.5 The Government consents to Lessee's or its sublessee's grant, if any, to the 
Mortgagee of a security interest in any fixtures, equipment, inventory and/or other personal 
property owned by the Lessee or its sublessees and located on the Lease Premises. The 
Government hereby waives any interest that the Government may have in such personal 
property, by virtue of this Lease. 

J" . 
,'11 )" 

29.6 Any mortgages, liens, encumbrances or other interests created . ursllllp,t to 
Paragraph 29 shall not be subject to the provisions of Paragraph 30. ~ j' ,. 

,I ..... 
\'1 

29.7 Estoppels Certificates. Provided the facts support .g4Qh\~ 'statement, 
Government and Lessee shall within 10 days of written request by the o\4/lrj, c~ify by written 
. h fi II . II "'" mstrument as to teo owmg: (" "I 1'1' 

," t 
(i) That the Lease is unmodified and in fUll ibrd!: and effect; 
(ii) That no default has occurred un~er' )the 'tl.ease which has not been 

waived, and no event has occurred which, but for the passage('i1f~a. and/or the giving of notice, 
would constitute a default under the Lease; ,.:\('1" •. I' 

(iii) that to their best knowledge" there are no existing claimed set-offs 
or defenses against the enforcement of any of the agf'.l?ements, terms, covenants or conditions of 
the Lease and any modifications of the Lease ~1f ·t11e· part of the other party to be performed or 
complied with; and IIII "). 

(iv) The date of exp1\-atiori 'ofthe term. 

"' ~ 
30, LIENS, Subject to PlIf~kf!pl). 29 above, the Lessee shall promptly discharge or 

cause to be discharged valid liens, t tgl).ts f;n 'rem, claims, or demands of any kind, except one in 
favor of the Government, which av~i.)iine may arise or exist as a result of any action of Lessee 
or any sublessee with resll}e'¢t l td'.tlie Lease Premises or materials or equipment furnished 
therefore, or any part there4!:i1iF~l i~ the same shall not be promptly discharged by the Lessee, or 
should the Lessee or su.f,lessi!e be declared bankrupt or make an assignment on behalf of 

;1l~1I II' 
creditors, or should this'{,ea!;ehold estate be taken by execution, the Government reserves the , , 
right to take i~\!diA'te.JPossession without any liability to the Lessee or any sublessee, The 
Lessee and anY(~p'bl~ssee shall be responsible for all costs incurred by the Government in 
securing cleai,:tlb\e lb· its property. 

.···l I .11 ~ ' . •••• 
SJ ~ III " TAXES. To the extent that Lessee subleases the Lease Premises, such sublessee 

t ' " sh:'Af p,ay '}o the proper authority, when and as the same become due and payable, all taxes, 
~slfliS.rp.~tits, and similar charges which, at any time during the term of this Lease, may be 
impos~d upon the Lessee with respect to the Lease Premises. Section 2667(e) oftitle 10, United 
States Code, contains the consent of Congress to the taxation of the Lessee's interest in the Lease 
Premises, whether or not the Lease Premises are in an area of exclusive Federal jurisdiction, 
Should Congress consent to taxation of the Government's interest in the Lease Premises, this 
Lease will be renegotiated. 
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32. SUBJECTION TO EXISTING AND FUTURE EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS OF 
WAY. This Lease is subject to all outstanding easements and rights of way for location of any 
type of facility over, across, in, and upon the Lease Premises, or any portion thereof, and to the 
right of the Government to grant such additional easements and rights of way over, across, in and 
upon the Lease Premises as it shall determine to be in the public interest; provided that any such 
additional easement or right of way shall be conditioned on the assumption by the. grj\I1tee 
thereof of liability to the Lessee for such damages as the Lessee shall sustain f91" pJ llpC;rty 
destroyed or property rendered unusable on account of the grantee's exercise o~, itsll d~ts 
thereunder. There is hereby reserved to the holders of such easements and rightslQf .JJfij as are 
presently outstanding or which may hereafter be granted, to any workers offiqia,tly' engaged in 
the construction, installation, maintenance, operation, repair, or replacemel1! ~f f~c'iJities located 
thereon, and to any Federal, state, or local official engaged in the officia}~p.~tllin thereof, such 
reasonable rights of ingress and egress over the Lease Premises ~,shall ge necessary for the 
performance of their duties with regard to such facilities . '\." ,,,' 

}I\' '. 

.4,. ~" 
33. INGRESS-EGRESS. The Lessee and any sub'lr.ssl?e~ ' shall be granted reasonable 

access to the Lease Premises. Such access will be coor~liJ4fe~1 Jl.th the local representative of 
the Government. As a condition, the Lessee and . (~ sublessee agrees to adhere to all 
Government rules and regulations regarding security, ingte'ss, egress, safety and sanitation as 
may be prescribed from time to time by the LocaH!l:ovemment Representative. (. " ", . 

34. ADMINISTRATION. Excep~ as ohierwise provided for under this Lease, the 
Director, Navy BRAC PMO SE, shallqave ~l:linplete charge of the administration of this Lease 
and shall exercise full supervision . aiid .~~p.eral direction thereof insofar as the interests of 
Government are affected. ,1,.. j, I' 

" \'1/ , \1 1, •• ~ 
. 35 . SURRENDE~; ' -:;;,h~';l18 the Lease be terminated prior to conveyance of the Lease 

Prerruses, the Lessee shal)<ql.!letiy, ·and peacefully remove Itself and Its property from the Lease 
Premises and surrender tlie, !?o~~ession thereof to the Government; provided, that in the event the 
Government shall ter.iiri~~t;' this Lease upon less than ninety (90) days notice, the Lessee shall be 
allowed a reasona,Qle\~erip'd of time, as determined by the Government, but in no event to exceed 
ninety (90) d~r.~ ·fr?,:n ~e~eipt of notice of termination, in ~hich to remove all .of its property from 
and termma~ Its operatIOns on the Lease Premises. Durmg such penod pnor to surrender, all 
obligatiC?J(,~" Msvp'ied by the Lessee under this Lease shall remain in full force and effect. The 
Govenriu~~ illay, in its discretion, declare that any property which has not been removed from , I,' 
tht;.:II~ase. : Premises upon termination as provided above, is abandoned property, upon an 
ac!4iti.Qplll 'thirty (30) days notice. 

-,.-
36. APPLICABILITY OF LAW. Lessee shall comply with all applicable Federal, 

State and local laws,. rules and regulations which may arise by reason of this Lease. 

[Signature Page Follows) 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Lease as of 
January --, 2012. 

WITNESS: 

(print Name) 

(Print Name) 

ATIEST: 

(print Name) 

WITNESS: 

,-" I' 

.-'I, . 'I"" ,4_ I 

(print Name) 

4828-0986-3437.5 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

By: 

Gregory C. Preston 0' ' 
Real Estate Contracting Office.lj'·'· 
Navy BRAC PMO , •.•• ,' ',., ...... 

". '. 

I ", 
.'" II , 

" , I -'h" , ' . ", ,. 

.~ " 

I. 
" .. 

" 

"'~'HI'; 
THE LOC'Jtlt'REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
FOR.l,:!~;Ai.lSTATION ROOSEVELT ROADS 

I,. 
"1 . 

'I I A'." 
'11 ,1 ' , BII, ' , '-.. ~. ,t ~ , . 

," IIII I" 
. -I' ~~, ',-

J~ 'I 
'. I , 

,I • ~tlil" 
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Exhibit "A" 

LEASE PREMISES 
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Exhibit" A-I" 

DESCRIPTION OF WASTEWATER UTILITY SYSTEM 

" 

" 

", I' 
*"~t, 'It. , I ' 

'i, , 'I '.,.-"~I 
'I' •• ', •. , lll,~ "'1 '. , ,.j , 'I' 
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Exhibit "B" 

FINDINGS OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT (FONSIs) 
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Exhibit "C" 

JOINT INSPECTION REPORT 

c, 
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Exhibit "D" 

FINDING OF SUITABILITY TO LEASE (FOSL) 
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EXHIBITK-l 

BILL OF SALE FOR PERSONAL PROPERTY 
AT NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS 

[Form to be revised to comply with Puerto Rico recording requirements} 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-15-11 

1 THIS BILL OF SALE is made this day of , 2012, 
2 ("Effective Date") by and between the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, acting by and 
3 through the Department of the Navy ("Navy"), for the benefit of the LOCAL 
4 REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY FOR NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS, a 
5 Puerto Rico corporation recognized as the Local Redevelopment Authority by 
6 the Office of Economic Adjustment ("LRA"), with regard to the disposition and conveyance of 
7 portions of Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico. The Navy and the LRA are each 
8 sometimes referred to herein individually as a "Party" and collectively as the "Parties." 
9 

10 RECITALS 
11 
12 1. Pursuant to Section 8132 of the Department of Defense Appropriations Act for Fiscal 
13 Year 2004 (Public Law No. 108-87; the "Appropriations Act"), the Navy was directed to close 
14 Naval Station Roosevelt Roads ("NSRR") no later than six (6) months after the enactment of the 
15 Appropriations Act, and to do so pursuant to the procedures and authorities contained in the 
16 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended (title XXIX of Public Law No. 
17 101-510, 10 U.S.C. § 2687 note; the "Base Closure Act"). 
18 
19 2. Pursuant to the power and authority provided by § 2905(b)( 4) of the Base Closure Act 
20 and the implementing regulations of the Department of Defense (32 C.F.R. Part 174), the Navy 
21 is authorized to convey surplus property at a closing installation to the LRA for economic 
22 development purposes. 
23 
24 3. The Parties entered into the Economic Development Conveyance Memorandum of 
25 Agreement between the United States of America acting by and through the Navy and the Local 
26 Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads dated , 2011 
27 (the "Agreement") to convey certain portions of the real and personal property at NSRR to the 
28 LRA. 
29 
30 4. Pursuant to Section 3.1.3 of the Agreement, the Navy agreed to transfer to the LRA by 
31 bill of sale all of the Navy Personal Property, as defined in the Agreement, consisting of the 
32 Navy's right, title, and interest in all personal property on the Property, as defined in the 
33 Agreement, at each closing. 
34 
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1 MUTUAL UNDERSTANDINGS 
2 
3 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals and other consideration 
4 set forth herein, it is mutually agreed as follows: 
5 
6 1. Transfer. For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is 
7 hereby acknowledged, the Navy hereby grants, releases, quitclaims, and transfers to the LRA 
8 title and ownership of all of the Navy owned tangible personal property located on the Property 
9 ("Personal Property"). [Note: if a list of Personal Property exists, we can attach it as an 

10 exhibit. If not, this language will s!iffice.] 
11 
12 2. No Warranty. The Personal Property transferred under this Bill of Sale is conveyed 
13 without warranty of any kind and is delivered to the LRA "as is," "where is." The Navy makes 
14 no warranty as to the Personal Property's usability generally or as to its fitness for any particular 
15 purpose. This Bill of Sale shall be effective as ofthe Effective Date. 
16 
17 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties, intending to be legally bound hereby, have 
18 caused their duly appointed representatives to execute this Bill of Sale as of the Effective Date 
19 set forth above. 
20 
21 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
22 acting by and through the Department of the Navy 
23 
24 
25 
26 BY: 
27 --yN'am--e-:-------------------
28 Title: 
29 
30 
31 [INSERT APPROPRIATE NOTARY BLOCK] 
32 
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ACCEPTANCE 

LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
FOR THE NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT 
ROADS 

9 BY: 
10 --~N~run--e:------------------

11 Title: 
12 
13 
14 [lNSERT APPROPRlATE NOTARY BLOCK] 
15 
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Exhibit K-2 

Bill o(Sale 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-15-11 

Electric Utility Distribution System and Components Located on Property 
at tlte Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. Ceiba. PR 

(INSERT DATE) 

THIS BILL OF SALE is made as of this __ day of , 2012 by the United States of 
America, acting by and through the Department of the Navy, Base Realignment and Closure 
Program Management Office Southeast (the "GOVERNMENT") with an address of 4130 Faber 
Place, Suite 202, Charleston, SC 29405-8503, represented in this act by its Real Estate 
Contracting Officer, Gregory C. Preston. 

The Government, in accordance with its authority under Section 8132 of the Department of 
Defense Appropriations Act for the Fiscal Year 2004 (P.L. 108-87), Section 2905(b)(5) of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended (title XXXIX of Public Law 
No. 101-510, 10 U.S.C. 2687) does hereby sell, assign, transfer, and set over unto the Local 
Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, its successors and assigns, forever 
("GRANTEE") any and all right, title, and interest in and to the Electric Utility Facilities and 
Electric Utility Structures (as such terms are defined in Exhibit 1 hereto) located and situated on 
real property in Government ownership which is more particularly described by Exhibit 2 hereto, 
less and except those Electric Utility Facilities and Electric Utility Structures located within the 
boundaries of parcels previously conveyed out of Government ownership and more particularly 
described by Exhibits 3 through 7, ("Conveyed Utilities") set forth in the following Exhibits: 

• Exhibit 1 

• Exhibit 2 

• Exhibit 3 

• Exhibit 4 

• Exhibit 5 

• Exhibit 6 

• Exhibit 7 

• Exhibit 8 

Definitions 

Legal Description - NSRR Joined Parcel 

Legal Description - Los Machos Beach 3 Parcel 

Legal Description - Conservation Zone Parcels 

Legal Description - Airfield Parcels 

Legal Description - Hospital Parcel 

Legal Description - Army-Moscrip Parcel 

Description of Utility Facilities, Equipment and 
Electric Components to be Conveyed 

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the same to GRANTEE, its successors and assigns, forever. 

4821-06694670.1 1 



The Condition of the Conveyed Utilities 

The Conveyed Utilities are currently operating and are being conveyed to tbe GRANTEE 
in an operable condition. 

Except as otberwise set fortb in this Bill of Sale, tbe Conveyed Utilities are being 
conveyed "AS IS" and "WHERE IS," without representation, warranty, or guaranty as to quality, 
character, condition, size, kind, or fitness for a particular purpose. GOVERNMENT assumes no 
responsibility, nor shall be responsible for any liability, action or claim tbat may result from tbe 
condition, use or ownership of tbe Conveyed Utilities. 

[Signature Page Follows 1 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the United States of America, intending to be legally bound, 
has executed this Bill of Sale the date and year above first written. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA, acting by and through the Department of the Navy, Base 
Realignment and Closure Program Management Office 

ATTEST: 

By: _ ________ _ By: ____________ _ 

Gregory C. Preston 
Name: __________ _ Real Estate Contracting Officer 

Title: _ _________ _ 

State of ______ ___ _ 
ss 

County of ________ _ 

AND NOW, this day of , 2012, before me, the undersigned officer, 
personally appeared GREGORY C. PRESTON, known to me to be the Real Estate Contracting 
Officer, Navy Base Realignment and Closure Program Management Office, and he 
acknowledged (i) that he, being authorized to do so, executed the foregoing instrument (being a 
bill of sale) for the purposes therein contained, and (ii) that the same was the free act and deed of 
the United States of America. 

In witness whereof, I hereunto set my hand and official seal: 

Notary Public 

4821 -0669-4670.1 3 



EXHIBIT 1 

For purposes of this Bill of Sale, the following terms shall have the meanings noted below: 

Electric Utility System (or when singular, Electric Utility): Electricity system. 

Electric Utility Facilities (or, when singular, Electric Utility Facility): All surface, subsurface or 
elevated pipes, poles, lines, service connections, conduits, tanks, feeders, wires, fixtures, ducts, 
manholes, handholes, cables and similar equipment, facilities, and devices now or hereafter used 
for supplying, distributing or storing any Electric Utility, up to the five (5) foot building line. 

Electric Utility Structures (or when singular, Electric Utility Structure): Any building, structure, 
pumphouse, pumping station, metering station, reducing station, lift station, containment vessel, 
reservoir, vault, or similar improvement, used or intended to be used for containment, 
conduction, distribution, assembly, location or relocation of any Electric Utility Facility. 

4821·0669-4670.1 4 



EXHIBIT 2 

Legal Description - NSRR Joined Parcel 

4821 -0669-4670.1 5 



EXHIBIT 3 

Legal Description - Los Machos Beach 3 Parcel 

4821-0669-4670.1 6 



EXHIBIT 4 

Legal Description - Conservation Zone Parcels 

4821-0669-4670.1 7 



EXHIBIT 5 

Legal Description - Airfield Parcel 

4821-0669-4670.1 8 



EXHIBIT 6 

Legal Description - Hospital Parcel 

4821-0669-4670.1 9 



EXHIBIT 7 

Legal Description - Arrny-Moscrip Parcel 

4821-0669-4670.1 10 
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EXHIBIT 8 

Description of Electric Utility Facilities, Equipment and 
Components to be Conveyed 

Sub-Stations 

Transformers 

Manholes 

Capehart 

11 



Exhibit K-3 

Bill of Sale 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-15-11 

Water Utility Distribution System and Components Located on Property 
at tlte Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. Ceiba. PR 

(INSERT DATE) 

THIS BILL OF SALE is made as of this __ day of , 2012 by the United States of 
America, acting by and through the Department of the Navy, Base Realignment and Closure 
Program Management Office Southeast (the "GOVERNMENT") with an address of 4130 Faber 
Place, Suite 202, Charleston, SC 29405-8503, represented in this act by its Real Estate 
Contracting Officer, Gregory C. Preston. 

The Government, in accordance with its authority under Section 8132 of the Department of 
Defense Appropriations Act for the Fiscal Year 2004 (P.L. 108-87), Section 2905(b)(5) of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended (title XXXIX of Public Law 
No. 101-510, 10 U.S.C. 2687) does hereby sell, assign, transfer, and set over unto the Local 
Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, its successors and assigns, forever 
("GRANTEE") any and all right, title, and interest in and to the Water Utility Facilities and 
Water Utility Structures (as such terms are defined in Exhibit 1 hereto) located and situated on 
real property in Government ownership which is more particularly described by Exhibit 2 hereto, 
less and except those Water Utility Facilities and Water Utility Structures located within the 
boundaries of parcels previously conveyed out of Government ownership and more particularly 
described by Exhibits 3 through 7, ("Conveyed Utilities") set forth in the following Exhibits: 

• Exhibit 1 

• Exhibit 2 

• Exhibit 3 

• Exhibit 4 

• Exhibit 5 

• Exhibit 6 

• Exhibit 7 

• Exhibit 8 

4823-2512-6158.1 

Definitions 

Legal Description - NSRR Joined Parcel 

Legal Description - Los Machos Beach 3 Parcel 

Legal Description - Conservation Zone Parcels 

Legal Description - Airfield Parcels 

Legal Description - Hospital Parcel 

Legal Description - Arrny-Moscrip Parcel 

Description of Water Utility Facilities, Equipment and 
Components to be Conveyed 

1 



TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the same to GRANTEE, its successors and assigns, forever . 

The Condition of the Conveyed Utilities 

The Conveyed Utilities are currently operating and are being conveyed to the GRANTEE 
in an operable condition. 

Except as otherwise set forth in this Bill of Sale, the Conveyed Utilities are being 
conveyed "AS IS" and "WHERE IS," without representation, warranty, or guaranty as to quality, 
character, condition, size, kind, or fitness for a particular purpose. GOVERNMENT assumes no 
responsibility, nor shall be responsible for any liability, action or claim that may result from the 
condition, use or ownership of the Conveyed Utilities. 

[Signature Page Follows 1 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the United States of America, intending to be legally bound, 
has executed this Bill of Sale the date and year above first written. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, acting by and through the Department of the Navy, Base 
Realignment and Closure Program Management Office 

ATTEST: 

By: _ _ _____ __ _ By:_--=-_----,:::-=-______ _ 
Gregory C. Preston 

Name: __________ _ Real Estate Contracting Officer 

Title: _____ _____ _ 

Sffiteof _ ________ _ 
ss 

Countyof _________ _ 

AND NOW, this __ day of , 2012, before me, the undersigned officer, 
personally appeared GREGORY C. PRESTON, known to me to be the Real Estate Contracting 
Officer, Navy Base Realignment and Closure Program Management Office, and he 
acknowledged (i) that he, being authorized to do so, executed the foregoing instrument (being a 
bill of sale) for the purposes therein contained, and (ii) that the same was the free act and deed of 
the United States of America. 

In witness whereof, I hereunto set my hand and official seal: 

Notary Public 

4823-25 12-6158.1 3 



EXHIBIT 1 

For purposes of this Bill of Sale, the following terms shall have the meanings noted below: 

Water Utility System (or when singular, Water Utility): Potable water and non-potable water 
system. 

Water Utility Facilities (or, when singular, Water Utility Facility): All surface, subsurface or 
elevated pipes, poles, lines, service connections, conduits, tanks, feeders, wires, fixtures, ducts, 
manholes, handholes, cables and similar equipment, facilities, and devices now or hereafter used 
for supplying, distributing or storing any Water Utility, up to the five (5) foot building line. 

Water Utility Structures (or when singular, Water Utility Structure): Any building, structure, 
pumphouse, pumping station, metering station, reducing station, lift station, containment vessel, 
reservoir, vault, or similar improvement, used or intended to be used for containment, 
conduction, distribution, assembly, location or relocation of any Water Utility Facility. 
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EXHIBIT 2 

Legal Description - NSRR Joined Parcel 

4823-2512-<;158.1 5 



EXHIBIT 3 

Legal Description - Los Machos Beach 3 Parcel 
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EXHIBIT 4 

Legal Description - Conservation Zone Parcels 
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EXHIBIT 5 

Legal Description - Airfield Parcel 
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EXHIBIT 6 

Legal Description - Hospital Parcel 
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EXHIBIT 7 

Legal Description - Army-Moscrip Parcel 
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EXHIBIT 8 

Description of Water Utility Facilities, Equipment and 
Components to be Conveyed 

Lift Stations 

Pump Stations 

Manboles 

Capehart 
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Exhibit K-4 

Bill o(Sale 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-15-11 

Waste Water Utility Distribution Svstem and Components Located on Property 
at tfle Former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads. Ceiba. PR 

ffNSERT DATEI 

THIS BILL OF SALE is made as of this __ day of , 2012 by the United States of 
America, acting by and through the Department of the Navy, Base Realignment and Closure 
Program Management Office Southeast (the "GOVERNMENT") with an address of 4130 Faber 
Place, Suite 202, Charleston, SC 29405-8503, represented in this act by its Real Estate 
Contracting Officer, Gregory C. Preston. 

The Government, in accordance with its authority under Section 8132 of the Department of 
Defense Appropriations Act for the Fiscal Year 2004 (p.L. 108-87), Section 2905(b)(5) of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended (title XXXIX of Public Law 
No. 101-510, 10 U.S.C. 2687) does hereby sell, assign, transfer, and set over unto the Local 
Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, its successors and assigns, forever 
("GRANTEE") any and all right, title, and interest in and to the Waste Water Utility Facilities 
and Waste Water Utility Structures (as such terms are defined in Exhibit I hereto) located and 
situated on real property in Government ownership which is more particularly described by 
Exhibit 2 hereto, less and except those Waste Water Utility Facilities and Waste Water Utility 
Structures located within the boundaries of parcels previously conveyed out of Government 
ownership and more particularly described by Exhibits 3 through 7, ("Conveyed Utilities") set 
forth in the following Exhibits: 

• Exhibit 1 Definitions 

• Exhibit 2 Legal Description - NSRR Joined Parcel 

• Exhibit 3 Legal Description - Los Machos Beach 3 Parcel 

• Exhibit 4 Legal Description - Conservation Zone Parcels 

• Exhibit 5 Legal Description - Airfield Parcels 

• Exhibit 6 Legal Description - Hospital Parcel 

• Exhibit 7 Legal Description - Army-Moscrip Parcel 

• Exhibit 8 Description of Waste Water Utility Facilities, Equipment 
and Components to be Conveyed 

4812-6855-4766.1 1 



TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the same to GRANTEE, its successors and assigns, forever. 

The Condition of the Conveyed Utilities 

The Conveyed Utilities are not currently operating and are being conveyed to GRANTEE 
in a non-operating condition. 

Except as otherwise set forth in this Bill of Sale, the Conveyed Utilities are being 
conveyed "AS IS" and "WHERE IS," without representation, warranty, or guaranty as to quality, 
character, condition, size, kind, or fitness for a particular purpose. GOVERNMENT assumes no 
responsibility, nor shall be responsible for any liability, action or claim that may result from the 
condition, use or ownership of the Conveyed Utilities. 

[Signature Page Follows] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the United States of America, intending to be legally bound, 
has executed this Bill of Sale the date and year above first written. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, acting by and through the Department of the Navy, Base 
Realignment and Closure Program Management Office 

ATTEST: 

By: _ ________ _ By: _ ___________ _ 

Gregory C. Preston 
Name: ____ ______ _ Real Estate Contracting Officer 

Title: _ _________ _ 

State of _________ _ 
ss 

County of ______ _ _ _ 

AND NOW, this day of , 2012, before me, the undersigned officer, 
personally appeared GREGORY C. PRESTON, known to me to be the Real Estate Contracting 
Officer, Navy Base Realignment and Closure Program Management Office, and he 
acknowledged (i) that he, being authorized to do so, executed the foregoing instrument (being a 
bill of sale) for the purposes therein contained, and (ii) that the same was the free act and deed of 
the United States of America. 

In witness whereof, I hereunto set my hand and official seal: 

Notary Public 
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EXHIBIT 1 

For purposes of this Bill of Sale, the following terms shall have the meanings noted below: 

Waste Water Utility System (or when singular, Waste Water Utility): Sanitary sewer system. 

Waste Water Utility Facilities (or, when singular, Waste Water Utility Facility): All surface, 
subsurface or elevated pipes, poles, lines, service connections, conduits, tanks, feeders, wires, 
fixtures, ducts, manholes, handholes, cables and similar equipment, facilities, and devices now or 
hereafter used for supplying, distributing or storing any Waste Water Utility, up to the five (5) 
foot building line. 

Waste Water Utility Structures (or when singular, Waste Water Utility Structure): Any building, 
structure, pumphouse, pumping station, metering station, reducing station, lift station, 
containment vessel, reservoir, vault, or similar improvement, used or intended to be used for 
containment, conduction, distribution, assembly, location or relocation of any Waste Water 
Utility Facility. 
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EXHIBIT 2 

Legal Description - NSRR Joined Parcel 
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EXHIBIT 3 

Legal Description - Los Machos Beach 3 Parcel 

48 12-6855-4766.1 6 



EXHIBIT 4 

Legal Description - Conservation Zone Parcels 
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EXHIBIT 5 

Legal Description - Airfield Parcel 
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EXHIBIT 6 

Legal Description - Hospital Parcel 
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EXHIBIT 7 

Legal Description - Arrny-Moscrip Parcel 
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EXHIBIT 8 

Description of Waste Water Utility Facilities, Equipment and 
Components to be Conveyed 

WTP 

BundyWWTP 

Forrestal WWTP 

Capehart 
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EXHIBITL-l 

NAVY REPRESENTATIONS 

[Insert Date 1 

Jaime Lopez Diaz 
Acting Executive Director 
Local Redevelopment Authority for the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
The New San Juan Office Building 
Chardon #159, 2nd Floor 
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918 

Dear Mr. Lopez: 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-15-11 

I have reviewed the Economic Development Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement 
Between the United States of America Acting by and through the Navy ("Navy") and the Local 
Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads ("LRA ") dated _____ _ 
2011 ("Agreement"). 

To the best of the Navy' s information, knowledge, and belief, I certify that all of the 
representations of the Navy set forth in the Agreement are true and correct as of the ___ _ 
day of , the date of Closing. 

4849-6798-5163 .1 

Sincerely, 

Gregory C. Preston 
Deputy Director / Base Closure Manager 
Base Realignment and Closure Program Management Office, Northeast 
Department of the Navy 



EXHIBIT L-2 

LRA REPRESENTATIONS 

[Insert Date 1 

Mr. Gregory C. Preston 
Deputy Director / Base Closure Manager 
Base Realignment and Closure Program Management Office, Northeast 
Department of the Navy 
4911 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19112 

Dear Mr. Preston: 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-15-11 

I have reviewed the Economic Development Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement 
Between the United States of America Acting by and through the Navy ("Navy") and the Local 
Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads ("LRA ") dated _____ _ 
2011 ("Agreement"). 

To the best of the LRA's information, knowledge, and belief, I certify that all of the 
representations of the LRA set forth in the Agreement are true and correct as of the ___ _ 
day of , the date of Closing. 

Sincerely, 

Jaime Lopez Diaz 
Acting Executive Director 
Local Redevelopment Authority for the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 

4812-7916-0331.1 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
BASE REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE SOUTHEAST 
4130 FABER PLACE DRIVE 

Ms. Johanna Vazquez 
Department of Natural Resources 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico 
P. O. Box 366147 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00936 

SUITE 202 
NORTH CHARLESTON, SC 29405 

Ser BPMOSE tbfl0016 
20 Dec 11 

Subj: NOTICE OF ABANDONMENT OF WATER PERMIT TO UNITED STATES NAVY 
DEPARTMENT FOR ROOSEVELT ROADS DATED JUNE 5, 1944 

Dear Ms. Vazquez: 

The United States of America, acting by and through the Department of the Navy ("Navy"), intends 
to convey the utility infrastructure at Naval Station Roosevelt Roads to the Local Redevelopment 
Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads ("LRA") in accordance with that certain Economic 
Development Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement dated December 20, 2011 ("Agreement"). 

The Navy hereby notifies you that it will abandon its Water Permit dated June 5, 1944 ("Permit"), 
and all rights and privileges associated with such Permit, at Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
effective on the date that title to such utility infrastructure is conveyed to the LRA in accordance 
with the Bill of Sale to the LRA attached and made a part of the Agreement. The anticipated date 
of the conveyance of the utility infrastructure is January 25, 2012. The LRA will provide you with 
a copy of the executed Bill of Sale to confilID the effective date of this abandonment. 

Please contact the undersigned at 215-897-4910 with any questions or should you require further 
evidence of the Navy's abandonment of the Permit. 

Sincerely, 

Copy to: 
Jaime L6pez-Diaz, Roosevelt Roads Local Redevelopment Authority 
George Schlossberg, Esq. 



EXIllBITN 

WATER PERMIT ABANDONMENT NOTICE 



EXHIBIT 0 

SHORT FORM NOTICE OF AGREEMENT 

[Form to be revised to comply with Puerto Rico recording requirements J 

Kutak Rock Draft 
12-15-11 

1 THIS SHORT FORM NOTICE OF AGREEMENT is entered into this day 
2 of , 2011 (the "Effective Date") between the UNITED STATES 
3 OF AMERICA, acting by and through the Department of the Navy (the "Navy"), and the 
4 LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY FOR NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT 
5 ROADS (the "LRA"), recognized as the Local Redevelopment Authority by the Office of 
6 Economic Adjustment with respect to the disposition and conveyance of portions of Naval 
7 Station Roosevelt Roads in , Puerto Rico. The Navy and the LRA are each 
8 sometimes referred to herein individually as a "Party" and collectively as the "Parties". 
9 

10 RECITALS 
11 
12 1. Pursuant to Section 8132 of the Department of Defense Appropriations Act for Fiscal 
13 Year 2004 (public Law No. 108-87; the "Appropriations Act"), the Navy was directed to close 
14 Naval Station Roosevelt Roads ("NSRR") no later than six (6) months after the enactment of the 
15 Appropriations Act, and to do so pursuant to the procedures and authorities contained in the 
16 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, as amended (title XXIX of Public Law No. 
17 101-510,10 U.S.C. § 2687 note; the "Base Closure Act"). 
18 
19 2. Pursuant to the power and authority provided by § 2905(b)(4) of the Base Closure Act 
20 and the implementing regulations of the Department of Defense (32 C.F.R. Part 174), the Navy 
21 is authorized to convey surplus property at a closing installation to the LRA for economic 
22 development purposes. 
23 
24 3. In accordance with the Base Closure Act and the terms set forth in the Economic 
25 Development Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement between the United States of America 
26 Acting by and through the Navy and the Local Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station 
27 Roosevelt Roads dated ,2011 ("Agreement"), the Navy agreed to convey and 
28 the LRA agreed to acquire portions of NSRR, as more particularly described in Exhibit A 
29 attached hereto and made a part hereof. 
30 
31 4. The Parties agree to this Short Form Notice, which is to be recorded in order that third 
32 parties may have notice of the existence of the Agreement and the rights of the LRA under the 
33 Agreement. 
34 
35 AGREEMENTS 
36 
37 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and the respective 
38 representations, warranties, agreements, covenants and conditions herein contained, the 

1 
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1 execution and delivery of the Agreement by the Parties, and for other good and valuable 
2 consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties hereby 
3 state and agree as follows: 
4 
5 1. The Parties have executed and delivered the Agreement. Copies of the 
6 Agreement are being held by both Parties at their respective addresses. 
7 
8 2. The conveyance of the Property from the Navy to the LRA will be on the terms 
9 and conditions set forth in the Agreement. 

10 
11 3. All of the terms, conditions, definitions, provIsIOns and covenants of the 
12 Agreement are incorporated in this Short Form Notice by reference as though written out at 
13 length herein and the Agreement and this Short Form Notice shall be deemed to constitute a 
14 single instrument or document. The rights and obligations of the Parties shall be construed 
15 solely by reference to the provisions of the Agreement and in the event of any conflict between 
16 the provisions of this Agreement and those of the Short Form Notice, the provisions of the 
17 Agreement shall control. 
18 
19 4. From the Effective Date of the Agreement through the Initial Closing and any 
20 subsequent Closings, and except for environmental restrictions or land use covenants consistent 
21 with the Agreement as may be designated in the CERCLA Record of Decision, an approved 
22 Corrective Action Plan, or the FOST, the Navy shall not permit, agree to sell, encumber, or grant 
23 any interest in the Property or any part thereof in any form or manner whatsoever, or otherwise 
24 perform or permit any act that will diminish or otherwise affect the LRA' s interest under the 
25 Agreement or to the Property, or which will prevent the Navy' s full performance of its 
26 obligations under the Agreement, without the written consent of the LRA. 
27 
28 5. This Short Form Notice shall inure to the sole benefit of and be binding upon the 
29 Parties and their respective successors and assigns. 
30 
31 6. This Short Form Notice may be executed in multiple counterparts and/or with the 
32 signatures of the Parties set forth on different signature sheets and all such counterparts, when 
33 taken together, shall be deemed one original. 
34 
35 [SIGNATURE PAGES FOLLOW) 

2 
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I IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties, intending to be legally bound hereby, have 
2 caused their duly appointed representatives to execute this Short Form Notice of Agreement as of 
3 the Effective Date set forth above. 
4 
5 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
6 acting by and through the Department of the Navy 
7 
8 
9 

10 BY: 
11 --'N'am--e-:--------------------

12 Title: 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
18 FOR THE NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT 
19 ROADS 
20 
21 
22 
23 BY: 
24 --'N' am--e-:--------------------

25 Title: 
26 
27 
28 

3 
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EXHIBITP 

TITLE AFFIDAVIT 



Affidavit of Title 

Execution Version 
1-25-12 

Gregory C. Preston, of full age, being duly sworn according to law deposes and says under oath: 

1. Officers. I am the Real Estate Contracting Officer for the NA VF AC Base Closure Program 
Management Office Southeast, hereinafter referred to as the "Government" and sometimes simply " it" or 
"its". I am a citizen of the United States and at least 18 years old. 

2. Representations. The statements contained in this Affidavit are true to the best of my 
knowledge, information and belief. 

3. Authority. The United States of America, acting through the Secretary of the Navy, is the owner 
of a portion of the property known as the Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico, called "this 
Property." This Property is to be transferred to the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico acting by and through 
the Local Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads ("LRA") pursuant to, and as 
described in, that celiain Economic Development Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement Between the 
United States of America acting by and through the Navy and the Local Redevelopment Authority for 
Naval Station Roosevelt Roads dated December 20, 2011 (the "Agreement"). 

(i) Government has not granted to any person other than the LRA a right of first refusal, 
option to purchase, or other right to purchase all or any part of the Property and; 

(ii) Government has full power and authority to execute and deliver the Agreement and to 
perform all obligations arising thereunder. 

This action, and the making of this Affidavit of Title, have been duly authorized by the Navy. A copy of 
this authorization is attached and made a part of this Affidavit. 

4. Leases and Contracts. To the best of Government's knowledge there are (i) no leases, letters of 
intent or other rental occupancy agreements (written or oral) which grant any possessory interest in and to 
all or any portion of the Property, except for those provided in Exhibit "A" attached hereto, and (ii) the 
Government has made no oral or written commitments or representations, or understandings or 
agreements with any other governmental authority (including Federal agencies). 

5. Improvements. All charges for municipal improvements such as sewers, sidewalks, curbs, or 
similar improvements benefiting this Property have been or will be paid in full as the time of closing. 

6. Claims. With the exception of a Notice and Claim for Equitable Lien filed in the United States 
District Court, Northern District of Illinois in the amount of $391 ,906.45, to the best of Government's 
knowledge, information and belief, Government has not received any notice of (and is not otherWise 
aware of) any violations of any legal requirements with respect to the PropertyTo the best of 
Government's knowledge, information and belief, there are no claims, causes of action or other litigation 
or proceedings pending or threatened with respect to the ownership or operation of the Property or any 
part thereof (including, without limitation, disputes with mortgages, governmental authorities, utilities, 
contractors or adjoining land owners). 

7. Exceptions. The following is a complete list of exceptions to any of the above statements. This 
includes all liens or mortgages which are not being paid as a result ofthis transaction. NONE 
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8. Complete Information. To the best of Government's knowledge, information and belief, the 
information included in the Agreement, and the Exhibits thereto and the documents to be delivered to the 
LRA pursuant to the Agreement or previously delivered to the LRA are true, correct and complete in all 
material respects, and the same do not omit any material information required to make the submission 
thereof fair and complete. 

9. Mechanic's Liens. With the exception of a Notice and Claim for Equitable Lien filed in the 
United States District Court, Northern District of Illinois in the amount of$391,906.45, to the best of 
Government's knowledge, information and belief, there is no person to whom a debt is due for labor or 
materials furnished in the erection, alteration, repair or removal of a building or structure upon the 
Property by virtue of an agreement with, or by the consent of the Government, or of a person having 
authority from or rightfully acting for the Government in promising or furnishing such labor or materials 
for work actually performed during the past 93 days, except for those Government contractors contained 
in Exhibit "B", attached hereto and made a part hereof, as well as any of their subcontractors. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, acting pursuant to the authority vested unto him as Real 
Estate Contracting Officer for the United States of America, has hereunto executed this Affidavit of Title 
as of the day and year first written above. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

By: Navy BRAC PMO 

By: _________ _ 

Gregory C. Preston 
Real Estate Contracting Officer 

Affidavit No. ___ _ 

Acknowledged and subscribed before me by Gregory C. Preston, of legal age, married, public 
servant and resident of Mount Laurel, New Jersey, in his capacity as Real Estate Contracting Officer of 
the NAVY BRAC PMO of the Department of the Defense of the United States of America, who I 
personally know. 

In San Juan, Puerto Rico on this __ day of January, 2012. 

- 2-
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Exhibit A 

None. 
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Powercooling & Controls, Inc. 
Apama St. KM 20.7 Camarones Ward 
Guaynabo, PR 00971 

Michael Baker Jr., Inc. 
272 Bendix Rd Ste 400 
Virginia Beach, VA 23452 

CI-I2M Hill, Inc. 
15010 Conference Center Dr Suite 200 
Chantilly VA 20151 

AGVIQ-CH2M Hill Joint Venture III 
2121 Abbott Rd. 
Anchorage, AK 99507-4453 

Tetra Tech NUS, Inc. 
Twin Oaks I, Suite 305 
Norfolk, VA 23502 

Right Way Environmental Contractors, Inc. 
Interior KM 7.6 BRR 152 
Barranquitas, PR 00794-9800 

Solutions-IES, Inc. 
110 I Nowell Rd. 
Raleigh, NC 27607 

4846-8313-0638.4 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
BAse REALIGNMENT AND CLOSURE 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFice SOUTHEAST 
4130 FABER PLACE DRIVE 

SUITE 202 
NORTH CHARLESTON. SC 29405 

Mr. Carlos A. RubibtCilllC:ela 
5fateHistoncal ,Presetvation Officer 
e;ttn: Mr,; Migu~r Bonini, Arcli~eologist 
Oficina ,~siaiiii de Conservaci6n Historica: 
Calle Noizi@iiay FiriaVEs~uina de Calle Beneflciencia 
'Cuartef de Baiiaja, 3et Rlso, Oficina 336 
SanJuan, PR 00906-6581 

s~( aI;'~QSa'm~®3 
31 Augft 

Subj: EXECUTION OF THE MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UJi\ITEo 
STATES NAVY AND THEPUERTO RICO HISTORIC PRESERVATION:QfF1CER 
CON!;,:ERNlNG Tim DISPOSAL OF NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 

Dear Mr. Rubio'(Canceili, 

the Navy is writing in regard fo the disposal of Naval Activity Puerto Rico ()IlAPR)~ . 
formerly known ~ !'laval Statio,n Roosevelt Roads (NSRR). located in Ceiba, Puerto Ri(jj,'TIie, 
,original Memorandum of Agreemeni (MOA) developed with youroffice for the disposal tlfNAPR" 
expired on September 30, 2009 prior to the full disposal of the property (see Exhibit A of-e.n~losure 
1). This:newjv10A, developed with your office captures rec~nt and outstanding preservation 
mattern, relating 10 the disposal of this property. 

The;LocaI Redevelopment Auiitority (LRA) published anaddendwn iQ iheir R~us.e Plan in 
2010. The,Small Arms Range at NAPR will no longer be retained under federal ownership. The; 
Navy;is,,;urrentlydev~loping a supplemental Environmental Assessmcmt to'evaluate the, 
environmental consequences of the pr:oposed change in reuse resulting from the LRA's 2910' R,e1Js'l' 
Plan Addendum;of approximately I,~oo acres;( of the original 8,400 acres) of t,he 'NAPRl1roperty" 
which includesPunto Medio Mundo and the areas around the Small Aims Range. Three 
archaeological\!,esources (RR-9/CE-34, RR-1O, RR-lI1CE-35) within this range were evaluated tor 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility in 20Ul. RR-9/CE-34 was~d~termineil 
eligible fot'the NRHP through PR SHPO consensus; RR-IQ and RR-llJCE-3~ w\lre gcetc;rmineit:not 
eligible for theNRHP through PR SHPO consensus. 

The new MOA addresses rrut1giltlon measures for RR-9IcE-34, as-wellB$, other 
outstanding preservation matters'as they relate to the final dispo§!li of th.c: pro~rtY. 

Ol),february 9;;ZOfl, the Navy invited the Advisory CouncH on Historic'Preservation 
(ACHP~;to partiCipate in~the developtrtent of a new MOA since the original legal inslI:UIIlent 
expired~ 'The ACHP chose not to participate in the consultation pursuant to 36 C.F.R, 
goo.69(1l)(1)(iii) via letter dat~ February 23, 2011. The Navy also invited the Puerto RICO: 
pepartmllnt of Natural and Envirorimental Resources and LRA to participate as a concurd'ng party' 
to the agreement document ' , ' 



Sei: BPMbsEh:ldOiol 
jl Au~ I t, 

TheNay)" has executeMhe MOA"attacned as enddsure:(lJ with exhihitS:<ieveIo,IiM',irt' 
satisfaction ofthe;requ"i'¢inents.¢jJntlifnedfn 36 CFR,·Part.~OO/~ f'.E,esolq(1on of.,Adyerse Eff~tS,'1 
t~f£aciiita,te.' th~, 4;st>osaL WI! ask ihat(Q~SHPQ sign th~ pocum~nlilllld~~,,~m}~ fo thts;offic~l.g' tIi~ 
enClos~ el!l('«~opt;i W~ wil~coordina!e'with the eilier~oncurring;piutieS upbmrece!Iit O(Y.0Ui' 
signatUre. 

We appreciate ~outl'~cipatioil iil:thcf.developmen( oHh~ ne..y MOA anifWe !QokfQtwl!I:d, 
io !lllr ~!lI1tiJ!.ued C90P«r;ltionin:compleiing th~ <!£iions in the agreement. If you have anY"<luesti'ons 
reg,arding: the Contents of this MOA, please do nofhesffate to c<i'iitact M!: Darrell GuridruIiI;.:Pfujpct: 
Manaj?;}mat (904) 5A.2:r6944;ot Mr. LenWinter., Historic Pre~rVation Officer. at" (904), 5.42-6861. 

,~ t.') 

'-1/' Thank y'ou for Y0l!r; time ana con~iderat,ioD . 

Ehch ( ~J: MOA. 

COPyto~ 
Mr, Dani"l 'Ci;iIWi Kercado, Sec~tary,.J'uertO'Rico DNER\ 
Mr. Erwin E. Kiess, ExecutiveDiI:ectot, NAPR LRA 
Mr. 'Davld~Criswell, BRAe PM~E (wlo encl} 



MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN THE lJNITED STAT~ NAVY AND'THE PUERTO RICO STATE 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION: OFFICER 

CONCERNINGTHE'IlISPQSAL OF Ni\ V AL, ~<;:nvrrY'PlJERTO RICQ 

wHEREAS;;theiUniterl'Staies, Depllftmeni Of Defense Appropriations; Act of Fisc-Iii Yeai"' 
2004.(PiIbli6, Law.108;.87J.,direcled the U.s.,NaVy to,Close the Naval Station Roosevelt. 

Roa,d!j', (N:SRR) i11;C;::.~~b~ l'\le~9Nc()(and'dispqse q[ N~RR {Undertaking} under the 

!?rocedur~and~authorities 'c'oDta,ined in the B3$e Clo~ure ,anqRealignment ACI Qf 199CJ 

(ritIe(.loaXofPubllc Law lQf-.5IO; 10 U.S.C. 2687 note); lind 

WHEREAs~the. U.S. NaVy! pursuant to Public Law 108-8Ton March 3l~2004 cfased 

NSRRand re'<iesignaied it as Naval,Activity Puerto Rico (Property)i alid 

WHEREASi.t!Je lJ'.S. Navy',propos~ 10 dispose of':portions of the propertyiltrou$4; 

EcOilomi(l De'yelopme'nt Conveyance, Public Benefit Conv~yance',Sale, !lnd through' 

ttansfer to other federal agenci'esj and. 

WHEREAS', ihe U:S .. NavY·l:$tablished aMemorandum of J!l.greemenf (MOA) ,with. the 

J,>uerto Rico Stale Histonc , Preserv~tion Officer for $e disi,X>s!ll qf said'ProMrtY (Exhi~!t 

A);' and 

WHEREAs, the.u.S·:'Na~and Puerto Rico Stilte Historic'Preservation Officer-(SHPO) 

agree Thai-National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligible architectural resources 

(hisforic prqperties) at the property were adequ~~ely recorded and ihai the'U.S, Navy has 

fulfitled'its· re;;p.onsil>ili~iQ il)esel architectl!fal resources, yi~·tl)~~ub.I,Dission of 

documentation td the SHPO and Puerto Rico Dep!\11IDent of Natural and .Environmental 

Resources (bNER) lj& required Rer $t1llulation In Exhibit A'; and' 

WHEREAS;' the U.S: Nary concluded and the SHPO concurred lhat'ihe archaeologieal 

resource;; locate<! Within tile ProRerty to be trill1sferred to other Federal Agencies'as 

identified in the·MOA (Exhibit Xl would be afforded protection by ~I!ch agencies; ana 

WHEREAS, the U.S Nilv¥evaluated eight archaeological sites (teihli I, !!eiba,.3', t~ib!\, 

5, Ceiba 6/1O.Ceiba 9, Ceiba 11, Ceiba 30 and RR-12). at the property per stipulation in 

ExhibitA and determined, via SHPO'concurrence in a letter-dated May, 15, 2009 Q:lXhibit 



B)t thaI Ceiba 3,:5,,'9klhnd 30 ,are, eligible for the NRHP libel thaf sit¢Sc':<teiba :t, 6itO~ 
and~!~~ n9~;eligj.l;ih~ ,fol"lheNRHP".and 

WHERE'AS~,ilieV~$J,a'V:l',perfQtme<idata; recoveI"¥ qt GMI;1;,(~!l!Q~:3~}, GMI4, 
(Ceiba,3Jj,RR-l~,( Ceiba.33)~per stI'pulauonlAExhibit A1Inoca:t,'Geiba .Ill Jp\:ated 

within siile parcels 16 (Parcel' II},c27 lParce1ii),and 40 (parcei Ill).j , a:ncfl'roE6s~tf1ppj'( 

O~8.anf?atiolll!1).!I. sut!lIlissJqn,;schedule to whiCh the SHPQ;agieed: via ieiter dated june:29r 
4009, perm(ttin~ the:!3Ri\~ di.Sp9sal qf s.;lld ·~ale pl,lfCds prior to theccompletiona:nd' 

.submissil:iri pf the·technicalrej?,Ort$;(Exhibit 'C);. and 

WHEREAS~)he U~S . NavypropOsed an alternative treatment mell$ure~SynthetfQ' 

't:ontex\Study) for sitesiCeiba.5, 9".30 and boundary (Exhibit D):fOiiSaid stud}l' to the' 

SHPCl and ihe $HPQ <:0l1curred via letter dated June 4, 2010 (ExhibWE)~and 

WHEREAS;:ihe ternUnatiOri 'date(September 30,~009) of theMOA (Exhibi(AJ for 

disposal of said property passed prior to fuiIproperty disposal; and 

WHEREAS);!.heLocal Redevelopment Authority (LRAi) published an:addendumto their. 

Reuse Pl;tIl, in '2910 and thepan;el,sough~ by the LRAI unc:lel'""an Econoriric Development 

Conveyajlc~ (parGllI Ill) is differelli'from th~ 4004 LRA,1~euse Plan. and parcel 3.8 (Small 

.Arms, RahgeVSolidWastt\>,Management Unit (SW~nj) 17 may no !ongerbe retained 

under federal ,6wnership;.:andi 

WHEREAS~ th~ViS .. Navy,evaluated the three arChaeological sites (RiV-9/CE-34" Rj{" 

rQ;ER~1l!CE-35) I~afe.a within parcel 38/SWMU 77 and determined thrit:RR-9/($34 

was eJigible:for the NRHP and . tha,t :sit~ RRd 0 and RR-ll/<:;:f:'3~:were nof eligible for 

the;NRJ-iIi·anrl the-SHPO concurred Via' letter-dated June 4.:2010 (see Exhibit Ej;and 

WHEREAS,. the U.S. Navy has concluded and the SHP() Concurs that tliedisposal'.ot 

parce!;$SISWMU 7'7. ha~ the potential' to adversely ,affett RR-9/CE-34;aiid 

WHEREAS, In accordance with ~6 C.F.R. § 800,6Jil)(1), the U.S. Navy has notified the 

Advisory Council on Hlstonc Pre~ervauon {~~HP) ofiis findin~s of potentialadvf\r&e. 

effec!Sraiidprovided documtmtation about the flhdfngs (in,rebruary9;20U, and:th~ 

ACHP has.ch9s~nlloi topartidpate iii the consultation pursuant t03:&C.RR.. § 

800.6(a)(1 )(iii) via)etter dated February 23, 2011; and 



WHEREAS'rthe d~signated i:RA. for the flinn~r I':{<!val $taiion R99sI;Velk~oa~ and 

DNER.areinvit¢d to .be );onsuitin.llpartles iI\this MOA. in 'ac~oIJlance;'Yith ,$J5'CFR, 
~800:2~9)ffuid, 

WHEREAS<, ihIl'U;$., Navyhas.,pl'Qvid¢ fQ~ public involvement' in' this MOkin 

;lCc9rijance withl~§:CfR § ~®.g:(c)(1)(ivll>~cqordin.l1-tin.& the .$~ction:r06 review, with 

ptibIil;' Jj:view 'and ponsultation I!nderihe,Natihnll1 Envl.f(,l~ental Poli~y 1\d,A~ y.~,:q, 

§§432i et seq_.(1969)(NEP.A). 

NOW, TH~REFORE. the U.S. Navy shall ensure iliatthefollov.iing stlpulauons are . . . . ' ,. 

imp!em~n'te.d il\ Qrdt;~ ~o taj(e into acCOU!!t the effeds of the property disposal. on hiS1<)lic 

1?ropemes; /!pd that thesl;)~tipulati'ol1$ slJall $overn tl)e propectydispq§al ,and all of ill! 

parts until this MOf,. explres.or i§ terminated~ 'With the 1mpiemeptation of\.he§t;: 

stipulations" the SHPO concurS that the U.S. Navy has fulfilled its tes1?onslbiIitieSunaer 

iheNationai Historic Preservation Act(NHPA) of 1966i as amen·ded,.for the'di~1?osai of. 
N;!yalActivily P'\1erlo RiCo" 

The U.S,Navy shalktnsiire that the following $tipuiationsare implemented:; 

t, An,iJ,rchaeologi<;al datare90very effort shall take place.at site RR-9/CB-:34 prior fa 

the:disposal of parce13~<€SJA3.ll ,Arms R~ge)/~WMU77;. The,dafa recoveIJ" 

~tfort shall add.ressthose portions of ~iteRR-2/CE~:l4 (LQcus ~, i!nd to9u~ 2) that 

contribute; to th~ NRfiP'~Hglbility' ~f tlJei.site. 

The 1"avy, wiH work,with the SHPO to develop,an ,3.pprapriale Data Recovery 

Plan'!g mitfgate 'adver~~effects at'site RR-9/CE·341, 

A ,¢,oPY'of the Dtlta Reco.very I?fan;shall be prq'tided fo SHPO (brreyiew. . ~ . 

if the.SHPO faii:ftd respond In writing within the 30 days, it ffill}l beassum~ i/tat 

tlie ~SHPO has ncr commentS.' on theData ReC@el'¥ Plan and archaeolo!:ica! 

mfti'gaiion~as specified ~an90IIllIlencei 



The.iNavY'wili submii ~driift. copY'otthe Da4l\E.~o\l.eryRepQt£tQ tI!~ SrirofPt 
~view, 

t{ the SW'Q·{farjst(j';n;SpOll,d in YtrltingYVlthin ihe:3.q:days, it may be:assurned that 

the 5:HPQ:bas nq,cornrnentg on.the paia Recovery. Rewr{ lind lil~ NaV¥ yvil!' 

finalize,the repoit and prdceerl .witil',the'cifspOsal oftheparCil'Lt6ntalnrn~ $lto RR~ 
9/CE;,~4. 

ffc;PJllmenis ' are"recelvec,t fr9II\ the1>lU'Q'within,3Q-i1ays, 'the N avywilladdress: 

th6secornrnents ,and:~Qnsuh With the ~HPO 't.o succ~sfully:co!l.cIJlde th~ Data 

RecoVeriReport, 

The.Navy will consult with the SHPO tliroughout a1rphii5ci~ onrlvesti~tiotiwith 

the;,jntentto satisfactorily, conclude the archaeological inifigatioil:ofsile RR,.9/t& 
34 and to faciliiafe the timely' disp.osal oithe £arcC;1 Jlp,on WhiCh it is rocated~ 

2. Pursuant to the' agreement wIth ihePR SHPO on June 4.-2010, a Synthetic 

Context Stud)1'shall be de'leloped.M.3il alternativ.e trelitinerit measure fon;iteS\ 

Cc::ibaSi ~' 30, 

'The Na'l1'"Will \Vor)cw'iih the,sill'9 tod~,<elop :an;appropg~teW9rk:J:'lan i9r· the 

Synihetic:Context Study Jp'rnitigate adver$e'etIect&J o sites Ceib!l:~' 9, '3D. 

AC9P.Y'9f the Work Plati:shall be provided to SHPO toHeyiew~ 

Ifih~ SI1I.'9' (ail~ tQresl?ond i.n writing yvithin the09 d~ys.j'tmay be'assumed that. 

the,SHPQ,has n<t'comment~OlLlhe 'Work Pl,lll 'and work on th~ Synthetic COlitext 

Study as. spec1fied.can commence .. 

The Navy will submit:a drllft copy of the SyntheticConiext Study report. to the 
SHPO ~orreyiew. 

[i"the. SHPo}iUls to respond In writing wiihin the;3Q days,:iL!l!aY~;IS~urned thab 

the SHPO has.nocomments,on·the ,~ynth\ltlcConte)(tStudy apd Ire Navy \Vill. 

finalize ·the. study ahd proceed with the disposai or'the parcels containing sites 

Cejba5, 9.30., 



Ifcommentsare received from the SHPO withln: 30·days, the Navy will 'address 

t1!0$e' c9mmen~c!llld consult 'With the SHPO ta.'Successfully:concIude'the 

synihetic ~ontexJ'Study; 

The;Navy :wm consiJlt With the.SHPO t'hroiJgholit ali phases'of investigation wIth 

the' intent to satisfactorily concluoli'the archaeologic"al mitigation of sites Ceiha.5.<J 

2t.~O. andto fa,cilitaic; th€< iirnely disposal of the parcel 'upon whiCh itis located. 

3:, The. U~S~ NJlvy'-shail develop a prese~atio!l covenant fo.r 'the-protection of Greibat3 

prior to the transfer, iease, or ~ale of -parcel 25/SWMU' 1. (F';u-cell) , Or pQrtiOJt of 

Parcel 1. containing Ceiba 3 .. The preservation bouridary for Ceiba;3 llrid the 

means to protect or preserve the resourCe 'ih advance oftninsfer, lease',.ot-sale. 

shall be d.eveloped in consultation with the SHPO. The U~S·Navy. shail develop 

Je:gall¥'enforceilile restrictions or'con<!itions to enst)re the long·te~ preservapon 

of the'property's historic significance poor to' the transfer, lease;, or,sale of the 

property out of Fedetal ownersrup ot c·ontro!. 

4. The US Navy shalrinsuro·that all archaeological rhatenals ana copies·of field 

notes, ,photographs, maps. etc,. generated as part of archaeological investigations 

(~uired l\,S part of ExhiM, A and/9r this MQ~ will be h.ouse~nn an arch!\eologicaL 

curation racilitythat meets the 'standards outlined in 36 C.F.R .. 'i9. It is 

recognited that at the time of'this MbA being signed by all parties, there IS no 

federally. approved archaeological repository located in the Commonwealth of: 
Pu~rtq Rico that is prepared to accept' this collection. Therefore, theNav.y"will 

identify an aeproved repository for. th.e archaeological~oIlection lind notify·the 

SHPQ:in wiiting.of the loaation and p9ints of contact. 

AMENDMENTS AND TERMINATION' 

1. l'Ursuan~ to 36 C:F.Rl. §! 89O.6(c)(7) only signatory parties (U.S. Nav,Y' and SHPO), 

til this MOA may request that it be anlended, whereupon the parties shall consult 

to',QOn~ider such an amendm~nt. Con~ulting parties shall be notified'orany sucn 

amendments. 



2, If the 1J~S. Na'lY determines !haUt cannot implement theleifus,of this MbA" ot if 

the;: SliPryd~teqnines.: th.'!rihe 'MOA is not geingproperIydmplemerited, the U:S< .. 

NayX or'the SHPQ m,ay proiJO~!l to ihe -oilier part¥ihaHf~ lermin'!ted. 

3. Terfuin'aticiilshali inClude the'submlssion of ant6iitstanding.,dcicumentation on 

any, work,done tip td, and incItidingithe,date of teriIiiriattoii. 

4" A. p!!rtY'prop~sing t~ · tex:minl!ie this-M~A sttall nolify the other party 10 the MOA, 

explalnln~ the' reasons for fe~ationand :affordin~them at least. tJ:Uriy· (~,O) ;dl!Ys 

tQ1~cinsu!t1lild Seek alternatives to termination" 

5. Should such consuliation.fwl and the.MOA be terinlnated, the. iJ.S::NaV'y'shall 

comply wi!l:t 36 CF.R\, § aOO,6(c)(&) byeithe~ executing another memorandum;OF 

agreement ~tJi ~e ~ignatories under 36 CFR § 800.6(c)(l) or reqJlesf the 

comments of theACHP under 36 C.F.R:. § 800,7(a)" 

6. ShOuld any sIgnatory or concuriiil~party, to thIs MOA 'obie¢t at any' ti'me tP,:3hy 
actions .propqsed or'thecmanner in which the terms· of this .MOA are implemented, 

the NavY'shall cons,ult wit1) .~uch ' party, to resolve The oojectionc IftheNavy 

.determines that.suc!! objection,cannot pe ~solved, the Na,<y-wilf:, 

A. Forward lllLdocumentation relevant to dispute, including the Nav:~'s' proposed 

resollitfon. to the ACHP. TheACHP shall provide the Navywith Its advice on 

the.r~olutfon of the'objection within thirty (30) daySiof receiving' adequate 

dOCUmentation .. Prior tQTeaching 1\ fimiI ilecision on ihe:dispufe, the Nary shall 

pr~are.>II written respon§e thaI ta:k;es Inl~ac,FOUl)tany timely advjce'o!' comments· 

reganlliig the .diSpute from the ACHP. signatories ana concurring' partieS', and 

provide them with.a.i::bp:tbf this: written respanse.The.Na:vX will then'prpceed 

according to. it& fin:il dedsion, 

B, Ltthe ACHP dOeS' not provide Tts advice reg¥/ling the dispute'within the.thirly 

(30).9a)( time period, thc! Navy may' make a final a·ecision.onthe dispute and 

proceed,accorciinghf~ prfOI'tQ making such.a final deciSion. th~l'fl!.VY shall 

prepare a:written ,response that talces,into.account any timely comments regan!ing; 

the dispute from ilie signatories and concuiIilig parties to the MOA. and provide 

them and the.~CHf with a ,copy: of such written response. 



Co The,Na\I}f s responsibiiit)i'to cai'r)I 'outilif other actions subject. to, thete~ pi! 

this MQ~, that. aremlJ~ subjeclof the,diSpute remain unchariged., 

. DURATION 

ThisMONwil1 toritinue liLfuli force and effect untllctJsposaf of the, Pro,eerty;has,been 

fullY·<;Qmpleied .. Prior to lransfef •. all .Data Recovery Plaris).vin be: fully· implemented. 

ANTI-DEFICIENC.Y A-cr 

Aii reqiiifemeritS set forth in trus.MOArequiring the expenditure ofGovernmen~filDds 

are expressl)' subject to the iavaiiabiiity of appropriations arid the requiremimts,of the 

An!i-Ueficiency Act.)IU.S.C~ ~1341. No obligation of'thisMOA siialir'equire or ~ 

construed t~ require a commitment by the Navy 'to expend funds not appropriated fora 

)egal1rsu(ficTent:,llurpose, 

The~6bligatioils" of this MOA as to ti\e.Navy are severable, If the.N'avy calino!.perIorm 

any obligation.setforth irrthis MOA Becalise Of the.ifnavailabilIty of,tUnds.the parties 

intend that'the remainder of.theMOA be executeaio the greatestot\x(ent prdcticable. The 
parties ilgree t9 cnnsult on jUly obligatiQn of the MOJ\ that "annot be. performed because, 

of the,unaVall!lbility of funds;, 

EXECUTION 

~~ec\llion githlS ~OAbythe lJ.S. Navy and the SHPO and its submission to the ACHP; 

in accprdancl);with 36C.F.R, '§ 80(l6(b)(I)(iY). sliall. pursuant to 36;C.F.R. :§ :800i6(ck 

be consiaeredto be an agreement :with the 'SHPO aJ}d the ACliP for the purpos~&of 

Section, 11 0(1) ohhe NHP A. Executlon and submission of this MO~ ev'i&n~ thatithe 

U'£~ Navthasaffordedthe, ACHPaifoppofturutY to coIIimeilton the Undertakirig and 

any p«itential adverse effects on historic properties within the Pro~rty., lirid that the itS. 
Na,vy h.as, t~n)nfq, a«;"ollnt3J!Y potential adverse effectSfOf the Uriderlaking;OD such. 

resourc.e~ .. 



SlGNATQRYPARTmS;, 

U.S. NJA.,y'¥ 

By; ~'W) C CU~ 
ML, JimmyAndel1!Qo,. Director'" PMQ SE) 

Irate: ,,---,:8,+I--=":?'--,-1 -+/~Ic..:I __ 
- I I 

PUERTO RICO STATE mSTORIC PRESERV A'noN OFFiCER 

BY:~~ Datel<,-' _'1~/,--t_7+-1_'_'_~ 
Mr.Carlo~'l\. Rubio-Cancela, Puert\> Rico SHPO 

CONSm,TIN,G p~Tms-THAr CONCUR:' 

BY.:F==~~~~~~~ _ ________ _ ,Date: ""C&') /1.4 l 1 

utive Director 

PUERTO RICQ bEPAF!TMEN1 Of' NA,tu~ AND ENVIRONMEJ'ITAL 

RESOURCES 

LIST OF E~IT§-

Exhiljit' Ai' MemoraodllIRo(Agre,emenl Bet\;'een the Qiifted States N!!yy aod,lhe 

Puerto iticQ~tate Historic Pte~erv_atiol) , 6fficeJ 'Concerning th~ Disposal 

of Departmeot.bf Defense Prop<;rties at NaVal Station Roosevelt Roacts, 

Puerto Rito 

Exhibit B: Puerto RicOcSHPO letter dated May 18,; 2009 



Exhibit.0. 

E.lI:hil;lit D~ 

J}xhiQi~ P'. 

PUerto Rico SHPO lettet dated June 29, 2009'and Report-Submission 

Schedule 

Synthetic QontextS'i1Jdy 130undary 

SHPOlet\e.t: dated' june 4-.-101 Q; 



EXHIBIT A 

.Memotandum of Agreement Between the 
United States Navy and the Puerto Rico State 
Historic Preservation Officer Concerning the 

Disposal of Department of Defense Properties at 
Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico 



EXIDBITQ 

HISTORIC MOA 



~MORANDUM QF' AGREEMENT 

RETWEEN THE UNITED ST A,TES NA W k\'D THE PUERTO RICO STATE 

mSTORIG PRESERVATION OFFrCER 

CONCER.Jl,jI~G THE DISPOSAL OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

I'ROI'ERTlES AT NAVAL STA TlON ROOSEVELT ROADS. PUERTO RICO 

December 15,2006 

WHEREAS,the United States Department of Oofense Appropriations Act of Fi~cai. Yoar' 

20(J4;(Ptibiic Law ! 08-~7) dirc.:tcd the U,S:'Navy to close the Navar Station Roosevelt 

R" ads (NSRR) in Ceiba_ Pucno Rico :lIld dispose of NSRR (Underiaking) under the 

I?rnccdures nnd .authorities contained in the Base Closure and Realigllmeill Act ,of I ~9() 

(Tille XXIX 6tPuhlic Law LOI..-5 1O: 10 U.S.C: l687norc); and. 

WHJo~REAS, the :u.S, Navy, pursuant;roPublic Law 108-87 on t-ilarch 3-1, 2004 closed 

t'lSRR ancl fe-des ignated it as Naval Activity P uerto Rico ,Property); and 

~ ,. - b " ". . 
WH~;REAS. the U.S. Nay~ bas esta lished lbe Undertaking' s area of potential effect 

t A PEl; as defined at 36 C.F,R. § 800. 16(d), as the disposal area which consists of the 

cOl Ife property « dusive of the area to remain under Fcdera!j:ontroi as shown on Exhibit 

A: and 

WHEREAS. th. U.S. Na\'y'prop<Jses to transfer portions of the pi6p.,rty Lhrougn 

~'con(l!n ic Devdopment Conveyance and Public B~ncfit Conveyance. and off~r for.sale 

tho remaining tracLS of lunds as identified In Exhibit A; and 

\vHEREA..~,., the U.S. N'3VY intenci.i t() convey approximately 3,;300 acres' to the Puerto 

Rico Department of Natural and Environmental Resources (ONER) through a Public 

Benefit Conveyance (PSC). The proposed parcels for conve):ance to ONER are shown 

as "Cllnservadon~; n E.~hiblt I~' Th.c 'pH( will-be sponsored by the U.S, Department of 

rnterior under the authority of 40 USC 550 (Federal Property' and Administmtive Services 

Actl •. It Is tlIC intent ion or DNER to have these propert ies managed hy the ChnscfVation 

Tm:, l of Plleno Rko: and 
• 



WHEREAS, the dc~igl\ated Locn1 Reuse AUlhority for' the fonner Naval StatiRn 

Roo,~vcTl Roads and DNER are inviled tpl," consulting panies in this MOA 'in 

accordruice with j6 CFR~ 800.2(c): and 

WHEREAS. the U.S. Navy'bas determined Ihal the Undenakin~lias Ihe poiential tcr 

ad"crsely affe't ardutectural resources within the APE, which the Navy and the Pllerto , 

Rico Slate lIi"onc Preservation Officer (SHPO) have agreed meet'the criteria for 

:"ch"iun on Ihe ~alional Regisler of Historic Places (NRHP1. consisting orstruciurcs 

and facilitlc< as identified in Exhibit B: ana 

WHEREAS, the U.S. Navy and the SHPO agree that !liese architoXtural resources have 

heen adequately recorded through ex isling repons and photographic documentation and 

'''pics of this dcx:umentation ,will 'be provided to Ihe SHPO and DNER as ~tlpulat.d in 

Exhibll C: and 

WHElU:AS,lhe u.s. :Navy and the SHPO bave agreed. based On Ihe fi"ldwork an,f 

recommcndations contained in the Archaeological repons database reviewed by the 

S HPO. that all r.pons were compl.led in accordance with the Seerelar), oj ,h" Interior'$'

Srwlliard.falid Glli.i<iin".I'j;), Arc{,aeo(ogica( alld H i" loric fres.-rvalioi, (48 FR 44 738, 

9 ) . . conducted by \'(. Christopher Goodwin A<sociates. In,. and Geo Marine. Inc. between 

I 99.3;"nd 2005, and based on lhe findings 9f Ihose repons as displayed iri Exhibit 0 that 

" ites GMI·Z. GMI·4 and RR·14 requ ire data recovery; sites Cdbn I., C'eiba 3. Ceiba,S. 

Cc iba 6. COlbn 9. Ceiha 10. Ceiba II and RR. ll.require additional survey:,to determine 

digihi lity by the U,S. N;,,¥: and 

WHEREAS, ~le U.S. Navy has concluded and tile SHPO concurs that the archaeologiCal 
~ . -

,e,oure.:.< located wilhin tlie propeny to be lransferred to other Federal Agencies as 

idonliJicd in E,hib ir D will be afforded proled ion by such agencieS! and 

WHEREAS. the U,S. Navy has determined and the SHPO lias concurred tliat the 

Un(knakil1 l! has the potential to adversely affect archaeological resources in eight , iles 

polcnliall y eligible (or Ihe NRHP that arc located wiUlinthe p:trctls proposed for ",I~, as 

shown nil Exhibi~ A and identitied in Exhibit D: and: 

WHEREAS. Ihe u.s. )I.vy has ~onsultcd 'with the SHPO in accordan~~ with Sc'tiun 

1116 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C, H 470. et seq. (NHPA)) and its 
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"' 

Implementing regulations ()6 c.:j: ,~. Part ROO) to resolve any potential adverse effectso( 

the!" Undertaking on archite~tural and" archaeological resou.tces: and: 

WHEREAS. ii1 accordance with 36 Cl.R. § 800.6{a)(l). the U·.S. Navy has notified the 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation fACHPJ of its findings 0(potential,adver5e 

effects and provided documentation abllut the findings on May ~ 1. 2006. and the ACHP 

has chosen not t9 participate in the consultation pursuant to 36 C.F.R. '§ 8oo.6(a)(i)(iii) 

Via leiter dated" June 6, 2006: dnd 

WHEREAS. the U:S. Navy has provided for public involvement Iii this MOA in 

accordance with 36 C.F.R. § 8(lQ.8Ic)(I)(iv) by coordinating the Section 106 review with" 

public rev iew arid con.,ullation under the National Environmenta) Policy Act. ·12 U.s.C. 

§§ 432 1 d ~cq. (1 969) (NEPA). 

;"lOW. THEREFORE. the U.S . NavY:llla the SHPO .gree that upon the U:S .. Navy·s 

ded 'ion to proceed' with the Undcnaking. the U.S. Navy <hall ensure ihat the following 

<tipulations",r. implemented to IIlltIgate anY"p0tenti.l adverse eifeclS of the Undertaking· 

~ltl an.:hircctunti or archacologkal resources. and that thc~e !'itipula.tions shali govern the 

Undertaking and all ()f its parts until this MOA expires or is tenninated, With the 

impfemcntation of these stipulations. the SHPO concurs that any potential adverse effects 

"f the Undertaking upon these resources have been taken into account. 

STfPULATIONS 

Th< U.S'. Navy-shall ensure that tile folld\viug stipul3tions are implemented: 

r. Archaeological data recover~ efforts shall take place It Sites: GMI-2. al>ll-4" and RR-· 

14 ~rior t01hose properties heing transferred out of Navy ownership. The Navy will 

work, '~ith th" SHPO to develop appropriate Data ~eco\'cry Plans for these sites to ' 

mitigate tldverse effects. Copies of the reports on the findings from the Data Recovery 

efforts ,hall he,provided to ~HPO ror review and acceptance as sumcient. SHPO 

re..-i"ws shali he" eompl«cd within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of Data Recovery 

Plans ami Reports ,utd on the implementation of Data ReL'Overy Plans. If the SHPO fails 

to (l'spond in writing ~"ithin the 30 days. it may b~ prc,umcd that the SHPO has no 

C0111ments on the plans or documentation. As such. the findings will be 'considered as 

~omplete allowing the !'/avy to proceed with !mnsfer-of parcels. If comments arc 

1 

I 

• 

I 

I 



Tl!Ceivcd from the SHPO within 30-days lril!lSfer ci( the parcels containing sites GMI-2, 

GM[·-I and RR' 14 ,vi11 not occur"unt il the fi~nI reportS fmplcmenting the Data Recovery 

Pt.ms arc compkte or the two parti~s agree that end of field reports and notes allow 

lransfer :!l,. proceed with proposed'limeline and dates for 'Finnl Reports" 

:!. Survej's to attempl to loc.t.: and determine the cligibilfty ot sites Ceiba 5' and Ceib,. 6 

and ,urvey' io e"afuntc sites Coiba' i . Cl' iha 3, 'Cciba 9, Cciha 'iO, Ceiba I i and RR- 12. 

shall be conducted and me f1ndings submitted 'io the SIIPO, If Nav¥/SHPO determine· 

that sites are nut eligible as o,ullin,cd' in 36 CfR 8OQ.4(c) for the NRHP. the si tes willl?t: 

lmmediately available for llisposaL [n the event that any of these siles urc deicrmined: 

NRHP cligible. the Navy will wurk wilh the SHPO to develop Data Recovery Plans to 

mItIgate adverse cffecl, to t h~se sites, Copies of the reports on the findings from the Data 

Recovery efforts shall be provided to SHPO for review "I'd ~()mmellt; SHPO r< vicw~ ' 

, hull be completed wi thin thirty (30) calendar days of receipi of EvalWltion Testing 

Rcpons. Data Recovery Plans and Reports on the DalJ1 Reco\'ery Plans. If the SHPO 

fatl s tll respond in wri iing wilbin Ihe 30 days. <ll1lay be p,",ume,ftliatlhe SHPQ h,as no 

,'omltiems on the documenlJ1tion, and that the Navy may proceed with the transfer of' 

parcel, wilhout objection. Ifmm mcnts are received from the SHPO within 30·days, 

(run, lll r <If the parcel, conlaining NRHP digible ,i tes wilillot QCcut\until the final !CpC)rt~ 

'iinplcmcming (he Data Rcco\'cry Plans are complete or the two pariies agree that field: 

d fom and nOlcs allow transfc(to proceed. 

j', .ii:opics ot'rhe previously I?rcparc.J «port, and photographiC documentation on 

.u·d utcctu ra l resources spec!%ied i,! Exhibil C shall be provided to Ihe SHPO and DNER 

pn or tn trJnsfcr uf Ihe parce l, conlnining this property, 

4, Upo" application for the PSC hy DNER. Ihe U,S. Na,vy will provide DNER with a 

~opy of thIs MOP.; d';iails of the archaeoltlgical ' itcs Ceiba 2:Ceiba 4. RR- I. RR-3., RR· 

4, RR-S .. RR ·6, RR· 7. RR -~ , RR·16. RR'-! 7, RR -20. and OMI· ) and respollsibililics ,for 

th" prolection or th., c resources in mosuftation with the SIIPO. 

5, The US Na\'y ,hall insure th~t all archaclliogil:al materials and:copics {i~ field nutes. 

pholugraphs., tnaps.~tc will bc'hou, c-d in an archaeological curation radl ity, th~t tneets 

{he "it3ndar<ts outlined in 36CFR79; It i~ r~cogni 7.cd thut .ll the! time of this ~tOA bein~ 

c" i gn~d hy all P'U"tiC<i. , tlh:re is l1u fcdcr.l.lI y approvcJ an.~ha\!o lc)g ic:l1 rcpos irory locttled in 

Ihe c.'onunon\\'ealth of Puerto Rico Ihal is prepared to accept this collection. Therefore. 
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the Na\'twill idenlify an 'approved re\'Ohlo,), lor Ihe ~'rchaeologicaj collecti,?o ~Ilq nOlifx 

ihc,'SHJ>QII1 wrltin~ of,the loc/nion and pp'lOls of contact. 

A:\1ElIiO:\1ENTS AJIo'D TERl\UNATION 

I, P,!<:suallt 1036 G,: F,R" § 800.6(c)(1) only signatory parties (U;-S. Navxarid SHPO) 

~o Ihis ~IOA may request thot' it be amellded,.whereupon the panics shall consuli ' 

tCJ!consider su~h ali amendment, Consultin~,earib shali be notified' of any such 

amendments . 

2. [f'i:hi: ;U,S, Navy delermiiies thatit cannot implement the temlS or this MOA.or if 

Ihe SHPO determines ih.t thc'MOA is not being properly impfcmontcd"the U,S, 

Navy or tile SHPO may propose. to thi other pany that il be terminated, 

'h 

'L 

5, 

Termination shall include the submission of any outstanding docunlclltal ion on 

an)' work done up to arid iiiciuding the date of termi'natiori, 

Ai Plllty proposing to terminate this M0A shall notify the other pany to~ the M'OA" 

explaining the reasons for termination and affording them at leaS! thiny (30) uays 

to consuh WId seck a'ltcmati"vcs to tcnninlllion;: 

Should such consultation rail nnd the MOA be terminated, tile U,S, Navy shali 

cumply with.36 CF.R. § SOO,6(c)(S j by either executing another memorandum of 

agreement with the signatories under 36 CFR ROO,6(c)(I) or request the comment. 

of the ACHP'under 36 C.F,R" § 800,7(3). 

6, Should any signatory or concurring pany 10 this MO,<\ object al any time to .ny ' 

actions propOsed or the manner in which the terms ofthis MOA are implemented. 

the Na\'y shall consult" vith such pariy io resolve the objection, Jfthe,Na"~ 

detenn'tlles that such obJection rannot 'be resolved. the Navy ,will: 

A., .forward all documentation relevant to dispute. inCluding the,Navy's proposed 

resoiution"to Ihe ACHP" The ACHP shan provide the Navy with its advice on 

the resolution of the objec'tlonwithin thiriy(30) days ofreceiv'n!,!. .dequato 

do~umentadon', Prior toreaching tll1naLqecision on the dispute. Ihe :-.Iav), ,hal! 

prepare a written response ihat takes into account any timely advice or COilllllcnts 

5 



,rc,garuing the dispute from the ACHP. signatories ;md concurring panics. aild: 

provide [hem with q copy of this written response. The Navy wiiI then proceed, 

according to its final J~cisioi:L 

H. If the ACHP docs not provide its advise rcgardin$ the dispute within the thirty 

(30) day time period, the Navy may make II final decision on the dispute and 

proceed accordingiy. Prior to making such a final dc.:isi~n. the Navy shall 

~repare a written response that takes into account any timely comment~ regarding 

the,dispule rrom the signatories and cOncwring panics to the MOA"and provide 

diem and [he ACHP with a copy or <uch written response. 

C. The Na\'y's re<;ponsihility to ~arry ouc al l other actions su~jt:ClIO the term.~ of 

this MOA that arc not.,uhjec1 of Iho eli<pul. remain unchungeu, 

))URATION 

this MOA .. wili continue in fu ll force tind erfect unlil transfer "f the Property hus been 

fu lly c"",picted or flO later than 'Septcmhor 30, 2009, which eVcr-comes first. Prior to ' 

transfer, all Data Rc<ovcry Plans, will be fully implemented., 

EXECUTION 

E~eClilion o{,his MOA by the U,$, Navy and the SHPO and its submission to the i\CHP' 

In acmrdllncc wllh 36 e,ER, ~ 8()(),6(b)(l )(iv). ; hall. pursuant to 36 C.F,R, § HI)O,6(c)., 

he cOllsidered to be an agreement with the SHPO "nd the ACHP for the purposes of 

Section 110(1) of the NHPA, E.tccuti"n and submission of this MOA evidence tbarthc 

U,S, Navy ita., afforded the ACHP an opporlunily 1<1 commenl on the Un~crtaking anq. 

allY potctlliul adverse ct'fects on architeclural and urchel)lo~jcal resouro:s within the 

f'roperry. and that the U,S, Nav¥ has taken into account any potential adverse effeds of 

,ite Undcnaking on such resource" 
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U,S, NI\ \'!,t 

BY :~>r'y,wS f' aJt,~,- , 

.. 4TE IllSTORlC PRESERVATION OFFICER 
\' , 

Br __ ::S~~....J:.L;.. ________ Datc:1O I:rnuaj ,..,r _ 
( 

c.:O;-';StJLTING I'ARTIES THAT c.:ONCOR:' 

THORITY 

DEPARTMENT of NATURAL_and E1\VIRONMENTAL RESOURCES 

B)':.~~Q~'-.::"~tZ':::::' _"-c:..::::::::::=::.-' ___ ----.': Date: 

J.lST OF RXHlBITS 

E" hlbit ii : 
bhibit C: 
[xhibitlY; 

Sitemnp 'identifying Archaeological Siles, Areas tOhe retained by the 

Federal Government, ana PID.I1ning Zones for Disposlll Propeny: 

~ist of N~tfonal Register Ellgible Structures and Facilitic, 

,Archi tt:CtU!al R_csourcc Docunll!mation to be Provided 

List of Archaeological Sites StatlL~ and Planned Action 
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NAVAL ACTIVITY PUERTO RICO 
PARCEL CONVEYANCE LISTING 

NUMBER OF PARCEl;; Archaeological METHOD OF TO: 

:2 r PBC ,6.033361652 6.033361652 
;! 9 PBG; 2.468834475 2.468834475 
4 11 PBC '-,048367936 " 048367936· 
5 10 Sale 95.89800539 
6 4 EDC 3.948395409 3.948395409\ 
l 12 PSC 18. 11329603 1 H .'1329603; 
8 15 Salo 21 .55254279 
9 61 PSC 8.76282654 876282654 
10 62' Sale ,2.743996774 
11 8 ·Sale 223,5676957 
'12 60 PSC 0.296003869 0.296003869 
13 14 Ceiba·g 8218224381 
14 58 

16 17 
'U ' 3 Fed 120.2388761 
18 23 .PBC 0,751967121 0.751967121 
19 18 Fed 30.32860457 

COlba.1 CQlba·5 
20 16 COiba", Celba-11 Sale 72.48:l86966 
21 2 Salo 267.9741571 
,.2 24 PBC 2.214494624 · 2.214494ti24 
23 57 EDC 5.514393828 5 , 5143~3828 

24 56' Sale .32.19587349 
25 20 EDG· 14.39450473 14.39450473 
26 19 Salo 51 ,60685933 
27' 54 Salo 14.14430262 
28 21 Sale 216.0474227 
29 66 PBC 1.065009579 ).065009579 
30 53 Sala 6. 174582519 
,:1 59 Sale 212.3659278 
32 65 PBC f 460945054 1.460945054 
'33 49 ' PSC 59,02221538 59.02221538 
34 6~ Sale 18.52987351 
35 55 Sale 23.54087395 
36 47 Fed 4924862715 
37 46 Fed 1,289420206 
38 50 PBC 27.24673442 2724673442 
39 45 Sale 8.670412109 
'10 22 Sale 120.304895 
41 48 Sale 69,02713488 
42 64 RR·12 Sale 147.9097475 
43 42 Salo 32.557111 
44 43 Salo 39,30508564 
45 '4 PBC 72.34535492 



46. 30 Sale 7.089829796 72.34535<192 
4'f 41, Sale , 6.4680855, 
48 29 Eoe. 170.4405006 170.4405066 
49 32 Fed 10.31568391 
50 68 PBC 28.29156971 28.29156971 

~ . . . 

r .. 
53 
54 
55 

57 
58 

35 
37' 
36 . 

26 
28 

pec 
Sale 
PBC 

PBe 
PSC 

159.4285515 
74.5628744\ 
67.72973368 

42.3641 036f 
143.1770794 

159.4185515 

67.72973366 

42.364·10361, 
143.1770794 

~-:.t:~"" \ ',~~ " ;,.~. ,- "l - -I"',: ~ .-:' 'r '.' " ,~, jlo-;,,': ""~ " ~ r ~h·."'~';n·"~;~~ 

_~ ~}~ .. M'" "', ~''1 .'.~ •• ,'" I,', • "... ~ , ' •• ~~: v .... : 'A'~ 

Salo 70.26670933 

64 51 EDC' 0 0 
65 69 PBC~ '0 0 

66 69 pec' 0 Q 
67 69 ,PBC' 0 0 
68 52 EDC 90.10245435 90.10245435 

L':"" .,.'l,'" . ' . .. < •• '.~ ~ " 

70 

Nott): 

34 
Calba-l0 
Caloo. 3 

T.,- Bowling Alloy added, bul not survoycd 

EDC 295.6334844 

SJile 568.4269072 

Total' 8548.685555 

2- 5n1311 antenna sito ncedod by Ports Authority. not surveyed and not noted on index map 
3~ Tota l may not be equal to lotal .et.age for Station 18.865 8C. (total rerimeter fencaline)) 

duo to some parcels to Induding roads as well as tho 3 small antonna siles 
and Ihe bowling alley building 

Yell Sale P8ICeI I P_ II S R " t . ..' . 
1Iil~" ~ '. - n ';/. ,,"' ,.'" . _. . ,'. ,.... f, "" ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
.' ,'.' ,".' . .. -

295.6334644 

5201.129178 



Exhibit'S 

.\1 Rlloh,,·\..:b Hi liul .. "la, ul ~tali(ln'. ('eiba. the roll tl~ ... ing huildmgl). Jitruclures :llld districh hll\'c ik'L'n d<!tamlO~d 
.: 1I ~'h l " ,f, thl! ,!'..tllOn.l l Kcg'~Il!r 

I il ~'j '·1111 (;u:ks '" J;. '~. l'..:r:-'Oli llul Suppon ;ind Pali~ Oniec", J 943 (Bhiiding 202); Crll11ria .t 
110110' Dry D.",k ., 1')43 (Structure 844): Criteria A & C 
1I •• tnhprool' <ncrato~ 1· 1.'11t ~ f9~4 i13ui lding 3M): Critcrio A & C 
RlIo:,c\clt Rt):1d:o A. mmunitions Storugl: DI ~t r'ict. 194 : Criteria C (SCI; huiltiilll!< li st) 
/'>.I\S Adl1lim.tratl'lc .lJ1d Barrocl~ Distrkl , 1943: Criteria C Cst!(! building lic; t) 

nllddll)~ 0;04 fhombnrolJi" Ic icp-htlilC huildint. fort nundy ) i:; :tTchitcCIUI1illy: UlH4uc. at ~tfJ('S"'\ ~.I ! 
J-: .l:,II-., :llul Ihc:rcrnrl ' th nrclutccUi rai ~ ur\'cy identi tied it 11~ possibly I.!li gihll!' under ( ' ritcnoll ct ii' " 
!1 'l.11 le\.:I : !;ulih..:.r n:.~C':lrch '''n;; rccnmmcndcd III order 10 identify original pfuns und' '\crify 
Irdllh:('IU{,;1 mh:gJiI) .11U..l :otgniliuancc \I,uh rcsnCct 10 current condirions and other 'Si mil'lr building:. 

111 " lIcrIO RICU, HlIdcl l1l l;! ,,~6 (old N,\S ('u l1ll11uoic:niof1.t; Center) may poS."ll'SS hililorical /;igllllit:;lOCC 
<I ..... Ix l:ttl'd wlt'h No", (nllll1HlnicIlUons in r·ucrtl RicC). Further rt'sc,:m:h ' \1;'3S recommended to 
·: .. lahh .. h .1 lu.!o,hm.:.ui ·\,;~m lc)o. i IcgardlOJ; Navy: Conullunicatinns in order to adequate ly cvnludtl! ' thiSi 
Pi "'$ihi'!II )': F l it" PUrp.l"'C:') ,nf S(:ction 106, the Navy \\ ill trt.:at Buildings 504 and 256 3!,. e1iglble. 

1'llI\' IIl UA I.I.Y F. I.I(,;I IILf: ~UlLOINGSISTRI,lCTlIR(O;S 1.0CATF.U OU'I'SID~: 
III~ (,OIlI C' DI STlI lCrS 
"lI1 ll.; llI re ~+~ . n ~I II ....... 01 '" Ducl ... ,1 9-1 3 
Budd lll)..!. ~':-I. .. I ~ol1l~pro(lf ( jeneru'tor Pbnl ., 1944 
BUilding l~(). CumnlllntCOItlll" Ccnh,-r. 
Blllltl lll!!. <i0:'" l~ n l1l bprn"rTolcph()nc Build iu¥ 

(0(\ '1 ~Iili ll'll\(; IIIIILI)IN(;S 
. \i)MI~ISTR'\TlVF: A:"O UARRACKS DISTRICT 

" i 'I.!; l\1 :UJIIC l)arr.u;.\.." 

o\l:lnnc ( ;t1 1 1c~ a.nd 
lilt !(J,l; Meso, Hall 

.:'1 1'" I 'MI \bu lll.! il :tn nd.!o 

:n l- i 'l" "\ \ t llnflC"' HAmid,,! 



Exhibit B 

("Oi'TRIIIU'IING lIU I LOI1\G~ 

\\ I nUN TilE AMi\'IUNITIONS STOFtA.Gt: 

In" I"-Jl Incl( Mi1ga.dnc: 
-~ 

I , l 11).11 "' 111;111 '\n :l!1 ~ h lr"yu 

:0 '" 1')41 " nmll ",n" St \J r:I !!~ 

.n ... I ' II ~ S IlI:tJl Am\S :-' IQ r;I~i: 

l O .... ')J\ I \I~I: .md Ul!IOU I\ Il~1 fl- laglll l1\c 

1' 1' 10 \01 \ ~ IN : Hl l d IkhmJtl1'f \11\8"''"' ' 

,,, I', ,,: 1 !- lI~C and DCI~'I\lflr MlIglU-InI.: 

iU'" i '}J 1 Ill'';; .u\u IJclm l Jt\11 .MUi;J llII(, 

.iI' 1'1.1.\ I u>c :mu IJClOfUl1(/1 ." In~iJZIIK 

; 11 I 'I.! I !-u1>1..' and l)elllnah,r \11f,&lvlnt' 

; \ 11)4l Iligi, I ~ l il l).1I"C \1n&.~1.,"c 

.).1 ) 1~·\ 3 III~ f.xph1SI\'<': :-'1:Iga'l.inc 

'It 14J 1 High rlp!(\\IVi! \1ullllzme 

J1 J II.l,n _ 1 hgh L'J)I(\lI lvC ,\11t1:!a1.mc -



Exhhit B 

.1,./ !'JJ , - _,-Smnll Am.s .M~g¥zim: · 

\ IoU I"'J, Smali Ann Mtl1l.:lline 

t" J 1'1 'i~ I " Sh r~.lIpk .. 'w.·c \1I\gIVIIlt' 

hl J'U, ] \ trl&l1l.m C 

'1\" !'Ib,' \ l ag,lf/lllc , 

hI . 1'1(.: \1 tlJ;: I"lnU ... 

I'I '~ \')11 • Rcudy I).sue ~h.gll.lInQ 

II·'" I'll' Rend)' h~uc ;\iap.7Jne 

i,{ • jll h 1 R c.idy I»LIt: \1agallllC' 

~ ('I '" 11/ 6 • \ m l.'I Slnra£c MaB..1lZIt~ 

1>"'1 l l}/I') I\nns SMra¥t' Magullne 

1M i ' /f ,I, '\nlts ~Iu r u~c Mngallnc 

1f, ~ ' ;.I.. \ ' / 1)" \m\!l ~h'rll'yl' 'vllt¥.<l/II1C' 



EXHIBIT C 
,\ RCHIT t:C-r ll iIAL IlESOURCE OJ )(;U:\'IENT 4.TlO!' IU,QUIREMKN'I"S 

( 'upi('!1 nf the Fflllo\!t:hu! Kenore" will be provided to the surn and UNI':R 
1I'I IIIh'l lUl'a' U('(O ,trce.l( /trv{y /l ruy IIml 6\.'(1 /11"';011. Novl II Slotil)/l ROfJs(]w·11 Unut/\\ {'cihn. 
l 'h'"lIe, ,~, ('ltld,.". 1" 1<'1"/0 !/ie/,.October 19, 2001. Prcpurcd by LawG ibb Group 

\ " hlllle 1- I'm,t! Rcpon l phOln<:nplcs 
'j digital copies 

V\,li llm: II , 11l\ l.!tllO ry 1):11,1 Fonns ~ p lll'( \l,,:"pic~ 
'f digitul c()pi c~ 

i'iH11!'grii 1lill- (\'mpcnJium \ ... ~ I of ongmal phot()g.ntphs an9 n~ga li\'l.!s 

2 photocopic<' 
~ digIl31...:opit!., 



EXIIL81T 0 
Archaeological Silo Slatus 

~~~~~~~~=-~~~ 

(pre-40:0~B:C;) ~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~!ii1 
Sanla Elena 

Monserrale 

Cuevas (350-

1051:1011.0. (700-1 200AD) 

400BC) 

Age 

Ceramic Age 

sile boundaries. 1~!,~~~~:~V.ry if 
!Adlditiom,1 survey planned I_ 

ta'sale 

Ptan 

Doto 
If warranted 

Re<:ovtrv If 



EXHIBIT D 
Archacological Site Status 

~iwal Sta1lDt\ Rao .. ~ =::tId' ' ' ,:/' '4..' . ',': i,< .~,' ~ : i,'O:;"1:W t,: ~:<."~I: , ;,. "" :,-, ' '!f-!:i ':\'~';'~ 

SlIotN_ 1-"""" . : , 

" ' I 
RR3 Punta Pre-Columblan Petroglyph o be treated as Natlo~el In Conservation bM 

Algodones Register Eligible for ' 
purpose~ of Section 106 
consullation 

RR4 ' ' 
Punla Pre-Columblan Ceramic Age ', Determined National In CQos"rvation' Zone' . 
Algodones (Post 400BC) . Register Eligible , -

I
RR6 Enseneda Spanish Colonial o be trealed as Nationat lin Consorv.tion & no 

Honda Register Eligible for 

r I 
purposes of Section 106 
Iconsulletion . 

RR7 PUerto Medio Pre·Columbian Ceramic Age To be treated as National In Consorvation Zone 
Mundo (Post 400BC) Register Eligible for 

Spanish Colonial purposes of Section 106 
consultation -RR8 Puerto Media Pre-Columbian Ceramic Age o be treated as National /" Conservation ZonE!' 

Mundo (POSI 4()OBC) Register Eligible lor 
purposes of Section 106 

~ 
Iconsullallon -- " -

RR9 Puerto Media Pre~C()llImbian Ceramk: Age Determined Potenlially :ro Remain Ferteral 
Mundo (Post 400BC) Eligible, In aroa to bo property 

retained by Fedoral 
Govemment 

RR10 Puerto Media Pre-Columbian Ceremic Age Determined Potentially o Remain FadamJ 
Mundo (PosI400BC) Eligible, In are. to be Properly 

!RH11, 

retained by Federal 
Government 

Puerto Media Spanish Colonial Detormihed Potentially o Remain Federal 
Mundo Eligible In area to be Property 

I retained by Federal 

IRR1 2 
[Government 

Punta Puares Pre-Columbian Pelroglyph ITo be treated as National Evaluation of resource.· 
I Reglsler Eligible for Mitigative options to be 

[purposes 01 Soction ' 06 
~.ultation 

provtded if warranted 

RR 13 Ensenada Pre--Columbian Ceramic Age Determined NOI Eligible No Mitigation Required 
Honda Post 400BCl 

RR1~ Ensenade Sanla Elena (BOO· 1200AO) Determined National Data recovery , 
H'lnda Esper."z. (1200·'524AD) Register Eligible 

~R-;S- Fort Bundy Spanish Colonial T esllng conducted AUG 04 No Mitigation ReqUired 

• , Klelennined ineliaible -
,RR1 6 Pinero. Island Pre·Columbian Ceramic Age To be Irealed as National n COllsnrvDlioll Zona 

I (Post 400BC) Register Eligible for 
purposes of Section 106: 

- consultation , 
RR17 PLlnta Pre-Cblumbian Ceramic Age Testing conducted AUG 04 III C" ns!1..rva/ioll Zone 

lA.lgodun • • I (Post 400BC) . kielermined eligible . 



EXHlBITD 
Archacologi<al Sjl~ SlalUS 

Ceramic Age 

* , is cxpilllding " .• o lles SOlnc, areas 
Rellse Plnn as nOI dcvl!iopablo. ami contains cultural and nntural resources. 



EXHIBITB 

Puerto Rico SHPO letter dated May 15, 2009 



' oech 

~ rt" PM -, bG~ <; ' 
: ... " ' . ..... l'Rrli'Qi' '': G!i~ 

I I __ ), \ 7' ,"" r VI ' 
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May '1 5, 2009 

Mr. Len Wlnfer 

Hilloric Pre .. rvation OHlce, 
Naval ,Facilillei fngio)Hriri9 Command Southeast ' 
Jacksonville, Fl 32212-0030 

SHPO 07·20-44-02 SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION OF' EIGHT 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITU AT TNE NAVAL FACILITY FORMERLY 
KNOWN AS ROOSMLT ROADS, CEliA, PUERTO RICO 

Dear: mister Winter: 

w. hove reviewed the draft reporl titl.d SigniFicance EvoluO,;oni ot 
Eight Archaeological 51,.. 01 1M Noval Facility For",.r/~ Known 01 

Roos ..... lt Roach, C.iJ;.o, Puerto Rico. The following ~, wer. 
evaluated, Calb<> I, Calba 3, Celba 5, Celba 6/Ceiba 10, Celba 9, 
Ceiba II" Coiba 30, end RR-12. W. concur with the report', 
cc)nei,"ion Ihal Celba 3, C.iba 51 Celba 9, Celba 11 and Celba 30 
(fcrm4'rly· RR .. SRCp 1) are eliglbl. for· Inclusion info the Nctianal a.gister 
of Hillodc Placn W. also concur that Calba I, Celba 6/Celba 10, 
a nd RR-1 2 or. not eligible for inclusion into tn. Notionol Reoljt.r end 
'hot no furtt,.r odlon Is r.qulred for these thr .. s~tes.. 

As for the National ReOls .. , eligible sites, w. concur in principal with 
't'ie treatment recommendations preJented for each 'Ite .. Specifically, a 
preservation boundary should b. establl,h.d for C.lba 3 to enlUr. its 
protec:tIOl1 and, 01 prevlovsly dlKUued, orc;hoeologic:al dafa: recovery 
and artifact analysis is ongoing for the prehl.storlc ~.u midden at 
Ceiba 1 1 ' p."dl~ is the completion of arllfoC1 anolYHlI, 
Intorpr.tations and fhe; pros-entatlon for our ' ..... i. w of the draft flnol. 
,eport on Celba 1', RR,GMl·2, RR-GMI·4 and RR-14). Regarding 
Coiba 5, Celba 9 and Celba 30, In II"" 01 fu"her 11.ld.-arl., we concur' 
with the report', rec~OfJon of the allemoth". treatment measure· 
of incorporoting me reseoren rosul., from these sit .. into 0 regional 
archaeological synf'hesb: of fnv.,ttgClttonl carded out In Ih. former 
Noval Station. 

As· uot.d in your 'eHe-r:, th.- above treatment or mitigation meosures 
requlr. furth.r dlsculsion. between the u. S. Navy and our Ollice. 
Should the Navy· agr .. to these measure'; we reque,t InfonnoHon a~ to· 
how the pre ·crvotion boundary for Coiba 3 "¥t'wld b •• dobllsh4ld, and 
o wone plan Ihot clearly .stabll ..... the lev.1 of detail oner scope thai 
th. regional synthesis would cover. Once preservation and syt1th.SiSi 
p~uns acceptable 10 both partfes are developed and provIsions to 



L~W.,t ... 
May 1.5,2009 
Poge 2 

aftwre ttI.ir impl~n'oriOf1 are .stobllsh.d~ w. will b. able to ogr •• 
to no further arcnO<tOlogkal fJeldworlc 01 Ih<t Naval Activity P""rto 
Rko. 

'If yOll have · any qu.stlons conQem1nQ our convnen'ts, please contoct 
Miguel Bonini 01 787-721-3737 or mbonlnl@prshpo.goblemo.pr. 

Sincerely, . L -'\ 
J? .i I . , -. (/ ....... ~-n'" f ,-4!f~ 

"/. f', Carlo. A. Ru\iio Con.8la, Architect 
I Stat. Histortteres.rvatlon Officer 

L CAR/8RS/MB 



EXHIBITC 

Puerto Rico SHPO letter dated June 29, 2009 
and Report Submission Schedule 
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June 29, 2009 

Ms. Camille Dcstafne)l I PE. 
Direclor 
Regional Environmental Program 
tommonder Navy Rogion Southeast 
Box 102, Navol Air Stotion 
Jack,onville, Fl 32212·0 I 02 

SHPO 07.2~2 SRAC DISPOSAL OF THE LAND PARCELS i6, 27 
AND 40 AT THE NAVAL FACILITY FORMERLY KNOWN AS 
ROOSevELT ROADS, CEI2A, PUERTO RICO 

Deor M$. Destafney: 

We acknowledge receipt on June I S, 2009 of your letter (doted June 
10, 2009) reg",ding the URAC disposal 01 the land parcel' numbered 
16, 27 and 40 wifhin the Novol Facility formerly known as Roosevelt 
Roods. Based 0 " the executive summary of the Phase III doto r~co"ery 
field invedigotions carried oul wilhin these parcels at the 
archaeological , Ito, Ceiba 11, GMI.2, GMI·4 and RR·l., the field 
objectives hava been met and, there fore, no further fieldwork is 
re.qul red "a1 rhe$c four sifc~. A~ provided for in Slipulcl rlon l' of the 
2007 MemC'lrandum of A~reemenl, we agree with your proposal to 
allow the fronJfer of Ihe obove three parcels prior to the completion of 
the finol technica l reports conditioned to the U. S. Novy ensuring ihot 
" II planned onoJys:4s, interpretation nnd report prcporalions ore 
completed no lotcr thQn 201 1 ... 

If you have any qvet'ions concerning our comments, pleose contoet 
Miguel Bonini a t 787~72 1 ·J737 or mbonlni@prshpo.gobierno.pr. 

Sincerely, 

c~u~ Ardlitcct 
Slote Historic Preserva tion Offlc.or 

CAR! BRS/ MB 



Phase III Data Recovery Reports: Organization and Schedule 

R",,,.,,c!t Road, Phase III Excavations: 411ites: Coiba 11, RR-GMI-4, RR-GM1-2, RR-I~ , 

FIELIlWORK: :Janullry through Mul' 2008 

1':X EClJT IVE SllJ\l I\ll ARY (elld of field work report) submittcd~ June 5, 20011 

MfJ'lFA(;,I'UAI. MATERIAL TO HE ANAI.YZEU: 49 hunke' bon", (from " ... "hined sit"s) , 

Artifact Summury (hy sit. ): 
.Ct!lhu i I; ~4 hanker hf),xc '" of' lluHcria l incl UtJ ing I.:cntluics (appro~ . ;.5{)(X) shcnJs. bone (approx : ') :;00 fro m 
'/ oI " ncll -.cn,:c l1 . Ihl, dpt.~, not incl uding hul k c.,amplingj: liLhics. shdl tool ~. Shell bulk !tnmplc~ wc.:re 
~ull l!cttd and .... fclIncu iilll,.. field hUI " 1Ir1 i n~ i., <)O-!!oill!!, in the SEA RCH 'laoormory, To highlight the 
amolllli of I11nteri~1 1 In Ihi;') \i l i l ', a ~i llg l c 10 ": In lewl ( )f one I -x- I III unit COJlluiI1l!(tI3bO MNf or .. hdl froJ1l 

7 ,lif'fcrcn( ~ IX~'· i c~. in ;ldJ itillll 10 I RO shcrds itnd 200 piccc~ li t' ~me. In to [ ~~ 1. 12 square mcters ( If tilt' -

:-.hd l midd~n '\\ :L' ~· '(ca\:a l ed. f\ portion o( t hi~ .lo hcoll , :unplc wa~ unulyzcd in [he fid d. 

RI~ ~(jM I -4; To f,ank!!r bclx~''\ 01 11l!l1,"~ ri, l f inCl uding 70<Xl historic :--.h \!rd~, 4000 picc.:c/'o \)1' glas~ , ~()I.)() tiot ib 
and it nu nor C"omponcrit of hi"'loric period bon~ remains. Appn>x imutl' ly 1 .~ ,OOO clni"fal:(s, 1\ 11 large 
~O lh[ruct i() 11 rC Il1:Ji ll~ fmm thIS Culnni:d hou~ lbrick!<o . rojas. ell.q were ;:umIY/...:d in Ihe IicitL Ili slOnc 
url'hivlIJ fCS<" lrch is unuerway I II PucrlO Rico 10 identify il chain of title 10 thi .. piece of land and I r:l IO 

idcnrify the people. who liwd ql thls hacienda. 

f\1~ . (jM 1-2:" 10 hanh'r b(J>"~~ o( n1utL' ri al m;:ItJc up of approximately 7200 CI.!fi1mit.·'s. Additional line mC)o. h 
,al l lplc~ arc 'hcing proccs!!ot!d. fV;,rhuJ ~ ' pec i ll l i/..cu stm.li c", .an! undcrwllY (Hl the (.·crami ~' !'1 lind "elil, f rom 

this "i t~ . 

RR~ 14.: ~ h:1I1~ l.: r O\l \:cs of Cl'farn ic.."'I, IiI hies. :1110 ~ hc Jl (illcludil l,!;!. linl: f11,"~"h ~lI lI1pl'$ of Ihe- minor "hdl 
midden COIJlpOll\!nl f~) ll l ld at Ihi :.: , i l(~ ) , 

'\lIt ici llUtcd Artlfo ct Analysis ulld Quontilkution cllmpletion: I)ec. 30. 21)09, 

I)EI.I V EKA III.ES: 

I rel'ort on histnri" llerii>d ,ite RR-(~I\II-4: ,\ntirilluted Ururt: June 30, 2010 

" report for prehistoric'si'" ('eiha II. RR-(;1\1I-2. RR-14. and incorpon,ting additional data front 
( 'dh. S. Cciha 9, a nd Coiba 30 (illvestigated ut the Ph""c IIlevell: Anticip.ted I)rllft: l>Ceentl..,r 
JOt 20 \I) 

Anticipated Finall)clivcrnbles: , February 1_ 201 I (GMI-4 report ) 
March 1.2011 (for Cdhn I I, RR-GMI-21RR-I" report ) 



EXHIBITD 

Synthetic Context Study Boundary 
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EXHIBITE 

SHPO letter dated June 4, 2010 
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EXHIBITR 
GUARANTY 

DRAFT 12-15-11 

THIS GUARANTY (this "Guaranty") dated as of January -' 2012 is made by the 
undersigned (the "Guarantor"), in favor of the United States of America, acting by and through 
the Department of the Navy (the "Government"). 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the Economic Development Conveyance Memorandum of 
Agreement, dated , 20 II (together with all amendments and other 
modifications, if any, from time to time made thereto, the "EDC Agreement"), by and 
between the United States of America, acting through the Department of the Navy and the 
Cornmonwealth of Puerto Rico, acting by and through the Local Redevelopment Authority 
for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads (the "LRA"), the LRA has agreed to pay an Initial 
Consideration in the amount of Eight Million Forty Thousand Dollars a $8,040,000 (the 
"Initial Consideration"). The Initial Consideration shall consist of a payment of 
$200,000.00 at the Initial Closing ("Initial Payment") and seven million eight hundred and 
forty thousand dollars ($7,840,000.00) in fifteen annual equal principal installments plus 
interests (each an Installment Payment all in accordance with the payment terms and 
conditions as detailed in the EDC Agreement); and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to EDC Agreement, the Guarantor is required to execute and 
deliver this Guaranty; 

NOW THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and 
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, and in order to induce the Government to 
accept the payment terms of the Initial Payment under the terms of the EDC Agreement, the 
Guarantor agrees, for the benefit of the Government, as follows : 

ARTICLE I 

DEFINITIONS 

SECTION 1.1. Certain Terms. The following terms (whether or not underscored) 
when used in this Guaranty, including its preamble and recitals, shall have the following 
meanings (such definitions to be equally applicable to the singular and plural forms 
thereof): 

LRA is defined in the first recital. 

EDC Agreement is defined in the first recital. 
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Guaranteed Obligations is defined in Section II.l hereof. 

Guarantor is defined as the Departmento de Desarrollo Econ6mico y Comercio de 
Puerto Rico. 

Guaranty is defined in the preamble. 

Documents mean those agreements and other documents related to the consideration 
as defined as in the EDC Agreement. 

Material Adverse Effect means a material adverse effect on (a) the condition 
(financial or otherwise), operations, business, properties, assets or prospects of the 
Guarantor or (b) the ability of the Guarantor to timely and fully perfonn any of its payment 
or other material obligations under this Guaranty. 

ARTICLE II. 

GUARANTY PROVISIONS 

SECTION 11.1. Guaranty. The Guarantor hereby, under its full faith and credit, 
absolutely, unconditionally and irrevocably as primary obligor and not merely as surety, 
guarantees the full and prompt payment when due, and at all times thereafter, of the Initial 
Payment to the Government, due or to become due, and arising out of or in connection 
with the Initial Payment under the EDC Agreement, as the same may be amended, 
modified, extended or renewed from time to time (all such obligations being herein 
collectively called the "Guaranteed Obligations"). 

This Guaranty constitutes a guaranty by the Guarantor of payment when due and not 
of collection, and the Guarantor specifically agrees that it shall not be necessary or required 
that the Government exercises any right, assert any claim or demand or enforce any remedy 
whatsoever against the LRA (or any other person) before or as a condition to the 
obligations of Guarantor hereunder. 

SECTION II.2. Guaranty Absolute, etc. This Guaranty shall in all respects be a 
continuing, absolute, unconditional and irrevocable guaranty of payment by the Guarantor, 
and shall remain in full force and effect until all Guaranteed Obligations have been paid in 
full, finally and indefeasibly. The Guarantor guarantees that the Guaranteed Obligations 
shall be paid strictly in accordance with the tenns of the EDC Agreement. The liability of 
Guarantor under this Guaranty shall be absolute, unconditional and irrevocable irrespective 
of: 

(a) the failure of the Government: 

(i) to assert any claim or demand or to enforce any right or 
remedy against the LRA under the provisions of the EDC Agreement, or 
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(ii) to exercise any right or remedy against any other guarantor of, or 
collateral securing, any Guaranteed Obligations; 

(b) any change agreed to in writing by the Government and LRA, in the 
time, manner or place of payment of, or in any other term of, all or any of the 
Guaranteed Obligations, or any other extension, compromise or renewal of any 
Guaranteed Obligation, agreed to in writing by the Government and LRA ; 

(c) any amendment to, rescission, waiver, or other modification of, or 
any consent to departure from, any of the terms of the EDC Agreement, agreed to in 
writing by the Government and LRA; 

ARTICLE III. 

REPRESENT A TIONS AND WARRANTIES 

To induce the Government to enter into the EDC and to comply with the terms 
thereunder, the Guarantor represents and warrants the following: 

III.!. Validity and Binding Nature. This Guaranty is, and upon the execution and 
delivery thereof will be, the legal, valid and binding obligation of Guarantor, enforceable 
against Guarantor in accordance with its terms, except that enforceability may be limited by 
bankruptcy, insolvency, or otlter similar laws now or hereafter in effect relating to creditors' 
rights generally and by general principles of equity (regardless of whether enforcement is 
sought in equity or at law). 

III.2. Litigation and Guarantee Obligations. No litigation, arbitration proceeding or 
other proceeding is pending or, to the Guarantor' s knowledge, threatened against the 
Guarantor which, if adversely determined, might have a material adverse effect against the 
Guarantor. 

III.3. Solvency, etc. On the Effective Date and immediately prior to and after 
giving the considerations to the Government under the EDC Agreement, the Guarantor will 
be solvent, will be able to pay its debts as they mature, will own property with fair saleable 
value greater than the amount required to pay its debts and will have capital sufficient to 
carryon its business as then constituted. 

III.4. Information. All written information heretofore or contemporaneously 
herewith furnished by the Guarantor for purposes of or in connection with the EDC 
Agreement and this Guaranty and the transactions contemplated thereby and hereby is, and 
all written information hereafter furnished by or on behalf of the Guarantor pursuant hereto 
or thereto or in connection herewith or therewith will be, true and accurate in every material 
respect on the date as of which such information is dated or certified, and none of such 
information is or will be incomplete by omitting to state any material fact necessary to 
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make such infonnation not misleading. 

ARTICLE IV 

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

SECTION IV.l. Document. This Guaranty is executed pursuant to the EDC 
Agreement and shall (unless otherwise expressly indicated herein) be construed, 
administered and applied exclusively in accordance with the terms and provisions thereof. 

SECTION IV.2. Binding on Successors, Transferees and Assigns; Assignment of 
Guaranty. This Guaranty shall be binding upon the Guarantor and its successors, 
transferees and assigns, and all references herein to the Guarantor, respectively, shall be 
deemed to include any of such Person's successor or successors, whether intennediate or 
remote. 

SECTION IV.3. Amendments, etc. No amendment to or waiver of any provision 
of this Guaranty, nor consent to any departure by the Guarantor herefrom, shall in any 
event be effective unless the same shall be in writing and signed by the Guarantor, and then 
such waiver or consent shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific 
purpose for which given. 

SECTION IV.4. Addresses for Notices to the Guarantor. All notices and other 
communications provided for hereunder shall be in writing and shall be mailed in the 
manner and to the addresses provided by in the EDC Agreement. 

SECTION IV.S. No Waiver; Remedies. No failure on the part of the Government 
to exercise, and no delay in exercising, any right hereunder shall operate as a waiver 
thereof; nor shall any single or partial exercise of any right hereunder precl ude any other or 
further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right. The remedies herein provided are 
cumulative and not exclusive of any remedies provided by law. All payments by the 
Guarantor pursuant to this Guaranty shall be made to the Government. 

SECTION IV .6. Section Captions. Section captions used in this Guaranty are for 
convenience of reference only, and shall not affect the construction of this Guaranty. 

SECTION IV.7. Fees and Expenses. The Guarantor further agrees to pay all 
reasonable expenses (including reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses) paid or 
incurred by the Government in endeavoring to collect the Guaranteed Obligations, or any 
part thereof, in enforcing this Guaranty against the Guarantor. 
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SECTION IV.S. Severability. Wherever possible each provision of this Guaranty 
shall be interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid under applicable law, but if 
any provision of this Guaranty shall be prohibited by or invalid under such law, such 
provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or invalidity, without 
invalidating the remainder of such provision or the remaining provisions of this Guaranty. 

SECTION IV.9. Governing Law, Entire Agreement, etc. This Guaranty shall be 
governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto 
Rico without reference to conflicts of laws principles. This Guaranty and the other Loan 
Documents constitute the entire understanding among the parties hereto with respect to the 
subject matter hereof and thereof and supersede any prior agreements, written or oral, with 
respect thereto. 

SECTION IV.IO. Forum Selection and Consent To Jurisdiction. Any litigation 
based hereon, or arising out of, under, or in connection with, this guaranty or any other loan 
document, shall be brought and maintained exclusively in the federal district courts in San 
Juan, Puerto Rico. The Guarantor hereby expressly and irrevocably submits to the 
jurisdiction of the federal district in Puerto Rico for the purpose of any such litigation as set 
forth above. The Guarantor hereby expressly and irrevocably waives, to the fullest extent 
permitted by law, any objection which it may now or hereafter have to the laying of venue 
of any such litigation brought in any such court referred to above and any claim that any 
such litigation has been brought in an inconvenient forum. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Guarantor has caused this Guaranty to be duly 
executed and delivered by its officer thereunto duly authorized as of the date fIrst above 
written. 

GUARANTORS: 

[NAME] [NAME] 
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EXHIBITS 

BUILDING 31 AGREEMENT 

KUTAK ROCK LLP 
DRAFT 12/15/ 11 

1 THIS AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made and entered into as of this ~=-=== 
2 day of , 2012 by and between the LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
3 FOR THE NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT ROADS (the "LRA"), and THE UNITED 
4 STATES OF AMERICA, acting by and through the Department of the Navy ("Navy"). 
5 
6 WIT N E SSE T H: 
7 
8 The parties hereto, for themselves, their legal representatives, successors and assigns, 
9 hereby covenant and agree as follows. 

10 
11 ARTICLE 1 
12 DEFINITIONS 
13 
14 "Building 31" or the "Building" shall mean Building 31 located on former Naval Station 
15 Roosevelt Roads ("NSRR"), as more particularly shown on Exhibit A. 
16 
17 "Commencement Date" shall mean the date that the LRA acquires fee title to Building 31 
18 from the Navy. 
19 
20 "Term" shall mean the period from (i) the Commencement Date through (ii) the 
21 Termination Date, unless terminated earlier by the Navy, or such earlier date that this Agreement 
22 may terminate in accordance with its terms. 
23 
24 "Termination Date" shall mean June 30, 2012, subject to adjustment in accordance with 
25 Article 10 hereof. 
26 
27 ARTICLE 2 
28 AGREEMENT 
29 
30 This Agreement, in accordance with Section 5.3 of the Economic Development 
31 Conveyance Memorandum of Agreement Between the United States of America Acting By and 
32 Through the Navy and the Local Redevelopment Authority for Naval Station Roosevelt Roads, 
33 dated December _ _ , 2011 ("NSRR EDC MOA"), between the Navy and the LRA provides for 
34 the use by the Navy of Building 31 located at the former Naval Station Roosevelt Roads 
35 ("NSRR"), located in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, for the Term set forth herein. 
36 
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BUILDING 31 AGREEMENT 

ARTICLE 3 
USE 

(A) Navy shall have the exclusive use of the Building. 

(B) Navy shall have the right to use streets, roads, parking areas, entrances, exits, 
corridors and stairways at NSRR as necessary for ingress and egress to the Building. 

(C) Navy shall be responsible for operations, basic upkeep, and maintenance of the 
Building, and its facilities and equipment contained therein. 

(D) Navy shall have the right to enter the Building at all times. All improvements to 
the Building shall become the LRA's property upon installation and shall be surrendered with the 
Building unless the LRA elects to relinquish such rights. Navy shall keep the Building clean and 
remove all rubbish from the Building, at Navy' s sole cost and expense. At the LRA's election, 
Navy may use the rubbish removal service arranged for by the LRA and shall handle rubbish in 
the manner, at the time, and in the place(s) that the LRA may specify from time to time. 

(E) Navy shall be responsible for providing security for the Building throughout the 
Term. 

(F) If utilities and services are furnished to Navy by the LRA for its use of the 
Building, Navy shall reimburse the LRA for the cost thereof as determined by the LRA in 
accordance with applicable statutes and regulations. 

(G) Navy may continue to use the personal property listed in Exhibit B attached 
hereto, during the term of this Agreement, reasonable wear and tear excepted. 

(H) The Navy and its contractor' s shall have the non-exclusive right to use the area 
immediately surrounding the Building, including but not limited to, the fenced areas and parking 
lots. 

ARTICLE 4 
PAYMENT 

Except as expressly provided in this Agreement, Navy's use of the Building shall be at no 
cost to the Navy. 

ARTICLES 
CONDITION OF BUILDING 31 

Navy was the owner of the Building and had full access to, superior knowledge and 
information about, and control over the Building immediately prior to the Commencement Date. 
Navy has inspected the Building and accepts it "as is," subject to the provisions of Article 7 
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1 hereof. Neither the LRA nor its agents have made any representations as to the condition of the 
2 Building, its fitness for any particular purpose, or to any other matter related to the Building 
3 (except as herein expressly set forth). The Navy's occupancy of the Building at or after the 
4 Commencement Date shall be conclusive evidence that the Building was in good and satisfactory 
5 condition at such time. The LRA has no obligation to prepare the Building for Navy's 
6 occupancy. 
7 
8 ARTICLE 6 
9 INSURANCE 

10 
11 (A) Navy shall in any event and without prejudice to any other rights of the LRA bear 
12 all risk of loss or damage to the Building including related personal property occupied or used by 
13 Navy, arising from any causes whatsoever, or in any manner connected with the occupation or 
14 use of the Building by Navy, or by a risk customarily covered by insurance, even where such 
15 loss or damage stems from causes beyond Navy's control. In the event that any item or part of 
16 the Building shall require repair, rebuilding, or replacement resulting from loss or damage, the 
17 risk of which is assumed under this section, Navy shall promptly give notice thereof to the LRA, 
18 and shall, upon demand of the LRA, either compensate LRA for such loss or damage, or rebuild, 
19 replace, or repair the item or items of the Building so lost or damaged. 
20 
21 (B) During the entire period that this Agreement shall be in effect, the Navy shall 
22 require its contractors utilizing the Building to carry and maintain the insurance required below 
23 and to name the LRA as additional insured: 
24 
25 (1) All-risks property and casualty insurance against the risks enumerated in 
26 Paragraph (A) above in an amount at all times equal to at least 100 percent of the full functional 
27 equivalent replacement value of the improvements and personal property within the Building. 
28 
29 (2) Public liability and property damage insurance including, but not limited 
30 to, insurance against assumed or contractual liability under this Agreement, with respect to the 
31 Building and improvements hereon, to afford protection with limits of a combined single limit of 
32 liability of not less than $5,000,000 in the event of bodily injury or death to any number of 
33 persons in anyone accident and for property damage. 
34 
35 (3) If, and to the extent required by law, worker's compensation or similar 
36 insurance in form and amounts required by law. 
37 
38 (4) Automobile liability coverage of not less than $1 ,000,000 per person and 
39 not less than $2,000,000 per occurrence for personal injury or death, and not less than 
40 $1 ,000,000 per occurrence for property damage. 
41 
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BUILDING 31 AGREEMENT 

(C) During the entire period that this Agreement shall be in effect, the Navy shall 
require its contractors and any contractor performing work on the Building to carry and maintain 
the insurance required below: 

(1) Comprehensive general liability insurance including, but not limited to, 
contractor's liability coverage and contractual liability coverage of a combined single limit of 
$5,000,000 per occurrence with not less than $5,000,000 general aggregate with respect to 
personal injury or death and with respect to property damage. The comprehensive general 
liability shall contain a per project aggregate endorsement. 

(2) Worker's compensation or similar insurance in form and amounts required 
by law. 

(3) Automobile liability coverage of not less than $1,000,000 per person and 
not less than $2,000,000 per occurrence for personal injury or death, and not less than 
$ I ,000,000 per occurrence for property damage. 

(D) All insurance which this Agreement requires the Navy to carry and maintain, or 
cause to be carried or maintained shall be in such form, for such amounts, for such periods of 
time, and with such insurers as the LRA may require or approve. All policies or certificates 
issued by the respective insurers for public liability and all-risks property insurance shall name 
the LRA as an additional insured; shall provide that any losses shall be payable notwithstanding 
any act or failure to act or negligence of the Navy or the LRA or any other person; shall provide 
that no cancellation, reduction in amount, or material change in coverage thereof shall be 
effective until at least thirty (30) days after receipt by the LRA of written notice thereof; shall 
provide that the insurer shall have no right of subrogation against the LRA; and shall be 
reasonably satisfactory to the LRA in all other respects. In no circumstances will the Navy be 
entitled to assign to any third party rights of action which the Navy may have against the LRA. 

ARTICLE 7 
MAINTENANCE 

(A) Navy, at its own cost and expense, shall protect, maintain, and keep in good order 
or shall cause to be protected, maintained and kept in good order, the Building. 

(B) No additions to, or alterations of, the Building shall be made without the prior 
consent of the LRA. Upon termination of this Agreement, to the extent directed by the LRA, 
Navy shall remove all alterations, additions, betterments and improvements made, or installed, 
and restore the Building to the same, or as good condition as existed on the Commencement 
Date, reasonable wear and tear excepted. 

(C) Navy shall be liable for any damage to the Building caused by Navy or its 
contractors. 
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1 
2 ARTICLE 8 
3 LRA'S RIGHTS 
4 
5 (A) LRA shall have the right to enter the Building at reasonable hours and with 
6 reasonable advance notice to the Navy. 
7 
8 (B) LRA retains the right to access and use all areas outside the Building, including, 
9 but not limited to, the fenced areas and parking lots adjoining the Building. 

10 
11 ARTICLE 9 
12 LIABILITY 
13 
14 Neither the LRA, or the Commonwealth nor any parent, subsidiary or affiliate of the 
15 LRA of the Commonwealth, nor any of their employees, agents, officers or managers, shall be 
16 liable for any damage or claim with respect to any injury to persons or any damage to, or loss or 
17 destruction of any property of Navy, Navy ' s employees, contractors or guests, unless due to 
18 gross negligence or willful misconduct on LRA's part. Navy waives all rights of recovery from 
19 LRA and LRA is not obligated to repair any damage to furnishings on the Building. Navy agrees 
20 to require its contractors accessing the Building to indemnify, defend and save the LRA harmless 
21 against and from all liability, including reasonable attorney's fees, to third parties arising out of 
22 contractors use or occupancy of the Building or common areas, unless due to gross negligence or 
23 willful misconduct on the part of the LRA. If any action or proceeding is brought against the 
24 LRA by reason of such claim, upon written notice from LRA, Navy may, at Navy' s expense, 
25 resist or defend such action or proceeding by counsel approved by LRA in writing, which 
26 approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
27 
28 ARTICLE 10 
29 ADJUSTMENT OF TERMINATION DATE 
30 
31 If, thirty (30) days prior to the Termination Date, the Navy does not intend to vacate the 
32 Building by the Termination Date, the Navy shall so inform the LRA in writing and the parties 
33 agree to meet and confer in order to negotiate terms for the Navy' s continued use of the Building 
34 by the Navy, including but not limited to the payment of fair market rent, to be determined by the 
35 LRA, based upon the highest and best use permitted for the occupied space. 
36 
37 ARTICLE 11 
38 TERMINATION 
39 
40 (A) The Navy may terminate this Agreement at any time prior to the Termination 
41 Date by giving advance written notice to the LRA. 
42 
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BUILDING 31 AGREEMENT 

(B) The termination of this Agreement for any reason shall not affect any rights, 
obligations or liabilities which have accrued under this Agreement on or before the effective date 
of such termination. 

(C) Upon the expiration or earlier termination of the Term, possession of the personal 
property listed in Exhibit B attached hereto will revert to the LRA, reasonable wear and tear 
excepted. 

ARTICLE 12 
HOLDOVER 

Navy agrees that if possession of the Building is not surrendered to the LRA on or prior 
to the Termination Date, in addition to any other rights or remedies the LRA may have hereunder 
or at law, and without in any manner limiting the LRA's right to demonstrate and collect any 
damages suffered by the LRA and arising from Navy' s failure to surrender the Building as 
provided herein, Navy shall pay to the LRA on account of use and occupancy of the Building 
with respect to each month and each portion of any month during which Navy holds over in the 
Building after the Termination Date, the then fair market rental value of the Building. Nothing 
in this Article 12 shall prevent the LRA from exercising any other rights at law or equity in the 
event of a holdover. 

ARTICLE 13 
ASSIGNMENT 

This Agreement shall be neither assignable nor transferable by the Navy. 

ARTICLE 14 
NOTICES 

Notice under this Agreement shall be delivered by hand or sent by recognized overnight 
courier services to the following addresses: 

If to the LRA: 

with a copy to: 

48394019·5598.2 

Local Redevelopment Authority for the Naval Station 
Roosevelt Roads 

The New San Juan Office Building 
Chardon # 159, 2nd Floor 
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918 
Attn: Executive Director 
Telephone No.: (787) 294-0101 x 5202 
Facsimile No.: (787) 294-0125 

Kutak Rock LLP 
1101 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 1000 
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If to Navy: 

with a copy to: 

Washington, DC 20036 
Attn: George Schlossberg 
Telephone No. : (202) 828-2400 
Facsimile No.: (202) 828-2488 

NA VF AC Base Realignment and Closure Program 
Management Office Southeast 

Department of the Navy 
4130 Faber Place Drive, Suite 202 
North Charleston, SC 29405 
Attn: James E. Anderson, Director 
Telephone No.: (843) 743-2122 
Facsimile No.: (843) 820-2142 

NA VFAC Base Realignment and Closure Program 
Management Office Southeast 
Department of the Navy 
4911 South Broad Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19112 
Attn: Gregory C. Preston 
Telephone No.: (215) 897-4910 
Facsimile No.: (215) 897-4902 

Such notices shall be effective upon receipt if delivered personally or by messenger or 
fourteen (14) business days after deposit in the mails if mailed. The above-named individuals or 
offices so designated shall be the representatives of the parties and the points of contact during 
the period ofthis Agreement. 

ARTICLE 15 
THIRD PARTY CONTRACTORS 

(A) Navy shall manage its contractor's use of the Building in accordance with the 
terms of this Agreement and shall cooperate with the LRA as necessary to ensure compliance by 
the contractor with the terms of this Agreement. 

(B) All Navy contractors shall carry and maintain insurance at the levels described in 
Section 6(C) hereof. 

(C) All third-party contractors shall indemnify and hold harmless the LRA, its 
officers, agents, servants and employees, from all liability for death or injury to persons, or loss 
or damage to the property of all persons resulting from the use of the premises by the contractors 
in accordance with Article 9. 
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I ARTICLE 16 
2 ENTIRE AGREEMENT 
3 
4 This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the 
5 Building and all prior negotiations are merged herein. This Agreement may not be orally 
6 changed, modified or discharged, in whole or in part, unless such agreement is set forth in 
7 writing. 
8 
9 ARTICLE 17 

10 COUNTERPARTS 
11 
12 This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be 
13 deemed an original and all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 
14 
15 ARTICLE 18 
16 ENFORCEABILITY 
17 
18 If any term, covenant, provision or condition of this Agreement, or the application thereof 
19 to any person or circumstances shall be held invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, the 
20 remainder of this Agreement, or the application of such provision or provisions to persons or 
21 circumstances other than those as to whom or which it is held invalid or unenforceable, shall not 
22 be affected thereby, and every provision of this Agreement shall be valid and enforceable to the 
23 fullest extent permitted by law. 
24 
25 
26 
27 [SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE] 
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1 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused their duly authorized 
2 representatives to execute this Agreement as of the date first written above. 
3 
4 LOCAL REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
5 FOR THE NAVAL STATION ROOSEVELT 
6 ROADS 
7 
8 
9 

10 By: ___ _______ __ _ 
11 Name: Jaime Lopez-Diaz 
12 Title: Acting Executive Director 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
18 Department of the Navy 
19 
20 
21 
22 By:-:.-:-----c::--_--=--=-_____ _ 
23 Name: Gregory C. Preston 
24 Title: Real Estate Contracting Officer 
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EXHIBIT A 

DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING 31 
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EXlllBITB 

PERSONAL PROPERTY 
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